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PREFACE

The ultimatc purpose of training Naval personnel is tO produce a
combatant Navy which can ensure victory at sea. A Consequence of the
quality of training given them is their superior state of readiness. Its result is
a victorious Navy.

This Rate Training Manual and Nonresident Career Course (RTMINRCC)
form a self-study package that will enable ambitious Aviation Support
EqUipment Technician M to help themselves fulfill the requirements of their
rating.

Designed for individual study and Rot formal classroom instruction, the
RTM provides subject matter that relates directly to the occupational
qualifications of the Aviation Supporttquiprnent Technician M rating. The
NRCC provides the usual way of satisfying the requirements for completing
the RTM. The .xt of assignments in the NRCC includes learning objectives
and supporting items designed to lead stUdents through the RTM.

This Rate Training Manual and Nonresident Career Course were prepared
by the Naval Education and Training ProgramDevelopment Center,
Pensacola, Florida, for the Chief of Naval Education and Training. Technical
assistance was proVider by the Aviation Support Equipment Technician
School, Memphis, Tennessee and NAMTD 3032, Jacksonville, Florida.
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THE UNITED STATES NAVY

GUARDIAN OF OUR CtiUNTRY
The United States Navy is responsible for maintaining control of the sea
and is a ready force on watch at home and overseas, capable of strong
action to preserve the peace-Or ot instant offensive action to win in war.

It is upon the maintenance of this control that our country's glorious
future depends; the Uniled'States.Navy exists to make it so.

WE "ERVE WITH HONOR

Tradition, valor, and victory are the Navy's heritfge from the past. To
these may be added dedication, discipline, and vigilance as the watchwords t)..

of the present and the future.

At'home or on distant stations.we serve with pride, confident in the respect
of our country, our shipmates, and our families.

Our responsibilities sober us; our adversities strengthen us.

Service to God and Country is our special privilege. We serve with honor.

THE FUTURE OF THE NAVY

The Navy will always employ new weapons, newt techniques_an_d_
greater poWer to protect and defend the United States on the sea, under'

the sea, and in the air.

Now and in the future, control of the sea givekthe United Stakes her
greatest advantage for the maintenance of -peaceandiarvitiory in war.,
Mobility, surprise, dispersal, and offensive power are the keynotes of

the new Navy. The roots of the Navy lie in a -Won belief in- if's.
future, in continued dedication to our tasks, and in reflection on ot4

heritage frc.m the past.

Never have our opportunities and our respOnsibilities' been greater.

il
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. CHAPTER 1

AVIATION SUPPORT EQUIPMENT
TECHNICIAN M RATING

This Rate Training Manual is designed as a
self-study text for use by those personnel of the
Navy and Naval Reserve ,who are preParing to
meet the professional (technical) qualifications
for advancement to Petty Officer Third Class
and Petty Officer Second Class in the Aviation
Support Equipment Technician M (ASM) rating.
A second purpose of this manual is the
improvement of job skills. This purpose is
achieved through use of the manual as a study
aid in conjunction with onAhe-job training.

Minimum professional qualifications for
advancement in 1411 ratings are listed in the
Manual of Navy Enlisted ManpoWer and
Personnel Classifications and Occupational
Standards, NAVPERS 18068 (Series). Formerly
designated .as the Manual of Qualifications for
Advancement, NAVPERS 180(8 is often
referred to as the "Qua Is" Manual.

The occupational standards upon which this
Rate Training Manual is based are those
appearing in Change C of NAVPERS 18068. It
shoUld be kept in mind that any changes in the
qualifications occurring after the (C) revision of
the ,"Quals" Manual may not be reflected in the
information presented in this training manual.

This chapter provides information on the
enlisted rating structure, the ASM rating,
requirements and procedures for advancement,
and references that will help you in working for
advancement and in performing your duties as
an ASM. Also included is information on how to
make the best use of Rate Training Manuals. It is
therefore s"trongly recommended that you study
this chapter carefully before beginning intensive
study of the remainder of the manual.

ENLISTED RATING
STRUCTURE

The present enlisted rating structure consists
of general ratings.and service ratings.

General ratings identify broad occupational
fields of related duties and functions. Some
general ratings include service ratings; others da
not. Both Regular Navy and Naval Re3erve
personnel may hold general ratings.

The general rating provides the primary
means of identifying billet requirements and
personnel qualifications; it is established or
disestablished by the Secretary of the Navy; and
it is provided a distinctive rating badge. The
general rate is the pay wade level within the
general rating.

Service ratings identify-- subdivisions or
specialities within a-general rating which require

,related patterns of aptitudes and qualifications,
and which provide paths of advancement for
career development. Although service ratings can
exist at any petty officer level, they_are most
common at the P03 and P02 levels. Both
Regular Navy and Naval Reserve personnel may
hold service ratings.

The Navy_ Enlisted Classification Coding
System (NEC) has been set up to help the Navy
match -the right.person with the right job. By
identifying billets that 'require special skills, and
by identifying people 'who have or can develop
these special skills, the NEC system provides the
Navy with a means of 'getting maximum
usefulness from its manpower. Any person who
gains the qualifications associated with -one of
the special skills is given a code number, called
his NEC.
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AVIATION SUPPORT EQUIPMENT
TECHNICIAN (AS) RATING

The AS rating 'is divided into three service
ratings at pay graces E-4 and E-E. fhe servioe
ratings are ASE (Electrical), ASH (Hydraulics
and Structures), and ASM (Mechanical). The
general rating, AS, applies at .pay grades E-6
through E-9.

Figure 1 -1 illustrates all paths of
advancement for an Airthan Recruit to Master
Chief Aviation Support Equipment Technician,
Chief Warrant Officer (W-4), and to Lithited
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AsE3
E-4

AIRMAN
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Figure 1-1.Paths of advancement.
224.1

Duty Officer. Shaded areas indicate career stages
where qualified enlisted personnel May advance
to Warrant Officer (W-1),, and where selected
Warrant Officers-may advance to I imited Duty.
Officer. Personnel in enlisted rates and warrant
ranks not in shaded areas may advance only as
indicated by the arrows.

Figure 1-2(A) illUstrates the active duty
advancement requirements from E-1 *through
E-9. Figure 1-2(8) illustrates the inactive duty
advancement requirements.

The viation Support Equipment
Technician M (Mechanical) services, tests, and
performs maintenance'and repair of gasoline and
diesel. engines in mobile and self-propelled
aviation support equipment arid-1. a-Sid-dated
automotive systems, including ftiel systems,
transmissions, differentials, and steering systems;

_maintains gas turbine compressor units and air
_conditioning systems used in servicing aircraft;
maintains and operates gas turbine compressor
unit test stands; and porforms periodic
maintenance inspections of aviation support
equipment.

As an ASM3 or ASM2, your assignment
possibilities cover a wide range of- duties and-
yesponsibilities. Your specific duties will depend
to a great extent upon the type Of organization
to which you arc attached. A greater number of
ASMs are assigned to activities which.perform
intermediate level maintenance. These billets
exist abOard aircraft carriers and naval air
stations. Iii each instance, the ASM will most
likely be attached to the support equipment
division of the Aircraft Intermediate
Maintenance Department (AIMD).

The ASM may also be assigned to a unit that
performs organizational maintenance. The unit
may be permanently attached to a particular
naval air station, or rnay_use (a certain _naval air
station as a home port and alternate between tile
station and a ship or between the home pprt and
another land base or bases.

Instructor duty iS available to the ASM2 and
in special instances may be available tO the
ASM3: Instructor billets are available in the AS
school of NAS Memphis, Millington, Tennessee,
in the Naval Air Maintenance Training Group .,

(NAMTG) with headquarters at Merriphis, and 1
with the Chief of Naval Education and Training
Support in Pensacola, Florida.

A



Chapter 1AVIATION SUPPORT EQUIPMENT TECHNICIAN M RATING

REQUIREMENTS* El to E2 E2 to E 0 E3
to E4

0 E4
to E5

E6
, to E6

IE6
to E7

t E7
to E8

E8
to
f

E9

..

,

SERVICE

4 mos.
service-

or
cornple-
tion of
liecruit
Trainin_.

,

8 mos,
ascE-2.

6 mos.
as E-3:
2 years
time in
service.

12 mos.
as E-4.
3 years
time in
servIce.

24 mos.
as E-5.

.,
6 years
time in
service.

36 mos.
as E6.
9 years
time in
service

36 mos.
'as E-7.-
8 of 12
years

eAtimin/
service
must be
enlisted.

1

36 mos.
as E-8.
10 of 15
years
time in
service
must be
enlisted.

,

N

SCHOOL .

r '
c--

Recruit
Training.:
(C.O.
may ad-
vance up
to 10%
of gradu-
ating
class.

.

::

.

:

:

:

.

for P113, -....
DT3, ......
PT3, .:.:.:...............

. .........
AME 3,'-...-...:.:.:.:.N.::.:
H M 3, ..:--
PN 3, ':':-'-'.*::::::.:.::...
1'TI3 3, ::-:::.::..:.:.:

.

...........
MT 3, ::.:::.:::::.::.:

............... .....
.....................

.......................:.
. .

......:.:.:.:.:.:......... ......
...v.:. .........

*:.:*

.....:..::.:.:-::.............
:.::.:.:::.::.:::-:::

...
Navy
School
for AGC,

MUC:
MNC.I 1.

PRACTICAL
FACTORS

.

Locally
p?epared
check-
offs.

Record of Practical Factors, NAVEDTRA 1414/1, must be
completed fOr E-3 and all PO advancements.

PERFORMANCE
TEST

':::*:::'....

-
. :.::::::::::-.

As used
when approving
advancement.

..
::-:-:::::::-:-::::::::':::'

by CO

Specified ratings must complete
applicable performance tests be-

fore taking examinations.
.

Counts toward performance factor credit
vancernent multiple.

....v.....

in ad-

.

ENLISTED
PERFORMANCE

EVALUATION

EXIMINATIONS**
Locally

prepared
tests.

S" ee
below.

Navywkle examinations I

required forall,P0
advancements.

Navywide selection board.

RATE TRAINING
MANUAL (INC LUD -
ING MILITARY
REQUIREMENTS)

-:::-::-::-::::-.::::
".:.%.::
......... .

...
..........

Required for E-3 and all PO advancements
unless waived because of school comple-
tion, but need not be repeated if idcntical
course. has already been completed. See

NAVEDTRA 10052 (current edition).
.

Nonresident career
courses and
recommended
reading. See
NAVEDTRA 10052

i (current edition).

A UTHORIZATION
'Commanding

%Juicer
.NAVEDTRA PRODEVCEN

*All advancements require commanding officer's recommendation.
3 years obligated service required for E-7, E-8, and E-9.
Military leaderthip exam required for E-4 and E-5.

** For E-2 to E-3, NAVEDTRAPRODEVCEN exams or locally prepared tests rnay be used.
it Waived for qualified EOD personnel.

Figure 12(A).Active duty advancement requirements.

J.-
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"\\\\

REQUIREMENTS* El to
\E2 \

..

E2
E

to
3

E3 to
.

E4 to E5 to E'6\to -'
ES E9

'

TOTAL TIME
IN GRADE

,
4 mos. 8 mos\

.

6 mos. 12 mos. 24 mos.
..

.

.

.36_.mos.
with
total
8 yrs
service

.

46 mos.
.wfth
"total\
-11`v.I.s \
servrcservide-

24 mos. 1

with
total
13.,,irs

TQTAL TRAINING
DUTY IN GrADEt 14 days 14 days

s,
14 days 14 days 28 days 42 days 42 clays

-.,a s
\

_

PERFORMANCE
TESTS .,

, .

Specified ratings must complete applicable
performance tests before taking examination.

MULL\
PARTICIPATION

Satisfactory participation as a imernber of a drill unit,
in accordance with BUPERSINST 5400.42 series.

PRACTICAL FACTORS
(INCLUDING MILITARy

REQUIREMENTS)

Record of,Practical Factors, NavEdTra 1414/1; must
be completed for all advancements. ,

,

RATE TRAINING
MA NUA L (INCLUDING
MILITARY REQUPRE-

MENTS) .

,
,

Completion of applicable course or courses must be entered
in service record.

. .

EXAMINATION
r-.7

,

,

Standard Exam.

.

,

Standard Exam
required for all PO
advancementq.
Also pass . .

Military Leadership Exam
for E-4 and E-5.

-

Standard Exam.
Selection Board.

AUTHORIZATION Cornthanding
Officer

c,

NA VEDTRA PROD EVC EN .

*Recommendation by commanding officer required for-all advancements.
f Active duty periods may be substituted for training duty.

Figure 1-2(B).Inactive duty advancement requirements.

9,
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Chapter .IAVIATION -1.1PPQRT EQUIPMENT TECHNICIAN M RATING

%Instructor billets are' normally filled on' a
- --- voluntary.basis. Detailed information concerning

assignment to instructor duty is contained in the
Enlisted Transfer Manual, NAVPERS 15909

, (Series). ,- ..
-, .,,ts Since you have.been in pay grade E-3 or E-4

xfor some titne, you realize that more leadership is
rkuired of-the-higher rates. Not only are you
required to haVe,. superior knoidedge, hut you

_

are alsthrequired to have the ability, to handle
personnerThis ability increases in importance as
you advance`through the various rates as a petty

" officer. , ---.-,
In General Ordet1%.1o. 21, the Secretary of

fhe Navy outlined some of the most impdrtant
aspects ,of naval leadership:BY naval leadership
is meant the art of accompliShing the Navy's
mission through peoPle. It is the -sum of thoSe
qualities of intellect, of human understanding,
and of moral character that enables a person to
inspire and to manage a group of people
successfully. Effective leadership, ' therefore, is
based: on personal example, good management
practicei;\and mOral responsibility. The term
leadership inudes all three of these -eléments7-r-

The current ,Navy. Leadership Program is
designed to keelithe spirit of General Order.No.
21 ever before you.IfNthe threefold objective is
carried out effectively "in every command the
progranP will make you a better leader of men in

, your present billet and -'in your future
\ assignments: As you advance uP`the ladder of

\leadership, your worth to the Na-Vy, will be
jagged increasingly on the basis of theNamount-
officient work ' you obtain from Our
subordinates rather than how much of the actual-
work j-/ou do-yourself.

- For Information on the practical-application
of leadership . and supervision, study Military
Requiretnents\ for ... Petty Officer 3 & 2,
NAVEDTRA 10056 (Series).

\

ADVANCEMENT

Both you and the Navy benefit frOm your
advancement. You get More pay, and ycur
assignments' are More interesting and
challenging. You can enjoy getting ahearl in the
Navy on yikur ,own efforts.. Highly trained
personnel Sre essential to the -functioning of the

.

r ,

Navy.. By advancement, you increase your value
to the Navy in two Ways: First, you becOme
morp valuable aS a technical specialist in your
own rating; and second, :,you- become more
valuable as a person who can train others, and
thus make far-reaching contributions ta ihe
entire Navy.

The advancement system includes those
requirements that Must be met before you -May
be considered for advancement and those factors
that actually deterinine whether or not you will
be advanced. In this part of this chapter
information is presented to help you prepare

, and become qualified for advancement and to
inform you og the method used for selecting
those who will be advanced.

BUPERS Notice 1418- will give you
information on advancement examinations.
Have your Educational Services Officer or your
Training Petty Officer explain parts ofthese
nbtices you do not understand.

PREPARING FOR
MWANCEMENT

What must' you do to prepare for
advanCement? Ybu must study the qualifications
for advancement, work on the practital factors,
study the required-Rate Training Manuals and
other material that is required. You will need to
be familiar with the following:

5

1 o

1. Manual of Navy Enlisted Manpower and
Personnel Classifications and Occupational
Standards, NAVPERS 18068 (Series).

2. Record of Practical Factors,
NAVEDTRA I 414/1.

3. Bibliography for Advaneement -Study,
NAVEPTRA 1 005 2 (Series).

Applicable Rate Training -Manuals and
their companion Nonresident Career Courses.

5. Examinetion for adv-a-ncement
procedures.

Collect ively, .these documents make up an
integrated.training package tied together by the
occupational stanclatds. The following-
paragraphs,..xlescribe these materials and give
some .inforniation on how each one is related to
the others.
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"Qua ls" Manual

The Manual Of Navy Enlisted Manpower and
Personnel Classifications and Occupational
StanOarcp, NAVPERS 18068 (Seriei), gives the
minimum reguirements for advancerrienf. This

. manual is usually called the "Quals" Manual,
.and_ tire .qualifications themselves are called
occupational Standards. The "Quals" Manual Can
be. found in your;Educaticrnaf Services Office or
may be obtained from your Training Petty
Officer.'

OcCupatiOnal.standards are expres...ci as task
statements only, unlike the advancement
qualifications which contain practical factors
and knowledge factors. The .approved concept
for occupational standards is that they define
what enlisted personnel mast do in their rate or
rating and that the knowledges required to
perform a task are inherent to the proper
performance of the task. The practical band
knowledge factors presently in the
Manual will be replaced with occupational
standatds. o

Occupational standards are identified .by a
five-digit number of which the first two digits
identify the standard topic title and the
rem4ning three digits identify the specific task
statement.

NOTE: As stated previously, the
ocAlpational standards upon which this Rate
Training Manual is based are those appearing in
NAVPERS 18068-C, which is titled Manual of
Qyiliflcations for Advancement. Therefore, the

aterial is based on practical and knowledge
factors which are identified by alphanumeric
codes. For example, G2.03, "Use of publications

'relating to the 'inspection, servicing, and
Maintenance of aircraft," is a knowledge factor
under this system. In the new NAVPERS 18068
(Series), Manual of Navy Enlisted Manpower and
P e rsonnel Classifications and Occupational
Stahdards, the above occpational standard will
probably appear as 46091, "Use publications
and instructyons to perforrn inspections,
servicing. and maintenance of aircraft." Any
reference to qualifications or occupational
standards in this manual pertains to the old
system)

-

o

The standards are of two general types:
militarY reqUirements, and professional (or
technical) requirements.

Military' requirements apply to all ratings
rather than to any one particular rating. Military ,
requirements for advancement to third 'class and
second class petty officer rates deal with
military conducty naval organization, military
justice, security, watch standing, andkother

.tbjects which are required o petty officers in
all other ratings.

Professional requirements are technical or
professional in nature and are directly related-to
the work Of each rating. Both the military
requirements add the professional requirements
are divided into subject matter groupsOhen
within each subject 'matter group, they are
divided into specific task statements.

The occupational standards for ASM are
listed in this manual following the index. Study..
these standards and the military requirements
carefully. The majority of the questions on your
advancement, examination will try to determine
your '-un derstanding of the req uiremen ts
reflectid in the occupational standards. If you
are working for advancenrent to .second class,
remember that you may be exainined on third
class occupational standards aS well as on second
class occupational standards.

It is essehtial that Hie occupaticinal Standards
reflect current requirements of fleet and shore
operations, arid that new fleetwitle technical,
operational, and procedural developments bc
included. For these reasons, the.-occupatior.7.1
standards are continually under evaluatior
Although there is an established 'schedule for
revisions to the occupational stan-dards for_each
ratingz urgent changes to the occupational
standards may be made at au' time. These
revisions are issued in the form of changes to the
"Quals" Manual. Therefore, never trust any set
.of occupational standards until you ha1,e
checked -the change number against an
up-to-date copy of the- "Quals" Manual. Be' sure
you have the latest revision.,

:
Record Of Practical Factors,
NAVEDTRA 1414/1

B efdre you can take the Navy-wide.
examination for advancement, there .rnust be an

.
6
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Chapter 1-AVIATION 'SUPPORT EQUIPMENT 'TECHNICIAN M RATING
.5%... . _

entry in your-service recork.: show thaf yoli-
.haye qualified in the practiv,z1, iactors of both
theemilitary requirementsoand the pilifesional
standards. A special form known as the Record:,
of Practical Factbrs, NAVEDTRA 1414/1 (plus
the abbreviation of the- appropriate rating), is.
used to keep a record of your practical factor
qualifications. The form lists all practical
factors, both military and professional. As you
demonstrate your abilitY*. to perform each
practical factor; appropriate entries are made in
the DATE and INITIALS echunins.

Changes are mhde periodically to the,,,
"Quals" Manual, and revised forms of-'
NAV EDTRA 1414/1 are 'provided - whgn
necessary. Extra spacefs allowed on:the Record

..

of Practical Factors for entering additional
practical factors as they are piiblisheb- iii '
changes. .The Record'of ?radical Factors also-
provides space for recording demonstrated.
proficiency in skills which are within the general
Scope of the rate but which are not identified as
minimum.qualifications for advancement. -

., If you are transferred before you qualify,in
all practical factors, NAVEDTRA 1414/1 should
be Jorwarded with your servke record to your
next duty station. You can save Yourself a lot of
trouble by making sure that this form is actually
imserted in .your service record before you are

. transferred. If the fakir is not in \your Service
.record, you will be required to start over again
and re, alify in the practical factors which have
alread9 been checked off.

second copy -of the Record of Practical
Fact ..s should be Iva& available to each man-in -
pa 2,grades E- through E-8 for his persOnal
sec rd and guidance. ..' ..

The importance of NAVEDTRA 1414/71
must be strongly emphasized. It 'serVes as a
record 'to indicate to .the petty officers and
officers Fupervising your work that you have
demonstrated prdiciency in the performance of
the indicated praCtica1 factors and is part of the
criteria utilized by your commanding Officer
when _he considerS . recommending you 'for
advancement. hi addition, the proficient/demonstration of the applicable practical factors'
listed on this form cari aid you inpreparing for
the examination for advancement. RemenTher .

that the knowledge aspects of/ the practical
,

.1

I
`

factors are coyered in the examinations for
advancernent. Certain knowledge is required to
demonstrate these practical factors and
additional knowledge can be acquired during the
demonstration. Background knowledge is
;equired to perform .a certain .f6b.. In other

,

words, the.!. knowledge xequired for -a certain
rating depend,s upon the jobs:(practical factors)
that must be performed by personnel of that,
rating. Therefore, the knowledge required to
proficiently demonstrate these- practical factors.,
Will definitely aid you in preparing for the
examination for advancement: .

Personnel Qualifition ,
Standards 0-

/,
Personnel Qualific-ation Standards .(1)QS),

described in 9DPNAV Instruction 3506.34:are
presentlyberng utilize'd to provide guidelines iri°
preparing for- advancement. and qualifiCation, to
operate specific equipment and systems. They.
are designed to support the advariceirient
requirements azs. stated in the "Quals2'. Manual.

The occupational standards and Record of
Practical Factors arg stated in broad terms..Each
PQS is much more speciSc ij its questions that
lead to qualifiCation.. It provides an analysis of
specific 'equipment and duties; assignments, or
responsibilities which an individual or gr'Oup of
individuals (within the same rating) trsiay be
Called upon to carry out. In'other'words, each

-PQS _provides an zinalysis of 'the complete
knowledge and kills required of that' rating tied
to a specific weapon -system (aircrah and/or
individual systems or components).

Each qualification standard has fOur main
subdivisions in addition to an introduction and a
glbSsary of PQS terms. They are as follows:

100 Series-Theorl
. 200 Series-System

300 Series-Watclistations (duties, assign-
. ments or responsibilities)

460 Series.-QualificatIon ca-rds,

The hitroduction explains the complete use
of the qualification standard in terms o'f, what it
will mban tO the user as Well as how to it. .

-Tlid Theory (100 Series) section sPecifies the
theorY background required ai a, prerequisite to

7
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the commencement of study in the specific
equipment or system for which the PQS was
written. These fundamentalg are normally taught
in the formal schools (Preparatory,
Fundamentals, and Class A) phase of an
individual's training. However, if the individual
has not been to school, the requirements are
outlined and referenced to provide guidelines for
a self-study program.

The Systems (200 Series) section breaks
. down the equipment or systems being studied

; nto functional sections. PQS items are

..\\ essentially questions asked in clear, concise
statement (question) form and arranged in a
standard format. The answers to the questions
must be extracted from the various maintenance
manuaS covering the equipment or systems for
which the PQS was written. This section asks the
user to explain the function of the system, to
draw a simplified version of the system from
memory, and to use this drawn schematic or the
schematic provided in the maintenance manu&
while studying the system or equipment.
Emphasis is given to such areas as maintenance
management procedures, components,
component parts, principles of operation,
sy st cm in te r re la tions, numerical values

considered necessary to operation and
maintenance, and safety precautions.

The Watchstation (300 Series)' section
includes questions regarding the proced ores the
individual 'must know to operate and- maintain
the equipment or systeni. A study of the items'
in the 200 series section provides the individual
with the required information concerning what
the system or equipment does, how it does it,
and other pertinent aspects of operation. In the
300 seeies section, the .questions advance the
qualification process Py requiring answers or
demonstrations of ability to put this knowledge
-to use or to cope with maintenance of the
system or equipment. Areas covered include
normal operation; abnormal or emergency
operation; emergency procedures which could
limit damage and/or casualties associated with a
particular operation; operations that occur too
infrequently to be considered mandatory
performance items; and maintenance
procedures/instructions suet' as checks, tests,
repair, replacement, etc.

8

The 400 Series section consists of the
q ualification cards. - These Cards are the
accounting documents utilized to record the
individual's satisfactory completion of items
necessary for becoming qualified in duties
assigned. Where the indiyidual starts in

completing a standard will depend on his

assignment within an activity. The complete
PQS should be given to the individual being

qualified so that he can utilize it at every
opportunity to' become fully qualified in 'all
areas.of his rating and the equipment or system
for which the PQS was written. Upon transfer to
a different activity, each individual must
requalify. The answers to the questions asked in
the qualification standards may be given orally
or in writing to the supervisor, the branch or
division officer, and maintenance officer as
required to certify proper qualification. The
completion of part or all of the PQS provides a
basis for the supervising petty officer and officer
to certify co'nmiletion IA Practical Factors for
Advancement.

Bibliography fur Advancement
Study

The Bibliography for Advancement Study,
NAVEDTRA 10052 (Series), is a very important
publication for any'one preparing for
advancement. This bibliography lists required
and recommended Rate Training Manuals and
other reference material to be used by personnel
working for advancement. NAVEDTRA 10052
is revised and issued once each year by the Naval
Education and Training Support Command.
EaCh revised edition is identified by a letter
following the NAVEDTRA number. When using
this publication, be sure that ydu have the most
recent edition.

If extensive changes in qualifications occur
between the annual revisions of NAVEDTRA
10052, a supplementary list of study material
may be issued in the forni of a BUPERS Notice.
When you are preparing for advancement, check
with your Educational Services Officer or your
Training Petty Officer to see whether changes
have been made in the qualifications. If changes
have been made, see if a BUPERS Notice has
been issued to supplement NAVEDTRA 10052.
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The required and recommended references
are listed by rate level in NAVEDTRA 10052. If
you are working for advancement to third class,
study the material that is listed for third class. If
you are working for advancement to second
class, study the material that is listed for second
class, and remember that you will also be
examined on the references listed at the third
class level.

NOTE: Personnel preparing for,advancement
will be examined on_ the TOTAL
BIBLIOGRAPHY. Publications listed for a given
paygrade frequently make specific reference to
other publications. These specific referrals are
part of the TOTAL BIBLIOGRAPHY. Emphasis
must be placed on the military/technical
TOTAL BIBLIOGRAPHY for each- paygrade;
examinations are based on it.

In using NAVEDT-RA 10052, you will
notice that some Rate Training Manuals are
marked with an asterisk (*). Any manual
marked in this way is MANDATORYthat is, it
must be completed at the indicated rate level
before you are eligible to take the Navy-wide
examination for advancement. Each mandatory
manual may be completed by passing the
appropriate Nonresident Career Course that is
based on the mandatory training manual; passing
locally prepared tests based on the information
given in the training manual; or in some cases,
successfully completing an appropriate Class A
School.

Do not overlopk the front section of
NAVEDTRA 10052 which lists the required and
recommended references relating to the military
Standards/requirements for advancement. ror
example, all personnel must complete the Rate
Training Manual, Military Requirements for
Petty Officer 3 & 2, NAVPERS 10056 (Series),
fdr the appropriate rate level before they can be
eligible to advance.

The references in NAVEDTRA 10052 which
are recommended, but not mandatory, should
also be studied carefully. All references listed in.
NAVEDTRA 10052 may be used as source
material for the written examinations at the
appropriate rate levels.

Rate Training Manuals

There are two general types of Rate Training
Manuals. Rating manuals (such as this one).are
prepared for most enlisted rates, giving
information that is directly related to the
professional qualifications. Basic manuals give
information that applies to more than one rate
and rating. Basic Electricity, NAVPERS 10086
(Series), is an example of a basic manual because
many ratings use it for reference.

Rate Training Manuals are revised from time
to time to keep them up to date technically. The
revision of a Rate Training Manual is identified
by a letter following the NAVEDTRA number.
You can tell whether any particular copy of a
Rate Training Manual is lke latest edition by
checking the NAVEDTRA number and the
letter following this number in the most recent
edition of List of Training ,Manuals and
Correspondence Courses, NAVEDTRA 10061
(Series). NAVEDTRA, 10061 is a catalog that
lists current training manuals and
correspondence courses; you will find this
catalog useful in planning your study program.

Rate Training Manuals are designed to help
you prepare for advancement. The following
suggestions may help you to make the best use
of this manual and other Navy training
publications when you are preparing for
advancement.

c,
I. Study the military requirements arid the

professional qualifications for your rate before
you study the training manual, and refer to the
occupational standards frequently as you study.
Remember, you are studying the training
manual in order to meet these occuPational
standards.

2. Set up a regular study plan. If possible,
schedule 'your studying for a 'time of day when
you will not have too many interruptions or
distractions.

3. Before you begin to study any part of
the training manual intensively, become familiar
with the entire manual. Read the preface and
the table of contents. Check through the index.
Look at the appendixes. Thumb through the
manual without any particular plan, looking at
the illustrations ahd reading bits here and there
as you see things that interest you.

14
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4. Look at the training manual in more
detail to see how it is-organized. Look_at the
table of contents again. Then, chapter by
chapter, read the introduction;The headings, and
the subheadings. This will zive you a clear
picture of the scope and content of the manual.
As you look through the manual in this way, ask
yourself some questions: What do I need to
learn about this? What do I already know about
this? How is this information related to
information given in other chapters? How is this
i n f or ma tion related to the occupational
standards?

S. When you have a general idea 'of what is
in the training manual and how it is organized,
fill in the details by intensive stady. In each
study period, try to cover a complete unitit
may be a chapter, a section of a chapter, or a
subsection. If you know the subject well, or if
the material is easy, you can cover quite a lot at
one time. Difficult or unfamiliar material will
require more study time.

6. In' studying any one unitchapter,
section, or subsectionwrite down the questions
that occur to you. Many people find it helpful
to make a written outline of the unit as they
study, or at least to write down the most
important ideas.

7. As you study, relate the information in
the training manual to the knowledge you
already have. When you read about a process, a
skill, or a situation, try to see how ,this
information ties in with your own past
experience.

8. When you have finished studying a unit,
take time out to see what yoti have learned.
Look back over your notes and questions.
Maybe some of your questions have been
answered; but perhaps you still have some that
are not answered. Without referring to the
training manual, write down the main ideas that
you have learned from studying this unit. Do
not quote the manual. If yon cannot give these
ideas in your own words, the chances are that
you have not really mastered the information.

9. Use Nonresident Career Courses (NRCC)
whenever you can. These courses are based on
Rate Training Manuals or on other appropriate
texts. As mentioned before, completion of a
mandatory Rate Training Manual can be
accomplished by passing a Nonresident Career

10
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Course based on the Rate Training Manual: You
will probably_fmd it helpful to take other
courses in addition to those based on mandatory
training manuals. Taking a Nonresident Career
Course helps you to master the information
given in the training manual, helps You to see
how much you have learned, and can serve for
refresher study.

10. Think of your future as you study Rate
Training Manuals. You are working for
advancement to third class or second class right
now, but someday yOu will be working toward
higher rates. Anything extra that yOu can learn
now will help you.

Nonresident Career
Course

The Nonresident Career Course (NRCC),
formerly called Enlisted Correspondence Course,
for this Rate Training Manual (RTM) has been
included at the back of the manual. Its purpose
is to assist yoti in the training necessary to fulfill
your job and ,advancement requirements; it will
be of benefit to .you when preparing for the
Navy-wide Advancement Examinations; and it
reflects the more important information in the
manual.

Included in the course are learning objectives
which state knowledges you will acquire by
choosing the correct answer to each question or
by restudying until you can choose the correct
answer. The questions are teaching tools that
point out important things in the Rate Training
Manual. The Nonresident Career Course is an
important part of the,training package presented
within these covers.

The answer sheets to the NRCC, referred to
as IKOR (immediate knowledge of results)
sheets, are a separate package and are not
included with this Rate Training Manual. A
separate errata sheet may be included with this
training package. If present, it will inform you
of any changes in the text of the RTM or the.
NRCC. For complete instructions on this NRCC,
read the preliminary pages thoroughly before
you proceed with the course..
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QUALIFYING FOR
ADVANCEMENT

In general, to qualify (be considered)., for
advancement, you must:

1. Have a certain amdunt of time :in your
present pay grade.

2. Demonstrate knowledge of material in
'your Mandatory Rate Training Manual by
making a suitable seore on your command's test
on the manual, by successfully completing tl,;
NRCC on the manual, or, in some cases, 1:1:

graduating from an appropriate Navy school.
3. Demonstrate your ability tO perform all

the practical requirements for advancement by
completing the Record of Practical Factors,

, NAVEDTRA 1414/1.
4. Be recommended by your commanding

officer, after the petty officers and officers
supervising your, work have indicated that they
consider you capable of performing the duties of
the next higher rate by recommending you for
advancement to the commanding officer.

5. For petty officer third and second
candidates only, demonstrate knowledge of

, military subjects by passing the
MILITARY/LEADERSHIP examination based
on the military occupational standards for,
advancement (from NAVPERS 18068 (Series)).

In addition to these requirements, to qualif)
for advancement you must demonstrate an
understanding of the technical aspects of your
rate by passing a Navy-wide advancement
examination based on the occupational
standards applicable to your rate (from
NAVPERS 18068 (Series), those occupational
standards listed it or below your rate level).

If you meet all of the above requirements
satisfactorily, you are in a group from which
advancements will be made.

WHO WILL BE
ADVANCED?

Advancement is not automatic. Meeting all
of the requirements makes you eligible but does
not guarantee your advancement. Some of the
factors that determine which persons, out of all
of those qualified, will actually be advanced in

^

rate are the score made on the advancement
examination, the length of time in service, the
performan'ee marks earned, and the number of
vacancies being filled in a given rate.

If,the- number of vacancies in a given rate
exdeed the number of qualified personnel, then
all of those qualified will be advanced. More
often, the number of qualified people exceeds
the vacancies. When this happens, the Navy has
devised a procedure for r ivancing those who are
best qualified. This procedure is based on
combining the three following personnel
evaluation systenis:

1. ,Merit rating system (Annual evaluation
and C.O. recommendation)

. 2. 'Personnel' testing system (Advancement
examination scorewith some credit for ,passing
previous advancenient ey.d.us)

3. 'Longevity (seni)rity), system (Time in
rate and time,in service)

.1

Simply, credit is given for how much the
individual has achieved in the areas of
performance, advancement test, and seniority. A
composite, known as the final multiple score, is
generated 'from these three factors. All of the
candidates who have PASSEEt the examination
from a given advancement population -&e then
placed on one list. Based on the final multiple
score, the person with the highest multiple score,
is ranked first, and so on, down to the person
with the lowest multiple score. For candidates
for E-4, E-5 , and E-6, advancement
authorizations are then issued, beginning at the
top of the list, for the number of p6rsons needed
to fill the existing vacancies.

Candidates for E-7 whose final multiple
scores,.are high enough will be 'designated PASS
SELBD ELIG (Pass Selection Board Eligible).
This means that their names will be placed
before the Chief Petty Officer Selection Board, a
BUPERS board charged with considering all
io-designated eligible candidates for
advancement to CPO. Advancement
authorizations for those being advanced to CPO
are issued by this board.

Who, then, are the individuals who are
advanced? Basically, they are- the ones who
achieved the most in preparing for advancement.
They were not content to just qualify; they

11
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went the extra Mile in their training, and
through that training and their work experience
they developed greater skills, learned more, and
accepted more responsibility.

While it cannot guaiantee that any one
person will be advanced, the advancement
system does gvarantee that all persons within a
particbl.'r rate will compete equally for the
vacanciea that exist and that the best qualified

-persons wilI be advanced.

EXAMINATION
PROCEDURES

Examinations are given to candidates for
advancement to E-4 through E-6 inFebruary and
August each year. E-7 ihrough E-9 exams are'
given only once a year. The time -and place of
the examinations will be published in the Plan of
the Day and in your station or unit paper. You
most-appear-at-the-designated time and place-in
the uniform of the day and with your ID card. If
yqu are to take the exam for ASM3 no other
person taking that exam will sit near you. This
helps ensure that all taking the exam have an
equal chance. The examiner or a proctor will
read to you the instructions to be followed. Be
sure you listen to and follow these instructions

passed, the proctor will collect the examination
booklets and the answer sheets.

SUBJECT-MATTER !SECTION
IDENTIFICATION SKEET

The Sub.'ec.-!'qiatter, ;*;ection Identification
Sheet (fig. I. a tiar-avt sheet included in
your Navy-wm'e advancerent examination
booklet. It iS ft) be detached from the
examination booklet upon completion of the
examination and given to the exam proctor. This

sheet indicates the subject-matter sections of the
examiration which represent the occupational
requirements for the rate. The occuOational
standards used to support the examination
questions are also iificated for each
subject-matter section. Th.,s sheet will be
retained by the Educatioual Services Officer -
(ESO) for purposes of command review upon

receipt- of- the Profile Analysis Form. Both of
these forms will be made available to you for
your review at a date subsequent to the date of
examination.

carefully.
You will have three hours. Each question on

the exam will have four possible answers from
which. to choose the correct one. Read each
question carefully and all of the possible
answers. If you know the correct answer, mark
your answer sheet. If you do not know the
answer, go to the next questionT-This-will-ensure
that you have time to answer all the questions to
which you know the answers in the time
allotted. Each time you mark the answer sheet
make your mark in the same number as the
question.

After you have gone through the exam and
answered all the questions to which you know
the answers, go .through the exam again and
answer the questions that you can limit to two
probably correct answers. Then you can spend
the remaining, time considering the questions
about 'which you have the least knowledge and
checking the questions. and answers you have
already completed. When the allotted time has

PROFILE ANALYSIS
FORM

The Profile:- Analysis Form (fig. 1-4) is
provided to all candidates two or tliree months
after competing in the Navy-wide advancement
examination. Normally, this form will be made
available to you by your ESO with the
Subject-Matter Section Identification Sheet,
previously discussed. The Profile Analysis Form

0 is to be used in conjunction with the
Subject-Matter Section Identification. Sheet to

! indicate your strengths and weaknesses for the
particular exainination in which you competed.

The Profile Analysis Form (refer to fig. 1-4)
indicates the candidate's relative standing in
Section 1 of the examination as being "A..
(Average-middle). Section 1, as indicated on the
Subject-Matter Section Identification Sheet,
dealt with questions relating to the "Naval
Aviation Maintenance Program". You can,
therefore, conclude that you'f standing was
average, in comparison with the rest of the
candidates, for Section 1 of the examination,
the "Naval Aviation Maintenance Program". The
owupational standards used to support the

1 2
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GIVE THIS SHEET TO ma PROCTOR FOR THE

El!
ASM3 EXAM

REFORK nome, \NY

SUBJECT-MA1TER SECTION. IDENTIFICATION
,

THESE QUALIFICATIONS ARE MADE FROM THE MANUAL OF NAVY ENLISTED
MANPOWER AND PERSONNEL CLASSIFICATIONS AND OCCUPATIONAL STANDARD

NAVPERS 18068-p INCLUDING CHANGE 6
ENE IASIC IIBUOGRANY FOR THIS ElANINATION IS CONTAINED IN BIBLIOGRAPHY FOR ADVANCEMENT STUDY (NNVEGTRA 1002 WI

FOR ALL
EXAMINATIONS WITH SERIAL NUMBERS FROM

670001 TO 679999
I 14 r: 15,115111.1) 1011 6:.1 I A: int ,./%7 t sect tuns

t 11.11,11 AI,: 101.? 1.0112 t ..111tIlt CO. 1111 Thle chart
IwIow L0th Lcoakdosh VIII!! ,xaminatton ahd lua1Ificat*Ins from l'htt
Manual, 01 002 y I S!,) M,1111,,,, .111,1 rc, ? ?O.?? And ,tvoupat I .11,11

dirt,8-1I suppoi., 05,5!

2. The rA,- tt;h1..0otaLh7' exa I. Is in hILIInqraphy Ior Advancement
iNAVE:, WC,' .1-1. .?,a?.? t.5,:11, :4.0 1,01'1,0.0 inns r-or .04.71

ratLn4 and paylilde ,,y have 5,.;:ested !04!lh: Itsts may ma'te s,ecillc references to other
oubl,ativr.s. :hese re4dINI :Is's ahd Ste re!..trals -:!st t,e conSidered as part of
the r,,TAL Oo.;,:qr,pny.

I. ThIs SCH2L,T-MATTER 4/0IT Is 72,1,t used wzth the PROFILI ANALYSIS
FORM IexpIatned .11 the tsw's thts sheet! to Identtly a ..tandidate's strengths and weaknesses
Io terms of, hd,!ect-mat,e: .h:s V5.171511lOn. -

4.

EXAMINATION
SECTION

suluECT4tATTER SECTION
TITLE

QUALIFICATIONS SUPPORTING THE OuESTIONS
(FROM NAloPERS 18068)

!

I

.

p

II

NAVAL AIRCRAFT MAINTENAIN'T
PROCRAN

,
61144 I1 4S

T00P:, lEAITRINC ANN TENT
800ICNA.,

"'ATER1AL!I AND HARDWARE
....

INTERNAL 1O4815I161 ENGINES

CAROLINE ENGINKN

DIESKL E116I48S

COWER TRAINS. 0T884IN0. AND
SCSPENtilON

AIRCONDITIONING AND CAS
TCRHINE CO!.!RRFSSORS

WELDING AIM oltRoSin0 rf,N.
TROI,

0DERAIAN, AND :ILR121617 :SI

MI 0! gl .12-;

....

82.01. C2.04.

II 05, 1:'.ni.

td-,4I A1.02e,
. DI 04

CI 01 CI 04;

CI 02, 6I.01.
(72 0 7

Al 02c. CI 04,

CI 01, CI 07,

Al 0',. MI 01,
RA Al. H2 01,

NI 02, 02 01

MI 03. 81,04,

di 01,,412.01, ::: 39Ih
,vo._.

80.02. 82 01

I.! 05

RI 1.4. 111.06, 87 04,

..

t:I 05. 82-06

CI 04. CI 08, cl 08,

CI 06. cl.q,.c.: 0,6,

C.' 04, 62 05

81 n4, C! 07,i 111.01.
H2 nt.

B2 01

CI.06

C2.06,

C:.09

HI 62.

.

TNE lAaIIILIOGRAPRy FOR THIS EIANINATIIN iS COCAINE IN BIBLIOGRAPHY FOR ADVANCEMENT STUDY °MUMMA 10 F:12-N1)

THIS SHEET MUST BE USED WITH MANUAL OF NAVY ENLISTED MANPOWER AND
PERSONNEL CLASSIFICATIONS AND OCCUPATIONAL STANDARDS (NAVPERS 18068-D)

Figure 1-3.Subject-Matter Section Identification Sheet.
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DEPARTMENT OF THE NAVY
NAVAL EDUCATION AND TRAINING PROGRAM

DEVELOPMENT CENTER

FROM: OMMAND1NG oFFICER
PENSACOLA. FLORIDA 32509

G

To: (YOUR NAME WILL APPEAR HERE)

WSJ: EXAMINATION PROFILE INFORMATION

SERIAL/DATE ACTIVITY CODE
12 345 A8

(YOUR EXAM SERIAL NUMBER AND
THE DATE WILL APPEAR HERE)

THE INFORMATION
PROVIDED BELOW 13 A PROFILE OF YOUR RELATIVE STANDiNg MITH ALL OTHERS IN YOUR RATE IN EACH

SuBJEcT-MATTER sEoTioN. THE INFORMATION 13 TO BE USED WITH THE SUBJECT-MATTER IDENTIFICATION SHEET FOR THE

EXAMINATION SERIAL INDICATED STANDINGS ARE BASED ON OvER 90% RETURNS; NO NGNIFICANT CHANGE WITH ALL RETURNS IN.

XAm1NATION
STATUS

YOUR \
FINAL '

MULTIPLE

MINIMUM
MULTIPLE

IIIEOUIREO
-SECTION 2 4 . 5 10 II 12

STANDING HA _LA A S°

COPT TO
-oneerner*nem--oranoulas-----

($444. 44) . 4444. 10% MARNA Antege) mops. 40% L (Low). 'rpm 30%

C001 - (Enc. lent).4pper 20% A (Anam5e.12,J4041. VIPs.* 1444.4 30S
--LA IL.,A Anomie) loono 40% VP (V6.1 P404144.44 10%

seevice-aacopo-
YOU MAY CONTACT YOURp0 FOR DATA USED FOR YOUR MULTIPLE COMPUTATION

Figure 1-4.--Profile Analysis Form.

questions on the "Naval AviatioA Maintenance
Program" Were B1.02, J1.02, J2.03; Z2.391b.
The same procedure shOuld he fc red for the
remaining sectIons of the r x 'on.

By the use of thes forfij you will be
Ciable tu determine thoso additional

study could assist you in futte :Aaminations.,

SOURCES OF INFORMATION

One of the most useful things you can yarn
about a subject is how to find out more about it.

No single publication can give you all the
information you need to perform the citifies of
your rating.. You should learn where to look for
accurate, authoritative, up-to-date inforthation
on all subjects related to the military
req uirem en ts for advancement and the
professional standards cif your rating.

Some of the publications described in this
InanUal are subject to change or revision from
time to timesome at regular intervals, others as
the need arises. When using any Publication that
is subject to change or revision, ' c sure that you
have L.p: latest edition. WI. n using any

14
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publication that is, kept current by means of
changes, be sure you have a copy in which all
official changes have been made. Studying
canceled or obsolete information will not help
you, perform efficiently or_ to advanCe; it is

likely to be a waste of time, and may even be
seriously misleading.

TRAINING FILMS

Training films available to naval Personnel
are a valuable source of supplementary
information on many technical subjects.
Training films are listed in the United States
Na vy Fi I m Ca talog, NAVAIR 104-177 .

(formerly NAVWEPS 10-1-777), published in
1969. Copies of this catalog may be'brdered in
accordance with the Navy Stock List Of Forms
and Publications, NAVSUP 2002. Monthly
supplements to the Film Catalog are distributed
to catalog holders. Check with your Training
Petty Officer for the location, of the nearest
Film Catalog.

When selecting a film, note its date of issue
listed in the Film Catalog. As you know,.
procedures sometimes change rapidly; tluts,
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some films becOme obsolete rapidly. If a film is
obsolete only in part, it inay still'be of some use.

EDUCATIONAL5tRyICES
OFFICER

One of ,the officers at your ship or station
has been designated as the Educational Services
Officer (ESO). The oefice of the ESO will be
your point "of contact for many of Your
educational and training needs. When you need a
Rate Training Manual, a Basic Manual, or wish
to order a Nonresident Career Coarse, this office
will accommodate you.

The ESO office is provided each year with
the QUAL/MB sheets tor each rating. These

sheets indicate the latest occupational standards
and bibliography for your rating and are for
your personal use in preparing for advancement.

NOTE: You should check with your ESO to
make certain that there have been no changes to
the occupational standards as indicated by the
latest change to, NAVPERS 18068, or. to the..

bibliography w. indicated in the latest revision to
NAVEDTRA 10052.

The ESO office also provides numerous
other services of which you should avail
yourself. It is to the advantage of each person in
the Navy to utilize to the fullest extent the
services provihd by the ESO.

TRAINING PETTY OFFICER

A petty officer in your unit (squadron,
station, division, department, or ship) has been
designated the Training Petty Officer. He usually
organizes and supervises the training for
advancement in rating for the unit, while the
petty officer under whom you work organizes
and supervises the-en-the-job-training. A part ot
the Training Petty Officer's duties is to arrange
for ihstructors and meeting places and set the
time for lectures. He may have manuals you

_need.to study for the advancement ex-a-mina tiOn ;
\ if he does not have the material available, he will

know where you can get it. He should be a big
help to you in your program to become
qualified , for the next higher rate and well
prepared for the advancement examination.

2 0
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CHAPTER 2

TOOLS AND LIFTING DENACES

The ASM3 and ASM2 must have g thorough
knowledge of tools of his trade to enable him tO
increase his performance and the quality of his
products. Using this knowledge and applying it

CUSTODY

When it becomes necessary or desirable -)r
an A§M to have a toolbox assigned to him on a

in the right direction-will--aid-inAttcreasing-his--aistWbakis, the division chief will notify the

efficiency and support equipment's operational toolroom personnel to issue an ASM toolbox to

availability. One of the most important abilities the designated person. Normally, the t entral
that a mechanic can have is the ability to use the toolroom will have a locally prepared toolbox

tools which are required to complete any given inventory form. This form will be applicable to

task in a skilled and technical manner. the particular equipment and maintenance level

A mechanic is known by the tools he keeps. ta be supported. They will issue the toolbok in

The use of tools may vary; but safety, good care, accordance with this inventory form, making

and the proper stowage of tools never vary. In two copies-one (master copy) to be held by the

this section, the various tOols that the ASM uses central tookooni, and one to be placed in th.e

in the course' of his duties ale briefly described. toolbox. The ,ASM should use thii copy to
Tools .and Their Uses, NavPers 10085 (Series), inventory his toolbox aft-r completion of his

also contains a description of most of the tools assigned work to insure tht..all of his tools have

used by the ASM, together with detailed been placed back in his toolbox.

instructions for using them. The-material given
in this section is intendedsto supplement, rather
than repeat. the information given in Tools and
Their Uses.

PROCUREMENT OF TOOLS

Generally, each activity will havesa.gentrally
located toolroom which procures tools for the
activity as a whole. This allows for better usage
and accountability of the equipment. An
activity's allotted amount of handtools is in

a.c c ordance with an allowance which is

. est lished by .the NAVAIR 00-35 QG16
Allow ive Lists. This series of allowance lists
includes alot- the accountable and consumable
general suppor equipment which is required for
the maintenance, and operation of all types Of
aircraft at the Irierniediate and Organizational
levels of rr.AntenanceN',,

a

NN,

NOTE: Reinventory of tools taken to the
job is a MUST fp eliminate the possibility qf
damage to the-equipnient due to foreign objects
left adrift within or aroundsthe equipment.

16
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r'VENTORY

The ASM who has custody of a toolbox
must prevent the loss of tools through neglect or
misuse. Although handtooli are normally classed

as consumable items, they are very expensive
and must be paid for when lost or carelessly
damaged. One method of preventing loss of
tools is a thorough inventory after each -ob
assignment. Usually, the aCtivity will have a lo 1

instruction concerning the inventory inte 1

and method of reporting of lost or dama .d
tools.

NOl E: Broken or damaged tools can
damage equipment hardware sand parts. They
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can also cause personal injury to the worker or
others.

At the periodic inventory, which is normally
performed by central toolroom personnel, all
broken or missing tools should be repraced.
Nonproductive time between job assignments
provides ample time for further inspection and
upkeep of toolboxes.

In addition to the tools liormally issued with
the toolbox, there are many special tools an
ASM3 and ASM2 will come in contact with and
use. Later in this chapter we will discuss just a
few of these tools. Special tools are normally
kept in the central toolroom or in the repair
shop and signed obt on an as-needed basis. These
checked out tools are returned to the toolroom
as soon as the ASM has completed his- work
assignment. -(Tools should be returned on the
same day as checked out.)

Each activity has an allowance of special
tools, which they may have on custody. Often
the allowance for an item is only one,, which
means positive control must be exercised.

HANDTOOL.S

MOst of the handtools normally issued to the
ASM are covered in this section. They are
classified as cutting tools, turning tools, striking
took:. holding' tools, and miscellaneous
handtools.

TOOLBOX

The toolbox shown in figure 2-1 is the type
normally used by the ASM to stow his tools.
The current set ofutools is likely to include only
those _needed often in doing his assigned work.
The tools should. be organized in the box by
type and size, and those needed often placed
where they can be reached most easily. Tools
should be kept straight, and extras such as parts,
pieces of "junk," etc., kept out of the box.

A padlock iS issued with each toolbox. The
toolbox should be kept locked and stored in the
designated arca.

CUTTING TOOLS
0

Diagonal Pliers,

Diagonal cutting pliers are an important
tool for the- ASM. They are used for cutting
small wire and cotter pins, etc. Since they are
small they should noi be used to cut large wire
or heavy material because the pliers will be
damaged by such use and then nor be effective
to cut what they were designed to Cut. They can
also be-used to remove small cotter pins where a
new pin is to be used when the work is finished.
This is done by gripping the pin near the' hinge
of the pliers and lifting up on the handles,
releasing the pin, getting a new grip, and
repeating until the pin is removed.

The inner jaw, surface is a diagonal straight.
cutting edge offset approximately 15 degrees
which permits cutting objects flush with the
surface. The diagonal cutting pliers are not
designed to hold objects since to use enough
force to hold an object the pliers will cut or
deform the object. The sizes of the diagonal
pliers are indicated by the overall length of the
pliers.

'Files.

The ASM's toolbox should include an
assortMent of files. They are used for cutting,
smoothing, or removing small amounts of metal,

1 7-
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Figure 2-1.Stinda,rd Navy toolbox.
56.37
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and are made of hardened high-carbon-content
steel. Adequate coverage on the czlection, care,
and use of files is contained in Tools and Their

,. Uses, NAVPERS 10085 (Series) and is therefore
not repeated here.

Hacksaws'

A hacksaw is used primarih, )1- sawing
metal. There are two different kin .f hacksaw
frames;. one has a pistol-grip handle; the other
has a straight handle. Most hacksaws are
adjustable to take blades of various lengths.
Tools and ,Their Uses, NAVPERS 10085 (Series31
describes and illustrates the principles involved'
in. selecting the Most st/itable blade for different
types of work anclgives coverage on the use and
care of hacksaws.

TURNING -TOOLS

Socket Wrench
l

The socket is one of the most
versatile wrenches in the toolbox. Basically, it
consists of a handle and a socket-type wrench
which can be attached to that handle. A
complete socket wrench set consists of several
type of handles along With bar extensions,
universals, adapters, and a variety of sockets.
(See fig. 2-2.)

SOCKETS.A socket has an opening cut in
one .end to fit a drive on a detachable handle.
The handle dri, ;s usually square. In the other
end of the so....et is a 6-point or. 12-point
Sopening very much like the opening in the box
end wrench. The I 2-point socket needs to be
swung only half as far as the 6-point socket
before it may bc lifted and fitted on the nut for
a new grip. It can therefore be used ,in closer
quarters where there is-less room to move the
handle. Most sockets have 12 points., However,
the 6-point socket has its use with nuts made of
stainless steel, which are made of harder metal
than that of the wrench. Extensive use of a
I 2-point socket on such nuts or bolts would,
cause excessive wear on the I 2-points so that the
socket might fail to hold. By contrast, because
of the greater holding surface, a 6-point socket

18
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holds the stainless steel nut better, offering less
chance for wear of the wrench.'

,

Sockets are classified for size according to
two factors.-One is the drive size or square
opening whick fits on the square drive of the
handle. The other is 'the size of the opening in
the opposite end,which fits the nut or bolt. The
standard medhanic toolbox is usually ontfitted
'With sockets that have. 1/4- and 3/8-ir.ch-square
drivers. The ,openings that fit onto the bolt or
nut e graduated in 1/16-inch sizes. Sockets are
also made in deep lengths to fit over spark. plugs
and long bolt ends.

TheN are four types of handles used with
these. sockets. (See fig. 2-2.) Each type has
special advantages, and the good mechanic
chooses the one best suited to the Al) at hada.
The square driving lug on the .socket wrench
handles has a spring-loaded ball.that fits into a
recess in the sbcket receptacle and holds the
assembly together. This Itated ball-recess feature
prevents the part.. of the wrench from falling
dpart during normal usage, but a slight pull
disassembles any wrench connection.

RATCHET HANDLE.The ratchet,, handle
has a reversing lever which operates a pawl (or
dog) inside the head- of the tool. Pulling the
handle in one direction causes the pawl to
engage iti the rau-sW teeth and to turn the
socket. Moving in the opposite direction causes
the pawl to slide over the teeth, permitting the
handle to back up without 'Moving the socket.
This allows rapid turning of the nut or bolt after
each partial turn of the handle. With the
reversing lever in one position; thebandle can be
used for tightening. In the other position, it can
be used for loosening.

HINGED HANDLE.-1The hinged handle is
also very convenient. To loosen a tight nut,
swing the handle at right angles to the socket.
This gives the greatest possible leverage. 'After
loosening .the nut to the point where it -turns
easily, move the handle into 'the vertical position
and thqp turn the.bandle with the fingers.

SLIDING T-BAR HANDLE.While using
the sliding bar on T-handle, the head can. be,,
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RATCHET HANDLE } EXTENSION
BARS
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mr.ohnecor.

6 POINT 12 POINT
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ADAPTER DAPTE R
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SOCKET

UNIVERSAL
SOCKET

UNIVERSAL
JOINT

Figure 2=2.TypicaI socket wrench set.

'positioned at either the end or the.center olthe
sliding bar. Select the position which is needed
for the job at hand:

SPEED HANDLE.The speed handle is

:worked like the woodwOrker's brace. After the
nuts are first loosened . with the sliding bar
handle or the ratchet handle, the speed handle
will help remove, the nuts in a hurry. In many
instanees.the speed handle is not strong enough
to be used for breaking loose or tightening. The
speecl socket wrench should be used carefully, to
avoid -damaging the nut threads.

ACCESSORIES.To compkte the socket
wrench set, there are several aCcessory items;
Extension bars of different lengths are made to
extend the handles to any length needed. A
.universal joint allows the nut b6 turned with the.
wrench handle at an angle. A universahocket is
also available, and universal socket joints, bar
extensionS., and universal sockets in combination

213.26.1

N
with appropriate handles makes it possiblO to
form a variety of tools that will reach otherwise
inaccessible nuts and bolts.

Another accessorY item which comes in
'Tandy is .an adapter which allows the ASM to

use'a handle having one size drive with a socket
having a different size drive. For example, a 3/8-
by 1/4-inch adapter would make it possible to
turn all 114-inch square drive sockets with any
3/8-inch square drive handle.

There are special sockets which are used to
adapt various types of screwdriver bits to a
speed handle (fig. 2-31, This socket type
screwdriver is used to remove recessed head
screws from access panels on equipment.

Combination Wrenches

The ASM's toolbox should contain a
complete set of combination wrenches: The

19
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215.2
. Figure 2-3.Screwdriver adapter.

combination wrench (fig. 24) has an opoi-end
wrench On one eritl and a box-end (of tht:.
size) on the other end'. For speed and light stress
operations, use the open-end; then switch to the
box-end for safetY -under stress. For ease of
e*planation, each end of the wrench will be
discussed separately.

The box-end fits completely around the nut
or bolthead. The box-end is usually constructed
with 12 points. The advantage 'of the 12-point
construction is that the wrench will operate
between obstructions where space for the swing
angle is limited..A very short swing of the handle
will turn the nut far enough to allow the wrench
to be lifted and the next set of points to be
fitted to the corners of the nut. It is possible to
use thiS wrench in places where the swing angle
is limited to as little as 30 degrees.

The box-en.d portion. ofthe wrench is

designed with an offset in the handl& Notice in
'figure 24 how the 15 degrees offset will alloW
clearance over nearby parts:. One of the best
features of the box:end is that there is.little-or
no chance of a wrench slipping.off the...nut or
bolt. However, there is the disadvantageOf slow

. work with the box-end of the combination
". wrench., Each time the wrench is bfIcked off, the

wrenchThas to be lifted up and refitted .to the

head of the_ work. Therefore, to save time, use
the nonslip bo-x--eild -of- the wrench to break
loose tight bolts or to snug up work after the
bolt has been seated with a faster type wrench
which might slip under stress.

The jaws of the open-end' portion of the
conibination wrench are machined at 15 degrees
from parallel in respect to the centerline of the
handle. This permits the use of the wrench in
places where there is room to make_only-a part
of a complete turn of a nut or-bolt. If the
wrench is turned over after the first swing, it will
fit on the same flats and turn the nut farther.
After' two swings on the wrench, the nut is
turned far enough so that a new set of flats are
in position for the wrench. _.--

The opzn end of 'the combination wrench
may be used on tubing nuts and in cramped
places too small for a socket or box end to be
slipped over the nut or ,bolthead. When using
any open-end type wrench, always insure that
the wrench fits the nut or bolthead, and pull on
the wrenchnever push. Pushing a wrench is
dangetous. The' threads could break loose
unexpectedly and cause damage to adjacent
equipment or injury to the person using the
Wrench.

2 5

Adjustable Wrenches

Adjustable wrenches are not intended to
replace open-end wrenches, but they are useful
in workingiin restricted areas. In addition, they
can be adjusted to fit odd size nuts. However,

15° sEr ALLOWS CLEARANCE 1010

/11.11111.-

Figure 2-4.Combination wrench.
1.16.3
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Figure 2-5.Adjustable wrenches.

adjustable wrenches are not intepded for
standard use but rather for emergency use. They
were not built for use on extremely hard-to-turn
items. As shown in figure 2-5, adjustable
wrenches have a fixed. jaw (A) and an adjustable
jaw (B) which is adjusted by a thumbscrew (C).
By turning the thumbscrew, the jaw opening
may be adjusted to fit various sizes of nuts. The

_size of the wrenches ranges:from 4 to 18 inches
in length, The maximum jaw openings vary in
direct proportion to the length of the handle.

Adjustable wrenclies are often called
"knuckle busters" because mechanics frequently
suffer the -consequences of improper usage of

these tools. bes

11 ere are four simple Steps to follow in
Using these wrenches. First, chobse one. of_ the
correct size, that is, do not pick a large 12-inch
wrench and adjust the jaw for use on a 3/8-inch

nut. This could result in a brOken 'bolt and a
bloodY hand. Second, be sure athe jaws 51 the
correct size wi-ench are adjustea to fit snugly on
the nut. Third, position the wrfrich' around Ihe.
nut until the nut is all thf way into the throat of\
the-jiws,- If not use in this manner, the result \
is apt to be as bloo aS before. FOurth; pull the
handle toward th side having the adjustable ,
jaw. This will prevent the adjustable jaw from
springing open.arid slipping off the nut. If the -

location.of the work wilPnbt allow all four steps
.to be folloWed wht-m using an adjustable *Tench,
then seleCt anothe;ISipe of wrench for the job.

4..

Adjustable wrenches- should be cleaned in a
solvent, and ae light oil ap'plied to the
thumbscrew and the sides of .the adjustable jaw.
They should also be inspected often for cracks
which might result in failiTre of the wrench.

Screwdrivers

Two basic screwdriver blade types are
usedthe common blade -for use on
conventional slotted screws ana a crosspoint
blade for use on the -recessed head -Phillips or.
Reed ahd Prince type screws. Both types of
screwdrivers are illustrated in figure 2-6. -The
common and crosspoint blade types are used in
the design of various special screwdrivers, some/
of which are alSO shown in figure 2-6.

COMMON SCREWDRIVERS.The
combined , length of the shank and" blade
identifies the size of common screwdrivers. They
vary ,from 2 1/2 to. 12 inches. The diameter of
the shank and the width and thickness of the
blade tip which fits the screw slop, are in
proportion to the length of the Shank. The blade-
is hardened to preyent -it from being damaged
when it is used on screws. It Can easily be
chipped or blunted when used, for other
purposes. the blade of a poOr quality
screwdriver will sometiines become damaged
even-'when being used properly.

A damaged common screwdriver may be
repaired by drusing the blade if done correctly..
This can be done by_the following.instructEons:

1. Dress the sides with an emery wheel so
that the bladeiS symmetricat

_
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2. Square33ff the end with the ikheel; check
for squareness .by resting the tip on the handle
of a trysquare, and move the shank of the
screwdriver, close to the blade of the trysquare..
If the blade of the trOquare ahci shank are
parallel, the tip is square.

VY DUTY

CROSSPOINT SCREWDRIVERS .T here
are two types of crosspoint screwdrivers in
common usethe Reed and Prince, and the
Phillips. The Reed and Prince screwdrivers and
Phillips screwdrivers ari not interchangeable;
therefore, always use Reed and Prince '

..1,44

SQUARE SHANK,

.

SCREW HOLDING DRIVER

19*

COMPRESSION OF SPRING
HdLDS SCREW FIRMLY

AGAINST TIP OF DRIVER

REED AND PRINCE:.
DRIVER

PHILLIPS
HEAD

DRIVER

C.

,

OFFSET DRIEP.,.

EigUre 2-6.Typical screwdrivers.
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screwdriver with Reed and Prince screws and a
Phillips screwdriver with Phillips screws. The use
of the wrong screwdriver will result in
mutilation of the screwhead.

OFFSET SCREWDRIVF -An--effset
screwchlWrilig. -6) may be .used where there is
not sufficient vertical space for a standard
screwdriver. Offset screwdrivers are constructed
with one blade forged in line and another blade

-forged 4t right angles to the shank handle. Both
blades are bent 90 degrees to the shank handle.
By alternating ends, most screws can be seated
or loosened even when theswinging space is very
restricted. Offset screwdriveo are made for both
standard and recessed head screws.

CAUTION: When, using any type of
screwdriver, do not hold the work in the hand..
If the Point slips, it can causer a bad cut. The
ASM- will always be safe when following this
rule: Neverget any part of the body in front of
the screwdriver point. This.: is a good safety rule
for any sharp-pointed tool. When removing a
screw from an assembly that ,is`not stationary, .
hold the work-oh a solid-surface, in a vise, or
with some other holding tool.

TORQUE TOOLS

Torque is the result of a force that produces
..rotation: force times distance equals the torque
about a point (F.x L = T). The force is the
amount of pressure eNerted on the handle of the
torque wrench and is measured in weiglit units
such as grams or ounces. The lever length is
measured in units such as meters and inches.
Torque is 'xpressed in weight-length units such
as gram-centimeters, ounce-inches, pound-feet,
'etc. Torque units may be changed to other
torque units without changing their.value. For -
example, ounce-inches can be converted to
-pdund-iriches by dividing by 16, the number of

1 ounces in a. pound..,.Table 2-1 is a torque \
conversion table.

Torque Wrenches

4 There are .times when, for engineering
reasons a' definite pressure must be applied to a

Table 2-1.-Torque value conversion

Divide By To Obtain .

Gram-centimeter
-GFam-centimeters

Ounce-inches
Pound-inctres

72 Ounce-inches
16 Pound-inches
12 Pound-feet

Multiply By To Obtain

Gram-inches
Ounce-inches

.Pound-inches
Pound-feet

'e,.`2.54 Gram-centimeters .

72 --ram-centimeters
16 Ounce-inches '
12 Pound-inches

(1 inch = 2.54 Centimeters)
(1 ounce = 28.35 Grams)

nut, bolt, screw, or other fastener. In such cases
a. torque wrench must be used.. The torque
wrench is a precision tool consisting 'of, a
torque-indicating handle and appropriate
adapter or attachments. It is used to measure t1
amount of turning or twisting force applied toec
nut, bolt, or screw. . -

The three most commonly used torque
wrenches are the Deflecting Beam, Dial
Indicating, and Micrometer Setting types (fig.
2-7). When using the Deflecting Beam and the.
Dial Indicating torque ,Wrenches, the torque is
read visually on a .dial or scale mounted on the
handle of the wrench.

To use- the Micrometer Setting. type,!unlock
the grip and adjust the handle to .the desired
setting on the. micrometer scale, then relocksthe
grip. Install the required socket or adapter to the
square driye of the handle. Place the wrench
assembly on the nut or bolt and pull in a
clockwise direction with a smooth steady
'notion. (A fast or jerky motion will result in an
improperly torqued unit.) _,When the torque
applied reaches the torque yalue indicated on
the handle setting, the handle will automatically
release or Greak" and move fiee,ly fbr a short
distance. The release and free travel is easily felt,
so there is no doubt about When the torquing
process is complete.
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EXTENSION TORQUE WRENCH S

TYPICAL EXTENSION ATTACHED (CENTER LINES CONNECTING)

TYPICAL 'EXTENSION ATTACHED (CENTER LINES BISEaTING)
_

Figure 2-7.Torque wrenches.

To assure getting the correct 'amount of
torque on the fasteners, all tOrque handles must
tie teSted at least once a month, or more often if
usage indicates it is necessary.

Th e f ollowing precautions should be
observed when using torque wrenches:

I. Do not uSe the torque wrench as
hammer. -;

2. When using the Micrometer Setting type,
do not move the setting handle below the lowest
torque setting. However, it should be placed at;
its lowest setting prior to returning to storage.

.

195.8.1

3. Do not use the torque wrench to apply
greater amounts of torque than its rated
capacity.

4. Do not use the torque wrench to break
loose bolts which have been previously
tightened.

a . 5. Never store a torque wrench in 4,..tool'oox
or in an area where it may be damaged.

TORQUE VALUES.Torquing can be
described-as the twisting stress that is applied to
the '4fasteriers to' secure components together.
These fasteners can be nuts, bolts, studs, clamps,

24
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Table 2-2.Torque value in inch-pounds for standard nuts, bolti, and screws

Wrench

Standard nuts, bolts, and screws

size Bolt, stud, or
screw size .,

Tensior type nuts 0,
AN310 and AN365

Shear type uts
AN320 and AN364

1/4 4-48 4-5. 5 2. 5-3. 5
5/16 6-40 7. 5:.11 4. 5-6. 5

11/32 8-36 12-15 7-9
3/8 10-32 20-25 - 12-15

7/16 1/4-28 , 50-70 30-40

1/2 5/16-24 100- 140 60185 '
9/16 348-24 160-190 95-110

5/8 7/16-20 450- 500 270-300

3/4 1/2-20 480-690 290-410 4

4/8 9/16-18 800-1, 000 180-600
15/16

.

-..-,

.
5/8-18 1, 100-1, 300 660-780

1 1/16 374-16 2, 300-2, 500 1,300-1, 500
1 1/4 7/8-14 2, 500-3, 000 1, 500-1, 800

1 7/16 1-14 3, 700-5, 500 2,200-3,300'
t

NOTE: AN specification numbers may be suPetSeded-brMS specification
numbers.

etc. Torque values for these fasteners are
expressed in "nch-pounds"or foot-pounds. Unless
otherwise st ited, 'all torque values should be
obtained Wit the manufacturer's recommended
thread lubric nt applied to the threads.

Torque alues are Usually listed in the
_appropriate section of the applicable.
Instructions Manual. I-bwever, in ,case there is
no torque apetified, the torque values in table
2-2 can be 4ed as a guide in tightening nuts,
bolts, and serews. Using the . proper tonoe
allows the structure to develop its design
strength and greatly reduces the possibility of
failure due to fatigue. One word of
cautionneverj rely on memory for torque
information, but look up the correct torque
value each time it is needed. A nut or bOlt that is

not torqued to the proper value may cause
damage to the coniponefit or equipment.

The proper procedure 'is to tighten at a
uniformly increasing rate until the desired
torque is obtained. In some cases, where gaskets
or other parts cause a slow permanent set, the
torque must be held at the desired value until

. the materiais seated. When applying torque to a
series of bolts on a flange or in, an area, select a
median value. If some bolts in a series are
torqued to a minimum value and others to a
maximum, force- is concentrated on the tighter
bolts and is not distributed evenly. Such unequal
distribution of force may cause shearing or
snapping of the bolts.

Torque wrench size must be considered
when torquing. The torque wrenches are listed

25
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ackn-ding to size sand should be used within this
recommended range. Use of larger wrenches
which have too great a tolerance results in
inaccuracies. When an offset extension wrench is
used with a torque wrench, the effective length
of the torque wrench is changed. The torque
wrench is so Calibrated that when the extenSion
is used, the indicated torque (the torque which
appears on the dial or gage of the torque
wrench) may be different from the actual torque
that is applied to the nut or bolt. Therefore, the
wrench must be preset to compensate for the
increase when an offset extension wrench is
used.

Occasionally, it is necessary to use a special
extensiOn or adapter wrench together with a
standard -torqtie wrench. In order to arrive at the
resultant required torque liinits, the following
formuja should be nied.

T x LS = (E + L)

Where:

S = Reading of setting on torque wrench.

T = Recommended torque on part.

L = Length of torque wrench (distance
between center of drive and center of
hand gyip).

E = Length of extension of adapter (distance
between center of drive and center of
broached opening measured in the same
place as L).

EXAMPLE: Recommended torque is 100
inch-pounds. Using a 12-inch torque wrench and
a 6-inch adapter, determine reading .on torque
wrench.

100 x 12 1200
S (6 + 12) 18

= 66.6 inch-pounds

When the extension is pointed back toward
the handle of the torque wrench, subtract the
effective length of die extension frthn the__
effective_ length-of the tarqn-6 Wrench. If the

227.3

Figure 2-8.Torque sCrewdrivers.

extension is pointed at a right angle to the
torque wrench, tfien the actual value does not.
change..

It is not adVisable to use a handle extension
on a deflecting beam type:torque wrench at any
time. A handle extension alone has no effect on
the reading of other types. The use of a drive
and extension on any other type of torque
wrench makes the use of the formula
mandatory. When7-applying the formula, force
must be applied to the handle of the torque
wren ch at -the point, from which the
measuretnents were taken. If this nis not done,
the torque obtained will be in error':

Torque Screwdriver's
.

A variety of torque tools is availabli\, siich as
, small torque screwdriver's used on \\watches

and 'instruments. Two types of torqu
screwdrivers are illustrated in figure 2-84On or(e
the pointer indicates the applied torq4e on a
circular dial. The other is limited to preset
value in the handle causing it to turn\\ freely
when the torque value is reached.

.

-Torque Controlled Power Tools ,/

There are two types of torque controped
power tools. The torque controlled nutrunner

_andscrewdriver-treutighten screws and
small nuts to torque values between 10 and 100
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inch-pounds. The other torque power tool is a
torque controlled impact wrench. It is used for
tightening bolts and nuts to torque values
betWeen 20 and 100 fOot-pounds. Both these
Viols operate on compressed air at 90 ±10 psi
pressure. A flexible hose is used to connect the
tool to the air supply.

A torq ;,..! controlled nutrunner consists of an
air motor fitted with a torque limiting device. A
clutch in the torque limiter is released by the
actidn of balls over-riding detents when
sufficient resistance is encountered. When thd
tool is removed from the work, the clutelvesets
and is ready4 to tighten the next fasttner.
torque at which the clutch releases . set by an
adjustment that changes the pressure of the
spring that holds the balls in the detents.and is
dependent on the rundown resistance of the'
fastener and the materials in thejoint.

The torque controlled imPact wrench
consists of an air motor and a hammer
mechanism. Tor9ue is controlled by adjuStable
torsion bars. The three torsion bars provide low
range-20 to 45 foot-pounds; medium range-40
to 65 foot-pounds; and high range-60 to 99
foot-pounds.- The output torque of t.'!. tool is
regulated by the amount of torque preset in the
torsion bat. When the tool is applied to . a

fastener, the torsion bar functions ,as a rigid
'driving member until the fastener is tightened to
a torque value equivalent to the preload torquZ!.
in the bar. At this point the torsion bar acquires
additional 4vist when the internal hemmer in ,

the tool strikes and unwinds between hammer'
blow s_This____rebounding action- t rips- a
mechanism that shuts off the air and stops the /,i;

tool.

MICROMETER

It is important that a person who is working
with machinery or in a machine shop thoroughly
undersctand the mechanical principles,
construction, use, and care of the micrometer.
Figure 2-9 shows an outside micrometer caliper
with the various -parts clearly indicated.
'Microineters--are- -used- to, measure distances to
the nearest-onethousandth-&-an inch. The
measurement is usually expressed or written as a ,

decimal; so you must knoW the method of
writing and reading decimals.

SPINDLE THIMBLE
ANVIL SLEEVE /

.

===h4imiaigiF

RATCHET STOP

="\.

4.20.1A

Figure 2-9.Nomenclature of an outside
micrometer caliper.

TXPES
,

There are three types of micrometers that.
are Most conunonly used throughout ..he Navy:
the 'outside micrometer caliper (including the
sCrew t'lread micrometer), the inside
micrometer, ind the depth micrometer. (See fig.
2-10.) The outside micrometer is used for
pleasuring outside dimensions, such as the
diaineter-of a piece of round stock. The screw
thread micrometer is used to determine the :
pitch diameter of screws. The inside micrometer
is used for measuring inside dimensions, as for
example, the inside diameter of a tube or hole,
the bore of a-cylinder, or the width of a recess.
The depth micrometer is used for measuring the
depth_of_holes.or-recesses7----'

'SELECTING A

PROPER MICROMETER'

The types of microtffilters%commonly used--
are made solbat-the-le-nggSHIneilement possible
between .the 4ndle and the anvil ,is I inch. This
movement is Called the "range." The fratnes of__
micrometers, hdv;etier, are available in a wide
variety or sizes, frOm 1 inch up to as large as 24

inches!'The range of a I -inch'rnicrometer is from
0 CO I inch; in_9gri_wprds;_it-can--be-use-cron
work-wlfeTe-the part to be measured is tl inch or
less. A 2-inch micrometer has a ran0 from I
inch to 2 inches, and will tneaute only work
between I and 2 inches thick; a 6-inch
micrometer has a range front 5 to 6 inches, and
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OUTSIDE MICROMETER

4111111111011P

INSIDE MICROMETER AND EXTENSION RODS

SCREW TAEAD MICROMETER

Figure Z-10.Cornmon tyries of micrometers.

will measure only work between 5 and 6 inches
thick. 'It if: necessary, therefore, that the
mechanic in selecting a micrometer first find the
appr9x1mate size of the work to the nearest
inch,. artd then select a micrometer that will fit
it. Fbr example, to find the exact diameter of a
piece of round stock; use a ride and find the
approximate diatheter of the stock. If it is found
to be approximately 3 1/4 inches, a micrometer
with a 3- to 4-inch range would be required-to ---
measure-22the- -e-xact--diatieler. Similarly, with
inside and depth micrometers, rods of suitable
lengths must be Fared into ,the tool to get the
approximate dimension within an inch, after_
which the exact measurement is ready by
turning the thimble. The size of a micrometer
indicates the size of the largest work_it will

READING A MICROMETER CALIPER

The sleer and thimble' -scales of the
micrometer:caliper have been enlarged in figure
2-1 , To understand these scales, you need to

DEPTH MICROMETER AND EXTENSION RODS

THIMBLE SCALE
SLEEVE SCALE

.050

.000

.550

fo

.050
.500

. 000

4.20.18

5 r 8 .9 0 /Y.

.025 -1.20

.050-11'1 -,;--- 4
.0-0-6-

... .001

I-0-- .550
-V -- :'

29.266D
Figure-2-11.Sleeve and thimble scales of

3 a -
a micrometer (enlarged).
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. I 4.20.2
Figure 2-12.Read a midrometer caliper. 1

know that the threaded section on the spindle,
which revolves, has 40 threads per inch.
therefoie, every time the thimble completes a
revolution, the -spindle advances or _recedes
1/40" (0.0250__--

Notice that the horizontal line on the sleeve
is divided into 40 equal parts per inch. Every
fourth graduation is numbered 1, 2, 3, 4, etc.,
representing 0.10Q", 0.200", etc. When you turn
the thimble so' that its edge is over the first
sleeve line past the "0" on the thimble scale, the
spindle has opened 0.025". If you .turn the
spindle to the second mark, it 'has moved 0.025"
plus 0.025" or 0.050". Vou use the scale on the
thimble to complete your reading when the edge
of the. thimble stops between graduated lines.
This scale is divided into 25 equal parts, each
part representing 1/25 of a turn. And 1/25 of
0.025" is 0.001". As you can see, every fifth
line on the thimble scale is marked 5, 10, 15,
etc. The thimble scale, therefore, permits you to
take very accurate readings to the thousardths
of an inch, and, since you can estimate betwren

the divisions on the thimble scale, fairly aCcurate
readings to the ten ,thousandth of 'an inch are
possible.

The closeup in figure 2-12 Will help you
understand how to take a complete inicrometer
reading. Count the units on the thimbje scale
and add them to the reading on the sleeve scale.
The reading in the figure shows a sleeve reading
of 0.250" (the thimble having stopped slightly
mire' than halfway betWee_r_La_and-3 onthe

sleeve),--withthe-1-0th line on the thimble scale
coincidi9g -With the horizontal sleeve line.
Number 10 on this scale means that -the 'spindle
hns moved away from the anvil an additional 10
x 0.001" or 0.010". Add this amount to the
0.250" sleeve reading, and the total distance is
0.260"

of the micrometer settings in
that you can be sure of yourself

. u begin to use this tool on the job. The
cc,rrect readings are given following the figure.so
that you Oan check yourself.

29
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Answers for checking-

1. = 0.327 6. = 0.336

2. - 0.229 7. = 0.246

3. = 0.428 8: = 0.148

4. = 0.438 9. = 0.349

5. = 0.137 420
Figure 2-11Micrometer-rea4ing exercises.

.025
.300

.015
1.340

.014

.0007

.3397

.300
..025

29.266F

Figure 2-14.Interpolating a micrometer reading.

---

Figure 2-14 shows , a reading in which the
horizontal line falls between two gyaduations on
the thimble scale and 'is closer to the 15

graduation thane it is to the 14. To-read this to
THREE decimal places, refer, to figure 2-14 and

A

calculation A. To read it to FOUR decimal
places, estimate the number of tenths of the
distance between thimble-scale graduations, the
horizontal line has fallen. Each tenth of this
distance equals one ten-thousandth (0.0001),of
an inch. Add the ten-thousandths to the reading

, as shown in calculation B of figure 2-14.

READING A VERNIER
MICROMETER CALIPER

"30

Many times you will be required to work to
exceptionally precise dimensions. Under these
conditions it is better to use a micrometer that is
accurate to ten-thousandths of an inch. This
degree of accuracy is obtained by' the addition
of a vernier scale. ;This scale, shown in figure
2-15, furnishes the fine readings between the
lints On . the thimble rather than making you
estimate. The 10 spaces an the vernier are
equivalent to 9 spaces on the thimble.
Therefore, each unit on the vernier scale is equal
to 0.0009" and the difference bttween the sizes
of the units on each scale is nmol".

When a line on the thimble scale does not
coincide with the horizontal sleeve line, you cart_

Llo

5

0 1 2
1

022
1111111120

0

.ioo Z
:025_

[Wo 7:15

.200
.02 5
.02 2
.0000
.2 4 7 0

29.266G

Figure 2-15.Vernkir scale on a micr6meter.
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.200

.075

.011

.0002
.2862

29.266H
Fiyure.2-16.-Head a vernier micrometer caliper:

deermine the additional space beyond the
readable thimble mark by finding which vernier
mark coincides _with a line on the thimble scale.
Add this number, as that many ten-thousandths
of ap inch, to the.original reading. In figure 2-16
see how the Second line on -the vernier scale_
coincides with a line on the thimble-scare:-

This means that the 0.011. mark on the
thimble scale has been advanced an additonal
0.0002" beyond the horizontalslesmline._When-
you_ add-this-to the offeTreadings, the reading
will be 0.200 ± 0.075 0.011 + 0.0002 or
0.2862 -; as shown.

MEASURING HOLE DIAMETERS WITH
AN INSIDE MICROMETER CALIPER

clockwise, the measuring surfaces move closer
together and the reading decreases.)

For holes froM '2" tip to several feet in
diameter, select the inside micrometer having
extension rods whose range includes the
require'd dimension. The extension rod marked
"6-7," for example, when inserted into tile head
of the micrometer, will. measure inside diameters
from:6" to 7". Thel shotdder on the,rod must
seat 'properly to-erisure d'Cbrrec't reading. Figure
2-17B shows that, for large measurements, both
hands are usek to 'set the micrometer for
checking a diameter. Hold one end in place with
one hand as you "feer. for the maximum
possible setting by moving the other end from
left to right, and in- and out of the-fiiile with the
other hand. When no left-t6-right mcilenierit is
possible, and a slight drag is noticed on the
in-and-out swing, take the reading.

MEASURING ROUND STOCK

When measuring the diameter of a small
piece of round stock, hold tfie stock to be

measured In ---Ofie band. Hold the...micrometer in
the other hand so that the thimble rests between
the thumb and the forefirirger. (See fig. 2-18.)
The third finger is then in a position to hold the
frame against the palm_oLtleharid:-The frame is

--sum:tiff-id-1i this manner and makes it easY to
guide the work over the anvil:The thumb and

To measure the diameter of small holes from
' 0.2" to 1" in diameter, an inside micrometer

caliper of the jaw typeas shown in figure 2-174
may be.used.-Note that the figures on bOth the\
thimble and the barrel are reversed, increising in
the opposite direction from those on an outside
micrometee caliper. This is because Ahis
micrometer reads inside measurements. Thus as
you. turn the thimble clockwise on
micrometer, the measuring surf'aces move farther

-__..2part and the reading Increases. (On en outside
micrometer -caliper, -aS you. tuin s the thimble

EXTENSION
ROD'
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.700
.050
.000

44.77

Figure 2-17.Measuring an inside-diameter
N. with an inside caliper.
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RATCHET STOP --

LOCK NUT

STOCK

. 4.20.2A
Figure 2-18.Measuring round stock with

a micrometer caliper.

forefinger are in position to turn the thimble
either directly or through the ratchet and bring
the -spindle over against the surface being
measUred.

Turn the spindle down to contact by "feel,"
or else use the ratchet stop. Your feel should
produce the same contact pressure and therefore
the same reading as that produced when the
ratchet stop is usechDevelop your "feel" by
measuring a certain dimension both with and
without the aid of the ratchet stop. When you
have the xorrect feel, you will get the same
readings by both methods.

In measuring round stock the feel Must be,
very light because there ,is only a line contadt/-
between the spindle and the stock and the anvil
and the stock. Therefore the contact area is
exceptionally small, causing a proportionally
high contact pressure per unit of area. This tends
to give a reading smaller than the true reading
unless the light feel is used. Moreover, ,in
measuring a hall from a ball bearing, the contact
is at only two points, so the contact area is again

very small, yhich results in a tremendous
pressure-per unit of area. This condition requires
only the lightest possible contact pressure to
give a true reading.

Hold themicrometer lightly and for only as
long ai is necessary to Make the measurement.
Wrapping the hand around it or holding it for
too long a time will cause expansion, of the
metal and will introduce errors in measurement.

4.20.1C

Figure 2-19.Measuring flat stock with
a micrometer caliper.

Read the setting on the thimble scale (if the
object is srinall) without removing the
micrometer caliper from the object.

MEASURING A FLAT SURFACE

When measuring a flat surface with a
micrometer caliper, the entire area of both the
anvil and the spindle is in coritact with the

7 surfa ce being. measured. This causes a
proportionally low contact pressure per unit of
area. Therefore the "feel" should be slightly
heavier than when measuring round stock.

On large flat work, it is neCessary to have the
work stationary and positioned to permit access
for Ahe micrometer. The proper method of
holding a micrometer when checking a part too
large to be held in one hand is shown In figure
2-19. The frame is held by one hand to position
it and to locatd it square to the measured
surface. The other hand operates the thimble
either directly or through the ratchet. A large
flat surface should be 'Measured in several places
to:determine the amount of variation. It is good
practice to lock the spindle -in place with the
lbcknut before removing the micrometer from
the part being measured. After removal of the
Micromeler the measurement indicated on the
thimble scale can then be read. .

To retain. a particular setting, in cases where
several pieces are to be gaged, lock the spindle in
place with the locknut. When a piece is,:`gaged"
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BALL-PEEN HAMMER

PLASTIC HAMMER

PLASTIC FACE

\Figure 2-20.Hammers.
213.23

with a micrometer whose spindle is locked to a
'attar setting, the piece ..can quickly be

entitled as oversize, \correct size, or undersize.

CARE OF MICROMETERS'

Keep micrometers clean\ and lightly oiled.
Make sure they are placed in a\case or box wfien
they are not in use.. Anvil\ faces must be
prótected- fro.m damage and inusiot be cleaned
with emery ,cloth or 9ttiei;abrasi,,,e.\\

STRIKING TOOLS

HAMMERS

Generally, speaking,. this .group is comPosed
of various types of hammers, all of which \a7
use'd to apply a striking force where the force of

, the hand alone is insufficient. Each of these
"hammers is composed of a head and a handle,
even though '.these parts differ greatly, from
hammer tb hammer. So that the ASM may have
a better-idea of their differences and uses, let's
consider the .types of hammers used most
frequently. (See fig. ,2-20.)

The ball-peoen 'hammer is sometimes referred
to as .a machinist's hammer. It is a, hard-faced
hammer made of forged tool steel. ,

The flat end of*the head is called the face.
This end is used for most hahimering jobs. The
other end of the hammer is called the Peen. The
'peen end is smaller in diameter than the face and
is therefore useful for striking areas that are too
small for the face to enter.

Ball-peen hantiniers are made in different
weights, usually -4, 6, 8, and 12 ounces ancil, 1
1/2, and 2 pounds, For most work, a 1

1/2-pound and a 12-ounce hammer will suffice.
A mallet is a soft faced hammer. Mallets are

constructed with heads made of brass, lead,
tightly rolled strips of rawhtide, and, plastic or
plastic with a lead core for added weight.

Plastic mallets similar to the one shown in
figure 2-20 are the type normally found in the
ASM's toolbox. The weight of the plastic head-
may range from a few ounces to a-few pounds.
The plastic Mallet inay be used for straightening
thin sheet ducting or when installing clamps.

Hammers are dangerous tools when used
carelessly and without consideration. Practice
will help the ASM to learn to use a hammer
properlyr, Some jmportant things to remember
when using a Kilmer or, mallet are as follows:

'Hold the handle near the end with the
tingers underneath and' the thumb along the
side or on top of the handle. The thumb should
rest on the ..hanille and never overlap the fingers.
Oils on the face of the hammer Will cause it to
glance off the work;, therefore, wipe the oil off
with a rag then gib the face with coarse
sandpaper or emery 'cloth. Never use a-hammer
which has a loose head or cra-cked handle. It is
dangerous to personnel and.to property. Most
hammer accidents are caused by a loose head or
a slippery handle. so remember this when using..
anSf kind .of 'Striking tool. Tighten the loose
hammerhead by driving a wedge in the end of
the handle. This spreads the handle tightly inside
the head. Do not strike a hardened steel surface
with a Steel hammer. Small pieces of steel may
break .and injure someone or damage the work. .1*.
Use a soft hammbr in striking hardened steel br
ighly. polished stock. If a soft hammer is not

use a_ piece of copper, brass, lead, or1
woOdto protect Ihe hiardened steel. However, it
is .pej ISsible to-strike a punch or chisel directly

- with th ball-peen hammer because the steel in ,

the heads f punches and chisels is slightly softer
than that o hammer heath
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HOLDING TOOLS

VISE GRIP PLIERS ,

The ASM uses this tool a number of ways,
These pliers can be adjusted to various jaw
openings by turning the knurled adjusting screw
at the end of the handle. Vise grips can be-
claniped and locked in position by pulling the
lever toward the handle. The vise.grip pliers are
shown in .fignre 2-21. They. may 'be ,used as a
clamp, speed wrench portable vise, and for
many other uses where a locking, plier-type jaw
may be ein'P*ed.

CAUTION: Vise grip pliers should be used
with care since `the teeth in the jaws tend to
damage the object OR which they are clamped.
They should not be used on nuts, bolts, tube
fittings, or other objects which must be reused.

CHANNEL-LOCK PLIERS

Channel-lock pliers (fig. 2-22) can be e,asily

identified bi the extra-long handles, which make

213.27.3

Figure 2-21.Vise grip pliers.

Figure 2-22.Chapnel-lock pliers.

213.27.2

(A; DUCKBILL

(8) NEEDLE-NOSE

4,4001_0

12274'

Figure 2-23.Pliers. IA) Duckbills;
and (B) nee le-nose.

them a very powerful gripping tool. The inner
surfaces of the jaws consist of a series of coarse
teeth formed by deep grooves, a surfacb adapted
to gasping cylindrical objects. Channel locks
have grooves on one jaw and lands on the other.
The adjustment is effected by changing the
position of the grooves and lands. The channel,
locks are less Iikely to slip from the adjustment
setting when gripping an object. The
channel-lock pliers will only be used where it is
impossible to use a more adapted wrench or
holding device. Many nuts and bolts and

surrounding parts have been damaged by
improper use of channel-lock pliers.

DUCKBILL PLIERS
... e

Duckbill pliers (A, fig./2-23) have long wide
jaws,and slender 'handles. Duckbills are used in
confined areis where the fingers cannot be used.
The jaw faceS of the pliers are scOred to aid in
holding an item, securely.

NEEDLE-NOSE PLIERS

.Needle-nose pliers (B, fig. 2-23)- are used-in
the same manner. as duckbill pliers. However,
there is.a difference in the deSign of the jaws.

' Needle-no jaws are tapered to a point which
makes 'them adapted to installing/and =toying .
small cotter 'pins. They have seirations at the"
nose end and a side cutter' near the throat:

34
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Needle-nose pliers may be used to hold small
items steady, to cut and bend wire, Or to do
numerous other jobs which are too intricate or
too difficult to bi done by hand alone.

NOTE: Duckbill and needle-nose pliers are
especially delicate. Care should be exercised

--when using these pliers to prevent springing,
breaking, or chipping the jaws. Orkeethese plicrs
are damaged, they are practically useless.

,

- MISCELLANEOUS TOOLS
. 0

MECHANICAL FINGERS
-

If. Small articles which have fallen into places
1 where they 'cannot be reached by hand may be

retrieved with the mechaniCal firtgers: This tool
is also used .when starting ':'OtS or bolts in

_difficult a cas. -The mechanical ringers, shownin... .

figure 2-24, have a tube containing flat springs
which extend from the end of the tub tä form
clawlike ringers, much like the screw holder. The
springs are attached to a mid that extends from
the outer end or the tube. A plate is attached.to
the end of the tube, and a'.siinilar plate to be
pressed by -the thumb is attached, to the end of
the rod. A coil' spring placed around the) rod
between the two plate holds/them apart and
retracts the fingers into the tube. With the
bOttom plate grasped between the fingers and

Sg the tool fingers extend
enough thumb pressureted to the Sopplate
to compres the sprin
from the/tube in a grasping position:When the

, thumb /pressure is released, the tool fingers
.

retract into the tube as far as the object they
hold .will allow gus, enough preSsure is applied
oil the obj a to hold it securely. Some

*echanica ringers have a flexible end on the
/tube to permit their use in dose quarters or
arou obstructions.

./2. NOTE: Mechanical fingeti should not be
Used as a substitute for wrenches or pliers. The
fingers are made of thin sheet metal and can be
easily damaged.by overloading.

STEEL SCALE

The steel scale shown in figure 2-25 is .a -

measuring device that will usually be found

,
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RIGID TYPE

213.28.1.
Figure 2-24".MeChanical fingers.

t

0
the ASM's,toolbbx. it is graduated in .divisions
of 1/8.and 1/16 inch on one.side and 1/32. and
1/64. irich on the other side..The,steel scale most
Commonly used is 12 inches long.

Mesurernents are -taken with a steel, kale tiy
holding it on its edge on -the-surfacc of. the
Subject beihg measured. This'. will prevent
making ,errois which might be caused by the
thiCknesS of the scale. Such thickness causes the
graduations to be a slight distance away from
the surface of the object. MeàsuremenTac tead
at the. .kraduation which coincides witlj the
'distance to be-measured.
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FLASHLIGHT

Each toolbox should have a standard Navy
vaporproof two-cell flashlight. The flashlight is
used constantly during all phases of'
maintenance. Installed in both ends of the
flashlight are rubber seals which keep out all.
vapors. The flashlight thould be inspected
periodically fOnhe installation of these seals,
the ,spare bulb, and colored filters which are
contained in the end cap.

NOTE: Do not throw away the filteis; they
will be necessary during night work on or near
the aircraft line.

INSPECTION MIRROR

There are several types of inspe'ction mirrors
available for use in aviation support equipment
Maintenance, The mirror is issued in, a variety of
sizes and may be round or rectangular. The
mirror is connected to the end of a rod and may
be fixed or adjustable. (See fig. 2-26.)

The inspection mirror aids in r aking
detailed inspection where the human eic cannot

8 THS.
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Figure 225.Scale rule.
213.28

213.28.2

'Figure 2-26.Typical inspection mirror.

directly see the inspectibniarea. By angling the
mirror, and. with the aid Of a flashlight, it is
possible to inspect most required areas.

CARE OF TOOLS

This is the time in your Navy career when
yon must begin to develop good.habits of tool
care. The use oF, tools is necessary in order for
you to put the knowledge you acquire on
maintenance of aviation support equipment into
practice in repairing equipment. It cannot be too
strongly.'eMphasized that tho care you give your
tools i§" a cOntributing factor in your efficiency
in the maintenance of aviation support.

. equipment.
Each tool is designed for a certain use;

turning a nut, measuring something', holding a
part, straightening a piece of-metal, or other
required operation. Use the toOl for the purpose
for which it was designed. For example, do not
pry with a screw driver, Use only a hammer to
hammer, etc. When a tool becomes broken or
sprung or a hamnier head loose on the handle,
replace the broken tool and tighten.the hammer
head on the handle befOre using again.

Keep tools in a certain Place in the toolbox.
This will enable you to locate a tool without
digging all thrOugh the box before finding what
you want. .Punk, such as tised bolts and nut's,
short piecith of wire,' used cotter pins, etc.,
should not be kept in the toolbox.. When
beginning 'a repair job lay all the tools you think
you will need out of the toolbox in a convenient
place such as a bench, tool stand, or on a cloth
on the ground if no other, convenient place is
available. As the work progresses mentally keep
ahead -*of your hands by deciding what tool you
will need .next and whether the,tool is at hand or

i61
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in the box. This will permit you to usethe
proper tool for the work and-will permit the
work to move_forwaid-a-s rapidly as possible.

After the job is finished, inspect all the tools
you' have used. Remove rough edges that haVe
resulted from your work and clean all tools
before replacing in the box. Lay aside tools that
-need to be. replaced so that you may trade
them for usable tools at the foolcrib. If you have
used .special tools, gather. them together 'for
return to the checkout point. As You replace the
tools in the box mentally inventory them to
-make sure you have_ gathered all the tools you
used and have not left any lying around the job.
Look over the equipment you were working on
to make sure no tools are left in or on the
equipment.' Proper care of tools can help you
feel the satisfaction of accomplishing a job
rapidly and correctly. .

SPECIAL TOOLS

. In order to becbme a skilled mechanic you
-must not only know the principle of
construction of aviation support equipment, but
yon must also be able, to identify the tools and
equipment required to repair the vehibles and
keep them in good operating condition.
Handtools, measuring devices, and fastening
nwthods play an important part in every repair
job. :.

It is imnortant 'from the standpoint of skill
and efficiellcy that you use a tool properly, and
use it for the job for which it is. designed. A
screwdriver,..for, example, is designed to loosen
or 't ighten screws. It 6an withstand a
considerable twisting force in relation to its
length and thickness, but a screwdriver uSed as a
chisel or pry bar can be easily bent or broken.

A few special tools are described, in this
training manual in the sections which cover
specific items of equipment that require special
tools for repair and Maintenance. For example,
-the special tools required to repair and service a
given model of automatic transmission are
described in chapter 10,

A great variety of power-driven tools and
equipment is used by the ASM. The corn mon
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power tools, shch as drill motors and bench
grinders, are described in Part I Section 2' of
Tookand Their Uses, NAVPERS 10085 (Series).
Only the more specialized tools add equipment
are covered in this section.

ENGINE TESTING EQUIPMENT

Satisfactory perfohnance and dependability
are what every equipment operator desires most
from his vehicle. It is the mechanics' obligation,

'therefore, to perform all the service necessary to
insufe or restore this performance and
dependability. Each time you are confronted
with a vehicle against which an operator has
registered a performance complaint, you nula
know the cause of the difficulty before
determining what corrective measures must be
taken.. In most shops, the Navy provides
accurate and dependable- test equipment. The
proper use of this equipment provides the
quickest and surest means of finding out what is
wrong and where the fault lies with the vehicle
operation.

Tachometer

A tachometer is a speed indicating device
used to measure the rpms (revolutions per
minute) of a rotating shaft. Since many engine
tests are made at specified engine speeds, you
should learn how to use a tachometer.

Tachometers may be either manually or
electrically operated. When using the manual
tachometer on a shaft, make sure the shaft turns
.the same speed-as the crankshaft or you will not
get an accurate reading oiengine rpms. In many
instances it is easy to take tachometer readings
off the camshaft or fuel pump shaft. On 4-cycle
engines these shafts run one-half engine speed.
Consequently any tachometer reading taken
from these shafts mhst be doubled to get the
true engine rpm.

A manual tachometer (fig. 2-27) is used by
holding its tip against the end of a rotating shaft:
Make sure -the end of the shaft is clean and that
there is no slippage between the tip of the
tachometer and the shaft.. Read the speed
directly on the tachometer dial, which is

4 2
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Figure 2-27.Manually operated tachometer.

calibrated in revolutions per .minute. No timing..
is necessary as variations in speed will be
reflected by movement of the pointer on the
dial during the test.

The electric tachometer is connected to the
ignition primary cireuit to measure the number .
of times per: minute the primary circuit is

interrupted. It then translates this information
into engine rpm.

The electric tachoMeter may have a selector
switch on it that can be turned to correspond
with the .number of lobes on the distributor cam.
The number of lobes will be the same as the
number of cylinders -in .the engine. For the
proper method, of hooking up and using the
electric tachometer, check the manufacturer's
instructions for the tachometer you are using.

Compression Tester ,

The cylinder compression tester (fig. 2-28) is
used to measure cylinder pressure in psi (pounds
per square inch) as the Piston moves to TDC
(top.dead center) on the compression stroke. 4 3.
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To use the compression tester, remove all

the spark plugs from the engine. Hold or screw
the tester fitting tightly in one of the spark plug
holes. Crank the engine with the starting motor
until it makes at least four complete revolutions.
Notice the maximum compression as .indicated
-by the needle on the ,compression tester dial.
Repeat this procedure until the compression has
been Checked on all cylinders of the engine.

The compression of the engine must meet
the manufacturer's specifications in order for
the engine to develop rated power. This means
that theremust be no leakage in the cylinder.
The intake and exhaust valves, the gaskets, and-
piston rings must all function properly and allow
no leakage for full- power output. An engine
with low compression in'one Or more cylinders
will have uneven power strokes which result in
rough operation, and in a proportionaye
reduction in performance.

Cylinder Leakage Tester

The cylinder leakage tester will, when
properly used, give a good indicition of the
condition ot an engine -cylinder. This tester (fig.
2-29) applies air to the cylinder at -controlled.
v o lu me and pressure, 'and measures the
percentage of air leakage. Even the smallest leak
can be easily detected. \.

\\

Figure 2-28.Cylinder compression tester.

81.1X
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It is normal for a small amount of air to
escape past .the rings into the crankcase.
However, any leak through an intake valve, an
exhaust valve, head gasket, head, block, or
excessive leakagepast the rings, indicates trouble
which must be corrected before satisfactory
engine performance can be expected.

To use-the cylinder leakage tester, hook it to
the cylinder as recommended by the equipment
manufacturer. Listen for escaping air through
the carburetor, the exhaust or tail pipe, and the
crankcase fillet pipe. Check for air bubbles in
the radiator.

Vacuum Gage

The vacuum gage t fig. 2-30) provides a
means of testing intake manifold vacuum,
cranking vacuum, fuel pump vacuum, and
booster pump vacuum. Properly used, the
vacuum gage will indicate if other tests are

p Figuie 2-29.Cylinder leakage tester.

227.7
Figure 2-30.MaAid vacuum gage Connection.

necessary. The vacuum gage does not replace
other test equipment, but rather supplements it,
and makes a diagnosis of engine trouble more
conclusive.

The manifold vacuum test provides an
overall check on the engint condition based on
comparison of reading obtained with known
standards for the engine being tested. Any loss
of power or efficiency in the engine will affect
the manifold vacuum reading.

Vacuum gage readings are usually taken with
the engine running and must be accurate to be
of any value Therefore, when connecting the
gate to the;\intake manifold, be sure the
connection is \ leakproof.t Also, before the
connection is made, make sure the openings to
the gage and intaiee manifold are free from dirt
,or other restrictions,

Experience is the\best guide in determining
the normal vacuum for\ any given engine. Normal
manifold vacuum ranges. from 15 to 22 inches
on various .engines when the test is being made
at sea levet pressures. The average reading will
drop approximately I inch for each 1,000 feet
above sea level. The reading obtained is the
difference between normal-atmospheric pressure
and the reduced pressure within the mainfold of

227.6 the running engine. This difference in pressure
forces the air-fuel (gasoline) or air .(diesel)
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NORMAL IDLE

25

25

THROTTLE OPENED SUDDENLY,

15

25

MAX READING AFTER

THROTTLE IS OPENED SUDDENLY

227.8

Figure 2-31.--Approximate vacuum gage readings on
a normal operating engine.
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mixture into the cylinders. For this reason, any-.
abnormal vacuum gage reading will indicate
improper operation. The action of the pointer
on the gage is the most important-factor in
interpreting the reading to determine the
internal trouble of the engine.

When you open and close the throttle
suddenly, the vasuum reading.should arst drop
to about 2 inches with the throttle open and
then come back to a high of about 24 inches
before settling back tO a steady 18 inches as the
engine idles. (See fig. 2-31.) This is normal for
an engine intood operating condition.

If the gage reading drops to around 15
inches at a running speed of about 40 mph
(miles per hour) and remains there, it indicates
compression leaks between the cylinder walls
and the piston rings, or power loss caused by
incorrect ignition timing. A vacuum gais needle
indicating a steady 10, for example, usually
means that the valve timing of the engine is
incorrect. Below normal readihgs that change
slowly between two positions, such as 14 t( 16
inches, could point to :a number of troubles,
which might -be any of the following: (1)
improper carburetor idling adjustments, (2).---
maladjusted or burned breaker points, (3) spark
plugs with the electrodeiset too close.

A sticking valve could cause the gate needle
to bounce from a normal steady reading to a
lower reading and back to normal. A broken or
weak valve spring would cause a wide variation
of the needle as the engine, is accelerated. A
loose intake manifOrd, or a leaking gasket
between the carburetor and manifold, would
show a steady low reading on the vacuum gage.
(See fig. 2-32.)

You 1-must remember that manifold vacuum
tests only help you locate trouble. They are not
always conclusive, but through experience and
skill and correct interpretation of the readings,
in conjunction with the compression test results,
you can usually diagnose engine behavior
.correctly.

Exhaust Gas Analyzer

-Ah exhaust gas analyzer (combustion
efficiency tester) checks the exhaust gas to
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Figuie 2-32.--Low vacuum gage reading indicating
a leak in the intake manifold.

determine ,what percentage of the gasoline has
not been burned. Combustion efficiency s a

,very reliable indication of carburetor system
operation on a mechanically sound, properly
tuned engine with a good ignition system. If
yoUr shop has one of these instruments, learn to
use it Troperly.

Combustion efficiency is tested by utilizing
exhaust 'gas samples picked up at the tailpipe to
determine\ the fuel to air ratio. This information
is indicated' on an electric meter. The pointer on
the meter is,iffected by the arlionnrof hydrogen
and carbon in the exhaust gas that runs through
the analyzer. Check the manufacturer's manual
for the equipment you are using to interpret the
reading on the meter of the analyzer. When the
readings are correctly interpreted, you can tell
_whether the carburetor needs adjustment.

Before testing, determine that both
compression and ignition, of the engine to be
tested are in good condition, and that the
exhaust system does not leak. Smoke from an
engine that is burning oil does not materially
affect the accuracy of an exhaust analyzer
during the test. Repeated use of a combustion
efficiency tester on oil burning engines will
eventually decrease its sensitivity because of oil
-fouling.

Dynamometers

A dynamometer is an instrument for
measuring the horsepower an engine develops.
This instrument consists of a resistance creating
device, such as an 'electric armature revolving in
a magnetized field. A paddle wheel refolvhig in a
fluid may also be used to absorb the energy.

An engine dynamometer may be used to test
an engine that hasbeen removed from the
vehicle it drives. If the engine does not develop
the manufacturer's recommended horsepower
and torque at specific rpms, you know there is
need for further adlUstments and/or repairs on
the engine.

The chassis dynamoMeter (fig. 2-33) is
commonly used for atitomotive service, since it
can give a very quick report on engine
conditions by measuring output at various
speeds and loads. This type of machine is very
useful in shop testing and adjusting automatic
transmissions.

<4,

On the chassis dynamometer, the driving
wheels of the vehicle are placed on rollers. The
engine drives the wheels and the wheels drive the
rollers. By loading the rollers varying amounts
and by running the engine at different rpms,
nearly all normal driving conditions can be
simulated. /he tests and checks can be made
without the interference bf body noises, such as

- you would have when checking the vehicle on
the road.

Be sure you read and understand the
operator's manual on the -dynamometer before
attempting to use it. The machine is rather
complex and can be damaged by improper
handling; like a equipment, 'it is worthless if
not in working order.

Ignition Stroboscope
(Timing Light)

Later in this manual you will learn how the
air-fuel or air mixture is ignited. For the present,
it is enough to know that ignition must take
place at the proper instant. An instrument called

41
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Figure 2-33.Chassis dyrrolorneter.

an ignition timing light (fig. 2-34) iS used to .
check engine timing on a gasoline engine. A
timing light is basically a neon light powered by
the battery of the vehicle being tested. The
vehicle being timed will have a timing mark on
the flywheel or the crankshaft pulley,. A timing
pointer is fastened to some stationary part of
the engine. If the ignition is properly timed, the
timing. mark will line up with the fixed pointer,
each time the timer flashes. The flash occurs the
instant the spark plug from .cylinder number
fires. Later in 'this manual you will-learn more
about engine timing. -

47
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VALVE RUAIR EQUIPMENT

Valve repair equipment is composed of an
assortment of rnachine tools and coMponents
that are designed for reconditioning valves of
internal combustion engines, in accordance with-

engine manufacturer's specifications.
Reconditioning valves is a precision job.
Therefore, if you are-in doubt about hcw to use
a valve repair tool, consult the equipment
manufacturer's instructions or have an
experienced mechanic show you. In. any case,
find out how to properly use valve repair



Figure 2-34.Using a timing light.
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CHUCK-SPINDLE K4011

equipment before trying to 'do a complete valve
job by1yourself.

-Valve Refacer

The valve refacing machine (fig. 2-35) is used
to reinove small pits or burns from the valve
face. This is accomplished by clamping the valve
'stem iii4the chUck of the rpfacing machine and

..0 bringing ,the rotating grinding wheel into contact
v with the seating*face of the valve.,

A Valve refacing machines have attachments
for dressing their grinding wheels, truing tappets,
squarin nValve stems, and for, grinding valve
rocker ailm faces.

I..- Valve Seat Grinder
"NI

- .

Valve seat grinding equipment (fig. 2-36)
consists of a driver, pilots, grinding stones; a
stone.dressing stand;and stone sleeves.

The driver provides the power for valve seat
2.42 grinding: There are different kinds and -designs

You may encOunter, but one popular. model

SPECIAL OFFSET
DISH GRINDING WHEEL

VALVE HEAD

CHUCK SPINDLE

CHUCK SPINDLE
HOUSING ANGLE MARIC

SLIDE FEED SCREW
HANULE

1.

-

.1.-.11,-

Figure 2-35.Valve refacing machine.
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HOUSING FEED
SCREW HANDLE
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Figure 2-36.--Valve seat grinding equipment.

employs an angular head design to permit easier
handling in confined spaces. Most drivers
incorporate .a positive vibrating action, which
lifts the grinding stone from the seat once each
revolution. This minimizes stone loading, speeds
up grinding, and reduces stone" wear.

Most valve guide pilots, are of the
self-centering type. Their function is th provide
a rigid axis for the grinding stone sleeves, so that
the valve seats are refaced concentric with valve
guides. The self-centering pilots have two
machined tapersone at the top of the shank to
fit the top of the valve guide, and one at the
bot.tom, to expand a split sleeve in the lower end
of the guide. (See fig, 2-37.) To select the proper
size pilot, refer .to valve guide specifications of
the engine manufacturer. 49

227.10
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Figure 2-37.Self-centering valve guide pilot.

The valve seat grinding stone sleeves are
attachments that fit over the pilot. They are
threaded on one end for attaching' the stone (fig.
2-38). The upper end has a socket which forms a
universal joint. connection with the end of the
driver spindle.
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Valve Spring Compressor

Valve spring compressor is the name given to
the tool that compresses the valve spring so tllg
retaining locks can be removed from the valve
stern. Two' types of valve spring compressors
(fig. 2-40) are. generally used in the Navy. The
"C" clamp compressor is used on overhead valve
engines and has a screw ,adjusting post that
adapts the tool to various valve stem lengths.,

2.30X The jaivs on the bottom of the tool are
.

Figure 2-38.Valve seat grinding stone sleeve. adjustable to the valve spring diameters.

Valve seat grinding stones are made in three
grades: one grade is for the average cast .iron

. seats found in most engines; another is for faster
grinding of hard steel, stellite, and other hard
alloy inserts; a third, is for "finish grind" on all
seats. A threaded steel bushing is cast in the
center of each stone to thread on the stone
sleeves:

After the stones are placed on the stone
sleeve, they should be dressed on the stone
dressing, stand to establish a true angle to the
pilot.

Valve Lapper

The final process involved in fitting,..a. newly
ground valve to its seat consists of rotating the
valve in its closed pbsition, thus- rubbing the valve
seating face against the Valve seat.. This is.called
lapping, and is done with a valve lapper. Tools
and Their Uses, NAVPERS 10083 (Series),
includes an illustrated discussion of a hand driver
valve lapper.

Valve 'Spring Tester

A valve spring tester (fig. 2-34) is used to
test valve springs for proper tension. A valve
spring .that is too weak will not seat the valve
properly and thus cause it to burn. A spring that
is too strong will cause undue wear on the valve
operating mechanism. The engine
manufacturer's manual will .give the proper
Wnsion that is reqttired of the valve springs. Any
'valve springs that do not have the proper tension
or are warped or short, should be discarded.

45
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Figure 2-39.Valve spring tester.
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SCREW TYPE VALVE .COMPRESSOR

"C" TYPE VALVE COMPRESSOR

Oigure 2-40.Valve lifters for L-head and,
valve-in-head engines.

227.12

The screw-type valve spring compressor, s-
shoWn in figure 2-40, is generally used on L-head
engines haying straight sternmed valves. Top jaws
adjust;ta.various spring diameters.

INJECTOR NOZZLE TESTER

An incorrect nozzle opening pressure or
incorrect injector pop pressure will influenee
engine efficiency :and performance. The exact
effect will va:y according to the type of
combustion space served. When opening pressure
is greater that the specified value, it tends to
decrease the amount of fuel' injected, and also
tends to retard the start of injection. A low
no z,z1e o p ening pressure decreases the
atomization of the fuel at love/speeds, and in
extreme cases will cause dribble. It also tends to
increase the amount-of fuel injected, which will
cause a smoky exhaust from the engine cylinder
affected. The best protection -against trouble
from this source is a periodic check of the
nozzle or injector with the appropriate tester.
One type of test stand is shown in fig. 2-41. Test
stands ill vary, depending upon the

naaRutat. urer, but all operate on the same
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PREssURE GAGE

NOZZLE SUPPLY TUBE

SHUT-OFF VALVE

FUEL SUPPLY TUBE

INJECTION
NOZZLE ,

OP ERAT
PLUNGER,

OPERATING
LEVER

DISOi.ARGEO
FUEL

CONTAINiR

121.14X

Figure 2-41.Universal test stand.
7

principle . The type of eest stand illusfrattd
figure 241 ,is, intended primarily fofietivities
doing a considerable amount of nozzle and
injector reconditioning work.

Tests that may be performed on this type of
fixture are: spray tip orifice test, valve opening
pressure test, and holding pressure test.
CoMplete details on iest procedures should be
obtained from the appropriate fuel injector
equipment maintenance manua

When a tester is used, keep in mind that the'
penetrating power of the fuel oil spray is
sufficient to drive oil through your skin. Since
this can cause blood poisoning, it is essential
that all parts of the body be kept out of line of
the fuel spray.

--SPARK PLUG
CLEANER AND TESTER

A spark plug cleaner (fig. 2-42) uses air and
sand to sand .blast the electrode or cylinder end
of the plug free' of carbon deposits and other
undesirable material. A box-like cover encloses
the cleaning and testing equipment. Air is

51
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connected to the cleaner parf.-This-air-blasti-the
'sand against the plug tp clean it. The plug must
be rotated to insure all of the cylinder end- is
thoroughly cleaned. The plug,should be cleaned
with solvent and dried before .using ther,sand

. blaster.
After cleaning, the plug and a new plug are

screwed into the tester foi-comparison 'under
pressure. The test comparison chamber has a
small window with*p mirror under it set at an'
angle so (IN can observe the sOrk-jumping the
electrode: With the ligh7tension lead.connected
and the Plug tiring; the pressure _is raised-until.
the plug .stops fifipg. Then the pressure,iS

." decreased until the -plug fires steadily; at this
point, a reading oft the pressure- is taken. Tge
same procedure is repeated with the new plug
and a comparison Is reached.

CENTRIFUGAL.PRESSURE
RELEASE
allows cOmpresaor to .

rud tree untilnormal
speed is attained

PRESSURE SWITCH
stops motor when
Wan= pressure
is reached

SHOP AIR COMPRESSOR

In an automotive repair shop, an air
compressor is likely to be similar, to the one
shown in figure 2-43. The size of an air
compressor depends On the number of -air
outlets required and the voltuue of air that is
used. A compressor may be driven by an electric
motor or by a gasoline engine. permanent shops
normally have electrically driven compnzssors.
Temporary shops at advanced bases, where

227.13

Figure 2-42.Spark plug cleaner and tester.

227.14
Figure 2-43.Shop air compressor.

electric generating plants haw not been set tip,
will have gasoline-driven compressors. A
compressor driven by gasoline is usually placed
outside the shop, and the air is piped in through
a wall or window. This procedure- helps io keep
the noise and the exhaust gases troy' the engine
out of the shop.

47 ,
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A governor or automatic.controt is used on
all shop compressors. It is usually adjusted to
m3intain a minimum pressure of 60 to 80 psi
and a maximum pressure of. 100 psi. The
governor controls the,sWitch of a compressoi: .
driven by an electric motor and the unloader
valve of an engine-driven compressor.

LUBRICATINC, EQUIPMENT

Proper application 'of lubrication is one or
the most important jobs you will do. It insUres
maximum equipment life at the lowest possible
operating expense.

Two general kinds of lubrication equipment
are in use: jund-operated and air-operated.
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Figpre 2-44.Handoperated grease guns.

Figure 2-44 shows'some common ty_pes of hind
operated grease guns. Nearly, all pieces of heavy
equipment have a hand-operated &ease gun on
them. The reason is that the operator must
lubricate some .of the fittings on the equipment
daily. Hand grease guns are -often used ih
teniporary- shops where compressed air is hot
awillable.

Nearly ail permanent repair shops
throug ho ut t he Navy have - air7operateli
lubricating equipment. It may be either portable
or stationary.

Eigure 2-45 shows a .permanent installation
of lubricating equipment. High-pressure -,lines

.N.N.N.1/4\ V.N.N.V

PLAN vIEW

I SUPPLY I:INES

CENTER
OF

CEILING
BEAM

I

.

SUPPLY LINE
FROM AIR
COMPRESSOR

= c

Figure 2-45.Permanent installation of lubrication equipment.
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Carry the lubricants from containers to the
lUbricating guns:The guns are on hose reels that
can be pulled from an overhead installation to
any place on the vehicle. Notice in figure 2-45
that there are fbur outlets. These outlets handle.
chassis lubricant, automatic transmission fluid,
gear lubricant, and. air.- The pumps, located on
the lubricant contgners,-are air-operated. With
an installation of this kind, the containers can be
placed in some out-of-the-way place in the shop

The riortable lube units (fig. 2-46) may be
ait-operatcd, but the container (Ad pump are

mounted on casters and can be rolled to the job.,
-The airhose connects directly to the pump with
a quick connection. Some portable units are

. hand-operated with a lever action pump.
The volume pressure bucket- pump is

designed Primarily for 'lubricating t6ck roller
bearings on equipment. Figure 247 shows a dual
pN"ssure volume pump. Switch the slot pin in
the handle for high-pressure (approxiinitely
5,000 psi) or low-pressure (approximately 2,000
psi) delivery. The container for this pump holds

. 40 pounds of lubricant and is filled through a
large opening in the top. Both liquid lUbricants

81.1 8X
Figure 2-46.Poitable air-operated lubricating

equipment.
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Figure 2-47.Volume pressure bucket pump.
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and' heavy greases can be dispensed by most
volutt\e pressure bucket pumps.

Various nozzle extensiOns are available for
both hand- and air-operated grease guns,_By
changing nozzles and extensions, all-tYPes of
lubricating fittings can be saviced.

PRESSES

Presses are used for pressing bearings,
bushings, tears, and other objects into and out
of castings, or for other work which requites a
large pressure in a concentrated area. Presses

3-TON RACK AND
\ARBOR PRESS

PRESSURE GAGE

DEPTH GAGE

may be e,ither gear, hydraulic-.ocaitToperaTe-d:
Most presSes are mounted-statioyOry to a bench
or to the floor-cohsequentlyjall work must be

.)tight to them.
draulic press shilwn in 'figure 2-48 is a

1;.11.\ tloor-mounted model that will handle
1:quirirtg up to 60 tons of pressum. A

Eciu.operated arbor preas .is located at the left
side of the machine for worICrequiring mit more
than 3 ton5/ pressure. The hydradic press is
controlleci/by a series of 'valves and levers, which
am-opefated by hand. A pressure gage, mounted
on top of the press, registers the amount of
pressure applied to the work;

6

RELEASE vALvE

PUMP LEVERS

Figure 2-48.Hydraulic and arbor press.
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130DV PLLE LSURE SCREW

I

LIATILLIV TERMINAL AND
SMALL nEAR

UNIVERSAL BEARING
AND BUSHING

UNIVERSAL GEAR

Figure 2-49.Bearing, bushing, and gear pullers.

'PULLERS

Pullers are designed to facilitate pulling
---

operations such as removing bearings, 'gears,
wheels, pulleys, sheaves, bushings, cylinder
sleeves, shaftg, and other closefitting parts.

UNIVERSAL GEAR PULLERS (lig. 2-49)
are usually of yoke and screw construction with
two jaws. The:jaws have from 0 tb 14 inches
diameter capacity, and have a re;,ch from 3 to
16 inches._

.UNIVERSAL BEARING AND BUSHING
PULLER (Fig. 2419) !--taCa pulling capacity of 1
1/4 inches. Th i. larger jaws are designed to
remove bronze ot _oilite 'biishings without
crumbling them. The small jaws will '.:lutch pilot
bearings. The pUller consists of a U-shaped body,
a jaw holder, two large jaws, two small jaws, two
jaw pins, and a presure screw with slide bar.

,

BATTERY TERMINAL AND SMALL
GEAR.PULLER (fig2-49),is of the screw-type
and is capable of use in close quarters. Besides
pulling battery terminals, it is used 'WW1 small
gears, bearings, and soiforth.

STEERING GEAR ARM PULLER (fig.
2-49) can also be used fOr a wide variety of jobs.
The clamp locks the puller on the arm, leaving
both, hands free for the actual pulling operation.

PUSH AND PULL PULLER SET (fig. 2-50)
is used in. conjunction with a number of
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attachments and adapters. The push .and pull
puller consists of a 13. 1/2-inch .steel slotted bar
to receiVe "two legs. A pressure screw in the
center of the bar is- 13 ,inches long, having a
diameter of 1 inch and threaded. This pulle.!.1.is
universal and versatile with the use of beanng
pulling a t tachment, bearing cup pulling
attachment, sheave puller attachment, threaded
adapters, step plate adapters, additional legs. and
many other special 'adapters. This puller is
capable of removing or.replacing bearings, gears,
-pillions, pulleys, wheels, and bushings..and has
many other uses..

A UNIVERSAL-TYPE STEERING WHEEL
PULLER is shown in figure 2251 ..The compL.te
set consistS Cf PH the units neces.sary for removal
of steeriag w1.,-els from all carsand trucks from
early models up to the present.

UNIVERSAL WHEEL. PULLER SET (lig.
2-5 I) consiSts of a. body drive assembly that
receives either three long jaws, three short jaws,
or a special grooved hiib set for Ford passenger
cars. 'The interchangeable jaws and swing
to any desired bolt circle. Taperedand right-
and left-hand threaded stud nuts comPlete the
set, all of which are carried in a metal case.It is
capable of pulling any demountable whed hub
for any passenger car and most lightweight
trucks. A chain-type wheel puller also is .

available that has a .1-ton pulling capacity (not
illust rated).

UNIVERSAL CYLINDER SLEEVE
PULLER (fig. 2-S2) will pull the cylinder sleeves
op more than 200 makes ahd models of trucks
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and. tractors. It is adjustable to provide clearance
regardless Of the -position of the cylinder studs
and to sirnplifly centering the tool over the bore.
This puller iS; used in cdnjunction with four
adapter plat6 -supplied with the puller. The
combination is capable of pulling cylinder
sleeves 4 1/4, 4 1/2, 4 3/4, and 5 3/4 inches in
diameter.

, SLIDE HAMMER PULI E% SET (fig. 2-53)
is a universal-type puller ec,iiinped with a two-
and three-way yoke, and threc medium jaws for
outside pulls and two small jaws for inside
pulling. The small jaws can be inserted through a
I/2-inch opening. The capacity of the medium
jaws is 2 1/4 inches., The slide haminer puller
also is equipped with a locking feature which
holds the jaws open or locks them on the work.

111

4 1 2 IN. LEGS

16 1/2 IN. LEGS

22 1 /2 IN. LEGS

A COTTER PIN PULLER (fig. 2-53) is used
to install or to remove cotter pins. It is an
S-shaped tocil, about 7 inches long. One end is
inserted through the cotter pins for extracting,
and the other end is used for spreading the
cotter pin. The shank is beveled 'square for easy
handling anc i'rrri grip.

Use of Pullers

Because pullerS are used in nearly the same
way regardless of whether ,,re to be used on
engin e s , t ra n s mission , n Chassis, som,e

representative pulling situat:ons will lie\.
explained-in this chapter.

When using any puller, place it firmly in
position. and secure it if kicking devices arepart
of the puller. Make certain the puller will not

BEARING CUP PULLIN,*
ATTACHMENT

THREADED
ADAPTERS

IINCHES

BEARING PULLING
ATTACHMENT

Figure 2-50.Push and pull puller set.
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9-1/2 IN. LEG

PRESSURE SCREW

STEEL BAR

PUSH AND PULL
PULLER

p I Ins Imm i ti iti mitt 111111

"NNW
YOKE PULLER .
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slip off suclIllt y while under strain. Check all
gripping edges and threads of a puller for
damage before using it. Use the proper size
wrench for turning the pressure screw or nut to
avoid rounding the corners of the nut or of the
screwhead. Use the proper size puiler for the
job.

The universal push and puller set is probably
the best all-around puller combination available.

WHEEL PUllek

,711121-111 7-
1INCHEs

BObY Arlo DRIVE
ASSEMBLY

GROOVED-
HUB SET

SPECIM.
JAWF

(-0 000
u u

TAPERED R H AN:! I H
;Tt.;[ NUTS STUD NJUIE

Several combinations of its components are
discussed and illustrated.

Figure 2-54 shows a combinatibn of the
push and pull puller and the bearing cup pulling
attachment used to remove a bearing cup from a
cage. The same combination is used to install it
back in the cage, as sliown in figure 2-55.

To pull a camshaft gear, use the push and
pull puller- with 9 I /2-inch legs with two

sTFERING WHEEL PULLER.

c
INCHESI

ar,,L24

wIDE
FORK

FRAME.

PRESSURE

kREW
\

NARROW
'FORK

YOKE- PRESSURE
SCREW

SLOTTED
ADAPTER

YOKE
ADAPTER

SHOCK
PULLER

3 8 N.C..

FRAME NU1

BUICK
STUDS

5 '16' N.C. WITH
NUTS AND WASHERS

Figure 2-51.Steering wheel and wheel pullee's.
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,nrrr-
4i*kirCo.116"1-1....

EXTENSION-
13-3/4 IN.

10,910111111110101Ill MOW

r 411111111

EXTENSION AND SWIVEL
ASSEMBLY

fORCING SCREW 32 IN.

RISERS '31-- 13 IN.

OK:.

ov,

I.ItV11115

THREF-WAY HEAD

Figure 2-52.Cylinder sleeve puller.

BEARING
CAGE

- JAWS

SLIDE HAMMER PULLER SET

COTTER PIN PULLER

81.31
Figure 2-53.Slide hammer puller set and

cotter pin puller.

BEARINC, CUP
PULLING ATIACHME \IT

81.30

DYSH AND
PULL DULLER

BEARING
CUP

Figure 2-54.Removing bearing cup.

.
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adapters as shown in figure 2-56. Here ,the
camshaft gear is being removed without
removing the camshaft from the engine. A
protective plate should be used under the
forcing screw to', protect the end of the
camshaft.

54,
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PUSH AND 'PULL PULLER

BEARING CUP
PULLING BEARING CUP

ATTACHMENT

Figure 2-55.Installing bearing cup.
81.33

Figure 2-57 illustrates the use of the bearing
pulling attachment and a pair. of .forcing bolts
used to remove a bevel- pinion Shaft from a
transmission ease. The fdrcing bolts bear agaipst
the case and force the pinion shaft out. Tighten
forcing bolts alternately to obtain a uniform
even pull to prevent cocking.

In figure 2-58 a *roller bearing assembly is
being removed from a transmission sliaft with a
combination of the bearing pulling attachment
and the push and pull puller.

. 9 1/2 INCH LEG.n-

ADAPTER

Movie 11.1414111/11011011

440.4sor PUSH AND
PULL PULLER

81.34
Figure 2-56.Pulling a camshaft gear.
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The steering wheel puller set (fig. 2-51)
handles the 'job of pulling the steering wheels on
all cars and trucks. The yoke puller and its
related parts are used to pull the newer models,
since they have tapped wheel hubs. The fork
puller and its related parts are used on older
models. The pressure screw in the frame puller is

C. " FORCING BOLT

BEARING
PULLING

ATTACHMENT

BEVEL GEAR
N ION SHAFT

FORCING

;
BOLT fk

81.35

Figure 2-57.Pulling a bevel gear pinion shaft..

BEARING PULLING
ATTACHMENT.

10%

-60

PUSH AND
PULL PULLER

Figure 2-58.Puiling a bearing.
81.36
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threaded its entire length and works through a
key. The narrow fork has a brass insert and the
wide fork has rubber sleeves to protect the
steering column. Adapters protect the shaft
from damage. Figure 2-59 illustrates the use of
the wide fork and frame pUller on older type
hubs and the yoke puller removing a late model
steering wheel.

The cylinder sleeve puller (fig. 2-52) is

adjustable to provide clearance regardless of the
number or position of the cylinder head studs,
and to accurately center the tool over the bore
(fig. 2-60). Four adapter plates are supplied with
the puller set which cover sleeves from 4 1/4 to
5 3/4 inches in diameter. The adapter is

positioned so that the cylinder 'sleeve rests on
the edges of the adapter. The puller swivel
assembly is inserted fromethe top arid screwed
into the adapter. By tightening the forcing
screw, a steady force is applied which will pull
the sleeve out of the cylinder.

r RUBBER SLEEVE

PRESSURE SCREW

A - WIDE FORK AND FRAME USED
. ON OLDER TYPE HUBS

B - YOKE AND SCREW ASSEMBLY

USED ON LATE MODEL HUBS

Figure 2-59.Using steering wheel pullerset.

Care of Pullers

Keep pullers ilean at all times. Grease or oil
on the gripping edges will make the tool slip.'
Clean all pullers after use and store them so that
the threads and gripping edges will not become
damaged. Make certain all attachments and
adapters are stored with the basic puller and do
not become separated.

SPECIFICATIONS

In your work around the shbp, you will
often hear the term "specifications" or "spec§."
Specifications refer to the measurements of the
parts of a vehicle. For instance, an automobile
manufacturer's shop manual may specify that
the piston-ring gap should .be .002 inch, or that
intake Valve stem to bore clearanee should be
.001,to .003 inch.

FORCING L
SCREWr..

RISER
(13 INCHES)

111111L..

CYLINDER SLEEVE

ADAPTOR
PLATE

NUT

THREE-WAY
HEAD

81.37 81.38 .

Figure 2.60.Using a cylinder sleeve puller.
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When you notice that a measurement is off,
you will usually haYe to make an ;adjustment or
repair. Always consult the shop manual
applicable to each vehicle to obtain the
manufacturer's specifications.

POWER TOOLS

Power tools are very useful to the mechanic
and lighten his work by using electricity and air
to perform fatiguing and time-consuming jobs.
These electric and pneumatic tools include
impact wrenchesused to tighten or loosen nuts,
bolts, and screws, and drillsused to drill holes
in wood or metal. These power tools and other
power tools are covered in Part I, Section 2 of
Tools and Their Uses, NAVPERS 10085 (Series).

LIFTING

JACKS

DEVICES

Jacks are u§ed to raise orlower heavy loads
short distances. Some jacks are iised for Pushing
and pulling. operations, ,or for spreading and
clamping.

Jacks are available in capacities from 1 1/2
to 100 tons. Small capacity jacks aile generally
operated through a rad( bar or screws while
those of large capacity are usually operated
hydoulically.

The vertical screw jack (fig. 2-61).is operated
by hand through a collapsible handle which is

\ inserted in a sOcket. The screw moves up ,or

HAND LEVER

SOCKET

ERTICAL SCREW TYPE
WITH COLIAPSI8LE

HANDLE

OUiRIGGER SCREW TYPE

a

Figure 2-61.Mechanical screwjacks.

81.25

down, depending on the direction of rotation in
which the handle is turned. Some of these jacks
are equipped with a- ratchet for automatic
lowering. Mechanical screwjacks come in several
capacities having different contracted and
extended heights. Another type of screwjack is
called an outrigger jack. It is equipped with end
fittings which permit pulling parts ,togetlier or
pushing them apart.

A vertical hydraulic jack (fig. 2-62) operates
through pressure applied 'to one side of a,
hydraulic cylinder which moves the jackhead.
These jacks are automatically lowered or
released- by releasing the 'pressure. Vertical
hydraulic jacks come in different capacities from
3 to 100 tons and have different extended
heights.

,CONTROL
VALVE

HOSE1

RAM

.PLJAAP

77,71779,
FUSH.PULL Typr

Figure 2-62.Hydraulic jacks.
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A . push-pull hydraulic k (fig. 2-62)
consists of a pump and ram connected by a
hydraulic or oil hose. Jacks of this type are rated
at 2-, 7-, 20-, 30-, and 100-ton capacities and
have diversified applications.

The vertical jacks are used to lift one side of
or the end of a vehicle- to permit reinoval of the
wheel or tires or to effect repairs that would not
be possible with the vehicle standing On its
wheels. the jack can be used on each._ side
alternately by jacking one side of the vehicle up,
then" blocking it and moving the jack to the
other side, and then continuing this operation
until the vehicle has been raised to the desired
height. .

Jacks may also .be used to raise heavy crates,
sniall buildings, or other items too heavy to,be
raised by prying with wrecking bars.. It is

essential that the jack be placed on solid ground
or on planks to spread the weight so that, it will
not give way or tip when being used.

The push-pull hYdraulic jacks are furnished
With an assortment of attachments that enable
you to perform coUntless, pushing, pulling,
lift ing, pressing, bending, spreading, and
cla mping operations. The pump is
hand-operated. Simply turn the control valve on
the side of the pump clockwise, stroke the hand
lever up and doWn, and the ram will extend. The
flexible hydraulic hoSe allows you to operate the
rain in any desired. pdsition and from a safe
distance. The ram retracts automattically by
turning the control valve counterclockwise.

Keep fingers 'away from all moving parts
when jacking up vehicles. and make certain no
one is under the vehicle to be raked. Place
blocking or other supports under the vehicle
when it is.raised to the desired height to prevent
it from dropping if the jack fails. Before using
them. make certain that hydraulic, jacks are
filled with oil and that there are no .visible oil
leaks.

CHAIN HOIST

Chain hoists provide a convenient means for
hoisting heavy objects. When a chain hoist is
used, -the load ,can remain .stationary without
requiring attention. The slow lifting travel is

especially advantageous when remoiing an

engine from a vehicle. Permits small
movements, accurate adjustments of height, and
cautious handling of loads.

Chain hoists differ widely in: their
mechanical advantage, depending upon theli
rated capacity. Three types generally used for
vertical hoisting operations are the differential
chaip hoist, the spur gear hast, and the'screw
gear hoist.

The SPUR GEAR HOIST. (fig. 2-63) is best
for ordinary operation§ that require frequent use
of a hoist and where a minimum.number Of men
are available to operate it. The sPur gear hoist is
about 85 percent efficient. 'In other words,
about 85 percent of the energy ekerted by you
is converted into useful work for lifting the load.
The remaining 15 percent of the energy is spent
in overcoming .friction in the gears, bearings,
Chains, and so forth.

TheSCREW GEAR -1-10IST is often
satisfactory in operations that require less
frequent tise of a hoist. This type of hoist is about
.50 percept efficient. The DIFFERENTIAL
HOIST is suitable for light loads and whei"e only
occasional use of the hoist is involved. This hoist
is oqty about 35 percent efficient.

, ,The load capacity of a chain hoist is stanii...,,A1
On the shell of the upper block. The rated load
-capacity of hoists mar from 1/2 ton upward.

The lower hook is usually the weakest part .

in the assemblY of a chain hoist: This is intended
as a safety measure so that the hodk will start to
spread open if overloaded. Thus, close
observance is necessary to detect any sign of -
overloading in time to prevent damage.

Before using a chain 'hoist, inspect it to
insure safe operation. A hook that shows signs
of spreading or excessive . wear should , be
replaced. If links in the chain are distorted, the
chain hoist has probably been overloaded. In
any case, make sure the hoist is in good repair
before attempting to lift a load.

Always be sure-the elairrhoist-is-suspe-nded
from a support that will support the load you
'are going to lift. Also insure that the method of .

fastening the chain hoist to the support is
adequate..
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29.187
Figure 2-63.Spur gear chain hoist.

BLOCK AND TACKLE

The use 'of block an\I faCkleis eiblained ii
ehapter 2 of Othic Machin6; NA'S/PERS 10624:
(Series). When Using block, and tackle to remOve

. an engine or lift a heavy Igad be stye the rope
And the blocks are in good jeondition and heavy
enough to lift the proposed/ load. Provision must
be made to tie the impel to an,,object heavy
enough to hold the load lifted if, it is desired to
hold the load statiorpiry Or any length of time.
Tension on the rope or/ blocks should not .be
maintained for long periods as the rope_ may be
permanently damaged.
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SHOP PRACIICE AND SAFETY

WORKING WITH TOOLS

The practices folloWed in a ihop with
respect to work habits and safety largely
determine how effectively the shop operates.
Tools arid equipment can never be more
efficient than the person using them. As a petty
officer, remember that you are responsibleltot
only for your own safety and Work habits, but
also for the men assigned to you.

When you are assigned a job, lay out
beforehand ,the handtools to be used.' Work
quietly and give full attention to the work. Do
not scatter tools about, and 'keep them out Of
atsle spaces where they might be stumbled over.
Keep your tools clean; always. Wipe off any
grease or dirt after using them. Use the propeg
tools for each job; never fali into the habit or
using a tool for a job for .which it was pot
intended.

Misuse of tools may damage them or the
equipment you are working on and _may cause
injury to you or to others. Exereise great care

-when working with power-driven tools And
machines. Keep hands away from rotating parts
of a machine, and always shut off a machine
when it is necessary to make any adjustmentto
the work on the machine, or to the machine
itself.

SAFFTY

Personal safety in shop work cannot be
over-cmphSsized. A few points on safety have

6 4
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been mentioned in the preirious sectioh. The
following additional points are particularly'
important.

Wear gloves, goagles, and other protective
devices as the job requires. Because of the
danger of :flying particles, it is especially
important to wear-goggles when you are grinding
or are using compressed air. '

When you are repairing vehicles, block them
with sturdy wooden. timbers., If you\ are using
jacks or hoists, be sure that they 'center or
support the vehicle properly. Critical, or even
fatal, injuries, as well as badly damaged vehicles,
can result from the improper,use of hoisting and
jacking equipment.

Be 'extremely careful when working around
gaSoline. Repair any vehicle which is leaking
gasoline as soon as possible, and,do not start the
vehicle -engine tmtil the leak is corrected. Use
only spark:proof tools %Filen you are Working on
gasoline lines.

If gasoline or other flammable liquid is
spilled on the shop floor, cover the spots with
sweeping compound and let the compound
absorb the liquid before sweeping it up. If you
must wipe up gasoline, always discard the cloth
or rags that you use. Put them in containers with
lids in order to guard against spontaneous
combustion.

If there is a strong odor of gasoline in the
shop, turn on an exhaust fan or throw open all
doors and windows. Gpsoline vapors can be
ignited from a spark or by static electricity.
Keep all gasoline containers sealed when they
are not in use.

'All portable power tools shohld be carefully
inspected before using to insure that they are
clean and in the proper state of repair. On
electrically driven tools the switches shOuld
operate normally, cords should be defect-free,
and the tool should be properly grounded. When
prc;)aritig'"to. use any power tool lay out the
cord, hose, or cable so it will not be run over or
constitute a tripping hazard or come in contact

6 5
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with a sharp object. Do not allow any kinks to
form. Power tool.cords, hoses, and cables should
not be permitted' to come in contact with oil,
grease,. hot surfaces, or. chemicals. When
damaged they should be replaced, not patched
with tape.

Some powered tools use compressed air For
power. Compressed air must be cla 'sified as a
possible hazard. Workers have received eye
injuries because an airhose caused dust to be
blown into their eyes with enough force to-cause
serious damage. When conneeting the airhose to
the tool, be sure the hose is firmly locked to the
tool. Always use goggles over ,the eyes when
using Compressed air for cleaning or drying a
part. A jet of (compressed, air striking the
exposed body, from close range, can' cause
serious bruises and possibly internal
hernorrhItging. Use compressed air only for its
intended purpOse.

Unless the shop has-areas marked off for
smoking, 'do not smOke wTiilé dri dtifMT-ig
Shop. Even :r shop policy does allow smoking in
restricted areas, it is better to do your smoking .

outdoors, if weather permits.
Your shop will have a list of safety

regulations posted. Study these regulations until
you are, thoroughly familiar with them.

The safety practice of keeping tools in good .

working condition and using the correct toOl for
the job cannot bg overemphasized. When you
see a Mechanic with many nicks*, scratches, cuts,
and/or bruises on his hands, ybu are looking a

careless. worker. Train yourself to eliminate .

carelessness and to be a autious Worker.- By
replacing each tool in the proper place in the
toolbox when finished with it you can
determine that all tools have been retcirned to
the toolbox from the last job by taking a quick
check of the toolbox. This rs necessary to
prevent loose tools from being left in or around.
the 'engine where they can cause cOnsiderable
damage and ean become a safety hazard:



CHAPTER 3

AVIATION 'SUPPORT EQUIPMENT

Ground support equipment has become as
important to the assigned mission of naval
aviation activities as the aircraft itself. Many_
different types of support equipment are
required for handling, servicing, loading, tesiing,
and maintaining aircraft. The majority of this
equipment is utilized in direct support of the
aircraft; therefore,hhe aircraft Squadron is one
of its principal users. ,Another principal user of
certain types of support equipment is the Air
Department aboard aircraft carriers. Within this
department, personnel of the flight deck and
hangar deck-aircraft handling crews utilize such
aircffft handling 'equipment as tow tractors and
spotting dollies. In addition, personuel of the
Aircraft Crash, Fire, and Rescue crews utilize
such equipment as the MB-5 aircraft firefighting
and rescue truck. These users depend upon
personnel of the Aviatiori Support Equipment
Technician rating, who are normally agned to
Intermediate maintenance activities, for the
maintenance of this equipment.

,

Support equipment is usually operated by
,personnel of the using activity. Since such
'activities as aircraft squadrons and carrier Air
Departments are the principal users, the
equipment is usually operated by personne.Cof
ratings other than AS. In addition, maintenance
such as servicing and perfortm ng preoperational
inspections, is frequently accomplished by
personnel of these using activities. Thus, the AS
rating is concerned primarily with major
inspections and repair. However, this does not
mean that personnel of the AS rating are
relieved of all responsibilities concerning the
operation and servicing of the equipment. In
fact, the ASM as well as the ASE and ASH,
should be experts in these procedures. To

effe ctively perform alL :Phases of
maintenanceinspecting, troubleshooting,
repairing, testing,. etc.the ASK, must
understand thoroughly the operation of the
equipment. This is especially -important when
troubleshooting malfunctions and testing
equipMent.

In addition, the ASM is frequently called
upon to check out squadron personnel in the
operation and- servicing of certain types .of
equipment.. Several types of support equipment
require licensed operators: The procedUres for
training, testing, and licensing of these operators
are also responsibilities of the Aviation Support
Equipment Technician rating.

ObviouSly, it is impossible to relate detailed
operating procedures for all types of support
equipment in the scope of this training manual.

..ExaMples are given on some of the equipment /
described in this chapter. It must be emphasized, /
however, that thN is a< training manual for /
support equipment in general and that the
applicable Operation and Service Instructions
fdr a specific item, of equipment must be
consulted for the cOrreet operating and servicing
procedures.
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TYPES OF GROUND
SUPPORT EQUIPMENT

For the purpose Of maintenance functions
and responsibilities, ground support equipment
is classified into,five major categcries.

1 . Avionics support equipment.
2. Gasoline electric, and diesel

servicing equi; t.
powered,
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3. Gas turbine powered servicing
equipment.

4. Trailers, dollies, and carts
(nonpowered).

5. Miscellaneous support equipment.

Thk. first category, avionics support
equipment, pertainS to the equipment required
to maintain and test avionic systents and
corriponents. The maintenance of this
equIpment is assigned to PME repair and AIMD
or DUOT level maintenance:activities. With the
exCeption of a few items of. equipment, the
remaining four categories are the maintenance
responsibility' of the AS rating and are described
in the following sectiens.

GASOLINE, ELECTRIC, AND
DIESEL POWERED SERVICING
EQUIPMENT

This category includes those types of
stipport equipment which are 'powered with
diesel -Or gasolMedriven engines or with
electricity. (This category does not include
turbine powered equipmpt.) Such equipment as
tow .'tr dors, weapons loaders, mobile electric
power-plants, ai( conditioners. hydraulic test
stands, air compressors, and steam cleaners are
included in this category. Some repre'sentative
types" of powered servicing equipment are
described in the following paragraphs..

Tow Tractors

/I

The to`w tractor is the, only means of
propulsion for the majority of aircraft when the
aircraft is on the ground and the engines arenot
rUnning. Most present day aircraft are.too heavy
and large to be moved by manpower alone. Tow
tractors are also used for towing trailer-mounted
support equipment.

Tow tractors must be especially
maneuverable, particularly those used on aircraft
carriers. Manetiverability of the tractor depends
on its dimensions and turning, radius. The
smaller the dimensions and turning radius the
more maneuverable the tractor will he..The type
of transmission may also contribute to the ease

-

of hmdling of the tradtor. Modern tow trastors
are usually equipped With automatic ,
transmissions. comPared with the standard
transm is s io n, the automatic ,transmission
provides a smoother coupling from the engine to
the driving wheels. It also frees, the driver from
operating a clutch and allows him to concentrate,
more on the job at hand. This results in ,
sinoother- and safer movement of aircraft and,
equipment.

Tow tractors are, often rated by drawbar
pull., The drawbar pull is the dmount of force
that the tractor can exert. The drawbar pull of
any tractor is :dependent on The ty e and
condition of the surface on which it i being
used. Dry concrete gives the most t aetion;
hence the most drawbar pull for a given tractor.
On a wet, fuel-soaked steel deck tke traction
may be almost nil.

,.."
Support equipment for-supplying electric

power and/or compressed air for aircraft engine
starting or servicing is installed on some tractors.

Tow tractors are usuallY classified by one of
two designationsthe M Series and the TA series.
Some tractors-may have both designations. The
first two letters of the M series do not have a
standard meaning. The number in the M series is
the model number. A letter following the model
number indicates the number of modificaticns
to that model. tractor. 'An A indicates-the first
modification, a B indicates the secoiid
modification, etc. The TA in the TA Ieries
denotes Tractor Aircraft. The numbers follo..ing
the TA indicate the first two numbers bi the
drawbar Yull. Other designations are sometimes.
used, to identify tractors.' One example is the
Jb-75 tow tractor'. This tractor, however, is one
model of the 11A-75A" iir TA.:75B Which is,
discussed later. ! . ,- .

All- tractors Oassified as a certain type are
not always Manufactured by the saine

.contractor. As result, the tractors may not be
identical in allJ respects. They may differ, in
app'earance. The instruments and control may.be
arranged differ ntly. Such major components as N..

the "engine and tranSmissions may be
nanufactured by different companies..However,
these tractors are still classified.as the same type
as long as thLy meet the MilitarY Specifications
for that type. The same is true for many other

/
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types of support equipinent. This is another
important reason why a:1 personnel of the AS

:.rating should consult the applicable technical
publications_ to properly and 'sgely operate,
service, and Maintain each specific item of
support eqtipment.

As indicated by the precedir3g discussion,
there are several types and mod s of tractors

uailable to _aviation activities. ( The tractors
scribed in the following paragraphs are

representative of the types mo4 widely used at
the present time.'

. TA-18 TOW TRACTOR-This-is a gasoline
powered tractor forAise on shore bases as an
ircraft towing and spotting vehicle kir- large
aircraft This tractor has a drawbar pull of

-18;000 pounds. .

The TA-18, shown in figure 3-1; has an
automatic transmission with 6 forward speeds
and 1. reverse speed. .The spzed ranges are
selected by a shift leVer located on, toP of the
transmission . cOver.. The transmission shift
pattern is shown in figure 3-2. The tract&
dimensions are 14 feet 10 inehes long, 8 feet
wide, and 5 feet 7 inches high: The turning
radius is 24 feet 10 inches. The groSs weight of
this tractor is 2,5,800 pounds. Normally, the
driver's corppdrtment is open, as shown in figure
3-1;. but if the tra'acit is to be used. in . cold .
weather, it can be obtained with a completely
enclosed cab. These cabg are equipped .with
windshield wipers, heater, arfdslefroster.

TA-75A TOW TRACTOR.The.TA-75A is a
gasoline-powered tractor intended for use on
shOre.bases as a towing and spotting vehicle for
aircraft with gross weights 'tip to 75,000 pounds.

The TA-75A (fig: 3-1) has prSvisions for
mounting a gas turbine compressor other
servicing equipment. It is equipped -With an
automatic transmission that has three forward
speed& and one everse speed. The ,tractor
dimensions are 20'3" long, 5'6" wide, and 3'2"
high. The turning radius-ia-a- minimum of 140"

MPS-19,0 TOW TRACTOR.-LThe MRS-190
tow tractor ;fig 3-1) is intended for use afaii
statiom for paAtioning airscraft arr,:sting gear.
This iraetor weighs 47,000 pounds and is
capable of exerting sufficient drawbar pull to'
perform practically any work that- may . be

,

,

..

TA-75A

Figure 3-1.Tow iractors.

MRt--190

TA-18

227.85

teiluired.. It is 1 1 feet long and 9 ffeet 6 ihches
wide. It is powere'd by a 355-horsepower diesel
engine and is equipwith a 5-speed standard
transmission.

MD-3 TOW TRACTOR.This tractor- was
designed for use aboard aircraft carriers and will
handle any type of carrier-based aircraft. It can
be Configured as an MD-.3 (basic tractorno gas
turbine power unit); MD-3A (mounts a
GTCP-100-54 sas turbine power unit), or MD-3B
(mounts.- a -.GTC-85-72/73 power unit)." The
MD-3A is shown in figure 3-3.

The MD-3 tOw tractor- is,. a self-contained ,
unit capable of developing 8,500 pounds

.6$
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LO-2

225.215
Figure 12.TA-18 transmission thift nation,

199.10
Figure 3-3.MD-3 tow tractor.

drawbar pull at an approximate speed of I. mph
on a dry, level concrete 'Surface, The main
powerplant of this type tractor is an inline

horizontal, four-stroke cycle, internal
combustion diesel engine. The steering system is

hydraulically assisted, and the service brakes are
_assisted by compressed air. The gross weight of
the MD-3 tractor is 12,000 pounds.

The transmission is a multiple reduction
drive unit that shifts automatically in all forward
gear ratios. It is bolted to the engine bell housing
and is driven through a single-stage torque
converter. A hydraulic control system regulates
the transmission shifts. The system also
synchronizes the engagement and release of the
control clutches and brake bands to effedt quick
position shifts Lo meet load demands. The

_
complete transmission system is lubricated,
operated, and cooled by a single oil system.

A gas turbine compressor mounted at the
rear of the tractor provides pneumatic power in-
the form of compressed air for the operation of
large class pneumatic equipment, such, as aircraft
main engine starters, and other coniiimers ot
compressed air. The operating controls for. the
_gaS turbine compresser are located on a panel on
the right-hand side of the operator's
compartment. Compressor operation is outlined
on two instruction plates adjacent to the
controls.

64
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The ASM is required to operate the tractors
when training personnel, in troubleshooting, and
in'. testing after repairs have been made.
Therefore. he must be familiar with the different
instruments and controls. Figure 3-4 shows the
instrument/control panel, and figure 3-5 shows
other controls of an MD-3 tractor.

OPERATION OF TOW TRACTORS.,--The
ASM is required to operate traaors whe,n
training perso-hhel, troubleshooting
malfunctions. and testing after repairs have been
Made. As matioued previously, the operating
procedures relative to the various types and
models of tow tractors differ in some respects.
The operation of the MD-3 is used as a
representative example in the following
discussion. It should be emphasized that the
current applicable Operation Instructions should
be consulted for the eorre,.; operating
procedures relative to the different types and
models of tow tractors.

Before attempting to ()per te any type of
equipment, the operator should be familiar with
the different instruments and controls. Figure
3-4 shows the arrangement of the instmments
and controls, and figure 3-5 shows other
controls of one model MD-3 to,%, tractor.
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AS.672

1. Giow plug meter. 11. Hourmeter.
2. Stoplight switch. 12. Torque converter temperature gage.
3. Headlight switch. 13. Engine temperature gage.
4. Ignition switch. 14. Air pressure gage.
5. Start switch. 15. Instrument Light switch.
6. Ammeter. 16. Air low-pressure warning light.
7. Dash lamp. 17.. Pintle light switch.
8. Engine oil pressi gage. ft. Instruction plate.
9. Dash lamp. 19. Glow plug switch.

10. Fuel.gage. 20. Horn button.

Figure-3-4.MD-3 instiument/control panel.

( A)

REVERSE
NEUTRAL

DRIVE

LOW

Figure 3-5.MD controls. (A) Shift patorn;
(B) parking brake lever operation.
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Procedures for starting the MD-3 tractor
depend on weather conditions. If the average
ambient temperature is above 40° F, NORMAL
starting procedures should be followed. If the
average temperature is 40.° F or below,.COLD
WEATHER starting procedures should be

Table 3-1.Glow plug preheating chart

Ambient Air
temperature °F

Preheating
time (minute)

The normal starting procedures are as
follows:

I. Apply the hand brake and shift
transmission to N (neutral). (See fig. 3-5.)

2, Turn the .ignition switch (item 4, fig.
374) ON, and push the starter button (5) untii
the .engine begines firing regularly. Should the
engine fail to start immediately, release the
starter button and allow a 2-minute recovery
time before making additional attempts to start.
Excessive engine cranking at any, one time may
damage the cranking motor.

3. After the engine starts, check the engine
oil pressure (8), water temperature (13), and the
operation of the ammeter (6). The ammeter
should indicate a positive (+) charging rate.

CAUTION: Stop the engine if there is a
sudden rise in engine temperature and/or no oil
pressure.

The diesel engine of the MD-3 is equipped
with glow pities for cold wedther starting. A
glow pltig is an electrical heatine elemen.
installed next to each fuel injector and is used to
preheat the injector and combustion chamber.
The heating element is supplied with current
from the battery. To complete this electrical
Lircuit, the ignition switch (4) and the glow plug
switch (19) must be ON. Operation of the glow
plug is indicated on the .glow plue meter (1 ).
Normal 12age operation is indicated by the gage
poinIer moving to the far right when the g'ow
plug switch is pressed.

Cold weather starting procedures are as

follows:

I Apply the hand brake and shift the
transmission lever to N (neutral).

2. Turn the ignition switch (4) ON and
press the g1f9w plug switch (14) to preheat the
engine combustion chambers. Allow the amowa
of preheat time as indIcated in- table' 3-1.. AI .,t
the cl)mbustion chanlbers have been warniLd.
press the starter button. Do not release the glow
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plug switch until the engine begins firing
regularly.

3. If the engine fails to start during' the first
30 seconds of cranking, release the starter
button to allow a 1-minute recovery period
before making additional attempts at starting.
Do not release the glow plug switch between
start attempts.

4. After the engine, starts, run it at a fast
idle until the engine oil pressure gage (8)
indicates oil circulation and the engine
temperature gage (13) indicates that the cooling
system is 'warm. Idle the eagine until full air
pressure is developed in the brake system. This is
indicated by the air pressure gage (14) and the
air low-pressure warning light (16). The warning
light is on whenever pressure in the air system k
less than 60 psi. The tractor should not be
'operated until the warning light is OFF and the
air pressure gage indicates moi than 60 psi.

CAUTION: Do not use glow plugs while the
tractor is working. Damage to the engine may
result.

To ope;ate the tractor. apply the service
brakes and release the parking brake. (See ('ig.
3-5 (13).) With the engine idling. select the type
transmission operation desired with the shift
lever: (See view (A). ('ig. 3-5.) Release pressure
on the brake pedal and gradually increase the
accelerator feed to start moving the tractor. The
transmission should be operated in the followin:
manner.

All normal forward driving and towing with
light or-moderate loads should be accomplished
with the shift lever at D. In this position the

71
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transmission will :automatically upshift and
downshift between Second gear and third gear
(direct drive). Maximum acceleration is.obtained
by .fully .depressing the accelerator, causing the
transmission to autornatically downshift from
third gear to second gear. When pressure on the
accelerator Is decreased, the transmission will
iixwtically upshift. ,

The shift lever should be moved-to L when
the tractor is used to tow near maximum loads
(8,500 pounds drawbar pull), ascend steep
grades or pull through sand, mud, or snow. In
addition, engine braking power can be gained
when the transmission is in this gear ratio..This
braking power assists the braking/action of the
service brakes. The transmission will not upshift
automatically from first gear while the lever
remainS at the L position.

The shift lever may be mowd from L to D
or front D to L at any tractor speed. if the shift
lever is at D when the tractor is at a standstill
and the accelerator is fully depressed. the
transmission will automatically downshift from
second gear to .first gear. As tractor and engine

speed incrcases, the transMission will
automatically' shift from first gear through
second to third gear.

The tractor must be brought to a complete
stop before making the shift between D and R.
When the tractor must be rocked back and
forth, maintain a steady but moderate pressure'
on the accelerator pedal and move the shift lever
back and forth between D and R.

During tractor operation, the operator
should listen for. unusual sounds which may
indicate trouble. Gages and instruments should
be checked periodically. Any unusual gage
indications, such 'as excessive temperatures or
pressures, are warnings of possible troubles.eFor
example, t';e torque converter temperature gage
(item 12, fig. 34) shows,the teMperature of oil

_leaving the converter. Readings Will vary with
working conditions, but the converter
tethperature should never eXceed 250° F.

TOW BARS

Two general classes of tow bars are used in
naval aviation; those adaptable to only one type

.TENSIONING CHAIN

TENSIONING
KNOB

AXLE PIN

HOOK

SAFETY PIN

Figure 3-6.Universal front and rear tow bar. 199.18.1
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of aircraft, and those adaptable to more than
one type of aircraft: Mostnayal aircraft -may be
towed with .the Universal Aircraft Tow Bar,
Model NT-4, shown in figure 3-6-: The tubing of
this tOw bar is made of aluminum alloy. The tow
hitch plate, end hooks used- in forward towing,
and the pins that fit into the' hol[Ow axle of flie
tailwheel and nosewheel are made of steel. The
aluminum wheel well casting is bushed to take
the towing pins when changing from noswheel
to tailwheel:towing and vice versa-.

For forWard towing of aircraft not having a
nosewheel, the end hooks of the tow bar are
placed through the main landing gear towing
rings. The hooks are held in place by
spring-loaded loekpins. When towing: aft from
the hollow axle of the tailwheel, the towing pins
on the wheel well casting are placed in the
tailwheel axle on each side. They are then
clamped in place by a chain that slides through a
sleeve and is tensioned by turning a .knob. A
similar procedure is used in towing certain
aircraft from the nosewheel; however, the
towing pins are removed from the wheel well
and reversed. On other aircraft with this type of
landing gear, the end hooks of the tow bar are
placed through the towing rings of the
nosewheel and locked in place by the spring-
loaded lockpins provided for this purpose.

Certain aircraft may be satisfactorily towed
only by thc use of a tow bar designed
specifically for them. For the proper usa'of such

tow bars, consult the manufacturer's
instructions for that particular aircraft.

I

CHOCKS

The Navy 'Universal wheel chock (Model
MWCI, is uSed to immobilize aircraft aboard
carriers and to some extent on shore stations.
(See fig..3-1.).This is an all-metal chock that is .
adjustable to fit landing gear wheels up to 45
inches in diameter. Other types of chocks are
used ashore and arc usually locally fabricated of
wood or wood and line.

TIEDOWNS

The TD-I A all-purpose tiedown (fig. 3-8) is
the one most commonly used by the Navy for
securing parked aircraft. The ease and speed
with whiclf it can be attached to or removed
from an aircraft make it most deSirable during
flight operations aboard carriers when time is
vital.

MOBILE CRANES

Mobile cranes arc used both at shore stations
and aboard ship. Those for shipboard use are
usually smaller and to some .degree more
maneuverable than shore-based cranes. The
mobile crane is an emergency vehicle primarily
designed for use. c;n aircraft salvage and rescue..

Maximum performance of the mobile crane.
including its operating equipment, is dependent

Figure 3-7.Universal wheel chock.. 1-98.14.1
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TENSIONING GRIP

RELEASE LEVER

Figure 3-8.All-purpose tiedown.
199.16

upon the frequency and scope of the
.maintenance rendered plus the ability of the
operator to properly operate the crane.
Personnel, must be thoroughly familiar with the
contents- of the applicable technical rnanual
before attempting to operate a crane.

The NS-50 and NS-60 Mobile Cranes are
.designed primarily to lift and carry crashed
aircraft on the flight deck of an aircraft carrier,
and are 'equally suitable for similar duty on
shore stations for both aircraft landing are.is or
unpaved areas. The NS-50 and NS-60 are quite
similar in appearance and in operation, the basic
difference being in the greater length of the
boom and lifting capacity of the NS-60. For
purpose of discussion, the NS-50 is described in
t he following paragraphs. The NS-50 is

illustrated in figure 379.
This crane, a-.- seil-propelled vehicle, is

mounted on four electrically powered wheels.
Heavy-duty de electric traction motors and gear
reduction units built within the wheel rims-
provide motive power for the crane. Fach wheel
motor is equipped with niultiple-di c
spring-loaded brakes for :emergency stop .dd
parking, while a regenerated electrical br..kirl.
system is used for operational deceleration of
the crane.

Gear motors power the imom, hoc,' zdid
steering. AC electric nmtors: strategically iocald
at the point of power application, drive through
gearboxes to power each crane function. Eacil
motor is equipped with a multiple disc,
spring-loaded brake that sets instantly when the
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MB-IA

199.24.1
Figure 3-9.Mobile cranes.

mo tor 's e le ct rical power is interrupted.
Restoration of the motor's electrical rower
dutomatically releases the motor brake.

AC and de generators, directly coupled tc
the dk-sd t.:ngine, supply current to the control
motors and to V.,: Li,- drive motors. Fingertip
switche,, on the of,erator's panel control the
application of roWer_ to the ac motOrs. Or
control handle on the panel provides Povhsr and
directional comrol to tho electric wheels, while
ano*,her give the Gperator complete motor
braking eontrcl.

All nor.1-.1! i.p,:ratior.-. required, for
maneuverabilii, of the-crane -managed from
the operatot station. A ret,-Jte control panel
on the :ear of the :ranc permits-control of the
hook and t-oom a' a poirit near the load.
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TM crane is 40 feet long without the boom.
With the boom extended 23 feet, the 'overall
length is 64 feet 9 inches. The overall height is,
33 feet with the boom extended. The turning
radius is 35 feet. The gross weight of the crane is
72,300 pounds.'

The crane is capable of 'lifting 50,000
pounds when its boom is positioned anywhere

MOBILE ELECTRICAL
POWER PLANTS

Mobile. electrical powerplants .(MEPPs)
supply electrical power for various testing and
che,ckout operations of aircraft. The MEPPs used
today are designed for operation on shore
stations, and aboard aircraft carriers. On aircraft

between its minimum and 23-foot outreach. The
crane is also capable of exerting a drawbar pull
of 42,000 pounds for towiniz operations.

MB-IA Mobile Crane

The MI3-1A mobile crane ( fig. 3-9) is

designed primarily for lifting, maneuvering, and
removing crashed aircraft from air station
runways and surrounding..areas. The MB-1A is
made up of a. 2-wheel vehicle (prime -mover)
attached to a 2-wheel crane,

The prime mover is oowered by it diesel
engine driving throw.di a twin-disc clutch a

5-syeed transmlssioi. !ow speed auxary
transmissioh. and a .:oroueLproportioning
diffel en tial. The inixiliary transmission, in

combination with tl.K. 5-speed iransmissiolo
results. in IC/ speeds forward and 2 speeds in
reverse. The wheels of the cram: nol
powered

An generator. driver: from tii . engine
flywheel, supplies current for powering the hook
motor, jib motor, boom motor, and the steering
motor. These motors are controlled by fingertip
switches located at the operator's station. A
remote CO ntrol box is prorn.led for controlling
the hook. jib, and bOom motors Iron.: a position
near the point of pickup.

Air br.k,, I .ovided on :ill four wiieels.
'these bre, consist of alternate discs splin.:d to
the brake drum and brake hub. Air pres7i, ie

(lirected to a pressure ()late forces the k!ises
together for braking. Springs Alt: used to move
the pressure plate to the release position when
tir is Ned from the brake. Sek dor valves are
provided to control the selection of front, rear.

4 or both brake sets. There are three ski; ifis

where a sound-powered telephone ina. ',Ned.
()ne set is used in the cab by the operator, and
the other iii IltiVd at the left side the
crane tongue or it the rcac of the crane. To osc,

r,plug m the pholw jack al the station outlets.
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carriers these units are usually of t1 mobile
type, with minimum vehicular dimensions and
Weight; they are usually designed for utmost,
maneuverability and mobility. On shore.stations,
these units may be mobile, large in size, or max
be trailer-mounted and require towing.

There are many types of MEPPs in use. The
type used depends upon the type of aircraft to
be serviced. Three of the various types of MEPPs
are described briefly in the following paragraphs,

NC-2A Powerplant

The .V..-2A (fig.' 3-10) is designed primarily
for ....mergency use aboard aircraft'. carrierS.
(Normally. deckedge power is used.) It is a

sell-projwlled diesd-engine-powered service unit
It. is front-axle-driven, steered by the two r,
wheels. and readily maneuverable in cone.: J

areas. The front axle is driven by a 28-voo
reversible, variable speed motor, capabii ,if
propelling the it up to 14 mph on
terrdn. and has a turning radius of 130 inches.

The primacy sour :e of power is a 3-cylinder,
water-cooled ciLsel engine which drives the ac

Figure 3-10.--MEPP NC-2A.
225.118
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and dc generators through a speed increasing
transmission. All controls, both propulsion and
electrical power, are available to the operator on
three panels located in front and to the right of
the operator's seat.

The powerplant is designed for air transport
and is provided with two tiedown rings each on
the front and rear bumpers. Forklift channels
are_jocated between the front and rear axles,
providing safe lifting points for the unit.

NC-8A Powerplant

The NC-8A (Fig. 3-11) is a mobile,
self-propelled, diesel-engine-powered service unit
which is utilized for starting and servicing rotary
and fixed wing aircraft. It is capable of providing
400-hertz, 3-phase, 120/208 vac, 60-kva power,
and 500 amperes (current limited) intermittent
power.

The NC-8.A. mobile electric .powerplant
consists o f a four-wheel, front-steering,
electric-mOtor-propelled vehicle, a .dual voltage
ac/dc generator, and ,a water-cooled,
four-cylinder, two-stroke-cycle diesel engine.

The powerplant is designed for ,air transpdrt
and is .provided with four tiedown rings, two
each on the front and rear bumpers. Forklift

225.134
Figure 3-11.NC-8. ',:obile Powerplant,

Front 3/4 view.
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channels.are located between the front and rear
axles, providing safe lifting po'.:r0-s fo th:. unit.

NC-10B Powerplant

The NC-1.0B (Fig. 3-12) is a
diesel-engine-driven unit designed 'for shipboard
or shore station use. This unit supplies 90-kva,
1 20/208-volt, 3-phase, 400-Hz power for
servicing, starting, and maintaining helicopters
and jet aircraft. A portion of the electrical
power generated is rectified to. supply 28 volts
dc at 75 0. amperes, (1,000 amperes
intermittent) for aircraft starting.

The powerplant is enclosed in a steel
housing, fabricated in two sections which are
easily removed for servicing the unit. Operating
components are mounted on a four-wheel trailer
which is equipped with mechanical type internal
expanding wheel brakes. The brakes may be set
by hand lever, and set automatically when the
tow bar is in the vertical position.

Double hinged doors provide access to the
control panel, starting components, and three
output power cables.

The plant's electrical systeM is protected
from overload by output ..ircuit contactors,
circuit breakers, over-voltage and undervoltage
relays, overfrequency and under-frequency
relays, thermal overload relays, and fuses.

The unit is self-propelled, for movement
between aircraft on the line, by two hydraulic
wheel motors. The operator's control is located
on the towbar. Hydraulic; pressureis supplied by
the hydraulic system which also provides
pressure to oper4e the engine starter and the

electrohydraulic governor's actuator system.

MOTOR GENERATQR
ASSEMBLIES

Motor generator assemblies supply low
voltage and high-power current required for
aircraft servicing and component testing. Some .

motor generator assemblies supply dc power
only, and others furnish dc and ac power. Most
assemblies are portable.

The ATE-105 uses ac current that operates a
motor. This motor driveS a dc generator that
supplies current for use in servicing and_testing
of aircraft components. The CDM-15 has an ac
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Nil

C.

Figure 3-12.MEPP NC-MB.

motor that drives a dc and ac generator for use
on aircraft maintenance. Both of these motor
generation assemblies are plugged into hangar or
shipboard outlets and generate the type of
current needed to service Navy aircraft. The
AST will have the responsibility of. maintaining
these units.

FORKLIFT TRUCK

The forklift truck 'is a i-nuch used,
pa w e rd r ive n piece of material handling
equipment. It is a .calitilever type of industrial
truck; either diesel., gasoline or electrically
operated, having either three or four wheels. 11
contains vertical uprights and an elevator
backpkite equipped with two or more forks of
sufficient length and thickness for use with
various types of pallets. (See fig. 3-13.) Forklift
trucks that come under ;he care of the ASM are
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powered by'diesel and gasoline engines and have
pneumatic or solid rubber tires. Forklift trucks
are generally used to handle palletized unit loads
but may also be used to haul boxes or containers
equipped with skids, as well as other large
containers-and packages. They -are-used-to-hoist--
heavy loads into aircraft. They, are also used to
move loads aboard carriers, on barges, on piers,
in warehouses, and in and around freight
terminals.

The forklift truck must be operated only by
a licensed operator. The servicing and upkeep
are similar to those required for any automotive
equipment.

PREHEATERS AND AIR
CONDITIONERS

Preheaters and air conditioners are used in
maintaining desired temperatures in aircraft on,
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215.192
Figure 3-13:--Forklift truck.

the ground. In the following paragraphs, an
example of each type of unit is discussed.

PREHEATERS

The NPH-3 portable preheater produces up
to 1 million- BTU per hour of heat for ground
heating of aircraft, portable shelters, or any
space requiring heat. It is a box-shaped,
four-wheeled, towed vehicle that has
expanding-type -parking brakes on the rear
wheels. It is powered by a two-cyli9der,
air-cooled .engine developing 13.6 horse_power.
This engine drives a ventilating air blower and a
generator. The blower forces air through the
heater and through the outlet .ducts. The
generator actuates the spark plug to ignite the
combustible mixture in the combustion chamber
of the heater: The heater burns the same
gasoline as the engine. Twin outlet ducts can
supply heat through 30 feet of 12Tinch ducts. ,

AIR CONDITIONERS

Air-conditbning uNts are designed to
provide ground ventilating and cooling for

aircraft cabins (and electronic systems. Most
units will perform the following functions:

I . Côol a craft avionics equipment
compartments.

2. Ventilate equipment compartments at
ambient temperatures where cooling is not
required.

3. Cool occupied aircraft cabins.
4. Cool pressurized personnel suits.

Air-conditioning units are usually
trailer-mounted. The unit is usually powered by
either a gasoline or diesel engine, or electric
motors. Air-conditioning units are identified by
the letter designation NR, followed by a model
number. NR-2B, NR-3A, NR-5C, and NR-10 are
all different models of air conditioners. The
NR-5C and NR-10 are briefly- described in the
following paragraphs.

NR-5C Air Conditioner

The NR-5C air conditioner (fig. 3-14) is_a
mobile, trailer-mounted, electric-powered by a
30-horsepOwer, 440-volt, 3-phase, 60-cyrle
electric motor which is an integral part of the
compressor.

The unit is mounted on four wheels. The
:two rear wheels are non-steeraNe,
shock-absorbing on heavy duty cushion tread
tires. TwO-swivel shock-absorbing, wheels are
provided on the center front of the unit. The
rear wheels incorporate parking brakes that are
applied or released by a single manual control
lever located at the front of the. uhit. Access
doors and panels are provided for full
accessibility. Four lifting rings are mounted on

.3 the upper corners of the unit.

The NR-5C air conditioner theory of
operation will be covered in chapter 13 of this
manual.

NR-10 Air Conditioner

The .NR-10 air conditioner (Fig. 3-I 5) is also
a Mobile, trailer-mounted, self-cohtained air-
conditioning unit. A six-cylinder, turbocharged,
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Figure 3-14.:NR-5C air conditioning unit, 314 left front view.

82-horsepower diesel engine supplies all the
power for operation of the air conditioner.
Incorporated in the engine are a manual throttle.
water pump and thermostat, oil filter, fuel
injection pump, fuel transfer pump, fuel filters,
variable speed governor, overspeed- control,
thermal protection and low oil pressure safety
switches, generator, and' starting circuits.

The engine is liquid-cooled by means of a
radiator. Air flow through the radiator ' is
provided by the g:Ondenser fan, The axle
issmbly consists of the towbar and four

independent suspension wheels. The towbar
assembly is designed sd' that when the front
whetkls attain their maximum angular position a
earn on the towbar asseMbly is released allowing
the towbar to continue following the motion of
the towing vehicle. AU four wheels are provided
wit h braking.
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GAS TURBINE POWER
SERVICING EQUIPMENT

Gas turbine tiower equipments are driven by
gas tttrbines. Although they all- employ similar
gas turbine engines, there are several different
types and configurations of gas jurbine poWer
equipments. Basically,-these units provide air for
jet starting and in some cases will ..provide
electrical Power for servicing or starting aircraft.
These units may also be used to supply airfor
safe removalof snow or ice from aircraft and cor
heating ant: preheating.

Gas tnibine power equipments are kirgely
self-containi4 and require only .-an outside
source o: fil;:! and oil to maintain a constant
-output. I., units may be enclosed in a

skid-mountesi e'nclosure, housed in an
aerodynamic po t!. or mountsd on the rear of a
tow tractor.. __su..11 as the MD-3 described

. 4.
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.

Figure 3-15.NR-10,air conditioner.

previouslly in sthis chapter. When housed in an
aerodyni\mic pod, these units are designed to be
transported on the 'bomb shackles under the
wings of jet aircraft. The pod is mounted on

detaehable wheels or on a bomb trailer when in
use.;Concerning gas turlible power equipment,
the.'" inspeLtion. maintenance, mid repair of
torbine, are the major ,responsibilitivs of the
ASM.

.

G TC- . (.; TC P-100. NCPP-.105, ai
RCPP-105 a're 1 irlicrent models of gas turbine
compressors; The MD-3 described previously, is
equipped .with. the GTCP-100. The NCPP-105 is
described briefly in the.following paragraphs.

The NCPP-105 (fig.- 3-16) is a complete.
self-contained unit consisticg of a flyaway
assembly' enclosed in I skid-mounted,
weather-resistant enclosure: The top view of
.figure .3-16 shows the NCPP-I05 as a

225.219

skid-mounted unit. This unit can be installed- on
a trailer, as shown in th<lower view of figure
3-16.. This permits ease of movement from
aircraft to aircraft and from place to place.

The NCPP-105 supplies compressed -air, at
two pressure ratios (5:1 and 3.6:1), for aircraft
engine starting, anid ac and dc electrical power
for operation of aircraft 4c. and .dc electrical
components. It is equipped . with a remote cable
assembly, an ac output cable, a de output cable.
and a bleed air duct assembly:

The unit enclosure consists of a forward and
aft closure (hinged together), a cable
enclOsure, muffler as:iembly, fuel tank structural
assembly, and a base assembly.

,The flyaway assembly is normally operated
while in the. NCPP-105 enclosure, with the dc
power supply mounted in the forward enclosure.
'However, when it is required to transport the
flyaway assembly by aircraft to a temporary
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Figure 3-16.Model NCPP-105 compressor power unit.
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location, the do power supply is removed and
,relocated on the flyaway assembly structure.
The .fuel line and ac and dc electrical output
cables are disconnected, the forward and aft-
enclosures- are lifted off the structure assernbly,
and the flyawaji assembly is then removed from
the Iztse assembly. The flyaway assembly, with
its remote cable, ac -aria dc electrical output
cables, and bleed air duct assembly, upon-arrival
at its temporar'S/ location, can be operatecl by
attaching it to a fuel supply.

The control panel is part of the flyaway and
is located on one end of the NCPP-105 unit, .as
shown in figure 3-16. The control .panel contains,
the complete operating instructions for the
operation of the unit.

46kt
4761% As.4....CALINK14"1"fi. 11141116.

NOTE: The NCPP-105 flyaway ,essemb19
cannot be hurig as an external store and must be
transported inside a transport or cargo-type
aircraft.

_

WEAPONS LOADER-

The AERO 47A Weapons Loader (fig. 3-17)
is-designed-primarily for-the U.S. Navy-to load
externally carried munitions, weapc.as, jato
bottles, ammunition cans, rockets, pylons, and
fuel tanks onto tactical aircraft:It is used to lift,
transport, and attach these items of varying size,
weighing up to 4,500 pounds, to the wing and
centerline pylons.of the aircraft. All lifting and
manipulating functions -of the 'weapons loader
are hydraulically powered. The vehicle is

-It r.
41, '1114"4"3. /.

-

s.

-7000

Figure 3-17.Aero 47A weapons loader.

NS",
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powered with a 27.5 horsepower, multifuel
burning engine which provides power for the
movement of the vehicle as well as the hydraulic
system.

The Aero 47A is controlled in a manner
similar to conventional forklift trucks. It is

equipped with hydraulic powered steering which
provider . a turhing radius of 15 feet. All

hydrar'. motions, including tin lifting
meeh- s!. incol ',orate Safety features which
pre' ;tit :cut of 142 load in the event of
meelutnic tridrauF,; failure.

The application of-dthis loader in aircraft
-loaEling_operations permits the loading of all
weapons with a two-man crew. Since the loader
permits- transportation and handling of
prepackaged multiple suspension racks,
operations such as individual- weapon
attaci.ment, sway 'bracing, fuzing, attaching
arming wires, and preliminary rack checkout can
be performed as a prestaging operation. Loading
time at the aircraft is reduced to an absolute
minimum.

The Aero 47A has cor.ventional automotive
power steering. The drive train consists of a
single disc, dry iiiroTnotive clutch, a standard

J-speed transmission, a 2-speed transfer case,
and a limited slip differential to ensure positive
traction. Brakes consist of a mechanical parking
brake on the rear wheels and hydraulic service

4brakes on the rear wheels and two inside front
wheels.

P-36 AIRFIELD MAINTENANCE
TRUCK

The P-36 airfield, maintenance truck (fig.
3-18) is a platform truck capable of hauling
loads up to 3,600 lb. A 34-horsepower,
four-cylinder, air7cooled engine provides the
power. The open operator's compartment is
located at the front of the truck beside the
engine. The transmission and steering are
manually operated. The ignition system is the
coil and, distributor type. The maximum

-governed speed of the engine is 2,175 rpm
producing a top speed of 15 mph. Hydraulically
operated brake shoes inside each wheel brake'
drum provide a means of braking the truck. The,
standard shift transmission unit provides two
forward anu one reverse speeds. The six volt lead
acid storage battery, generator, and voltage
regulator system is the source.of power for the
starting, ignition, and lighting systems.

This truck is used around airfields for
general hauling. It can be used for off-paved
surface hauling at low speeds but has only a
five-inch clearance. It is provided with a coupler
on the rear...of the frame to facilitate towing
trailers or other vehicles.

Figure 3-18.P-36 airfield laainterk...ce truck.
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MB-5 AIRCRAFT FIREFIGHTING
AND RESCUE TRUCK

Most aircraft ,firefighting and rescue
'.quipment used on shbre stations is maintained
by the 'Public Works Department. On board
aircraft carriers, personnel of the AS rating are
concerned with the maintenance of this type of
equipment. An example of such equipment is
the MB-5 Aircraft Firefighting and Rescue
Truck.

The., MB-5 firetruck the ASM will.encounter
(fig. 3-19) is manufactured by the Oshkosh
Truck -Corp. and is used on board aircraft
carriers. The main-engine is mounted on the rear
of the chassis with the fan and radiator to the
rear. This engine is a siveylinder diesel engine
displacing 638 cubic inches and rated at 273
horserower at 2,200 rpm. An exhaust-driven
turbocharger compresses the inlet air before it
enters the cylinders. When first started; a speed
limiting device limits the engine speed until
lubricating oil Rressure builds up to a safe
operating range. The full pressure lubrication
system also bypasses the oil cooler and filter
when the engine is first started until the
temperature of the oil increases to a high enough

-

NSW

Figure 3-19.MB-5 aircraft firefighting
and rescue truck.

.

temperature to flow unrestricted through the oil
passages. ,Oil sprayed on the underside of the
pistons assists in cooling the pistons, in addition
to providing lubriCation. All moving parts of the
engine are either pressure-lubricated by a gear
type punip or splash,lubricated.

The engine is of thc overhead valve design
utilizing ; mechanical lifters and push rods.
PasSages lin the blOck and cylinder head circulate
a coolant to cool the 'Naives. Thermostatically
controlled radiator shutters and a regulator valve
in the water jacket restrict the flow of water and
cooling air through the radiator to decrease the
warmup, time of the engine and maintain proper
engine operating lemperature. The cooling
system is pressurized for safe operation at higher
than normal temperatures. The coolant is
circulated by a centrifugal water pump through
the engine oil cooler and th .1! water-cooled air
Compressor as well as the nbrmal passages. The
air compressor, driVen by the engine, provides
air pressure for the operation of the hydraulic
brake system power assist unit, radiator shutter
cylinder, windshield wipers, and other units.

The transmission is semiautomatic and
provides four speeds forward: neutral, and one
rev6se speed. The transmission, gear selector is
located to _the-right of the driver's seat. Under
normal -Conditions, t!,e vehicle can be operated.
in 4th gear. In this nc.,ition the transmission will
automatically upsnif: and downshift with the
increase and decrease of engine speed. For
off-road or heavy -pulling operations, a lower
gear range should be selected. With the selector
in one Of the lower gears, the tachometer should
be observed for indicated engine speed. When
the engine. speed . reaches 2,200 rpm, the
transmission should be shifted to the next higher
gear fange. A smooth shift can be obtained if the
acceWrator is released momentarily while
shifti: The lower ranges are also used to aid in
braking the vehicle when descending steep
grades. However, engine speed should 'not be
allowed to exceed 2,500 rpm. The brakes should
be applied aS necessary to maintain engine speed
below the 2,500 rpm level.
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the front and rear axles through separate drive
shafts. A parking brake of the internal
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expanding type is-provided on the output shaft
to the front axle.

The MB-5 is equipped viith -power-assisted
steering. The service brakes are of the hydraulic
type, and the system incorporates an
air-over-hydraulic power assist unit. The volume
of compressed, air necessary fo7 the operation of
the brakes, windshield wiper, and various other
control units is supplied from two reservoirs
nounted on the chassis. A constant pressure is

maintained in these reservoirs by an air
compressor which is mounted to and driven by
the engine. A recharging valve is provided on one
of the reseryoirs to facilitate air system charging
from an external supply.

An auxiliary power generator set iS located
on the work deck ,area.just forward of the main
engine. The generator set consists of a
one-cylindor air-cooled diesel engine coupled to
a generator of I ,000-watt capacity. The
-generator will supply 115-velt, single-phase,
60-hertz current for_ the 'operation of hand
power tools and accessories and will also supply
ditect current for battery charging. The
generator set may be started from the operator's
cab _by means of an electrical staAing motor. A
duplicate set of starting switches is provided for
starting at the unit..A means Of manual starting
is also provided.

Maintenance of the MB-5 requires the
coordinated efforts of the using and supporting
activities. On board aircraft carriers, the using
activity is the V-I Division of the Air
Department, and the supporting activity is the
Aircraft Intermediate Maintenance Department
(AIMD). Within the V-I Division, personnel of
the ABH rating operate the vehicle. In addition
to servicing and performing preoperational
inspections, personnel of the V-I Division are
responsible for complete Maintenance of the
actual .firefightirg equipment and coinponents.
AS personnel of the AIMD are nsponsible for
calendar inspection and major . pair of the
vehicle itself.

HYDRAU LIC TEST ST t DS

means of simulating the aircraft engine-driven
hydraulic pump. By connecting a test stand to

the aircraft's . hydraulic system, the various'
actuating systems may be operated without
turning up the aircraft engine. The test stand is
connected to the aircraft's hydraulic system at
ground test couplings (quick disconnects)
provided on the aircraft. In addition to ground
checking aircraft hydraulic systems, most test
stands can be used for flushing and filling the
hydraulic system ,with micronically filtered
hyd.-aulic_fluid MIL-H-83282 or MIL-H-5606.

Portable hydraulic test stands, such as the
AE1-63 and AHT-64 (see fig. 3-20), are
frequently referred W. as hydraulic jennys. The
AHT-63 and the AHT-64 hydraulic test stand is
manufactured by the SUN ELECTRIC CORP. nr
the LIQUIDONICS CORP.

The _A1-lT-63 is powered by, a. 50-hp,
3520-rpm, 2 20/440-v, 60-HZ, 3-phase,
I 28/64-ampere motor. It drives an axial
pistOn-type pump which is variable-volume
pressure-cornpensated. (24 gpm at 3000 psi to
:I 3 gpm at 5000 psi). The A1LT-64 (see fig. 3-20)
ope:ates the same as the AHT-63 except it is
powered by a 3-cylinder, 2-cycle diesel engine.
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STEAM CLEANERS

A steam cleaner (fig.. 3-21) serves as a
compact, mobile, easily operated 'means of
cleaning and degreasing vehicles, vehicle parts,
aircraft engines, machinery, and all equipment
not subject to damage by the application of
mois(ure. Often those parts of equipment that
will be damaged by mojsture can be covered
with moisture-proof material and the equipment
still be steam cleaned. The steam cleaner can
also be used for.sterilization,-diSinfecting, and
paint removal.

A one-cylinder three-horsepower, air-cooled
gasoline engine powers the cleaner. It. has a
magneto ignition system and is similar to the
engines mounted on .many, powered lawn
mowers. It furnishes power yia a V-bect
arrangement to drive the tWo piston-type fuel
and water pumps, the burner magneto, and the
blower fan. A governor holds the engine speed
steady during operatiorL A centrifugal clutch
couples the engine to the V-belt drive pulley of
the syStem. The clutch disengages the engine
from the cleaner system when the engine is at
idle speed, and automatically engages the engine
with the system when the engint is advanced to
operating speed.

The burner fuel pump pumps kerosene to
the burner where it is vaporized. The burner
magneto furnishes the spark to ignite and keep
the kerosene burning. Cleaning compound in
solution with water is pumped into the heater

Figure 3-21.Steam cleaner.

coil where it is brought to a' high temperature.
The vapor spray that is forced into the delivery
hose at high pressure is a mixture of steam,
water, and cleaning compound. The cleaping gun
assembly, used to direct the vapor on objects to
be cleaned, has an insulated handle.

HONING MACHINE .

The portable dry honing machine (fig. 3-22)
is a compact, self-contained, lightweight (160
lb), portable unit used for cleaning small work
pieces and for the safe and convenient removal
of corrosion through the dry honing process.
Although it is used priricipally for aircraft and
aircraft component corrosion removal it is
equally effective on equipment within the
maintenance field of work of thc ASM. The
machine must have an outside source of.air to

227.11
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operate. The -abrasive is either glass beads of
4luminum oxide particles. The glass beads are
Ased .on metals that will corrosively react with
aluminum should the aluminuln oxide be used.

The blast gun assembly consists of a

hand-held gun (fig. 3-23), blast control valve,,
nozzle assembly, and the connections.. for air,
abrasive supply, and abrasive return hoses. The
abrasive is fed into the floW of air which is then
directed against the work piece. Abrasive and
debris are then returned to the filter bags by an

air ejector pump or an electrical pump that has
been installed on some units.

To use, hold .the blast gun firmly against the
surface to be dry honed and press the blast
control valve at the gun. Move the gun smoothly
over the surface in a uniform manner. To
prepare the work piece, remove 'all Oil, water,
n d other debris before starting the dry honing

process. To prevent :3 se of abrasives, the blast
control valve must be released before the gun is
raised from the. surface.

Figure 3-23.Blast gun, cutaway view.
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PORTABLE AIR
COMPRESSORS

The P5R air .compressor (fig. 3-24) is
intended for use in charging low and high
.pressure pneumatic systems on .aircraft. It can
meet requirements for low pressure air servicing
from 0 to 1,000 ps4g and high pressures from
1,000 to. 5,000 psig. The engine powering the
unit is a four-stroke cycle, gasoline burping,
ihternal eombustion, air-cooled, four-cylinder,
V-type -with -in-the-block valves. Thgille is
equipped with a float-type carburetor, shigle

izphragm- nonpositive fuel pump, _shielded
neto ignition, electric starter, and centrifugal

fly ball type_ of .govertiói for controlling engine

Tht- .Thassis_ is of welded steel frame
;..onstruction. The'running gear assembly consists
of front wheels and suspension that arc
controlled by ailtornotno. type st,..ering linkage
hooked to the towba:. 'The rear wheels iire
equpped vith expanding shoe parking brakes
aaivatee yy a hand lever on the towbar end 6f
the frame.

A portable air compressor used principally
to inflate tires is similar to the one described in.

chapter1.2 of this manual. These air compressors
are usually 'powered by an air cooled gas..,line
engine similar to the-one that has been desclibed
powering the steam cleaner.

TRAILERS, DOLLIES, AND
CARTS

The trailers usually, found as part of a
support equipment are special-use, unpowered,
four-wheeled vehicles.. They have a towing
tongue;- and the front wheels are turned in a---
man:ter similar to an automobile or are free
swiveled. The wheels have either so:id or
pneumatic tires. Two or more of the wheels are
usually equipped with a brake system to permit
the trailer to be parked.in a desired position.

Trailers are used to move ordnance,,oxygen,
nitrogen, and LOX. Equipments such as air
comPressors, aircraft starters, air conditioners.
engine preheaters, gas turbine_compressors, and_
preoilers are permanently mounted on trailers.
The trailer permits the mobility needed for this
type of equipment without the pro'hibitive cost
of an engine and accessories that would not be
needed most of the time. Aircraft engine service

Figure 3-24.P5R portable air compressor.
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trailers are used to move and support both j...q
and reciprocating aircraft engines when the
engines are removed from the aircraft. THse
trailers are usually manufactured with the
equipment that is-mOunted on them.

IJNPOWERED DOLLIES

LL-rpowered truck dollies (fig. 3-:'4 are
-commonly referred to as crash dollies. They are
;rovided on all carrier's for moving heavy aircraft

mponents and to serve .1.-; aids in moving
cra.:hed aircraft. This a heavy-dwy, low-bed
dolly of welded steel construction vith a hard
fiber top sw face,- and four swiveled, shock
absorb:ng. castef-type .wherls with hon-sparking
tread. 13i,r rails en all four of the dolly
provide handholds inid places for tiedowns.
These doliks can be modified in many different
ways to serve specific p.;!poses. One such--
modification has a heavy steul socket welded to
the top o: .,.;) insert a landing gear strut
when the wheel is broken off. Any modification

-of the dolly mus.. he nfficiently strong to safely
handle the load that will be imposed on it. The
aircraft spotting dolly is covered separately in
this chantey 5ccaus,2 it is self-propelled.

CARTS

Cart; are two-wneelcd vehicles. often having
a caster-type- small wheel on a stand projecting
from the toniwe to keep the eart horizontal
wwn not Intched to the towim; vehicle. They
arL ii:!d to haul the same material or equipment

Figu:e 3-25.Aircraft crash dolly.

c.

as trailers,'but.they have smaller bulk and weight
_capacity:

The ASM's'responsibility in the servicing of
trailers, dolas, and carts involves only the
lubrication of the equipment.

AIRCRAFT SPOTTING DOLLY

The movernent of aircraft on the ground and
aboard airuaft carriers has historically been
accomplished by means of a tow bar and
manpower or a tow bar and tractor; however', in
crowded areas these methods.become ineffective.
The aircraft spotting dolly (fig. 3-26) can, while
ProViding maximum manetr.i:rability, tow, turn,
and spot several types of aircraft as effectively
in congested areas as in the open.

The SD-ID is equipped with a 3-cylinder
diesel engine and weighs 7,500 pounds. The unit
is manufactured by Consolidated Diesel Electric
Corporation'. It has a lifting caPacity Of 16,000
pounds. and ain operate under moSt aircraft as
it is only 29 inches high.

Self-dropelled, the spotting dolly moves an
aircraft y picking up the nosewheel and moving
the aircrart in -any direction, with no turning
radius required by the spotting dolly. The
spotting dolly can approach an aircraft head on,
pick up the nosewheel. spin pn its own anis-.:-and
tow the nosewheel directly out at any angle to
the aircraft's original line ofdirection. lt can
turn an aircraft through 360 degrees while the
center of the landing gear remains stationary.

The nosewheel, when loaded on the lifting
arms of the spottinr dolly. is on a freely
revolving turntable located between the two
drive wheels of the spOtting tidily. A ditTerentAal
drive system permits _one driVe wheel of the
spotting- dOily-tb" be driven forward, the other in
reverse. This allows the spotting dolly ,o spin
completely about without moving the
nosewheel.

The spotting dolly is a 3-wheeled device, two
of -the wheels being driven and the third. a
free-wheeling caster. Conlrol is, accomplished-

101.51 through a single handle on the end of the
control arm. Steering is accomplished by pushing
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Figure 3-26.Aircraft spotting dolly, Model SD-1 D.

the handle left or right; sPeed and direction
(forward or reverse) by twisting the handle. The
operator may either walk with the unit, or ride
on the operator's seat, controlling it with a

single hand. Maximum speed for the .5D-lD is.2
miles per hour loaded and 5 mile per hour
unloaded.

The usual manner of loading an aircraft is to
set the brakes on the main landing gear, lower
the lifting arms, drive the spotting dojly under
the nosewheel, insert two axle pins in the lifting
arms, raise the lifting arms, release the aircraft
brakes and drive away..

PRESERVATION/DEPRESERVATION
'TRAILER

Aircraft and aircraft components, as well aS
support equipment, must' be preserved before
shipment, storage, or extended repair periods.
.The preservation must be re.moved before
operating the 'Aircraft or equipment. A
preservation/dep..eservation trailer or cart is used

"for this purpose: One such "unit i illustrated in.
figure 3-27.

The cha'ssis of this unit is of welaed steel
constructiOn and so arranged as to be

transportable by ship, cargo aircraTt, and
helicopters. Four-wheel susNnsion is provided
with knuckle-type steering of the front wheels

225.4

to provide maneuverability. Internal expanding
brakes are used to °hold the trailer in position
when in use. A tow bar is prolAcied with. a
lunette eye to permit towing by other vehicles.
The enclosure is constructed to provide a

nonskid morking platform for maintenance
personnelwhen .servicing aircraft engines. All
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DRAW BAR-
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CONTROL
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HAND BR/ KE
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docrs and panels are constructed to provide a
weather-tight seal and are arranged so that the
internal components are readily accessible by
personnel for operation, adjustment, or
maintenance.

Two oil tanks are provided. An L-shaped
depreservation tank with a 20-gallon working
capacity is mounted on the right side of the
trailer, and a rectangular shaped preservation
tank with a 30-gallon working capacity is

mounted on the left side. Both tanks are
provided with cleanout openings, *drains, and
filler necks.

This unit is equipped with an electrically
tiriven ptimp. The Pump fs capable of delivering
either preservation or depreservation fluids -at
the rate of 3 gallons per minute against a head
pressure from 0 to 250 psi; A 3-phase, 3-wire,
220/440-volt, 60-hertz electrical system is

provided to operate the pump motor and strip
heaters and their controls. The 4ystem is so
wired that it may be easily connected for
operation at either voltage. The system is
connected to the external power supply by
means of a 3-conductor cable 35 feet long and
terminating in a standard 3-prong male plug. The
heaters ve arranged\ so that they may be
operated at either 220..Or 440 volts. They, are
capable of heating_ the oil reservoirs from 32° to
250° F within I hour. .

MECHANICAL SUPPORT
EQUIPMENT

The mechanical support -equipment with
which tho ASM is concerned consists of jacks,
adjus ta ble aircraft maintenance platforms
(workstands), and hoists and slings;

'JACKS

Tripod jacks (fig. 3-28) arc used when the
lopplete aircraft is to be- lifted. They are
cOnstructed of steel tubing and bars with a
hydraulic cylinder in the middle. Each ieg has a
pad where the jack,rests when' being used and a
retractable wheel that is used to move the jack.
The hand-operated hydraulic pump is located in
-the Morn-
extension is provided to permit the jack to be
used on different aircraft. Inspection of the jack

,
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Figure 3-28.Tripod jack.

for hydraulic leaks and cracks in the metal
should be performed per' Idically.

A single base jack (lig. 3-29) is used when
only part of t1-.: aircraft is to be lifted, such as
lifting one wheel of ,an aircraft.

WORKSTANDS

The B-4A adjustable aircraft majptenarice
platform (fig. 3-30) is a hydraulically operated
platform and ladder assembly mounted on a
caster-equipped base, which enables personnel to
work in safety at heights varying from a
minimum of 3 feet to a maximum of 7 feet. All
four wheels have locks to make the platform
stationary. Other workstands . Are often
fabricated locally to permit repair of one type of
aircraCt. e.

HOISTS AND SLINGS

Main hotsr-swererovere'T inL:1T-toTr-29ff
thi§ training course. Other hoists the ASM may
be using are the hoists used tOlift vehicles for
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/ 213.217
/*Figure 3-29.Single base jack.,

/7
labricn'' purposes. These hOists use either air
or e1¼ power to operate a hydraulic pump
that tbrt... the lift, cylinder to lift the velftle.
The types f, on shore bases are normally the
types found in service stations, while the ones
found aboard ships are electrically controlled,
hydraulically operated, and mobile. Normally
thesehoists have a three-way valve that controls
the hoist. The valve is positioned in the RAISE.
poSition for lifting the vehiele, in the OFF
position when the lift is up 4nd not in use, and
in the lower position' (or letting the Vehicle
down.

Some slings are made of cable with a chafing
cover of heavy canvas. They are used to lift
aircraft that are in other than normal positions
because of accidents or crashes. Other hoisting
slings are used to hoist airciaft from the dock to
the carrier or vice versa.. Thes.e slings are

fatturer,=-Thc-y-,at-L.
attached to .the aircraft at; several places to

." ensure the aircraft remains in a horizontal

.position when being lifted. Still other types of
slings are used to lift parts of an aircraft, such as
propeilers.

Several othea types of aviation support
equipment may be tinder the control of the
Aviation Support Equipment Technician. These
include portable workbenches, special stands for
aircraft parts, such as propellers, and_cradles into
which ,an engine can be placed after being
removed from the airc;aft.

GENER1L SAFETY AROUND
SUPPORT EQUIPMENT

Safety around aviation support equipment is
largely a matter .of commori.sense and not being
in too big a hurry. Common sense dictates,What
measures should bc taken to make wOrking
around aviation support equipment as/ssafe as
possible. Not being in too big a hurrY dictateS
that time must be taken to perform/the required
safety measures. The full cooperation of all
personnel working with and/around aviation
support zquipment is r 'Cured and 'constant
vigilance must be maintained to eliminate unsafe
acts.

General safety ruies require that all
personnel must strictly observe all safety
precautions...applicablet.to their work. Each
worker concerned should report, to his
supervisor,' any unsafe condition, material, or
equipment; warn others who appear. to be
endangered by hazards or by failure to observe
safety precautions; and report any injury or
evidence of impaired health that occurs to.
himself or to others. Each worker should wear
or protective clothing or equipment. ,

prescribed for the safe performance of the work'
he is doink. Wh6 z hazardous condition occurs;
each peron should exercise as, much caution as
is possible under the existing conditions.

Shop safety is covered in /chapter 2 of this
training course...Some of the, safety measures
that should- be used around aviation support
.equipment arc. covered in the following
paragraphs. .

--.7---W-heti-stpppingelf-Pipi-opcluipme------
the handbrake or chock the vehicle. This should
be done.tO towed equipment before unhooking.
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RAISED LOWERED

Fi9n#,3-30.Adjustable aircraft maintenanee platform.
1

_ 1 .
,

When mobile .equipmer.t is hand pushed or
.pullecl, this should be done when tile vehicle is
stopped.

A b oard aircraft carriers, a.ly aviation
. support eq uipment that is not in use is tied

down to prevent a tight turn or any tilting of thc .
ship fromausing the equipment t2 tecomea----
hazard to personnel or ec.u.iipment. All
equipment sbould be as clean as possible to
prevent accumulation or fuel, oil, hydraulic

205.130

fluid, or grease from becoming-a fire hazard or
causing slippage by those woiking with or on the
equipment.

Each piece of aviation support.equipMent-
should be used onl-for the purpose for which it
was manufactured; except in an emergency, and
used only b,y authorized .pefsonnel, The
authorirafion Should be in writing and indicate
tLit the holder has been thoroughly checked out
in the Operation of the equipment and the safety
.practices associated with it.

9 3
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CHAPTER 4

PHYSICS

The Aviation i,upport Equipnient
Technician .M is associated With some very
complex machines and equipment. He is
expected to understand, operate, service, and
maintain these machilnes and equipment? and to
instruct hew men-sdpat they Can also perform
these funCtions. No matter' how complex a -
machine tii item of equipment, its action can be,,
satisfactoriirexp ined as an application of a
few basic .princi es of physics. In ord r-to .

understand, maint in, and repair the ,equi ment
and machinyjicessary to the operation of the.
ships and aircraft of the. fleet; 41 understandrrik7
of these 'basic principles is essttial. Thqe can
be no question that the ttchnic an who poesses
this understanding is better. quifped to meet
the demands placed upon ifim in his ,.. veryday

, 4IPtasks.

Physics is_ckvoted to findiryg and defining ..
problems, as well' 'as to sedrching for Oheir
solutions. It not only teaihe a person to be..
curious about the physic:l world, but also/
provides a means of satisfying that curiosity
The distinction between -physics and other
sciences cannot e well defined, became the
principles of physics also pertain to the- other
sciences. Physic's is a basic branch.of science and
deals with matter, rnot4,Aforce, and energyilt-
deals with the phenum&ra'which arise because

' .matter ipoves, exerts fo'rce, and posseSses
energy. It i. -the foundation for the laws.
.governing these phenomena, as expressed in the
Study of r...:-,chanics, --hydraulics, magnetism, .

electricity, neat light, sound, and nuelear
etose"fri.r1r,peiated-kh lie if fist-Fy

and depends' heavily upon mathematics for '.

of itstheories and exy5tions.
r s,

BASIC COIkEPTS

In any study of (physics, it sooetecomes
obvious that specific words and terms have

;specific meanings which must be mastered 'from'
(the very start. Without an underStanding pf the
exact meaning of.the term, there can be no real
understanding of the principles involved in the
use of that term. Once !he tennis correctly
understood, however, many4prinElples mas; be
disCussed briefly to illustrate dr...to emphasize
the partidular aspect's-of interest. The fi t part
of this chapteriS' devoted-to-definitions %ome

'physical terms an4 a brief general disci...vion4
certain particular principles of vital interest to
all technieM personnel.

MEASUREMENT

In all branches of science, measurerrierri t. is a
a very ithportant consideration. In cigar to
evaluste results, it is often essdntill to. know
how much, hoW far, how thany, how oflen, or in
what direction. As scientific . irr.'-'.stigattfons

...become more complex, measurethents must
becdthe more accurate, .iincf,riew methods must
be devel9ped to measure neW things.
Measuremeot Cap be made by using two
different types of- units, the English oi the
metric. The English units or measure arc' her,
pounds, gallonh, ,and seconds.,-The .rnetrieunits
of meaSure are meters, -kilograms: liters, and
Seconds. Most scientific measarernent is made by
,using the metric units.

Measurements may be classii in three broad.

TheSe catcg3rs ar..broken down into:" several
ty pes, eacli with its own standard units.
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Measurements of directioh and time have

become firly Well standardized,: and . have
comparatiyely few sdbdivisions. Magnitude, on
the other hand, is ,.an extremely complex
category with many classes and subdivions
involved, , e

To "illute the coraplexity of the
magnitude c:nesory, consider 'only a few
common exam.,,!,' i of measurement dealing with
magn it ad e --'-- .., cight, distance, temperature,
voltage, size, loudness, ,brightness, etc,; then
consider urements TY cdmbinationS
of 'magnitude density (weig 15er unit volume),
pre'ssure (foree per unit area), thermal expansion
( i n crease in size .per degree change .. in

temperature), -etc; In....ddition, measurements-
combine categories: :The flow of liquids- is
measured in volitme per unit cif time, speed is

measured in dist nce per unit, of time, rotation is

measured in rev utions per minute, frequency is
expressed in' hertz, and IS on indefinitely. (The.
term "hertz"' hAs the/ anie meaning and is

Aeplacing tlfe terp.."4cfes per second.")...

'The importance of measurement and the
necessity of .selecting the .proper measurement
cannot be OvetemphasiZed. 'Seyeral s5,sterns of
measurement further complicate matters. For
, le, distance may be measured in feet or in

itsfq in pounds or' in kilogramS;
'capacity in-lqu,arts or in liters., temperatve in

- degre:eS Fahrenpeit, celsius,,orKelvin; density. in
. fpounds Per cubicf- foot or in grams per Cubic
..:. Centimeter; angles in degrees or in radians; etc.

In this Miinual, as in many "other texts,
skecifie measui.emen.B will be described when
and as necessaq forclarity..

-.
?,%4

tr-

COMPOSITION OF MATTER

The molevle is po smalh:st particle jo
olids or gases can be reduced and

still bt1+'called. y. the same name. For exaMp a

molecule of 4%ater (1-120) is composed of ne

atom of oxyg -d two atoms of hydrogen fig.
). If the m lecule of water were div/iffed into

oxygen .Andl ydrogen, the water would no
longer Tex-Nt-ras itrieculln=atv,---
Combined or leparated from one another, the
change is geqrally referred to as a 'physical

' HYDOOGEN
ATOMS

/ .

/

\ OXYGEN
. ATOM

-

,

Figure 4-1.7-Molecule of water.
,

227.93

'change. !In a chemical change, the mole6ulesjof
the substance are altered so that,new molecules
result.

The,atom is:the smallest particle that makes
up the type of m3tcyrial called an element; The
element retains its characteristics when divided
into atoms. The core of the atoin is called The
nucleus. It is comparpd with the sun in the solar
system around which- the planets revolve. The,
nucleus. Contains protons 'which are positively
chzr.e.,:d arid. neutrons which are electtieally,'
neutral.

.. most of the weight of the atom ois in the
protons and neutrons of the nucleus. WhiTling-

dar un d h e nuc le us are one or more sm 'allcr
particles of negative .electrical charge. These are
the .\leetrons. Normally there is one proton for
each electron in the entire atom so that :the net
positive charge of the ilucleus is balaked-by the
net negative charge of the electrons. whirling
around the -nucleus. Thus the atom is electrically
neutral.,11,The electrons do noVfalL 'the nucleus /
even thoug'h tbey are Attracted s rongly to it'. 1!

--T-heir=mation4re-ve-als,14_.--as411a riet5._,4v.p./...
preventa from falling into'the stin by....thel
-centrifugal forL of their revolution.'

(- '
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ELEMENT

The word element is used to denote any one
of over 190-substances whieh--compnse the basic
substance of all matter. Twr, Dr-more elements
may combine Chemically to form a compound;
any eombinatidn Which does not result in a
chemical reaction betWisen the different
elements is called a mixture. The atom
represents the -smallest particle.Of an element.
An atom of anyone eleinent diffeti from an
atom of-any other element in the ()lumber . of
protons in the nueleus; all atom's- a a given
element contain 'the same number allt Protons.Thus, it may be seen that the number of-protons
in the nucleus determines the type of matter.

var foils elements are 'O.equently
tabulatec .. according to the numbor of protons.
The_ ..1.*ber of- protons in the nucleus of the
atom ikleferred to as theatomic number o the
element.

COMPOUNDS AND MIXTURES

Under certain conditions, two or mOre
elements can be brAight together in such a way
that they unite chemically to .form a

COMPOUND. The resulting SUbstance may
differ widely from any:. of...its compOnent
elements; for example, ordinary drinking water
is -formed by the chemical union of two
gaseshydrogen and oxygen. When a coMpound
is produced, two or more atoms of the
combining elernentt join chemically to form the
MOLECULE that is, typical of the new
compound. Tile molecule is the smallest unit

_that exhibits the distinguishing stiaracteristics of
a corn pound. -

Elements, or compounds -nay be' physically
cornbined / wit hout_ neccswily undergoing any
chemical -Change. Graimt-bf fincly powdered iron
and sun* stirred and sNken tOgether retain
their ol,Vn identity'. as iron or sulfur. Salt
dismived in water is not a compound; it is

merely salt dissolved in water. Each chemical
substance retains its chemical identity, even
though- it may pdergdP filiTilca[cTiange7Ths is
the typical characteristic of a MIXTURE.

91

STATES Oi MAT1ER

In their natural condition, forms of matter
are clasSified and grouped in many different
ways. One such claSsification is in accordance to
their natural statesolid, liquid, or gas. -This
classification is important because of the
common characteristics possessed by cubstances
in one group which distinguish them from
-substances in the other* groups. Howeve:, the
usefulness of the classification is limited by the
fact_that_most_substances can be made to assurne
any of the three forms. .

. !

In all matter, the molecules are assumed to
be in constant motion, and it is fhe e;;tent of
this motion that determines the ,stkte of matter,.
The..moving molecular particles in all' matter
possess.kinetic energy df motion. The total _of
this kinetic energy< is considered to be the
equivalent of the qUantity-of heat in a ,unple of
the substance. When heat is added, the energy
level is increased, and- molecular agitation
(motion) is increased.' When heat is removed, the
energy level , decreaSes, and molecular motion
diminishes. / .

In solids, the iinotion of fhe molecules is

i
greatly: restricted i by the- rigidity ' of the
crystalline structu e of the material.. In liquids,
t he ._:_molecular motion is somewhat less
restricted, -and the substance as. a whole is
permitted to "flow." In gases, moledular motion
is almost entirely randomthe molecules are
free to move _in any direction and are almoSt
cOnstantly in collision bolh among themselves,
and with the surfaces of the container.
.'-----This topic and some of its more important
implications are discussed in detail under the
heading "Heat" in a later section of this chapter.

Solids

The outstanding characteristic of a solid'is
the tendency to retain its size and shape. Any
:hange .in these values-requires the exchange of
energy. The common properties of a sOlid are
cohesion and adhesion,, _tensile strength,
duCtility, malleability, hardness, brittleness, and
elasticity. Ductility is'a measu're.of the ease,with
which. the material can be drawn into a' Wire.
Miffeabi1i Tkqers to .the ability of some
materials tO assume a new shape when pounded.

6
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Hardness and brittleness are self-expla'natory
terms. The remaining prOperties are discussed in
mom detail in the following paragraphs.

COHESION AND ADHESION.Cohesion is
the molecular attraction Intween, like particles
throughout a body, or the force that holds any
substance or body together. Adhesion is the
molecular aftraction existing between surfac.,..
of bodies in contact, or the force which causes
unlike materials to sticnogether.

Cohesion and adhesion are possessed by
different materials in widely varying degrees. In
general, solid bodies are highly cohesive but only
slightly adheSive. Fluids (liquids and gases), on
the other land, are usually quite highly adhesive

-but only slightly cohesive. Generally a material
having one of these properties to a high degree
will possess the other property to a relatively
low degree.

`.'t ENS ILE ST R ENGTH.The cohesion
between the molecules of a, solid explains the
property called tensile strength: This is a
measure of the resistance of a solid to being
pulled apart. Steel possesses this property to a
high degree, and is thus very useful in structural
work. When a break does-occur, the pieces') of
the solid cannot be stuck back together because
merely, pressing them together does not bring
the molecules into close enough contact to
resfore the molecular force of cohesion.
However, melting the edges of the break
(welding), allows the molecules on both sides of
the break to flow together, thus bringing them
once again into the close contact required for
cohesion.

ELASTICITY.If a substance will spring
back to its original form after being deformed., it
has the property of elasticity. This property is
desirable in materials to be used as spring:. Steel
and bronze are examPles of materials which
exhibit this property.

Elasticity of, compression is exhib'ited to
some degree by all solids, liquids, and gases; the
closeness of the molecules in solids and liquids
makes them hard to compress, but gases are
easily compressed because the moleculeS are
farther apart.
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Liquids
,

The outstanding characteristic of a liquid is
its tendency to retain its own volume while
assuining the shape of its container; thus a liquid
is considered almost completely flexible and
highly fluid.

Liquids are practically incompressible;
'applied pressure is transmitted through them
instantaneously, equally, and undiminished to
all points on the enclosing surfaces. Hydrablic
apparatus can be used to increase or to decrease
input forces, thus providing an action siMilar to
that of mechanical advantage in mechanical
systems. Because of these properties, hydraulic
servomechanisms have advantages, as well 'as
disadvantages and limitations when compared
with other servosystems.

-The, fluidity of hydraulic liquids permits the..
component parts pf the system to be placed
conveniently at widely separated points when
necessary. Hydraulic power units can transmit
energy around corners and bends without. the
use of complicated gears and levers. They
operate with a minimum of slack and friction,

'which are often excessive in mechanical linkages.
Uniform action is obtained without vibration,
and the operation of the system remains
unaffected '..by variations in load. The
accumulator (which provides the necessary
pressurization of the system to furnish
practically instantaneous response) can be
pressurized during periods of nonaction, thus
eliminating the ."buildup time" characteristic of
electric servos.

However, the hydraulic hoses which transmit
fluid from unit to unit are bulky and heavy
comr. I to electric wiring. Many of the
hydraulic fluids in common usage are messy 'and
constitute safety hazards. They contribute to
the danger of slipping, they cause deterioration
of the insulation on electric wiring, they.,
cond.!ct electricity and thus increase the hazards
of short circuiting, and they are flammable.

. The Rate Trainir.. :vlanual Fluid I'myer,
NavEdTra 16193 (Se. contains considerable
detail on the basic tl R. y of hydraulic systems
and units.
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Gases

The most nmable eharactenstics of _a gas
are its tendency to assyme not only the shape
but also the volume'of its containers, and the
definite relationship that exists between the
volume, pressure, and temperature of a confined
gas.

The ability of a gas to assume 'the,shape and
volunie of its container is the result of its
extremely active molecular particles, which are
free to move in any direction. Cohesion between
molecules of a gas is extremely small, so the
molecules tend to separate and distribute
themselves uniformly throughout the volurfre of
the container. In an unpressurized container of
liquid, pressure is exerted on the bottom and the
sides of the container up to the level of the
liquid -In 'a ga,. however, the pressure is also
exerted against the topsurface, and the pressure
is equal at on the C:nclosing surfaces.

The 15elationship of volume, pressure, and
temperature of a confined .gas are explained by
Boyle's law, Charles' law,.and the general law.for
gases.

. Many laboratory experiments based on these
laws make use of the ideas of "standard
pressure"and "standard temperature." These are
not natural standards, but are standard values
selected for convenience in -laboratory usage.
Standard values are generally used at the
beginning of an experiment, or when a
temperature or a pressrire is to be,held constant.
Standard temperature is 0°C, the temperature at
which pure ice melts. Standard pressure is the
pressure exerted by a column of mercury 760
millimeters high. In many practical uses, these
standards must be changed to other systems of
measurement.

All calculations based on the laws of gases
'make use of "absolute"' temperature and
pressure. These topics require a somewhat more
detailed explanation.

GAS PRESSURE, --Gas pressure may be
indicated in either of two waysabsolute
pressure or gage pressure..Since the pressure of
an absolute vacuum is zero. any ...i'res§ure
measured with respect to this referen'ee is
..rtVerred to as "absolute pressure." In th: present
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diPcussion, "absolute pressure" represents the
aCtual pressure exerted by the confined gas.

At sea level the average atmospheric pressure
is approximately 14.7 pounds per square inch
(Psi). This pressure would, in a mercurial
barometer, support a column of, mercury 760
millimeters in height. Thus, normal atmospheric
pressure is the dstandard piessure mentioned
previously.

However, the actual pressure at sea level
varies considerably; and the pressure at any given
aktitude above sea level differs from that at sea
level. Therefore, it is 'necessary to take into
consideration the actual atmospheric pressure
when converting absolute pressure to gage
pressure (or vice versa).

Wheh a pressure is expressed as the
difference between its absolute value and that of
the local atmospheric pressure, the measurement
is designated ."gage" pressure, and is usually
expressed in "pounds per square inch gage"
(psig). Gage pressure may, be converted to
absolute pressure by _adding the local
atmospheric pressure to the gage pressure.

ABSOLUTE ZER0.Absolute zero, one of
the fundamental constants of physics, is usually
expressed in terms of the Celsius scale. Its most
predominant usc is in the study of kinetic
theory of gases. In accordance with the kinetic
theory, if the heat energy of a giyen
could be progressively reduced,
temperature should be reached at which 'H
motions of the moleculewould cease entir:!:.
If accurately determined,itirris temperature cc.uld
then be taken as, a hatural reference,. or 3 true
"absolute zero" value.

Experiment§ with. hydrogen (making use of
the proven-- correlation with the volume,
temperature, and pressure of gases and by
calculations based on this correlation) indi( ited
that if a gas were cooled to -273.16°C (used as
-273° for most calculations), all molecular
motion would cease and no additional heat
could be extracted from' the substance. At this
point the pressure would shrink to zero.

When temperatures are theasm-ed with
respect to the absolute zero reference; they are
said to be expressed in the, absolute, or Kelvin,
scale. Thus, absolute zero may be expressed
either as 0°K or as -273°C.

'.1`
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BOYLE's LAW.The English scientist
Robert Boyle was among the first to study what
he called the "springiness of air." By..direct
'measurement 'he discovered that when the
temperature of an enclosed sample of gas was
kept constant and the pressure doubled, the
volume was reduced to half the former value; as
the apPlied ressure Was decreased, the resulting
volume increased. From these observations, he
concluded that for a constant temperature the
pboduct of the volume and pressure of an
enclosed gas remains constant. Boyle's"
normally stated: "The volume of an enclosed
dry gas Varies inversely with its pressure,
provided the temperature remains constant.

In equation form this relationship may be
expressed either

. V1P1 V2132, or

V1 P2
-V2

where V1 and P1 are the original volume and
pressure, and V2 and 1'2 are the revised volume
and pressure.

CHARLES' LAW.The French scientist
Jacques Charles prouided much of the
foundation for the...3110d= kintJc theiory of.
gases. He found that all gases expand and
contract in direct propoftion to the change in
the absolute temperature, provided the pressure
is held constant. Expressed in equation form,
this part of the law may be expressed

V1T2 = V2T 1, or

=11
N/ 12

where VI .and V2 refer to the original and f;inal
volumes, and TI and Ti indicate the
corresponding absolute temperatures.,..-

Since any .change in the temperature of a gas
causes a corresponding change in volume, it is
reasonable to expect that if a given sample of a
gas were heattd while confined within a given
volume; the pressure should increase. By actual
experiment, it was found that the increase in
'pressure was approximately 1/273 of. the 0°C
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/pressure for each ict.Nricrease/ Because of this
fact, it is normal praetice to state this
relationship in terms of absoh/te temperature. In
equatidn form, this part of tlie law becomes

-7/
. PIT? = P-o-1, or

T1

In words, this equation states that with a
constant volume, th,: absolute pressure of a gas
varies directly with the absOlute temperature,.

GENERA1 GAS LAW.The facts
concerning gases discussed in the preceding
sections are summed up and illustrated in figure
4-2._ Boyle's law is expresSed in (A) of the figure,
and the .effects of temperature changes on
pr e ssure and vo lume (Charles' law) are
illustrated in (B) and (C), respectively.;

By combining Boyle's and Charles' laws, a
single expression- -can -be-derived Which stafes a 11--
the information contained in both. This
expression is called the GENERAL . GAS
EQUATION,- a.very useful form of which is
given by the following equation. (NOTE: The
capital P and T signify absolute pressure and
temperature, respectively.

9 9 .

TEMPERATURE
CONSTANT

P, V,

(A)

PIVI P2V2

VOLUME
CONSTANT

. .21
T, Tz

(B)

Figure 4-2.General gas law.

Q.
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It can be seen by examination on figure.4-2
that the three equations zre special caSes of the
general equation.. Thus, if the temperature
remains constant, Ti equals T2 and/both can be
eliminated from the general formula, which then
reduces tO the fonn shown in: (A). When the .

volume remains constant, Vi equals V..) thereby
reducing the general equation to thc form given
in (B),. SimUarly, Pi is equf 'c'd to P2 for
constant pressure, and the equation then takes
the forni given in (C).

The general gas law applies with exactness
only to "ideal" gases in which the molecules are
assumed to be perfectly elastic. However, it
describes the :behavior of actual gases wjth
sufficient accuracy for most praCtical purposes.

MECHANICS

_

Mechanics is that branch of, physics which
deals -priniarily with-the ideas or force,"mass. and

Normally considered the fundamental
branch of physics, it deals with matter. Many of
As principles and ideas may be seen, measured,
and tested. Since all other branches of physics
are also concerned (to some extent at least) with
force, mass 4 arid motion, a thorough
understanding of this section will aid in the
understanding of later sections of this chapter.

FORCE, MASS, AND MOTION

Each particle in a body- is acted tipon by
gravitational force. However, in every body e.

there is one pdint at which a single force, equal
to the gravitational force and directed onward.
would sustain the body in a condition of rest.
This' *puint is known as the CENTER OF

-GRAVITY. and represents the point at which
the. entire mass of the body appears to be
concentrated...-. The gravitational effect is
measured from the center of, gravity. In
symmetrical objects of uniform mass, this is the
geometrical center. In the case- of the earth, the
center of gravity is near the center of the earth.

When considering the motion of a body, it is
ilsually convenient to describe the path followed
by the center of gravity. The natural tendency
of a moving bodys to move in a manner so that
the center of graVity travels in a straight line.
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Movement of this type is called LINEAR
motion.

Some moving bodies, however, do notmove
in a straight line, but describe an arc or a circular
path. Circular mdtion falls into two general
classesrotation and revolution.

Since objects come in many different' shapes
and in order to discussi-otarY-and revolutionary
motion, it becomes nocessary 'to consider the
location of the center of gravity with respect to
the body, (Refer to'figure 4-3 for the following
disdussion.).

A) EALL (8) FLAT
WASHER

(C) IRREGULAR

CENTLR OF
GRAvar

243,53
Figure 4-3.Center of gravity hi

various bodies.

In . (A), the center .of gravity of a ball
coineides with the physical center of the ball.
However, in the flat washer (B), the center of
gravity does' not coincide with any part of the
object, but is located at the center of the hollow
space inside the ring. In irregularly shaped
bodies, the center of gravity may-be cliff; 1* to
locate exactly.

If the body. is completely free to r :he
center of rotation .coincides with the r of
gxavity. On the other hand. the _body may be
restricted in such a manner that rotation is.
about some point other than the center .of
gravity. In this event, the center of graNlity
revolves around the center of rotation. This
condition is illustrated in figure 4-4.

In general usage, the gyro rotor (Aj.A said to
ROTATE about its axis, and the WI ((B) is said
to REWLVE about a.,point at the of its
path.
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(A) . (8)
GYRO ROTOR 68ALL. ON A STRING

CENTER roc GRAVITY

CENTER OF
ROTATION

)--:CEiliTER OF REVOLUTION

243.54
Figure 4-4.Center of gravity and-

center of rotation.

MASSES IN MOTION

-Any change in the .speed ,or direion of
motion of a body is known as accel-eratibn and
requires the application of some force. The
acceleration of a body i§ directly proportional to
the force causing that acceleration; acceleration
depends also upon the mass of the body. The

mass of a lead ball makes it harder to
move than a wooden ball of the same diameter.
The wooden ball moves farther with the same
push.

These observations point to a connection
between force, mass, and acceleration, and
indicate that the acceleration of a body is
directly -prow- tional to the force exerted on the
body and inversely proportional to the-mass of
t ha t- b o dy. In athe at al form, this
relationship may be ex s

F=
m

or, as it is more comMonly stated: Force is equal
to the riroduct of the mass and acceleration (F =
,ma).

If the 'accelerating force is applied to the
center of gravity in such a manner as to
accelerate the body with no rotation, it is called
a TRANSLATIONAL f'orce. A fOrCe applied in
such a manner as to cause the body to rotate
about a point 4 called a TORQUE foorce.

Laws ofdlotion

Among the most important discoveries in
theoretical rthysics are the three fundamental
laws of motion attributed to Newton. Although
some of these laws have been used in
explanations of .Narious topics earlier in, this
chapter, they are restated and consolidated at
this-point to clarify and summarize much of the
xliscussion regardinf mechanical physics. This
restatement and -consolidation are alse used to
introduce additional aspects involving the
applications of basic mechanical principles.

i. Every body tends to maintain a state of
uniform, motion unless a force is applied to
change ihe speed or directia of motion.

2. The acceleration of a body is directly
proportional to the magnitude of the applied
force and inversely proportioa1 to the mass of
the body; acceleration is in the direction of the
applied force.

3. For every force applied to a body, the
body exerts ah equal _fOrce in the opposite
direction.

Momentum

Every moving body tends to maintain
uniform motion. Quantitative measurement of
this tendency is proportional to the mass of the
body, and alsb to its velocity..(Momentum =
mass x velocity.) This explains' why heavy
objects in motion at a given speed 'are harder to
stop than lighter objects, and al0 why it is
easier to stop a given body moving at low speed
than it is to stop the same body inoving at high
speed.

WORK, POWER, AND ENERGY ;

As derme4 earlier, energy is tht capacity for
doing work. In mechanical phYsics, WORK
involves the idea of a mass in motion, and is
usually regarded as the product of the applied
force and the distance through wich the mass is
moved (work = force x distance). Thus, if a man
raises a weight of 100 pounds to a:height of 10
feet, he accomplishes. 1,000 foot-pounds of
work. The a-mount of work accomplif ed iS the
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same regardless of the time involved. HoweVer,
the RATE of doing the work may vary greatly.

The rate of doing work (ealligl POWER) is
defined as the work a.:complished per unit of
time (power = work/time). In the example tited
above, if the work.-is -accoMplished in 10
seconds, 170 wer is being expended at file rate of
100 ft?ot-pounds per second; if it takes 5
minutes (300 seconds), the rate is approximately
3.3 foot-pounds per second.

lir the English system of measui-ements, the
unit of mechanical poWer is called the
HORSEPOWER and is the equivalent of 33,000
foot-Pounds per minute; or 550 foOt-pounds per.,
second. Since energy is readily 'convertible from
one form tp another, the work and power.
.measurements based on the conversion ofenergy
must atso be readily convertible. As an example,
the electrical "'unit of power is the watt.
Electrical energy may be c6verted into

__mechanical energy; therefore, electrical power
must be convertible into mechanical power. One
horsepower is the mechanical equivalent of 746
watts of electrical power, and is capable of doing
the same amount of work:in thesame time.

The accomplishment of work always
involves a change in the type of.e.nergy, but does
not normally change the total quantity of
energy . Thus, energy applied to an. object may
produce wOrk, changing the composition of the
energy possessed bj% the object. When the work
stops, energy is no longer being "expended," so
energy must once .again be converted in
form--but not necessarily into its original form.

Effiviency

Provided. theire is no change in the quantity
of matter; energy is convertible with no gain or
loss. However, the energy resulting from a given
aetian may not be in the desired form-it may
not even he usable in its resultant form. In all
branches of physics, this concept is known as
EFFICIENCY.

The energy expended is always greater than
the energy. recovered. An automobile in motion
possesses a quantity of kinetic energy dependent
on its mass and veloLity. In order' to stop .the
car, this energy mtist be.converted into potential
energy. When the car is at rest, its potential
energy is considerably less than . the kinetic

energy it possessed while in motion... The
'difference, or the "energy lost," is converted
into heat by the brakes..The heat serves nQ
useful purpose; so the recovered 'energy. is .less
than the expendedenergy-the sysfe:m is less
than 100.percent efficient in converting.kinetic
to potential energy.

The term efficiency 'is .norinally used in
connection with work and power considerations
to denote the ratio of the input to the output
work, power, or energy. It is always expressed as
a dechnal or as a percent less than one.-

Friction

In mechanical physics, the most coniM9g,
cause- for the loss of efficiency is:FRICTION.
-Whenever one object is slid or. r( led over
another, irregularities in the contacting surfaces
interlock and cause an opposition.to-the -force:
being exerted. Even rubbing two sthooth pieced
of ice together produces friction; although of a"
much smaller magnitude than in the case of two
rough stones. Frition also exists in the contact
of air with all exposed .parts of an'tircraft.,in
flight, as well as in the brakes Of the ::utomobile
mentioned above.

When a nail is Struck with a tuinuner,_the
energy of the hammer is transferredto the nail,
and the nail is driven into a board.The depth of
penetration 'depends ,on the momentum of the
hammer, the size and shape of the nail, and the
hardness of the wood. The larger or.duller the
nail and the harder the wood, the-%reater'the
friction, and therefore the lower the efficiency
and less 'depth of penetration--but the greater
the heating of the nail.

Friction is always present in moving
machinery and accounts in part for the fact that
the useful work accomplished by the machine is
never as great as the energy applied. Work
accomplished in overcoming friction is usually
not recoVerable. Friction can be minimized. by

'decreasing the dumber of contacting points:by
making the contacting areas as small and as
smooth as possible, by the.use of-bearngs. or by
the use of lubricants..

There are twos kinds of friction-sliding and
rolling, with rolling friction usually of .limer
magnitude. Therefore; most -machines are
constructed so that raing friction is present
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rather than sliding friction. The bifl bearing and
the roller bearing are used to tonvert sliding
friction to rolling friction. A third type. the
common (or friction) bearing, utiliies lubricants
app,Ved to surfaces which have been made as
smooth as possible. Many new types of Machines
utilize .self-lubricating bearings to minimize
friction and 'thus increase efficiency.

Mechanical Advantage

Th" concept of mechanical advantage has
proved to be one of- the .great discoveries of
science. It permits an inCrease in- force ,or
distance and represents . the basic principle
involved in levers, block and tackle systems,
screws, hy'tfraulle mechanisms.; and other work--
saving)evices. Ilowever, in the true sense,.these
devices do not save Ork. they merely enable
humans to accomplish- tasks which Might

"otherwise be beyond their capability. For
e x a mpl.e., a human would normally be
considered incapable of lifting the rear end of a
truck ih order to change a tire; but with a jack, a
block and tackle, or a lever, the job can be made

'comparatively easy.

Mechanical advantage is uslially considered
with respect to work. Work reOresents the
applrcation of a Force through a distance in
order to Move an object through a distance.
Thus, it may be seen that there are two forces
involved, each with an approwriate:distance. This
is illustrated by the simple lctif in figure 4-5

SOURCE

02

FULCRUM

WI W2

INPUT = OUTPUT

Figure 4 E.Mechanical advantage:

LOAD
F2

243.55

Assulning perfect efficiency, the work input
(FM) is, equal to the work output*(F2D-)).
Assuming equal distances Di and D1, a force of
10 'poundsmust be applied at the souEge in :
order to counte:ract a weight of 10 pounds at the,'
load. By moving the fulcrum nearer the load,
less force is required to balance the same lOad.
This is a mechanical advantage of force. If the
forze is appliQd in 5uch a manner as to raise the
load I foot, the source must be moved through a
distance greater than I foot. Thus, mechanical
advantage of forcei, represents a mechanical
disadilantage of distance. By moving the fulcrum
nearer the source, theSe conditions are reversed.

Since the input work equals the output work
(assuming no losses), the mechanical advantage
may be stated as a ratio of the Force or of the
distances. In actual situations, frrction results in
energy loss, and decreased efficiency,, thereby
requiring an even greater input to acCoinplish
the same work.

A more detailed discussion of mechanical
advantages and the characteristics of the six
basic mechaniCal devices (the lever, the screw,
the inclined plane or wedge. thc block and

le. and wheel and- axle. and the g-earrris
fmind in the Rate Training Manual, Basic
Machines, NAVFDTRA 10624 (Series).

kEVOLVING BODIES

Revolving bodies represent niasses in
mo t i o t herefore, 'they possess all t he
characteristics (and obey all the laws) associated
\vith mo-ving bodies. In 'addition, since they
posses a specific type ofVmotion, they have
special properties and _factors which must be
taken into consideration.

Revolving bodies travel in a constantly
chanuing direction, so they must be constantly
subjected to an accelerating force.. Nlomentum
tends to produce linear option, but this is

prevented by application 'of a force which
restrains the object. This restraining force
prevents the object from continuing in a straight
line, and is known as QiNTRIPFTAL force.
'According to Newton's thiid law of motion) the
centripetal force must be opposed, by an etl-al
furce which kmds to produce linear motion.
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This second force is known as CENTRIFUGAL
force. The two forces, their relationships, and
their effects are illustrated in figure:4-6 and the
followingplanatory example.

The various forces involved in revolving
bodies may .be illustrated by use of a ball arid

length; during ,is time, no force is exerted on
or by the'hand..-As soon as-all the slack is taken
up, there is a sharp jerkan accelerating force is
exerted in order 'to change the direction of
motion from its linear path into a circular

.":.:.rotation. The ball -again assumes i-otational
string. A slip knbt is:tied in the Center of aç motion, but with an increase in radius.,
10-foot length of twine so as to shorten the The ball does not make as-many revolutions
to 5 feet; a rubber ball is attached to one end in the same time (rotational velocity is
the string. Holding the other end of the line., decreased), but it does maintain its former linear
wInrl the ball slowly in a circle. Note.that (The ,kinetic... energy and the
ball exerts a force against the hand-(through the \;:....mornentum of the ball have not changed.) Since
string); and that in order to restrain the ball in 'the change in direction is less abrupt with a large
its circular .path, the hand must exert a force radius than with a small one, less accelerating
(through the string) on. the ball. As the ball is..,
revolved at higher speed,-the forces increase, and
the ball continues, in a circular path. As the
rotational, velocity of the.-- ball' is gradually
increased, note the increasing forces.

CIRCULAR
MTN I CENTER OF REVOLUTION

'1ET

243.56
IFigure 4-6.Fprces on revolving bodies. .

..,

At .some rotational speed. the forces
involved become great enough to overcomeN
inrtial friction, and the knot slips. At this'time.

low the velocity or the rotation to stabilize
(stop increasit\g in rotational velocity. but not
slowing down, either). so. that the existing
conditions may, be analyzed. When the knot
slips, the ball is.temporarily unrestrained and is
free to assume lineas motion in the direction of
travel at tllat_instant (tangent to the circleat the
instantaneous position). 'Hie 1)a1,1 tripels in a
straight line until the string reaches jts full

force is required, and the hand will feel less
force. If the ball is then accelerated to the same
rotational vela.:ity :mmediately prioyto the
slipping of the knot. the linear4eloeity of the

'ball becomes much greater than &fore:. the
:centripetal and centrifugal forces ?re also
greater.

. .
ntii s example, it has been assumed that the

hand NI- ixed at a 4point which represents the
enter of rotation. This assumption, while

somewhat erroneous, does not affect the general
co Ousions. For practical purposes, the two

,

forces' are equal at all points along the string at
any given time, and the magnitude of each force
is equal at ail Toints alont.,\t he string.

In summarizing the cOnclusionS reached by
the above exanipl.and explai*ion, consider the .

following relationship:
.

Fo rce
massax ofeloeity)2

radius. or 1- 7
m

r
v2

where velocity represents the' linear velocity of
the ball. This emphasizes that the centripetal.
and the centrifugal forces are equal in magniuide
and oppo:iite in'direction. Each force is.directly

_proportional to the weight of the body and
inversely proportional to the radius of rotation.
Rich tOrce -is also proportional to the square of
the velocity.

hi' revolving or rotating bodieS. all particles
of the matter which are not on the tixk of
rotation are subjected to the forces just
described. The statement is true whether the
motion is through a complete circle or merely
around a curve: Airaircraft tends to skid when
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changing course; an automobile tends to take
curves on two wheels. The sharper the curve
(smaller radius) or the higher the Velocity, the
greater the tendency to skid.

WAVE MOTION

Wave' \motion, and radiated energy may be
comparedAvith the wave motion of water. When
a,pebble is dropped into a calm pool of water, a
series of circular waves travel away trtim the,,
disturbance. These \waves radiate in all directions
on the surface. Ors..the water until they are
absorbed.,,or until they are diverted by corning
into contact with an Obstruction of some sort.
'Water waves ,:are a suceession of crests and
troughs; the<distance from one point to the next
identical POint,on the wave is Called wavelength..
A cork floating'on the surface of the water bobs
up and down With the waves, but moves very
little in the directiOn,of wave travel; Water waves
are called transverse Wayes because the motion
of the water particles is up-anO down, or at right
angles (transverse) to the direction in which the
wave is traveling.

A second form of 'wave 'Motion, also
irfv ,ing the moticin of particles of matter, may

be produced by the physical vibration of a body
An example of this type wave is the sound wave
which is produced by striking the tine of a
tuning' fork. When struck, the tuning 'fork sets
up a vibratory motion. As the tine .moves in an
outward direction, the air immediately In front
of the tine is compressed so that its momentary
pressuie is raised above that at other points ih
the ..surroundink medium (air). Because air is
elas(ic,.. t h is \ dist urbance is transmitted
progessiv'ely . in an outward direction ..as la
compressionNwave. When .the tine returns alid,
moves' in the inwarddirection, the air ill front,of
the- tine ri rarefied so that its momentary
pressure is redttced belowith'at at other pOints in

-the, surrounding mediutfi. This disturbance is
also transmitted, but in the-forni of a rarefaction
(expansion) wave, and follows the compression
wave tlirciugh the medium.

'The compression and expansion waves are
_also called longitudinal waves, because the
particles of matter which comprise the medium
mOve back and forth longitudinally in the
direction of wave travel: Figure .4-7 is a
simplified representation of the use of a tuning
fork to prodifce a longitudinal wave. The
transverse wave shown below the longitudinal
wage is merely a convenient device to indicate:

-
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Figure 4-7.Compression and rarefaction (expansion) of a sound wave.
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the relative density of 'the particles in the
medium, arid does not reflect the movement bf
the particles.

The, progress of any wave requiring
movement of particles in the transmission
medium involves twO distinct motions: the wave
itself.. moves forward with constant speed, and
simultaneotisiy the particles within the medium
vibrate. The period of a vibmting particle is the
tie (t, in seconds) required for the particle to
complete ' one full vibration or cycle. The
frequency (f) is the number Of vibrations
completed per unit of. time aria is expressed in
hertz.. The period 'is the reciprocal of the
frequency (t=.1/0. The amplitude bf vibration is
the maximum variation of particle density from
the equilibrium density.

A body, vibrating at a definite.rate produces
a disturbance that moves away as a wave in the
surrounding medium. The velocitybf this wave
iS equal to the wavelength divided b'y the period.
:Since the period is the reciprocal of the
freqUedcy, the veloCity may be expressed as-

v = f

where v is the velocity of .transmission of the
wave in the given medium, I. is the frequency in
hertz, and X .is the wavelength in ,coMpatible
units- of Measure. The velocity of transmission
may also be describekl as representing., the
C;stance 'that a wave travel during one. peridd.

Two particles are In. phase when they are
vibrating with the sathe frequency, and
COntinually pass through corresponding points
of their paths at the same time. For any other
condition,Ahe particles are out ,of phase.-two
particles are in phase op-Position when they
reach their maxinium displacements in opposite
directions at the-same time.

A third type of wave. the electromagnetic
wave, does not invOlve moving particles of
matter, but relies on electric and in.vieti.: force
fields. The waves Keviously dkciised caimot be
transMitted in the absence of a. conLiucting,
rnediumei:tromagnetic \yak are transmitted
moSt -efficiently irp the absence of mat ter. hi' the.
Cktctromagnetic wave.," Ivo compor.,mts_afC___
requi,red- an electric field and a inaglzetic field:
Thai': two fields are mutuali- perpendicular to

'each other and to the direction of transrnission
In the particle waves, -the velocity:, .of
transmission varies with the particular mediuni,
and is. Comparatively very slow; in the
electromagnetoic wave, the velocity of

,transmission is the speed of light (aPproximately
186,300 .miles per. second). Examples of
electromagnetic waves include heat, light, radio
waves, X-rays, coSmic radiations, ultraviolet
rays, etc. r.

All three types of v ave mOtion obey certain
common laws and have certain common
characteriStics: All arc periodic:_that is, theYall
constantly repeat- the:same pattern so that efich
succeeding wave is. the same as the previous O ne .

Each wave displays the same relationships of
wavelength, frequency, period, velocity of
transMission, amplitude, ahd- phase; and each is
subject to the same conditions of reflection and

, refraction. In the electromagnetic wave, the
ma)Onta and minima are cbrrelated with field
intensity rather than wi4h particle density or

-displacement as in, the case of the other waves.
-the-longitudinal Wa-ve, the deRsity is relatO

to particle density; in the electromagnetic wave,
.density is related to the strength of_the deCtric
and magnetic f:elus. 'In "the electromagnetic
wave, the electric field and the_ magnetic field
are in phase with each other.. .

A wavelength (a. complete cycle) is the
distance_from-ane point .to- the -next identical.

.. point on the.. wave. (See fig. 4-7.) The
wavelength could start,.at -.any point but is
usually startedon the axis.

A line drawn from the soiirce to any point
on one, of the waves is called .a RAY, imd
indicates the path, over which the 'wave
.progreSses. Although rays do not actually exist,
they', are- frequently used in illustrations as a
convehient..' 'method of denoting wave
transniissionA wavefront is a surface on which
all points kire in phase. Wavefronts near the

, -
source are sharply ciirved-, while those at a
distance are almost flat; individual rays from a..
distantcource are considered to be parallel.
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REFLECTION.
in a uniform, medium. a 'ray travels in a,

straight line. Only at tlte boundary of two media
or in an area where the density of the Medium
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/-
changes db the lays change'their direction. When

'an advancing wave frbrit 'endounters a medium of
..different characteristics, some of its energy is
reflected back into the initial mediuni, And some
is tran'sniittod into the second median. When a
wavefront enconnters a meditim'whictt it carniTpt
penetrate, the tyaVe- is refle&ed froni the-surfa&!:r'

.KELECTED waves are siMply. thae waves
thatare neither transtnitted -nor absorbed, bin

. .are thrown back' from the su'rtace -of the pedium
they encoCinfer; a a ray is,directed against a'/-

' reflecting surface,.the ray steiking the surface is
. called the --INCIDENT raa,y, and the one that-bounces ,bck s th. REFLECTED ray. An
imaginary- line petpLndicillar to th'e reflecting
surfaCeT,at the point of impact of othe incident
ray is Lilted flit NORMAL. The ngle between

' the incident 'ray and the normal is called the.
ANdtE OF INCIDENCEzthe, angle between the
reflected ray and the nbrma! is the ANGLE OF.
REFLECTION. These terms are illustiated in
figure 4-8. '

;
It' the surface .of..the inedium contzfcte,d by

the incident ray. is.smooth anr.i polished (as a
mirror): each reflected ray witl b thrown back
at .the samejngle qs the incident cay..Tho patty.
of the ray, retlectect frpm .the' s'iirface fOrms an..

'angle exactly.-equal, to ,the one formed by.

INCIJENT RAY

ANGLE OF

ANGLE OF

REFLECTED RAY

PERPENDICULAR_

MIRROR

Figere 4-8.--Termused to describe
the reflection of waves.

./

path in reaehing "the medium,This yon fcirms o
the law of reflection whkh states: Tlie.angle of
incidence is equal to the angle qf reflection.

Diffusion

Reflection feoin a relatively smooth fgeirface
presents few problems. As shown in figure
4-9(A),. rays are reflected from a flat. smooth
surface in an orderly manner with all rays at-the
same ankle and all rays Paraliel to each othe-r.
This is called rettdar or spe.eular reflection. ltis
a different matter, however,..mith
surface. ,The law of reflection is' still valid; but
due to the rough surface. the angle of irwidence
is somewhat different for each ray. The reflected
rays sLitter in all directions; as shown in. figure
4-9(13). This fogm of reflection is called irregular
br.diffuSed reflection.

Focusing

In addition to reflection froTh a flat surface
and diffusion frOm a rough one,.waves may also
be focused by -reflection from a ciirved surface.
If the reflecting surf4e is,concave,, the paraHel
rays striking,, its surface 'tire rellecte'd as shownin
igure 4-10(A). The nornial is perpendicular to

lhom.

1.

243.30 Figure 4-9.Reflection home plane
surface (A) re-ju.dr,ispecutarl;

(B) irregular (diffused).-
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I. .

. Ca) (B)

Figure 4--10.Reflectidn from a concave surface. (A) focusing; (B)

the surface; therefore . the normals on a curved
.surface-_are not parallel to one another. The ra',7s
. come toget)ter. or-convergc. at some point called

the. focal.f.)oTht. The focation of the focal. point ,

> depends on -the rate of curvature of the
reflecting surface.

It a poi-itt:soilice of .waves is located at the
fdcal ,point -Of the concave reflector. the

.'. reflected 'Jays are formed hi(() a narrow beam,
with all reflected .rays parallel.to- one another;
This condition is illustrated in figuie 4-10113). In

-.this manner. th5 intensity is increased tor th,..
area is "illuminated".), because rays that would-
normally be lost are directed intp the beam

'along with the clirot ra37.

REFRACTION

The .:hange of drection which occurs wltjn
-a ray passes front one inediinn into anoth.e; of
different density is called R1TRACTION1- It is
due to the, faet that wavO travel, at various
speeds' i.n different transmissioa media.
Refraction. always follows a general rule: When a
ray passes from 0.1ie medium into another of
greater density. reftaction is toward the norMal:
when passing into a of lesser density.
refraction is away from the 'normal. .1 his, is
illustrated in figurc4-1'1.

INCIDENT .NORMAi:
RAY

AIR

227.94 .

.
MEDIUM
MORE DENSE I \11--,1
THAN A!R

I \ I

I

41,.
AIR

I REFRACTEb
R4r

,

NORMAL

Figure 4-1.1.Refraction of a wave.

SOUND

BASIC CONSIMERATIONS

t

227.95

4:1

The term. sound .asgenerally used refers to,
hearing; but when Used in physics. tly.--term-has

With a particular type of wave ifiot ion and
with . t he general ion. transnSiOn detect ion .

characterist ics and effects of those waves.
'One example of.. the generation and

transnnssion of sound; aveS is tile tuning fork
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discussed earlier in this chapter. Any object
which rpdves rapidly to and ro, or which
vibrates rapidly' in such a manner as to disturb
the surrounding medium, may become a sound
source. Sound requires three componentsa
source, a medium "for transmission, and a

detector. As widely different as sound sources
may ,be, the waves they produce have certain
basic characteristics.

Wave Motion

Sound waves are longitudinal-type waves
wh i ch rely on a physical medium for
transmission. Since thewaves are transrmi red by
the compression and rarefaction of particles of
matter in the medium, they cannot he
transmitted through a vacuum. Sound 'Waves are
similar to waves of other types in that they can
be reflected, absorbed, or refracted according to
the laws previously discussed.

The major differences between the waves of
sound ,and the waves of heat and light are the
frequencies, the nature of the wave, and the
velocities of wave travel.

Frequencies

'Sound - waves vary in leagth, a long
wavelength is heard as a low sow id, whik a short
wavelength is heard as a high.souw1.1U.;he sound
is below 15 hertz or above 20,000 lwrtz, it

normally cannot be heard by the human ear.
The frequency range over which sound can be
heard is called the audible range, and the sounds
heard are known as sonics. Sounds below 15
hertz are subsonics: those above 20,000 hertz
are ultrasonj.es.

Conduction Media and
Velocity of Transmission

In any uniform medium unckr given physical
conditions, sound travels at a definite speed. In
some substances, the velocity of sound is higher
than in others. Even in the same medium under
different conditions of temperature and
pressure, the velocity of sound varies. Density
and elasticity of a medium, are basic physical
properties which govern the velocity of sound.

At a gilicn temperature and pressure, all
sound, waves rrat,.1 at the same speed in air,
regardless of fi-,.:ency or wavelength. The
speed of sound, . wever, does increase with
temperature at the rate of 2.0- feet per second
(fps) per degree centigrade. For practical
purposes, the speed of sound in air may be
considered 1,100 fps. Refer to table 4-1 for
speed of sound in various media at different
temperatures

Table 4-1.Comparison of velocity
of sound in various media

Medium
Temperature Velocity

(f,t/sec)

1,087
1,127
4,629
4,805
4,800
4,953

16,410
16,850

Air
Air
Fresh water
Fresh water
Salt water
Salt water
Steel
Steel

32
68
32
68
32
6
32
68

As previously stated, a sound wave is a

compressional wave transmitted through an
elastic medium. Sound travels faster through
water (4,800 fps) than air (1,087 fps), because...
the 'elasticity of water is greater-than that of air.

For a fixed temperature, the velocity- of
sound is constant for any medium and is

independent of the period, frequency, or
amplitude of the _dist urbance. Thus, the velocity
of' sound in air at 0°C ( 32°F) is 1.087 fps and
increases by 2 fps,for each degr6e celsius rise in
tem pera t u re ( 1 .1 fps for Lach &Tree
Fahrenheit).

The velocity of sound also varies with a,
change in altitude. With an increase in altitude,
the at mospherit, pressure is reduced, and the
medium is less dense. Sound waves travel slower
in a less dense medium. Therefore, it may be
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considered that the velocity of sound varies
inversely with the altitude.

Characteristics

Numerous terms are used to convey
impressions of sounds, including whistle, scream,
rumble, and hum. Most of these are classified as
noises in contrast to musical tones. The
distinction is based on the regularity of the
vibrations, the degree of damping, and the
ability of the ear _to recognize components
having a musical sequence.

The ear can distinguish tones that are
different in pitch, intensity, or quality. Each of
these characteristics is associated with one of the
properties of the vibrating source or of the
waves that the source produces. Thus, pitch is
determined by the number of vibrations per
second, intensity by the amplitude of the wave
motion, and quality by the number of overtones
(harmonics) which the wave contains. A sound
wave can best be described by its freeluency
rattle .. than by its velocity or wavelength, as
both the velocity and the _wavelength change
when the temperature of `he air changes

PITCWThe term pitch is used to describe
the frequency of a sound. The outstanding
recognizable difference between the tones
produced by two different keys on a piano is a
difference .in pitch. The pitch, of a tone is
proportional to the number of Compressions and
rarefactions received pee second, which in turn is
determined by the vibration frequency of the
sounding sourg.e.

Pitch lis usually measured by comparison
with' a standard. The standard tone may be
produced by a tuning fork of known frequency
or by a siren whose frequency is computed for a
particular speed of rotation. By regulating the
speed, the pitch of the siren is made equal to
that of the tone being measured. The ear caii
determine this equality directly if the two
sources are sounded_ alternately, or by the

'elimination of beats by regulating the speed of
the siren if the two sources are sounded
together.

INTENSITY.When a bell rings, the sound
waves spread out in all directions and the sound

is heard in- all directions. When a bell is struck
lightly, the vibrations are of small amplitude and
the sound is weak. A stronger blow produces
vibrations of greater amplitude in the-bell, and
the sound is louder. It is evident that the
amplitude_ of the air vibrations is greater when
the amplitude of the vibrations of the source is
increased. Hence, the loudness of the sound
depends on the amplitude of the vibrations of
the sound" waves. As the- distance from the
source increases, the energy in each wave spreads
out, and the sound becomes weaker.

The intensity of sound is the energy per unit .

area per. seCOnd. In a soand wave of simple
harmonic motion, the energy is half kinetic and
haif potential; half is due tp. the speed of the
particles, and half is due to the compressib. and
rarefaction of the meaium. These two energies
are 90° out of phase at any instantthat is,
when the speed of particle motion is at a
maximum, the pressure is normal; and when the
pressure is at a maximum or/a- minimum, the
speed of the particles is zero.

The loudness of sound depends upon both
intensity and frequency. The intensity of a
sound wave in a given mediurn is proportional to
the following 4 quantities:

I . Square of the frequency of vibration.
1. Square of the amplitude.
3. Density of the medium.-
4. Velocity of transmission.

At any distance from a° point source of
sound the intensity of the wave varies inversely
as the square of the distanee from the source.

As a sound wave advances, variRions in
pressure occur at all points in the transinitting
medium. The greater the pressure variations, the
more intense the sound wave will be. It can be
shown that the intensity is proportional to the
square of the pressure variation regardless of the
frequency. Thus, by measuring pressure changes,
the intensities of sounds having different
frequencies can be compared directly.

QUAL1TY.Most sounds and musical notes
are not pure tones. They are mixtures of tones
of different frequencies,,The tones produced by
most sources can be represented by composite
.waves in which the sound of lowest pitch, the
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fundamental tone, is accompanied by several
-- harmonics or overtones having frequencies that

,are 2, 3, 4 or more times that of the
fundamental frequency. The quality of a tone
depends on the number of overtones present and
on their frequencies and intensities relative to
the fundamental tone. It is this characteristic of
difference in quality that distinguishes tones of
like pitch' and intensity when sounded on
different types of, musical instruments (piano,
organ, violin, etc.).

ACOUSTICS

Acoustics is the science that deals with
effects on. sound in a cer,t441 area. ilie
performance of an announcing system or sbund
system when used in a room or enclosed space
depends on the acoustical characteristics of the
enclosure. Sound originating in an enclosed
space is partly reflected and partly absorbed by
enclosing surfaces such as the walls; ceiling, and
floor of a room. This action introduces echoes
and reverberations; which may seriously iinpair
the quality or character of the sound.

Aeoustical Disturbances

Light is often thought' of first whenever
reflection is discussed: however, reflection is
equally common in other waves. As an example,
echoes are caused by reflection of sound waves.

ECI-10.--An ECHO is the repetition of a
sound caused by the reflections of sound waves.
When a surface of a room is situated so that a
reflection from it is outstanding, it appears as a
distinct echo, and is heard an appreciable
interval later than the direct sound. If the
surface is concave, it may have a focusing effect
and concentrate the reflected sound energy at
one locality: Such a reflection may be several
levels higher in intensity than the direct sound.
and its arrival at a later time may be particularly
disturbing. Some possible remedies for this
condition are as follows:

1. Co ver the offending
absorbing material to reduce the
reflected sound.

surface with
intensity of the

2. Change the contour. of the offending,.
surface and thus send the reflected sound in
another direction.

3. Locate the loudspeaker in a different
position.

4. Vary the amplitude or the pitch of the
signal.

REVERBERATION is the: persistence of
sound due to the multiple reflection of sound
waves between several surfaces of an enclosure.
It is one of-the most common acoustical defects
of a large enclosure. Its duration varies directly
with the time interval between reflections (the
size of the enclosure) and inversely with the
absorbing efficiency of the reflecting surfaces.
The result is an.overlapping of the original sound
and its images. If excessive, reverberation causes
a general confusion that is-detrimental to speeCh
intelligibility. The hangar 'tteck-of-anaircraft
;carrier is an example of an extremely
Teverberant area. The volume is large, and the
hard steel interior surface offer very. little -

absorption to sound.

If a single loudsp-eaker is mounted in a large
reverberant area, such as a hangar deck, the
intelligibility directly in front of theloudspeaker
is satisfactory. The intelligibility... decreases
rapidly with an increase of either the _distance
from the loudspeaker or the angle between the
listener and the loudspeaker's sound axis. In
otlwr words, sound from a loudspeaker in a
reverberant space is composed of direct sound
that uaches the listener directly-without any
reflection, and indirect sound that ha received
at leaSt one reflection.

Intelligibility under these conditions,. is
related to the ratio of direct sound to indirect-
sound. As the listener moves away from the
loudspeaker, the ratio of direct sound to indirect
sound at the listening position decreases; and the
intelligibility decreases correspondingly. Hence,
in a highly reverberant- space the intelligibility
decreases with distance from the loudspeaker`.'.

To prevent the sound from becoming
unintelligible in a highly reverberant space,
several speakers can' be installed about the area

--rather tlian- just one. -The.- power requirements
remain the same; one 25-watt speaker could be
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replaced by 5 spea:..ers, each consuming 5 watts.
This would greatly increase the direct-to-indirect
sound ratio.

LIITERFE RENC E . - Two sound waves
moving through the same medium at the same
time will adVance independently, each producing
the sarile disturbance as if it were alone..,The
resultant of the two waves can be obtained by

---id-aing algebraically the ordinates (instantaneous
magnitudes) of the component waves.
- Two sound waves of the same frequency, in
phase with each other and moving in the same
direction are additive. The resultant wave is in
phase with, and has an amplitude equal to, the
sum of the con vInent waves.

Two sound waves of the same frequency, ;n
phase opposition and moving in the same
direction, are subtractive. If the component
waves have equal amplitudes, the resultant wave
is zero. This addition or subtraction of waves is
often called interference.

Two sound waves of slightly differe.,,
frequency and moving in the same "direct;on
producd a beat note. If the two waves originate
from two vibrating sources at the sarne point,
and the frequency of one wave is one vibration
per second greater than that of the other at a
particular instant, the sources will produce
additive disturbances at some points and
subtractive disturbances at some other points on
the _relative positions of the waves. These
changes will continue to occur as long as the
sources are kent vibrating.

The -resultant wave iiá s a periodic valiation
in intensity at a frequency equal to the
difference _between the original frequencies of
the component waves. The difference frequency,
referred to as the beat frequency, produces a
type of pulsating interference particularly
noticeable in sound waves. The effect of beat
frequency, called beats, produces alternately
loud and soft pulses or throbs. The effect is
most pronounced when the component waves
have equal amplitudes.

STANDING WAVES.-Two sound waves of
equal- frequency and amplitude moving in--
opposite directions throiigh the same medium
may produce standing waves. Standing waves are
set up by the reaction of the two waves on each

other. At certain points they are in phase and at
other points they are 180° out of phase. Because
their amplitudes are equal, when the two waves
act in opposition on d particle, the particle
remains motionless. At these points in a standing
wave, there -is no vibration and the points are
called nodes. At the points where the 'wo waves
reinforce each other they produce maximum
vibrations on a particle. These points are called
antinodes. The distance between successir:
nodes (or antinodes) is a half wavelength.

RESONANCE.-Resonance,. or sympathetic
vibration, is a conimon problem encountered in
acoustics. It is somewhat more serious than
some of the otherproblems discussed, because
the possibility exists for damage to equipment.
Reverberatiói. and resonance are frequently
confused, but they are distinctly different in
nature. Reverberation is a resuh ot the reflection
of sound waves and of the interaction between
the direct and reflected-sound.' There is only a
single source involved. In resc lance, however,
lie offending object becomes a sound source
.,..nder certain conditions. This may be explained
by the following example: ..

Assume that the natural frequency of
vibration of a shaft, which is weighted on
one end and held firmly on the other, is 25
vibrations per second. Suppose that with the
system at rest, a sound ....ave produces a force

_ which acts on the shaft with-a-to-and-fr9-motion
125 times per second. This force sets the system
vibrating at 125 vibrations _per second, These
vibrations would be of a small amplitude
because the rod and weight are trying to vibrate
at their natural rate of only 25 vibrations per
second :. buring part of the time the system is
resisting the driving force. The motion of the

system in this case is called a forced vibration.
If-the force is slowed from 125 vibrations

per second to its natural frequency of 25
vibrations per second, the amplitude of vibration
becomes very large. The amplitude will build up
to a point where ihe driving force is enough to
overcome the inertia of the system. when these
,conditions_e(ist the_systern-is- said-to-bc-irr-------
resonance with the driving force, and sound
waves are produced by this vibration.

A common example of rosonance is found in
a 'crystal oscillator circuit. When an alternating
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voltage is applied to a crystal that has the same
mechanical (resonant) frequency as the applied
voltage, it vibrates and only a small applied
voltage is needed lo sustain vibration. In turn,
the crystal generates a relatively large voltage at
its resonant frequency.

HEAT

Heat represents a form Of enec . fr2fore,
if niust be readilY exchangeal,to ,y:th oi

-, convertible inki Other forms of er1:-Lrgy. The
conversion of mechanical energy io heat
through friction has been mentioned pcvously.
When a piece of lead is struck a sharp blow with
a hammer, part cif the kinetic energy of the
hammer is .converted into heat. In the core of a
transformer, electrical, and magnetic energy aro
exchanged; but due to. hysteresis and eddy,
currents, some- of the 'energy is lost as heat.
These are sortie examples of the unwanted
conversions, but there are many instances when
the prodUetion of heat_is desirable. Many devices
are used almost exclusively to produce heat.

Regardless of how or why it is produced,
heat possesses certain characteristies which make
it important to the technician. A knoWledge of
the nature' and behavior of heat may prove
helpful in understanding the operation of some
types of electrical equipment or in determining
the- cause'of nonoperation or-faulty operation of
others.

NATURE OF*HEAT

There are several theOties regarding the
nature of heat, pone of which satisfactorily
explain all the characteristics and_ properties
exhibited by heat. The two theories most
continonly included in discussions regarding the
maitre of heat are the kinetic theory and the
radiant energy theory.

In thekinetic theory (mentioned earlier in
this chapter), it is assumed that the quantity of
hetcontainedbybothHs-prcsciU''dffi
total kinetic energy possessed by the molecules
of the body.

The radiation theofy treats radio waves,
heat. and- light as the same general form of
energy, differing primarily in frequency. Heat is

a

considered as a form of electromagnetic energy
involving a specific band of frequencies falling
between the radio spectrum and light.

A common method used to produce heat
energy is the burning -process. Burning is a
chemical prS'cess in which the fuel unites with
oxygen, and a flame is usually produced. The
amount of heat liberated per unit mass or per
unit volume during complete burning is known
as the heat of combustion of a substance. By
experiment, scientists have found that each fuel
produces a given amount of heat per unit
quantity burned.

TRANSFER

There are three methOds- -heat
transferconduction, convection, atisdradiation.
In addition to these a phenorneithn called
absorption is related to'the radiation method.

Conduction

The metal handle of a hot pot may burh.the
hand; a pbstic or wOoden handle;' however,
remains relatively cool even .though it is in direct
contact with the pot. This -phenomenon is due
to a property of matter kribwn as thermal
coriductivity. All materials Conduct heatsome
very readh, some to -an almost negligible.
extoit. "Whe,n heat is applied to a body, the
molecules at the point -Of applicatiOn become
violently agitated, strike the .molecules next to
them, -and -cause, increasedagita tion:-The-pro
continues until the heat energy is distributed
evenly throughout the material. Aluminum and
copper are used for cooking pots because they
conduct heat very readily to the food being
cooked. Wood and plastic ar,. used as handles
because they are very poor conductors of heat.
As a general rule, metals are the best COnducttirs
of heat. although -some metals are considerably
better than others.

Among solids, there is an extreme range of
t he rmal conductivity--Intheorigina- Lxamp e,
the metal handle transmits heat from the pot to
the hand, with the possibility of burns. The
wooden or plastic handle does not conduct heat
very well, so the hand is given some protection.
Materials that are extremely pooxsonductors are
called "insulators" and are used to prevent heat
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. transfer. Some examples are the wooden handle
of soldering irons, the rmeif-pun glass or rock
wool insulation hi houses, or the asbestos tape
or ribbon wrapping used on steam pipes.

Liquids are generally.poorer conductors than
metals. In figure 4-12, mote that the ice in the
bottom of the test tube has not yet melted,
although the water at the top is boiling. Water is
such a poor h-at conauctor tWat the rate of
heating the water at\ the top of the tube is not
sufficient to cause rabid melting of the iceat the
bottom.

Since thermal co duction is a process by
which molecular energy\ is passed on by actual
contact, gases are generally even poorer
conductors than liquids \becauSe the molecules
are farther apart and molecular contact is not so
pronounced.

Convection

Convection is the process in which heat is
transferred by movement of' hot fluid. For
example, an electron tube hecomes hotter and

!GE .

WATER

STEAM/

BOILING,
WATER

METAL RING TO
KEEP ICE FROM

AS-BURNE

243.8
Figure 4-12.Water is a poor

conductor of heat.

a
hotter until the air surrounding it begins to
mOve. The motion of the air is upward because
heated air expands in volume and is forced
upward by the denser cool air surrounding it.
The' upward motion of the heated air carries the
heat away from the hot tube by convection.
Transfer of heat .by convection may be hastened
by using a ventilating fan to move the air
surrounding a hot object. The rate of cooling a
cylinder of an air-cooled engine can also be
increased by providing fins to Conduct heat
away from the hot cylinder. The fins provide
large surfaces a-gainst which cool air can be
blown.

A convection process may take place in a
liquid as' well as in a gas. One example is a
transformer in an oil bath. The .hot oil is less
dense (has less weight per unit volume) and rises,
while the cool oil falls, is heated, and rises in
turn.

When the circulation Qf gas or liquid is not
rapid enough to remove sofficient heat, fans orr''
pumps may be used to accelerate the motion of
the cooling -material. In some installations,
pumps are used to circulate water or oillo help
cool large equipment. Electric fans and blowers
are sometime Used to aid convection.

Radiation

Conduction-and -convection- cannot-wholly
account "for some of the phenomena that are
associated with _heat- -transfer-1,-4;m' example,
heating threogh convectiow cannot occur in
frént of an bpen fire because the air currents are
moving toward the fi*At_caimat-occur-thrmtglr----
condethe conductivity of the air is
very low, and the cooler currents of air moving
,toward .the fire.would mOre than overcome the
transfer of heat outwardly. Therefore, heat must

,.traver across ipace by some means other than
conduction and convection.

TheexistiFaT-61 another process of heat
transfer is stifl more evicljnt when the heat from
tile sun is considered.' Since conduction and
convection take placconly through molecular
contact within some medium, heat from the sun
must reach the earth by some other method.
(Outer spge is an almost perfect vacuum.)
Radiation is the name given to this third method
hy which heat travels from one place to another.
,r7
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The term radiation refers td the continual
emiSsion of energy from the surface of all
bodies. This energy is known-as radiant energy.
It is in the form of electromagnetic waves and is
identical in nature.with lightwaves, radio waves,
and X7rays, except for a .0 difference in
wavelength. Sunlight is a form of .radiant heat
energy which travels great distances through
cold, empty space to reach the earth. These
electromagnetic heat waves are absorbed when
they corite in contact with nontransparent
bodies. The,net result is-that the mdtion of the
molecules in the body is increased, as indicated
by an increase in the temperature of the body.

The difference in .conduction, convection,
and radiation are as follows:

-
I. Although et:induction and convection lire

extremely slow, ra,liation takes place with the
speed of light. This fact is evident at the tinte of
an eclipse of the sun when the shutting off of
the heat from She sun takes place at the same
time as the shutting off of the light.

2. Radiant heat may pass through a
medium' without heating it. For example, the air
ihside a greenhouse may be much warmer than
the glass through which the Sun's rays pass.

3. Although conducted or convected heat
may travel in roundabout routes, radiant heat
alway:' travels in a straight line. For_example,
radhwon can be cut off witha screen placed

/ betwe m 'he source of heat and the body to be

The sun, a fire, and an electric al!
radiate energy, but a body need not glbw to
give off heat. kettle of hot water or a hot
soldering iron radiates heat. If the surface is

`-__polished-or.--tight-in-eolorless heat is. radiated
Bodies which do not mflect .are good radiators
and good absorbers, and bodies that reflect are
poor_ radiators and "poor abSorbers. This is the
reason white clothing is worn in the summer: A
practical examyle of the control of heat is the
Thermos bottle. The flask itself is made of two-
walls of "silvered" glass with \a-vacuum between
them. The yaLium prevents' the loss of heat by
conduction and convection, and the "silver"
coating prevents the loss of heat by radiation.

The, silver=qildred bronze paint on the
"radiators" in h4ting systems is used only for
decoration and ddcreases the efficiency of heat'
transfer. The mogt effective color for heat
transfer is dull black;. qtill black is the ideal
absorber and also the best radiator.

MEASUREMENT OF HEAT

A unit of heat imtst be defined zdthe heat
necessary to produce some agreed-on standard
'of change. There are three such units in common
use as follows:.

1 10
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One British thermal. unit (Btu) is the
quantity of heat necessary to raise the
temperature of 1 pound of water 1°F.

2. One gram-calorie. (small calorie) is the
quantity or heat necessary to raise I gram Of
water 1°C.

3. One kilogram-calorie (large calorie) is the
qu:mtity of heat necessary to raise 1 kilogram Uf
water 1°C. (One kilugram-calorie equals 1,000
gram-calories.) The gram-calorie or small calorie
is much more widely, used than the
.kilogram-calorie or' large calorie. The large
,calorie is used in relation to food energY and for
measuring comparatively large amounts of heat.
Throughout this discussion,' unless otherwise
stated, the term_ calorinneans gramalorie. For
purposes of conversion, one Btu equals 252
uram-calories or 0.252.kilogram-ealorie..

The terms quantity of heat and, temperature
are commonly misused. The distinction between
them should be understood .ejearly. 'For
example, suppose that two identical pans;
containing 'different amounts of water of the
same temperature, are placed over identical gas
burner flames for the same length of time. At
the end of that time, the smaller amount or
water will -have reached a higher temperature.
Equal amounts .or heat have been supplied, but
the increase in temperatures is not equal. As
a'notlwr exaMple, suppose that the water in both
pans is at the saw temperature, say 80°F, and
both are to be heated to the boiling point. It is
obvious that more heat imist be supplied to the
larger amount of water. The teniperature rise is
the same for both pans, but the quantities of
heat necessary are different.
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Mechanical Equivalent

Mechanical energy is usually expressed in
ergs, joules, or.foot-pounds: Energy in the form
of heat is expressed in calories or in Btus. In a
precise experiment in which electric energy is
converted into heat, in a resistance wire
immersed in water, the results show that 4.186
joules equals 1 gram-calorie, or that 778
foot-pounds equals_ 1 Btu.;_ The following
equation is used when converting from the
English system to the -metric system:

I Btu = 252 calories
.

Specific Heat

One important_ way in which substances
differ from one another is that they require
different quantities of heat to produce the same
temperature change in a given mass of substance.
The specific heat capacity of a substance N the
quantity of heat needed, per unit mass, to
increase the temperature 1°C. The specifie heat
of, a Substance, is the ratio of its specific heat
capacity to the specificteat capacity of water.
Specific heat is expressed as a number which,
because it is a ratio, has no units and applies to
both the English and the metric systems.
___Water_hasa--kigh--speeiFteheat cat-T.-deity .

Large bodies of vater on the earth keep the air
and the--surface o the-earth at a fairly constant
_temperature. A great quantity of heat is required
to change the temperature of a large lake or,,
river, Therefore, when the temperature of the air
falls below that of such bodies of water, they
give offlarge quantities of heat to the air. This
process keeps the atthospheric temperature at the
surface of the earth from changing.very rapidly.

TEMPERATURE.

If an object is hot to the touch, it is said to
have a "high" temPerature; if it is cold to the
touch, it has a "low", temperature. In other
words, temperature is used-as a measure of.the
hotness or Coldness of an object bethg described.
However, hotness and coldness-are only relative.
For example, on a cold 'day, Metals seein :older
to the touch than nonmetals because they
conduct heat away from the body more rapidly,

q

Also, upon leaving a warm room, the outside air
seems cooler than it really is. Going from the
outside cold into a warm room, the room seems
warmer than it really is. -In other -words, the
temperature a person feels depends upon the
state of his body.

Thermometers

The measurement of temperature is known
as THERMOMETRY. Many, Mode'rn

Gthermonieters use liquids in sealed containers.
Water was the first liquid used; but because it
freezes at 0°C; it could not measure temperature
below that point. -After much experimentation,
scie-ntists decided that the best liquids" to use in
the: construction of thermometers are alcohol
and mercury because of the low freezing points
of these liquids.

LIQUID, THERMOMETERS.The
construction .of the common laboratory
tlfermometer gives some idea as to the meaning
of a change of .1° in temperature. A bulb is
blown at' one -end of a piece of glass tubing of
small bore. The tube and bulb are then filled
with heliquid to be used. The temPerpture of
both the liqu,id and the tube during this process
are kept at aVoint higher than the thermometer
will reach in n&-mal usage. The glass tube is then
sealed_ a nd_. the the rmo rne tells_allawed-to-cool.
During the cooling process, the liquid falls awa-Y
from the'.top of the..-tube an&creates a vacuum
within the thermometer.

For marling,.the thermometer is placed in
melting ic`e. The height of the liquid column is
marked as the 0°C point. Next, the thermometer
is placed in steam at a pressure of 76 centimeters
of mercury, and a mark is made_attliat point to
which the liquid inside riSes: that is,.the boiling
point or the I00°C mark. The space between
these tWo marks is theii divided into 100, equal
parts._These spacings are known as DEGREES.
It is this type of thermometer that is used
almost -exclusively in- laboratory work Aid in
testing equipment. It is known as the CELSIUS
thermometer.

In English-speaking countries. .the
FAI-i.RENHEIT thermometer is commonly used
.for other than physical or chemical laboratory
purposes. The freezing point is marked 32° and

I I I
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the boiling point is marked 212°. Thei space-
between these marks is divided into 180 equal
'fia-rts. These cfivision are degrees Fahrenheit,
named after this-dientist. who made the first
thermometer of -this type,. In the U.S. weather
reports and room temperatures an given in
degree's Fahrenheit.

TEMPERATURE CONVERSION.-There
are two systems of temperature m....urement; it
is frequently necessary to convert from one to
the other. The range on the Celsius thermometer
from the freezing point to the boiling point is
100°C, and the same range on the Fahrenheit
thermometer is 180°F. Thus, over the same
temperature range, the liquid moves 180
divisions on the Fahrenheit scale for every 100
divisions on the Celsius scale. A change of 5° on
the Celsius scale therefore, is equal to a
change of 9° on the F4renheit scale. (The ratio
100/180 reduces to 5/9.), Because zero on the

'Celsius scale cotresporids to 32° on the
Fahrenheit scale, a difference in reference points
exists between the two scales. (See fig. 4-13.)

To convert from the Fahrenheit scale to the
Celsius scale, subtract the 32° difference and
multiply the tesult by 5/9. As an example,
convert1t8° Fahrenheit to Celsius-

32)

5 x 36 = 20°C
9

To convert Celsius to Fahrenheit, the reverse
procedure is necessary. First multiply the
reading onthe Celsius thgrmometer -by 9/5 and

-then add 32 to the result-

9
5.

.(20) + 32'

36 + 32 = 68°F

One way to remember when to use '9/5' and
wIt-No. use 5/9 is to keep in mind that the
Fahret eit scale has more divisions than the
Celsius scale. In going from Celsius to
Fahrenheit, nitiplv by the ratio that is larger:

_ 112
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.
100. BOILING POINT-

37. I BODY TEMP.

2Ie

180 F

98.6

-FREEZING POINT

4f.

32.

-40

CELSIUS

-40°

FAHRENHEIT

243.15
Figure 4-13.Fahrenheit and Celsius

thermometers.

in going from Fahredheit to Celsius, use the
smaller ratio.

Another method of temperature conversion=
which uses these same ratios is based on the fact
that the Fahrenheit and Celsius scales both
register the same tempecature at -40°; that is,
-40°F equals -40°C. This,method of conversion,
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sometimes called the "40 rule," Proceeds as
follows:

1. Add 40 to theotempetature which is to
be converted. Do this whether the given
temperature is Fahrenheit or Celsius.

2.. Multiply by 9/5 when changing Celsius
to Fahrenheit; by 5/91when changing Fahrenheit
to Celsius.

Subtract 40 from° the result of step
This is the answer.

As an example to °show how tlie 40 rule is
used, convert 100°C to the equivalent

'Fahrenheit temperature:

100 + 40 = 140

140. x 9/5-=.-252

252 t10= 212

Therefore. 100°C Remember that the
multiplying ratio for converting F to C is 5/9,
rather than 9/5. Also remember tcLalways ADD
40 first, then multiply, then SUBTRACT 40,
regardless of the direction of the conversion.

It is important thai all technicians-be able.to
rea'cr-thermometers" and to Convert from one
scale. to the other: In some types' of aviation
support equipment. the thermometeri are
peovided as a. cheek on operating temperatures.
Thermometers are also uged to check the-
temperature of a charging battery..

CHR1VEL

SOLID THERMOMETERS.Because the
range of all liquid thermometers is extremely
Ihnited, other methods of thermometry are
necessary. Most liquids freeze at' temperature
between 0° and -200° Celsius. At the upper end
of the temperature range"where high beat levels
are encountered, the use of liquid thermometers
is limited by the high vapor pressures of those
liquids. Among the most widely .used types of
thermometers other than the standard liquid
thermometers are -the resistance thermometer
and the thermocoUple.

The- RESISTANCE THERMOMETER makes
use of the fact that the resistance of metals
changes as the temperature changes. (Refer to
Basic 'Electricity, NAVEDTRA 10086 (Series.)
This type thermometer is usually constructed of
platinum wire wound on a mica form and
enclosed in a 7. thin-walled silver tube. It ..is
extremelY accurate from the lowest temperature
to' the melting point of the unit.

The THERMOCOUPLE shown in fiiure 4-14
-is essentially an electric circuit. Its operation is
based -onthe principle- that when two unlike
metals .are joined and the junatpu is at a

,diffeient temperature from-the re.milinder of the
circuit, an electrOmotive force is produ,:ed. This
electromotive force can be -measured' with great
accuracy by a galvanometer.Thermocouples can
be located wherever measurement of the'
temperature is important and wires run to a
galvanometer located, at any convenient point.
By means of a rotary selector switch, one .

galvanometer can read the temperature at any of
irnurnber ofvidely separated pointS.

COPPER

Figure 4-14.Thermocouple.
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,
Theimal Expanion

Nearly all substances expand or increase in
size when their temperature increases. Railroad;
tracks are laid with small gaps, between the
sec'ions to prevent buckling when, the
temperature increases in summer. Concrete
pavement has strips of soft material inserted at
intervals 'to preventbuckling when the sun heats

_the .roadway. A steel building or bridge .is put
7:together with red-hot rivets so that when the
rivets cool` they will shrink and the seParate
pieces will .be pulled together very tightly.

.A substance is expanded by heat, the
weigi .er unit volume decreases. The reason_is
that the .weight of the substance remains the
same while the volume is increased by the
application of heat. Thus the density decreases
with an increase in temperature.

Experiments show that for a,given change
temperature, the change ngth or volume is

. different, for each subs ance: For example, a
given chanw in temperature causes a piece of
copper to expand nearly twice as much as a
piece of glass cf the same size and shape. For
this reason, the' Jead wires into an 'electronic
tube cannot be rnaae of copper but must be
made of a metal that expands at thesame.rate as
glass. If the metal does*not expand at the same
rate as the glass, 'the, vacuum in the tube is
broken by air leaking past the wires in the glass
stern. The metal usually .uscd for this purpose is
an alloy called "Covar."

the amount that a unit length of any
substance expands for a 1° rise in temperattire is
known as the coefficient of linear expansion, for
that substance.

COEFF ICIENTS OF EXPANS1ON.:-Jo
estimate the expansion of, any object; such as a
steel rail, it is necessary to know three -things

,

about 0.its length, the rise in temperature to
which it is subjected, and its rate or coefficient
of expansion. The araount of expansion is
expressed by the following equation:

expansidn = coefficient x length

x rise in temperature

c = kI (t-) - tf)
119

In this equation, the letter, k represents the
coefficient of expansion 'for .the particular
substance. In some instances, the Greek letter a
(alpha) is used to indicate the coefficient of
linear expansion.

PROBLEM: If a steel rod measures exactly 9
feet at 21c°C, what is its, length at 55°C? -(The
coefficient of linear expansion for steel is 10 x
10-6.) If the equation e = - t l) is used,
then

=(i0 x 1.0-6)x.9 x(55.-.21)

e = 0b00010 x 9.x 34

e = 0.00306

This amount,1 when added to thc original
length of the rod, Makes, the rod .9.00306 feet
lOng. (Since the temperature 'has increased, the
rod is longer by the amount .uf e. If the
'temperature had been lowered, the_ rod would
have become shorter .by a corrapondinC.
amount.)

The- inCrease in the length of the rod is

relatively small; but if the rod wereplaced where
it could not expand freely, there would be a
tremendous force exerted* due to thermal
expansion. Thus, thermal expansion must be
taken into consideration when designing.ships,
'buildings, 'and all forms of machinery.

Since the coefficient of linear expansion is
defined as the change in ,unit length, its value
-does not depend upon any particular length
unit. Its %ialue,,however, does depend upon the
size of the degree used to measure the
temperatyre change. Table 4-2 gives the value of
the. coefficient of linear yxpansion of several
substances per Celsius degree. The coefficient of
expansion per Fahrenheit degree will be just 5/9
as much.

' A practical application, for the difference in
the coefficients or linear expansion is the
thermostat. This instrument comprises two
strips of dissimilar Metal faStened together.
When the teMperature chankes, a bending takes
place due to the unequal expansion of the
metals, (fig. 4-15). Thermostats are used in
overload :relays for motors', in
temperature-sensitive switches, and in electric
ovens. (See lig. 4-16.)
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Table 4-2.Expansion coefficients
(per Celsius degree)

Substance Coefficient of
linear expansion

Ahuninum 24 x 10-6

COMPOUND
BAR

Brass

Copper

Glass

Covar

Steel

1Quartz

Zinc

20 x 10-6

14 x 10-6

4 to 9 x 10-6

4 to 9 x 10-6

10 x 10-6

0.4 x 10-6

26 x 10-6

The .coefficient of: surface or area expansion
is approximately twice the coefficient of linear
expansion. The coefficient of volume expansion
i5 approximately three times the coefficient of
Jinear expansidn. It is interesting to note that in
a plate containing a hole, the area of -the hole
eXpands at the same rate as the surrounding
material. In the case of 'a volume enclosed by a

BRASS

BEFORE HEATING
MON

Figure 4-15.CompoOnd bar.

4.

CONTACTS

TEMPERATURE
CONTROL

Figure 4-16.Thermostat.

243.19

thin solid wall, the volume expands at the same
rate as would a solid -body of the material of
whichihe walls are made.

CHANGE OF STATE

A thermometer placed in melting snow
behaves in a strange manner. The temperature of
the *snow rises, slowly until it reaches 0°C.
Provided that the mixture is stirred-constantly, it
remains at that point ntil all the snow has
changed to water; when all the snow has melted,
the tti-mperature again begins to rise. A definite
amount of heat is required to change the snow;
to water at the -same temperature. This heat is
required to change the water from crystal form
to liquid form. \.

Heat of Fusion

Eighty gram-calories of heat are required to
change 1 gram of ice at 0°C to water at 0°C. In

243.18 English units, the heat required to chance 1

pound of ice. at 32°F to water at 32°F is 144
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Btus. These values are called the HEAT OF
FUSION of water. The heat used while the ice is
melting represents.the work done to produce the
change of state. Since 80 calories are required to
change a gram of ice to water at 0°C, when a
grain of water is frozen it gives uo 80 calories.

The change from water to vapor occurs as
follows: As the water molecules take up more
and more energy from the heating source, their
kinetic energy increases. The, motion resulting
froml the high kinetic .,:mer,gy ...of the water
molecules causes a pressure which is called the

Many substances behaye_ieLy--muchlike---va
-,--Wat re-7AT a giveh pressure, they have etlqinite

heat of fusion and an exact melting point. T\here
are many materials, however, which doNcit
change froth a liquid to a solid state at phe,
temperature. Molasses, for example, becornes
thicker and thicker as thCtemperature decreases;
but there is no exact temperature at which the
change of state.occurs. Wax, celluloi , lay, and--
glass are other substances which do not change
from a liquid to a solid state at any particular
temperature. In fact, measurements or the glass
thickness at the bottom of windows in ancient
cathedrals tend to indicate that the glass is still
flowing at an extremely slow 'rate. Most types of
Solder used in electrical maintenance also tend
tàbcornennishy before melting.

Heat\ of Vaporization

Damp clothing dries mpidly under a hot
flat-iron but .,.ot 'Alder, a ,cold one. A pool of
water evaporat,!s more rapidly in the sun than in
the shade. Thus, it may be concluded that heat
has something to do with evaporation. The'

,process of changing a liquid to a vapor is similar
_to that which occurs when a solid melts.

If a-given quantity of water-is heated until it
evaporates-that is, changes to a gas (vapor)-a
much greater amount of heat is used than that
which is . necessary to raise the same amount of
water to:the boiling point. For example. several
hundred calories are required to change I gram
of Water to vapor at a given temperature. It
takes .972 Btus to change 1 pound of water at
212°F tO water vapor (steam) at 212°F. The
amount, of heat necessary for this change is
called' t he LATENT HEAT OF
VAPORIZATION of water. Over five times as
much beat is required to change a given amount
Zwater to vapor than to raise the same amount
of water from the freezing to the boiling point.

BOILING.-When water is heated, some
vapor forms before the boiling point is reached.

.0

por pressure. As the velocity of the molecules
increases, the vap-,r -pressure increases. At sea
level, atmosphent ;,,?.tssure is normally 29.92
inches of nwrcury. ie boiling pohit of a liquid
is that temperature at which the vapor

-pressUre equals the external or atmOspheric
pressuie. At normal atmospheric pressurt..sea

tbe boiling point of water is 100°C Or
212° EC 1

While the water is below the boiling point, a
numbeof molecules acquire enough kinetic
energy .to break aw4y from the liquid state into
vapor. For this reason some evaporation slowly
takes place below the 'boiling point. At the
boiling point .,or above, large numbers of
.molecules have enougenergy to change from
liquid to vapor and the evaporation takes place
muc,h more rapidly.

If the molecules of water are changing to
water vapor in an open sPace, the air currents
,carry them away quickly. In a closed container,
they rapidly become crowded and sane of them
bounce back *rinto the liquid as a result of
.collisions. Wheri as many' molecules are returning
to the liquid state as are leaving it, the vapor is
said to 'tie saturated. Experiments have shown
that saturated vapor in a closed container exerts
a pressure and has a given density at every
temperature.
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ELECTRICITY

The following discussion is intended as an
introduction only. . FOr further details
concerning specific topics, trainees are urged to
review Basic Electricity. NAVEDTRA 10086
(Series), as outlined in the following list:

I. Conductivity -chapter 2.
""). Magnetism-chapter 8.
3. Instruments-ehapter 15.
4. Generators-chapters 16 and 18.
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VOLTAGE PRODUCED
BY MAGNETISM

.

/A magnet ,has lines of force between the
poles (fig. 4-17). These lines Of force are in a
definite direction and essentially complete the
circuit of the lines of force that travel through
the metal of the magnet to the north pole of the.
Magnet. Since there is no metal for a domplete
circuit, the lines of magnetic force travel
through the air to the south pole of the magnet,
completing the circuit; Magnetic flux is the
entire quantity of magnetic lines surrounding,a
magnet. Flux in a magnetic field circuit
corresponds to current in an.,,ele_ctrical circuit,
though magnetism itself is -not a stream of
particles in motion as is a current of electricity
butis a field of force in space.

BAR MAGNET

( A

HORSESHOE MAGNET

f

, 227.19
Figure 4-17.Magnetic lines of force.

When a conductor cuts (moves across)..the
lines of force, of a magnet, a crent of
electricityiirproduced in the Conductbr. This is
falled magnetic induCtion. In -an automobile
generalor, this prin5iple is used to produce
eleetrici.ty, to fire' the spark plugs, charge the
batterY,,abd operate the electrical system. The
outSide bf the generator is an electromagnet
which has a magnetic field (dn eletromagnet is a
magnet produced by an electric current): The
ipside of Ihe generator (armature) is turned by
mechanieal,,means and cuts the magnetic lines of
force c.reatin& current. This current is earrie4
from thearmatfttrOy brushes that aFe stationary

'bUtsin contact with-the rotating commutator.
figure fl.s18 (A); the coMmutator is made

up of two solid rings. As the arthture turns,
each:wire in it moves up acrgss the magnetic

-oneinstt;T-Ind as the armature
-completeS one rey.olUtion, it then moves down
through the field ,thet;next instant,. causing the
current to floW first hone direction and then in
the opposite direction. This is alternating
current (ac). In figure 4-18 (B)the commutator
is. of -the split ring type. , so Positioned that wheri.

the wires in 'the -armature iotate within the
matinetie field only half of the produced current
is delivered. Then, instead of_ the current
changing direction as . it does :in an
alternating-current generator, it. leaves, the
direct-current zeneiator as a -steady
(nonreversing) flow of electricity or' di.FeA'
eurrent(dc).

'Some of the electric current is use& Co
retharge the lead7acid battery. The battery
consists of three or more wet cells connected
tbgether in a container. Through chemical actidn
within the baitery, ap electric Current is
produced. ThiS electricity is used to, start the
engine. After the engine is started, the generator
Supplies electricity to fire the. 3park plugs of the
gasoline engine and operate 'the electric system.
Some of the current from the generator enters
the battery in a reverse direction from the
bat tery-produced--ciarrent---a nd revemes--thc-
chemical, action within the battery so that the -.
battery can again produce enough electrical
current for the ,. needs of the engine and
associated systen'. A voltage regulator controls
the input of current from Ahe generator to the
battery so that only enough current enters the

1 1 7 .
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Figure 4-18.(A) Alternating current generator;
(13) direct-current generator commutator.

battery to comPlete the reverse chemical action
and not enough to -oyercharge the battery and
cause damage to it.

-ELECTRIC CURRENT
AND CONDUCTORS

In the early, part of this chapter, the electria
bpoe:q of an atom was explained. This will be
ised as a basis to determine how an electric
current is.carried Sy a cOnductor. -

When an electric current, as produced by. a
generitor;., is applied to an electric conductor
(such as a copper wireVelectrona in the Outer
orbits of 'the 'copper atoms are forced out of
orbit. Each electron moves a short distance to
the neighboring atom where, it replaces an

;electron of this neighboring atom by forcing it
out of its ortit. This happens tO most of the

/atoms of topper,in the end of the copper wire
where the current is induced. The replaced
electrims repeat the process to other atoms,
along the *iie until the rifovement is traqmitted
through the 'entire lengh of the wire conductor,
thereby carrYing the current the length of the

SPLIT RING
COMMUTATOR

D-C
BRUSHES

(B)

227.20

Th 5. greater the number of electrons in. a
material that can be made to move under the
application of an induced ctirrent; the *trier are

_ .1he conductive qualities of thatmaterial. Copper
wire meets this requirement while not being too
costly to produce.

.

, The protons or the =.stomS of copper do not
move to other atoms because they are extremely,
heavy cornpared to. the electrons of atoms of ,

copper. For: -example, a ,proton of the lightest-,
element,. hydroaten is approximately .1,850
times as heavy as a'.hydrogen electron. Thus,
when the.eleetric ctirrent- is induced. into the
conductor,lt is the light electron thai moves the .

current atorigthe conductor. .

An electric circuit is a complete path
- through hieh electrons can flow , from the

negative terminal of the voltage Source; thro 4

the connecting wires or conductors; through
load iz4 lbads; and backoto the positive terminaj
of the voltage source. A circuit is thits made up
of a voltage sOur..ee,,lhe' necessary connecting
conductors, and teeeifectikt load.

In cont.t tot goo& conductors such as '.
1 /.. * .

copper, sonik ,i-iatepals suc y.

ias rubber, glass,' arid-
'dry . wood have, !siier7Y j; Ifvf.-.7-tree. ejections;

therefore, ;they are ,?POOr.:4ondlictors and are
'-
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called insulators. There is no sharp division
between conductors and insulators because some
electron motion exists to some extent in all
matter. The best condubtors are used to carry
current, and the poorest conductors are used .as
insulators to prevent The current from b'eing
diverted from the conductors. ,

ELECTRICAL MEASURING
INSTRUMENTS, _

,

The basic electrical measuring instruments
are a voltmeter; in ammeter, and an ohmmeter.
A . voltmetek is used to measure the.
electromotive...force produced by a generator or
battery. The electromotive force is the force
that causes' electrons to move along a conductor
as an electric Current. For example, a 12-volV
battery, has the capability of° prodOcing 12 volts
of elearOmOtive force when' new and fully

. charged. wilt is the electromotive force which
willj !.pr1 oduce' a current , of 1' ampere when
steadilx-applied to a conductor whose resistance

An ammeter 'measures the rarte of flow of
ejectrons through a conductor: An ammeter may

,

.1 2 ti

be -used to .determine if the current flow is
correct i0 a circuit when compared to applicable

An ohmnieter 'measures the resistance of a
conductor fo the flow of electridty through it.
The ohmmeter may be. useil to determine if a
conductor/1s complete by an indication of a very
low reading Aapproaohifig zeio yesistance). A
high refistance reading may indicate an open
circuit or dirty or corroded terminal?'
connections. 0

HYDRAULICS AND PNEUMATICS

Many of the equipment's with which" the
ASM works, include systems, operated 'by
hydraulic or pneumatic pressure. Aphough he' is
not responsible for the maintenanatof hydraulic
and pneumatic systems', the ASK should be
familiar with the units of meaSure and the
terminology associated with thee &systems,
Chapter 2. of F7uid Povivr, NAVV.DTRA 16193
(SerieS), contains introductory n.aterial on these

, topics and is recommended for siudy
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CHAP(TER 5

ftUBLICATIONS, MIARS, AND DRAWINGS

:PUBLICATIONS

The ..primary' purpose of technical
publications is to aid the technician in
accomplishing assigned tasks. They are designed
to communicate Information and directions to
him in a speCific technical "langUage. They *are
prepared -bY . the manufacturer of specific

,

equipment and by the Naval Air Systems
Command: or its field- activities .in accordance
With specifications issued by NAVAIRSYSCOM.
TheY.' set forth current. authoritatiVe
infOrMation concerned wiih ....material upkeep,
Cheek; test, repair, 'and oPeration in a mannerlo,,,
provide for optimum product performance.:It is: .

extreMely important, and therefore mandatory,
that' all personnel responsible fOr the operation
and-Maintenance of ground support equipment
be thoron y familiar with these Publications
and that t y use. the inforination contained
therein in e daily execution of their technical
tasks. The technician or mechanic can no longer
properly perforin all work Without . written

,i3technical aid. Modern technology is a constantly
; changing thing: and demands continuous

referente to and use of the approved technical
publications.

Although some technical, publications of
interest to the ASM are issued by other Naval
CoMmands, such asNaval FaCilities Engineering
CoMmand and the :Naval Sea Systems

. Command, the majority are issued by the Naval
Air Systems Command. The Publications issued
by NAVAIRSYSCOM are known as aeronautic
publications and are grouped into three major
classes or groupsthose issued in the form of
technical manuals, those issued in the forn of

technical directives, and those issued in the fOrm
of engineering drawings and associated data.

When a new item of equipment is accepted
by the Navy, Manuals necessary to ensure its
proper operation and upkeep are prepared and

- made available to all activities tsing and/or
maintaining the equipment. Supplemental
inforthation and other directive-type
pubgcations that "must be issued from time to
tinie are issued in the form of fetter materials.

manual and 1,etter-type publications may, /
--Orloccasion, be properly referred to as

ièctives. Broadly speaking, any.
'4.mun1cation which initiates or governs
gtiCin, conduct, or procedures is a directive.
Another term commonly used to' identify
manual- and letter-type publications is technical
data.

120

As emphisiied throughout this manual; all.; 4.
personnel -of the ASM rating must use applicablV-:,.,
technical publications in the performance
their duties. This chaPter is devoted priMaAly to
the type of information contained in välious
technical publications relative to the operation,
servicing, and ..Anfintenance -Of support
equipment

All aeronautic ;publications, both manual-
and. 1etter7type..afe assigned a title and code
nUmber. When they are available for issue, all
publications, except Instructions and Notices,
are fisted in . the Naval Aeronautic Publications
Index,. One of the requirements for advanceMent
to ASM2 is to be able to.qe the diffeient parts
of this Index to locate and identify publications
relative. to the maintenance of support
,equipment. The contents and, use, of the Naval
Aeronautic Publications Index are discussed in
the first part of this chapter.
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NAVAL AERONAUTIC
PUBLICATIONS INDEX

A complete Naval Aeronautic Publications
Index consists of several individual publications,
each of which serves a specific purpose. They are
identified a§ follows:

Navy Stock List of Forms and Publications,
NAVSUP Publication 2002.

EquipMent Applicability List, NAVAIR
00-500A.

Aircraft Application List, NAVAIR
00-500B.

Directives Application List by Mrcraft
Configuration, NAVAIR 00-500C.

Micro fil m Cartridge Cross Reference,
NAVAIR 00-500M.

The content and purpose of each _of these
publications are discussrl in the following
paragaphs. b

Numerical Listing /

The Navy Stock List of Publications and
Forms, NAVSUP Publication 2002, has been
converted to microfiChe. With this conversion,
the format of the publication has been, changed
from' the printed paper type. The printed,
sectionalized NAVSUP 2002, wherein . the
various sponsoring commands, bureaus, offices,
etci had publieations listed in an individual
sections and wherein forms were listed in a
separate section, has been modified to a
three-section mictofiche publication as follows:

Section I is an alphabetic/numeric listing of
form numbers, publication numbers; hull
numbers, and elec ronic model numbers.

Section II i an alphabetic listing of
publications and f trns bystitle-/ndinenclature.

Section III- is a 'numeric listing of
publications and forms by National Stock
Number (NSN) fo lowed by NAVAIRSYSCOM
technical directives

Publications 4nd forMs arq sequenced
together. This news microfiche edition is issued
quarterly in Fe ruary, May, -August, and
November. Each edition reflects all current ,and
available cognizance symbol I , and ' II
publications and foilms.

The .microfichcl cards that make up the
NAVSUP 2002 are, accompanied by a printed

t.

)21

paper type of introduction. ,This introduction is
not reissued with each quarterly edition of the
microfiche cards but is distributed separately
and treated as an individual publication. The
introduction to the NAVSUP 2002 contains the

.

I. Requisition instruction for forms and
publications.

2. Listings of prefixes and codes used 'to
identify the various type§ of publications.

3. Standard abbreviations.
4. Identification aids and detail instructions

for requisitioning commercial books and
publications sponsored by the other service
branches and other U. S. Go.verrment
departments, bureaus, etc.

5. Other detailed information pertaining to
the requisitioning of printed material.

EquiPment Applicability.
List

) Basically, the Equipment Applicability List,
NAVAIR 00-500A, is a. cross-reference index
listing of NAVAIR manual-type publication's
according to model/type part number. Since this
ifidex contains several thousand entries, one
document would be very cumbersome to use.
For this reason, the Index is divided into several
volumes. At the time of this writing, there are
seven volumes. Each of the first six volumes
.containg 400 pages, and Volume 7 contains the
remaining entries. With the exception of several
small_sections in the first part-of Volume 1, the
Equipment Applicability List is one continuous
indpx of Model/type part numbers listed in strict
alphanumerical sequence. In addition to an
Introduction, the other sections in the first part
of Volume I pertain primarily to manuals for
aircraft, weapons systems, and aircraft engines.
Therefore, the publication numbers are listed
according to aircraft, aircraft engine, and
weapons system designation. Of these sections,
the one pertaining to Allowance Lists is most
importaat to the ASM. Allowance Lists are
discussed later in this chapter.

The format of the alphanumeribal listing is
illustrated in figure Specific examples of
model/typc part numbers pertairing to suppol t
equipment were selected to illustrate some, of
the various codes and abbreviated statements
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(1) MODEL/TYPE PART NO. VENDOR 'NOMENCLATURE ' NEXT HIGHER ASSEMBLY SUPPL
(2) TECH DATA NO. TYPE TECH DATA STK NO. AV SC

AER046A 98296 WEAPONS LOADER

REMARKS SUPPL PART NO. 'DATA

(4) 19-15BE-3 05 0819-008-9000
(5) 19-600-65-6-1 37. 0819-042-',000

(6) AHT63 82386 HYD TEST STAND EQUAL TO 64A99E1'
(7) , 17-15BF-39 15 0817-057-6000 A

(§) 17-600-23-6-1 37.' 0817-110-8500 A
(9) 17-600-23-6-4 37 0817-110-9000 A

.

,

(10) AN6295-1 .,99999 REGULATOR
(11) 03-10ABC-504 10 0803-152-5000 A
(12) 03-30E1E-501 10 0803-360-2000 A

(13) A840-0031 82386 TEST STAND EQUAL TO AHT63
(14) 17-15BF-39 15 0817-05776000 A

(15) B007 36659 PLATFORM SERWCING SUPS CONN: 918104-1
(16), 19-15-21 12 0819-001-2000 A

(17) K54402 88276 DOLLY
(18) 19-15A-41 04
(19) 378282 70210 GAS TURBINE PLUMBING
(20) 19-1056-15 10 '08197035-4500 A

(21) 569180 55168 FILTER ASSY
(22), UNDER REVIEW

(23)

(24)

-(25)

63A109J1 99999 ULTRASONIC GLEANER
UNDER PROCUREMENT 15

44-A0i1 82386 TEST-STAND EQUAL TO A840-0031
(26) 17-15BF-39 15 0817-057-6000

"(27) 682570-1. 99193 REFR/GERATION UNIT 378782
(28) 19-1056-15 10 0819-035-4500 A

(29) 918104-1 36659 PLATFORM SERVICING SUPSD COMPL BY 6007

(30) 19-15-21 12 )819-00172000 A

NOTE: The sequential line numbers--(1), (2), (3),
purposes only.

- I

etc.--in the left margin are fOr explanation

Figure 5-1.Format of Equipment Applicability List, NAVAIR 00-500A.

used throughout the Index. These entries are
discussed in the following paragrarihs. A
complete list with explanations of all codes and
statements used in the Index is contained in the
Introduction, located in the first part of Volume
1. This Introduction also contains other valuable
information concerning the use of the Index. It
is important that all users of this Index
thoroughly study this section and become
familiar with its contents.

° 225.5

NOTE: It must be emphasized that the
entries in figure 5-1 were selected to illustrate
the format and use of . the Equipment
Applicability List. Although the information
concerning these entries was current at the time
of this writing, all or any part of ifis subject to
change from time to time. Therefore, the latest
edition and supplement (discussed later) of the
Equipment Applicability Lift must be consulted
in all cases.
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The column headings of the Equipment
Applicability List consist ot tvio lines. (See lines
(1) and (2) of figure 5-1.) Line '',1) pertains:to
information about the ',specific item of
equipment. Tbis information is listed under the
appropriate headings in the line corresponding
to the model/type part number, as s
lines (3), (6)110), (13), etc. eadings in
line (2) pertain to the status p publications for
each model/type part num r. This information
iilisted on a line, or lines, under the information
concerning the model/type Part numbei. For
example, the-information listed in lines (4) and
(5) corresponds tO the headings in line (-2) and
pertains to the publications :for the AER046A
Weapons Loader listed in line (3):

The type of informatirni listed under each
. column heading is discdised in the following;
paragraphs.

MODEL/TYPE PART NO.The identifying
'number of the specific item of equipment Or
system is liited in this column. Some items of
equipment-are identified by more than one part
number. In these leases, all of the identifying
numbers are liSted with each number in '
alphanumerical sequence'. .FOr eXample, the
numbers listed in this dolumn On lines (6), (13),
and (25) are different numbers for the same
hydraulic test stand. AHT63 is the model

0 number, A840-0031 is the manufacturer's part
nuMber, and 64A99E1 is the Navy part number.

VENDOR.--:The appropriate five-digit code
which identifies the; contractor or government
agency that manufactured the item of

, equipment is listed in this column. Cataloging
Handbooks H4-1 'and H4-2 should he referred to
for the interpretation of these codes. If a vendor
code js not firmlY established at the time the
item of equipment is listed in. the Index, the

,_;,,,code 99999 is inserted. (See lines (10) and (23)
figure 5-1.) As these vender codes are

established, appropriate changes will be made in
subsequent issues of this Index.

NOMENCLATURE.A brief description of
the item- ofdequipment is listed in this column.
The examples (WEAPONS 'LOADER, HYD
TEST STAND, etc.) illustrated in figure 5-1 are
typical of the descriptions usecl,throughout the
'Index.

.. NEXT HIGHER ASSEMBLY.In some
cases, technical manuals are not required for a
specific itch.' of equipment beeause the
necessary information is, or will be, included in
the technical manual(s) for the next higher
assembly. In these instances, the model/type
part number of the:next higher assembly is listed
in this column. For example, the required
intormation for the Refrigeratibn Unit listed in
line (27) of fig4re 5-1 is included in the

,publication for the Gas Turbine Plumbing listed
_in line (19). As illustrated in line (27), the part

number (378782) of the Gas Turbine Plumbing
is -listqd in the NEXT HIGHER ASSEMBLY
column.

-
SUPPL REMARKS (Supplemental

Remarks).An entry is included in this column
if the. number Jisted under the MODEL/TYPE
PART NO, is supplemented with -other part-
number information. The descriptivestatements
'EQUAL TO in lines (6), (13), and '(25), SUPS
COMPL (supersedes completely) in line (15),
and SUPSD COMPL, BY (superseded completely
by.)' in line (29) are examples of the entries listed
in this column. Other &Miles sometimes listed in
this column are INTERCHANGEABLE, SUPSD
PART BY (superseded partially by), and SUPS
PART (supersedes partially).

SUPPI: PART O. DATA (Supplemental
Part Number Data).-A 'part number listed in

vthis coluinh is associated with the stetement
listed in the "J§UPPb REMARKS column.
Examples of this type entry are illustrated in
lines (6), (13), (15), (25), and (29). Refer to the
numbers listed in this column on lines (6), (13);
and (25). As explained previously, theqe are .
different numbers for the same hydraulic test
stand.' Although there are three different
numbers, only one is listed in each space. It
should be noted, however, that regardless of
which nuinber the -user of the Equipment
Applicability List looks up first, he will be
directed systematically through all three part
numbers. For example, assume that the only

.nu,mber an ASM has available for this hydraulic
test stihd is 64A99E1. When he locates, this
number in the Index, he is referred to part
nuihber -A840-0031. By locating this number, hf
is referred to AHT63. When he locates AHT63
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he is referred again to the original part number,
64A99E1. This type of arrangement is 'used'
Throughout the Equipment Applicability List
when two or more numbers are listed for the.
same item of equipment.

TECH DATA NO. (Technical Data
Number).The applicable current technical
manual and all propOsed technical manuals
(those which have been numbered but have not,
been Tublished) are listed in this column. The
technical manuals are listed)by code number as
illuglrated. by all entries in this column of figure
5-1 With' the exceptions on lines (22) and (24).
(The numbering system (code numbers) for ,
technical manuals is- discussed later in this
chapter.) If the technical manual numbers- have,---
not been assigned, or it has not been determined
if technical: maAuals will be procured, or if
coverage will not/be contained in a. NAVAIR
technical manual, a qualifying statement is
entered in this column. For example: the
statement UNDER REVIEW, in line (22) means
that the part number has been submitted to the
Naval Xr Technical Services Facility (NATSF)
for pdtsible action, but no decision hai been
made prior ,to the date of the current issue of
the. Index: The statement, UNDER
PROCUREMENT, listed in fine (24) indicates
that publications are being procured for this
item of equipment but the publication numbers
have not been assigned. The Introduction in the
first part of Vblume 1 of the Index, should be
consulted for explanations cf other qualifying
statements used in this colur n.

TYPE.A code, which cogesponds to the"
type of technical manual, is listed in this
column. For example, the number 05 in line (4)
is the code for Operation and Service.
Instructiong Manuals, and the number 37 in line
(5) is the code for Maintenance Requirements
Cards for Ground Support. Since the use of
these particular Codes is limited to the
Equipment Applicability List, a complete list of
The different types of manuals and their
corresponding codes is listed in the Introduction
in Volume 1. The different types of technical
manuals applicable to the maintenance of
support equipment are discussed later in this
chapter.

TECH DATA STK NO. .(Technical Data
Stock Number.The National Stock NuMber for
ordering the publication is listed in this colunan.

AV (Availability Code).--The letter "A"' in
this, column indicates the technical manual is
available and may be requisitioned from the
supply system :by using the applicable stock
number. Before ordering, the Numerical Index,
NAVSUP 2002 microfiche, and its latest
supplement should be checked for the complete
publication title, date, and requisition restriction
code. A blank space in this column indicates the
technical manual is not available as of the date_
of the current Index and no attempt should be
made to order this manual from the supply
system.

SC (Se c u rity Classification). Technical
manuals liited are unClassified unless the letter C
(Confidential).or the letter S(Secret) is listed in
this space. .

Aircraft Application
List

The Aircraft Application List, NAVAIR
00-500B, contains a listing of Naval Air Systems
Command technical manuals grouped according
to their application to an aircraft. The aircraft
are arranged by model number and are grouped
in series according tos,2their Mission (Attack
Series, Cargo/Transport,:.= Series, F,Ighter Series,
etc.): The applicable technical manual are listed
by cOde number under each model of aircraft,
The manuals are grouped ,in numerical sequence
according to the General Classification numbers
listed in table 5,1. The groups include the 00,
01, 02, 03, 05, 11, 13, 08 & 16, 1-7, & 18, and
19 series. Groups 00 (Allowance Lists), 17 & 18
(Machinery, Tool, and Test Equipment), and 19
(Ground Servicing and Automotive Equipment)
are of most interest to the ASM.

The Aircraft Application List is especially
useful for determining what manuals are
available for a particular model aircraft. A listing
of basic numbering cntegories is provided in the
first few pages of tit!. list. This listing may be
used ...in determining the general type of
equipment covered in the publication: For
deterthining the specific item of equipment
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" Table 54.Genaral subject classification numbers for
manual-type publicatons

rGeneral . . ... . . ..1 ......... 00
Aircraft_:4 _, ,._, 01
Pbwerplants 02
Accessories I 03
Aircraft Hardware and Rubber Material . . . 04
Instruments 05
Fuels, tabricants, and-Gases 96Dopes and Paints
Electronics (0708

I. (also! 16)
Instructional Equi merit- and Training Aids . 09

(also 01 and 28)
Photography I 10
Aviation Armanielt 11
Fuel and Oil Rancing Equipment 1 12
Parachute and Pe sonal :

Survival Equipment 13
Hangar and Flying Field Equipment 14
Standard PreservatiOa and

Packagingf. stnictfons 15
Electronics .1 16

t (also 08)
Madhinery, Tools,,and, Test.EquIpirient... . 17

(also 18)
GrOund Servicing and

Automotive EquipMent 19
(also 08, 20, and 14)

Descriptive Data Sheets for
Aviation Support Equipment . . 20

Cheinical Equipment 24
Meteorology DCNO (AIR) 50
Ship Installations 51-

coVered by n publication and the title bf the
publication, reference should be made to

-Section 1 of NAVSUP 2002.

Directives, Application-
List _

7

Basically, the Directives Applicgation List by
Aircraft Configuration, NAVAIR 00-500C, is a
listing of the active Naval Air Systems Command
letter type technical directives (Bulletins and
Changes) with respect to their applicability to an_
aircraft. It serves the same purpose for
letter-type technical di' A as Aircraft

-;

-Application .1,,ist does for technical manuals. The
applicable techn41 directives are listed, by
number, under_ each_configuration of aircraft
moa el. (NOTE: Configuration refers to

. modifications made to a basic aircraft model.
For instance, A4A, A4B, TA4F, etc., are all
different configurations of the A4 , aircraft
model.)

The directives are also grouped according to
type under each configuration of aircraft model.
The types .of directives consist of Airframe
Bulletins and Changes, Accessory Bulletins and
Changes, etc. Among these types are Support
Equipmeio Bulletins and Changes. As indicated,'
these Support equipment directives are applicable
to specific aircraft configuration(s). Such direc-
fives may involve the modification of the aircraft
to acCommodate certain test or other type 'sup-
port equipment, the modification of an item of
support equipment for a partipular configuration
of aircraft model, or the modifitation of an item
of special support equipment for a particular
aircraft configuration.

A "Genetal" Series is included in the last
part of NAVAIR 00-500C. This section consists
of -those technical directives which are not
limited :to any specific aircraft but may be
pertinent to eqi ipment used in conjunction with
all or, at least, everal aircraft models. Like the
preceding sectietts of this Index, the listings oft
directives in th_ General section are grouped
according to fVpe. Included are listings .of?
Support Equiprpent Bulletins and Changes. AS
indicated previdusly, these directives are of a
general nature and often involve improvement in
performance, reliability,, and/or Safety of the
specific item of equipment. For example,
Support Equipment Change 1487 is listed in this
section. This directiye pertains to the: NHS
Hydraulic Power Supply ,Cart and involves
modifications to improve reliability, and decrease
service maintenance on this item ol equipment.

125

,. -NOTE: Bulletins ;and Changes are discussed
in more detail later in this chapter.

Microfilm Cartridge Cross
Reference

The MiProfilm Cartridge Cross Reference,,
NAVAIR 00.-500M, is prepared in two- parts:

130.
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Part 1 is a listing of NAVAIRSYSCOM
Puulications to the microfilm cartridge number.
All of the publications listed have not been
officially issued in microfilm cartridges. Part II is
a listing of Maintenance Information Automated
Retrieval System (MIARS) cartridge numbers
and their latest film dates. Cartridge numbers
pot containing a film date are not available fOr
issue. These cartridges will be available in the
near future.

Updating the Index

As indicated by the previous discussions, the
different Lists of the Naval Aeronautic
Publications Index provide. 'various
cross-reference lists whereby technicidns and
mechanics can locate and identify available
technical publications applicable to specific
items of equipment. The Index has undergone
many 'changes to improve this system of
indexing technical publications. Although the
Equipment Applicability List, NAVAIR
00-500A, has been a vital part of the Index for
several years, it has recently undergone a major
revision which is reflected in the previous
discussion. The listing of each change to'
manual-type publications separately under
different stock numbers is a recent change to

"Part C of the Numerical Index. Explanations of
such changes are included in the introductory
pages of the affected List. Therefore, when new
issues of the lists are received, the introductory
pages should be checked thoroughly for any
changes that may have been incorporated.-

The publications listed in -the Index
continually change. New ecibipment requires
new publications. Old -andobsolete equipment is
retired and the applicable publications are
canceled. Changes to equipment require
additional publications and/or changes and
revisions to 'existing publications. Therefore,
some means must be .provided to update the
NA val Aeronautic Publications Index. To
accomplish this, each List of the Index is
updated at regular intervals by the issuance of a
new List. In addition, some of the Lists are kept
current by the periodic issuance of supplements
between . issues of the complete List. The
methods used to update each List aie discussed
in the following paragraphs.

NOTE: The following information
concerning the dates 'and intervals for the
issuance of new Lists and supplements was
current at the time of this writing. However,
these-dates and intervals have changed from time
to time in the past. Therefore, the introductory
pages of each new basic List and supplement
should be checked for any changes of these
dates and intervals.

The equipment Applicability List, NAVAIR
00-300A, is issued annually and supplemented
bimonthly. It lists aircraft components, related
equipntent by model, type, and part number in
alphabetical and numerical sequence with the
applicable publication shown in the appropriate
columns.

. The Aircraft Application List, NAVAIR
00-5003, is issued annually with no
supplements. It lists aeronautical manual
publications with respect to their application to
specific aircraft. It also lists technical manuals
dealing with electronics, armament, instruments,
powerplants, etc.

-The Directives Application List, NAYA1R
00-500C, is issued annually with no
supplements. It lists active NAVAIR letter-type
technical directives with respect to their
applicability to a specific aircraft, and a general
'category listing ,of directives that apply to'all,
aircraft or ground support equipment.

. The Microfilm Cartridge Cross Reference
NAVAIR 00-500M is issued annually with
bimonthly revisions and is prepared in'two parts.'
Part -I is a listing of NAVA1RSYSCOM
publicatiuns to microfilm cartridge number. Part
II is a listing MIARS cartridge numbers and
their latest film dates.

PUBLICATIONS NUMBERING
SYSTEM

1 /6

131

Code numbers are assigned to all
publications in order that they may be.
identified, indexea, and iikd. A knowledge of
the nuMbering systems will enable thc ASM to
locate any desired informatiOn with a minimum -
of effort. A brief explanation or the coding of
publications listed in the Index is presented in
the following paragr'aphs.

;fr
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Tetile 5-2.Subject breakdovin of series 17 and 19
manual type publications

Manuats :

Code numbers asigned to manuals consist of
a; prefix and a series of three parts. All
manual-type publications are listed' in the Index

, with the prefix NA: Thjs is the shortened form
for NAVAIR and identifies those publications.
oriemated by the Naval Air Systems Command.
However, ths prefix NW appears xm some of the
older publications. This is the shortened form
for NAVWEPS and indicates those publications
oriemated by the Bureau of Naval Weapons

. before , it was absorbed into the Naval Air
Systems Command. When these publications are
revised the prefix will berhanged to NA.

The three parts 'Which make up ',le
remaining portions of the number indicatv/the
folloWing:

; Part I a two-digit number that indicates
the general subject classification- of the
equipment covered by the'pUblicatiOn. Table 5-1
lists the general sUbjecf 'categories, anil the

.1ppropriate Iwo-digit numbers:
Part II .of, the publication code number

consists of numbers and/or numbers Ind letters
and indicates the specific class, group, type, or
model and manufacturer of the equipment. The
subject breakdowns of the 17 and 19 series are
listed in table 5-2.

Part III consists of a number or numbers
which designate' a specific man'ual. For some
Manna's, this humber designates a specific type
of manual; however, for those pertaining to
support equipment, this part is assigned in
numerical sequence and has no reference to the

of manual.
Figure 5-2 illustrates the- identification and

decoding of a complete mantol cpublication

17 Series - M4ehinery, Tools,
and Test Equipment.

17-1 . . . . Shop and .Warehouse Machinery,
. Tools Ind Test Equipment General.

. . Shop and Warehouse Machinery,
- Powered Tools and Equipment.

. . . Shop and Warehouse Machineiy,
Powered Tools and Equipment.

....Laboratory .and Shop Test and In-
spection Equipment. .

. . . Instrisment Calibration Procedures.

. . Measurement System Operation." Procedures.
17-30 . Cross-C4eck Procedures.
17-35 . . . . Miscelladeous Calibration

Public ailons .
17-600 . . Ground Siipport Maintenance. Re-

quirements, Ca3ds.

17.-5 .

17-10 .

17-15 .

1740.
17-25 .

19 Series - Ground SerVicing add
Automotive Equipment.

19-1 . . . General.
19-5 . . . . Oxygen Equipment:
19-10. . Airfield Lighting Equipment.
19-15 . . Platforms and Scaffolds..
19-20 . . . . Portable ShOP Equipment.
19-25. . . . Fire Trucks, Miscellaneous Trucks

and Trailers:
, 19-30 Field Starters (Mobile).

19-35 . . . Air Compressors (other, than for
Powerplants).

19.-40.. . .:TractOrs and'Aircraft TOWing.
. 19-45. . Mobile Electric Power Plants.

19-50 . Generators Jor Other Than Power
. Planté.

I ')-60 . . . Portable Heaters and Coolers.
19-70.. Aircraft Hydraulic Jacks.

. . . Generator Skld or Trailer !Mounted
. (Gas Nitrogen).

19-80. . . :Motorized Mateiial Handling

number.
.

Letter Type Directifes

There are two numbering systeins used to 19«105 . .
identify': letter type directives pertaining to'
support equipment. They are as follows: 19-110A .

;19-600 . .

1. Numbered in consecutive order
accarding to specific ,application. For example,
Support EquipInFrit Change .590 is the 590th
change, that has beee issued pertaining to
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1.32.

EquipMent.
. Gas Turbine Compressors and/or

Power tnits hd Enclosures., .

Blower, Gasoline Driven.
Ground,Support Maintenance

Requirements Cards.
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...

Prefix Part I Part II Part.III ?

I

1 t
%

t

I ',I 1;1.
NA , . 19 - 110_ - 4

; T.' r r T
A NAVAIRSYS024 publication ..1 I

I 4

A
pertaining to Ground Servicing 1

and Automotive.Equipment J

This particular grouP is
Blower, Gasol.ine twiven.-----------------:-.,7 J
This number is the assignment code
for a specific model blower .J

226.2,

Figure 5-2.--ldentifiaitriiiiiiid decOding of manbal
publication code number.

support equipment. The changes pertaining to
all support equipment are grouped together and

' numbered in sequence. Bulletins are numbered
-in the same way; however, those pertaiding to
specific items of auxiliary power servicing
equipment are numbered separately by each
item of equipment.

2.- Numbered in consecutive order
according to subject matter. This method covers
all Naval Air Systems Command Instructions
an d No t ic e s. An example is NAVAIR
Instruction 10340.1. The number . 10340
indicates the general subject of the instruction,
and the .1 indicates it is the first instruction
issued by the Naval Air -Systems Command on
that particular subject. Notices carry the general
subject number only, and do not carry a point
number (i.e., .1).

NOTE: Instructions and Notices are not
. listed in- the Naval Aeronautic Publications

Index.

SECURITY OF CLASSIFIED
PUBLICATIONS

The Department of the Navy Inforniation..
Security Program Regulation, OPNAV
Instruction 551.0.1 (Series), issued by the Chief

'of Naval Operations, is "the basic security
directive relating to safeguarding classified
information. Its provisions apply to all military

and civilian personnel and all activities of the
Naval Establishment.

The manual contains detailed instructions
for classifying; marking, and handling classified
information, and for access to an authorized
disclosu're of the information.

The ASM from time to time, has occasion to
use classified publications relating to the
performance of his work. Before he accepts
such pubfications -he' must be: cleared to ,the
appropriate degree to handle this classified
matter. It is then mandatory that he have a
knowledge of and abide by the instructions in
'the Security Manual pertaining .to handling
classified material.

. Publications listed, in the Numerical Listing
of the NAVSUP Publication 2002 are
unclassified unless otherwise marked "1"
(confidential) or "4" (secret) in the column
headed "PS" :(phySical security). Classified
publications liited in the Equipment
Applicability List, NAVAIR 00-500A, are
iilentified by the letter "C (confidential) or the
letter S (secret) in the column headed "SC"

, (security classification). Classified publications
.are identified in the same manner in the
supplement to the respective Lists.
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PROCUREMENT OF
PUBLICATIONS

There are fOurr'main methods of procuring
publications relating to the operation and
-maintenance of ground support equipment.

'The first method is initial outfitting: The
Naval Air Technical Service Facility (NATSF)
automatically provides the prospective
commanding officer of a newly cominissioned or
reactivated 'ship, station, a activity an outfitting
of general aeronatuic publications.

Specific pUblications obtained °under
Aeronautid Technical Publications Ontfitting
Allowance constitutet, another prime- source of
publicatiOns. Initial distribution is provided bY
NATSF to a newly comthissioned or reactivated
activity. When support activities change mission
of aircraft, support equipment requirements
often change. Such changes may require a
different set of publications. Upon such a
change, an AerOnautic Technical publications
Outfittihg Allowance, applicable' to' the model
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designation of the aircraft and eqUipment
involved, may be obtained by letter request
from the commanding officer to. NATSF.

The third source of pUblications is through
inclusion in automatic- distribution lists. The
NATSY normally Provides for the issue of
certain future issues of new and revised
publications 'directly to affected activities.
Activities desiring to receive future issues of new
and revised publications must submit a "Mailing
List Request for Aeronautic Publications"
(currently Form NAVAIR 5605/3) 4o ttie
Commanding Offker, NATSF. Personnel of the
support equipment work center desiring to
receive particular issues, reissues, and revisions
of publications should make their requirements
known to thee technical library'so that they may
be included on the next submission of Form
5605/3.

The fourth method of procuring
publications is by ordering individual
publications direct. Manual-type publications
must be ordered on a Single Line Item
Requisitioning System Document (DD Form.--
1348 or DD Form 1348m). Technical letter-type
publications Inust be ordered on DD Form
.1149. The use of any of these three forms will
not result in being placecLon-the disiribution list
to receive future issues or revisions of
publications ordered.

\MANUAL-TYPE
\ PUBLICATIONS

\ \As shown in table 51, maniials are published
\ in number of different subject categories:
\rhos of special interest to the. ASM are the
Generà Manuals \ thp series) and Support'
EuipnInt Manuals\ (1\7\ and 19 series). Certain
mar ual in other series \may be used
OCcsoflaUy ; but those liAed heic are of special
impotlanc tO the Aviation\suppOrt EquiPment

\Technician.
\

Gen al Manuals
(00 Seqes)\ .\

As cliCatecl bY the title; this\s:ries of
manuals intlues informatiOn of intere t to. all
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naval aviation personnel. Included are three
parts of the Naval Aeronautic Publications Index
(00-500A, 00-500B, 00-500C described
previously), NAVAIR Outfitting Lists and
Allowance Lists, and Aviation Training
Literature.

4 OUTFITTING LISTS AND ALLOWANCE
LISTS, (00-35Q SERIES).Aircraft maintenance
supptirt and repair parts for aircraft maintenance
repair 'and listed in NAVAIR Initial Outfitting
Lists and Allowance Lists. The equiPmsnt and
parts listed in these publications arc made
available to aircraft operating and maintenance
activities in accordance with assigned
operational and maintenante responsibilities
through appropriate applications-of AllowanCe
Lists and Outfitting Lists7.____

The Aeronautical,Allowance Lists Program is
designed to cover-the various types of aircraft
support equipment and repair parts considered
to berequired by maintenance activities.

Repair parts, nuts, bolts, etc. are included in
the publications identified as Initial Outfitting
Lists. Maintenance support equipment items
such as test stands, aircraft jacks, lubricating
guns, wrenches, drills, conipass testers, and
voltmeters are included in publications°
identified as Allowanea Lists.

These 'Lists are identified by Sections-.
Certain sections 'such as H and K are issued as
individual publications. Others-such as B, R, and
Z -appear as a series of publications, each of
which is applicable to a specific model of
equipment, model or aircraft, .or type of
activity.

The ASM should be esPecially familfar with
the following sections:

Section G Allowance List, Gf.tiieral_Support
-Equipment. This section lists qneial hindtools,
consumable support equipment, and installed
shop equipment.

-Section K, Allowance List for Naval
Aeronautic Publications and Forms.

Section Z Initial Outfitting List.:,;. These list
peculiar repair parts for mobile electric
powerplants, precision measuring equipment,
and peculiar and common _ground support
equipment.
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Allowance Lists and Outfitting Lists, in
corljunetion with the IMRLs (explained later in
this chapter), consist of listings of the
equipment and material (both expendable and
adcountable) necessary to place and maintain
activities of thc aeronautical prganization in a
m a t epri al re a diness condition. Allowances
contained in these Lists are based on known or
estimated requirements and on available usage
data,.

All Allowance List and Outfitting.List code
numbers include NA as a prefix (discussed
previously) followed with 00-35Q plus the
section identification letter and a dash riumber
to identify, a particular section or series. For
example-, a section Z Initial Outfittiog List
which contains a listing of .spare part's 'lb?
hydraulic test -stands is numbered NA -0035
QZ-39.

A program closely related to the Allowance
Lists and Outfitting Lists, is the Aircraft
Maintenance Material Readiness List (AMMRL).
This program provides for the, development of
data and documentatiron' needed to determine
and establish firm support equipment .
requirements and inventory cOntrol of aircraft
maintenance- support equipment. Within- the
AMMRL there are material readiness lists, Ahich
are disinsed in the following paragraphs.

The Application Data. MaterW geadiness
List (ADMRL) is used to specify the

-requirements for each item Of aircraft
maintenance support equipment against each
levet of maintenance and selected ranges of each
aircraft, engine, propceller, arid system for which
_each item is needed. The initial ADMRL is
establighed by NAVAIRSYSCOM. Through the
.use of data processing machines this data is used
to develop Individual Material Readiness Lists.

The Individual Material Readiness List
(IMRL) specifies items and quantities of ground
s u p port equipment required for material
readiness of the aircraft maintenance activity to,
which the list_Applies. The list applies to an
activity by name. The Naval Air Systems
Command Representative is responsible for the
preparation of the IMRL for each activity in his
cognizant area. It is prepared by extracting from
the ADMRL those applicable portions which
pertain to the specific aircraft and maintPnance

material assignments of the activity for which .
the list is developed.

The IMRL should be reviewed-cuff-wally and
updated by each activity to supicort current and
anticipated. changes in ground support
,equipment requirements. Becaup the IMRL is
continually reviewed and updated and approved
by the cognizant ,command, it is the -firm
mar\rlatory material readiness list of the activity
to Which the list applies.f

'TRAINING LITERATURE (G0-80
SERIES).This, series of publicatiOns is issued
by authority of the Deputy Chief . Naval
Operations (Air). Included are various Air Safety
Pamphlets and General KViation Training
-Publicafions. For example, NA 00-80T-96,
,Ktrcraft Support Equipment, General Handling
and SafetY Manual, is -one of the _training
manuals in this series.

Support Equipment Manuals
R7 and 19 Series)

The 17 and 19 series of aeronautic technical_
manuals cover most types of support equipment.
The manufacturer of cach item of support
equipment is 'required to furnish adequate
instructions for operating the equipment and
maintainmg it throughout its service llfe. These
manuals are prepared by the manufacturer and

. are issued under the'authority of the Naval Air
Systems Comnfand. They are then official Navy
publications

Support_ equipment manuals' 'Contain
descriptive' data; detailed instruction , for
Operation, servicing, 'inspection', maintenance,
repair, and' overhaul; and illustrated--parts lists.
All available support 'eqhipment manuals are
lited, in the appropriate parts of the Naval
Aeronautic Publications Index. NAVAIR
00-500A lists dvailable manuals in reference to
the model, type, and/or part .number of the
equipment. All available support equipment
manuals are listed in numerical order (by Vie
publication number). in NAVSUP 2002. tin.
addition; support-equipment manuals 'are listed
(by Publication rtumber only) in NAVAIR
`00-500f3 in reSpect to' their application \to ,each
model and configuration of aircraft
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If an .1*--ein, of support eiluipmentis relatively .

simple; all the necessary instructions may rhe''.:
..: co .ained-in-a single. manual. An example is-lq.k.

19-1-60, Operation, Service,. and Overhaul'
Instructions with Illustrated' Parts Breakde;
for the Aircraft . _Universal Towbar Assem bly.

14Ore compjex equipment may. require two or
more manuals. For example, one manual may

.. contain operation; service, and repair
instructions,. while .The parts ,breakdown is
contained in a separalCmantial.. ..

Regardless of the number Of manuals used to
contain these instructions, the terms Operation,
Service, and Repair (or Overhaul) are usually
used in the title of 'thiese instructions. However;
some of the.newer models Of equipment arc
provided With manuals for different levels .of
maintenance, hi \this. ease; the manuals are titled
MaintenailiT Instructions, Organizational Lc)iel;
Maintenance Instr.iclions, Intermediite Level;
and, if rcqvired, Mailitenance instiructions,

\6\ epot Level.
: . ,

OPERATION AND SSRVICE
1 STRUCTION&-Although sometimes issued--
as seParate manuals; 'Operation-and -Service
int1cctions for eachitem -of suppôrt equipment
aku ually ;Oombined into one manual,.and,.as
prévio sly stated, are often combined with other
instructionsoand the parts breakdown. Operation

. and, Se : *ce Instructions indude information. .
--- neceisary for Organizational ifvel maintena

Opera ion. and .Service-InstruUtiOns-Manuals
are divided 'into Sections. The manuals vary as to

Thcontent and number of sections. e following
is A descript on of the. seetions of a typical
manual.. .

The first section usually contains
'an

6
ihtroduction anà description of the equipment.

-.Thit includes a general description and purpose
of the item of equipmept and briefidescriptions
of the major cornponents. This section also
Usually contains a taile of specifications:These'
specifications include\ such information as the.
weight and overall din*nsions of the equipment;
capacities of the'. fuel, Oil, and cooling systems;
the manufacturer, model, and type; and leading
particulars of the engine, fuel system
components; electrical systems components,

'Iransrnissions, eta.
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In some manUals sebtion II contains a list of
Special- tools required for the operation and
service of the' equipment.

The next section gives information
pertaining to the preparation of the unit for use.
Instructions necessary for unpacking and
aisembling the Unit are covered in this section.
This section -also includes any adjustments and
inspections that must be made and any safety
precautions that must be observed before the
unit is operated. Some manufacturers include in
this section information concerning the
preparation of the unit for storage and
shipment.

The next section gives edmplete and detailed
operating proctdures for the equipment: Such
information as the4rinciPlei of ,operation,. the
prpose and use of the operating controls, and
he purPose and use_ of the indicating

instruments:are included in this section. Normal
operating pressures !and temperatures are also
elven. Safety precatitions. n -the form of
WARNINGS and CAUTIONS are inserted irrthe
appropriate parts of .the- text. These same
methods of presenting- safety precautions are
used. in all support equipment instructions'
manuals. _

' The service instiuctions are -Contained in the
next section. These instructions pertain to
periodic inspections, maintenance, . and
lubrication. Charts or table are usually used to
indicate the inspection int rval of systems and.
components. (Periodic inspections of most
support equipment are performed in accordance
with Maintenance Requirements Cards which are
used in conjunction with ,the information
contained in this section.) The specifications for
oil, fuel, lubricants, etc., are included in this
section. Diagrams, ;showing the places to be
lubridated, are also' included. In some manuals,
troubleshooting charts are included in thiS
section. Other, Manuals contain an additional
section for these charts:

The Operatign and Service Instructions, as
well as the .Other parts of supPort, equipment
.manuals, usuallycontain illustrations to clarify
the text. The illustrations provided in support
equipment manuals are similar: to those
presented in .this training manual; a wide variety
of 'graphic presentations is utilized. These
include pictorial drawings (isometric -drawings
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and, reproductions of photographs),
orthographic drawings, and `schematic and-block
diagrams. Co. lations Of these drawings and
diagrams are 4. ,ied in some illustrations.

, -

NOTE: lot detailed information concerning
different ,,pes of drawings and diagrams,

'including the definitions of terms used in
conjunction with these graphic presentations,
refer to Blueprint Reading and Sketching.
NavPers 10077 (Series) which also illustrates
many of the different symbols used on diagrams.

REPAIR OR OVERH UL
INSTRUCTIONS.Information pertaining to
intermediate level maintenance of support
equipment is usually issued as Repair or
Overhaul Instructions. In some manuals this
information is titled Maintenance Instructions
and covers the repair and/or overhaul of the
equipment.

The title, of this type manual or section of
the manual, depends . upon the type of
maintenance that must. be performed on the
equipment. Smile equipment simply, requires
repair and replacement of defective parts.
Repair, is it applies to maintehance of
aeronautical zquipment
item of equipment
condition without-

storation of an
an accept le operating

omplete disassembly and
inspection. The- maintenance inforination
required for this type equipment is usually
issued as Repair Instructions.

Some items of support equipment must be
overhauled at regular intervals. Overhaul is the
disassembly of an item of equipment as required
to permit inspection of every component part
Component parts which, upon inspection, will
not meet requirements as setforth in applicable
specifications are restored or replaced by new
parts so that after reassembly and test, the
equipment will meet the requirements set forth
in the applicable specifications. 'Maintenance
information of this type is generiliK issued as
Overhaul Instructions. The overhaul intervals
(number of miles, number of starts, hours of
operation, months of operation4 etc.) are
specified in the Ovsrhaul Instructions.

If the Repair' or Overhaul Instructions are
published as a separate manual, the first section
is a brief introduction. This includes the purpose
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and leading., particulars of the Ruh of
equipment. he remainder -of the manual
contains complete repair or overhtial
instructions and test procedures:- If combined
with the OPeration and Service InstructiOns, the
Repair or Overhaul Instructions ate arranged in a
section, or sections, following the serviae
instructions:"

ILLUSTRATED PARTS
BREAKDOWN;rThe ptirpose of the Illustrated
Parts Breakdown (IPB) is to assist supply and
maintenance personnel in the identification,
requisitioning, add . issuing of parts for the
applicable item of support e,quipment.

The ,IPB for some complex items of support
equipment is issued as a separate manual and has
its own identificatiOn number. The IPB for most
items of support equipment is combined with --
one or more sections of the instructions manuals
and is.the last section or sections of the manual.
An example of the title of a domlined manual is

e rat ion and Service Instructions with.
llustrated Parts Breakdown.

Although the .IPB appears in some manuals
as one section, it iS usually divided into three
sections or partsIntroduction, Group i7tssnbly.
Parts Likt, and Numerical Index. In additiOn to
these 'tlitFe parts, a Table; of Contents is
provided. If the IPB is a separate manual, the
Table of Contents is contained in the frist -few
pages of the manual. If the IPB is combined with
instrudtions -manuals, a combined Table of
Contents appears in the first few pages of the
combine&manuaL In either cse,..fhe Table of
Contents contains a List of Illustrations which
plays *an important role in locating parts in the
IPB.

The Introduction -c-ontains detailed
instructions for the/ use of the IPB. All the
Vormation in this/section should be read prior
to. 95_ing the remaining sections. The information
in. the Introduction will aid the ASM in locating
the nedessary par/ or parts quickly and easily.

The next section, Group Assembly Parts
List, lists and illustrates the assemblies and parts.
of ,the equipinent. As mentioned previously,
exploded vieilis are usually used to illustrate
these assemblies and parts. The parts liSts are
used in conjunctiOn with the illustrations. Index
numbers in the parts lists correspond to those on

1 3,7
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the 'illstrations. This section and the List of-
Ilhistrafions are used 'to locate and identify a
part when the part number is unknown. The
steps invblved in this process are presented in

E?figure 5-3.\

The list section, the Numerical Index,
contains an- alphanumerical listing of- all the

.parts in the IPB. In addition to the part
numbers, the Numerical Index contains such
information 'as ,national stock number data,
figuv_and index numbers; source eode data, and
repair code. .

the., Num. erical Index is used to find, the
illustration. ind .nomenclature of a part if the
part number is known. Figure 5-4 illustrates the
steps involvedlin this process:

Technical InfOnnation File of.
Ground SuppOrt Equipment .

The Military Standardization Handbook,-
Technic.11 Information File of Ground Support
Equipment.1, MIL-HD,BK-300B, provides a
consolidated ;source of descriptive information
about individual Reins of ground support
equipment used by the Navy, .Air, Force, and
Army. It consists of several volumes and
provides descriptive information such as:

I. Official nomenclature of the itemT
2. Manufacturer and model/type nymber.
3. Functional classification.
4. National, stock number.
5. A photograph or drawing of the item.
6. Functional description (purpose)/
7. Its relation to other equipment.
8.-Electromechanical/mechanical

description (technical details).
9. Reference data and literature available

about the item.
10. Shipping data (size, weight, etc.).

:

Updating Manuals_

;Modern technology is a constantly changing
thing. What is considered to be the "latest"
word today May be modified, totally revised, or
othepwise made obsolete tomorrow. This is not
always a planned or intended condition, but it
must be accepted and dealt with.

T h e se changing conditions apply to
aeronautiF technical- publications. They fecfnire
that proMpt-action be afforded to change and-
revise/ all 'material which is related to ihe
technical inforniation and data used by
maintenance and operational personnel.

the,/ degree of urgency updating
publications depends upon the type of
information involved and the. frequency of
reference to the affected. publications.- In any
event; technical data change and revision
material should not be allowed to aecumulate at

-any point.
,

Copies of these changes and 'revisions,
received through the Ptoper submission of
NAVAIR Form 5605/3, are first delivered to the
technical library. Personnel of the library make
the necessary changes to the affected
publications filed in the library. However, the

-changes affecting the publications' held by the
.production divisions- are routed to the
appropriate Work center. Personnel of the work
center are then required to incorporate the
changes into their copie's of the affected
publications. .

The changes or revisions are prepared by the
manufacturer of the specific equipment .and are
issued under the authority of the Naval Air
Systems 'Command. The changes or revisions
may =direct write-in changes, provide
replacement/additional pages, and/or provide
information affecting various parts of the
manual, in which case the information is
prepared as supplemental data.

When incorporating changes, the instructions
proyided on the front page of the change should
be followed exactly. Write' in material should be
entered neatly and legibly using indelible ink.
Text material to be deleted should have a single
line ruled neatly through everjr 'line of type.

Supplemental data is supplied on pages to be
filea next to the affected pages in the manual.
Supplementary pages are inserted in the manual
in page number order and are identified by a
letter added to the page number. For example, if
a supplementary page is issued bearing the
number 2-16A, it is placed between pages 2-16
and 2-17. The supplementary inforrriation may
be applicable to either 'or both of these pages.

Replacement pages are designed to replace
pages already in the basic publication: They are
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DETERMINE LOGICAL SEC-
IONAL GROUP UNDER WHICH
HE PART OR SUBJECT
HOULD BE LISTED.

FIND THE TITLE OF THE

3 ILLUSTRATION ON WHICH
TP17 DART SHOULD BE
arlOWN.

77

44,

TURN TO ILLUSTRATION
AND FIND THE PART.

/

7 / /
,

,/ 47:

/ /" /

-

REFER TO SAME ,FIGURE
AND INDEX NUMBER ON
PARTS LIST.

Figure 5-3.Use of the 1PB when the part number is unknown.
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numbered in exactly the same way as the pages
they replace. The date of the change is shOwn on'
the bottom of the page in the- corner opposite
the page number. Prior to incorporating
replacement pages they should be counted and
the number'noted. When the task is fmished, the
removed pages 'should be counted to make sure.
that the same number were removed as were put
fn. Also, the bottom of each removed page
should be checked for dates to make sure no
new replacement pages were inadvertently
Missed.

On the back .of each change notice cover
page is a cumulative list of all changed/revised
pages issued and the date of issue, since the basic
date of the manual. Checking the listed pages
and dates against the corres:ponding pages of the
manual, which are also dated, provides one
method of determining currentness and
comple,teness of the manual. This page becomes

, the cover page of the revised manual.

In addition to the normal technical manual
change and revision system described above, a
Rapid Action Change (RAC) system has been
developed recently to improve the timely
issuance of urgently required information.
Under this system, information affecting flight
safety, hazards to personnel, or grounding of
aircraft is disseminated -via naval message and
immediately incorporated in the affected
manual. A manual change page, follow-up is then
required within 15 days of the release of the
message. As indicated by the type of
information disseminated in this manner, this
syStem pertains primarily to aircraft technical
manuals. However, support equipment can
indirectly affect flight safety and grounding of
aircraft and can directly -cause hazards to
personnel; therefore, the RAC system is also
applicable to support equipment manuals. In
addition to the message type of Change,
information of a -less urgent nature--is
disseminated by RAC change pages that must be
printedwithin 30 days after problem resolution
and is generally limited to 12 pages or less.

It shOuld be emphasized that the RAC
system does not affect the normal change and
;evision requirements. The RAC system merely
supplements the existing change system to
provide for rapid issue of urgently required data.
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LETTER-TYPE DIRECTIVES

There are two broacfcategories of letter type
directives. One category pertains to inforreation
of a technical nature and includes Bulletins and
Changes. This categorY is referred to as
Technical Directives. The other category
pertains to policy and administration,
procedures. Instructions and Notices are used to
disseminate this type of information. These
different forms of letter-type directives are
discussed in the following paragyaphs.

Technical Directives

The Technical Directive System has been
established for the control and issue of all
technical directives. This system standardizes the
method of issuance for such directives andis the
authorized means for directing the
accomplishment and recording of modifications
and onetime inspections of ground support
equipment as well as aircraft and other
aeronautical equipment. The Technical Directive
System is an important element in the programs
designed to maintain equipment in a. safe and
curyent state of operational and material
readiness.

This system ,,ovides for two types of
technical directives. The types are determined
by the method of dissemination The two types
are Formal (letter-type) and Interim
(message-type). In general ,terms, they are both
considered as letter-type publications. Such
directives contain instructions or information of
a technical nature which cannot be disseminated
by revisions or changes to technical manuals.
However, the accomplishment of a technical
directive often necessitates a change or revision
to the applicable technical manual. Technical
directives are issued in the form of Changes, or
in the case of special circumstances, by Interim
Changes or Interim Bulletins.

A formal technical directive is issued as a
Change, or as an amendment or revision thereto,
and is disseminated by letter. Formal directives
are used to direct the accomplishment and
recording of modifications to support
equipment, as well as aircraft and related
equipment. An interim' technical directive is
issued as a Change or a Bulletin. or aS an
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amendment or revision thereto, and, in order US
;ensure- prompt delivery to the concerned

:activities, it is diaseminated by message. The
terim techniCal .directive is reserved tfor those

uistances when 'It is necessary to correct a safety
or operationitl condition whenever, it is
considered too important to risk waiting for the
issuance of a fornial directive.

'Each Interim Change is superseded by a
Formal Change directive which will have the
sarne number as the interim directive. Interim
Bulletini.are not superseded' by Formal Bulletins
as was previously the case. NAVSUP Publication
2002, will still have many Interim Bulletins
listed until they are eventually phased out.

A Change is a document containing
instructions and information which directs the
accomplishment and recording of a material
change, a repositioning, a modification, or an
alteration in the characterisiics of the equipment
to which it applies. A change is issued to direct
that parts be added, removed; Or changed from
the existing configuration or that parts or
material be altered, relocated, or repositioned.

A Change _ may be issued in parts. to
accoMpliih distinct parts of . a., total directed
'action or to accomplish action on different
configurations of affected equipment.

A Bulletin is an interim document
comprised of instructions and information
which directs an initial inspection to determine
'whether a given condition exists. It specifies
what action is to be taken if a given condition is
found-or not found.

Sometimes it is found that a Change or,,
Bulletin is not. the complete answer to a
problem, and it is determined necessary to
amend or revise an outstanding directive. An
Amendment is a dociiment comprised of
information which clarifies, corrects, adds to,
deletes from, makes minor changes in
requirements to, or cancels-an existing directive:,
It is only a supplement to the existing directive
and not a complete directive in itSelf. A
maximum of three Amendments may be applied
to any technical directive, each remaining in
effect until rescinded or superseded by a
Revision. A requirement for further amendment
action necessitates the issnance of a Revision.
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A: Revision is a completely new editipn of an
existing technical directive'. It supersedes the"
Original directive and all existing Amendments,

Interim oiiulletins are self-rescinding with
rescisSioii'dates of 30 June and 31 December,
whichever is appropriate for the case at hand.
Rescission is the process by wideh a technical
directive is removed from active files after all
requirements have been incorporated and
recorded. Rescinding dates are also proljected for
formal changes. Final rescission action of all
technical direttives is directed ill NAVSUP
Publication 2002. All actiVitieS:maintaining files
of technical directives should retain all technical
directives until they are deleted from NAVSUP
Publication 2002.

Changes and Bulletins are issued by
technical personnel -of the Naval Air_ Systems
Command and are based on Contractor Service
Bulletins, on reports from various Data Services',
or letters of recommendation or proposed
modifications from field service activities. They
are 'automatically distributed to all activities
concerned through inclusion on the Mailing List
Request for Aeronautic Publications, NAVAIR
5606/3.-

Changes and Interim Changes are °assigned_
numbers Li a' numerical sequence by Jhe
Technical Directives Control Center, located at
the Naval Air Technical Services Facility
(NATSF), Philadelphia, Pa. A Formal Change
which supersedes an. Interim Change will have
the same number as the Interim Change. Interim
Bulletins are numbered similarly in another
number series.

Thetitle of a Change or Bulletin for support
equipment is made up of three parts. Part one is
the term "Support Equipment"- part two, the
word or words "Change," "Interim Change," or.,
"Interim Bulletin;" and part three, the
sequential number. When applicable, the words
"Rev. A," "Amendment 1," etc., follow the
basic directive.

Changes are classified by various "action'?
categories. Bulletins may also be assigned an
action classification, but it is not mandatory.
The assigned action category serves as a priority
for compliance with the various directives.

The category "Immediate Action" is
assigned to directives which are issued to correct
safety conditions, the incorrected existence of
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which would probabbi result in fatal or serious
injury to personnel, Or extensive damage or
destruction of property. Immediate Action
directives involve the discontinued use qf the
equipment in the operational employment *ler
which the adverse safety cOndition exists, unlit,
the directive has been complied-with. If the use
of the equipment *ill:not-involve the use of the
affected component or systein in either normal
or emergency situations, compliance may be
deferred, ,61it shoula be accomplished no later
than'120 days from the date of issue. Immediate
Action directives are identified by a border of
black X's on the cover page, broken at the top
center _of the page by the words ."IMMEDIATE
_ACTION," printed in black.

- The category "Urgent Action" is assigned to
directives which are used to correct safety
conditions which, if uncorrected, could result in
personnel injury or property damage. This
category of directive is identified by the words
"URGENT ACTION" printed in black ink at the
top of the first page 'and a border of black
diagonals around the cover page.

The compliance requirements for Urgent
Action -directives specify that the incorporation
of the_instructionk must 'be accomplished not

_,---later than the next regularly scheduled rework
O oyerhaul or, for equipment not reworked oi
overhauled on a regularly scheduled basis, not
later than 18 months after the date of isSuance.

Routine Action directives are issued where
there are reliability, capability, or
maintainability deficiencies which could, if,

uncorrected, become a hazard -though
prolonged usage or have an adverse effect orithe
operational life or general service utilization ol'

. equipment . The compliance requirement
specifies the incorporation of the instructions

.- not later than the next regt.,a1; scheduler'
overhaul or yework, or for -nuipme- n
reworked or overhauled on a schedule.
not later than 18 months after icsuance. of the
direct&e. If accomplishment of the work_
requires depot level maintenance capability; thL
compliance may be deferred if it will seriouSly
Interfere with operational conunitments or
schedules, Routine Action directives are
identified by the words "ROUTINE ACTION"
printed in black'capital letters at the top center
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of the cover page and no border symbols are
used. Table 5-3 illustrates the technical
directives priority system just described: '

Record Purpose category is assigned to a
technical directive when a modification has been
completely incorporated by the contractor
before acceptance by the Navy. Thistategory of
technical directive merely documents the action
for configuration management purposes.
Consequently, compliance information is not
aivlicable: They are 0 identified by the words
"RECORD PURPOSES" printed in black capital
letters at the top center of the cover page. _

Instructions.and
Notices

Instructions and Notices are directives
containing information and instructions
concerning policy, administration, _ and air
operations. They are issued by all systems
commands, bureaus, Ships, stations, and
operating activities. Those issued pby the Naval
Air Systems Command are known as NAVAIR
Instructions and Notices..

Instructions are directives of a continuing
nature and are effective until canceled or
superseded by a later directive.

;

Notices are directives of a dne-timenature of
directives which are 'aPplicable fora brief period
of time. Each Notice cqntains a provision for its
own cancellation.

Instructions are numbered in consecutive
order according to the subject ,cpvered in the

Instruction. Notices are not assigned consecutive
-'numbers because of their ond-time nature or
brief duration. For this reason, the date must

ways be used when referring to a Notice.
Tho Instructions and Notices pertaining to
aviation aiutenance may be addressed to "All
Ships, Stationi; and Units concerned with Naval
Aircraft," or to certain, activities only. Each
activity maintains a file of all pertinent
Instructions and Notices still in effect.

MISCELLANEOUS AVIATION
PUBLICATIONS

Several unofficial publications of general
interest to aviation personnel are available in

1 4 3
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Table 5-3.Technical directives priority system

Action
classification

Type
directive

Situation , Time limits
for compliance

.

Immediate
Interim

or
FOrmal

Use of the equipment INVOLVES use Of the
affected component or system in normal
or emergency operation.

Prior to further use
of the affected
equipment. -

.
Use of the equipment DOES NOT INVOLVE

Use of the affected component or system
in either normal or emergency operation.

Not later than 120
days after
issuance.

.

.7

Urgent

.
._

Interim

.

Formal
,

Use of the equipment INVOLVES use of the
affected Components or system in normal
6r emergencY operation,

N6t later than next
*regularly schedule
rework or overhaul.

Use-of-the equiprnent DOES NOT INVOLVE
use of the affected component or system
in either normal or emergency operation.

Same as above.

Any Within 1$ months of
the date of issue.

.Routine -F6rmal
.

Any .

. -

Within 18 months of
the date of issue.

most operating activities. these shoulebe read
regularly by all maintenance personnel.

Naval Aviation News

The .. Naval Aviation 'NeWs, NAVAIR
00-75R-3, is published monthly by the Chief of
Naval Operations and the Naval Air Systems
Command. Its purpoe is to dissentinate data on
aviation training and operations,' aviation
suppol" equipnwnt, space technology, missile,
rock.e , .Lrid other aviation ordnance
d eve!oprnen Is, aeronautical safety, aircraft
design, po werplants,. aircraft recognition,
th;cal ;-..;,rir!tenance, and overhaul procedures.

This publication is essentially a news
rn3gazint !'. enables readers to keep-abreast of

unclassified developments in every
facet of naval aviation. In.addition; the coverage
of fleet operations and the human interest
articles on the noteworthy feats and
.accomplishments of individuals, both officer and

enlisted, make the Naval Aviation News an
entertaining as well as an informational
periodical.

Approach

-Approach (NAVAIR 00-75-510), The Naval
Aviation Safety Review, is publishedononthly
by the. U.S. Naval Ayiation-Safety Center and is
distributed to all naval aeronautic organizations
on the basis of 1 copy for every 10 persons. It

---p-resen ts the most accurate information
currently available on the subject of ayiation
acciden t preven tion . r

A large number of aviation accidents arc
maintenance-induced: that is, they occur
during preparation for, performance of, and
securing from maintenance or as a result of
sloppy or improper maintenance. Some aviationNaccidents result, eith J 'rectly. or indirectly,

,
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from Care le-Ss use or improPer maintenance of
4.,sUpp ment. Therefore, articles

conce ning aviation support equipment
freque tly appear in this magazine. For
example,/a recent article rezmnmended that tires
with military tread, be used on support. vehicles
to decrease -FOD J(foreign object damage) to
aircraft. in addition,..many :hints on general
maintenance are issued in the" Approach.
Although these are primarily for aircraft
maintenance personnel, they may also apply to
the maintenance of Support equipment. For
example, a recent issue discued the care of
bearingS, and another the use and care of torque
wrenches.

The Approach magaiine reports the results
of accident investigations; and for those
accidents that are maintenance-induced,
describes what was done wrong and how it
should have been done; suggests corrective
measures to prevent future accidents resulting
from these causes; and when appropriate, cites
aeronautic technical publications which provide
authority for changes in techniques or material
to improve the maintenance product.

In short, the maintenance man who reads
and heeds the messages in Approach is the man
who benefits from other mechanics' experiences.
Put Approach on your required reading list and--
look for it every month.

Crossfeed

Cross fe e ds are "Official Use Onl?'
publications issued by the Naval Safety Center.
Each Ctossfeed is in the form of a letter to the
squadron aviation safety officer.

Due to the designation "Official Use Only,"
the CroSsfeeds are not available for, general
distribution throughout an activity. The
restriction to "Official Use Only" derives from
OPNAV Instruction P3750.6(Series) which
states in part ". distribution of AARs
(Aircraft Accident Reports), incidents, and
ground accident reports, MORs (Medical
Officer's Reports). reports of special
investigations of aircraft mishaps, or extracts
therefrom, will - be limited strictly to
commanders and other authorities named...-"
Crossfeeds often contain such material extracted
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from AARs and from reports of special
investigations.

Crossfeeds are prepared according to subject
matter. For instance, those about Which the
Aviation Support Equipment Technician is most
concerned are the Maintenance CrossfeedS and
General Crossfeed_s. From time. to time these
contain information of critical importance to
the ASM in the performance of his duties.

The unit's aviation safety officer will
generally pass, on Crossfeed information to those
with an obvious need to know and.will follow
up to see that it is used. However, each
applicable Crossfeed Should be checked for
pertinent information, by the ASM. It must be
kept in mind that the average ASM will see only
an occasional Crossfeed unless he goes out of his
way to look for them. For those who
understand "the need for special handling of the-
information contained in Crossfeed and are
interested enough in the information and their
jobs to ask for it, these publications can prbvide
a wealth of useful and timely information.

MECH

MEM is published quarterly by the U.S.
Naval Safefr Center and is distributed to naval
aeronautical organizations on the basis of 1 copy
per IC p4sons. It presents the most accurate
information. available on maintenance-caused
mishap privention and general aviation ground
safety. Contents are inftrmational and should
not be ciicIsiderqd, as .r, gulations, orders, or

:directives. L

The MECH's motto is "Our product is
safety, our process is education, and our profit is
measured in the preservation of liv_s and
equipment and increased mission readines:

MIARS

The Mairi!mancc Information Autz.--latei.'
Retrievai System, hereafter referred to ;i7

MIARS is &Signed to provide a p, tjec1
display of maintenance . manuals
contained on I 6inm microfilrricartridg-s'.

To you. the technician who maintains: eise:-
and on whom' its safety depends, the delay
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between the time, a technical manual change-is
issued and the time that change is translated into ,

a repair is DANGER TIME in which naval
personnel and equipment are exposed to

-possible injury or destruction. Any method that
7 shortens or eliminates this DANGER TIME is a

way to increase the, safety potential.

MIARS is a program implemented by the
Naval Air Systems Command which provides the,
a vi a tion maintenance man with required
technica1 information in a more efficient way
than before...This new system means fasts access
to up-to-date, accurate, technical information,
and you ho longer have to lug around heavy
paper manuals to your working area. All you
handle is r4-inch square cartridge in which thp
roll of microfilm is encased. The reader-printe::
(figure 5t.5), on which the micrOfilm rage can be
displayed -is near your work site, with its
automatic retrieval system ready to use and its
printer capable of reproducing.only those pages
required at the Work site.

MIARS replaces .. bulky manuals with one
cartridge weighing- approxiinately 7-ounces. It
contains 'approximately 2700 pages of
information: which would °weigh 24 pounds in
paper form.,The much smaller size of microrilm
makes shipment fasfer and storage easier, saiing
approximately 40% of the storage space taken
up by paper manuals. Because MIARS provides
for quick processing of manual changes, ana
complete revised cartridges are issued rather
than individual page changes, the tedious and
inefficient job of inserting changes and pages
into manuals is eliminated.

In addition to cartridges of microfilm,
MIARS features two basic types of hardware
equipment: AR1150A reader-printer Jig. 5-5)
and the smaller AR-15IA (fig. 5-6) portable
readers. The reader-printers have a keyboard
system for finding microfilm pages and a printer
which can make up to seven copies or a
microfilm frame. The portable readers are basic
projectors that magnify and display microfilm
information.

MICROFILM INDEX.The Naval
Aeronautics Microfilm Index, NAVAIR

'1

227.97
Figure 5-5.AR-150A Reader-printer.

00-500M, cross-references the manual number to
cartridge filming date. The newest version of
NAVA1R 0.0-500M is an index
c?ossed-referenced by manual number, cartridge
number, and equipment application. Manuals
normally used together (i.e., MIM and IPB) will

--be in the same cartridge by level of maintenanee
and the digit of the Work Unit code. Refer to
table 5-4 for example of using the NAVAIR
00-500M. Ca'rtridges numbers starting with SE
and numbers 1 Ihru 9 identify publications that
are applicable to support equipment Work Unit
Codes. The level of maintenance and reference
library is identified by the numbers to the right
of .the decimal point, such as 1-299
Organizational, 300-599 Intermediate, 600-899
Depot.
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.227.98
Figure 5-6.AR-151A Portable Reader.

DRAWINGS

At the benning of World War II, the
systems installed in aviation ground support
equipmeht were not very complex. With a little
study and some experience, the maintenance
technician cpuld become quite familiar with all
the equipment used to support his unit. The
equipments Were not only comparatively simple,
but similar in operation, and constructed in
manner which allowed ease of inspection and
repair. It was possible to service, maintain, and
repair this equipment with perhaps only an
occasional reference to a manual or a schematic.

Presently, however, this practice is no longer
possible. Even a mere listing of the systems

installed in some of the niOre modern ground
support equipment, such as a mobile ekttric-
power plant, would be guile. lengthy. It .is
impossible for any one person to-be thoroughly\
familiar wita all of the vii-ious types, of
equipment in present use; but wit4 a gOod
general backgrOund of mechanical/electrical
principles, a littk study will enable the ASM to
rapidlY familiarize himself With any specific'
equipment.

The purpose of this chapter is to discuss
some of the sources of information available,
how to use these references, and how to locate
details on items of information the ASM needs
in the performance of his duties.

DRAWINGS AND
DIAGRAMS

Nearly all, technical manuals make extensive
use of drawings and diagrams. The technician
uses these ',figures in nearly every phase of his..
workthe location and identification of units
and components, troubleshooting, signal and/or
circuit tracing, installation, calibration and
adjustment, testrng, operation, and evaluation.
He also uses these figures in the study of
operating principles of circuits and equipments.

No one particular type of illustration is
suitable for All, applications; therefore, many
different types are required. Several of the
different types are discussed in the following
paragraphs. Each type has its own advantages
and disadvantages.

Illustrations

Illustrations are commonly used to present
visually the idea of a text. To this end,
illustrations are used in many forms. A few of
these are the photograph, line drawing, shaded
sketch, cutaway view, blueprint, etc. Some of

Table 54.Cartridge numbering system

SE2

SUPPORT EQUIPMENT
ANDLING EQUIPMENT

14/
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the mo
briefly,in,

-common illustrations are ussed
his chapter.

: \
PICT IAL.Pictorial illustratit ns

.4 normally in cate physical appearanCe.
may present details concerning the locatiota
size, construct1n, physical relationships of sizlat

D DRAWINGS

providing itional details .without Mcreasing
the numbe llustrations.

\ ASSEMBLY bly
diagrams provide details of constrUction .ch
are useful in assenibling parts into a unit. ey
are also 'useful in explaining the operatiofi f

and location, o parts arrangement. They appear \ mechanical or.electromechanical devices.
\throughout man als of all types, and are useful %;,

for locating nd identifying:- 'system, .., Block Diagrams
\ equipments, components, pfparts. 'They are\

,
\

\-used M connection With insthIlatiOns, inspection, s-\,. Block diagrarns '"ard us.ed to pre
'servicing, operation`, adjustment, Calibration, ge\leralized ekplanation og overall funct\ -

'pronbleshooting, and repair functions. , operation, and do not show physical shape, s
Pictorial illustration§ may be accurately or l ation. They range front very simple to ye

nt a
al

7 detailed represerlations, or they may be merely
,generalized ihdications, depending on their
pwpose. They may be photographs, halftone or

sketches, or line drawings.

CUTAWAY VIEW.A cutaway view is an
illustration used to show some detail Of
construction which would be extremely difficult
Or impossible to show by conventional pictorial
views. It is often used in connection' with
discussions of physical construction and the
operation of methanical devices. It is freqUently
used in assembly diagrams and in construction
details.

LOCATION AND DIMENSION.Location
diagrams are used to show physical Position
relationships, and may or may, not be
sufficiently detailed to show physical
appearance. They are primarily useful for
familiarization, and are commonly used in the
Illustrated Parts Breakdown Manual (1PB), and
in the Operation and-MaMtenance Instructions
for equipments.

Dimension diagams denote phys cal size and
distance. They are useful in planning the layout
of bench stations, making equipment
installations, or packing materials for reshipment.
They are frequently used in the general informa-
tion sections of technical manuals, and in those
sections devoted to familiarization, installation,
and shipment. They are also frequently found in
change-type technical directives.

Loration and/Or dimension diagram's may be
combined with other type illustrations, thus

e,

com (tv, depending -m th,e type equipment, th
quanticy\ and quality of details to be covered,

'and the purpose for which \the information is
included. They are found in 'nearly all manuals

'dealing with basic or . detailed theory Of
op6ration, \ whether of relatively simple
subassemBlies \pr of very large and complex
systems. The m'ore complex the, equipment, the
more probable tiit.,need for block diagrams.

Many block dilgrams are used in connection
with,,eleetromechanScal devices, as Well,as with
electrical or mechankal sYstems. Proper use of
this type diagram helns inCrease understanding
of functional relationships and operation.

SYMBOLS.Since black diagrams are' used
-mrinly to provide a '
functional operation, symb
to represent individual circ
components. In order to mak
block diagrams, it is essential
symbols and to undersand the

eneral analysis of
s are generally used

rts or functional
maximum use Of
o recognize- the

meanings and
limitations. Figure 5-7 contains\ some of the
common symbols found on block diagrams.

.
SIGNAL FLOW.One special -Wpe of block

diagram is , called the signal flow 4iagram or
signal flow chart. It is usually used in Connection
with cverall operation of complicated, syfterns
such as power distribution systems. It Ocludes
all features normally associated wit1l block
diagrams; arrd in addition, it chides
considerable detail regarOing signal paths, .`'§ignal
waveshape, timing sequence and relatioriships;
magnitudes of potentials or ignals, frequencies,
etc.
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IDENTIFICATION OF 'METALS , GEOMETRIC SYMBOLS
e."---. FLATNESS AND STRAIGI.TINESS

--,,Z. ANGULARITY

_J__ PERPENDICULARITY
A

II PARALLELISM

CONCE,NTRICIII

TRUE POSITION
.

.ROUNDNESS

--

0/,/.///r/r, z ,. , / / ,
/d ///4

,

COPPER, BRASS, BRON21 AND THEIR
COMPOSITIONS

//
.

STEEL AND WROUGHT IRON .

. ,

_

ALUMINUM, MAGNESIUM ARO THEIR
ALLOYS -- SYMMETRY

0 IIX-IICI MAXIMUM MATERIAL COINITION

0 - ITIFSI REGARDLESS OF FEATURE SIZE

//1/2/.

IRON, INCLUDING CAST IR6N, MALLEABLE
IRON

.

A DATUM IDENTIFYING SYMBOL

. LINES IN DRAWING
RABE CONVENTION DESCRIPTION

AND APPLICATION EXAMPLE NAME CONLIENTICN ArOrTAW EXAMPLE

LEADER

I
INOICATESx.pART
DIMENSION OR

OTHER REFERENCE

I/4 x 20 THO

VISIBLE
LINES

INDICATES VISIBLE
EDGES ORAN OBJECT

-
vi

PHANTOM.
OR

DATum
LINE

I

I

I

INDICATES ALTERNATE
POSITION OF PARTS-

HIDDEN

LINES

4

INDICATES
CONCEALED EDGES'

IMII

1 T.-1

'STITCH
,,,NE

.

.
I
.,

iNDICAT ES STITCHING
OR

SEWING

STITCH

CENTER
LIMES

INDICATES SYMMETRY
AN MS ANDABOUT,A

OF CENTERSLOCAT ID

:13: -
Nw

BREAK

I LONG -1V
IWOOD)

REDUCES SIZE 0F,
DRAWING

'

DIMENSIGK
LiNES ;

, ,

INDICATES DISTANeE '
M(ASURED

1---,....--R

1----'\17-1

BREAR

ISHORTI

INDICATES A SHORT
BREAA

EXTENSION

LINES

INDICATES EXTENT
OF DimENSION

I
I

ELECTRONIC SYMBOLS
ROTA? I G MACHINES BATTERIES . CIRCO? BREAKERS INDUCTIVE COMPONENTS

'CD0 H 1 1)--- TRANSFORMERS

GENERAL
m0 OR GENERATOR mULTICELL SNITCH ;

i
-f:/***0-- 9

ITTACT ASSEmBida, VOLTMETER
1.- PmGENERAL I

GENERAL0--7-. .

L..- I SINGLE THROW) PERMANENT MAGNET

CLOSED OPEN, CAPACITORS RESISTORS
CONTACT CONTACT FUSE

GENERALS' --)I---

Figure 57.Symbols.
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Wiring Diagrams it
The wiring diagram presents detailed

circuitry information concerning electrical and
electronic systems. A master' wiring diagram is a

single diagram that shows:all the wiring in a
complete system. In most cases, this diagram
would prove, to be too large to be usuable; it is
nonnally broken down into logical functional
Sections,- each of which , may be further
subdivide4, into circuit diagrams. By breaking a
system AO, individual circuit diagrams, each

- individual circuit may be presented in greater
detail. The increased detail provides for easier
circuif tracing, testing, and maintenance.
. Wiripg diagranis fall into two basic
classeschassis wiring and interconnecting
diagramseach with specific purpuses and many
,variations in appearance (depending on
applicatiOn). Wiring diagrams are no. generally
used for discussiOn of theory of operation of
specifiecircuits.

WIRE AND ,CAB-LE
,SPECIFICATIONS.An imPortant part of
electrical maintenance is to be able to determine
the correct wire 'or cable for a particular
maintenance task. To do this, the maintenance
manual should first be consulteT sinée it
normally lists the wire used in a given pine of
equipment. '

CABLE CONSTRUCT1ON.Cable'
construction:diagrams present details concerning
the fabrication. and Construction of caNes. These
details usitally desigetation of, the type-
connectors or ;terminals, the identification of
wires for each' 'terminal, method of connecting
wire to terminal;p4ing reqUh-ements, length of
wires, lacing or, sleeving specifid'ations, and any
'other specificAions or special considerations
involved.

,

CABLE ROUTING.Diagraris of major
systems generally include an isometric shadow
outline of the entire unit, showing the
approximate location of equipment components
and the physical routing of interconnecting
cables. A cable, regardless of the number of
conductors, is represented on an isometric
wiring diagram as a s:ngle- line: no attempt is

A

made 'to show \ individual cotn ections af
equipment or in connection boxes, igomerric

pe drawing thus shows at a glance a picture of
e ldout of the entire system.,

AND CABLE IDENTIFICATION
CO ING.To facilitate maintenance,all wiring_
is identified on the wiring diagrams exactly as
marked in the unit. Identification of rrich wire is
coded by a combination of letters and numbers
imprinted on the wire at prescribed intervals
along its erAire run. Figure 5-8 and the
.accompanying discussion explain the coile used

_in wiring. installation. Comple-te details are to be
"V found in the latest revision of MIL-W-5088C.

,

The, unit nUmber (shown in-dashed outline)
is used only in those cases haying More than one
given unit installed in an identical manner in the
same equipment. The wiring concerned with the
first such unit hears the prefix 1., and
corresponding wires for the second unit 'have
exactly the same 'designation except for the
prefix 2, etc.

The circuit function letter identifies the
basic function of the unit. The ASM will be
primarq concerned with function letters "X"
and "P.'; "X" denotes ac poluer; and "P"
denotes dc power. ,

Each wire Within a given- circuit: functidn
group is assigned a separate wire number. Wires
that are segmented by the use of splices, plug
and receptacle connectors', terminal strip tie
points, etc., are given a letter seginent
designation. Passage. through a switch, relay,
circuit breaker, 'etc., requires assignment of a.
new number. A suffix is added to designate tlw
phase (or ground) in 3-phase ac power wiring.

A UTOMOTIVE-WIRE IDENTIFICATION.
Most automotiVe vehicle wiring iW made,up into'
a harness . with all leads coming mit at the proper
places and with the correct lengths to conne-ct to .

the accessories. ihis simplifies the wiring of the
automotive vehicle- and serves/ to protect the
wiring. To permit easy identification of the
,arious leads, a color code in.'the insulation is
widely used. The ASM should consblt the
applicable manual or handbook for the proper
seltxtion of wiring harness and the proper color

41.
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- --SUFFIX

.*

1

GROUND, PHASI!,, THERN. tOCOUPLE LETTEA

WIRE .SIZ4BEA :

WIRE SEGENT LEL IFS

WIRE NIGER

CIRCUIT FUNCTION

_ UNIT loam

Figure 5-8.Examplei

code for the vehicle which he is maintaining. A
typical automotivg color code is listed as follows:

1. RED LEADused to identify wires that .

are connected to the battery and are not fused,
and wiring between the generator and regnlator,
or between - the ammeter and circuit
breaker/fuse.

.2. "RED i.iEAD WITH YELLOW
TRACERuSed fOr the primary ignition lead.

." 3. RED LEAD WITH BLACK
TRACERused lbetween the ammeter and
battery.

, 4 YELLOW LEADused in horn and light
circuits and is fus!d.

5. .Bi\OWN LEAD WITH BLACK
TRACER tsed -rfor alr ground connections
except battery ground.

6. BLACK LEADused to connect 'tail
light to light switch.

7. BLACK LEAD WITH RED
TRACERused in the headlight Circuit for high
or bright.beam.

8. GREEN LEADused in ,the headlight
circuit for low or dim beam.

f wire identification coding.,

ALTERNATE
METHOD

227.26

Schematics

The major purpose of the schematic diagram'
is to establish the operation, of a particular
system. It is not drawn to scale, and it shows
none of the actual construction details of the
system (such as a physical location within the

j equipment, physical layout of components, wire
=1 routing, or any other physical detail) not

essential to understanding the operation.
:Schematic drawings differ from block

diagrams in that they present more detail.
Whereas the block diagram deals with functional
units of the system, the schematic diagram
indicatgs each individual part which contributes
to the' functional operation.

146
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SIMPLIFIED SCHEMATICS.In large or
Complex equipinents, a compilete schematic
drawing may be too large for practical use. For
this reason, most technical manuals present
partial Or simplified schematics for individual
units.

Simplified schematics normaily ornjt parts
and connections which are not essential to
understanding unit operation. In studying or
troubleshooting equiPment, the ASM frequently
must make his own simplified drawings. In these
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Cases he shOuld include only these items that
contribate to the purpose of th^ drawing, but he
should take care to include all such' items. In
using the schematic ,drawingS: thro-ghuitt this
course (and those in technical manua1s4
textbooks, and other publications), many
'techniques for simplifying sch-matics will
become apparent.. Special r; ttention should be
paid tr.% those techniques found useful by the
individual rnaiatenance man- .Lhey can be
extremely important tools in his work.

ELECTROMECHANICAL
DRAWINGS.Electromechanical devices are.
common in automotive systems. FO-r a complete
understanding of these units, neither an
electrical drawint nor, a mechaical draNking
wou1'i be adequate-:-and confusion could result

"frorn the use of two drawings....-Therefore a
combination type _drawing, using some aspects
of each cornponentlype, is_used. These drawings
are "usually simplified both electrically and

.mecharrically, and only those items-essential to
the operation are indicated on the drawing.

CHARTS AND TABLES

Charts and 'tables of many types_are used
thr9ughout all types of teichnica publications to
preSentli-Ctual data in a clear and concise form:
As the terms are used in this discussion; a..chart
is used to presentApformationlin lists, pictures,
tables, ,or diagrims; a table is one type of chart,
and is used to present r list informatien'in
yery condensed fem.,.

Tables prove valtrablejn -instances when the
same genpal type \of information to- -be
presenteØ. with respect to numerous ite s. The
corresp nding details for the iterns.may be
in...whit-rips, arranged so triat reading-aoss will

---firesent details regarding a specific item, while
reading down will present a cohiparison of hems
with respeet to a certaih detail. One .ery
common: and useful table of this type is

rePresented by table 54; shown- earlier in- this
chapter.

Plumbing -

Rigid-and flexible tubing are the two -most
o m mon types- used in, ,rrori.rid.. support

equipment... These tubes are manufactured in
many different sizes; sizing is usually determined
by outside diameter:and ranges from .1/8 inch to
2 inches. The amount of pressure that a tube can
safely withstand is determined by the type of
material and tlw -wall thickness. Use caution
wh6n replacing or repairing fubing to ensure that
the proper type is used. Detailed information 011
tubing ~ind 4.:tuning repairs may be found in
Aircraft StructUral 1-hirdware, NA 01-1A-8.

RIGID TUBING.Rigid metal tubes are
widely Used for -fuel, .oil, coolaht, oxygen,
instrUment, hydraulic, and'Vent lines. Tubing of
copper, corrosion-resistant steel (stainless, ste
and aluminurn alloy is used. The basic ttiee
material may be' identified by either visual
inspection or, as ilLthe cast; of ahuninum alloys.
the actual.alloy designation ritzy be stamped on
the surface of the tubing.

RIGID LINE IDENTIFICATION.Each
rigid line is identified by bands of painter Strips
ef tape around the line near each fitting. These
identifying media are applied at points where
they may be easily seen. Various other
information is also applied to the lines.

Iden.9,fication tapes are applied ,to all lines
less than 4 inches in diameter except cold lines,
hot)ines, lines in oily environment, and lines in
-engine compartments where there is a possibility
of the tape being drawn into the engine intake..
In these cases, and all others where tapes shOnld
not be used, painted identification is applied to

,
the lincR.

Identification tape codes indicate the
Tunctiori -contents, hazards, direction of flow,
and pre: ore in the fluid line. These tapes are
applied), accordance with MIL-STD-1 247. This
standard waS issued in order to standardize rigid

ideuti.ficatiOn throughoult the_ Department
of ge?.

The functien of a line is identified by hsc of
a tape. approximately I- inch wide. upon which
word(s). colork), and' zeometric symbois are
prin ted. Tun ction iden ti fica don mark ing. as
provided-in-M1L-STD.1 2.4.7, are the subject, of an-
in terna tional start dai'dization
Three-fourths, of th .e. total width on the left side
of the tape' has a cede color or colors whiCh
indicat one function onfy -per color or colors.
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The function of the line is printed in English
. across the colored portion of the tape; therefore,

'even a n on-English-speaking person can
troubleshoot or'maintain the system if he knows
the code but cannot read English. The
right -h a n d one-fourth of the functional
identification tape contains a geometric symbol
which is different, for every function. This is to
ensure that all technicians, -whether English
speaking or not, who may becolorblind may
still be able to positively identitl the line
fuAction by means of the geolnetr'c design
rather than by the color(s) or word(s). Figure

5-9 is a listing, in tabular form, of functions and
their associated identification media as used on

,the tapes. I

The identification-of-hazards tape shows the
hazard associated with the contents of ie line.
Tapes 'used to show hazards are approximately
one-half inch wide, with the abbreviation of the
hazard contained in the line printed across the
tape. There are four general claSses of hazards
found in connection with fluid lines. These
hazards are Outlined in the following paragraphs.
' Flammable Material (FLAW. The hazard
rkiarking `,`FLAM" is used to identify all

.

.

FUNCTION COLO? synset.

Fuel . Red.

Rocket Oxidizer Green,_Gray

Rocket Fuel
,.., . ..

.

Rectx Gtay
4.)

' Water Injection Red, Gr'ay, Red V
Lubrication . Wellow

II

Hydraulic Blue, Yellow
,

Solvent -Blue, Brown

, Pneumatic .? Orange, Blue

Instrument .Air . Orange, Gray

____Coalant. Blue

kreathing Oxygen
_.. .

. Green

Air Conditioning Brown, Gray - ,

Mon'opropellan.t . Yellow, Or-ange

Fire Protection. Brown

De-Icing -Gray A
Al

Rocket Catalyst Yellow, Green HI

Compressed Gas Orap
\
\
\

Electrical.Conduit
-

Brown, Orange .

,Inerting Orange, Green

Figure 5.9. Functional identification tape data.
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material§ known ordinarily as fiammables or
conibustibles.

Toxic and Poisonous Materials (TOXIC). A
line identified by the word "TOXIC" Contains
materials which are extremely hazardous to life
or health.

Anesihetics and Ha inful Matelials (AAHM).
All materials productive of anesthetic vapors and
all liquid chemicals and compounds hazardous
to life and property,- but not normally
productive of dangerous quantities of fumes-or
vapors, are in this category.

Physically barigerous,Materials (PHDAN). A
. line which carries material which is not danger-

ous within itself, but, which _is asphyxiating in
confined areas or which is generally handled in a
dangerous physical state of pressure or
temperature, is identified by the marking
"PHDAN".

Table 5-5 lists some of the fluids with which
the ,ASM may be required to work and the
hazards assbciated with each.

FLEXIBLE HOSE.Flexible hose
assemblies, such as rubber and Teflon, consist of
lengths of hose that are coupled with threaded
end fittings. They may be divided into two
major groupshigh pressure and low pressure,
according to their application.

The specifications of a flexible hose may be
obtained by interpreOng the identification code
that is printed on the hose. This identification,

Table 5-5.7-Hazards asiociated with various fluids

Contents
I= .1

-Hazard

Air ('tinde;r. pressure)

Carbon dioxide
Freon
Gaseous oxygen
Liquid nitrogen
Liquid oxygen
LPG jliquid petroleum gas)
Nitrogen gas
Oils and greases ,

JP-4
Trichlorethylene

PHDAN
FLAM
PHDAN
PHDAN
PHDAN
PHD AN
PHDAN
FLAM
.PHDAN
FLAK
FLAM
AAHM

which is 'a series of dots and dashes, gives the
hose size, temperature range, and date of
manufacture in quarter of year and year. Refer
to NA Ol1A-8 for a detailed discussion of
flexible hose identification. _

- The size of Teflon hose is determined in the
same way the size of rubber hose is determined.

Teflon hose, like rubber hose, ha§ definite
limits and particular characteristics that demand
understanding and attention in the general
handling during installation and removal._



CHAPTER 6

RECIPROCATING COMBUSTION ENGINES

1.As an Aviation Support Equipment
Technician M (Mechanical), you should know
the important parts of an internal combustion
engine and how they operate. An engine is a
machine that converts heat energy to mechanical
energy. The heat energy is -derived from fuel,
and the mechanical energy is used to do work.
Figure 6-1 shows, in simplified form, an external
and an internal combustion engine. An, internal
combustion engine is a machine that, byrburning
fuel inside the machine, produces mechanical
energy that does the work; for example, in
automobile engine. An example of an external
combustion engine is a steam engine, because
the heat energy (steam) is produced away from
the engine.

All internal combustion- engines, no matter
what they use for fuel, are basically the same.
They all relY on air, fuer'. nd ignition to
operate. All three are essential, and the engine
will not operate with any one missing. The fuel

BOILER

\
PIST _0 N

EX"RNAL COMBUSTION" ENGINE

has the potential heat energy; the air has the
oxygen necessary for burning the fuel; and
ignition starts the combustion needed to develop
the mechanical energy.

Internal combustion engines are classified by
type of fuel used, type of cooling employed,
strokes in the cycle, and valve and cylinder
arrangement.' The fuel used is gasoline or diesel.
To withstand the higher temperatures and
pressures generated, the-diesel engine is heavier
and built stronger .than the gasoline engine. The
method of getting luel to the cylinders is
different in the two engines, also the method of
igniting the fuel. These differences are explained
later in this training manual.

In ternal combustion, engines are also
classified as--air- or liquid-cooled, The cylinders
of a liquid-cooled -engine are surrounded by
jackets through Which the cooling fluid
circulates. These jackets are an integral part of
the engine block. The cylinders of an air-cooled

STEAM

WATER

CbMBUSTION CHAMBER

_ PISTON

INTERNAL COMBUSTION ENGINE

81.41
Figure 6-1.Simple external and internal combustion engine.
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engine are mide individually or in groups of two
,and are bolted to the block. They have closely
spaced fins completely around the barrel of the
cylinder, that provide an increased surface area
from which heat can dissipate. Other than these
differences, engines that are air or liquid-cooled
are essentially the same.

The cylinder and valve arrangement can be
different in internal combustion engines.
Cylinders may be inlinewith all cylinders in a
straight line above the crankshaft; Vwith two
rows of cylinders in a V shape above the
crankc0e-; or hdrizontally opposedWith- the
cylinders Mounted in two side'rdWs opposite a
central crankshaft. The valve classification is
according -to the Position of the valves-,in the
block, in the head; or one in the head and one in
the block. Later in this chapter the Placement Cif
the cylinders and valves is discussed.

Four-stroke cycle and two-stroke cycle
, engines are explained later in this chapter.

When working with internal combustion
engines, you, as an ASM, need to become
familiar with a few engineering terms. WORK,
the product of an engine, is the movement of an
object against an opposing force. When an object
is lifted froTriTtte ground. wi:iFk'Ti done on the
object. The opposing force is ,gravity. If an
object weighing 1 pound is lifted 1 foot, 1

foot-pound of work is done. When an object has
ENERGY, it has the ability to do work. Fuel has:
potential energy that can be released to dot
work. One method'ofteleasing the fuel energy is
by use of an engine. Energy is stored in an
object when work is performed O'n it; for
example, the energy stored in an object lifted
from the ground depends on the height to which
it. is. lifted. A 1-pound weight will do 1

foot-pound of work on striking the ground if
released ! foot from the ground.

IlOWER' is the rate at which work is done.
More power is needed to do work rapidly than,
to do work slowly. An engine is power rated on
thc amount of work it can do per minute.
HORSEPOWER Is the measure of the work
capacity of an engine. One horsepower is 33,000
fO-OtTounds of work per minute. If 100 pounds
were lifted 330 fee'tor 330 pounds were lifted

100 feet in I minuie, 1 horsepower would be
required..The formula for obtaining horsepower
is ;

ft,lb per min L x W
hp = Or

:33,000 33,000 x't

1.r.length in feet, through which W
islinoved

W = force, in pounds, that is cxerted
through distance L

t = time, in minfites; required to mae.
W through L

,A-dev,ice used-cto measure the horsepower of anz
engine is the dynatnometer, and is explained in
chapter 2.

When the lid of a jar is loosened or
tightened, a Misting fOrce ot, TORQUE is
applied to it. Torque is aPplied to a Wrench
when you use:it to loosen or tighten a nut...
Totque is measured by pound-feet as explained
in 'chapter 2. _Torque is_not 'work or power,
because it doei not have motion. Instead, it is
the turning effort the engine applies to the
Wheels through the gears and.shafts. FRICTION
is the, resistance to motiOn between two objecis
that -are in contact with each other. After
washing and drying your-hands, it takes effort to
rub y.Our first finger and thumb, together. If a
little oil Or water is placed/betweeri them; much
less effort is requVed to nib them together. The
oil or water acts as a lubriCant to help eliminate
friction. Friction is used, in .the brakes .and
clutches of anioinotive equipMent. Friction in
the remainder of die engine is undesirable,
because it decreases the power output by using
Some of the energy of the engine to overcome it.

INERTIA causes :a material object to resist
any change of speed or direction of traveL A
motionless object,..tends to remain -at rest, and a
Moving object-tends to keep moving- at the same
speed and in the same direction. Force is needed
to.start an object moving or make it move faster,
slow down, stop, or change direction when
moving in a straight line. _The ,:ngine of an:
automobile makes it start to move and move.
faster. The breaks slow ihe forward motion and
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stop the automobile. The steering mechanism
turns the- automobile. All of these overcome
inertia.

The EFFICIENCY of an engine is the
relationship between power developed in the
cylinders and the power delivered. The power
developed is' called indicated horsepower and
can be determined by a' formula using f.he
pressure on the.piston,1area of the piston head,
length of the power stroke, Strokes per minute,
number of cylinders, and 33,000 foot-pounds
per minute. The power delivered is called brake
horsepower and can be measured by a
dynamometer. The -difference is the horsepower
used by the engine in overcoming the friction of
moving parts, drawing in fuel, eXpeiling exhaust,
-driving oil and fuel pumps, and other essential
.accessciries. The meehanical efficieneY of an
engine is the brake horsepower divided by the
indicated horsepower and is written as a
petcentage.

The size of an engine- cylinder is usuaay
indicated in terms of bore and sti-oke. (Su fig.
6-2.) BORE is the ',inside diameter of the

INTAKE SPARK PLUG
VALVE

EXHAUST
VALVE

COMBUSTION
:CHAMBER .

PISTON

CONNECTING ROD

CYLINDER FLANGE

TOP CENTER

.TD.C.

STROKE

1

CRANK SHAFT

;s1

BOTTOM CENTER

BORE

227.27
Figure 6-2.Bore and_ stroke of an engiiie cylinder.

/
cylinder, and STROKE is the distance the piston
ravels in the cylinder. A.3 x 4 cylinder indicates
hat the cylinder diameter (bore) is 3 inches and,
he stroke is 4 inches. These measurements can

be used to determine PISTON DISPLACEMENT
which is _the-volume that the piston displaces as
it moves from one end of the stroke to the
other. The forniula is

152

V = rRxS

V.= piston displacerOnt (volume)

R = radius (one-half triellanieter)
of the cylinder (

7r R2 = area of a cirele

S = length of the stroke

For the, above cylinder, using 3.14 as Jr /the
piston displacement would be 28.26 cubic
inches.

The COMPRESSION RATIO of an engine is
a measurement of how much 4the Lir-fuel
miVure is compressed on the compression
stroke of the piston in ,the 7ylinder. This is
determined, by dividing the volume of the
cylinder with the piston at the bottom of the
stroke by the volume of cylinder with the.
.pistOn at the top of the'. s . For example, if
the volume of an engine cylinder is 60 cubic
inches with the piston 'at the bottotri of the
stroke and 10 cubic inches with the piston-at the
top of the:stroke, then the compression ration is
6:1. The part of the cylinder above the .piston
when- it is at the top of the stroke is called the
'COMBUSTION CHAMBER.

_

. BASIC ENdINE STROKES

Each movement of the piston from top to
bottom-or from bottom to .top is called a stroke.
The piston takes two strokes (an upstroke-and a
downsttoke) as the crankshaft makes one
complete revolution. khen the piston is at the
top of a stroke, it is said to be at top dead.center
(TDC). When the piston is at the bottom of a
stroke, it is said, to be at bottom dead center
(BDC). These positions are called rock positionS
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and 'Will be discussed further in this chapter
under "Timing." See figure 6-3 and figure 6-4.

The basic engine you have studied so far has
had no provisiOns for getting the fuel-air mixture
into the cylinder or burned gases out of the
cylinder. There are two openings in the enclosed
end of a cylinder. One of the openings, or ports,
permits the mixture.of air and fuel to enter and
the other port permits the burned gases to
escape from the cylinder. The two ports have
valves asSembled in them.,These valves, actuated
by the camshaft, close off either one or the
other of the ports, or both of them, during
various stages of engine operation. One of the
valves, called the intake valve, opens to admit
mixture of fuel and air into the cylinder.. The

CRANKSHAFT

CONNECTING ROD

other valve, called the exhaust valve, opens to
;allow the escape of burned gases after the
fuel-and-air mixture has burned. Later on you
will learn more about how these valves and their
mechanisms operate.

'The following paragraphs give a simplified
explanation of the action that takes place within
the engine cylinder. This action may be divided
into four parts: the intaice stroke, the
compression stroke, the power, stroke, and the
exhaust stroke. Since these strokes are easy to
identify in the operation of a four-cycle engine,
that engine is used in the description. This type
of engine is also called a four-stroke-Otto-cycle
engine, liecause it was Dr. N.A. Otto who,, in
1876, first applied the principle of this engi ie.

81.42
Figure 6-3.Relationship or piston, connecting rod, and crank on crankshaft as crankshaft turns one revolution.
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Figure 6-4.Four-stroke cycle in a gasoiine engine.
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INTAKE STROKE the Crankshaft. The crankshaft is given a
powerPul twist. This is called the power Stroke

The fi:N.t 'stroke in the sequence is ca1led3he
intake s'.:roki. (fig. 6-4). puring this stroke, the'.
piston is mi; downward and the intake, valve
is open. Tnii: e:ownward movement of the piston
produv; a pArtial vacuum -in the cylinder, and

: air and -Oni rush into the cylinder'past the operi
intake valve. This is soinewhat the same effect as
when you Atink thtough a straw. A partial
vacuum is produced in the mouth And the liquid-
moves up thfo....gh the straw to fill. the vacuum.

'a

COMPRESSI3N STROKE

Wt.en .the piston reaehes bcaom dead center
t n.e end o:.the intake stroke and is therefore

the bottoM of the cylinder, the intake valve
clos.es. This seals the upper end of the cylinder,.
As the crankshaft continues to rotate, it pushes
un, through 'the connecting rod, on the piston.
The piston is therefore pushed upward and
cempresses the combustible mixture in the
cylinder;' this is called the compression. stroke
(fig. 6-4). In gasoline engines, the mixture is
compressed to about one-eighth of its original
volume. (In a diesel engine the mixture may be

,

compiessed to as little as one-sixteenth of its
original volume.) This compression of the air=fuel
mixture inereases the pressUre within the
cylinder. Compressing the mixture in this way
makes it more combustible;-not only does the
pressure in the cylinder go up, but the
temperature of the mixture also increase's.

POWER STROKE

As the piston reaches top dead centerat the
.end ,of the compression stroke and therefore has
moved to the top of the cylinder, the
coinpressed fuel-air mixture is- ignited. The
ignitiOn syitem'causes an electric spark to occur

.suddenly in the cylinder, and the spark sets fire
to the fuel-air mixture. In burning, the mixture
gets very hot and tries to expand in all
direeitions. The pressure rises to about 600 or
700 pounds- per sqiiare inch. Since the piston is
the only thing that can move, the force
produced by the expanding gases forcei the

, piston down... This force, or thrust, is carried
through the connecting rod t4 the crankpin 'on

\
o.

(fig: 6-4). This turning effort', rapidly repeated in
the engine and carried through gears and shafts,

Nwjil turn the wheels of a vehicle and cause ii\to
move along the highway.
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EXHAUST STROKE

After the fuel-air mixture ha z burned, it
mlist be cleared from the cylinder: This is done
by opening the exhaust valve just as the power
stroke is .finished and the piston slarts back up
on the exhaust stroke (fig. 6-4). The piston
torces' theturned gases out of the cylinder past
the open exhaust valve. The four strokes (intake,
compression, power, and exhatist) are
continuously repeated as the engine'runs.

ENGINE CYCLES ...

To produce sustained power an engine must
accomplish a definite seiies of ophrations over -

and over again. All you have to do is follow one
series of eventsintake; compression, Power,
and exhaustuntii they repeat themselves. This
one series of events is called a cycle.'

JVIOst engines of today are four-cycle engines.
What is meant is four-stroke-cycle, but our habit
of abbreviating has eliminated the middle word.
Just the same, when you see four-cycle it means
that.there are fo.ur strokes of the piston, two up
and two down, to each cycle. Then it starts over
again on another -cycle of the same four strokes.

TWO-CYCLE ENGINE ,

In the two-4cle engine, the entire cycle of
events (intake, compressiorr, power, and,
exhaust) takes place in two 'piston strokes.

A two-cycle engine is shown in figure 6-5,
Every other stroke in this engine is a .power
stroke. Each time the piston moves down it is on
the power stroke. Intake, compression, power,
and exhaust still take place, but they are
completed in just two strokes."In figure 6-5 the
intake and exhaust ports are cut into the
cylinder wall instead of being placed at the top
of the combustion chamber as in the four-cycle
engine. As the piston moves down on its power
stroke, it first uncovers the exhaust port to let
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EXHAUST PORT

c--)54.20
Figur(6-5.Events in a two-stroke cycle engine.

burned gases escape and then uncovers the
intake port lo allow a new fuel-air mixture to
enter the combustion chamber. Then, ,on the
'upward stroke, the piston coVers both ports and,
at the same time, -compresses the new mixture in
preparation for i:griition and another power

e.kstro, _

In the engine shown in figure 6-5 the piston
is shapedso that the incoming fuel-air mixture is
directed upward, thereby sweeping out ahead of
it the burned exhaust gases.. Also, there i. an
inlet - into the. crankcase _through which the
fuel-air mixture passes before it enters the
cylinder. This inlet is opened as 'the piston
moves upward, but it is sealed off as the piston
moves, downward on the power stroke. The

5§
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downward moving pi-on slightly.coMpresses the
mixture in the cranic....tx., thus giving the mixture
enough presstire to pass rapidly/ through the
intake .port as the piston clears this port. This
improve's the sweeping-out, or scavenging, effect
of -the mixture as it tznters and clears the burned
gases from the cylinder through tfie exhaust
port.

FOUR-CYCLE vs TWO-CYCLE
ENGINES

You have probably noted.that the two-cycle
e n gi n e p roduces a power Stroke every
crankshaft revolution; the four-cycle engine
requires two Crankshaft revolutions ,for each
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power stroke. It 'might appear then that the
two-cycle could produce twice as much power as
the four-cycle of the same size, operating et the'
same speed. However, this is not true. With the
two-cycle engine some of the power is used to
drive the blower that forces the air-fuel charge
into the cylinder under presstlre. Also, the
burned gases' are not completely cleared from
he cylinder. Additionally, because 'of the much
shorter period Ihe intake port is. open (as
compared to. the period the intake valve in a
four-stroke-cycle is. open), a relatively smaller
amount of fuel-air mixture ip admitted. Hence,
with less fuel-air mixture, less .power per power
stroke is produced as compared to the pOWer
produced in a'four-stroke cycle engine of like
size operating at the same speed and v;ith other
conditions being 'the sante. To increase the
amount of fuel-air mixture, auxiliary devices are
used with the two-stroke . engine to ensure
delivery of greater amounts of fuel-air mixture
ihto the cylinder.

MULTIPLE-CYLliIDER ENGIN ES

The discussion so, far in this chapter' his
concerned a single-cylinder engine. A single
,cylinder pT-Ovides only one power impulse every
two crankshaft revoltitiims in a four-cycle engine
mid is delivering power only one-fourth of the
time. To provide for a more continuous flow of,

power, modem engines use four, six, eight, or
more cylinders. The same series of cycles take
place in each cylinder.

In a four-stroke cycle six-cylinder engine, for
example, the cranks, on the crankshaft are set
120 degrees apart, the cranks for cylinders I and

'6, 2-and. 5, and 3 and 4-tieing in :line with each
other (fig. 6-6). The cylinders fire Or deliver, the
power s trokes in the ; following order:
1-5-376-24. Thus the power Strokes follow each
other so closely that there is a fairly continuous
and even delivery of power to the-crankshafti

BLOCKS

The engine block of most of the equipment
you, as an ASM, will bb required to service. and'
,repair is the basic fram of the engine.,In liquid
cooled engines, the block contains the cylinders,
water passagd used to circulate the water for

. cooling:Me' cylinders; 'and the main' bearing
housing ,fdr- the crankshaft when the .crankcase
and cylinder block are cast in one piece, All the
accessories that help to make' up an -engineare
attached to the block. Some blocks contain the
valVe ports to tht cylinders and:the passageways
for the valves. The intake and exhaust manifolds
may be bolted to the.block. The eamshaft is also
supported in Ale block. A more detailed
description 'off* block is given in chapter 13 of
Basic Machines, most of the maintenance of the

3-4

FigOre 8-6.Crankshaft for a six-cylinder engine.
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block involves the cyjjgders, cooling system;
crankshaft, and camshaft,,, is covered later in
this chaPter. The parr of the engine block that is
not covered by accessories should be
periodically wiped down and inspected for
cracks and rust: The supports for the engine are
either a part of the block or crankcase; or they
are bolted to it.

,

CYLINDERS 7

The smooth inner surface of cylinders Is
achjeved- by grinding and/or boring. Since the
piston moves up and down in the cylinder; the
'cylinder wall must be smooth ,and perfectly
round. Wear-resistant metal alloy liners, or
sleeves serve as cylinder walls in most diesel
engines and in a few gasoline engines. The liners
can be replaced when they become rough or
otit-of-round. Liners can be eithef press fit or
sli fit into the block. Tlry are either, wet-type
or 'dry-type, depending on whether or not they
coMe in contact with the. coolaut, Special
preCautions 1ust be taken with the seals when
installing thé wet-type liner. Soap or brake fluid
is recomm nded as a 'lubricant on the seals to
prevent them frOm rolling or tWisting.

MOst of the wear on the side of the cylinder
, wall is caused: by the pressure of the piston rings.

TOP LAND

HEAD RIB

Some wear is also caused, by the side thiust of
the piston and by dirt getting in the cylinder and_.
acting as .?1 grinding cdmpound against the wall.
Special gages and micrometers are used to
measure the wear. Tools and Thefr Uses,NAV-
EDTRA 10085 (Series) explains . how to Use
these tools. To determine if a new liner is
needed, check the manufacturer's manual. On
engines with no liner, the cylinder may need to
be rebored to snthoth it and make it round
again. This may require oversized pistons and/or 4
rings when the engine is again assembled.

On tair-cooled engines the cylinders may be
exposed to more readily dissipate the heat. In .

this4efise, one or two cylinders will usually have
a bolted-on head that mal0 it-easy tO inspec't a'
cylinder;The cylinder or cylinders ma- be in a
separate unit that is bolted to the- block: In this
casi:,a cylinder base gasket is used betWeen the
cylinder assembly an& the block. Refer _to
chapter 13 of Basic Machinvs, NAVEDTRA
10624 (Series), foi more details on cylinders.

PISTONS

, Because of the sealing quality 9f the piston .

rings,f.the piston becomes a moving-wall in the
cylinder. .The piston (fig-6-7) also acts as the

HEAD .

RING
2ND LAND

GROOVE 3RD LAND-a.

4TH LAND

PISTON PIN BOSS
REINFORCEMENT

SKIRT

SKIRT
REINFORCEMENT

THREADED HOLE
FOR PISTON PIN

LOCK SCREW
(WHEN USED)

Figure 6-7.Parts-of a piston.
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RING
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guide for the upper end of the connecting rticl
which transmits. the fofce of combustion frcin .

.-.the, piston to the crankshaft. The piston
attached to the conneCting rod by a .piston pin \ 7
(Wrist pin) that pasSes throngh the tiPper end of
the, connecting rod and through bosses in the
pistn.The grooves near the top of the piston
house the piston rings'. The two toptlings are
usually compr9sion rings thaf prevent gases
from leaking by thd piston on the compression
and power strbkes when 'the pressure is the
greatest. Either one or two oil-regulating .rqigs
located -below the compression rings.: scrape 'oil
'from the cylinder wall and return it to /the
crankcase. Piston "rinis are showri in figure 6-g.

The piston must stop at the end of '`..aoh
stroke and withstand the force of combustion:
Therefore, it must b.Cmade of tongh material;

1

COMPRfSSION RING WITH- GTEP,JOINT

OIL-REGULATING RING WITITDIAGONAL-JONT '

1""7

DOUBLE-iDff
6RING WITH BUTT JOINT

FLEXIBLE RING-WITH EXPANDER

Figure &S.Piston rings.
. .

yet be light in weight. It must also be.:carefully
balanced and weighted to overcome inertia and

, momentuni at high speeds. The piston.* may
be fastened -to the piston or to the cOnnectng

o: not be Tastened tO either and be free
floating. Since about one-third of the heat
absorbed by the piston because of combustion is
IransMitted through the rings to. the cylinder.'
wall, piston rino are made of 'heat-resistant
metal. Because' the ringi must maintain contact
with the cylinder wall -through their own Spring
action and withstand_ the constant weal' against
the' wall, they must be very hard: Pistons,piston
rings, and piston pins are degcribed in more
detaii in chapter'13 of Basic Machines.

The purpose of the piston SsSernbly I's to seül
. the cylinder, below the combustion chanibei. If
.the piston is 'cracked or broken ,or the piston, '
rings worn cm' 'broken, the desired sea: is- lost.
When' this. ,happenS, the piston 'or the rings
muSt be replaced. The cylinder leakage tester
used to deterniine this malfunction of the piston
and rings has been' covered in chapter 2 of this
training-manual.

to rep!ace piston rings, the old rings must be '
carefully removed. Care Must be used in:,
re-moving the rings and in positioning the new
rings not to scratch.or gouge the grooves or the
lands between the giooves. Piston lands are parts
of the.piston between the grooves' and provide a
seating surface for the sides of the rings.

NTEratehes and gouges can upSet the balance
of the piSton and impair the' purpoe of' the
rings. The new rings can be spread enough '..to
permit slipping them into the prOper groy*.es.
Since the rings are wery hard, extreme care mnst

°: be exercised not to sPread theft too-much or .

they will break, A piston ring cointiressor isnsed
to hold the rings..to the cylinder size untii the
piston and rihgs can be pushed into the cylihder. -
To replace a crked piston, the ccnneeting rod
muSt be disconnected from the crankshaft.,Tfien
the piston and connecting rod cm be removed
and the new piston -

13

CONNECTING RODS

/Connecting rods permietheforce exerted on
M.51 the piston during the power stroke to be

transferred to the .crankshaft. Therefore,' they

159
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,

.

are forged from a steel alloy that is .strong
enough to withstand heavy.. loads without
bending .Or t*isting. Each end is constructed to
hold'bearingi that fit, on the piston pin at the,
top arid on -the crankshaft at the bottom end..

'.(See chapter, 13 of Basic Machines for more
'details on connectingauds.) Because conneCting
rcki seldom breAlc; most of the maintenance
involvesreplacing ihe bearings or bearing inserts
on the ends. Bearing ins.erts are made of branze
or similar material. The insert that contacts the
piston pin is round ansl.may need to be reamed
out so the will fit snug but not tight. The
insert that contaCts the crankshaft is usually in
two pieces that fit.together when the connecting
rod cap is bolted around the crankshaft to the
connecting rod (fig. 6-9).

When the connecting rods are replaced, the
connecting rod and cap are bolted together (fik
6-9) over the bearing inserts that fit around the
crankshaft. The nuts on the bolts must bc
tightened to a -speCific tension using a torque
wrench. Be.sure yoU'obtain the correct tension
from the-maintenance manual and tighten each
nut to that torque.

CONNECTING ROD

PISTON PIN
BUSHING
INSERT

CAP
ATTACHING

'BOLTS

To maintain good engine balance,
connecting rods are carefully matched in sets.
When it becomes necessary to remove them,
make sure 'they are marked so they can be
replaced in the same order in which they were
removed.,...In addition to the proper fit of the
connecting rod bearings and tlie'phdper-fiOsiticni"
of the connecting rod, the alignment of the rod
must be correct. This means that the hole for
the piston pin and the crankshaft must be
precisely parallel. Equipment of acceptable
accuracy for checking connecting rods is shown
in figure 6-10. Every rod should be checked for
proper alignment before it is installed in the
engine. Misalignment may cause hard-to-locate
noises in the engine.

CRANKSHAFTS \

The crankshaft (fig. 6-11) transforms, the up
and down motion of the pistonand connecting
rod to a rotary motion that drives the vehicle.
To do this, -the parr where, the connecting rod

160

CONNECTING
ROD BEARING

INSERTS

165

NUTS 0

CONNECTING
ROD AND CAP

LOCK WASHERi

227.29
Figure 6-9.Connectmg rod.

FACE P-LATE

l.BLOCK

CLAMP SCREW

PISTON PIN

*ARBOR

81.59
Figure 6-10.Checking connecting rod alignment.
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exerts the thrust is off the line going through the
center of the erankshaft. Thus, the thrust acfs .

like your arm when ydu turn a crank,a spe?.ri
handle for sockets, or a btace and bit. TI..,

\offset part where the co,inecting rod fastens to'
the _crankshaft is called the throw. ThrOws are
situated so that they counter '. ilance each other
(fig. 6-12).N-type engines have two connecting
rods, one from each side, fastened to one
crankshaft throw. To allpw the rods to clear
each other, one bank of cy,linders is set ailead of
the other.

Main bearingssupport the crankshaft cl=n-

each end and from one to three, places in
betwee'n. The crankshaft is-made of an alloy of
cteel and nickel, and the surfaces for the main
and throw bearings are machined smooth. The

1.8

, -
FLYWHEEL, (WITH STARTER GEAR) T.'tONNECTING ROD

BEARING7JOURNAL3

'.
.COUilTIERWEIGHTS.

'MANI (SUPPORT)
BEARING JOURNALS

75.81A
Figure 6-11.Crankshaft of a 4-cylinder engine.

4-5

2.7

CY'INGER IN.L.PIE ENGINE

1-4

2.3
- 4:CYLINDER ENGINE 1

Figure 6-12.Crankshaft and throw arrangements.
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les

,crankshaft yst malk two revolutions foi each
'power stroke f the Piston of a four-Stroke.8ycle
engine. In. t 0-stroke cycle 'engine., a power

=str,Okez,iiCcuts d irk eaCh revblutio`y of the ,
'cranksh;t:t. When...the piston is at TDCready tp
'start" nthe powei stroke, the throw for that
cylinder:is also at. the.: tOp of its travel! As the
power is applied to the pistoo, it is-Tonveyed by
the conmecting rod tola downward,Ahrust on the
thiow. This thrust,' as '. it passes flikm piston to,.,
piston, yterts a' continuing tUrninglorce to the

CAMSHAFT/ GEAR

crankshaft.
e;

- A pisce of rotating Machinery usually has a
4 critical speed at Which it Will vibrate. Thus the

thrust Of power just desccibed creates a torsional
or twisting yibration,-;of the crankshaft. The
torsional vibration, which could actually break
the crank-Shaft', is controlled by a vibration
damper-On the front/Of the crankshaft. More
infOrrnatiorr concerning crankshafts and

'vibration dampers.is given in Basic Machines. It
is often desirable to repair crankshafts rather
thliti replace diem because_they._ are large_ and
expensive. This will be done at the overhaul
shop.

TIMING GEARS
AND FLYWHEELS

The crankshaftAiming gear of an engine is
fastened to the front end of the crankshaft. It
turns a carnshaft timing gear so that the
camshaft is turning in proper relationship to the
crankshaft to open and close the valves at the
Proper time. The gears are keyed to their
reSpective shafts so that they eannot slip. Direct
driven timing gears are marked so they can be
replaced in' the same relative position if'
removed. (See fig. 6-13.) In some engines,
sprockets and chains are used to connect the
crankshaft to the camshaft. Besides operating
the valve mechanism, the camshaft may have
cams or gears that optrae the ignition
distributor, fuel pump, fuel injector, and
lubrication pump:

The flywheel is mounted .on the rear end of
the crankshaft. It stores energy when the piston
delivers thrust to the crankshaft on the power

ALIGN TIMING MARKS
WHEN INSTALLING
TIMING GEARS

CRANKSHAFT GEAR

162

167

81.69
Figure 6-13.Timing gears and their markings.

stroke_and_uses this_energy-to keep-the-engine
operating when no thrust is being delivered to
the crankshaft. The flywheel also helps the
crankshaft turn evenly and smoothly by
dampening the jerky and uneven movement
imparted by the thrust of tile pistons. The
flywheel is small if the engine has a large number
of cylinders, beeause_the.consequent i.. flapping
of power impulses results in less need for the
energy storing and dampening qualities of the
flYwheel. Conversely, a I-cylinder engine would
need a relatively large flywheel. The rim of the

,.flywheel has a ring gear that meshes with the
starter driving gear that is used for cranking the
engine. The rear surface of 'the flywheel can be
machined or ground smooth to act as one of the
surfae,'s of a pressure clutch.

VALVES

.Most engines hate poppet valves(also called
mushroom or tulip valves). The word "poppet"
comes from the popping action of the valve;
"mushmom" and "tulip" comes froin the shape
of the valve. Most engines have two valves !br-
each cylinder. The intake valve allows the air
(diesel) or air-fuel (gasoline) to enter the
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. cylinder, and the exhaust valve permit§ the
'residue of the burning to escape from the
'cylinder. The intake valves are ordinarily made

/ pf chromium-nickel alloy. The exhaust valves are
generally made of silichrome alloy\ because of
the extremely high temperatures/they must
withstand. Sometimes exhaust valves contain
sodium in a sealed cavity extending from head
to stem. This sodium) cools the valves by

.conducting heataway from them.

alloys. These inserts can be mec ;i:: er cast
'iron or aluminum blocks or head: Whi.". valve
seat insert is badly worn -from el-in:ling or
pitting, it mast be replaced.

RECONDITIONING VALVES
AND VALVE SEATS

WARNING: When sodium-tilled engine
valves become unserviceable, they should not be
discarded to the metal scrap pile. Should -the
sodium in the valves come in contact with water,
the valve may explode: The valves should be
appropriately tagged --,for_jdentification.
provisions made for their temporary storage, and
they should "'be shipped to the nearest naval
ammunition depot for proper disposal.

Both .the intake and the exhaust valves
operate against the rims of -circular, openings
(valve ports) in the combustion chambers of the
'cylinders. These rims are called valve seatS (fig.
6-14), The yalve and valve seat must make per-
fect contact. Although some earlier engines were
designed'Witt fliircofitaCrgiffii=1 e va.ve
and valve seat, most are now designed with valve
seat angles of 30.° 'to 45° as shown in figure
6-14. This angle helps prevent excessive
accumulation of carbon on the contact surface
of the seat, a condition- which keeps the:valve
from closing properly. Carbon depcisits,
incidently, tend to pit the softer metal of the
cylinder blOck and head.

Many engines have replaceable valve seat
inserts (lig. 6-15) made of special heat-resistant

VALVE
a`f FACE

OR
30°

VALVE
SEAT HARD NE TAL .

VALVE SEAT INSERT.

Figure 6-14.Valve head and seat angle.
75-.75
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Valve reconditioning includes grinding valves
and valves seats, adjusting valve tappet
clearances, installing new seat inserts, and timing
the valves. Together, these operations constitute
the valve service necessary_for crnaoth_eng-ine
performance and maximum power output.

"Grinding valves" is a comnion expression
used 'around the -shop. It is the major, but not
the only, operation in reconditioning 'them.
Before valves are ground or refaced on the
valve-refacing machine, they must be cleaned..
Heavy carbon deposits and excessively burned
valves may indicate the need for new rings or
valve 'guides and/or intake valve oil seals. Carbon
deposits and burned valves may also indicate

improper combustion resulting from poor spark
ignition in the gasoline engine or improper fuel
injestion in the dieselepgat,t.,...,_

To recondition valve and valve seats, first
take off the cylinder head and remove the
carbon from the head and the block. 'filen
remove the valves. Using either a wire brush or a

Figure 615.Valve seat insert.
81.67
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wire buffing wheel (fig. 6-16), clean the carbon
off the valves. When using the buffing wheel,
wear goggles so that particles of wire and other
foreign matter will not fly into your eyes. Clean
the valve stems with fine abrasiVe cloth.

Be careful not to interchange the valves and
the valve Parts; each valve, with its own spring,
retainer, and lock-must be replaced in the same
valve port from which it was removed. To
eliminate any confusion, devise some system of°
marking the valves to identify them with the
cylinders from which they were taken.

After cleaning the valves and checking them
1.-tor wear, clamp the valve stem in the chuck of

the valve-refacing machine. Be sure that the
gyinding angle index is set to, the angle of the
valve head that is to be ground. Foliow the
operating instructions of' the manufacturer of
the refacing machine, together with those of
your supervisor, while becoming familiar with.,
the details of grinding.

If the tip ends of the valve stems are rough,
smooth them by grinding lightly with a special
attachment furnished with the valve-refacing.
machine.

Before the valve seats are serviced, the valve
guides must be serviced and replaced if necessary.

81.68---
Figure 6-16.Cleaning a valve with a wire buffing wheel,

VALVE GUIDE SERVICE

Servicing of valve guides is an important, but
often neglected, part of a .valve job. The guide
must be -clean and in good condition before a
good valve 'seat can be made. Wear of valve
guides i's generally the only trouble that will be
encountered. .-

There are several satisfactory, methOds of
checking for valve .tuide wear. One procedure
includes the use of a dial indicator. With the
valve in place, turn the engine so that the valve is
moved offjts seat Install the_flial.indicator-On______
the block with the indicating button touching
the edge of the valve head. Move the valve
sideways to determine the amount of wear.
Another checking procedure involves the use of
a small hole gage to measure the inside of the
guide and a micrometer to measure the valve
stem; the difference in the readings will be the
clearance, .Check the manufacturer's manual for
the allowable maximum clearance. When the
maximum clearance is exceeded, the valve guide
will need further servicing before proceeding
with the valve job.

Servicing procedures will depend on.whether
the guide*.is of the integral or the replaceable
type. If of the -integral type, it must be reamed
to a larger size and a valve with an oversize stern
installed; but if it is of the replaceable type, it
should be removed and a new guide installed.

Valve guides should be removed and
replaced with special _driVers. When working on a
valve-in-head engine, use an arbor press to
remove and replace valve guides.

After the valve guides are serviced and the
valve seats are ground, check the concentricity
of .the two with a valve seat dial indicator (fig-.
6-17). Any irregularity- in the seat will register
on this dial.

16 4

Valve Seat Service

II a replaceable seat is badly worn or ground
down, replace it with a new one. Remove the
old seat either with a puller or by drilling it on
two opposite sides and then breaking it in halves
with a hammer and chisel. New inserts should be
chilled in dry ice for about 15 minutes to shrink
them so that they can he easily driven into
place.

169
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75.73
Figure 6-17.Using a valve seat dial gage.

In some Cases the valve seats are not
replaceable, so they must be ground. Equipment
that iS used for servicing valve seats is discussed
in chapter 2 9f this training manual. Be sure.you
.know how to operate the kind of equipment
that is in your shop. Study the manufacturer's
manual if necessary'.

Select the proper size pilot for the valve
guide and insert and 'lock it into the guide. Wipe

--the valve seat free of carbon dust and oil. Then
with a. clean oily rag, apply a thin film of oil to
the pilot shaft.

Use two or more stone sleeveF,-to facilitate
seat grinding if the engine block has both soft
and hard seats, or if a high polish "finish_grind"
is desired.

One sleeve may carry a soft /kat stone,
another the hard seat. stone, a third sleeve the
finishing stone, and r .sibly a f9urth sleeve may
carry a 200 narrov stone. Tfiis eliminates the
delay that would bc im, olved n changing stones
when different griming conditions ai::.
encountered. Make sun tlte stonec....re dress .1 at

the proper angle in accordance with the engine
manufactyres specifications.

Only a few seconds are . required to
recondition the average valve seat. Check the
progress of the grinding operation often, and_do
not remove any more material than is necessary
to obtain a good seat.

.

Although recommended, it. is usually not
necessary to lap the contact surfaces of the valve

'and valve seat after they have been ground.'
Always check your work by testing one or `.wo
of the valves. This Check can_ be made by

:.spreadinva7thiri---C9-a-r2OTITzitigslari1bTuiii:11te--7.-
valve face or by putting lead pencil marks on the
valve seat. lf, when turning a valv,e on its seat, an
even deposit of the coloring is seen on the valve
seat, or the pencil lines are removed, the seating
is perfect..

Figure 6-18 shows a normal valve seating;
this will vary according to the manufacturer's
specification. When a great deal of grinding is

NORMAL

TOO WIDE AND LOW IN Dt..":

AF "ER NARDOWIrSEAT

Figure'6-18.Valve seat.
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necessary on a badly burned or worn seat, a
condition such as that shown in figure 6-18 will
occur. -When this occurs, narrow the seat by
using a 200 narrowing stone. Figure 6-18, shows
a seat that has had metal removed by narrowing.
Grinding with the narrowing stone usually
requires only a few seconds. Check often while
grinding pa that' too much metal will not be

'rernOved.

..Checking Valve Springs

While working with valves, notice that some
f-- -themhavemore t han---onesprinv'T hese

additional .springs arc coiled tooffset a tendency
of the valve -to vibrate at higi engine speeds.
They also insure proper valve' seating and.
provide a safety factor in case one spring should
break.

Test valve springs for ut orrnity and
strength. For an accurate test, use a lye spring
tester when one is available. If 't e spring
tester is not available, place used springs on a
level surface besidc a pair. of new springs. Use
any straightedge to determine irregularities in
height. Replace worn out springs with new Ones.
til,..10.11 or cocked valve springs will t.ndo, in

Yr,,:inbled job, l the precision that has been
put imo the grinding operation.

VALVE OPERATING
MECHANISM.

Becaus .. the valves operate at different times,
separate operating mechanisms must lx.! provido.:
for each valve. Valves are held closed by heavy
springs and by compression in the combustion
chamber. The valve operating mechanism ('ig.
6-19) overcomes the sprint,. p Asure and ofh.ns
the alves at the' proper tiine. ThV mechanism
includes the camshaft, camshaft followers
(tappets), 'push rods, and rocker armS. Chapter
13 of '13asic AfocIdiws, NAVEDTRA 10624
(Series), contains Int: description ant.' operation
of these parts of tk v.live operating i.rechanism.

Proper and uniform valve adjustments are
required for a smooth running engine Unless the
clearance between valve stems and pcker arms
or vabie lifters is adjusted in ..iccordance with the
manufacturer's specifications. t!,c valves will not
open or close at lht. proper time and engine

VALVE

GUIDE

GASKET

$141,!

,SPRING

RETAINER

PIN
A U,S4To!,

SC W
1OC.fNUT

Luvcg

GUIDE

TAPPET

CAM.
SHAFT 1 .

'7.31
Figure 6-1a.Valve operating ..r.ltnar, ;r0 'nr

in blrnk type eng,r,.4.

performance . will be affected. I ,J great a'
clearance will cause the .vah..:s to open late.
ValVes adjusted with tco JitL Icarance will
overheat and warp. Wnped , cannot seat
properly a n w p ni t the escaping
combustion Ilanic z both the valve .and
valve seat. Too clerirance may also
prevent valve frot,, opening far enough and

enough to adrp,t a full charge of air or fuel
mixture (either diesel or gasoline engine), or it
will prevent the escape of some exhaust gases
frori the cylinder. A reduced, charge in the
cy;nder obvio,I1., results in engine power loss.
Exhaust gast.. Ow. remain in the cylinder take
up space-; and ,:onibined with the incoming
charge, they reduce the effectiveness of the
mixtu .

To adjust the i.'es, insert a. feeler gage
between the tappet od valve stem when the
valves arc tit the blo,:k or between the rockec
rm and the valve :tem for overhead valves. The
rocker arm tappet adjusting screw can he
turned to widen or close the gap. Consult the
maitufacturer's specifications for the proper
clearance.
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VALVE ADJUSTING

When an engine has been reassembled after
reconditioning the valves, make sure the
adjusting screws are backed -off before rotating .

the enkine. A valve that is too tight cciuld strike
- the piston. and damage the piston, the valve, or

both. Adjust the valves in accordance with the
manufacturer'S specifications, following
recommended procedure.

On any engine where valve adjustments have
been made, be sure the, adjustment locks are

thevalve--muchantsmcovers'and
gaskets, are in place ,and securely fastened to
prevent oil leaks.-

°ADJUSTING OVERHEAD VALVES

Most overhead valves (fig. 6-20) are adjusted
"hot"; that is, valve clearance recommendations
are given for. an engine- ,at operating
temperatures. Before valve adjustments can be
properly effected, the engine must he run and
brought-up to normal operating,temperat tire.

ADJUSTING VALVES IN BLOCK

Valves within the block are gelerally
adjusted "cold";- that is, recommended valve
clearances are given for a. cold engine. Ttiese
valves have Mechanisms very much,like overhead
valves and are adjusted by removing side plates
usually found beneath the intake manifold on
the side of the engine block. Since this engine
must be stopped to adjust the valves,.the piston
in the cylinder OS be adjusted must be on top
dead cei;:...r of tlie compre-ssion stroke. This can
be deterinined by watching the valves of the
piston that is paired with the one that is being
set. As the cylinder that is being positioned is
coming up on the compression stroke, the paired
cylinder will be corning up on the exhaust
stroke. Therefore, an exhaust valve will be open.
Just as the exhaust valve closes and the intake
valve begins to open, the cylinder that is to be
set will,' be on top dead center of the
compression stroke and the two valves can be
set. Oncv number one cylinder is Positioned,
follow, through according to the firing order of
the engine, as this makes the job much easier
and faster. The above procedure may also be
used when adjusting valves on overhead valve
engines.

INTAKE VALVE
INSTALLATION

A-CYLINDER HEAD -COVER
B-ROCKER ARM
C-ROTATOR CAP
13,- VALVE SPRING

'.E-VALVE GUIDE
F-COVER GASKET
G-CYLINDER HEAD
H-,EXHAUST VALVE
J-VALVE SPRING CAP
K -INTAKE VALVE KEY

IA -INTAKE VALVE
N-CAMSHAFT
P-CRANKCASE
0-VALVE TAPPET
R -PUSH ROD COVER
S-GASKET
T - PUSH ROD
U- ROCKER ARM SHAFT BRACKET
V -ADJUSTING SCREW
W -ROCKER ARM SHAFT

81.65
Figure 6.20.Valve operating mechanism for an

overhead valve engine.
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HYDRAULICALLY OPERATED
VALVE ADJUSTMENT

On engines equipped with hydraulic valve
lifters (fig. 6-21) it is not generally necessary to
adjust,the yalves periodically. They operate with
zero clearance. (See fig., 6=22). The engine
lubrication system supplies a flow of oil to the
lifters at all times. These hydraulic lifters
operate at zero clearance and compensate for
changes in engine temperature, adapt

automatically for minor wear at various points,
and thus provide ideal valve timing.

If for any-reason the valve mechanism must
be repaired, an initial adjustment must be made
after reassembling the job. Nearly every
manufacturer will have a different procedure for
making this adjustment. Check the
manufacturer's serivice guide for the engine
concerned.

HYDRAULIC VALVE
YIFTER SERVICE

..11111111111111.1111111111i '

1. Lifter body. 5. Dail retainer.
2. Push rod seat. 6. Push rod seat
3. Inertia valve. retainer.
4. Check ball. 7. Plunger.

8. Plunger spring.

,Figure 6-21.Hydraulic valve lifter.

Hydraulic valve lifters are comparatively
simple in design. Servicing of the lifters requires
only that care and cleanliness be exercisedmi;Ithe
handling of parts.

The first indication of a faulty lifter is that it
will start making a "clicking' noise. The
listening rod or an erTine stethoscope is helpful
in locating a noisy valve lifter by placing one end
of the tool against the particular part of the
engine 'and the other part to your car. You
should moye the instrument around the,engine
until 'you have narrowed the noise down to- a
certain area. In an emergency or aormal
situation a long screwdriver or a piece of garden
hose may be used. Be careful of the moving fan
belt and fan blade. .

Usually, where noise exists in one or more of
the valve lifters, all lifter units, should be
removed, cleaned in a solvent, reassembled, and

"reinstalled in the engine. If dirt, carbon, cr the
like, exists in one unit, it more than likely is in
all of them; and it will only be a matter of time
before the other lifter units will give trouble.

Parts of hydraulic valve lifters arc not
interchangeable. Should one part, become
damaged, it is necessary to replace the Whole
unit. The plunger must be free to move in the
lifter body. A siipple test for this is to be sure
that the plunger will drop of its own weight in
the body.

Cylinder Head

The cylinder head provides the combustion
chambers for the engine cylinders.*It is built to
conform to the arrangement of the vaives:
L-head.1-hea,d, or other.

227.32 In the water-cooled engine the cylinder head
(fig. 6-23) is bolted to the fop of the cylinder
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VALVE CLOSED VALVE OPEN

PUSH ROO PRESSES
AGAINST CUP

I PLUNGER EXTENDED

I MAINTAINING ZERO CLEARANCE
.OIL UNDER

PPISSURE

BALL CHECK VALVE OPEN OIL FORCED UPWARD
CLOSES CHECK VALVE

SLIGHT LEAKAGE
BETWEEN PLUNGER

AND ROOT

o
le"

Figure 6-22.Operation of a hydraulic valve lifter..

Figure 6-23.Cylinder head for I...head engioe.
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block to close the upper end of the,cylinders. It
contains passages, matching those of -the
cylinder block, .which allow-the cooling Water to
circulate in the head. The head alsd.helps retain.
.compression in the cylinders. In the'gasbline
_engine there are tapped holes,in the cylinder
head whicii lead into the combustion chamber.
The spark plugs are inserted into these tapped
holes. .

In the diesel engine ihb cylinder hel may
be cast in a single unit, dr may be cast for a
single cylinder or two br more cylinders.
SeparatedWead sectionsJusaly COvefing. 1, 2,
or 3 cylinders in large engines) are easy to
handle and can be readily removed.

The L-head type of bylinder head shown in
figure 6-23 is a comparatively sir.;ple casting. It
contains water.jackets for cooling, and openings
for spark plugs. Pockets into which the valves
operate are also provided. Each pocket serves as
4 part of the :combustion chambeq The fuel-air
mixture is compressed in the pocket as the
piston reaches the end of .the compression
stroke. 'Note that the pockets have a rather
omplex curved surface. This shape has been

carefully designed so ttiat the fuel-air mix-tUre,
in being compressed, will besubjected to violent
turbulence.. This turbulence assures uniform
mixing of Ole fuel and'air, thus improving the
combustion process.

The 1-head (overhead-valve) type of cylinder
head contains not only waterjackets for cooling
spark-plug openings, and valve .and
combustion-chamber pockets, but it also
contains and supports the valves and
valve-operating. mechanisms. In , this type of
cylinder head, the water jackets must be large
enough to cool not only the top °of the
combustion chamber but also the valve seats,
valves, and valve-operating mechanisms.

The head is inspected periodically for cracks.
The crack will usually show up by leaking water,
water, in the oil or vice versa, or combustion
chamber blOwby. First inspect the head gasket,
as it will normally be at fault. When replacing a
cylinder head, the bolts must be tightened
according to the manufacturer's specifrations,
with a tbrque wrench.

The cylinder head of an aAr-cooled el gine is
finned to help dissipate the heat causei . by
combustion. It does not usually the

valve
part

a

s or their operating mechanism, as these
are a part of thq cylinder assembly. One

way to detect a cracked head on an.air-cooled
eng* e is by compressil blowby.

OIL PANS AND COVERS

fI'he oil pan is situated at the bottom of the
blo k or crankcase if they are separate. It is
maqie of pressed or cast steel and holds the oil
su ply for the engine. The CrankShaft, camshaft,
co necting rods,11' and the underside of the
pa ons can be inspected, by rernoving the oil
pat. The oil.p.an is usually designed so that the
oil drains to .the rear When the.engine is levsl,
thereby allowing the' oil pump to pick up the oil :-
and recirculate; it. This low part has 'a plug for
.draining..the oil. Th,e .pan is bolted to the block
or crankease....around the rim,:and an oil- pan
gasket Prevents oil ieakage..To remove the oil
pan, all the studs holding it shonld be removed.
It should then drop away from the :.block or
crankcase. A hew gask4 should always be_ used
when replacing an oil [An. Be sure the surfaces

.vith'which the gasket ewes in contact are
clean.. The studs should be tightened to the
torve specified .for that engine when replacing
th,-, oil pan.

Figures 6-19 and 6-20 slrow the valve and
valve operating' mechanism covers of a liquid
cooled gasoline engine. These covers are bolted
on and .,are sealed by gaskets. The sameN.
instruetions ,for removal and replacing the oil
pan apply to the removal and replacing of
covers.

COOLING SYSTEM

The purpose of the cooling syStem is to keep
the engine operating- at its most .efficient
temperature. Cxlinder-wall temperature must
not increase beyond about 400° or 500° 17.
Temperatures Aiiigha --than this will, cause the
lubricating oirfilm to break down and lose its
lubricating propertieS. However, it is desirable to'?
operate the engine at temperatnres as close to
the limit's imposed by oil properties as possible.

Since the engine is quite -inefficient whoa
cold, the cooling system includes devices that
prevent normal cooling action during engine
warmup. hese. devices allow the working parts
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of the engine to reach operating_ternperature
quickly and shorten the inefficient. '
cold-operating time. Then, when the engine .

reaches operating ternperatures, the cooling
system begins to function. Thus, the cooling

_ Lsystem cools rapidly when the-engine is hdt, and
1. \ it cools slowly or not at all when the engine ig.

warming up or chld.
Two general .types of cooling systems" are

psed-air cooling and liquid cooling.

/..I1Z.COOLED "ENGINES_

\An air cooling system does riot employ a ._
liquid coolant; so it is often assumed that air
alone acts as the cooling medium. However, this
is -nOt true, since the "'fuel and . lubricafiOn
syste. is also help in cooling the engine. The
lubrit tion system for an air cooled:engineoften
includc\s an oil cooler which tirculates the oil
between the engine .and the cook?, removing
heat fron theerigine as it does so.-Some cooling
alai resu ts froin the fuel contacting metal parts

. .

prior to pmbustion.
There\ are several physical characteristics

peculiar to the air cooled engine; the cylinder
. head and cYlinder are finned for strength and for
adequatecOoling. In most engines, air deflectors,
.shrouds, of baffles direct the flow of air to the
cylinders. Cooling fans are used to increase the
volume of air circulating around..the cylinders;
this also indeases the speed of'.the air passing
the cylinders. k.

Maintenanbe of the cooling system of _

air-cooled engines consists largely of keeping the
parts, clean to permit rapid transfer and
dissipation of heat, and making sure that
nothing interferes with the proper flow of air
through the cooling system.

To accomplih this, keep the baffles, fins,
ishrouds,_and fans free of dirt, grease, and other
foreign matter. Periodically inspect and tighten
the .sh-ouds. baffles, and deflectors. Replace or
straighten broken Or bent parts.

iLIQUID COOLING SYSTEM

1 Nearly all multicylinder engines Used in.
automotive, construction.- and weight handling

ATequip.lent use a liquid cooling system. Any
liquid used in this type of system is called a

. coolant.

171

In Most liquid cboled engines, waste heat is .

rernoved by the coolant circulating through
hollow 'passages surrounding the hottest parts of
the engine./Heat first flows into -the coolant
while the doolant being pumped through the

. .

passages\ of the cylinder block and up'into tho
cylinder heasl. The. coolant then moves on
through similar pesages in the head, picks up
more heat as it 0.1-culates, and finally leaves the
engine through an outlet at the top.

Afterlleaving the engine, the coolant passes
t hroughTa n-toper-hosc conneetioandcirrics
the heat inth a radiator. As the koolant liows
down through the radiator, the heat is r....1now,
by a stream of air forced through the radi.itor,
by 'the action of a fan only in stationary engines,
and by both the fan and forward niotion in
vehicles:

From the bottom of the radiator, the
coolant flows through a lower hose connection
to the pump where it is again forced into the-
cylinder block and repeats lhe cooling cycle,
removing more heat from the engine and
tarryihg the heatinto the.radiator.

WaterJacket

The water passagesin the cylinder block and
cylinder head form the engine water jacket. (See
.11g. 624.) In the cylinder block, the water jacket
completely surrounds all cylinders along their
full :length. Within the jacket, narrow passage-s
are pthvided between the cylinders for coolant
circulation .around them. In addition, water
passagds are provided around the seats and
other hot parts of the cylinder block. In the
cylinder head, the 'water jacket covers 'the
combustion chambers at the top of the cylinders
and' Att%tains pasSages around the value seats
when the valves are located in the head.

t he passages of the water jacket are designed
to control circulation of coolant and to piovide
proper cooling throughout the engine.

Water pump,

,Water.. are Usually located. on the'
front or side of the engine block. They- reCeive
coolant from the bottom of the radiator .and
foree it through the water jacket into the top
radiator tank.

iThe water pump (fig. 6-25) is .a centrifugal .
type pump. having an impeller with vanes which

7 bl
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Figure 6124. Water cooling system showing water 'jacket.

force the coolant outward as the impeller
rotates. The, impeller is located in a purnp

. hOusing and is mounted on. a. shaft which runs-
on one or mon: bearings. The shaft is driven by
the engine through a belt or a shaft. The fact
that the impeller 'is submerged in-the coolant.
but is driven from outside of the cObling system,
creates the problem of sealing the impeller shaft
against leakage.

For different cooling systems. pumps' vary
Considerably in construction of seals, bearings.
mounting, and drive.

It is usually easier to remove the water pump
if the radiator has first been removed: Loosen
the fan belt and remove the studs holding-the
water pump to the bloCk and cylinder he4
When replacing the water pump, use ZI ne
gasket.

Fan and Shroud

I.

Tie cngine fan s usually m unted on the
the-water pump shaft.and is driven by the

:;ame bf-lt that drives the pump. The fan provides
powerful draft of air through the radiator.

Some applications are equipped with. a Ian
shroud that imprOv.es fan performance. This

\ assures that all the air pidled back by the`fan, -
passes through the radiator.. . .

Fan 'blades .are often spaced at unequal,
distances around the fan hub to lessen vihr4ion
and noise. The: arc oRen oiried A the, tiA.to
increase their -ability to, move air. kx.cept fesr
differences i. location armind the hub. it rn
be assumed tht:t all blades Aould Imve the saii
nitch and angularity.

! Rent fan bla4s are very common and result
in noise. vibration and e!kcess wear on the fan
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A--P',ILLEY AND
HUB ASSEMBLY

BBEARING RETAINER
C \ SHAFT AND

. BEARING ASSEMBLY
DBODY
ESEAL WASHER
FSEAL ASSLMBLv
GIMPELLER
HFLATE'GASKET
1- PLATE

Figure & 25.Water pump.
81.101

shaft, and inefficiency. Make it a practice tO
'visually inspect the fan blades, pulleys, and drive
belts at every preventive maintenance
inspection.

Coolintt Tans absorb a consiaerAble amount
of the citgin., ! power, partiLalarly atAligh speeds.
Thermwdati,cally controlled friction devices'are
being .. ii On some instzdlations to slow down
or cut r. the fahat high engine speeds or chen
the engnc is cold.

Radiator

The usual radiator assembly conskts of a-
radiator'core Witha top tank and ':i-liottom tank.
The top, or inlet tank. c?ontains all oLlINilk Vire
catled the radiator., :filet and tisualty has a

4Q... coolant baffle inside' and. above, or at the inlet
opeinng. 'e r.idiator tiller neck is generally

r. I 73

F isd 6.2E.lubular radiator core construction.

attachs2d to the upper part or the top tank iind
has an outlet to the overflow" pipe. The.bottom
tank also, lia an opening which is called the
radiator outlet:. -

Practically all cooling systems have tubular
radiator coles (fig. 6-2( ) which consist of a large
number of vertical tubes and many horizontal
air fins:around the tubes .\;;iater passitges in the
tubes arc usually very narrow,. and Hie tube.itself
is made of a very thin metal.

Through the water tubes, the flow .01-
coolant is divided into many small streams
which cause a small amount of to
ht. exposed to:a eomparatively large cooling

Thiresults in rapds.l.flow of heat From
the .coolant to, the tubes 'and air fins. Heat is
carried away from the tubes and fins by the air
moving through the core.

To rinove 'the radiator, first remove the
inlet and.outlet rattator hoses. Next remove the
radiaior cover. if it is fitted With one, and
remove the bolts in !ding the radiator to its
frame. The radiator can noW. be lifted Out. Be
careful not to pullet Ur,' the core.

Connections must be ,provided to carry tbe
water from the engin: water jacket to the
'adiator, and fronit-the .radiator hack to the
engine. V,bration and movement kiween the
raukttor and the engine would cause breakage of

1 7 8
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metal pipe. For this reason, flexible hose is used
for radiator connections. Sometimes pieces of

_pipe are placed between sections of hose where
the connections are long.

Radiator Pressure Cap

The radiator pressure cap (fig. 6-27) is used
on nearly all modern engines. The pressure cap
closes off the overflow pipe and prevents loss of
coolant during normal operation. It also allows zt
certain amount of pressure to develop within the
cooling system. Th6 pressure raises the boiling
point of the coolant and permits the engine to
operate at high temperatures without loss of
coolant from boiling.

The preaSure cap contains tWo spring-loaded
valves. The larger valve is called the pressure
valve, and the smaller one is_called the vacuum
valve. A shoulder n the radiator filler -neck
provides a seat for the bottom of the cap
assembly, and a gasket on this s-eat pi-events
leakage between the cap and the filler neck.

The pressure valve acts as a safety valve to
relieve extra pressure within, the system...The
cooling system may be de.signed to Operate at
va:-ious pressures4 to 17, psi, depending on the
manufacturer's specifications. The pressure valve
in .the cap is preset by the manufacturer. When
replacing a pressure cap, make sure to use a cap
with the proper pressure setting which is usually
marked on the top surface of the cap.

IOW
:KM/ ki

.4"10

OVERFLOW
PIPE

Figure 6-27.Pressure radiator cap.
81.103
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The vacuum valve opens only when the
pressure within the cooling system drops below
the outside air pressure as the engine cools. This
automatic action of the vacuum valve prevents
c011apse of hose and other thin-walled parts of
the cooling system.

Thermostat

The.function of.the thermostat (fig. 6-28) is
to automatically control the aMount of heat
removed from the engine for different operating
conditions and air temperatures.

The thermostat is a heat oPerated unit which
controls a valve between the water jacket and
the radiator. Attached to the valve is a flexible
metal bellows; which is expansible and contains
a volatile /liquid or gas.which creates a pressure
when heated and opens the thermostatic valve.
As the engine warms up, the valve opens slowly

WATER OUTLET
EL BOW :

GA KET
THERMOSTAT

GASKET

"43-7,0f.c...4k

...... CYLINDER .
HEAD

81.104
Figure 6-28.Thermostat.

\
and allows the water to circulate. It is fully
open when the engine reaches operating
temperature. WhenAluengine is cold, the valve
stays closed and slitits off praCtically all
circulation to the radiator. Most cooling systems
equipped with thermostats have a bypass-
arrangement to; allow a little water circulation
when the thermostat is closed.

To replace a therniostat, the hose should be
removed from the- water outlet elbow (fig. 6-28),
the elbow Unbolted from the cylinder head, and
the thermostat;removed. When a thermostat is
installeduse t new gaskets'''. and reverse the
removing procedure.

The operation of a closed bellows, type
thermostat is shown in figure 6-29. In actual
operation, tho valve will 'move, frequently to
regulate the flow of water to the radiator in
_accofdance with the variations in heat output of
the engine. Other types of thermostats may be
operated by a bimetallic coil which expands
when heated and opens .the valve., As the coil
cools, it contracts and closes the valve.

Although a thermostat i.: designed to open at
a spc-cific-temperature, most thermostats vary a
few degrée.. in the temperature at which they
begin to open. In addition they- may Jequire a
temperature from 200 to 25° F higher before
they are fully open. For instance, a thermostat
designed to open at 150' F might beRin to open
at any temperature between 146° and .154° F
inclusive. This same thermostat should, he fully
open at 1700 to 175° F.

Smite vehicles are equipped with air inlet
screens or shutters. They _are used in cold
weather to help warm up the engine. They have
no direet connection with the cooling system
and are primarily for protection. However. they
may lie used to supplement the- action 'of the
thermostat, and they are operated either -by
hand or automatically by a thermostatic device.
The shutters restrict the flow of cool air through
the radiator when the cOolant is. below a
predetermined temperature.

To replace the shutter, unbolt tliL motinting
brackets, discOnnect the control cable or rod,
and remove the shutter.. A new or repafred one
can be installed by reversing this process.
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ENGIME

THERMOSTAT
CLOSED

ENGINE COLDVALVE
CLOSED BY THERMO'STAT
ALLOWS WA f ER TO CIRCULATE
THROUGH THE ENGINE BUT
NOT THE RADIATOR. RADIATOR

ENGINE

THERMOSTAT
OPEI4ED

ENGINE WARMVALVE
OPENED BY THERMOSTAI_
ALLOWS WATER Tb CIRCULATE
THROUGH THE ENGINE
AND THE RADIATOR

Figure 6-29.Diagram of a thermostat in operation.

Temperature Gage

The engine temperature gage is-made up 6f
two principal partsthe gage unit mounted on
the instrument panel, and tue engine thermal
unit. When operated on the principle of the
Bourdon tube, the temperature gage-is actuated
.by pressure conducted to it from a bulb, which
is screwed into the water jacket of the engine.

.,Th c. heat of the water vaporizes the liquid in the
bulb, and- the vaporsflow through a capillary,
which is a very small tube connecting the bulb
to the age. The greater the heat, the more vapor
given-off; the. greater the pressure, the higher
the temperature indicated.on the gage.

When installing the temperature gage or
repairing other parts of the 'engine, be careful .

not to kink the tube connecting the two units....
Although it °looks like an ordinary 'wire. this_
tube contains the fluid which transmits
temperatae readings to the gage unit on .the
instrument panel. A damaged temperature gage
must be rc,"leed as a whole, unit and '',1'itnot be
repaired in ;;R: shop.

Some hicks are equipped with an ekctric
temperatti., gage (fig. 6-30). The oPeratiOn of
this instr... ent is similar to the babncing coil
type oil pressure indicator. The higher the
temperature the (Treater the current passini

RADIATOR

81.105

,

through the coils to the indicating unit, so that
the armature to which the indicating needk is
attached i.; attracted _by an incr6ased magnetic
field, which in turn agitates 'the- needle to
register the engine temperature.

Ant:freeze Solutions

A vehick operated in temperatures bdow
32° F requires an antifreeze solution in its
cooling system. Without this solution, the water
in the cooling system frezes and °sometimes
results in a cracked cylinder, water jacket,
cylinder head, and radiator core.-

antifreleze sokftion mixes readily
°with water. However, once it is mixed witjt
water, it tends to penetrate openings and
connections more readily than water,. Upon the
first filling of antifreeze fir the winter, and
periodically thereafter, hose connections thould
be checked_ for tightness to insure that there are
no kaks. -A good antifreeze is not subject to
rapid evaporation, nor does it corrode or rust_
the coohng system. Most antifreeze compounds

°contain a rust and Corrosion inhibitor. Without
an inhibflor in the sOlution, rust and corrosion'
(c)lvoegrAhreadiators and cause water cooled engines to
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Figure 6-30.Circuit diagram of an electric rperaiure gage.

. All antifreeze solutions require perrodic
checks and must be -renewed when tests show
that they will not give the required proteetion
against freezing.

Hydrometers are used for testing :,ntifreeze
solutions. They usually come with instructions
for their use: Their, principle Of operatio.1 is
based on the fact that the specific gravity of the
solutioujn_the cooling system varies with the
temperature at which the solution fr`eezes. Tests
are made by:drawing a sample of the sOlution
from the radiator with the hydrometer .uctiob
bulb. The temperature of the solution is
matched witfi the specific gravity,.. and .1

conversion table on- the hydrometer indicat-.7s
the temperature at" which the _solution will
freeze.

Antifree'l.e solutions, even the so-called
permanent types, are,not recommended for use
beYo.nd one season; ,furthermore it is
recommended that different types not be mixed.
Usually when one type ha:, been mixed with
another, there is no way of knowing the
temperature at which the 'mixed solutions will

freeze. Another danger is that their ingredients
sometimes reixt Chemically ,and_ cause a
corrosion in tiv: coo".ng syskm and .a foaming
that forLes- quantities of .the liquid from the
radiator.

Service and Maintenance
of Cooling System

How *often the cooling system should be
flushed and cleaned depends on the existing
instructions. It should.be done at least twice a
year, and it may have to be done at each
preventive maintenance inspection. It is
necessary to prevent excessive accumula,iOns of
rust and other eorrosiVe deposits, 'which in time
could damage the radiator passage'S.

Begin the flushing procedure by opening the
drain cocks (('ig. 6-31) and allowing the water-to

"How out. Refill the system with new water, to
which an approved cleaning compound has been
added. The- various types of cleaning compound
available for loosening rust and soale in a
radiator should be used only in ace6idance with
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the manufaetnrer's instructions. Then----rum;-the :-
engine for at least one-half hour after it readies
operating temperature. Drain the radiator again,
refill once more with water, and run the ene,ine
.5 minutes more. After iraining this water, refill
the radiator, adding a rust preventive and, if the
weather ,:requirts it. antifreeze solutior. The
addition of rust preventive is recommended
especially when fillitg the cooling system_ of a
new engine tor the first time. If the radiator is
rcot af..er flushing, remove it from the
vehick and li.ke it to the' shop for cleaning.

While cleaning and flushing the cooling
e-t-n7" also dm: out the radiator air passages

ot illscds,. dirt, and, other ,foreign matter by
blowing thell out with compressed air. Be
carefu in using tht compressed air apparatus,

'because 'sudden bursts, of air may damage the
.cooling systn or other engine parts.

When servicing the codling system check the
conlition of the hOse- and all hose connections. .

If ,there .Lie bad leaks at connections:or if the
hose conapses when grasped with the .hand, it
shou'd be replaced.

Nater hose can be annoved by loosening
the. claMps, and .with the fingers or Water pump
pliers rotate the hose to loosen it and make it
tz--as t ff7-1-f-theh o se is-frozen- on Titwill
need to be cut off in order to reirrove t. Clean
the surface where the hose fits before ilLit:ing 91-1
the new hOse. If the clamps are in good
comiitio, they may be reused. otherwise'.
replace theM.

In replacing hoses, be sure that they are of
proper length and diameter. The diameter

(inside dirnension) usually marked on the
outside of the hose. Never use shellac to seal a
leaking hose except in an emergency.

An overheated engine is easy to recognize by
the temperature gage reading, radiator boiling or
steaming:or bY theknocking and laboring of the
engine. The probable cause is insufficient water
ififfie systeM,' a defective-thermostat, defective
-pressure cap, slippnw fan belt, or' a partially
clogged radiator.

f the engine has alendency to overheat or_

which it is-designed to open. If it does not, the
trouble has been locatedthe therinostat must
be replaced.

An overheated engine may also be caused by
trouble at various Other points in the cooling
system. F,gure 6-31 shows where .to look for
trouble and indicates defeats which may be
found.

Before' adding water to an overheated.
engine, let the engine cool .sufficiently toe
prevent the possibility of cracking the cylinder
block or head. Cracking is caused by the sudden
contraction of the metal. In refilling the

'radiator, pour the wate,r in slowly while the
engine is running. _

Water leaks can be detected' by inspecting
the radiator joint. hose connections, and other
pafts of the system whiereleaks can, occur, and=1
by Observing the space .under yotcrvarkëd
equipment for wet spots. Small radiator "leaks
can be repaired by a sp cial sealing compound
which is added to the v. Ater in the radiator. If
the- radiator leaks -badly, remove if. from Vie
vehicle and solder the leaking spots. Soldering
instructions are given in Tools, and "Flieir Uses,
NAVEDTRA 10085 (Series).

Water leaks.may occur at' any joint btYtween
tl-re cy1i-ndc.s.-r-ht:ad andtire engine block. 1 hese
leaks ,can be seriouS>,If not found prOmptly,
w3ter may find its way inthe engine crankcase
and form a sludge that wi% cause lubrication
troubles. Tighten cylinder head bolts to stop
th'ese leaks. By using a torque wrench. proper
and uniform pthssure can be applied in
tightening all boltsand warping and distortion
or the cylinder head'ean be prevented.

The Fact thzit all eonnections in the cooling
system look tight and Secure does not
necessarily mean that there are no lea.ks. it may
be tting air from a very tiny leak Which could

,speed up corrosion and-rust. To check For air
leaks, attach a hose to the overflow pipe and pui
the -timer end of'th'e hose into a container of
wziter. If bubbles-appear, they are a sign of air in .

the cooling system. These bubbles indicate
leakage of water, including the antifreeze in it.

to run below the normal operating temperature. Tightening or replacing hose Clamps an,.
check .the thermostat as a possible cause of eonneetiOns is the_usua -:emedy. Otherwise, the
trouble. Remove the thermostat and suSpend it 1,vater pump.should bC ispeted and checked.
iii 4 pio__6f water in which a theriliorneter also is There is 1)0 precise way to test the efficiency .n-:--

_s-aFended.'llearthe water and observe whether of the watee puMp. However.. for sonie idea of
the thermostat opens near the temperaturat,.... w.tter
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squeezing the upper hose connection with your
hand, with the engine warm and speeded up. If

_ pressure_isielt, the_pump is operating normally.
A defective water pump shouldibe removed and
either repaired or replaced, according to shop
policy. If asked to, repair a water pump, follow
the manufacturer's directiong for the pump of
the particular vehicle with which you are
working.

Exhaust gas; as well as air, can leak into file
cooling system. Such a leak can result in great
damage, because the gas tends to unite with the
water to form corrosive acids. To test for
exhaust ,gas leakage, disconnect the upper hose,
remove the fari belt and the thermostat, and
partially drain the cooling system. Start ,the
engine and accelerate it quickly a few times. If
the water level rises, or if bubbles appear in the

wat&-, exhaust gas is leaking into th. cooling
system. Installing a new cylinder head gasket
and tightening the head bolts u ually stop ihis
trouble.

Worn, loose, or slipping fan belts !,; often
the cause of overheating, especially when the
engine is operating in low or second gear. Excess
looseness- or tightness cart be determined by
shOing in on the belt midway between the
puileys.,The manufacturer's manuals specify the
amount of slack that should exist. -

If it is necessary to adjust the fan belt, rust
look at the type of device used to provide the
-fanbelt takeup. Four methods of adjusting fan
belts are illustrated in ,figure 6-32. To_ ayoid
unnecessary strain in the fan hub and driveshaft,
never adjust the belt too tightly. The normal

°
.-,. -

81.108
-N

NN, Figure 6-32.Methods ofadjuiting fan belts as indicated by "the letter A in each illustration.\
-

1 80
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adjustment of the fan belt is 1/2 inch play at the
longest span of the belt.

The fan blades should be checked for
alignment. Proper alignment' will. permit the
blades to turn-without vibrating and will prevent
them from cutting the hose connections or
damaging the radiator tore, which are close by.
Each blade should turn in the same circle. This is
checked by measuring the distance to the blade

-

tips frotn a fixed point on the engine block. If
necessary, bend the blades to obtain proper
alignment.

LUBRICATING SYSThM

o's1 film also provides lubrication of the rings so
that they can moye easily in the piston ring
gocives and On the cylinder walls.

As oil circulates through the engine, it tends
tO' ifash. off and carry dirt, particles of carbon,
and other foreign matter into the crankcase,
where the larger particles drop to thebottc:rn of
the pan. The Oil filter removes many of the
smaller particles.

All -modern engines are lubrica'ied under-
pressure. The oil supply is carried.in the oil pan
attached to the underside of the crankcase, from
which it is drawn up and forced through a
network of tubes, pipes, and drilled passages by
the oil pump.

. This seCtion explainS tlie various types-6C\
QIL PUMPengine _1iihricating syste.ms and their

cornp-OWEifST-The primary furtion 91' engine
lubrication is to-reduce friction Eletw,eeh moving
parts. Lubrication supplies a thin film ot oil
which prevents metal-to-metal contact, thus
greatly reducing friction. The, crankshaft,
connecting rods, bearings, pistons; piston rings,

'Va stems, valve tappets, 'gears, driVes,
couplings, and bearings are the main parts Which
must be lubricated to guard against friction. gear. Oil is forced into the pump cavity ana

Helping_ to _eool the 'engine is another. -_. ___around_e_ach_gear.-- The -action -of- the-meshed .

function of the lubrication system. The oil goes- gears creates a flow which forces the oil around
through some very hot regions in the engine, and
heat is absorbed by -the oil, thus raising the oil
temaerature.- The heat so absorbed is 'carried
back to the oil pan, from Whieh it is dissipated
into the surrounding air.

Other purposes of Fubricating oil arc
absorbing 'shocks between bearings- and other
engine parts. forming a Seal between piston rings
and cylinder wall, and helpini to clean, Cie
engine parts.

As a shock ahsorbing agent. oil around the
piston bearings .and journals acts as a cushion
against the jars they receive . from the
harnmer-lilie blows of the thrusts of the piston.
A load.,:of as. much-as .one and a quarter tons is
suddenly thrown ..upon- the .top of the pision
when combuStion takes place. This sudden
thrust on. tile:piston is carried through the piston
pin and conne-ct:ng rod bearings,. Oil-helps quiet
the"-piston movement and reduces the wear ofjts
parts.

Piston rings must forth a gastight seal with
the cylinder walls. The- lubricating oil delixered

-FTottrucgyfincter-wailiifliKrespeTATTlie, -

'sche oi', pump is the most important part ot'
the libliciting system. pepending on the design.
of the eiine, the putnp-is mounted either inside.
or outsich3\the crankcase. The two types of oil
pumps generally used' art the ,gear and the
rotary. -NN

-In the gear type inin p (fi1...6-33), a gear'
. driven by the caniShaft *'4ctuLteS'a companion

.1 8 7

PUMP BODY

I
DRIVING GE AR

81 10e,
Figure 5-33.Gear type oil pump.
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the outside of each gear. To regulate this
pressure the pump is provided with a pressure
relief "valve. This valve is a sphng-loaded ball
which rises when the pressure required to force
oil to the engine parts is reached and allows any
excessive oil to flow back inlo the oil pan
through:an opened port.

-The rotary 'pump (fig. 6-34), uses a rotor or
revolving device with lobes thatmatch similarly
shaped depressions in an outer rotor. When this
pump operates, both rotors 'turnr together; and
the Spaces between them fill with oil, which is
then forced out from between the rotors
through the various oil lines to the engine parts
requiring lubrication.. In the principle of its
action, the rotor type iS pot unlike that of the
gear type pump.

OIL GAGE

Figure 6-35 shows the circuit through which
oil moves to reach every moving part of the
engine. The normal oil pressure Varies from 30
to 50 pounds per square inch (psi). TO maintain
the proper oil *pressure, an, oil pressure relief
Valve is put into the system and'an oil pressure
gage_ Is_ provided on the ins!rument panel to
register the operating pressure. :Ole' oil pressure
gage is nof the same as the oil level gage which
indicates the oil level in the oil pan.

The pressure gage is mounted on the
instrument panel of the vehicle. Marked off on a
dial ia psi, the gage indicatCs how regularly and

PUMP BODY

ck`
.1 !NNE? ROTOR

OUTER ROTOR

81.110
Figure 6-34.Diogrem of a rotary type,dil pump._

eveffiy the oil !:, being delivered to aH.vital parts
of the engine, and warns of any stoppages in this
delivery. -Pressure gages may. be mechanical or
electrical. In the mechaniCal type, the gage on
the hiStrument panel is connected to an oil line
tapped into the main Oil supply passage leading

'from the pump. The pressure or the oil in the
system- acts on a diaphragm within the gage,
ca,using a needle.-to. register on a dial. In the
electrical type, the oil pressure operates a device
on the engine which-signals electrically to a dash
gage. The dash gage then indicates .the oil
pressure%

Some -of the vFhicles bronght into the shop
-will not be equipped with an oil, pressure gage,
but will have.electrically operated warning lights
on the instrument 'panel, which flash on- and
remain righted, to indicate abnormal oil
pressures.

The oil level gage is a rod or dipstick inserted
in .the side of the engine so that it extends down
into the oil in the oil pan. When it is withdrawn,
the level of the the! pan is determined by-
ob'serving the, point thd oil coltmin has reached
on the stick against'the markings empty, low,
and full. To assure akk.ficcurate reading, first
_wipe the stick -clean; feplace-it- in- its soeket:- then
remove it again .tb vbserve the oil column.

18.2

OIL FILTERS AND STRAINERS

Strainers and ilters are placed in the
kibrication system r.o .provide' constant- cleaning
of. the oil as it .circulates. Figure .6-36 shows a
typical oil straintr, such as most vehicle
manufacturers hinge to the inlet of thc oil
pump, It is a fiiw mesh bronze scretm through
.which the oil must enter the pump from the oil
pan. The stn 'net keeps large dirt and sludge
particles from being drawn into the pump from
the oil pan:

:IV oil filter (fig. 6-37) isjiat...ed above the
,pi.imp in the oil line. It removes..-most of the

Jall impurities that h dye not been caught by
the stritiner. Thus the filter helps keep t-he oi!
clean -and prevents entry into the engine of..most
of the very small foreign partiJes that coukl
impair its efficiency.

Oil filters are of two types- the bypass filter,
wliieh filters, only part ofhthe oil, coining from
the oil _Eumn;..and the full flow filter, whjch
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OIL INLET SHIELf5

OIL LEVEL

OIL INLET SCREEN

Figure 6:35.Basic units and oil pas,ages of a pressure feed lubricationsystem.

filters all die. :.;i1 in circulation. The latter
contains a spring-loaded valve. wl.:ch opens to
pass 'oil around the: filter if it should become

'clogged with foreign matter.
Most engine filters are installed so that the

oil can continue to circulate through the ogipe
in ease the filter become's clogged.

CRANKCASE VENTIi.ATION

There are two -"reasons for crtmkjase
ventilation during,normal operatio.n. It remove
gasoline.. avid w:-ter that trickle into ths:'
crankcase during "the normal :process o f
ombuStion; such gas and Water .,.,01...;;;Mx witn

29.96

the oil and lorm 'a pasty sludge it allowed to
remain in the crankcase. Ventilation also allovs
the crankcase to breathe in order to eliminate
excessivy pressure in the crankNse.

There are two methods 61" eliminating
gasoline %and Water fmni the ;crankcase --the
nonpositivc method and the pos:tive method."
The nonpositive method depends oq a breather
rube. Air- flows past the -open 'end of the tube,
evaporning the wat&r and the gasoline` and.
ffinoving the vapors from the crankcase. One
'end of the breatb--r 'tube opens... inf) the
crankcase ahove the oil level. The other end

.
ext.ends e, w"-Nre thIrre is

183
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ROCKER ARM' SHAFT

"' ROCKER ARM

OIL FILTER /
VALVE 'LIFTER

CAMSHAFT

TO. GOVERNOR

ACCESSORY DRIVE
SHAFT JOURNAL AND

THRUST-BEARING
AND AIR COMPRESSOR

DmIN PLyt

, OIL PUMP

LOWER
CRANKCASE

ort 'NUT
SHIELD

OIL INLET SCPEEN

.

snfficient airflow to 'cre-at;2 a low pressure at the
_open; end of- the tub: (fig. 6-38).'The pressure
differeritia between the crankcase and the open
end of the tube is sufficient to force any vapOrs
out of the crankcase. Some breather tubes are
piaced sO that thc cOoling 'fan Will'ihereasc the
flow of air gassing ov.cr them, increasing their.

Figure A-36.--Typical ail strainer.

o

RRAIN PLUG

. N.

227.54

In the positive nrthod: air is.drawn through
-the engine by an intake manifold vacuum; or, in
other words, the intake rhanifold vacuym drT.vs
air through the crankcase to sweep vapors out of
itv(fig. 6-39). After, picking,aap these vapors as it
circulates-through. the dranikase, the air is forced
upward and. out of the engine thnugh an

Cf.lfriwn

}-84 ,
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COVER

GASKE

DRAIN PLUG

OIL 01,ITLET

Figure 6-37.Oil

so

OIL INLET

FILTERING ELEMENT
OR CARTRIDGE

29,97

../ . )

.through a tube connci:ted to the intake
rbanifold. .

iTo pr.() mo te vaporii.ation of vobtile
impurities and their 1--moial from ths crankcase,
the operatii* temperature of th e. engine should

, be at least jPJ° F.
t

OIL TEMPERATUR OU LATOR
. \

P The pr-Ltemperature. egubtor (fig. 6-40) is,.. ..
used to pteVent the teppitNiture of the oil from

- ' rising tOo'high in hot weatiicr and to raise it in
cold starts in winter;ThJ. regulator !,r-lit; which
Makes uSe of the. 'Water in the coolii:g system, is
made up of a core and ; a housing. The core,
through which the oil cilteulates- is exposed to
the water w,hich circulat4 through the housing.
As the oil leav.Os the regulititor, it is either coolaxi
or .heatea, dePending on he temperature or thet.

Water-in the cooling syste r.,. From the regulator,
th.e.'oil entert the oil pasages thatjlead to' the

: engine. parts.
,

. .

Scii9e ruiiiprp vehielt..s use an oil cooler
which eonststs of a radiat ir, through which air is

7 ,circulatcd by,movement of the vehicle. and tile
-- cooling t;an.. This radiat r, through which oil

PaSses to and from the..61 pan thrOugh the

BREATHER
TUBE

crOi
VAPOR . CRANKCASE

227..35
Figure 6-38.Crankcase breather tube.

not instruniental in increasing its tempeialure in
cold weather operations.

OIL CIRCULATION

Now that parts or the/ lubrication system
have peen discussed. the differertt metnod:
circulating the oil through the various engine
passages will be explained.

;All modern _engines. are lubricated by
pressure system. The systems most general

engine pris-sages, acts only' to coorthe oil and is employed are the s_plash, forfece-Ld
.
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227.31
Figure 6-39.Positive crankcase ventilation.

combinatiOn splash" forte-feed, and the. full
force-feed.

In the splash system, dippers o41- the
connecting .rods enter the oil in the crankcase
with eaeh revolution of the crankshaft .and
srlash oil to -the upper parts of the engine. The
oil thus thrown upwarcrin droplets and mist
provides lubricatiOn fer* the valVe mechanism,
piston *pins, and otlier moving pails. The splash
system is rarely .found on modern engines;
because its.lubricating effectis too uncertain to
me.,:t today's heavY operating demands. On'a full

,ctarkcase, it coidd mean ovedubrication and. a
Wast.: of oil; while on.:a partly.fied crankcase, it
eould catisc inaqquatelubrirationThnd failure of
(he engine. ; ';

The force-d (or pressure feéd) system (fig.
641) forces oil from the erard:ase lo the main
bearings, camshaft bearinus,"and-connecting rod

?
' 81.116

Figure 6-40.Oil temper tuie regulator (cooler),
-

bearings, which-in turn' feed the oil into drilled
passages in the Crankshaft. From these passages
it flows through holes in _the conneding rods
into the piston pin bearings. The cYlinder walls
are lubricated by the oil thrown 'off from, the
connecting rods and pistonpin bearings.

The_eombination splash lorce-feed system
(fig.642:) depends on oil splash.and pressure to
accomplish engine lubrication. The oil pump
forces oil under pressure to the main .and
camshaft bearings and the valve mechanisms; but
the connecting.rods, he pistons, the piston pins,

.and the cylinder walls are lubricate.d by dippers
splashing oil into the troughs underneath thern.
These troughS,are kept fdled by the oil pump;
which deliverS 'the oilthrough nozzles.

In the f011. force-feed sKstem (fig. 6-43). all
bearings; 'as 'well as the pistons and piston ,pins,
are lubricated by oil under pressure from the

^

bearings. Thel)il enters a line or.a channel from pump. Oil, enters the crankshaft Oil passages,
. _

.Purilk and--1-11141
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,4001111400/-h-gwie YANA

h

///, Wails,

I On-

81.117 81.119

Figure 6-41.Force-feed lubrication system. Figure 6-43.Full force-feed lubrication system.

81.118
Figure 6-42.Combination splash force-feed lubrication

system.

holes drilled in the connecting rods, goes up
through the rod, passages to the piston pin
bearings, and helps lubricate both the pistons
and the cylinder walls.

SERVICE AND MAINTENANCE
OF LUBRICATION SYSTEMS

Check the oil lev-el as previously directed
and. if necessary, add additional oil for a full
gage or dipstick reading. If the oil feels gritty to
the fingers, or has no bod,., it has lost its
effective lubricating qualitit.. In any case, oil
changes should be made in accordance with the
Navy Preventive Maintenance Schedules. On
most equipment the grade and quantit7 of :he
oil to be used will b found on a plate or chart
in the cab. The oil shotad be changed more
frequently in cold weather and in vehicles
operated under dusty or other very unfavo lc

conditions. The supervisor will give- sp
directions about oil changes on such vehicles.

Drain the oil only after the engine has been
run and is warmed up. This.warmup period Will
thin thc oil and stir up the sludge and foreign
matter in the oil pan. Cold oil is thick and will
not drain readily, and foreign matter will tend to

187
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stick to the sides of the oil pan whei) the engine
is cold.

Upon the supervisor's instruction, remove
the oll pan to clean out all sludgy and
sedimentary matter when changing the cll. In
doing so, steady the Pan with yo'ur hand before
undoing the last two nuts or bolts, so that it will
not drop and be damaged. Before replacing the
pan, install a new oil pan gasket and see that no
leaks appear after the pan is in place and new oil
has been added. Be sure also that the arain Plug
is tight, and that the Mier cap, through which
the ctankcase is ventilated, is clean. Recheck the
oil level to be certain that the oil colu'mn reaches
the full marking on the dipstick.

fective Oil Pressure Gage

Ordinarily, low oil pressure readings may be
due to thin or diluted oil, excessive heating, an.
improper giade of oil, or a low oil level in the
crankcase. If no pressure shows, or if the
pressure is erratic even after replacing the old
with new oil of the- proper grade, a defective bil
gage may be the cause. It is usually better to
replace the entire gage unit than attempt repairs.

If the gage is not defective, check the entire
Outer surface for any oil leaks. Be sure that the
fastening screws of the il pan are tight. A leak
in an external oil line sually can be repaired by
tightening -the fittings.- Get into the habit of
looking at the ground ot avement, over which a
vehicle has been parked, for any oil spots that
may indicate leakage.

Replacement of Oil Lines

It may be necessary for the ASM to make
tubing where prefabricated replacement tubing
is pOt available. Using the'old tubing, measure
the length, and allowing added length for
'inaccuracies in measuring, cut the tubing to

/ desired length. Use a tube cutter or a fine
, toothed hacksaw. After the cut is .cornpleted,
remove all burrs inside and outside, and clean
the tube to make sure no cutting or foreign
particles remain in the tube. Next, bend the tube
to desired shape. The objective of tube bending
is to obtain a smooth bend without flattening
the tube, Aluminum or copper may be bent by
hand if the bend can be distributed over a large

enough length. If the bend must be short a tube
bender must be used.

When the tube is cut to the correct length
and bent to the desired shape, the ends are next
flared if flared connections are to be used. A
hand flaring tt,n1 (fig. 6-44) can be used for this
purpose. This tool conSists of a flaring block or
grip die, a yoke, and a plunger or flaring pin.
The grip die consists of two steel blocks hinged
at one end and held in alignment by a pilot pin.
A number of countersank holes, varying in size
to conform with, t ube diameters and
cotIntersinks' matching standard flare angles and
radii, are provided wit6.:_hof of the hole in each
block. The yoke fits over the-taio halves of the
grip die and has a setscrew used to lock the yoke
in the desired position:The yoke also serves as a
centering gUide fo- the rplunger. The plunger is
tapered to the same angle as the countersunk
holes in the grip die.

To flare the end of the tube, slip the fitting
out and sleeve onto the tube and place the tube
in the proper size hole in the grip die. The end
of the tube should extend 1/64 inch above the
surface of the grip die. Center the plunger over
the end of the tube and tighten the yoke
setscrew to secure the tubing in the grip and
hold the yoke in place. The flare is made by

19
188

Figure 6-44.Tube flaring tool.
227.37
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'striking the plunger several light blows with a
hammer or mallet. Turn the plunger a: half turn
after each blow and make sure it seats properly
before removing, the tube from the grip die.
Aftcr completing the flare, inspeato see that no
cracks are evident. Be sure that you have put the
connection, on the tube before flaring or you
wili ha. to cut off the flaring, place the

.connee:tio,i on the tube -and make another
flaring, (Tools and Their Uses NAVEDTRA
10085 6eries)) covers the basic 'concept of
flaring..

Defective Oil PuMp

Persistent low pressure readings or a zero
reading could point to trouble in the oil pump.
While a complete failure of the oil pump is rare,
anv wear of its:moving parts is likely to impair
its efficiency. lf an attempt is to be made to
repair the pump, follow the manufacturer's'
specifications and instructions. However, the
policy of the shop may be to replace rather than
repair a defective oil pump.

High pressure readings may be observed
while the engine is warming up in cold weather,
before the oil has reached operating
temperature. After a brief 'warmup period, the
gage indicator should return to normal. A
persistent high pressure points to the possibility
of a clogged oil line or a poorly operating
pressure regulating valve. The latter trouble can
usually be corrected by installing a spring with a
jLtktiiLLJ1siQ1Up ope ra te t he va lye.

Changing Oil Filter
Elements

Changing oil filter elements periodically will
be a imrt of your job. Usually the filter elements
are changed at the time the oil is changed in the
crankcase. On new engines it may be changed

I after the first 500. or 1,000 miles; (2)
according to the manufacturer's instructions;.or
(3) according tcPshop policy. The filter element
should be replaced by- the type recommended by
the manufacturer. Be sure that the new gasket
under the cover is properly fitted, and that there
are no oil leaks. Always check these 'points
immediate ly after starting the engine.

In replacing the filter element, remove the
drain plug from the bottom of the housing.
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Next, remove the cover VS", loosening the center
bolt or clamp: Now lift out the old element, and
wipe the inside of the housing with a clean
cloth. Some filter housings do not have drain.
plugs. Therefore, first remove the cover; next
remove the filter element and take out the dirty
oil with a siphon. gun; and then wipe the inside
of the housing with a _clean lintless cloth.
Remove all traces of dirt or lint which reit-fain
inside. Install the new element. Finally, replace
the drain ping and the cover, using a new gasket,
or just the gasket and cover on filter housing
without drain plugs.

On the type of fiBer that does not have a
replaceable element, disconnect the oil lines to
the old filter, dismount the filter, install the new
one, and reconnect the oil lines,

GOVERNORS

The speed and the power output of an
engine are determined by the combustion
process in the cylinders. Since combustion
depends upon air and fuel, the speed and output
of an engine can be controlled,by regulating the
amounts. of air and fuel supplied for the
combustion process.

In diesel engines, a varying amount of fuel is
mixed with a constant amount of compressed air
inside the cylinder. A full charge of air enters
the cylinder during each intake event. Since the
quantity of air admitted is constant, coMbustion
and, in turn, _speed and power output are
controlled 'by regulating, the amount of fuel
injected into the cylinders.

CONTROL OF ENGINE
SPEED AND POWER

In a gasoline engine, speed and output are
cgtltrolled by regulating the amount of air
flowing into the cylinders of ,the engine. The
carburetor is designcd tb measure the airflow.
The amount of air and its velocity, in turn,
control the quantity of fuel with which the air is
mixed before the mixture enters the cylinders.

The quantity and yelocity of air flowing into
the cylinders is controlled by the throttle valve.
By operating the valve, more or less air to the
engine is admitted, and the carburetor
automatically Supplies the gasoline necessary to
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maintain the correct fuel-air ratio. Regu! ition of
fuel or air supply by manual throtAle control is
adequate when engine speed and-, output
requirements remain rather constant. However,

., the requirements of most engines used by the
Navy vary because of fluctuating loads. TLe
conditions under which toWing equipment
engines andengine of a generating unit operate
are exantles of fluquating loads. In towing
aircraft, tow tractors constantly tow heav: oads
one way, but return with no load. In the case of
a generating unit, the demands for electricity are
variable. Manual throttle controtis not adequate
to hold engine speed reasonably constant during
such fluctuations in load. For this reason, a
speed control device, or governor is provided to
prevent the engine from overspeeding and to

'- allow the engine to meet changing load

conditions.
The governor on electric generating units

may be set for the generating unit to produce a -
desired voltage. If theload inereaSes so that the
generating unit is not Suppiying the desired

-.., voltage, the governor speeds up the engine until
this voltage is produced and when the demand
no longer exists, returns the engine to the low
speed setting.

RELATION OF GOVERNOR
TO FUEL SYSTEM

Even though it is not a part of the fuel
syStem, a governor is directly related to this
system since it functions to regillate speed by
.control of the fuel or the fuel-air mixture,
depending upon the type of engine.. In diesel
engines,.governors are connected in the linkage
between the throttle nd the fuel injectors. The
governor acts, through' the fuel injection
equipment, to regulate the amount of fuel
delivered to the cylinders. As a result, .the

..governor holds engine speed reasonably constant
during fluctuations in load. Since the specd.and
the Output of a gasoline engine depend on the
amount of fuel-air Mixture available, governors,
when 'bed on these engines, are connected so
that they control the amount of the mixture
flowing from the carburetor to the 'intake
manifold..

Governors have 'an, adjustment for high
speed, loW speed, or both. To test the governor,

use- a tachometer to determine if the speed
conforms with the manufacturer'sspec:fications.
To adjust or replace the governor requires that
you consult and follow the information in the
-manufacturer's maintenance manual because the
type of governor varies with the engine
manufacturer.

Governors, -like ; carburetors and fuel

injection equipment, seem somewhat
complicated unless one has a. thorough
understanding of the construction and operating
principles of the equipment. As you progress
th)(' rough the ASM rating, you will acquire,
through practical experience and study', the
knowledge necessary to understand the factors
which may seem complicated at the present. For
the time being, it is enough to understand the
relationship of speed-control devices to the fuel
system of an engine. For this reason, the
information on governors which is given in this
manual is general in nature. Detailed
information on governors, can be found in the
maintenance manual fo? the engine on which the
governor operates.
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SPEED-REGULATING
GOVERNORS FOR DIESEL ENGINE

The type of load and the degree of cOntrol
desired determine the kind of governor to be
used, on a diesel engine.. Since.all governors used
on diesel engines control engine speed through
the regulation of the qbantity of fuel delivered
to the cylinders, theS`e geiernors may he
c 1 a ss ified irinder the general heading of
speed-regipating governors. Governors used on
diesel engines may also be classified in various
other ways, such s according to the. function-or .

functions performed, the forces utilized in
operation, and the means by which the governor
operates the fuel-control meehanism.

Governors are designed to control engine
speed under .varying load conditions: Since the
type of load and the degree of 'control 'desired
vary from one type of installation to another,
the primary function of a governor depeads
upo n. the r equirements of a particular
installation.

Some histallations require that engine speed
remain constant from a no-load to -a full-load
condition. Governors which function to
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maintain a constant speed, regardless of load, are
called constant-speed governors. Governors
which maintain any desired engine speed
between idle and maximum speeds are classified
a s variable-speed governors. Speed-control
devices which are -designed to keep an engine
from exceeding a specified maximum speed and
from dropping below a specified minimum speed
are claslified as speed-limiting governors. '(In

4;5 some cases, speed-limiting governors function
oniy to limit maximum speed.) St.Yme engine
installations require a control device that limits
the load which the engine will handle at various
speeds._ Such_devices are called load-limiting
governors.

A governor may also be Liesigned to perform
two or more of the functions just listed. In this
case, the operating mechanisms which perforin
the, various functions are cornbined in a single
unit.

e . SPRIN(-LOADED -

CEN f Rf FUGAL GOVERNORS

In,..rwist of .tK.. governors installed on diesel
engines used' by the Navy, . the centrifugal _force
of rotating weights (flybails) and the tension Of
a helical coil spring (or Trings) are utilized in
governor operation. On this basis, most of the
governors psed on diesel engines are generally
called spring-loaded cL:ntrifugal governors.

- In spring-loaded ce ri9ugal governors, two
forces gppose each Mèr. ne of these forces is
the tension of a spring (or s

7
nings) which may be

varied either by an adjusting device or by
movement of the manual throttle. The other
force is produced by the engine.. Weights
attached to the governor drive shaft are rotated,
and a centrifugal force 'is created when the shaft
is driven by the engine. The centrifugal force
varies directly with the speed of the engine.

Transmitted to the fuel system through a
connecting linkage, the tension of the spring (or
springs) tends to increase the amount of fuel
delivered to the cylinders. On the other hand,
the centrifugal force of the rotating weights,
through connecting linkage, tends to reduce the
quantity of fuel injected. When the two
opposing forces are equal, or balanced, the speed
of the engine remains constant.

To illustrate how the' centrifugal goVernor
works, assume that an engine operates under
load, and that the opposing forces in the
governor are balanced, so that the engine speed
is constant. If the load is increased, the engine
speed decreases, iiesulting in a reduction in the
centrifugal force of the flyballs. The spring
tension then becomes the greater force, and it
acts on the fuel-control mechanism to increase
the quantity of fuel delivered to the engine. The
increar in fuel results inaan jincrease in engine
speed until halance of the forces is apin
reached.

When the load on an engine is reduced or
removed, the engine speed iincreases and the
centrifugal force within the governor increases.
The centrifugal Nile then be4nnes greater than
the spring tension and acts On the fuel control
linkage-to reduce the amount of fueklelivered
to the cylinders. This pauses the engine §peed to
decrease until a balance betweeh the Opposing
forces is again reached and engine speed
besornes.ccinstant.

OTHER CLASSIFICATIONS
OF GOVERNORS

Governors are also classified-according to the
method by which fuel-control mechanisms are
regulated. Inosome cases, the centrifugal force of
the rotating weights regulates the fuel supply
directly, through 'a mechanical linkage which
operates the fuel-control mechanism. Other
governors are designed so that the centrifugal
force of the rotating weights regulates the fuel
supply indirectly, by moving a hydraulic pilot
valve which controls oil pressure. Oil pressure is
then exerted on either side of a power piston
which operates the fuel-control mechanism.

Governors which regulate the fuel supply
directly (through mechanical linkage) are called
Mechanical governors; and those which control
the fuel supply indirectly (through oil pressure)
are called hydraulic governors. Simple governor§
of the mechanical ancr hydraulic types are shown
in figures 6-45 and 6-46 respectively.

Note that in the illustration of the
mechanical governor the weights, or flyballs, are
in an upright. position. This indicates that the
centrifugal force of the weights and the tension
of the spring aEe balanced; in 'other words, the
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Figure 6-45.Simple mechanical goyernor.
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Figure 6-46.Simple hydraulic governor.

the spring tengon Overcomes the contrifugai
force of these rotating weights:Vhen the spring
tehsion is :greater than the centrifugal force of
the flyballs, the governorigmeichabisrn acts tP
permit oil under pressure to force the piston to
indrease the. fuel valve opening. The increased
fuel supply causes an increase in engine power
ouiptit and speed. The governor regulates the
fuel supply so that enough power is developed
to handle the increase in load.

hydraulic governors are more sensitive than
those of the mechanical type. Also; the design of
a hydraulic governor enables a comparatively
small :governing unit to control thefl fuel
mechanism 70.--r a. large engine. The mêchauical
governor is used more often on small engines,
which do not require extremely close regulation
of the fuel. Hydraulic governors are more
suita:ble to large engines, in whichmore accurate
regulation of fuel is necessary.

DANGER OF EXCESSIVE
SPEED

Engines which ate maintained in proper
opetating condition seldom reach speeds above
those for which they are designed. However,
there may be times when speeds become too
high. The operation of an engine at excessive

-speeds is extremely dangerpus because of the
relatively heavy construction of the engine's
rotating rats. If the engine speed is high.
enough, the high inertia and centrifugal force
developed may cause parts to become seriously
damaged or even to disintegrate. Therefore, it is
essential that you know why an engine may
reach a dangerously high speed, and how it may
be brought under control when too much speed
occurs.

CAUSES OF EXCESSIVE
227.39 SPEED

engine "is operating at onstant load and speed.
In the case of the hydraulic governor, the

N positions of the parts indicate that the engine is
responding to an increase in load with a resulting
dectease in engine speed. Note that the weights
tilt inward at the top. As engine speed decreases,

In some two-stroke cycle engines, lubricating
oil may leak into the cylinders as a result of
leaky blower seals or broken piping. Even
though the fuel is shut off, the engine may
continue to operate, or even run away, as a
result of the combustible material coming from
the uncontrolled source. Engines in which
lubricating oil may accumulate in the cylinders
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are generally equiliped with an automatically
operated mechanism which shuts off the intake
air at the inlet passage to the'blowei. If no air
shutoff mechanism is provided and shutting off
the fuel will not stop an engine which is
ovarsi eeding, anythinr_ which can be placed Over
the engine's intake to stop airflow will stop the
engine. .

EXcessive engine speeds more commonly
result from an improperly functioning regulating
governor than from A lubricating oil
accumulations in the cylinders. Stopping the
flow (3f intake air is the method used to stop an
engine which is overspeeding because of
lubricating oil in the cylinders. The usual
method of accomplishing an emergency
shutdown or reduction of engine speed when the
regulating governor fails to function properly is
to shut off or decrease the fuel supply to the
cylindeis.

STOPPING FUEL SUPPLY

Shutting off the fuel supply to the cylinders
of an engine may be done in various ways. The
fuel-control mechanism may be forced to the
no fuel position; the fuel line may be blocked by
closing a valve: the the fuel injection
line may 'be relieved by op 'ning a valve; or the
mechanical movement of the injection pump
may be prevented. These methods of shutting
off the fuel supply may be,done either manually
or automatically.

OVERSPEED SAFETY DEVICES

Automatic operation of fuel and ii control
mechanisms is accomplished by overspi?ed safety
devices. As emergency controls, these safety
devices-operate only in the event the regular
speed govdrnor fails to maintain engine speed
within the Maximum design limit. Devices which
function to bring an overspeeding engine to a
full stop by completely shutting off the fuel or
air supply are generally imiled owl-speed trips.
Devi9es ,which function to reduce the extessive
speed of an engine, but allow the ongine to
operate at safe speeds, are called overspeed
governors.

All overspeed 'governors and trips depend
upon a spring-loaded centrifugal governor
element for their operation. In overspeed
devices, the' spring tension is_great enough to
overbalance the centrifugal force of the weights
until the engine speed rises above the desired
maximum. When an excessive speed is reached,
the centrifugal foise overcomes the spring
tension and o r es the mechanism which stops
or limits the f :1 or r supply.

GOV
DEY

ORS AS S

'When a governor serves as the safety device,
the actual operation of the fuel or air contrOl
mechanism by centrifugal force way be brought
about directly (as in a mechanical governor) ori
indirectly (as in a hydraulic governor). In the
case of an overspeed trip, the shutoff control is
operated by a power spring. The spring is placed
under tension when the trip is manually set, and
held in place by a latch. If the maximum speed
limit is exceeded, a spring-loaded centrifugal
weight moves out and trips the latch, allowing
the power spring to operate the shutoff
ijiechanism.

MALFUNCTIONS

At the beginning of this chapter it was stated
that aif-,-fuel, and ignition was needed for an
internal combustion Crigine to operate. When an
engine turns over but-fails, to start or run, an
investigation of the supply of these three
necessities can often lead to the trouble. If all
three are supplied to the engine properly', a more
detailed analysis must be made to -determine the__
cause. More about malfunctions of gagoline and
diesel internal combustion engines appears in,the
next two chapters of this training manual.

.0e k
INSPECTIONS

Inspections are conducted on aviation
support equipment to_insure that the equipment
is operational, to determine what parts ghould
be replaced in order to prevent equipment from
becoming inoperative (preventive maintenance),
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and to determine the eident-'7of repair\When
equipment becomes ircOPerative. The
preoperational or daily, periodic, and special
inspections are given in Maintenance
Requirement Cards (MRC). This iiiforOation
also appears in the Periodic MaintenanCe.
Requireinents Manual for the equipthent..Only
the more complex aviation support eewipment
will have the manual and cards available.

The periodic MRCs for the .mobile electric
powerplanti- NC-12A, gives changes in MRCs,
purpose of inspections, definition of terms,
work areas, reference publications, special tools
and equipment needed, consumable material list,
replacement parts list, and the periOdic
inspections to be conducted: The inspections are
performed every 100 hours,. 300 hours, 500
hours, and 1,000 hours of operation and every
13 and 26 weeks of the NC-12A being-in use.
Figure 6-41 gives an example ohhe maintenance
requirement focthe 100 hour and 1,000 hour
inspections ofttlie--Cialikcase breather lines of the
NC:12A. ,

The o'Ll'istedix,Of the equipment will
perform the preoperalionar or daily inspections
and the intermediate maintenance activity will
perform the periodic inspections. Where MRCs
are not available,: consult the manufacturer's
maintenance instructions for daily and periodic
inspections.

Most inspections-to determine th,t extent of
repairs are covered Where the etwipment is
covered in this manual.

INSPECTION OF METALS

It is very important that certain parts of
support equipment be checked for cracks or
other defects which might cause failure during
operation. When a metallic part is suspectedof
having a tiny craa or other invisible defect, it is
generally, inspected by the penetrant method.
The penetrant method is a nondestructive test,
meaning it is performed on the part without
damage to therpart.

Penetrant Inspections

Penetrant inspection iS a tes,t for defects
open to the surface in parts made of nonporous
material. Penetrant inspection depends for its

success upon the penetrating liquid entering the
surface opening and remaining in that opening,
making it clearly visible for the operator. It calls
for visual examination of the part by the
operator after it has been processed,..with the
visibility of the defect increased so that it can be
detected. Visibility of the penetrating material is
increasgd by the addition of a dye which may be
either one of two typesvisible or fluorescent.

The Materials used in the visible dye
penetrant inspection are available in aviation
supply stock in' the form of a complete
inspection kit. Included /in the kit are the
following items: two spray cips of penetrant,
dye removeremulsifier, and developer. For
replenishment purposes,,these materials are also
aVailable as individual items. The chemicals are
available In ordinary containers Tor use when
dipping or brushing is desired.

The floreicent inspection materials and
equipment are also furnished in kit form. The
complete equipment is contained in a metallic

Icarrying case. Included are the following items:
penetiant , penetrant cleaner, penetrant
developer (both powder and suspension types),
dauber for applying powder, and black light
assembly complete with power transformer. The
chemicals may be replenished individually from
aviation supply stock.

The main disadvantage of penetrant
inspection is that the defect must be open to the
surface in order to let the penetrant° into the
defect. For this reason, if the part in question is
made of material which is magnetic, thei
mag e t ic pqrticle inspection is generally
recommended: It is also essential that there be
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no contaminant within the defect which might
either prevent the penetrant from entering or
reduce its visibility.

First of all, the part to be inspected must be
clean. This includes the removal of surface dirt,
scale, paint, and oil, as well as removing any
materials or compounds that might fill or cover
the defects. If the part has been in contact with
water, it may lie ' pOssible to heat the part
slightly to evaporate the water.

Penetrant is then applied to all surfaces. This,
may be done by dipping, pouring, brushing, or
spraying. It is important that ail suspect areas be
wet with penetrant. The penetrant must be
allowed to remain on the part for a period of
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CARD

2
TIME

00:50
RTG ASM
NO. 1

.

100 HOURS POWER PLANT
ECEC PWR NA
HYD PWR) Ig/A

TASK
MIN.

WORK
AREA

M03.6371
NO 1

i PUBUCATION NUMBER
NAVAIR 19-600-41-6-4

*CARD SET DATE
1 July 1969

1 CHANGE-NO.

30.0
-

. ''

\./
, ,.. -,

s... '..:

:-. -

10.0

2

_

.N

.
1

1. Power plant: .

a. water pump and cross-over lines for evidence of leakage. _
b. generator and cooling fan belts for fraying, deterioration ana proper nsion

(3/4" deflection midway between pulleys). \
N

c. generator for cleanliness and security.
d. exhaust maniftild for ei/idence of leakage around gaskets; asbestos covering or

excessive oil saturation, deterioiation and security.
e. intake air assembly for security; Mower for evidence of leakage around gaskets \

and bolts. \ -

f . racker arm covers fpr evidence of leakne and.security.
g. crankcase breather line for evidence of chafing, deterioration and seaurity.
h. air box drains for obstructions and security; hand hold covers for evidence of

- leakage around gaskets.
i . fuel pump for evidence of leakage and security.
j . governor linkage for full, free travel and security.
k. hydraulic governor for evidence.of leakage and security.

..

2. Radiators:

CARD

6

TIME

01:05
RIO ASM
NON,1 1000 HOURS _ ,__ POWER PLANT---

ELEC PWR N/A
HYD-PWITIN/A
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MIN.
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NO. 1

-1/4

PUBLICATION NUMBER

. NAVA:R 19-600-41-6-4
CARD SET DATE

1 July 1969
I CHANGE NO.

45,0

Q20.0

.

2,3

2

1.

2.

\
.., . .

1\ .CONSUMABLES/REPLACEMENT PARTS
Dry 6ening Solvent P-D-680
Antifreeze, Ethylene Glycol '0-A-548. . .

Drain and flush radkattirs
,
and engine block; replenish system with proper coolant;

use ethylene glycol'below_3_2° F sufficient for the degree,a-protection required.\
Remove crankcase breather lines; clean with solvent, ail; dry and reinstall.

...\
"\\ .\

, \\,,
\ -7.

',...

\ .
. .

Figure 6-47.-MRCs for NC-12A.
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titrke; calle0. the penetration time:17his allows
the penetrant to seek and rill all surface
openings: The length of the penetratio\ fink
varies with the process and techniques use , the
material of which the part is made, and the type
ordefecls present. (See fig. 6-48).
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Figure 6-48.=-Penetrant on the surface seeps into the
crack.

The excess surface \penetrant 'is -removed
from the part by means ,of a 'forceful water
spray. This operation does not remove the
penetrant from deep defects, 'but does remove
the penetrant on the surface. (Sen\fig. 6-49).

A developer . is then applied 'to the part
before inspection. The function.of the'cicveloper
is to blot back to the surface the penetrant thai
is entrapped in fissares or defects in the\part..

le developer should be allowed to remain on
the art for a time before inspection fdr, defects.
This lapsed time is to allow the develdper to
bring t the, surface- and magnify.the traces,of
penetrant. Some types of defects in some parts
may be i tectable without the use of a

developer, bt.\ for consistent and positive
results, current oi structions recommend- that a
developer always b oed. A drying operation is
necessary which inc ases the -effectiveness or
the method and, depe ding upon the type of
develdper used, either driè the wet developer or
prepares the parrfor the a lication of the dry
developer. (See fig. 6-50.)

195.32\\
Figure 6-49.Remoying penetrant frofi surface with\\\ -,./water spray.,,

\, \,\
After the proper developing time has,\

elapsed, the part is ready for inspection. If the
penetrant used has a fluorescent dye in it, the \
inspection must be performed in a clatkened area
and under black light. If the penetrant used has- °

a visible dye, then inspection can be performed
. under ordinary lighting conditions.

All ^traces of the developer_ should be
removed frola the part before it is returned to
service.

Types of Processes

\ There are three acceptable processes of
penetrant inspection., The selection of a suitable
prOcess depends uP6n. the sensitivity required,
the rutRber of Varts 6.. be inspected, the surface
condrtion\of the part, e configUration of the
part, and availability f water, electricity,
compressed ail arid a süitbIé , area for the
inspection. f
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a
195.33

.
Figure 6-50.--DevekvsNs drawing penetrant.

=TYPE I-FLUORESCENT PENETRANT
INSPECTION.-This process usei a complete,
water-washabe, fluorescent penetrant:: This
penetrant consists of an oil, base, which has
extremely high penetrating qualities; 'to, this base
has been added an emulsifier and a highly
fluorescent dye. The emulsifier makes the
perietrant water-washable, and the dye causes
the material to fluoresce a brilliant greenish
yellow when -viewed under black light. There are
two developers available for use with the Type I
process, For normal inspection purposes; theSe
developers are equally Sensitive and theSelection

,? of one or the other depends upon convenience
of application. One developer is purehased and
shipped in a dry powder form and,is mixed with
water to form a suspension which can be.applied
to tice part by dipping, spraying, or applying
with a brush. _The: other is a dry poWder
developec_which can be applied, to. the part as'
received either by dusting or dipping.

TYPE II-P ST EMULSIFICATION
PENETRANT IN ECTION.-ThiS process uses
a penetrant which has an oil base tO Which has
been added a dye which fluoresces brilliantly
under black light. The Penetrant 'used in the
Type II prOcess does noot have an emulsifier in it.
Washability must be imparted to this penetrant
by the app4oation of an emulsifying agent after
the penetiat:on step. This penetrant has
extremely high penetration qualities and will
enter the finest of defects. In order to make it

possible to 'remove 'the surface excess of the
Type II penetrant with a water wash, it is
necessary tO'apply an emulsifying agent after the
penetration time has elapsed. This emulsifier
corbbines with the penetrant on the stirface of
the part as it unites with the penetrant makes it -
water7washable. The sensitivity of the Type II
_process is in Part, controlled by the length of
time ,which elapses between application of the
emulsifier Sand the -removal pf the combined
,emulsifir and penetrant. VariationS in
technlque make it possible to detect not only
the finest of deep cracks but also to shOw up
shallow scratches and tool marksshallow
imperfectiou which are wider than they are
deep. These shallow imperfections are difficult
Or irhpossiblelo detect with any otherpenetrant.
process.

-One of the developers used with the Tybe II
process-is a dry. powder. Since it is made up of
particles with a rather' large range in size, some
of the smaller particles may floaf in the 'air
unles care is taken'ln applying the powder to
the proceped pa4t.'

. .*
11

%TYPE III-VISIBLE DYE PENETRANT
INSPECTION.-This Process tiss a penetrant
which cohsists 'of a solvent 'base to whiCh has.-

en'added a visible dye. The dye penetrant is a
brilliant red color under ordinary light.
Inspection with this visible penetrant, after the.
necessaiy processing, is pe.rformed under
ordinary lighting conditions. '

.,Type III penetrant process is not suitable for
use on extremely rough surfaces because of the
difficulty in removing the penetiant from the
surface.

Removal of the Type LH penc::ant from the
surface is performed ti:y wiping with pver
towels or clean rags: On smooth surfaceilthe
penetrant may be removed, with rags 'only.
However, it may be necessary to apply a. dye
cleaner to aid in removing the penetrant, Ind in
this cdse it is not advisable'to flush the surface

dampened -;,with theNcleaner and the part iped .
with liquid cleaner; instead, a cloth stiollvd be

Iwith the dampened cloth. -
Dye cleaner is.a solvent tine solution which

is used for cleaning parts prior to the 'application
of the °Type HI penetrant and also fop the
_purpose of ?ssisting in removing the acess

$
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7.
penetrant froth the surface after the, necessary
penetrating time.

Dye Tc Pliodeveloper is a Suspension
having either a ftj lv en t or an alcohol. base, which
is applied to the part after it-has been processed.
with the penetrant and after all excess surface
penetrant has been removed..

While the Type III visible 'dye rienetrant
process has the advantage of being more
portable than Types I apd- II and also requires
less equipment, it is slower than the fluorescerit
process' because on many parts it s harder to
clean off the stirface penetrant, and the:cleaning
is done on an area basis rather than by overall
cleaning.

Interpreting.Results '
:ft

The success' and the reliability of the
penetration inspection .depend. upon .the
thoroughness with which the operato- prepares

. the part, from the precleaning alI the way
through tO the actual search.for indiations. It is
pot a method by which a part is thrown into a
machine which selbarates the good parts from
the bad. The operator must carefully process the
part; search out indications, and then decide'fhe

-1) .

seriousness, of defects 'found in order tO

d eterrnine - the disposition of parts with
indications. Sdine..of the indications of defects
are shown in figure 6-51.

Penetrarkt inspections are important tools for
finding defects before those defects grow into'
failures. As an operator, it is np to you, to get

, the most out Of the method used.

Fluorescent 'indications, when viewed-under
,black light, fluoresce brilliantly, and the extent
of the indication niarks the expnt of the defect.
Pores,, shrinkage, lack of bond, and leaks will
show as glowing spots; while cracks, laps, forging
bursts, or cold Onts will. show as fluorescent
lines.' Where a large defect has trapped a
quantity of penetrant, the indicalions' will .

spread on the surface. Experience in the uk of
the method ?flows interpretations to be drawn
from tbeextent of the spread, as to the ,relalive .

size of the defects...Grinding into certain defects,
-or sectioning and Viewing undef black light Will--
rapidly biild up eXperience and knowledge of
the character of defects lying. below various..
types of indications: For beSt results, inspettion
sliould be done in a darkened area. The darker
the ati of inspection, *the more 'brilliant the
=cations will show. This extremely
m port an t when' looking for very fine,

i dications. The inspection table should be kept

PITS OR POROSITY TIGHT CRACK CR-
.

PARTIALLY WELUED LAP

I

Figure 6-51-7-Types of defects.
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free of random fluorescent materials. If
penetrant has been spilled in the inspection
area, on the table, or the.operaton. hands, it will
fluoresce ibrilliantly and may confuse the
operator.

Visible', dye penetrant indications appear as
red lines. As the developer dries to a,smooth
white coating, red indications will appear at the .
locations of .defects. If no red indications
appear, there are no surface flaws present. No
special lighting is .required for the visible dye
penetrant inspection.

It is possible to examine`an indkation of a
discontinuity and to determine its,cause as well
as its extent. Such an appraisal can be made if
something is known about the manufacturing
processes to which the part has been subjected.
The extent of the indication, or accumulation jf
penetrant; will show the extent of the
discontinuity, and the brilliance will be, a
meastire of its depth. Deep cracks will hold more
penetrant and therefore will be broader and
more brilliant. Very fine openings can hold only
stnall amounts of penetrant and therefore will
appear as fine lines.

The most effective training tool for
identifying and recognizing defects is a

collection of parts with typical defects which
can be referred tO frequently. Parts that have
been rejected because of defects should be
clearly marked or partially damaged so that they
will not be confused with acceptable parts.
Unless the defects arc extremely large, the
indications will remain on the parts for several
months or longer. If it becomes necessary to
reprocess such parts, this can be done; but if
process I is used, the sensitivity may be reduced
somewhat by the contamination of the defect
with old and possibly baked-in penetrant.
Process II (with post-emulsification) does not
have this disadvantage and parts can be rerun
with no noticeable reduction in sensitivity.
Visible penetrants tend to kill the fluorescent
qualities in fluorescent penetrants used in

processes I and II. Atter a part has been
inspected using visible penetrant (process III),
no attempt should be made to reprocess using
fluorescent penetrant process I or II. The results

1 Q9

will not be reliable. In all cases, cler:n thoroughly
and degrease before reprocessing.

With penetrant inspections there are no false
indications in the sense that such things occur in
the magnetic particle inspection. However, there
are t wo conditions which may create
accumulation of penetrant that sometimes are
confused with true stirface cracks.

The first\ condition is a result of poor
washing. If the surface penetrant is not
removed in the washing or rinse operation
following the pe'netration time, the unremoved
penetrant will be visible. This condition is
usually easy to identify since the penetrant will
be in broad areas rather than in the sharp
patterns- found with true indications. When
accumulations of unwashed penetrant are found
on a part, the part should be completely
reprocessed. Degreasing is recommended for
removal of all traces a the penetrant.

Angther condition which may create false
indications' is where parts arc press-fit together.
For example; if a wheel is pressfit onto a shaft,
the penetrant will show an indication at the fit
line. This is perfectly normal since the two parts
are not meant to be welded together. Indications
of this type are easy to.identify since they are so
regular in form and shape.

TROUBLESHOOTING
TECHNIQUES

Troubleshooting is' defined as a systematic
approach to isolating the catise of malfunctions
of equipment, making use of sound reasoning
plus the facts gained through the processes of
deduction and elimination. In other words,
troubleshooting is needed only after trouble
starts. The processes of deduction and
elimination may be baed on a basic and simple
visual inspection or on a series of tests or both.
In their more advanced form the
troubleshooting processes involve the use of
complex test equipment such as the chassis
dynamometer or .the engine analyzer. Some of
the troubleshooting testers have been covered in
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chpater 2 of this manual. Most of the
troubleshooting techniques for aviation support
equipment are covered in this manual in the
chapters where the equipment is covered.

SAFETY

In the performance of his normal duties, the
ASM is exposed to many potentially dangerous
conditions and situations. No training manual,
no set of rules or regulations, no listing of
hazards can make working conditions
completely safe. However, it is possible for the
technician to complete a full naval career
without serious accident or injury. Attainment
of this goal requires that he be aware of the
main sourres of danger, and that he remain
conitantly alert to those ,dangers. He must take
the proper preL:autions and practice the basic
rules of safety. He must be safety conscious at

3 all times, and this safety consciousness must
become second nature to him.

Navy Safety Precautions For Forces Afloat,
OPNAVINST 5100.19, and Safety Precautions
For Shore Activities, NAVMAT P-5100, are the
guide lines for the ASM to use in his duty of
maintaining and operating ground support
equipment. These are in addition to other
directives concerning safety that are published
by major commands on those specific hazards
and procedures falling under the cognizance of
those commands that will affect the ASM.

Equipment used by personnel working in
confined spaces is a matter of considerable
importance. Enough light should be provided so
that the technician can see clearly 'what he is
doing. The light provided should be insulated so
that it does not present a shock hazard
(confined spaces are usually quite warm, and a
safety light produces additional. heat, so
perspiration may become a Serious problem).
When - possible, explosion-proof equipment
should be used in confined spaces, and
protective clothing should be used if toxic fumes
are known or suspected to exist within the
space.

To prevent tragic and unnecessary damage to
equipment, loss of human -or personal

injury, it is necessary to develop and to practice
careful, safe, and clean work habits. All tools
and equipment used should conform to Navy
standards as to quality and type, and should be
used only in the -manner and for the purpose
intended. All tools in active use should be
maintained in .good repai7,in1 all damaged or. .
nonworking tools should be replaced through
supply channels. When a job is completed, or
when work is interrupted, all tools should be
counted and returned to the toolboxes or to the
tool issue room. This should be done as carefully
as a surgeon accounts for all his instruments
following a major operation.

Practicing safety around machinery is always
prudent. Smoking or,open flames should not be
present when fuel fumes or spilled fuel are
present. Do not spill fuel on hot exhaust
manifold or pipes as the heat may raise the fuel
to its 'ignition temperature. It is good
practice to use insulated tools and wear
gloves when checking or working on ignition
or starting systems. This helps prevent
electrical shock should you or the tools
you are using come in contact with a charged
wire or terminal.

If the engine is hot when checking the level
of coolant in the radiator, be sure to relieve the
pressure in the system before temcving the
pressure radiator cap. If citot i.lieved, this
pressure could cause the hot coolant to spurt
from the radiator when the cap is removed,
causing serious burns. Also, burns are usually the
result if you come in contact with the exhaust
manifold or pipes when the engine has just been
stopped. It takes several minutes fOr these parts
to cool.

200

MODIFICATIONS AND
CHANGES

Because equipment may have parts that are
not as durable as expected or are unsafe because
of de fe ct iye m at er ia I or arrangement,
modifications and changes are ordered by the
Naval Air Systems Command through changes.
These modifications and changes will be

206
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incorporated by the intermediate maintenance
level activity.

As an example of a change or modification,
suppose that some using activities discovered
that a metering jet of a certain carburetor was
becoming deformed causing excessive gasoline
consumption. A change would be issued
requiring activities having this carburetor on

.r

>
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equipment to substitute a replacement jet foi
the one that came with the carburetor.

In addition to the modifications and changes
which become necessary because of faulty
equipment, other changes are sometimes
necessary because of faulty procedures. These
changes are effected by the issuance of bulletins,
which are issued to revise the operating
procedures for aviation support equipment.

.



CHAPTER 7

RECIPROCATING GASOLINE EN'GINES

Some reciprocating intemal combuslion
gasoline engines use a fuel Pl.mp to feed the
gasoline to the carburetor (some use gravity
feed). The carburetor mixes air with the
vaporized gasoline'. The mixture next passes
through the intake manifold and the intake valve
to the cylinder, where the piston compresses the
mixture. At this time the distributor directs an
electric current to the spark plug. The spark plug
fires the compressed mixture, and the resulting,
expansion forces the piston to turn the
crankshaft.

This chapter explains the operations that are
particular to the gasoline engine including the
starting system, mixing the air and gasoline and
deliverY of the mixture to the cylinder, and
igniting the mixture in the combustion chamber.

STORAGE BATTERY

The storage batterj may be consfoiere., as
the central unit of the gasoline engine-starting,
ignition, and generator or alterndtor systems.
Thus, in tracing circuits dr troubleshooting, the
battery is the reference point from which other
obseryations and tests are conducted.

The battery supplies the electrical current
for operating the starting motor and other units
that are needed until the generator comes on the
line. The battery also supplement's the generator
'output when the generator is not producing
sufficient current for all purposes. The manual
NAVEDTRA 10314 (Series) edn be referred to
for a more thorough understanding of the
storage battery.

STARTING SYSTEM

While was-line engine starting and diesel
engine starting are mechanically similar, socle
aids are used in diesel starting that are not
needed in gasoline engine starting. The starting
motor of most gasoline engines is an electrical
motor that energized by direct cunent fro,n
the -battery. This starting motor changes
electrical en..rgy to mechanical energy.',v4-t. does
this by a gear reduction system that transmits
the cranking power to the enf..ie. The method
most used for gear reduction makes use, of a
pinion gear on the cranking motor armature
shaft, which, in operation, mcrihes with lecth on
the cngine flywheel. There are from 10 to 16
teeth on the flywheel for every tooth on the
cranking motor pinion. Therefore, the cranking
motor armature revolves 10 to 16 times for
evr..ry revolution of the engine flywheel. In
operation, the starter armature revolves at a rate
of 2,000 to 3,000 rpm, thus turning the engine
crankshaft at speeds up to 200 rpm.

When the engine begins to operate, it may be
speeded up to 3,000 to 4,000 rpm. If. the
cranking rnOtor did not demesh from the
flywheel teeth,' the crankigg motor armature
would be spun at speeds up to 60,000 rpm.
These high speeds would throw the windings
from the slots in the armature and the segments
from the commutator. To prevent this, various
methods ofMeshing and demeshing the cranking
motor pinion with the flywheel have been
devised.

The BENDIX DRIVE.(fig. 7-1) is'.tine device
that accomplishes meshing and demeshing of the
drive pinion with the flypheel. It relies upon the
principle of inertia to cause its pinion to mesh.

20Z
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r-- r BRONZE BEARING

J OILER

GEAR

HODRIVNG
E BENDIX,DRiVEUSI .

OUTBOARD DRIVE

227.42
Figure 7-1.--Starting motor with Bendix drive.

When the starter iS not operating, the pinion
is out of mesh and entirely away .frOm the
flywheel gear. When the starter switch is-engaged
and the total battery voltage is impressed on the
starter, the armature immediately starts to
rotate at high speed. The pinion, being weighted
on -one side and having internal screw threads,
does not rotate immediately with the shaft but,
because of inertia, runs forward (outboard drive)
or back (inboard drive) on the revolving
threaded sleeve until it meets or engages with
the flywheel gear. If the teeth6bf the pinion and

203

the flywheel meet instead Of engdging, the drive_
spring allows the Onion a revolve and forceg it
into mesh with_lhe flywheel.. When the pinion
gear is-fully erigaged with the flywheel gear, the
pinion iq then 'driven by the starter through the
compresseAt drive spring and cranks the engine.
The drive spring acts as a cushion -while the

.is being cranked against compression.
We/. ,the engire fires and runs on its Own
po,...:r, th flywl4c.d drives the pinion at a higher
speer: than does the starter, causing the pinion
to tum i the opposite direction on the threaded
sleeve and automatically disengage from the --
flywheel. This prevents the engine fiorit driving
the starter. Several other types of inertia or
Bendix-type drives are also in use. Although
they may differ considerably in looks anct.
construction, v.70-ir method of operationliS
similar in ma..iy !r:spects to the Bendix drive:just
discussed.

The, overrunning clutch provides positive
meshing and derneshing of the starter pinion
gear and engine flywheel gear. The shell and
sleeve assembly of the.clutch (fig. 7-2) is driven
by the starter armature shaft. The rotor
issembly is connected to the Pinion gear which
meshes with the engine fly.wheel gear.
Spring-loaded,steel rollers are located in tapered
notches between the shell and the rotor. The
springs and plungers hold the rollers in position
in the tapered notches. When the armature shaft
turns, the rollers . are . jammed between the
notched surfaces, forcing the inner and outer
members of the assembly to rotate:as a unitand
crank the engine. After the engine is started, the
flywheel rotates faster than the pinion gear, thus
tending to work the rollers back against the
plungers (fig, 7-2), and thereby causing an
overrunning action. This action prevents
excessive speed or the starter. When the starter is
released, the collar and spring assembly pulls the
pinion out of mesh with the flywheel gear.

The DYER DRIVE (fig. 7-3) is another type
of starting motor drive which combines some of
the principles of both the- .Bendix and the
oveminning clutch drives. The Dyer drive is used
primarily on heavy duty gasoline and diesel
engines. It provides complete and positive
meshing of the drive Pinion and the flywheel
teeth before the starter motor is energized.

209
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'CLUTCH
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,
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Figure 7-2.Typical overrunningdutch construction.
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THRUST WASHER

DYER AVE ASSEMBLED'

ARMATURE SHAFT

MERIN
CUP THRUST

WASHER
SHIFT

SLEEVE
giNION PINION PINION +:31INION

STOPGUIDE SPRING,

cp

Figure 7-3.Dyer drive.

As shown in figure 7-1, the entire starting
motor can be removed as a unit. Thus, when the
starting system malfunctions and the trouble has
been determined to be in the starting motor, it is
removed for inspeCtion and -repair. After the
starting motor has been removed, the mechanical
components can be removed from the end of the
shaft that protrudes into the flywheel housing.
The pinion and the spring are the parts that
usually wear or break and need replacing..

NOTE: The cranking motor runs only for a
few seconds each time it is used and carries a
great overload when it is running. To carry such

a

' P.

20.4

21.0

81.135

a. heavy load, it draWs a high current. This
current-100 to 550 amperes, deffilding on the
type of engine it crankscanses The cranking
motor to heat up quickly. To keep the clunking
motor'Irom overheating, NEVER run it longer
than 30 seconds-at a time. If the engine does not
start Within that time, let the cranking motor
cool off for several minutes before cranking it a

again...

iGNITICoN S-VSTEMS

Ignition of the fuel-air migure in' an-engine
cylinder may be accomplished by either of two

7 -
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methodsby heat .of compression as in diesel
engines, or by electric Spark as in gasoline._
engines. ThiS section pertains to ignition by
electric spark only..

Spark ignition may be subdivided into two
classesbattery and magneto. With either, the
tundaniental job is to step up low voltage to a
much higher value (15,000 to 20,000 volts) and
to deliver the high voltage to the spark plugs...at
the proper time, The high voltage is capable of
pushing _current 'from one spark 'plug electrode
to the other through the high resistance set up
by the gas pressure in,the combustion chamber.

BATTERY IGNITION SYSTEM

The voltage of the vehicle battery is not high
enough to force a current across the spa'rk plug
electrodes. To obtain the high voltage necessary
(approximately 20,000 volts), a step-up pulse
trar&ormer (ignition coil) is used. The high
voltage created is then; delivered by the
distributor, at the right time,.tothe spark plug
of the correct cylinder. The high voltage forces a
current across the spark plugelectrodes, creating
a spark, which ignites the air-fuel mixture in the
cylinder.

The battery itprition system consists of two
circuits, the primary rd the secondary. Figure
7-4 il1ustrate5 vo circuits 'and their
components . con.cntional system using a
12-volt or a .3

IGNITION RESISTOR.An ignition
resistor, sometimes called a ballast resistor, is
used in all conventional ignition systems that
operate on 12 or.24 volts. The .resistor reduces
the voltage and current flow.across the breaker
points. During low-speed operation, primary
circuit current flow-is high and the temperature
of the resistor increases, its resistance increases,
and current flow, decreases, thus- prolonging
breaker point life. During high-speed operation,
primary .circuit current `flow is low and the
temperature of the resistor decreases, its
resistance decreases, and current .flow increases,
thus meeting high-speed requirements., During
starting, when starter current -draw might
decrease the voltage available to the coil to a
.point where starting would be difficult, the
resistor is bypassed. This allows full battery

voltage_ to flow to the ccil to ensure -that a
strong spark is creafed at the spark plugs even
under adverse conditions.

IGNITION COIL.The primary winding of
the ignition coil consists of a few hundred turns
of heavy wire wrapped around a laminated N,
soft-iron core (fig, 7-5). When current is flowing X
in the primary circuit, a magnetic field is set up
about this coil. The secondary winding consists
of many thousand turns of very fine wire around
the primary coil. The magnetic field from the\
primary coil: surrounds or "links" -the turns of
wire on the secondary winding (fig. 7-5).

If the flux linking a coil is varied changed
in any -way, an electromotive force is induced in
the tUrns of the coil. This is a manifestation of
the basic principle upon which 'both the electric
generator and the induction 'COil work. In an
induction coil, such as an ignition coil, a
magnetic field 'is set up by current from the
battery flowing through the primary circuit.
UnlessIhis current flow is changing to vary the
strength of the magnetic field, no voltage is
induced in the secondary winding.

Since both the primary and secondary
windings Of an induction Coil are stationary
windings, some means_ other than movement of
the windings is used to change the magnetic flux
linking the coils. This effect is created by 'a.
make-and-break device (breaker points) in the
primary &cult. When the breaker points are
closed, current flows through the primary coil,
and the magnetic field builds up around it. The
mOnetic lines of force link the primary and
secondary windings and induce voltage in each
winding. IR the primary winding, the induced
voltage opposes the battery voltage. For this
reason, the magnetic field is not built up
instantly, but requires a fraction of a second to
reach full strength. This is called the saturation
time.

BREAKER POINTS.The make-and-break
device, which consists of-a set of-contact points
and a spring, is located in the distributor. The
purpose of this device is to open the primary
circuit, causing the magnetic field to:collapse.
This collapse induces a high voltage in the
secondary winding, and causes a brief but strong
flow of current in the secondary circuit: The

205
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Figure 7-4.Conventional battery ignition system. -
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Figure 7-5.Sectional view of ariignit
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:oil.

field were allowed to continue,"-it would cause
arcing across the breaker points. To reduce this
arcing, a capacitor (condenser) is wired in
parallel with tche breaker points and grounded
through the thstributor housing. The capacitor
takes up the current from .the induced primary
voltage, allowing the -magnetic field to collapse
vc.-y- quickly kand induce a high secondary
voltage. The result is a good hot spark, which is
required to ignite the fuel-air charge.

Induced voltages, in the primary and
secondary windings depend on the number of
turns of wire in the two windings. The voltage
induced in the secondary winding when the field
collapses May be as high as -25,000 volts. The
spark is usually created across the plug gap at a
lower voltage approximatery 10,000 yolts.

.DISTRIBUTOR.Figure 7-6 is a side and
top vicw of a distributor unit.

,The- distributor cap has a center terminai for
the high-tension lead from the secondary coil,
and separate terminals for leads :to the spark
plugs. The cap fits over the bowl of the
distributor housing that containS the capacitor,
roior, breaker points, and the breaker ca.m. The
breaker caiti and the rotor rotate at one-half
engine speed on a shaft whith is driven from the
camshaft. The rotor conducts the high, voltage
from the secondary to the separate spark plug
leads.

The mechanism is..timed so' that the rotor is
adjacent to one of the spark plug leads earhfime
the primary circuit is broken. In figure 7-6 the
spark plugs and cylin.ders are numbered in a
standard 'manner, beginning with number I al
the front of the engine, back to number 6
(6-cylinder engine) at the mar of the -engine. The
leads from the distributor-cap are arranged so
the rotor will make 'contact and send high
voltage to the spark plugs in the following firing
order-- I -5-3-6-24.

auses a
irticular BREAKER CAM,--The breaker cam is

to the ',six-lobed for a 6-cylinder 4-stroke cycle engin'e.
utor. Therefore, the breaker points will open and
:Id also do'se six times with each revolution of the

distributor shaft. These .contact pointg close and
open the primary circuit, so that six times in

current each two revolutions of the enljne, the magnetic
illapsigg field in the coil will be built up and allowed to
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Figure 7-6.Distributor,

collapse. The breaker cam and rot& rotate
together, and the rotor is aligned with- the
proper spark plug contact ea?li time a cam lobe
opens the 'primary circuit, collapsing the
magnetic field and producing a high voltage in

- the secondary circuit.

TIMING ADVANCE UNIT.Timirig
advance is accomplished in the distributor. A
short time is required to ignite and burn the
aii-fuel mixture and 'develop power, and this
time is practically the same at all engine speeds.
At high speeds, the timing must be advanced so
the sparks will occur earlier than at low engine
speeds if combustion is to be completed at the
most effective time in the operating cycle.

There are 'two types of autom'atic-timing
advance mechanisms, and they may be used
separately or together. The centrifugal-advance, mechanism (fig. 7-5) is operated by a pair of
weights ,that are thrown out against spring'
tension as the engine speed increases. Movement
of the weights advances through-a linkage to the
breaker ca.m. This mechanism, usually found in
the lower part of the distributor housing,

9

227.43

provides a smooth advance and retard of the
timing with changes in engine speed. .

The vacuum-advance mechalfism advances
and retards the_ timing according to engine load,
and uses a spring-loaded diaphragm connected
by a linkage to the distributor and by a vacuum
passage to -the carburetor. The opening to the
carburetor is on the atmospheric side of the
throttle When the throttle is in idling position.
There is no' advance in this position since the
opening is under atmospheric pretsure. As the
throttle is opened,,it swings past the opening of
the vaciflim passage, exposing the
a d van cc -me charfism diaphragm to intake
manifold vacuum. The diaphragm .operates the
advance-mechanism linkage and rotates the
breaker plate and breaker points in the direction
of distributor rotation, causing the breaker
points to be opened earlier, advancing the time
that the spark occurs in the cylinder.

208
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SPARK PLUGS.Spark plugs are installed in
each cylinder of an engine._The plugs provide
the° fixed air gap across which the-high voltage,
from the coil jUmps to create the spark that.
ignites the air-fuel mixture in The cylinder. A
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-

cutaway view of a spark plug-is shown in figure
7-7.

Plugs come in different thread sizes; such as
10mm, .14mm, 18mm, and 7/8 inch. The
ten-millimeter plug will carry numbers beginning
Mth "IVSuch as 104, 106, etc. The
fourteen-millimeter plug Will carry the numbers
beginning with "4"such as 44, 46, 47, etc.
Eigh teen-millimeter plup carry numbers
beginning with "8" like 82, 83, 85, etc:And
seven-eights-inch plug rry numbers beginning
with "7"such as 73, 75, etc.

TRANSISTOR IGNITION
SYSTEM

The transistor ignition system is a relatively
new development in battery ignition. It is

designed to overcome some of the dra,:vhacks of
the conventional ignition system. The output of
the conventional ignition is limited- to the
amount of current in the prinitry circuit. No
more than approximately 5 amperes of current
can be carried in the primary circuit without
shortening the life of the contact points. This is
because the contact poin-d will arc and bum if'
more current is interrupted: Another factor

BINDING POSTTERMINAL NUT -

CEMENT

CENTER
ELECTRODE

GASItE TS

SEAL

INSBLITOR.

CEMENT

INSUL AT OR
GASKET

GASKE T SEAT SPARK GAP GROUND ELECTRODE

Figure 7-7.Spark plug.

INSUL'ATOR
ASSEMBLY

77.158

limiting the output is the 'length of time the
contact points remain closed; and as the engine
speeeincreases, this-tirtie becomes' increasing)), ,
short.

The transistor is a device.that has the ability
to switch large currents 'through the action of a
very small control. The switching action involves
no 'Moving parts and is instantaneous when 'the
circuit is designed pröredy. Cdnventional
contact points ttirm the transistor on and off at
-the proper time in relatn to the engine timing.
A specially designed high-voltage transformer is
used instead of the standard ignition coil. This
allows'the control current to be reduced toi1/2
to 3/4 ampere and still produce 25,000 to

,30,000 volts in the SecOndarycircuit. BecauSe of
the low current beiniconducted by the contact

\points, their life is greatly iricreased over #hat
they would be in the conventional ignition
system. 1

There are several advantages offered by the
transistorized system; for example; extended
breaker point life, extended periods between
engine tuneuPs, extended spark plug life, and

*higher available voltage at the spark plugs.'

MAGNETO IGNITION
SYSTEM-

- The magneto used for/igni`tion is usually a
self-contained unit. With/the exception of the
spark plugs and ,the wires leading to them, the
magneto includes or sulAtitutes for all the units
usually found in ths battery ignition system.
The magneto provides ;electricity for ignition
alone and is designed for handciank starting of

. the engine. In equipment that requires lights and
oth'er electrically operated accessories, the
battery ignition system is used. Engines provided
with both systems can operate on either system.
Should the battery be dead or rundown *the
engine can run on the magneto alone.

a Some magnetos have a permanent magnet
and pole Pieces to produce a magnetic field. The
primary and secondary windings are wound on
an armature which rotates 'within the magnetic
field. As the atmature revolves, an altehiating
current of low voltage is generated in the turns
of the wire. ,

When this :ettrrent reaches its highest value,
the breaker points "open, and high-tension
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current is induzed in the Secondary windings, as
in the battery ignition system. The high-tension
current is routed to thernagneto distributOr and
to the spark plugs in the proper firing order. The
magneto distributor is often a part of the
magneto. The magneto, a simple form of
electric generator, produces ifs own current,
thus eliminating the need of a battery in the
ignition system. See figure 7-8.

IGNITION SYSTEM
MAINTENANCE

Aside from a faulty capacitor or ignition
coil, most ivution.troubles result from loose or
broken connections caused by wear during.
1kormal engine yperation. Unless the engine stops
erkirely on the job, trouble indications are
repotted '. by the vehicle'N operator and the
ecluiprint is held in the shop for repairs.

UnleSs,,Ithe trouble is known, a systematic
procedur6 -should be followed tO ,locate the
cause. Trace' the ignition wires for grounds,
shorts, and c'pen circuits. Bare wires, loose-
ccrincthons, and\corrosion are found throUgh,

ROTOR

PRIMARY
WINDING

CABLES T'D SfFK PLUGS

LIVE CONTACT

CONDENSER

INTERRUPTER

r
SECOt4DARY

WINDING,

GROUNDED CONTACT

),-RETAR0

ADVANCE

81.140
Figure 78.Circuits of a high tension magneto.

visual inspection. These inspections are easiest
and should be made first. .

TROUBLESHOOTING

Before making any test, conduct a thorough
visual inspection of the ignition system.

BATTERY.Check terminal posts and
cables.' Connections must be clean, tight, and
free of corroion.

PRIMARy WIRING.&eck for obvious
damage such4s brokeif Wires, loose wires, frayed
insulationc.All connections must be glean
and tight. v

IGNITION COIL.Pull the high-voltage read
out of the coil tower. Check the tower for signs
of corrosion or burning. If it is corroded, clean
with a round brush or sandpaper wound around
a pencil. Examine the tower carefully for any
sign of flashover (high-voltage current leaving
the intended path and jumping down, or around,
ditectly to ground). Flashover can be caused by
moisture or dirt on the coil exterior, a corroded
tower interior, or by failing to have the high
voltage lead pushed fully into the tower. If
flashover has cracked the tower or left a burned
path (carbon track), replace the coil.

Check for correct coil polaritythe coil
must be connected into the primary circuit so
that the positive and negative markings of the
coil correspond to the battery connections. For
example, in a nezative grounded system, the
negative terminal of the coil must be connected
to the distributor where it is grounded through
the breaker points. By connecting the coil in this
manner:' the. center electrode of the spark plug
assumes negative polarity.

It takes less voltage to cause electrons to
move frorti a hot to a cold surface, and since the
centet electrode a the plug is always hotter
than the side (ground) electrode, current flow
must be from the hot center, electrode to the
cooler side electrode. By giving the center
electrod er.? negative polarity, current will flow in
this manner, as shown in figure 7-9.

If the coil is connected so that polarity is
reversed (spark plug center electrode Positive),
up to 40 Percent more voltage is required to fire
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20 TO 40%MORE VOLTAGE IS REQUIRED

/
REOUWIDITEHD VPOOLLTAARYGEPO

POLARITY

REQUIRED VOLTAGE
NEGAriv

ENGINE RPM
VOLTAGE REQUIRED AT SPARK PLUG

HOTTER',
COOLER'

4LECTRONS WILL MOVE
FROM A HOT OBJECT TO A
COLD'ER OBJECT AT A
LOWER VOLTAGE

BAT TERY
COIL

THE PRIMARY TERMINALS OF THE COIL.MUST
BE CONNECTED FT, THAT THE POLARITY MARKINGS
CORRESPOND TO BATTERY POLARITY

225.86,

Figure 7-9.Correct coil polarity and voltage flow for a negative grounded system.

the-. pings. This could result in hard starting,
missing, and eventual coil failure. Testing for
correct coib polarity with the engineDunning is
covered later in this chapter'.

DISTRIBUTOR CAP.Remove each spark
plug lead (one at a time) from the caP.: Check
for corrosion, signs of burning, or flashover.
Corrosion can be removed as previously

----described for ignition coils. If anY sign of
flashaikThis--present, replace the cap. When the
leads are replaced, asp-re-they_ are clean and are,
fully seated in the towers.

Remove the cap from 'the .dIstributor and
turn it upside down. If signs of burning,
cracking, or flashover arc present at the center
contact or the spark plug terminal posts, the cap
must be replaced. Check the spark plug terminal
posts and the rotor tip for excessive scoring or
burning. Mild scaling, caused by.the high voltage
jumging from the rotor to thee termin'al posts,

can b'e removed by lightly scraping the terminal
posts.

N
,

BREAKER POINTS.With \the igpition
sWitch off, separate the points and-6,eck their
condtion; a dull, slate-gray color is normal. If
they have metal transfer (pitting) or are burned,
they must be replaced. Breaker points must not
be filed to cOrrect pitting.

BREAKER CAM.If the surface of- the cam
is rough or pitted, Or the cam lobes show
excessive wear, the cam must be replaced.

SECONDARY WIRING.Af the .spark plug
leads are oily or dirty, they must be cleaned,If
signs of cracking, swelling, 'burning, or other
damage arc present, the leads must be replaced.

'After making ",the "visual" inspection and
correcting any defects that were noted, if Ow
engine is still hard to start or will not start at All.

21 I
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the following tests can be made to locate/ihe
defects. .

.,

System Tests ,

Remove' the secOndary coil lead froth the
distributor cap° and hold, it ,approximately _

3/16zinch from p-ound while cranking the
.engine, and observe the spark. A bright blue
spark indicates proper operation of the primary
circuit and the secondary winding of the ignition
coil. Troubleshooting can be limited to- the..
-distributor cap, rotor, spark plug leads,. and
spark plugs. A yellow spark indicates thaythe
malfunctiou is iir 'the prithary circuij or the
secondary winding of the ignition coil'.

PRIMARY CIRCUIT ITSTS.Three basic
voltmeter tests can be made ,to isolate

---,-.--4"-Nligh-resistance area's or components in the
primary circuit.

'NOTE: The voltage- readings and test,
conriections usea here:are for a representative
12-volt, negative wriund sYstem. Always use the
test spedfibations given by the manufacturer-for
any specific system.

Test I. 'Battery to Coil -Test.Connect -the
voltmeter as shown in figure 7-10(A). Connect a.
jumper wire from the distributor connection of
the coil to wriund.

With, the ignition switch on and the points
closed, voltage drop should not exceed 6.9 volts..
If ihe drop exceedr6.9 volts, a-high resistance
exists in the resistor, 'ignition switch, or the
wiring between- the battery, and t1ieoil. A drop
of less than 4.5 volts indicates a slrtedxesistor.

Test 2, Starting Ignition -Cir-cuit
Test.--Connect the voltmeter as shown in figure'
7-10 (B). Remove the secondary coil wire from
the distributor cap'and ground the wire,

With the ignition switch off, crank the
engine by placing a jumper wire from the
battery positive post io the S terminal of the
starter plenoidor relay. The voltage drop
should not exceed 0.1 volt. If the drop exceeds
0.1 volt, -a -high resistance exists in the starter
solenoid or relay contacts or in the wiring
between the starter solenoid or relay and the
coil. 2 18
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Figure 7-10.Voltmeter connections for resistance tests

of the primary circuit.
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Test 3. Coil to Ground Test,--Connecr the
volaeter as shown in figure -7-10 (C).

With flit ignition switch on and the points
closed, the voltage drop should not exceed 0.1
volt. If the drop exceeds 0.1 volt, a high
resistance exists either in the coil to distributor
wire, the 'engine to frame ground strap, the'
distributor to engine mounting, the breaker
plate to distributor housing mounting, or in the
breaker points.

SECONDARY CiRCUIT TESTS.If
preliminary ,.,testing, indicates that the
malfunction is in the secondary circuit, the
defect can be located by making these tests:

Test 1.Use a megger and, following the
instructions provided withit, test the distributor
cap, rotor, and spark plug leads for ingulation

...breakdown, cracks, or opens:
Test 2.Remove and thoroughly examine

t)i.e spark plugs. Figure 7-11 illustrates some
types of fouling and damage that may be
encountered.

A plug that exhibits any of uthe conditions
shown in figure 7-11 except F, G, and H, may be
reconditioned and reused. Reconditioning is
covered later in this chapter. A plug exhibiting
any' of the conditions in F, G, or H, must be
repraced; arid the cause for the damage must be
corrected.

Repair and Adjustment

The repairs and adjustments that are
required on a battery ignition systerii are
comparatively simple to perform, but in order to
achieve good equipment perfcirmance and
economic -operation, care must be exercised and
correct procechires followed.

DISTRIBUTOR.Replacement of the
breaker points can be accomplished with the
distributor installed, but, generally, it is belter
to remove the distributor from the engine. This
;notonly makes access to the breaker points
easier, it also enables the ASM to inspect and, if
necessary, repair other components of. the
distributor.

With the 'distribiitor cap removed, scribe a
line across the jundion of the distributor

housing -and the engine block, and one on the
&istributor housing in line With, the center of the
rotorcontact strip. DisConnect the primary lead
and, if used, ,the vacuum advance vacuum line.
Removl the distributor holddown bolt and
clamp-; and remove the distributor from the _

enginqt
Clirrip' the distributor- in a soft jawed vise,

taking care not to dajnage the drive gemor
housing.k

Before attempting to remove the breaker
points, with the distributor on or off the engine,
stuff small rap in any hole or opening in the
breaker plate through which small scrz,ws or nuts
Might fall. Note the location-and position of the
primary lead-in and condenser wires before
disconnecting them.

Remove the used points, thoroughly clean
.the mounting area and the breaker cam, and
install the replacement points.

Replacement of the condenser is generally
accomplished at the same time the points are
replaced. However, if the condenser is to be
reuse$, it.. should be tested for capacity,
resistance, and leakage, using a condenser tester.
If a-new condenser is used, it should also be
tested and the results compared to the
manufacturer's specifications for the equipment
at hand.

As shown in figure 112, a condenser of
, incorrect capacity will cause heavy arcing across

the points,.and Metal transfer from one contact
to the other.

With points and the condenser installed,
rotate the breaker din until the points are '

Closed, and check the alignment of the contacts.
If bdth contacts are flat, the entire surface
should contact at the same time. if both
contacts are convex, or if one is flat aild the
other convex, contact should be in the center. If
alignment i incorrect, bend the stationary
contact bracket to provide correct alignment.
Never attempt to align the points by bending the
movable arm.

Point gap (amount of opening between the
contacts when the points a ,ully opened by.
the -breaker cam) is critical and must be closely
set. If the gap4s too small, the points arc and
burn; if the gap is excessive, saturation time for
the coil is reduced and high-speed missing
occurs.
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Figure 7-I1.Examples of spark plug appearances.
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BREAKER ARM.

CONTACTS DEPOSIT.

OVER CAPACITY

STATIONARY
POINT PLATE

UNDER CAPACITY

Figure 7-12.Effects of incorrect condenser capacity.

The gap for new points may be set initially
with a feeler gage. This is done by turning the
breaker cam until the point rubbing block is on
the higjtest' point of a cam lobe, and moving the
stationary point plate until a feeler gage of the
corret thickness (refer to manufacturer's
specifications) is a snug fit between the contacts.

As shown in figure 7-13, used points cannot
be gapped accurately with a feeler gage because

.the gage measures between the high spots while
the actual point opening is much greater. Note
that a .015 feeler gage is a snug fit, but the
actual gap is .022. The correct method of
obtaining the necessary accuracy for setting used
points is to use a dwell meter-.

Dwell, often called cam-angle, refers to the
distance, in degrees of breaker cam rotation,
thatthe breaker cam revolves from the time the
points close until they are opened again (fig.
7-14.) The dwell 'for any given set of breaker

\*DWELL-y
LARGE GAP

ACYUAL GAP .022

225.89

. 015
FEELER

GAGE

228.90_
Figure 7-13.False setting given by-feeler gage for

used points.

SMALL
POINTS POINTS DWELL
OPEN OPEN

CORRECT DWELL-CORRECT GAP

:-
Figure 7-14.Relationship-of-dIke1l and point gip.
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points is controlled by the point gap, so the two
must be considered together. : t

As can be seen by referring to figure 7-14, if
'point \gap is decreased, dwell increases; if point
gap is indreased, direll decreases. Thus, point gap
and dwell are indirectly proportional. -

Once the point gap has been set, the breaker
arm spring tension should be checked using an
accurate kimce scale: lithe pressure is excessive,
rapid wearing of the tubbing-block will cause the
point gap to narrow; retarding the engine timing
and increasing-the-dwell. Too low a pressure will
cause the points 'to; honn)ce, creating a high-speed
miss. 'f /--) ''\ `.:Y3,-...,.-

j iT131cWith the': ntbbin ,. ck positioned on the
low point between.tair lobes, hook. the scale at
the contact point edge. Pull at right angles to the
movable arm and check the pressure just as the
points separate, 'Ind compare to the
Manufacturer's specifications. If the pressure is
in.,correct, refer to the applicable maintenance
manual for adjustment Procedures. Ensure that

': all wires are correctly connected and clear of all
moving parts. Remove rags that were used to
plug openings.

Apply a thin coat of high-temperature grease
., to the breaker cam. Do not use engine oil or

low-temperature grease as it will tie thrown off
awl Onto the points. On distributors equipped
with a felt .wick-type oiler under a lift-off type

' rotor,i moisten with engine oil-3 to 5 drops.
Lub iate the point .pivot pin and bushing, the
..

-centriPtigal-advance mechanism, and if required,
he Lleaker-plate bearing surfaces very lightly
with engine, oil. If an outside oiler is provided,
apply to 7 drops of-engine oil.

C UTION: Lubricate distributor parts
sparin y to avoid geging it on the points
becaus lubricant causes rapid burning of the
points.

If distributor test machine is available, it
should be uged to check the distributor for
dwell, acuum -and centrifugal advancp.oint_____p

. ' bdUnce.. _bent--shaft-, wOrn bushings, worn
akerCam, eta.
If the distributor was marked before

rerii6vall, aS previously indicated, and the engine
haS.,not \been cranked since-the distributor was
removed', installation is simple. Align the rotor
with the' scribe mark on the distributor housing,

align the scribe marks on the housing and engine
block, and insert the distributor. As the
distributor drive gear meshes with the camshaft
gear, the rotor will turn a small amount. Pull the
distributor up far enough to disengage the gear
and turn the rotor badk far enough to
compensate for the turning and- Push down
again. When the housing is flush against the
block,the scribe lines should be lined up. Irthey
are, install the holddown bolt and clamp, and
lock the distributor in place.

If the distributor will not bottom, do not
attempt to force it down. The distributdr shaft
is not aligned with the oil pump shaft slot .or
tang. Hold firm, pressure on the distributor and
crank the enginewhen the shafts line up, the
distributor will drop into place.

If the engine was cranked while the
distributor was out, remove the number one
spark plug and crank the engine until
compression cen be felt, and continue to turn
the engine until the timint marki (located on
the crankshaft vibration dampener or flywheel)
are lined up with the stationary pointer. The
engine is now ready to /fire the number one
cylinder. Align the housing-to-block scribe
marks and turn the rotor' to align with the
number one spark plug tower on'the distributor
cappoints juSt starting to open. Insert the
distributor and, as previously described, pull up
and adjust for rotor movement as the gears
mesh. When the installation is cortect, the
distributor will be fully bottomed, points just
opening, and the rotor pointing to the number
one spark plug tower On the distributor cap.
This initial timing setting will suffice for starting
the engine.

To time the engine to manufacturer's
specifications, clean all the grease and dirt from
the timing mark and reference pointer. Dray./ a
chalk line over the timing mark to make it more.
visible. Connect othe timing light to the
high-tension lead of the No. 1 spark plug_andthe--
owerleadstothe power supply. Connect a

tachometer, if available, to the.primary circuit
of the distributor. Warm the-engine to normal
operating temperature and a,djust the idle speed.
Aim the timing light flashes at the timing mark
and reference pointer. If the timing mark and
pointer do not line up, loosen the distributor
and turn it in its mounting until the timing mark
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dbes align with the pointer, then secure the
slistributor. Also check to see if the automatic
advance mechanism is working. This is
accomplished by keeping the timing light aimed
at the timing mark and gradually increasing the
engine speed. If the advance mechanism is
working, the timing mark should gradually move
away from the pointer. If the timing mark 'fails
tO move as the engine speed is increased, or if it
hesitates and then suddenly jumps, the advance
mechanisM is not functioning properly and must
be repaired.

A quick, simple check for correct coil
polarity can be Made using an ordinary wooden
pencil, as shown.in figure 7-15.

Place a'piece of rubber hose over the pencil-
to prevent the possibility of electrical shock.
Remove any one of the spark plug wires; place
the yad of the pencil between the spark plug
wire and the plug. Start the engine and observe
the sparkif it flares or has a yelloW tinge oh the
wire side, polarity is reversed; if it flares or has a
yellow tinge on the plug side, polarity is correct.

Point gap or dwell must be set before
attempting to time the engine, as. changing the
gap will change the timing.

If used points are to be reused, or the gap
setting is to be checka with the distributor
installed, conneet a dwell meter (following
instrument manufacturer's instructions) and,
with the engine idling, check the-dwell. Compare

224.62
Figure 7-15.One method of checking coil liolarity.

the dwell reading with the manufacturer's
specifications and, if incorrect, the point gap
must be adjusted.

Remove the secondary coil lead from Pie
distributor cap and ground it. Remove- !'he.,
distributor cap and rotor. With the dwell Meter'
connected as before, crank the engine and adjust-
the points as necessary (while cranking) to
obtain the correct dwell: Replace the rotor andf.
distributor cap and reconnect the coil secondary,
lead. Start the .engine and check the dwellit
should not have changed more than 3 degrees. If
a greater change is noted, the distributor has
worn bearings, or a worn cam °and should be
removed for repair.

SPARK PLUGS .When plugs. receive
periodic cleaning and gapping, they will function
better and last longer.

Spark plug Wires should be carefully
removed by grasping them close to theireterminals for the pull. Do not "jerthem from
the spark plug terminal. Loosen each plug one or
two turns, Then use low-pressure compressed air
to blow out any.dirt aroUnd the spark plug hole.
This will prevent foreign matter from entering
the cylinder.

Remove the plugs, being sure that the
gaskets (where used) are also removo,d. As the
plugs are removed, keep them in order so that
any peculiar condition of any plug can be
related to a specific cylinder.

The plugs shown in figure 7-11 are some
examples of plug conditions that may be
encountered. The cause for eaeh is discussed
below.

(A) is from a mechanically sound engine,
running at the correct temperature. Some
deposits, light tan or gray in color, are present,
but there is ho evidence of burnink. Some gap
growth will have occured, but not in excessive
amounts.

(B) is from an engine having excessive
combustion chatiTher deposits thit shed off
when normal combustion temperature was
restored by the insiallation of new plugs. Thisis
most prevalent in engines. operated at slow
speeds and in start-Stop driving.

(C) is from a cold running engine. The
deposits are-unburned fuel.
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.(D) is from an engine that was running too
ht due to over-advanced timing, or to cooling'

_syStem blockage.
(E) is from an engine using excessive

amounts of oil. The Plug is drowned in oil that is
bypassed through the rings or valve guides. °

(F) is_ from an engine that had severe
preignition (fuel charge being ignited by an
-overheated plug, piece of glowing carbon, hot
valve edge, etc., before the spark plug fires), and
the damage shown resulted from temperatures in
*the combustion chamber in excess of 2,700° F.
The accompanying excessive combustion
chamber pressures . probably damaged other
components of the engine also.

(G) 'is from an engine that was running
normally. The damage was caused by: the
mechanic attempting to bend the ,center
electrode.

(H) is Worn an engine which had some '
foreign object in the combustion chamber.

The plugs shown in (F), (G), and (H), cannot
be reused, but the others can be reconditioned.

Before attempting to clean a plug, anyoily"
deposits must be removed with an approved
solvent. This is to prevent the cleaning material
from being soaked and packed into the arca
around the center electrode insulator: "

A machine of the type shown in figure 7-16
is used to clean (sand blast) and test the spark
pl ugs.

Following the machine manufacturer's
operating instructions, clean the plugs, blasting
only long enough to remove the deposits.
Prolonged blasting will damage the center
electrode insulator.

Once cleaning is completed, the electrodes
must be filed clean and square, as the machine,

Naast will not clean this area. If the electrodes
are not filed clean, the required voltage will still
If high and the plug may misfire.

Using a fine-cut point file, file the end of the
center electrode flat. File the side electrode flat
and the end square. This produces clean; sharp
edges that improve plug performance. Remove
only enough metal to clean and square the
electrodes.

Using a round wire gage, not a feeler gage,
set_ the gap to manufacturer's specifications by
bending the side electrode. 2 24
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Figure 7-16.Spark plug cleaning and testing machine.

Testing spark plugs outside the engine can be
very misleading. There is no true relationship
between firing a plug in compressed air at room
temperature, which is the condition in the
testing unit, andfiring a plug in an operating
engine. In the operating engine, voltages are
higher, air-fuel mixtures are present, and the
high terhperatures in the cylinders aid ignition..
If- these (actors are kept in mind, spark plugs can
be suecessfully tested.

1:5o not discard plugs which show a bluish
light jtist above the shell while they, are being
tegted. This is a corona discharge caused by the
presence of a high-tension field: It does not
affect_plug performance. Make sure the ilisulator-
is clean and dry before teSting. If a spark comes
through the insulator to the plug shell, it is.an
indication, that the insulator is cracked.
SometimeSRthis crack is hidden inside the shell
where it -cahnot be seen. In many cases;
movement of the insulator can be detected by
hand pressure.
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When replacing plugs, selection of the proper
heat range is on,e of the most important
considerations. The spark plug heat range best
suited can be found by 'checkilg the
manufacturer's manual, except in special 'cases
where engine- operation is abnormal. In special

'cases, or when the proper plug cannot be
obtained, check with your superdsor to
determine which is the best plug available for
the particular engine.

Always use new gaskets,' if gaskets are
required, when installing spark plugs. The gasket
performs two imPortant functionsit maintains
a gastight seal betWeen the plug and its seat; and
mcst of the heat abSiirbed by the insulator, tip
from the burning fuel in the combustion
chamber passes through the gasket.

When instAling spark plugs, use a torque
wrench and tighten them to the torque specified
by the engine manufacturer. If the gasket is not
tightrY seated, the spark plug will become
overheated. If the gasket is flattened ont too
much, the shell may become distorted and
damage the insulator.;

WATERPROOF IGNITION
SYSTEMS

Since many vehicles must operate under very
wet conditions, it may be necessary to
waterproof the ignition system. Waterpeoofing

means that the system must be so 'watertight
that the components continue lo function
normally even while totally immersed.

T.he, distributor and ignition con (fig. 7-17)
are sealed in a common housing and enclosed by
a common cover, This unit also his ,a means,of
ventilating the distributor, thus vreventing
condensation and the formation ,of \harmful
chemicals. Ventilation is accomplished by
,connecting two tubes ;to the distributor, One
leading to the air cleaner (from whichTclean air
can be obtained) and the other to the intake
manifold. The intake manifold vacuum" causes
air to pass through the distributor from the air
cleaner, thus -keeping the distributor well
ventilate d.

The various leads in the ignition, system oe
enclosed in a watertight conduit. This conduit
prevents moisture from getting to the leads, thus
preventing insulation deterioration from this
cause. Repair and maintenance of waterproof
ignition systems is similar to that on
conventional systems. The same testi and checks
should be made, but" in most cases Special
adapters for use on. the waterproof connections
are furnished with the test equipment.. When
replacing any cOnnection ,On the waterproof
system, make sure the gaskets and seals are in
good condition, and that waterproof integrity is
maintained.

IICIllr""7-i;:7"msre%Z.T9,;

2-ARIC PLUG

-

GNITION, COIL 0
Figure 7-17,7Waterprod ignition system.
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AUTOMOTIVE ELECTRICAL
SYSTEM '

LIGHTING SYSTEM

The lighting system of automotive vehicles'
includes the headlights, taillights, instrument
lights, the signal and warning lights, directional
signals, electrical wires and cables, and the
source;of electricity (battery or generator). The
equipment is provided with the electrical system
required for the job the equipmCfit is designed
to accomplish. The most important basic units
of the lighting ,circuits are the lamps (lights),
sWit6hes, and fuses or circuit breakerh.

Lamps and Bulbs

Light bulbs used in automotive vehicles are
made to operate on 6 or 12 volts, depending on
the voltage of the system used. The bulbs have, a
filament that becomes incandescent when the
electric current passes through it. Bulbs are rated
as to size by' the candlepower of light they
produce. The greater the candlepower Of the
bulb, the more current it requires when lighted.
These ratings are found on the shell of the base
of the bulb.

When the light .bulbs are replaced in a
vehicle, be sure the new bulbs are of the proper
rating. With the exception of the sealed beam
headlights, the other bulbs Within the vehicle
will be of the single or double contact type.

Sealed Beam Headlights

Most vehicles have sealed beam headlights,
which are far superior to the older type
headlights. Not only does the healed beam light
provide. . far better and more powerful
illumination that vailier model iamps, but it
maintains its initial brilliancy with only a slight
loss throughout its life. This is because the lens
is permanently, .sealed to the reflector which
effectively bars 'moisture (which corrodes the
'reflector) and prevents the entranci. of dust r '
&rt.

When a filament burns out,
must be replaced. However, it 1,

filamcdt life than other type of rnps and
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requires no maintenance to keep in good
condition.

Miscellaneous Lights

, Ordinarily, indirect lighting is used for the
instrument lamps, which,light whenever the light ,
switch is ON. Many vehicles are equipped with a
switch that controls only the instrument lights
so they can be turned on or off when desired.

Smaller lights usi.d for parking'are often loca-
ted 4mmediately above or below the headlights.
Side lights sometimes-serve as parking lights.

Taillights and stoplights are ordinarily com-
bined and contained in a single housing with-red
lens. A larger lamp (about 15 candlepower) is
used for the stoplight and a smaller lamp (about
3 candlepower) is used for the taillight. Taillights
and stoplights are sometiines enclosed in a single
lamp having a double filament. Taillights light
whenever the lighting switch is in iny of the ON
positiOns.

When the backup lights are present,' they are
'Mounted so as to direcf the light to the rear of
the vehicle. They are wired so that the lamp is
lighted whenever the shift control is put in the
reverse position.

Directional, signal lights, present od, gel&
propelled automotive' equipment, have the pur-

-pose of conveying the operator's intentions' to
turn, by a flashing signal. A lever in the driver's
compartment activates the direction signals.
Another switch activates all the directional
lights, iiving off a flashing signal,. to warn of an
emergency or of the presence of the vehicle.

Circuit Breakers,
Switches, and Fuses

Most switches are placed on the instrument
panel c'3se -.to the driver or operator, and the
fuses or curcuit breakers can usually be found
behind the instrument panel od a fuse block:
The light control switch of the push-pull type is
a common type and usually controls three
circuits. Should such a switch be replaced, be

sure to tag the wires before remOving them.or
change them from the old to the new switch one
at a time. Removing the grounded battery
terminal before changing the switch will prevent .
blowing the fuses. -
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Light switches are placed between the source
of the current and the light bulb in series with
the circuit they control. Be sure the light switch
terminals are not groimded. to _any part of the
frame or body to which they are fastened for
support. If grounded, the lfghts in the circuit
will not burn. StOplight switches, in which the
contacts close automatically when the brake
pedal is depressed, are subject to grounding.
Being fastened to the underpart of most
vehicles, they are easily 'grounded by water
splashed up from the, roadbed and must be
°replaced. Before replacing any light switches, be
sure the lights which are controlled by the
switch are properly grounded. Poor ground
connections caused by rust and corrosion are
responsible for many troubles in lighting
systems.

Fuses are placed in electrical circuits to
protect wires and electrical units from a heavy
flow of current. Each circuit, or at least each
individual electrical system, is provided with a
fuse that has an ampere rating equil to the
maximum current required to operate the units.
The fute is niade from a metal with a low
melting point and forms the weakest point of
the electrical. circuit. In case of a short circuit or
other trouble, the fuse will be burned out first

_ and will open the circuit just as a switch would
do. When 'a fuse is replaced, be sure that it has a
rating equal to the one burned out and that the
trouble that caused the failtire has been repaired.

Wiring Systeins

Locating:electrical troubles it the largest task
in wiring, Maintaining, and repairing electrical
systenis. When the lights fail or the starter
becomes inoperative, the trouble cannot always
be found in a dead batteryor a faulty generator.
The troublb may beAue to other causes, usually
bge wires or poor connections.

Each piece of -autoinotive.;.equipment is
provided with an operation and maihtenance
manual. Tite manual contains wiring .diagrams,
which Will aid in troubleshooting and repalring
electrital 'systems. The diagrams showshowthe
electrical units -in the equipment are connected
and the location of fuses and switches: Since-the
ASE has the responsibility for repair . of the-
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electrical system, detailed information is not
giVen in this manual.

SAFETY

Electric shock may cause unconsciousness,
stoppage of breathing, burnt .of all degrees, and
instant death. If a current of 60-Hz ac were
passecb threugh a person from hand to hand or
hand to foot, the effects of 0.1 ampere for 1
second Would be, fatal. You- must understand
and remember -that current (amperes) is the
shock factor rather than the imount of voltage.

When any electrical equipment is to. be
repaired, the main switches should be in the
open position- er the battery cable/should be
disconnected. They should be tagged to read
that the circuit is broken for rePair purposes.
The circuit should not be closed except by the
person who affixed the tag and only after the
work is completed.

Fuses should be removed and replaced only _
when the 'circuit is deenergized.. When a fuse
burns out, it should be replaced only with a fuse
of the same c rrent and voltage rating. Since the
burned out ft.se is often'an indication of a faulty
circuit, the circuit should be carefully checked
before making the replaceinent.'

Personnel -shonld- never work alone on
high-voltage circuits. The tools used on these
circuits should have rubber insulation on their
handles. Do not work on any type of electrical
apparatus with wet hands or while wearing Wet
clothing. Safety shoes with nonconducting soles
should be worn.

Repair work on energized circuits should not
be undertaken except in emergencies. When it is
necessary, ample light-theuld4e4rOVided and
the worlcer should be insulated from ground
with a nonconducting material such 4.§ dry wood

..or rubber matting. The worker should use only
-one hand to well( on- the circuit and' kec? the
other hand away from the energized circuit.

Navy swifications for portdbktools
require that the electric cord for suCh fools 'be
provided. with a distinctively marked ground
wire in addition to the conductors for supplying
power to the toolrOne end of the ground wire
must be connected-to the tool housing and the
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other end must be "connected to ground.
Specially designed ground-type plugs and
receptacles that autömatically make this
connection when the ,plug is inserted in the
receptacle must be used.

The principal hazard in workinig with and
around batteries is the danger of acid bums from'
spillage of the electrolyte. Proper care in .filling
and handling will eliminate this danger.
Eyeshields, oyes, rubber aprons', and
rubber boots with nonskid soles should be worn
when batteries are being refilled. Eyeshields
should be wom Iyhen working around a battery
to prevent any:,ppssibility of acid bums to the
eye_s.

There is danger bf explosion from the
hydrogen gas that is given off when batteries are
charged. The charging should take place outside
or in. a well-ventilated room. No open flame'
should be permitted near the charging operation.
Caution should be taken to prevent any spark
ear a batte'ry at any time.

FILTER TO PUMP HOSE

FUEL PUMP

PUMP TO CARBURETOR TUBE.

CARBURETOR AND GOVERNOR

CARBURETOR AIR CLEANER

THROTTLE CONTROL BUTTON

CHOKE CONTROL
BUTTON

ACCELERATOR PEDAL

FUEL SYSTEM

The fuel system (fig. 7-18) consists af a fuel
tank, fuel pump, carburetor, intake manifold,
and fuel lines or tubes, connecting the tank,-
pump, and carburetor.' .

The fuel system supplies to the engine
cylinders a combustible mixture of gasoline and
air. It stores the gasoline in liquid form in a_fuel
tank, then converts this liquid into a vapor and
mixes it with air. The mixture enters the,engine
cylinders on the intake strokes; it is then
compressed and ignited. In burning, the fuel-air
mixture increases in temperatureowhich causes
it to expand, and a high pressure is therefore
produced in the engine cylinders. This pressure
forces the pistons downward on the "power
strokes. The fuel system must vhry the
proportibns of air and gasoline for different
operating conditions>kor normal running with a
whrm engine, the prope Mixture ratio is about
15 pounds of air tp 1 pound' of gasolin But fOr
initial starting with asold engine, a much richer
mixture is needed; the mixture does mit bum as

FUEL GAGE -TANK'UNIT

FUEL TANK

FUEL GAGE
WIRE

FILTER
TO PUMP TUBE

lf 1

FILTER
TO PUMP HOSE

UNION
FUEL GAGE-PANEL UNIT

FUEL TANK TO'FILTER TUBE -FRONT

TANK TO FILTER HOSE

FUEL FILTER
FUEL,TANK-TO FILTER TUBE -REAR

Figure 7-18.Fuel system for a ga.:.iine engine.
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readily in a cold engine, and the gasoline does
not turn to vapor so readily. Also, when
accelerating, or d,uring high-speed or full-load
operation, a richer mixture is required. Richness
here means a higher propertion of gasoline; a
m1xture, of 9 pounds of air to 1 pound of
gasoline would be a rich mixture. The opposite
of richness is leanness. A 15 to 1 mixture ratio
would be a relatively lean mixture.

Some gasoline engines use a fuel-injection
fuel system. With the injector system, a pump
delivers fuel to a fuel injector. The injector then
injects the proper arriount of fuel into the intake
manifotd during the intake stroke.

STORAGE

On passenger vehicles the fue tank is
generally mounted in .the rearof the chassis. On
trucks it is generally installed uncle- or behind
the drivet's seat or behind or to th side of the
cab.

Figure 7,19 illustrates the general
construction o'f a fuel tank. Most fuel tanks are
of similar.,construction. They are usually made
of thin-gage tinned metal and have an inlet or
filler pipe and an outlet. The outlet, with a

Jfitting for the fuel line connection, may be in
the top'or side of the tank. The lower end of the
outlet pipe, is placed about onc-half inch from
the bottom of the tank so that any sediment
which collects in the tank will not be carried to
the carburetor. 'Baffle . plates may be placed

. BAFFLES

FILLER
PIPE

TAM( UNIT OF ELECTRIC FUEL GAGE

MOUNTING
FLANGE

0.0000001111.111.-CORK FLOAT

FUEL LINE CON..ECTION
TO CARBURETOR

, 81.76

Figure 7-19.Fuel tanc- ith. top cuvaway.

inside the tank to reinfOxce the sides and bottom
and to prevent the fuel from surging or
splashing. A drain plug is placed in the bottom
so that the tank can be drained and cleaned..The
fuel tank must bc equipped with an air vent.
Thiis vent is usually located in the cap of' the'
inlet pipe.

Some vehicles, especially heavy duty ones,
have more than one tank. pn these the auxiliary
tanki are interconnected, and each has a shutoff
valve', "so that the flow of fuel from one or more
of the tanks-may be turned off.

Fuel tanks give little or no trouble, and as a
rule require no servicing other than an
occatonal draining and cleaning. However, if
they die Punctured ordevelop leaks, they should
not be welded or.repairsd with or near an open
flame until all traces of fuel and fuel vapors have
been completely removed from the tank..

The fuel GAGE is a signaling system which
indicates the amount of fuel in the tank. Most
fuel gages are electrically operated arid are
composedpf two units: the gage itself, which is
mounted -on' the instrument panel of the vehicle;
and the sending unit, which is mounted on the
fuel tank.

Ari electrical fuel gage normally operate's
only when the ignition switch is turned on.
There are two types of electrically operated
gagesz(the balance coil and the thermostatic.

Tlie tank unit of the balancing coil type of
fuel gage has a float and arm assembly connected
to a sliding contact. See Fig. 7-20.. As the
fuel level in the tank-changes, the position of the
contact changes on a rheostat winding thus
varying circuit resistance and resulting current
flow. The unit on the instrument panel coniains
two magnetic coils (limiting coil and operating
coil), and a permanent magnet whichIs attached
to the gage needle. When the fuetank is i!mpty,
the limiting coil is ,stronger than the operating
coil; thus the magnet is drawn toward it and the
needle reads at "E" (empty) on the iage. As the
tank is filled, the operating coil becomes
stronger, attracting the magnet and fnoving the
needle toward the "F" (full) 'position.

-The thermostatic gage operates by the
heating of bimetallic thermostatic blades which
are located in the sending unit and, in the gage.
See fir, 7-2L- When the tank is empty, the two
contacts in . the sending unit are, just tOuching
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INSULATED
CONT ACT.

\ GROUNDED
\ CONTACT

DI1PHRAGM
CAM

-SENDING UNIT
. . .

AMMETER

IGNITION SWITCH

a
GAGE

LI ,

..DPERATING
COIL

RHEOSTAT

CONNECTOR
LIMITING .

COIL

PARTLY PULL POSITION-Bo",

pLOAT

EMPTY POSITION -.4

BATTERY

BIMETALIC BLADE

HEATER
WIRE

Figure 7-20.Coil-type gage circuit.
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HEATER
WIRE

BIMETALIC BLADE
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RI H TANK EM 'TY

INSULATED
CONTACT
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BIMETALIC BLADE

SENDING UNIT
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. DIAPHRAGM
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Figure 7-21.Wiring circuit for therm9stic-typeTuel gage.. ; 't
a
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each other. Current flows through the resistance
heater wires of both gage and sending units;\
causing the bimetallic blades to bend. Bending'
of the blade in the sending unit separates the
contacts to break the circuit. The heater wire
cools when curren stops flowing, and the
bimet blade turn tg their original
positio Contact is again made, and the cycle of

. operati n is repeated approximately every
secon . Opening and dosing of the contacts give
an intermittent flow of current wMch does not
heat the gage blade enough to bend it. The blade
then holds the pointer at the empty seading..
When the tank is full, the float is at the top. In
this positión, the cam pushes the grounded
contact againSt the 'insulated bimetallic contact,'
bending the bimetallic blade in the sending unite,
Since the blade is then under a strain, the
current must flow longer to bend it enough to
open the contacts. The longer flow of cuirent

DIAPHRAGM NUT

. will then cause a bending oC the bimetallic blade
in the gage unit; the bending of the blade forces
the pointer over to the full position.

FILTER

The purpose of the filter is tctremove dirt
and foreign matter from the gasoline. The filter
may be located between the tank and fuel pump
,or between the fuel pump and carburetor. The
filter (fig. 7-22) 4 an integral- part of the fuel
p imp: In a pump of this type; fuel enters the
glass bowl and 'passes up through the filter

. screen before flowing through the. outlet. Any
_water or dirt caught by 'the screen falls to the %.°1

bottom of the bowl, from which it can be
rempved.

'Another type of filter is made of a series Qf
laminated discs placed within a large bowl which
acts as a settling -chamber for the fuel and!
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,
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- Figure 7-22.Cross section of a fuei pump with a filter bowl.
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encloses the discs_or strainer assembly (fig.
7-23). Some commercial:type vehicles use filters
with ceramic elementi. The metal disc is the
type commonly used in Navy vehicles.

PUMP

A fuel pump delivers the fuel requirements
of the engine under all operating conditions. The
fuel is pumped from the tank to the carburetor.
Figure 7-22 shows a sectional ',iew of a typical
fuel pump.

. Not only must the fuel pump deliver enough
'luel to supply the iequirements of the engine,
but it must also maintain proper pressure in
the line between tir. fuel pump and the
carbtiretor.

Excessive fuel-pump pressure holds ,the
carburetor float needle rff its seat, -causing a
high gasoline kvel in the float chamber, whichin
tint increases gasoline consumption. Too low a
fuel-pump Pressury may cause an insufficient
fuel, flow into +le carburetor and cause air locks

-to occur in Me fuel lines. Air in the fuel line will
interrupt th e. flow of cuel to the carburetor

OUTIET

STRAINERS,
sktinc%

DRAIN PLUG

Figure 7-23.Fuel filter.

X.
SHELL

INLET
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resulting in .engine power loss or operation
failure. The average- fuel-pump operating
preSsure will vary front 3 _to 5 psi. The puinp
should be tested periodically to ensure proper .
operating pressUre.

During the Suction stroke of a mechanical
fuel pump, the rotation of an eccentric on the
camshaft moves the pump operating arm which
pulls the diaphragm leVer, and the diaphragm
downward. This downward motion against the
pressure of the diaphragm spring produces a
vacuum in the pump chamber. The vacuum
holds the outlet valve closedpullS the inlet valve
open, and ,draws the fuel from the supply tan-IC___
The fuel flows through the inlet, up through the
filter screen, and down Ihrough the inlet valve
into the -pump chamber. During the return
stroke, the diaphragm is forcer up by the
diaphragm spring, the inlet valve; closes, and the
outlet valve is forced open. zilis action allows
the fuel ,:to 4low throughIthe outlet to. the
carburetor.

The diaphragm ope ating lever is hinged to
the pump artn at the a/rn pivot.so thatit can be
rriLived down but can ot be raised by the pump
arm. The pump arm s ring makeslhe arm follow
the cam without -m ving the lever. The lever is
moved upward onl by the diaphragm spring.
The pump, there ore, delivers fuel _IV . the
carburetor only w en the fuel pressure in the
outlet is less than the pressure maintained by the
diaphragm spring. ds condition arises Ahen the
fuel passage from the pump into, the carburetor
float chamber is pen and the float needle valve
is 'not seated: Tie carburetor float and needle
valve control the fuel level in the carburetor.
The ddme-shap d air chambeidded to the,
pump...to smoo 'Out "the pulsatiop (surging) Of
fuel being pum

-Rid pumps are .claSsified a positive and'
nonpositive diaphragm. The .positive, type
continires, to i pump fuel even when the
carburetor bo l &Tilled and requires'a method
of bypassing the fuel back to the tank. The

-- honpositive d aphragm pump is the one usually'
hfound in the gasoline engMe. It delivers fuel to

the -carburet r only when it is needed for the
requirements' of the engine. The diaphragm in
this .pump is a vibrating disc that causes the
pumping action:

I
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The. single action pumi, ..lch as that just
described, May be actuated mechanically. But
some, .. especially on large engines, operate
electrically. Such pumps . itain a flexible metal
bellows operated- by an electromagnet. As the
bellows expands, fuel from the tank enters
through the .inlet valve.. When he bellows
collapses, the fuel is forced through the outlet
valve and to the Carburetor. -A- felk electrically
operated fuel pumps function with an electric
motor, which is installed in a fuel pump housing
in -the bottom of the fuel tank, or externally
from the fuel tank. .

Repair" kits are provided for overhauling fuel
.pumps. The diaphragm, composed of several
layers of specially treated cloth which is not
affected by gasoline, will ivear and need
replacing. Excessive wear in the operating
linkages will prevent proper pumping action.
New diaphragms, replacement parts, and small
washer and springs needed for the valves, will be
found in the rep*xplckt,a, GASKET

COVER PLATE
HEAT SHIELD ST

SCREEN.

BODY.111
VALVE AND,'

CAGE ASSEMBLY

VALVE PLATE

VALVE PLATE SCREW-.--

OIL SEAL SPRING
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BODY AND OIL(
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oftwasot

VALVE PLATE SCREW

VALVE PLATE

VALVE CAGE GASKET

VALVE AND(
CAGE ASSEMBLY

BOWL GASKETI

METAL BOWL'

GA SK ET

-A pump action tester or analyzer will show
whether the amount of fuel pumped is sufficient
"for smooth engine operation. If an analyzer is
not available, remove the puhip from the engine
and install a rubber hose on the inlet ahd
another rubber hose on the outlet .of the pump.
Place the end of the inlet hose in a container of
gasoline--.Mdirethe- lever or rocker arm in and
out, watching Whether' lhe flow of gasoline at
the outlet hose is free and suf.flcient.

Some, pumps have vacuum boosters (flg.
7-24) built intO-them to provide for pOSitive
operation of the windshield wiper at -all times.
These boosters oveicorne 'any failure of the
wipers,on acceleration and on full thiottle. They
operate the wipers! only -when the manifold
vacuum itself is not sufficient to maintain
action. The -bOoster unit diaphragm is pushed up
when the rotation of the camshaft eccentric
moves the rocker arm and expels air through the
exhaust valve. On the return stroke of the rocker
arm, a sPfing moves the diaphragm down,

COVER PLATE CAP SCREW

...
COVER PLATE GASKET

..---
. DIAPHRAGM SPRING t

....VALVE A ND, CAGE ASSEMBlY

VALVE CAGE GASKET

DIAPHRAGM SPRING SEAT
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ROCKER ARM P IN
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ROC'k E AN SPRING
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Figure 7-24.Fuel pump viith vacuum booster.
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creating a vacuum in the pump chamber. This
vacuum- keeps the windshield wipers operating
normally when the throttle is wide open. When
the wipers are not being used, the vacuum holds
the diaphragm up against spring pressure so that
it is not fully pushed 14p at each rocker arm
movement.

Several types of eleCtric pumps are used.
One type, the Autopulse, makes use of a metal
bellows which is expanded by a solenoid when
the unit is turned on: This action draws gasoline
from the fuel tank into the bellows. As the
bellows reaches its limit of expansion, electrical
contacts in the solenoid are tripped open and
the solenoid releases the -bellows. This
contraction closes thp intake valve in the pump
arid opens the outlet valve. Gasoline in the
bellows is forced through the outlet valve to the
carb Uretor.

A second type of electrical fuel pump is
operated by an -.electric motor. The complete
assembly is installed in a fuel pump housing in
the fuel tank. The motor, as it runs, drives a pair
of gears or a small impeller thatpumps the fuel
to the carburetor.

Fuel lines connecting the various units of the
fuel system are usually made of drawn-copper
tubing. However, copper tubing is being replaced
by rolled-steel tubing Thich is rugt-proofed by
copper or zinc plating. You can learn about
cutting and fitting tubing in Tools and Their
Uses, NAVEDTRA 10085 (Series). Three kinds
of fittings are shown in figure 7-25. These are

FLARE ON
TUBE IND

TUUS

SWEATED HERE

SLEEV(

-- NUT

CONNECTORS

SALL SLEEVE
/FERRULE)
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Figure 725.Types of fittings used on fuel lines.

the flared,- compression, and soldered types. Of
the three, the flared fitting is most common.

Fuel lines are placed away from exhaust
pipes, mufflers, and manifolds so that excessive
heat will not cause vaporlocks. They are
attached to the frame, engine, and other units so
that the effects of vibration will be minimized.
Fuel lines should be free of contact with sharp
edges Which might cause wear. In places of
excessive movement, as between a vehicle frame
and rubberInounted engine, short lengths of
gasoline-resistant flexible tubing are used.
Occasionally, road vibration may loosen and
'break the lines, or they could becoine pinched
or flattened by flying rocks. Such damage could
interfere with the flow of the fuel.

A certain amount of scale forms within the
line tubes and sometimes causes a stoppage. If
this condition occurs, blow the tubes clear:with
,low-pressure compressed air.

CARBURETOR

The principles of carburetion will be
discussed here so that trainees may better
understand the workings of a carburetor 'and
how the other components of the fuel system
function' to provide a combustible mixture of
fuel and air to the engine cylinders.

Air is composed of various gases, mostly
nitrogen and oxygen. These gases dre, in turn,
made up of tiny particles called molecules. All
substances, whether solid, liquid, or gas, are
made up of molecules. In solids, such as, ice or
iron, the particles are held 'very closely together
so that they seem to have no motion. In liquids,
the molecules are not held together so tightly, so
they can move with respect to each other. In
gases, there is still less tendency for the
molecules to hold together and the molecules
can therefore move quite freely. The molecules
of a gas are attracted to the earth by gravity, or
by their weight. It is the'combined weight of the
countless molecules in the air that make up
atmospheric pressure.

When a liquid changes to a vapor, it has
evaporated. When this happens, molecules of the
liquid move fiorn the liquid into the air'. As this
continues, the liquid disappears from its
container and appears as vapor in the air. The
rapidity of evaporation varies with a number of
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factors. One of, these is the volatility, of the
liquid. Others include temperature, total
pressure above the liquid, and amount of liquid

t hat has already evaporated into the air above
the liquid.

When a. substance is heated the molecules
Move faster., This is true regardless of whether
the molecules are in a solid, liquid, or gas form.
In other words, the rate of evaporation increases
witkincreased temperatute. This aetion can be
seen in-the process of boiling water.

'When .there is little gas (atmospheric)
pressure above the liquid, the molecules can
escape from the liquid more easily than when
the pressure is.high. Thisis to say that liquid in
partial, vacuum will evaporate more rapidly than
the same liquid under pressure.

If the evaporation is tgking place in a closed
chamber, as for instanc.. in ..; jai, evaporation of
the liquid will soon stop, the closed space above
the liquid Will soon become "filled" with
escaped °molecules. These escaped molecules are
in motion, just as all other molecules are
moving. Some of the escaped molecules will be
knocked back into the liqUid. This action
balances the escapes so that for every molecule
that leaves the liquid, a molecule will reenter the
liquid. As a result, a state of balance exists and
evaporation can be said to have stopped.

Voslatility refers-to the ease with which a
liquid vaporizes. A highly volatile liquid

'evaporates very rapidly. A liquid of low
volatility evaporates slowly. Gasoline is a

mixture of several different fuels with varying
degrees of volatility.

Atoinization Means breaking a liquid into
very tiny particles or globules. Atomization
helps to turn a liquid into a vapor. If a spoonful
of gasoline is put into zi pan, several seconds are
required ftyr it to evaporate, the length of time
depending 'on temperature; volatility, and
pressre. oWever, if. this spoonful of gasoline is
put i to'. an ordinary spray gun (fig. 7-26) the
gasolifiebroken into h fine mist when the,gun
is operated, and this mist turns almost instantly
into vapor. The reason for this is that a much
greater area of the 'liquid is exposed to air when
the gasoline is atomized. Evaporation takes place
from all !surfaces and increases with greater
surface area.
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Figuru 7-26.Spray gun.
81.83

A venturi is an hourglass-shaped restriction.
In the carburetor (fig. 7-27) a venturi is placed
in the air horn through which the air must pass
on its way to the intake manifold and the engine
cylindeV.,The purpose of the venturi is to create
a . partial vacuum (pressure less than
atmospheric) at, the outlet, of the nozzle. This
will perinit the atmospheric pressure on the
surface of the gasoline in the float bowl to force
the,: gasoline out _through the nozzle. This
gasoline then sprayS and atomizes in the passing
air to form the fuel-air mixture.

Venturi action and the basic principles of,
carburetion have just been discussed.:' Several
controls and circuits must be added to the
'simplified carburetor shown in figure 7-27 for it

MR HORN

ATMOSPHERIC
PRESSURE

5

Figure 7-27.Simplified carburetor.
81.84
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to vary the.fuel-air ratio for different operating
conditions. 'Theie controls and circuits include
the accelerating system, which momentarily
enriches the mixture for improved acceleration
when the throttle is opened; the maximum
power circuit, which enriches the mixture when
the tlfrottle is opened wide for high-speed or
full-speed operation; the float system,. for
keeping a constant level of gasoline in' the
carburetor bowl; the idling circuit, for supplying
an enriched mixture during engine idling.

Throttle

The throttle is a device in the carburetor
that is used to vary the amount of fuel-air
mixture that enters the intake manifold. This is
necessary so the speed of the engine can. be
changed. The throttle valve (fig. 7-28) is simply
a round disc mounted on a shaft so it can be
tilted at various angles in the carburetor throttle
valve b6dy. When it is parallel to the airflow, it
offers almost no restriction and a full volume of
fuel-air mixture can pass into the intake
manifold. The throttle valve is connected by a
linkage to the throttle control (accelerator pedal
and hand throttle) in the driver's compartment.

Float Circuit

The float circuit maintains the fuel level in-
the carburetor bowl at a constant level during
engine operation. (See fig. 7-29).- The float
circuit automatically permitS fuel to flow into
the bowl when the fuel level drops below a
predetermi6ed level, and shuts off the supply of
fuel when the level exceeds the specified height.

Up-and,down movement of the float 'on the
fuel controls the fuel supply by means of a
needle valve and seat.

Tbe float level must be set with accuracy in
a ccordance with the manufacturer's
specifications. If the fuel level is tOo low,
insufficient fuel will be supplied to the jetS, and
engine performance will be sacrificed. On the
other hafid, if the fuel level is too high, excessive
fuel will reach the jets. In fact, fuel may
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Figure 7-28.Simple carburetor with tlirottle valve.

VENT NEEDLE VALVE

81;86
Figure 7-29.A typical float circuit.

continue to flow from the jets when the engine
is stopped. In actual operation, the float and
needle valve maintain a position that permits the
fuel co1ning in to just balance the fuel that is
flowing to the jets.
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Liw-Speed Circuit

When the throttle is almost closed, there will
be very little air passing through the venturi.
Therefore, there will be very little vacuum at the
venturi and the fuel nozzle will not discharge
any appreciable amount of fuel. Without some
additional circuit to assure fuel delivery with a
closed throttle, the engine would stop. The
circuit that takes care .of fuel delivery during
closed or nearly closed.throttle is called the idle-
and low-speed circuit (fig. 7-30). Actually in
some respects, this is really two circuits; an idle

.

circuit and a low-speed circuit.

yhen the ..throttleis:. closed, there is a
relatively hiih vacuum in the intake-manifold
and below the throttle. The idle circuit has a
discharge port, or hole, that is just below the
throttle valve when it is closed. With a closed
throttle, there is a vacuum in the intake
manifold and, therefore, at the discharge hole:
Atmospheric pressure in the float bowl will
force fuel from the float bowl through the idle
circuit and-out the discharge hole. An adjustable
needle valve i arranged to permit more or less
fuel. tO discharge from the hole; this makes it
possible to adjugt the idling mixture richness by
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Figure 7-30.A simplified idle- and low-speed circuit.

allowing ;more or less fuel to discharge during
idle.

An air bleed is arranged to allow air to bleed
into the idle circuit when it is operating. This air

'mixes with the fuel and partly atomizes it before
it discharges from >the hole into the air horn.
Some such' assistance is needed 'because air
movement through the horn is much slower and,
therefore, there if less tendency for atomization
to take place at the hble during idle: The air
bleed also helps to produce fuel flow when
pressure differences (between upper and lower
portions of the air horn) are low.; the mixture
flows easier than liquid alone.

When the throttle is opened a little, the
,airflow is still too restricted for the venturi to'
discharge fuel. Yet more air is flowing and,
consequently, more fuel must discharge. The
idle-cir-cuit discharge hole alone cannot supply
this additional fuel. To supply the additional
fuel needed for. this low-speed operation, an
additional hole (low-speed discharge hole or
port) is included in the idle circuit. This hole is
so placed that it is slightly above the edge of the
throttle valve when it is closed, but slightly
below the edge of the throttle v e when it is
opened a small amountTIn this ler position,
intake manifold vacuum can act on the
low-speed hole and therefore supply additional
fuel from the bowl through the circuit. The
same circuit is used by both the idle- and
low-speed holes. The low-speed hole simply
permits more fuel to discharge into the
thrdttle-valve body as the throttle is swung away
from the fully closed position.

High-Speed Circuit

The high-speed 'circuit conskts-essentially of
the . main nozzle, which is centered in the
venturi. The carburetor normally contains a
multiple vonturi; that is, szveml venturi, one
inside another. When the throttle is opened`-.,,
sufficiently, .the air passing .through creates a,
pressure difference which causes a diScharge of
fuel from the nozzle. Throughout the
intermediate-and high-speed range, this discharge
increases with the volume of air passing through
so that a fairly uniform fuel-air mixture ratio is
maintained. Assisting in maintaining this fairly
constant ratio is an air bleed which is
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Figure 7-31.Power jet full road circuit.

incorporated in the nozzle. With increased
airspeed through the venturi, increased air
bleeding into the main nozzle takes place,
preventing over-richness. Note the air bleeds in
figures 7-31 and 7-32.

The high-speed and low-speixl circuits
overlap. As the throttle is moved from closed_to VENTURI

opened position, for example, the idle low-speed
and high-speed circuits successively take over the
main job of sup'plying fuel. With a closed
throttle, the idle discharge hole alone supplies
fuel. As the throttle is opened so its edge moves
past the low-speed hole, the low-speed hole
begins to discharge fuel to meet the addedjuel
requirements of the engine as engine speed
increases. As the throttle opens still wider, the
additional ,and faster-moving air through the air
.horn begins to Produce fuel discharge from the
main nozzle. As the main nozzle takes over, the
low-speed discharge hole is closed.

The carburetor is so designed that the
fuel-air ratio of the mixture supplied with an
open throttle provides economical operation. 238
This ratio is somewhere around 15:1, by weight.
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If the mixture is enriched to around 11:1 or
12:1, the engine will produce greater power,
even though it will not run quite as
eblkiomically. To increase engine power for/
high-speed or heavy-load operation (as when
pulling up a hill), and still maintain reasonable
economy, an additional circuit is included in the
carburetor which enriches the mixture with a
wide-open throttle. This is known as the
fulkload high-speed circuit and may be. one of
several types.

POWER1ET.In some carburetors, a power
jet provides the additional fuel necessary for
maximum power at Wide-open throttle. The
power jet valve 7-31) controlled bY a
vacuum-actuated piston assembly, operates in.
accordance with the throttle opening. With the
throttle closed, a high manifold vacuum is
present, and the vacuum-controlled piston
assembly, is moved bk atmospheric pressure in
the float chamber to the top of its cylinder
against .the tension of a spring, closing the Valve.
When the throttle is opened to a point where
additional fuel issequired, the manifold vacuum
has decreased sufficiently so that the spring on
the ,piston assembly moves the piston down,
thereby opening the power jet to feed additional
fuel into the high-speed circuit. The jet ,valve is
sometimes referred to as the edonomizer valve
since its operation provides full power operation
where needed and more economical operation at
other times.

METERING ROD.Instead of using a power
jet, some carburetors accomplish the same result
by employing a metering rod which varies the
size of the high-speed jet openings. Fuel from
the float bowl is metered to the high-speee.
Zircuit through the calibrated orifice providce
by the high-speed jet . and the metering rod
within it. From this point, the fuel is conducted
to the nozzle extending into the venturi. As the
throttle valve 'is opened, its linkage raises the
metering rod in the jet. See Fig. 7-32.

The rod has several steps, or tapers,
machined on the lower:end, and, as it is raised in
the jet, it makes the effective size of the fuel
orifice greater, permitting more fuel to flow
through the circuit to meet the load- demand
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imposed dpon the engine. At the wide-open
throttle position, _the smallest step of the
metering rod is in the circular opening of the jet,
permitting the maximum amount of fuel to flow
throrigh the circuit to meet the requirements of
maximum power. The metering rod position
must be synchronized with every throttle valve
position so that the proper ratio Of, air and
gasoline is delivered to the engine for all speeds .
and driving conditions.

VACUUM STEP-UP.The vacuum steprup
(fig. 7-33) operates much like the power jet. It
Consists of a step-up piston which -is fastened to
a stemup rod. When high vacuum develops in the
intake manifold, as it does under part-throttle
operation, atmospheric pressure holds the
step-up piston down against its spring pressure
so -that the step-up rod is held down in the
step-up jet, thus, closing off the jet. With
wide7open throttle, 'their will be a low vacuum
in the intake manifold and the difference in
pressure above and below the PistOn is small.
Consequently,, the piston `is moved tup by its
spring pressure and the rod is raised out of the
jet. Additional fuel for full-power operation is
supplied.

:JTEP-Ir PISTON ASSEMILY

STEPUP PISTON SPRING

STEP.UP ROG

STE" UP 0.1

VENT
TUBE

0'.AIN MrTERN.0 JET

n 39

VACUJIA PASSAGE

8190
Figure 73.3.Vacuum step-up high speed circuit.
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Accelerating Pump Circuit

The. accelerafmg pump circuit controls a' ,
small :amount of fuel that is momentarily. .
discharged inte the airstream when the throttle
is opened quickly. This extra amount of fuel is
necessary-to ensure instantaneous response,from .
the engine on acceleration:When the throttle is
suddenly opened, air rushes, through' both the

',carburetor and the intake manifold. The air is
lighter than tl e liquid ,fuel. and gets into motion
quicker, so it reaches the manifold before the
fuel charge su plied by the high-speed, system.
This results in a momentarily lean mikture. To
counteract this condition, -additional fuel must
be supplied; 'this is accomPlished by the
accelerating puinp circuit.

The acyelerating pump circuit 'consists of a*
pump cylinder; a, ph:Inger mechanically actuated's\
by a lever mounted On the throttle shaft, 'or
vacuum-operated by intake manifold vacuum; an
intake check valve located in the bottom of the
ptimp cylinder to control the passage of fuel
from the bowl, into the pump cylinder; a
discharge check valve; and an accelerating jet,to
meter the amount of fuel. used. A WI-Au!
arrangement with a mechanically-actuated
plunger is shown in figure.7-34.

When the throttle is opened, .the pump
plunger moves downward in its cylinder. If the
plunger is mechanicallyOperated, the downward
movement will be brought about by direct
linkage with the throttle. If:: it :Is
vactium-actuated, a sudden throttle opening will
.cause the manifold vacuum to drop, allowing the
accelerating-pump spring to force the pump
pitinget down in the cylinder. In either case, the
subsequent actk)u of 'the accelerating-pump
circuit :s the same. The downward travel of the',,
plunger forces fi pasi the discharge check
valve to Ito :tccelerating jet, which meters the
rate at Wlieh ir ic ili3,211arged into the airstream.

Vu is !..upphed to the pump cylinder
through th ita .qieck valve at the bottom.
The lewl ol in the pump cylinder When the
plunger is held up to the top of its stroke is
approximately equal to the level in 'the fuel
bowl. The intake check ,valve in the bottom of
the cylinder permits a supply of fuel to reach
the cylinder but closes on the downstroke of the
plunger, preventing the fuel in the cylinder from
being pushed back into the bowl.' The

PUMP PtUNGER

I DISCHARGE
CHECK VALVE

. /
ACCEtERATING JET
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Figure 7-34.Carburetor accelerator pump circuit.

accelerating pump discharge is needed only
momentarily when the throttle is opened
suddenly. To prevent the acalerating jet from
flowing at constant throttle openings, some
models have an air-vent check valve placed
between the accelerating jet and pump cylinder
above the fuel level.

At steady part-throttle pwitions, when the
pump plunger iS inoperative, no pressure exists
on the fuel in the pump cylinder. Under.thi
condition, the air-vent check valve will be open
and air will enter the passage connecting the
pump cylinder and accelerating jet, preventing
fuel. from flowing through the jet. The-pressure
on the fuel, created by the downstroke of the
pump plunger, causes the air-vent check valve to
clbse against its seat to prevent the fuel from
being discharged back into the bowl through the
ai -vent passage.

On same carburetors, the area above the
Anger is connected to the intake manifold so
that the accelerating pump does not work while
the engine is not running. Under these
conditions, the pressure in the intake manifold is
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near atmospheric and \holds, the ptimp plunger
down.

, ,

Succestful Operation'of the accelerating
pump depends on a delayed action which
provides a obntinual stream of fuel from the
pump jet after the throttle has ce:tsed moving.
This is to take care of thd fuel demands of the
engine in the interval that exists between the
time the Chrottle is opened and the time the

..high-speed'nozzle begins to discharge fuel.

Choke Circuit

When the engine is 'cold, the gasoline vapors
tend to condense into large drops on their tyalf
to the cylinders. Because all the gasoline
supplied to the cylinders will not vaporize, it
becomes 3tecessary to supply a richer mixture to
have enottgh vapor tO assure combustion. This is
accnmplished by the choke circuit, which is a
choke valve plate placed in the carburetor thioat
above tip venturi.

When a driver operates the choke, the choke
valve tilts in the air horn to reduce the amount
of air entering the throat, giving a very rich
mixture. Only the volatile parts of the gasoline
will vapcnize at cold temperatures; therefore, a
rich mixture is necessary. It provides though
ignitable vapor to start the engine. However, if
the choke valve is in the full-choke position, it is
completely closed, shutting off the supply of air.
Consequently, there is not enough air entering
'the throat,to allow the gasoline to ignite. The
necessary air is admitted in manual chokes by
either one of two semiautomatic features.

In one design, the choke valve incorporates a
spring-loaded poppet valve (fig. 7-35). The
poppet is held in the Closed position by a weak
spring. As soon as the engini,turns over, there is
sufficient pressur6 differential to open the valve,
allowing a small amount of air to flow. °

In the other design, the valve is offcenter
(fig. 7-36) and operated through a coiled spring
on the end of the choke shaft. In the full-choke
position, the spring holds the choke valve in the
closed position.: As soon as the engineturns
over, an increased pressure differential
overcomes the spring tension and opens the
choke valve part way, admitting enough air to
prevent overchoking or flooding the engine. As
the engine warms up, the choke valve is
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Figure 7-35.Spring-loaded poppet valve in choke

valve.
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CHOKE VALVE

Figure 7-36.Offcenter choke valve.

gradually advanced to the wide-open position by
the operatox to supply ithe leaner mixture
required for a hot engine.

Automatic Choke

The automatic choke (figs. 7-37 and 7-38)
replaces the conventional manual choke. It not
only controls 4.11e fuel-air ratio for quick starting
at any temperature, but also provides for the
ixoper amount of choking to enrich the fuel-air
mixture for all conditions of engine operation
during the warmup period. The automatic choke
is built cinto the carbure-tor. It consists of a
thermostatic (bimetal) spring and a vacuum
piston which opposes the action of the spring,
The spring is, connected -to the choke valve in
such a manner as to close the valve when the
spring is cold. The vacuuni piston tends to open

81.93 the choke valve when the engine manifold
vacuum is high. The choke valve is mounted
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Figure 7-U.Location of automatic choke on

carburetor.

offcenter on the choke shaft so that any increase
in air velocity through the air horn will tend to
open the valve.

The operation of the automatic 'choke is
dependent on three factors: heat, intake
manifold vacuum, and the velocity of air passing
through the air horn. When the engine is cold,
the thermOstatic spring holds the choke valve
closed. When, the engine is started, the low
pressure (high yacuum) below the throttle -6alve
permits atmospheric pressure to move the piston
down and partialiy open the valve against the
tension of the thermostatic spring. Under

- varying load conditions during warmup, thev-
position of the choke, valve will be changed by
the operation of the 'vacuum piston working
against the thermostatic spring, and the, air

'velocity -in the air horn. Hot air front the
-exhaust manifold is directed to the thermostatic
spring so that the spring loses its tension as the
engine is heated. This permits the choke to open
gradually and, after it reaches the full open
position, it is held opeii by the action of the
intake manifold on the piston. When the engine
is stopped, the thermostatic spring cools and

closes the choke valve. The choke valve is fully
closed at a temperature of approximately 700

-

Carburetor Maintenance ,t.
and Repair

Listed in the following paragraphs, are some
of the engine troubles that usually (but nof
always) can be traced to some fault in .the,
carburetor system:

1. EXCESSIVE FUEL CONSUMPTION
can result from a high float level, a leaky float, a
sticking metering rod or full-power piston,
(sticking accelerator pump, arid too rich an idling
mixture.

2. A SLUGGISH ENGINE can be the result
of a poorly operating accelerator pump, sticking
high-speed piston, low float level, dirty or
gummy fuel passages, or a clogged air cleaner.

3. POOR IDLING, often characterized by a
stalling of the engine, usually-is due to injection
of an excessive amount of fuel, a defective
choke, or an incorrectly adjusted idle speed
screw.

4. FAILURE OF ME ENGINE TO
START tmay be caused by- an incorrectly
adjusted choke, clogged 'fuel lines, or air leak
into the intake manifoid.

5. HARD STARTING OF A WARM
ENGINE could be due to a defective or
improperly adjusted throttle link.

6. SLOW ENGINE WARMUP may indiCate
a defective choke.

7. A SMOKY, BLACK EXHAUST indicates
a wry rich air-fuel mixture.

8. STALLING OF THE ENGINE AS IT
WARMS could be caused by a defective choke
or closed choke valve.

9. A BACKFIRING ENGINE may'be due
to an incorrect, often lean, air-fuel mixture
reaching the engine. In turn, this condition
could be caused by clogged fuel lines or a
fluctuating fuel level.
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The more stubborn troubles in a carburetor
can sometimes be eliminated only with its
disassembly and overhauling. The procedures
vary according to the manufacturer's specifica-
tions, which you should follow closely. If iou do
not have them, follow these general instructions:
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To remove the carburetor, first take off the
air cleaner. !slow disconnect the throttle and
choke linkages and the fuel lines; use two
wrenches, if necessary, to avoid .damage to the
lines or the couplingsWhen lifting Off /the
carburetor after removing the attaching nnts and
bolts, be careful not to jar it, because any
accumulations of dirt in the float bowl*m;ght be
stirred up and foul the fuel circuits.

Clean all openings and passages with an
approved solvent. Iteplace rather than repair all

worn, scored, or burred parts.
If possible, clan the carburetor either out of

doors or in a well-ventilated section of the shop.
If you use low-pressure air to blow out
encrusted matter, wear goggles to protect your
eyes from foreign particles.

After the carburetor has been cleaned and
overhauled, put on a new gasket and reattach
the carbuntor to the intake manifold, with the ,
nuts and bolts. Reconnect the fuel line, again
using two _Avrenches, if -necessary,- to avoid
damage to the lines or couplings. Affer making
the idle -'speed and idle miXture adjustments,-
reinstall the air cleaner.

Your shop maY have a special carburetor
overhaul kit Inf hicksontain the necessary tools
for doing a cleaning and overhauling job._

Gasolifie Will tTlin to vapor when sufficient
heat is applied to it. When this takes place in the
fuel lines, fuel pump, or carburetor of
automotive equipment, the fuel system is vapor
locked. Under vapor-lock conditions, Joss of
power and missing can occur and the engine may
even stop. Carburetors are usually provided with
vents that overcome or reduce the tendency
toward vapor lock. Fuel pumps and lines are
placed away from the exhaust system heat,
which also helps to reduce or prevent vapor
lock. Should the engine. stop *because of vapor

_ lock, -the discrepancy will usually correct itself if
sufficient time is allowed to cool the engine. In
extreme cases the fuel lines may need to be bled.
This requires disconnecting the fuel line at the
fuel pump or carburetor and permitting the fuel
to flow long enough to bleed the vapor from the
line.

Air Cleaner . .

The. ait cleaner is*placed at the"air entrance
of the carburetor to reinove dust and other
foreign matter from the_air before it enters the
carburetor. A great deal of air, as much as
.100,000 cubic feet for every 10,000 car miles, is
introduced into the engine. Without an air
cleaner, dust and- grit would enter the engine
with the air and would cause exCessive wear and
operating troubles. .

Two types of air cleaner are usel: a Wet-type
and a dry-type.

The wet-type air cleaner (fig.* 7-39) is an
oil-bath cleaner, consisting of a Main body and a
.co/er. Within this unit are a reservoir of oil and a
filter element made of copper gauze or fine
mesh threads. Air entering the cleaner passes
through small ports at the top of the body, then
through the gauze material that traps virtually
all foreign particles. Next, the air floWs past the
oil-filled reservoir, picking up:particies of oil and
-carrying them through, the filter. The air finally
'hits the cover--piate and: is -deflected down
through a passage to the rburetor.:

.1.i
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The gauze or threads in the filter also act as
a flame arrester in case of severe flashback or,
backfire. Many air cleaners are/equipped also
with a silencing unit called the Sound
neutralizing chamber. lt\consists of air-int ke
passages designed to muffleNair noises, and a
pad that acts as a gasket anli absorbs engine
intake.noises.

The usual dry-type air cleaner (fig. 7-40)
uses a copper gauze cleaner element and a cover
plate with a felt pad, whiCh remove dust and dirt
from the air as it passes toward the carburetor.
This cleaner has the disadvantage of easily

becoinhigclogged. Clogging will result in
reduced engine power.

Some of the late 'model vehicles are
equipped with papbr filters which require no
serqicing, but should be replaced at 15,000-mile
inte1-va1s or more often in dhsty areas.

*.-A clogged air cleaner will cause _mixtures
that are too rich and result in excesii fuel
consumption. Foreign matter passed into t teN .
engine because of such a poor, cleaner will also- \
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cAnsuatioit
ACOVER GASKET - , DFILTER ELEMENT / OLTHROAT GASKET'
IICOVER 111-:1AMP 14-0IL RESERVOIR
CWING NUR; F:-CLAMP SEAL JELEMENT GASKET

Figure 7-39.Wet-type air.cleaner.,

Figure 7-40.Dry-type all cleaner.
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ause excessive engine wear and operating
'troubles.,

At each' chassis lubrication remove`the air
cleaner and wash its filter element in
nonflammable cleaning solvent. Never wash it in
gasoline, for gasoline could be ignited by static
electricity, or even by the friction of rubbing-
surfaces. Wash the cleaner case as well as the
filter element. In wet7type' cleaners, drain "the
old oil and add new oil. Be sure that the weight
of.the new voil conforms to the manufacturer's
specifications, and that you add it to the level
indicated on the-filter body.
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AIR INDUCTION AND
EXIIAt ST SYSTEMS.

In 'chapter 6 you learned that intake and
exhaust are two of the four basic engine strokes.
The intake stroke admits:en air-fuel mixture into
the cylinder, and thpiiihaust stroke expels the
used gases from -the engine cylinder. In this
section, you will be concerned with the intake
irtiftifold and -the exhaust .manifold, the
passageways through which the miktures are
admitted and the gases expelled.

The intake Manifold is usually a cast iron
passage through which the air-fuel -mixture
passes to each cylinder: The intake manifold
should be as short and straigfit as possible to
reduce chances of contensation. The manifold is
mounted on the side of the. cylinder bldelc. in
L-head engines, on the side of the cylinder head
in I-head engines, and between the two cylinder
banks in° V-8 engines: The intake manifold is

. fastened by capscrews or held in placeby studs
extending from the cylinder block. It is secured.;
by a nut and special washer on each stud. The
mounting flange for the carburetor is centrally
located on the intake Manifold so that a uniform
inixttire can reach the individual cylinders.
Connections between the engine block and the
manifold, and between the carburetor and the
manifold, must be airtight. 'They are usually-
sealed by thick gaskets which allow for anY
slight .irregularity in the joining metal surfaces.
Leaks and cracks permit air to enter the engine
without passing through the carburetor,
resulting in a lean and/possibly ditty Mixttne (air
containing'dust and,foreikn particles). .

'The exhaust nianifold is usually a cast irOn
passagethrough which the used gases are carried
away from the engine Cylinders:It is at,tached to
the side of the cylinder block-on L-head engines
and to the side of the cylinder head on i-head
engines. On V-8 engines there are-two exhaust
manifolds, one for each bank of cylinders, which
are usually connected by a crossover pipe and
exhaust through a common muffler and tailpipe.
Some vehicles with dual exhausts, have two
mufflers and two tailpipes, which increase the
efficiency of the engine by reducing back
pressure.

The gasket between the exhaust manifold
and the cylinder block 'or cylinder head must

withstand the intense heat of the exhaust gases.
Although gaskets are Made of metal-covered

. .
asbestos,,they can burn; and they will have to be
replaced if the connections become loOse.
Exhaust' gas leaks can be detected by ,smoke
discoloiations at the Connections. If the leak is
bad enough, it can 'be felt and heard when the
engine is running.

A device called a manifold heat control vaiye
is often built into the exhaust manifold to
prbrnote better Vaporization of the fuel. Liuring

warinup, particularly in 'cold weather,
evaporation ot the gasoline in the air-fuel
mixture entering the engine is poor, since
gasoline evaporates mOrt slowly when it is cold.
To assist in the vaporization of the fuel, the heat
control ;alve defle ts the eifiaust gases toward
the intake manifol (shown in fig. 741), when
the engine tempe ture is low:' As the hot
exhaust gases pass around the intake manifold,
they heat the mani Id-and the inconling air-fuel
mixture also is h ated. When the engine is
warmed up enoigh .to ensure adequate
vaporization of the fuel, the valve turns to the
right as shown in figure 74l. Now the used
gases are deflected downward into the exhaust
pipe and no longer circulate arQund the intake
manifold. The space around the intake manifold
Which is heafed by exhaust gases is sometimes
called the `.!hot spot."

Before reaching the 'tailpipe, the used gases
pass down the exhaust pipe through the muffler
(fig. 7-42). Together with the exhaust iiipe and
tailpipe, it comprises the exhaust system of the
engine.

-

The muffler quius the noise of the exhaust
by reducing the pressure of the used gases. These
gases expand and cool in the separate chambers
of the muffler. Flames and sparks leaving the
exhauil manifold with the gases are "trapped"
by the muffler, which also acts as a flame
arrester.
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The muffler is 'connected between the
exhaust pipe and the tailpipe by slip joints and
claMps and is supported from the frame of ihe
vehicle by metal straps. When you install a
muffler, be sure that the small drain hole in the
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INTAKE1
MANIFOlDi

EXHAUST1
MANIFOLD {

N\
Figure -41.Flow of exhaust gases around intake manifold.

caseis at the bottom and that the clamp
fasteiiers are tight.

Rust on the 6utside of the muffler is caused
by .snoW, rain, and humidity. Rust-011 the-inside-
results from burning fuel. You have learyed, that

.the products of combustion contain water in
suspension. This water, trapped in the muffler,
will gradually 'rust it. With every gallon of
gasoline that is burned, ,pproximately 6.9
pounds of water are Tormed and pass through
the muffler. Much of this moisture will remain
in the muffler if the vehicle is driven only short
distances, but most of it will be expelled if the
vehicle :veil speedily for a long distance. In
time, the rust, together with the pressure of the
exhaust g- ases, will force holes in the muffler.

24.1

81.98

Thr,ough these holes Ihe poisonous fumes of
carbon monoxide will seep into the vehicle and
can affect the occupants, sometimes fatally.

Mufflers must be replaced immediately if
they are -known' to be defective. They should
also, be rePlaced if suspected .of being clogged
with carbon particles or other foreign matter..
Inability of the engine to develop maximum
power, difficult starting, and operution of tht .
engine at highd than normal temperatures may
indicate clogging of, either the muffler or
another part of the exhaust systeni.

The muffler tailpipe or outlet pipe, which
extends to the rear of the vehicle (or over the
cab on some eqUipment) should 6e kept open so
that the eXhaust gases can escape easily. A

2 4 7
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FLANGE CAP SCREW

EXHAUST PIPE FLANGE

CLAMP

7 Figure 7-42.Exhaust pipe, muffler, and tailpipe.

pinche'd or partly closed tailpipe can affect
engine operation to the extent that the engine
may stop. Unless the used gases are, removed
from the cylinders, a fresh mixture cannot enter.

PERFORMANCE

The perfOrmance Of the engine is determined
by the effieiericy: of the engine Or its ability to
perform the desired function. Substandard
performance or malfunctions will result in poor
engine_perfoimance and higher operating costs.

Satisfactory engine performanee depends on
the proper\ ignition, compression, and.
carburetion. If the ignition system has burned

-points and fOnied or /worn spark plugs, the
engine will not 'clevelop full power. The ignition
spark must occur at the right 'time and with
sufficient intensity to ignite_the -compressed
-air-fuel mixturer Proper idnition requires the
satisfactory operation of the coil, distributor,
spark plugs; and spark advance system..

There m ust .be no leakage of the
compression in thecylinders for satisfactory and
economic operation of the engine. This means
that the intake and exhaust valves, the gaskets,

81.99

and the piston rings must perforirrtheir-
functions properly arid allow no leakage. Rough
operation of the engine results from uneven
power strokes caused by leakage in one or more
cylinders and causes a reduction in performance
and economy.

. The carburetor must deliver the correct
mixture of air and' fuel for all conditions of
engine operation. An ,improperly operating

, carburetor can cause the mixture to be too rich
or too lean. A ric mixture causes spark plug
fouling and loss o; mwer and is 'uneconomical.
Overheating, preig. :Zion, loss of power, and
engine damage can be caused by a lean mixture.
The carburetor must be supported by a properly,
functioning pump, lines, tank, air cleaner, intake
Nanifold, and intake valve to deliver the correct
mixture to the combustion chatber.

Other factors affecting engine performance
are the age of the engine or the time since
overhaul, quality of the fuel used, 'and the
ability of the operator. An engine may perform
as efficientlY as possible, but losses of power'still
result from worn piston rings and valves, even
though the parts are not worn enough to
warrant replacement. Substandard or
contaminated fuel will cause the engine to
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perform below maximum power. An ensine'that
ig able to perform satisfactorily can give
substandard performance when operated by an
incompetent. operator.

Thef initial evaluation of the engine
performfmce is afforded by observing the engine
instruments on the instrument panel. These
will -usuilly include -coolant temperature gage,
oil pressure gage, tachometer, ammeter, and fuel
gage. If the temperature 'of the coolant is .too
high, it can indicate a malfunction of the cooling
system, air-fuel mixture too lean, and/or ignition
timh:q, too cariy. Low. oil Pressure usually
indicates-that-oil shotild be added to the'engine.
U.sing the inc.( rrect viscosity of oil in an engine
can. cause the oil pressure gage "to indicate
outside the normal oper4ting range. Viscosity of
öiFWill he explained in chapter---11-of-this
training manual.

The tachometer fluctuation indicates a

rough running -b.ng i n . The ammeter indicates
the amount of current flowing to and from the
battery. If the ammeter indicates discharge when
the engine is operating above idling speed, this
-usually means the generator or voltage regulator
has malfunctioned. The fttl gage can tell you
that the fuel supply is exhatisted. The
instrument panel may have a hydraulic-pressure
gage, a n hasurmeter, a torque-converter
temPerature gage, an. air-pressnre gage, and/or-
cylinder temperature gage. The uscs of these
instruments are explained in the operation and
maintenance publications on the vehicle or
engine on which they appear.:

The quickest,' easiest, '-and most reliable
method of determining the repair requirements
of a gasoline engine is by scientific .testirig. An
accurdte. picture of,the engine's condition can be
determined by the comparison of the
information obtained from .a series of tests with
known specifications imd standards. An engine
analyzer is the best instrument for obtaining this
information.

An engine analyzer can indicate the true
condition of .an engine and permit the mechanic
to recommend the action necessary to restore
the engine to-full-operating efficiency. The
manufacturer's. manual for the engine' analyzer

should be studied, carefully, and the use of the
analyzer should be supervised closely until
proficiency is reached.

A widelY' used engine analyzer is

manufactured by the Sun Electric Corporation.
This analyzer includes an ignition tester, a

volt-ohm-condenser tester, a breaker point
tester, a coil tester, a tachometer, a

vacuum-pressure gage, a weak cylinder tester, a
cylinder leakage tester, a combustion efficiency
tester, a timing light, a timing advance tester, an
exhaust gas analyzer, and a fuel-pump tester.
Most of these testers and instruments are
covered ind,virlually in chapter 2 of this training
manual. A." tests can be conducted, and all
indications oi engine performance can be read,

_when the engine is hooked up to the engine
analyzer. The analyzer also -pet-min the--
mechanic to perform critical adjustments that
are so essential to an engine's efficient and
dependable performance.
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Another wiittly used engine analyzer is

manufactured by the, Simpson Company. This
analyzer combines many of the automotive
testers discussed previously and consists of the
following testers:

1. Tachometer-the tachometer is designed
for use on 6-, 12-, 24-, and 32-volt electrical.
systems of both the battery and magneto types.
The rpm ranges are Npresented on two scales: a
0-1,000 rpm-scale and a 0-8,000 rpm scale.

2. Dwell meter-the dwell meter can be
tised on 24-, and 327volt systems. It will
indicate the dwell interval for 4-, 6-,_ and
8-cylinder engines.

3. Vacuum gager-the vacuum gage will read
manifold 'vacuum in both inches and Millimeters
of mercury.\. .

4. Fuel flow, and pressure gage-the fuel
flow and pressure gage will read mssure in psi
and fuel flow in pints Per minute.

S. Cylinder . condition. analyzer-the
cylinder analyzer will accurately _pinpoint the
location and the extent' of compression leaks
before engine disassembly.
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6. Timing advance indicatorthe timing
indicator. will Perform speedy initial timing
checks and fast ..accurate measurement of
distributor advance mechanism operation while
the engine is running. ktachometer is provided
with this test indicator.

7. Coil testerthe coil tester is capable of
testing the coil's primary and secondary
windings' for opens, continuity, grounds, stress.
voltages, and insulation leakage. ,

8. Condenser testerthe. condenser tester is
capable of testing the three basic functions re-
quiredseries resistance, leakage, and capacitance.,

9. Ammeter-,the ammeter is .capable of
reading currents up to. 300 amperes. As with
other components, it works on voltages of 6, 12,
24, and 32. .

10. VoltmeterJhe voltmeter is capable of
testing voltages of -6-, 12-, 24-, and, 32-volt
sy;tems.

11. Ohmmeterthe ohmmeter- can provide
continuity readings and accurate resistance
readings to 100,000 ohrns.

12. Battery-starter testerthis tester will test.
starter cranking_ voltage, battery volt leakage,
battery capacity and condition, starter amperage
clraw, and circuit 'resistance of switches, cables,
and connections. . .

13. Generator, voltage, and current regulator
testerthis tester will test the voltage, amperage,
and resistance, as aPplicable; in ..generators,
relays, and. wiring in all 6-, 12-, 24-, and 32-volt
ac and dc systems. ,Specifie: testing capabilities
include current draw of ac and dc generator
fields, ac and dc generator output, :regulator
opening and closing voltages, and voltage and
current regulator settings.

14. Ignition testerthis unit will measure the
reSistance and insulation (leakage) of both
primary and secondary ignition circuits.

_1 5. Remo te s tarter-ignition switchthis
switch will 'allow engine 'starter and., ignition
control from underhood positions. .

16. Accessotiesthe accessories include a
complete kit of all required connectors,
adapters, and charts necessary for checking both
waterproof and nonwaterproof au tomo tive
systems.

13. Standthe stand is a complete enclosed
storage cabinet capable of storing all the
analyzer components.

The analyzer components may be removed
from the analyzer stand and used as individual,.
testers. Each of the large components is

provided with its own carrying case.
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MALFUNCTIONS

Some of the malfrnctions of the gasoline
engine have just been diSeussed under the'
heading- of performance. Others are covered in
the following discussion.

. When the starting system fails to rotate the
engine fast enOugh to start, any one- r a
coMbinatiOn of three typical malfunctions May
be present. The most common is that the
battery is, weak or dead. Testing the battery or
replacing it With a .fully-charged battery of the
proper capacity will eliminate the battery as a
caoe. The/ second .cause may be poor
connections.between battery and starter. Inspect
the cables for breaks or corroded connections. If'
necessary, 'remove the cables, test them for
current-carrying capacity, clean the terminals,
and replace. The third cause is, th.at The:starting
motor maY be 'malfunctioning. If the starting
motor can!be heard rotating, the engaging part is
not operating 'properly or the teeth of the
starting mOtor drive or of the flywheel are worn
or missing. After the starting motor is removed
it can be bench tested to determine the cause of
malfunction.

If the starting system is operating properly
and the engine still does not start, further
investigation is necessary. This can be diyided
i n t o ignit ion' teSting, fuel testing, and
compression testing.

A simple ignition test, is to remove a .spark
plug lead and hold it away from the spark plug
terminal with an insulated holder while the
engine is turned *over by the starting motor.
Absence of a spark indicates maifunction of the
electrical ignition system, and the ASE should
be notified. When the Spark appears to be
strong, the spark plugs should be checked to
determine that they itfe delivering the spark to
the combustion chamber. Testing_spark plugs
has been discussed previously in this chapter.

If the ignition system is found to be
operating properly, fuel teSting and compression
testing are indicated. Fuel-pump testing and
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.carburetor Malfunctions haVe 'already inen
discussed in this chapter. Compression testing is
discussed in the following paragraph,

Compression of each cylinder should be
tested with a coMpression tester as covered, in
chapter 2 of this training manual. Any Nariation
of the pressUre between cylinders should not be
over _15 psi., i.( one cYlinder is_low, put a small
amount of heavy oil in' the low piston and turn
the engine over several times to work the oil
around-the piston. Again use the tester. If the
pressUre Measures higher than before, the
compression loss is past the piston and rings,
indicating worn rings. If the pressdre does not
increase, the .Nalves are not seating properly. A

Joss of compression in two adjacent cylinders '-

indicates a defective cylinder head gasket:
Using too much oil is a common .

malfunction of an engjne. Oil is lost from an
engine by leaking, by being burned in the
combnstion chamber, or by being vaporized in
the crankcase_ and passing "out the crankcase
ventilating system. Inspect the engine for oil
around the seals of the oil pan, valve-cover plate,
'and tinting-gear housing, and around oil lines
and oil filter connectibp Replace the seals if
found leaking. .

Oil being burned in the combustion cham-
is detected by idling the engine a short time,
acCelerating the engine, .and observing the
ekhaust pipe. A blue:gray smoke emerging front
the exhaust indicates oil being, biuned in the
engine. Oil can get in the comblistion chamber
past piston rings, .

valve guides, and vacuum
booster pump and through the. positive-type
crankcase ventilating syStem. Consult the engine
manufacturer's instructions for the -remedy to
these malfunctions.

A. 'Clogged draft-type crankcase ventilating
sYstem can 'cause pressure to be builtup in the

-crankcase and contribute to oil leaks. Inspection
can detect whether the inlet breather cap or the
vent in the outlet tube is clogged. Cleaning will

remedy the defect. ..

The thermostat in the engL ooling system
cont t ols the temperature or i,,.. coolant to

regu ate the-engine-operating-temperatpre and to
proVide_ for short warmup period. yheri the
engine overheats, does not come up to operating

1ten perature, or 'takes too long to warm up,
ins.)ect and test the thermostat. Insufficient
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coolant, rust, and scale in the system, fan belt
slipping, radiator or hoses clogged, and defective
water pump are some of the causes of the engine
overheating that are the fault of the cooling
system. .Inspection of the coolant, fan belt,
radiator hoses, and water pump should detect
the cause. Replace parts where defec- tive.

=The loss of power in an engine and a
rough-running engine may be attributed to a
variety of causes. Probably. the best method of
determining the cause will be to perform a
complete tuneup. The tuneup may determine
that the air cleaner is clogged, the carbtiretor is
delivering improper amounts of fuel, or the
automatic choke is pot operating properly. The
fault may be in the ignition system or caused by
the valves, exhaust system, or the cooling
system.

TUNEUP

To tune an, engine means to make the \

adjustments necessary to bring the engine to
first class operating conditions. The Aviation
support equipment 'Maintenance Requirement
Cards list engine tuneup as part of the periodic
work to be *performed. This tuneup will often
correct malfunctions before they become -serious
enough to reduce the performance of the engine.
The engine.manufacturer's specifications should
be used for the*tuneup.

First, clean the engine to improve
inspection and eliminate the dirt, dust,;
d eposits from complicating the _',..tuneup.
procedures. When a dynamometer and an engine
analyzer are available they greatly improve the
ease and quality of the tuncup. The purpose and
use of the dynamometer is described in chapter
.2 of this training manual. The engine analyzer
was described previously in this chapter. When

used together to tune the engine,. the fifie
adjustments necessary to place the engine in the
best possible operating condition become a

_matter-of stientific accuracy.
The ASE and the ASM perform the- electrical

system part 'of the tuneup. In addition to the
corrections indicated to be made on the engine
b y t he analyzer, other inspections and
adjustments should be made. The radiatoi, water
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hoses, and block should be inspected for leaks.
The coolant should be checked for evidence of
contaminants. The tightness of the- fan belt
should be compared to the manufacturer's
specifications and adjusted if required.

The oil level must be satisfactory or the oil
and oil filter changed if it.-is tittle tb do so. The
intake and exhaust manifolds should be checked,.
for tightnes.3 and leaks. The Muffler and exhaust
pipe should be'clear of obstructions and. leaks.

Fuel lines, fuel pump, and carburetor pould
be checked for leaks. The output of the fuel
putty 'and the adjustments of the carburetor can
be checked by the.engine analyzer. In addition,
the air cleaner and fuellilter should be cleaned
or replaced as necessary.

If the engine mountings are loose or br6ken,
t he engine may vibrate violently when
accelerated. A knock may occur if the rubber
mountings are drawn down too tight or are worn
enough to allow the rnetzyl parts to contact each
other. Replace if defective.

Safety during tuneups includes the general
safety regulations as covered in chapter 3 of this
training manual. In addition the safety_
precautions covered in chapter 2 for the use of
tools apply. When the tuneuP is Rine in the
aviation support equipment shop, the shop
safety ,regulations serve as a further guide for
safe practices.

INSITCTIONS

In addition to the inspections already
discussed in connection" with dete0ing
malfunctions and tuneups, the Navy requires
periodic inspections of engines on the aviation
supPort equipment. The Maintenance__
Requirement-Cards list the, inspections and the
time they will be performed: The safety
requirements are the same as listed for tuneuPS.
To perform the inSpections, draw the cards for
the inspection to be conducted,. The inspections
are usually divided into two categories:
preoperational and periodic. The preoperational
inspections are to be conducted each day_before
the engine -is used and 4nclude those',..to be
conducted in less time than 200 hours'or 60*
days,., Periodic inspections are those to be
-conducted .in 60 days or 200 hours and those
going beyon,d this time. Bear in mind ,that the
inspection for an engine is usUally only part of
the inspection for the equipment on Which the
engine is used.

The cards provide tire ininimum
re'q ui r e me nts necessary to maintain the
equipment. Inspection to a greater depth and at
an increased frequency. may he required by local
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conditions. The periodic iripections are to be
conductedhat the expiration of a stated calendar
period, nUmber of miles, or number of hours,
whicheverAccurs first. The period, miles, or
hours, aie the maxim.um atithorized.
Discrepancies discovered during inspections
must be corrected before the eqUipment is used.



CHAPTER 8

DIESEL ENGINES

The gasoline engine requires a spark to igmle
the air-fuel mixture because the compression
temperature of the engine is too low to ignite
the gasoline and air mixture. In comparison, the
compression temperature of the diesel engine is
high enough to ignite the finely atomized diesel

, fuel that is injected in.t.co .the 'combustion
chamber. rhe -spark of the gasoline, engine is
necessary because of the ,low compression
ratiosfrom a possible 6:1 to a possible 11:1
ratio, the compression pressure is. from 110 to
180 psi, and the compression temperature is
from 220' to 300° F. This compares with
compression ratios of 12:1 to 19:1, compression
pressure of 400 to 600 psi, and compression
temperatures ranging 850° F and 'higher for
diesel engines.

PRINCIPLES OF"
OPERATION

Iii prineipie3. of opevation, the main
differences between the gasolihe and tire diesel
engine are the methods or getting the fuel into
the cylinders, and in igniting the air-fuel
mixtures. In the gasoline engine the air and
gasoline are _mixed together at the carburetor.
(The fuel is metered bY the amount of air
passing through the carburetor). The, mixture
then passes through the intake manifold where it
starts to vaporize. Then the mixture enters the
cylinder through the intake valve where it is
completely vaporized by the heat of
compression as the piston moves upward on the
compression stroke. When the piston approaches
'top dead center, the mixture is ignited by a
spark from the spark plug,

The diesel engine does not use spark plugs
- 'nor a carburetor. On the intake stroke, only

fresh air is drawn into the cylinders through the
intake valve and manifold. On the compression
stroke, the air is compressed to a pressure
.between 400 and 600 psi, and temperature in
the cylinder rises to above 850°R At the proper
time, the diesel fuel is injected into the cylinder

-by a fuel injection system (the fuel is metered
by mechanical means), which usually consists of

. a pump, fuel lines, and injector nozzle. When the
fuel oil enters the cylinder it vaporizes and
ignites spontaneously.

-

Mechanically, the diesel engine is similar to
the gasoline engine. The intake, compression,
power, and exhaust strokes occur_in thP same
order as shown in figure 8-1. The arrange nt of
the pistons, connecting rods, crankshaet, and
engine valves is about the same.

'ADVANTAGES AND DISADVANTAGES ,

OF THE DIESEL

The main advantage'S of diesel engine:, as
compared, with gasoline engines are high power

-per pound of fuel (particularly with present day
high speed engines), high reliability in operation,
low fuel consumption per horsepower per hour,
and-reduced fire hazard.

The disadvantages of the diesel engine are
the high cost of manufacture, the heavier
construction necesiary to withstand the high
compression pressures, and difficulty in starting
because of high compression pressure.

At present there are relatively few
diesel-engine-powered passenger automobiles,
but the use of the diesel engine for small )
load-and passenger-carrying vehicles is becoming
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dASOLINE

.ON -DOWNW ARD STROKE OFPISTON,
INTAKE VALVE OPENS'A ND ATMOS-
PHERIC PRESSURE FORCES AIR
THROUGH CARBURETOR WHERE IT'
PICKS UP A METERED COMBUSTIBLE
CHARGE OF FUEL. THE MIXTURE
GOES PAST THE THROTTLE VALVE
INTO CYLINDER SPACE VACATED BY
THE PISTON.

ON UPSTROKE OF PISTON, VALVES
ARE CLOSED AND MIXTURE IS COM-
PRESSED, USUALLY FROM 110 TO ISO
PSI, DEPENDING ON COMPRESSION
RATIO OF ENGINE.

INTAKE STROKE

COMPRESSION STROKE

SPARK PLUG

COMPRESSED FUEL-AIR MIXTURE IS
IGNITED BY ELECTRIC SPARK. HEAT
OF COMBUSTION CAUSES FORCEFUL
EXPANSION OF CYLINDER GASES
AGAINST PISTON, RESULTING
POWER STROKE.

POWER STROKE

DIESEL

ON DOWNWARD STROKE OF PISTON.
INTAKE VALVE OPENS AND ATMOS-
PHERIC PRESSURE FORCES PURE
'AIR INTO THE CYLINDER SPACE
VACATED BY THE PISTON; THERE
BEING N,0 CARBUPETOR OR THROTTLE
VALVE. CYLINDER FILLS WITH SAME
QUANTITY OF AIR, REGARDLESS OF.
LOAD ON THE. ENGINE.

NOZZLE

MAGNETO
OR'

DISTRIBUTOR

UPSTROKE OF PISTON WITH EXHAUST
VALVE OPEN FORCES BURNED GASES
OUT, MAKING READY FOR ANOTHER
INTAKE STROKE.

.1"

FUEL
INJECTION

PUMP

EXHAUST STROKE

,ON UPSTROKE OF PISTON, VALVES
'.ARE CLOSED AND AIR IS CO.MPRESSED
TO 400 TO 600 PSI.

HIGH COMPRESSIONPRODUCES HIGH
TEMPERATURE FOR SPONTANEOUS
IGNITION OF FUEL INJECTED. NEAR
END OrCOMPRESSION STROKE.
HEAT OFCOMBUSION EXPANDS
CYLINDER GASES AGAINST PISTON,
RESLILTING-IN POWER STROKE.

UPSTROKE OF PISTONWITH EXHAUST
VALVE OPEN FORCES BURNED GASES
OUT. MAKING READY FOR ANOTHER
INTAKE STROKE.

,

81.333

Figure 8-1.Comparison of sequence of events in diesel and gasoline 4-cycle engines.
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more practical with the development of
improved, lightweight, high7speed automotive
diesel engines.

COMBU STION CHAMBER
DESIGN

Several types of combustion chambers are
used in modern diesel engines. They are designed
to create turbulence in the cylinder in order to
mix the air and fuel more effectively. All
modern combustion diambers may be classified
,under one of four designs: open type,
precombustion type, 'turbulence chambers, and
energy cells.

.

Open Combustion Chamber

The open combustion chamber (fig. 8-2) is
the simplest form 'of chamber. As' the piston

comes ur.; on the compression stroke, the
turbulence is -generated by- the clesiglCof the
cylinder head and the piston crown. The injector
is mounted in the cylinder head so that the end
extends slightly into the cylinder. The fuel LI
injected directly intO the combustion space
forined by the top of 'the piston and the cylinder
head. The open chamber requites higher
injection pressures and a greater degree of
atomization than the other types of combustion
chambers to obtain the proper air-fuellibEing.
To equalize combustion in the combustion
chamber, it uses the multiple ',orifice-type
injector tip for effective 'penetration and angle
of sPray.

Precombustion Chamber

Figure 8-3 shows m of a
precombustion chamber. 1'hihTmber is usually
separate from the cylinder head, but is screwed
or pressed into the opening provided in the
cylinder head. The precombustion chamber is
water-cooled because it extends through the
water jacket and into the bottom of the cylinder
head. It must be sealed at both ends to prevent,
water leakage.

As the piston moves up on the compression
stroke, a small part of the compressed air enters

81,153

Figure"8-2.Diesel engine open combustion chamber.
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Figure 8-3.Diesel engine precombustion chamber.
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the, precombustioe chamber where it swirls
rapidly within a srvP.L. 5pace. The fuel nozzle is
of the single hole tyf,.., ald is Moimted into the
precombustion chat-Aix:T.. Since fuel is injected
from a .single 'j-,ole nozzle it is only slightly
atomized, and il'etx.nds on the highly turbulent
air for further atom:ration and ignition. Pecadse
of the high pressures generated -inside the
precombustion chanther by the small amount of
air and fuel as it.'bem. to bum, the remaining-
fuel is' atomized and vaporized as it is injected
into_ the 'precombustion chamber; and is then
forced io the main combustion space to
complete ti,e cc.mbustion process.

Turbulence Chamber

The Nrbulenee chamber (fig. -8-4) is similar
in appearance to the precombustion charnber,
but its ftmction is different. There is very little
clearance between the top of the piston and the
head, so that a ,high percentage of the air
between the piston and the cylinder head is
forced into the turbulence chamber during the
compression .stroke. The chamber is -usually
spherical, and the opening through which the air
must pass becomes smaller as the piston reaches
the top of the stroke. ?his increases the velocity

W. Wffifeo
/111111M,s,

TURB ENCE
CHAMBER

of the air in the chamber. This turbulence speed
is about 50 times crankshaft speed. Fuel
injection is timed to occur when the turbulence
in the chamber is greatest. This ensures a
thorough rniking of the fuel and air, causing the
greater part of combustion to take place in the
turbulence chamber. The pressUre created by
expansion of the burning gases is the force *:iat
drives the piston downward on the power
stroke

Energy Cell

The energy cell combustion ,chamber
consists of a main combustion chamber located
in, the cylinder head with an antechamber on the
opposite side of the combustion chamber from
the injection nozzle. This type of energy cell is
called the Lanova Energy Cell. It is generally
used in high-speed diesel engines, usually with
less than a 5-inch bore.

The energy cell creates a high turbulence
within the main combustion chamber by sending
.a high velocity mixture of_fuel and air into the
combustion chamber when the piston starts the
downward position of the expansion or exhaust
stroke. This tends to promote completion of
combustion very quickly, and thus gives good
economy.

FUEL SYSTEM

The fuel system of a diesel engine consists of
a supply tank, filters, supply pump, lines, and
injection system. The supply, tank and fuel lines
are similar to those"used for gasoline engines.

Fuel for _a diesel engine is,drawn froin the
supply tank through the primary fuel strainer
(filter) and enters the supply fuel pump on the
inlet side. The pump pressurizes the fuel, forcing

---itIfirough a fifier alidtfiro.ugh th-efiierlines to
the fuel injection systeem.' The fuel is forced to
the injectors and through small spray tip orifices
(atomizing the fuel) in the combustion chamber.

81.155
Figure 8-4.Diesel engine turbulence combustion

chamber.
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FUEL SUPPLY PUMP

Fuel injection pumps must be supplied with
fuel oil under pressure because they have
insufficient suction ability. All diesel injection
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systems require a supply pump to transfer fuel
from the supply tank, through the- filters and
lines, to the injection pumps. Supply pumps in
use on diesel engines today are the gear and vane
pumps.

Gear Pump

The gear pump (fig. 8-5) is the type
commonly used on diesel engines. This pump-
has two spur gears which mesh together-one the
driving gear and the other the driven geaL
aearances between the gear faces and the casing
are only a few thousandths of an inch. When the
gears turn, liquid in the spaces between the
unmeshed teeth, at the ..suction side of the
pump, is carried by the teeth towards the sides.
Then the liquid is trapped between the tooth
pockets and the casing and carried through to
the discharge side of the pump. Liquid entering
the discharge side cannot return to the suction
side because the meshing teeth at the center
force the liquid out of the tooth pockets.

Vane Pump

In the vane-pump (figs. 8-6 and 8-7), a steel
rotor and shaft one end supported in the pump
mounting flange and the other end in the pump

BOLT

DRIVEN
GEAR

DRIVE
SHAFT

PLUG GASKET .

SPRING
BODY

L...0111r)v RELIEF
VALVE

OIL .
SEALS

STEEL
BALL

/ DRIVE
' SHAFT

COVER

4111111i

DOWEL

DRIVE
GEAR

cover, revolve in the body, the bore of which is,
eccentric to the rotor. Two sliding vanes are
placed 180 deirees apart in slots in the rotor,
and are pressed against the body bore by springs
in the slots. When the shaft is rotated, the vanes
pick up fuel at the inlet port and carry it around
the body to Ihe outlet side, where the fuel is
discharged. Pressure is produced by the wedging
action .of the fuel as it is forced toward the
outlet port by the vane. A spring-loaded relief
valve is provided in the cover of the pump,
connecting the inlet an1 outlet ports. This valve
opens at a pressure of approximately 55 psi. Its
purpose is to relieve excessive pump pressure
which will build up if fuel lines or filters become
clogged. When the valve opens, fuel\ passes from
the discharge side (pressure side) to the suction
side of the pump.

FUEL INJECTION AND
COMBUSTION

Diesel fuel injection systems must
accomplish five particular functions:

1. Meter or accurately measure the correct
amount of fuel injected.

2. Time the fuel injection to start and stop
at the proper time.

3. Control the rate of injection.
'4. Atomize or break up the fuel into fine

particles according to the type of cbustion
chamber: '

5. Properly distribute the fuel in the
combustion chamber.

All five of these functions are necesary fbr
complete and efficient combustion.

Metering

Accurate metering or ;(heasuring of fuel
means that, for -the same fuel control setting,
the-same-quantity of fuel-must-be-delivered-to
each c5ilinder for each 'power strOke of the
engine. Only in this way can the engine operate
at uniform speed with a uniform 'power output.

81.370 Smooth engine operation and an even
Figure 8-5.-Typical gear fiiel pump assembly. . distribution of the load between the cylinders
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Figure 8-6.Cutaway view of vanetype fuel pun'''.

depend upon the same volume of the'fuel being
admitted. In a particular cylinder each titne it
tires; and upon -equal volumes of fuel being
delivered .to all cylinders of the engine. The fuel
is forced into the cylinder by direct Pressure on
the fuel itself (mechanical injection).

Timing

In addition to measuring the amount of fuel
injected, the syStem must properly time
injection to ensure efficient combustion so that
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OUTLET PORT')

VALVE SPRING

81.14.9

s,

rnaiimum energy can be otained frOm the fuel.
When fuel is injected\ too early in the cycle,
preignition can occur, einising the engine to lose
power and have low. 'cxhaust temperature.
Excessive delay, on the Other hand, will cause
high exhaust temperature, and possibly cause
damage- to the- pistons, rods, and bearings. Also,
this condition will cause a loss of fuel by wetting
the cylinder wails and ,pisfon heads, resulting in
smoke in the exhaust and poor fuel economy.
When fuel is injected too late in the cycle, all the
fuel will not burn until the piston has traveled
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ROTOR HOUSING /
/ VANE
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81.150
Figure 8-7.--Vanes and rotor in ho9sing of a vane-type

fuel pump.

well past top center. When this happens, the
engine does not develop its maximum power,
the exhaust is smoky, and the fuel consumption
is high.

Nectidn, Rate .Control

A fuel systerri Must also control the rate of f

injection. The rate at. which fuel is injected.
'determines the rate of combustion:The rate of
injection at the start should'be low enough that !-
excessive fuel does not accumulate in the
cylinder during the initial ignition 'delay (before
-combustion beginS). Injection shd[ild proceed at :!
such a.rate that the rise in combustion pressure
is not too great, yet the rate of injection 'mist be
such that fuel is introdueed as -..apidly as pOssible
in order to obtain complete comtiustion. An
incorrect rate of injection affects engine

'operation in the same way as improper. timing.
When the rate.of injection is too high, the resUlts
are similar to those caused by a too eily
injection; when the rate is too low, the results
are similar to those caused by a too late

. injection.

Atomization of Fuel

As used in connection with fuEl injeetion
atomization means' the breaking up of the fuel,
as it enters the cylinder, into small particles
which form a mist-like spray. AtOmization of
the fuel must meet the requirements of the type
of_combustion chamber in use. Some chambers
require very fine atomization; Others cunctionN
with, coarser atomization. Proper atomization
makes it easier to start the burning process, and
ensures that each minute particle of fuel is
surrounded by particles of oxygen with which it
can combine.

-
Atomization is generally obtained when the .

liquid fuel, under high presaire, passes through
the smaLopening (or openings), hi the injector
or nozile\. As the fuel enters the .combustion
space, high velocity is developed because the
pressure in the cylinder is lower than the fuel
pressure. The created friction, resulting from the
fuel passing through the air at high velocity,
causes the fuel to break up into small particles. /

/ ,
; .."Distribut!on

A fuel injection system must increasd the
pressure 'of the fuel enoii:gh. to overcome
compressp.in pressureS and to ensure proper
distribution of the fuel 2Ijected into the

. combustion space. Proper dispersion is essentiat
if.the fuel is to mix thoroughly with the air and-
burn efficientV While pressure is a 'thief

- contributing factor, disperjon -of the fuel is
influenced, in part, . by a'omization and
'penetration cif the fuel. (Penetration ig the dis-
tance througi which the fuel particles are carried
by the mo ion given them as they .leave the,
injector or n zzle.) .'

If the atomization process reduces the size
-. of the fuel particles too much, they will lack

penetratioi . Too little penetration results in the-.
small part* les of fuel 'igniting before they have
been pro erly distributed or dispersed in the
combusti n spate. Since penetration and
atomizati n tend to oppose each other, a
co m pron ise in the degree of eaeh is necessary in

particul ,
th e de ign of fuel ,injection equipment,

fly if uniform distribution of fuel
e combustion chamber is to be obtained.within

;53
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Fuerinjector

The fuel injector is mounted in the cylinder
head or combUstion chamlisr with the spray tip.
or 1 injector - nozzle protruding into the
condiustion chamber similar to a spark plug on a
gasoline engine. The injection system combines
alt the operations necessary to provide Complete
fuel injection to each cylinder. Within the
injection system the fuel is metered, the rate of
injection is controlled, injection is timed, high.
pressure necessary for distributpn is created or
controlled,-and atomization OCCUTS.

In most diesel engines the fuel is'delivered tO
the cylinders by a mechanical injector system
that can be divided into two main typesthp
distributLon pressurized type and the unit.
injector,type. I

-

The dis'tribution pressurized types have
either a high pressure .pump that discharges fuel
in a common header to which.each fuel injec,tor
nozile is connd:ted by tubing, or individual high
pressure pumps for each cyllnder connected to
the fuel injector nozzle by tubing. In either caSe
the injector nozzle &,es not furnish the pressure
necessary to overcoine the:cylinder pressure and
pray the fueLinto the cylinder, but only' meters
and times the fuel injection. A spring-loaded
bypass valve on the. header or on the line to-the
injector nozzle maintains a 'constant pressure
and returnS the excess fuel. to The supply tank.

The sPray or injectipn nOzzle extends from
the top of the cylinder head down into the com-
bustion area. It consists of a multihole spray tip,
a valve seat, and a needle valve extending the full
length of the nozzle and head to its seat which is
supported by a spring. The high pressure is con-
ducted from the fuel line to the spray tip imme-
diateiy above the valve seat. When the valve
needle is lifted -vertiCally from its seat, fuel is
spraYed into the combustion chamber. ,

In both the distribution pressurized type and
the unit injectioritype of-fuel iniction syste.ms
for diesel engines, the pumps ar d injec.tor nozzle
are operated by cam-actuated me_claiii3Sms

similar to the valve lifting me%anisnis. of
internal combustion engines. /

The unit:injector, type of fuel injedtion has
the injection nozzle and pressurization pump all
in one unit that is attached to the cylinder head.
The delivery fuel pump supplies the fuel to the

,
unit; and it delivers enOugh pressure to
overcome the cylinder pressure, met--s the fueli-
trines the delivery, controls.the fate of injection,/
and atoinizes and distributes' the fuel in th
combustion chamber. Usually water 'circulation
passages keep -the lower part of the .unit cool.
Figure 8-8 illustrates and lists the part of d unit
injector.

.

_MAINTENAKE..When fuel injector
trouble's aj.e suspectdd, alai before removing the
'injectors for shop testing, it_ is a good practice to
check the injectors-and atteinpt to isolate those
which are causing the trouble. First operate the
engine at a speed, at Which the defect is more
pronounced. On engines that have a pump and
nozzle fuel system, loosen the fuel line
co.nnection ar each injector pump one at a time
to deactivate the/cylinders. To deat-tivate the
cylinders Tor engines With unit injectors-, the
plunger mechanism'müst be depressed.
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When an injector is found M which
deactivation caused little or no change in the
irregular operation of the engine, the injector is
probably cansing the trouble and needs to be
removed and tested further. It is seldom that
one injector alone is responsible for d11 the
trouble; therefore, do not stOp testing When the
first faulty injector is detected but check all
injectors by the deactivation test.

Unless special servicing equipment and repair
instructions are available, defective nozzles and
pumps are usually exchanged for new ones. In
an emergency, if the parts of the injector are not
too badly worn, they can be returned to a
serviceable condition with minor adjustments
and a thorough cleaning. Always consult the
manufacturer's recornmeded proc edures for
disassembly and adjustment of the injector.

Remove the faulty injector from the
equipment and take it to the shop. The injector
is too delicate a piece of equipment to be
disassembled and_reassembled in the field. If a
clean workbench is not available, cover the
available bench . with smooth-finish wrapping
paper. To prevent mixing of parts, disassemble
only one injector at a time To prevent damage,
exercise care in disassembling the parts. Inspect
and clean all parts as they are disassembled.
Clean diesel fuel of the same type used in the
engine should first be used for cleaning. Dry
cleaning fluid may be used to clean parts;
however, if used, dip the parts in diesel fuel
immediately after cleaning, to prevent moisture
from the hands from marring the highly
.polished surfaces.

Carbon may be scraped from the outside of
the nozzles, but be careful not to mar the edges
of the orifices. Reaming tools and special drills
are usually provided l)y the manufacturer for
cleaning spray nozzle holes (orifices). No drills
other than those suPplied or recommended by
the manufacturer should be used. In performing
reaming or scraping operations, remove only the
foreign matter. Be particularly careful not to
burr the metal. After repair and reassembly of
the .injectOr, it should be checked for leakage
and proper opening pressure by utilizing an
injection tester.
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'FUEL FILTERS

Fuel filters are built into the fuel supply
systems of diesel engines to filter any abrasive
impurities that may be in the fuel. These
impurities may have been difficult to 'eliminate
during the process of refining, or they maKenter
the fuel tank through careless refu1irg.
Whatever the source, these impurities must be\
removecLto protect the closely fitted parts in the',
pumps an o nozzles.

Must diesel engines have two filters in the
fuel supply system. The primary (cJarse) filter
(sometirnes called strainers) is usually loCated
between the supply tank and the fuel supply
pump, and the secondary filter, between the fuel
supply pump and the injector or injector pump.
Additional filtering elements are frequently
installed in the injection pump or in the
injectors.

Diesel fuel oil filters are referred to as
full-flow filters .. since all the fuel must pass
through the filters before reaching the injection
system. Filters must be inspected regularly and
cleaned or replaced, if their maximum efficiency
is to be maintained. All metal disc filters and
some cloth bag filters are cleanable, but most
cloth or fabric elements must be replaced when
they become dirty.

Metal Disc Filter

The metal disc filter shown in fi'gure 8-9 is
made of a series of laminated discs placed within
a large bowl which acts as a settling chamber for
the._ fuel and encloses the discs or strainer
assembly.Filerailersthe filtar_at_the_top_hilet
connection and, flowing down, goes between t e
discs, and then up a central passage to the outlet
connection at the top. Dirt and foreign matter
cannot pass between the discs and are deposited
at the outer rim. The clearance 'between the
discs, measured in microns, is small enough to
pre,e t the pa§sage of water. This is possible
becanse water, when present in gasoline or oil,
forms small globule§ that ale too large to pass
between the discs. The filter shown in figure 8-9
is the same as the one mentioned ,bove except
that a cleaning knife is added. Solids large! than
0.005 inch remain on the outside of the
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Figure 8-9.Metal disc fuel filter.

element, and the cleaning knife scrapes these
deposits off the'. filtering discs. The solids faW to
the bottom of the filter housing, where they cun
be removed through the drain plug hole. A ball
relief valve (if Used) in the filter cover enables
the diesel fuel otl to bypass the filter elemeat
the discs become clogged. A diesel oil filtero g

ha V r
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usually has an air vent for releasing any air
:.ch might accumulate .in the. filter during

engine operation.

Fabric Filter

Fabric filters, because of their greater
filtering qualities, are used principally as main
fil ters for protecting the fuel jection_system
Many fuel filters now in use require changing of
the filtering element;, however, the- bag-type
filter shown in figure/ 8-10 is more desirable
because the element can be cleaned. The
filtering medium is a:large bag of close, evenly
woven, lin tless, acid-resisting material.

AIR INTAKE SYSTEM

Much of the information, dealing with parts
and systems of the diesel enizIne also applies to

SECTION THROIAH
FILTER ASSEMBLY

Figure 8-10.Bag-type fuel filter.
81.152
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the gasoline engine. The air intake system is no
exception. However, the intake ev8nt in the
cycle of operation of a gasoline engine includes
the admission of air and fuel to the cylinder as a
mixture. For this reason the intake System of a
gasoline engine differs, in some respects, from
that of a diesel engine.

In somefour-stroke cycle diesel enginesTair
is forced by atmospheric pressure into the
cylinder through valves to displace the partial
vacuum created by the pistons movement away
from the cylinder head. However, in all
two-cycle and many supercharged four-cycle
engines, air is forced into the cylinder by a
bloWer (supercharger) or by a turbocharger. The
turbocharger is usually an exhaust-driven
centrifugal type blower.

The main job of the blower, supercharger, or
turbocharger, is to supply the' cylinder with
fresh air for combustion so the engine can burn
more fuel and develop more horsepower than if
it were fed through valves by atmospheric
pressure. The blower, on two-cycle engines,
consists of two hollow three lobed rotors
enclosed in a housing on the side of the cylinder
block. They revolve without touching each
other, but with very close clearance. At
maximum engine speed the blower is capable of
supplying a continuous discharge of fresh dr at a
pressure of 7 psi.

Figure 8-11 illustrates how the air is forced
into the cylinder by the blower through the
intake ports of the cylinder lines as they are
uncovered by the downward stroke of the
piston. This forced air action forces out the
burned gases through the exhaust 'valve openings
and helps to cool the internal parts of- the
engine;- particularly the exhaust valves. To
improve combustion, the intake ports are angled
to give the incoming air a circular motion
(Wrbulence) during the compression stroke.

Air Cleaners

Most aviation support equipment is used
around areas where activity constantly stirs up
particles of dirt and dust. These particles may
cause internal damage if they enter the engine as
air enters. Therefore, diesel engines are equipped
with air cleaners or filters to o' minate dust and
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dirt particles. There are two distinct types of air
cleaners Used on diesels- the dry type and the
oil-bath or wet-type.

DRY-TYPE AIR CLEANERS.The
dry-type air cleaner draws the air through a
cleaning element which may consist of cotton
fabric, wire screens (especially wound copper
crimp), or metal wool satumt d with oil. The
cleaning elemeni collects thedust and other
abrasive particles from the air as it passes down
through the/central duct into the blower. The
hollow housing supporting the cleaning element
also serves as a silencer to lessen the whining
noise of the air entering the air cleaner.

'OIL-BATH OR WET-TYPE AIR
CLEANER.The oil-bath or wet-type air cleaner
is similar to the dry-type cleaner. The main
difference is that the 'wet type contains an oil
reser-Voir in the air cleaner bowl, and the air is
directed downward into the oil bah where most
of the harmful particles are removed. The air
then continues upward through the cleaning
element (metal wool), which removes the Imer
harmful particles not removed by the oil. From
this point, the air continues down the central
duct into the blower and engine.

STARTING SYSTEMS

At the beginning of this chapter it was stated
that the pressure and temperature ipside the
combustion chamber must be high enough to
ignite the arel-air mixture when the fuel is

injected. By turning the engine over with the
sthrter at a relatively high speed (in comparison
to the-speed of -the-starter_of _a_gasoline_engine)
the desired pressure in the combtistion chamber
is achieved. Since the engine and fuel are Cold
before starting, the problem is to compensate
for the lack of high temperature necessary to
ignite the fuel in the combustion chamber.,-In
small diesel engines being started in
temPeratures above freezing, the electric starter
turns the engim fast enough to make the
pressure high enough to cause the fuel-air
mixture to ignite. To start larger diesel engines
and all diesel engines during cold weather, other
starting .systerns or starting assists must - be
employed, or the engine must be preheated.
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Figure 8-11.Air intake system through blower and engine (two-cycle).

The diesel engines used in aviatiOn subport
equipment art started by either an electrical
system consisting of an electrical storage battery
and a cranking motor, or a hydraulic
combination consisting of a high pressure
accumulator and a hydraulic oil-driven motor.
The electrical system is similar to the system
used to start gasoline engines, except that the
cranking motor turns the diesel engine at a
relatively high speed.

.The hydraulic starting motor receives its
motive power from a pressurized accumulator.
The accumulator is charged with hydraulic fluid
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from a reservoir, either by means of a !land
pump or an engine-driven hydraulic pump while
the ent:Oe is operating. The accumulator has the
ability to store the fluid under pressure without
loss of pressure for long enough to permit
starting after overnight parking, The hand pump
is used to bring the.accumulator pressure up to
the starting requirement when necessary.

A starting valve is ...ed to release the
accumulator pressure r. the cranking motor.
The starter valve is a dual orifice type. A smaller
orifice provides fluid pressure for initially
engang the driVe pinion, while the larger
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orifice, opened on the second phase of the
starting valve handle movement, cranks the
engine. The starting valve handle is initially
opened only far enough to engage the starter. As
soon as the starter is engaged, the handle is
moved all the way open to provide the necessary
pressure to turn over the engine with the
cranking motor.

I ne starring assists-Cc-ailed starting aids) used
to start a diesel engine during cold weather are
two'types-the fluid primer type amr-the glow
plug type. The primer type utilizes either a
sealed cartridge or can. The'cartridge or can
containg. a highly volatile fluid to be injected in
the air Intake system 1(5 assist in igniting the
diesel fuel injected into the combustion
chamber. The ,starting fluld is released into the

intake manifold as starting is initiated. By
lowering the ignition temperature of the fuel-air
mixture, the starting fluid permits the buildup-
of pressure in the combustion chamber to raise
the temperature of the fuel-air mixture high
enough to reach ignition temperature.

Figure 8-12.illustrates a fluid primer starting
.cartridge is inserted in the container

and pierced by the shaft. As the fluid is needed
the pump is operated to-supply the fluid to tlw
intake manifold.

The glow plug starting assist is an electrical
heating elethent installed next to each fuel

injector to preheat the injector and the
combustion chamber. The heating element is
supplied with current from the battery. The
glow plug is used for the period of time specified
in the manufacturer's starting instructions and
then the starter is energized to start the engine.

Maintenance and repair of the hydraulic
system or the hydraulic starting motor are
responsibilities of the ASH. To repair either the
hydraulic or the electric starting motor, the
motor is usually reMoved from the enOne as a
unit and a replacement installed as was described
for gasoline engines. Be \aire to consult the
manufacturer's maintenance manual before
attempting repair of either type starer.

LUBRICATION SYSTEM

One of the most important items
contributing to the long life of an engine is that
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Figure 8-12.Fluid primer starting aid.
227.49

of proper lubrication. The main job of the
kibrication system is to overcome friction-
between moving parts. If this friction is not
eliminated, moving parts will melt, fuse, or seize
after a very short period of engine operation.

An adequate lubricating system has been
provided to meei a wide variety of working
conditions of our modern diesel and gasoline
internal combustion' engines. It is up to you, the
MECHANIC, to keep this system functioning
properly.

The majOr di ffe ,ence between the
lubrication systz:ms of the gasoline and the diesel
engine is that the latter normally contains an oil
cooler (fig. 8-13). The oil pump draws the oil
front the oil pan, through the strainer, and to
the oil cooler. After leaving the oil cooler (where
the water from the cooling system removes the
heat from the oil), the oil enters the main gallery

2 6 5
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ENGINE

BLOCK

/I

the engine (cylinders and the full length Of
piston travel). Heat is transferred to the water
while the water is being pumped through the
passages of the cylinder block and up into the
cylinder head. The wale!' then passes through
the upper hose connection, and the heated water
is carried into the radiator. As the water flows
down through the radiator the heat is removed
by a stream of air forced through the radiator by
the fan. From the bottom of the radiator, the
Witcr flows through the lower hose connection

COOLING to the pump, where it is again forced into the
UMT water jackets to repeat the cooling cycle.

BYPASS

ADAPTER

81.158
Figure 8-13.Sectional view of an oil cooler.

(constantly under
blqck; from here it
holes and openings
and bearings.

pressure) in the cylinder
is distributed through small
to the various movintz parts

COOLING SYSTEM

There are two types of cooling systemF
employed in diesel engines. One type uses the
principleof the heat exchanger. The heat
exchanger is a device that transfers heat Qom
one fluid or liquid to anoth;r. (The oil cooler
mentioned earlier is ar .r.ample of a heat.
exchanger.)

The most common type of diesel Looling
system is a radiator and cooliug fan (lig. 8-14).
fleat is removed by ci wate: rough
water jackets suirounding tilt; hottest parts of

MALFUNCTIONS

Satisfactory diesel_ engine operation depends
primarily.. ;)ri injection of the propel. amount of
fuel at the right time and the presence of an
adequate supply of air . compiessed to a
sufficiently high pressure. Lack of power,-
uneven running, exc,:ssive vibration, stalling at
idle 'speed, and hard starting are malfunctions'
that may be caused by low compression, faulty
injection in one or more cylinders, or lack of
sufficient air. Testiniand repair of fuel inject,
have been covered previously in this char:17..
Investigation of some other causes of
functions is covered here.

When faulty fuel injection is suspe(i--(.
fuel supply system should be cheCis
inspection of the strainer and Filter to c,;,sivl.,
that they are not clogged and peri,;t!ni-g
contaminated fuel to cause the fuel
injectors to malfunction. Be sure that
connections between the fuel tank an:i
Injectors are ,tight so that no air will be ,
into the fuel system. Consult the eilL, iie
iminufacturer's mainteranee :nstructions for 1/.,.
proper tests of the supply systc

Poor :combustion and lac: of power
groin excessive restriction of thc air

iiake -.which affects the flow of air to the
cylinders. An obstruction in the air inlet system,
or dirty or damagijd air cleaners may result in a
high degree of intake restriction. The air inlet
sustem car be visually inspected and obstructions
vmoved. ").-he air cleaners can be inspected and
cleaned or replaced to remove this discrepancy.
A or,' 6ure ,.:age can be used to check for air

6 6
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Figure IVt.Cooling system for Internationil engine.
/

intake restriction. Be sure to consult the
manufacturer's maintenance instructions for

:.tessure and method of using the
p;ssure gage.

Diesel cylinder compression is ehecked in a.
manner similar to that for gasolice! engines. Since
high compression is one of the requirements for
proper combustion in a diesel engine, the com-
pression pressure in any cylinder shozakf not
be less than the minimum prescribed foi
particular engine at the altituch:'.1sted. Consult
the -manufacturer's instruCtio,.,s .tOr the correet
pressure. Low cylinder -Pressure may result froir

CP,

81.371

piston rings being stuck oi ;Jroken. Another
cause may be compression leaking past the
cylinder head gaskets, the valve seats, !he
injectors, or a hole in the pistw. Complete LT
partial . dismantling of the C117:le may be
necessary to kolate the cause if not determined
by leakage tests.

DANGER OF EXCESSIY1:.
SPEED

Engines which are maintained in proper
operating condition seldom reach speeds above

" 6 7
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\those for which they am. designed. However,
there may be times when speeds become too
high. Operation of an engine at excessive speeds
is extremely dangerous. If engine, speed is
high enough, the high inertia and centrifugal
forces developed may cause parts to become
seriously damaged, or even to fly apart.

.., Therefore1 it is essential that.you know why an'
engine may reach a dangerously high speed, and
how it may be brought under control when too
much speed occurs.

Causes of Excessive
Speed

In some 2-stroke cycle engines, lubricating
oil may leak into the cylinders as a. result of
leaky blower seals. or .broken piping. Even
though the fuel ls shut Off, the engine may
continue to operate, or even run away, as a
result of this combustible Material coming from
the uncontrolled source.. Engines in which
lubricating oil may accumulate in the cylinders
are generally equipped with an automatically
operated mechanism which shuts off the intake
air at the inlet passage to the blower. If no air
shut-off. mechanism is provided, and shutting off
the fuel will not stop an engine which is
oversp.mding, anything which can be placed over
the engine's air intake to stop air flow, such as a
piece of canvas or even apair of dungarees, will
stop the enOne.

Excessive engine speeds more commonly
result from an improperly functioning regunting
governor than DM any other cause. The usual
method of accomplishing an emergency- shut
down when the regulating governor fails to
function properly is to shut off the fuel oil
supply to the cylinders: If this fails to slow the
engine or stop it, the air supply to the engine
must be cut off.

CAUTION: Do not. risk personal injurj, to
stop an overspeeding engine when all norrnal
means have failed.

STOPPING FUEL
SUPPLY

Shutting off the fuel supply to the cylinders
oran engine may be .done in various ways. The

fuel control mechanism may be forced -to the
NO FUEL posiVr.m; the. fuel line may be blocked
by closing a valve; the pressure in the fuel
injection line may be relieved by opening a
-valve; or VI.? mt;c;lanical movement ,of the
injection nii!ilp may be prevented. These

, methods Of fLi:itir. off the fuel supply may be
-done either mar: ality.sa_automatic_ally

OVERSPEED SAFETY '

DEVICES

162

" 6

Automatic operation of fuel and-air control
mechanisms is accomplished by overspeed safety
devices. As emergency controls, these. safety
devices operate only in the event the regular
speed govemor fails to mainteri engine speed
within the maximum design limit. Devices which
function to bring an overspeeding engine to a
full stop by completely shutting off the fuel or
air supply are generally called OVERSPEED
TRIPS. Devices which function to reduce the
excessive speed of an engine, but allow the
engine to operate at safe speeds, are called
OVERSPEED GOVERNORS.

All overspeed governors 'and trips depend
upon a spring-loaded centrifugal governor
element for their operation. In overspeed
deviceS, bi c. sprina tension is great enough to
ove rb al an ce the cen t ri fugal. force o f the we igh ts
until engine speed rises above the desired
maximum. When an excessive speed is reached,
the centrifugal force overcomes the spring
tension and Operates the mechanism which stops
or limits the fuel or air supply.

GOVERNORS AS SAFETY
DEVICES

When a governor serves as the safety device,
actual operation of the' fuel or air control
mechanism by centrifugal forcc may be brought
about directly, as in a mechanical governor, or
indirectly, as in a hydraulic governor. In the case
of an Overspeed trip, the shutoff control is
operated by a power spring. The spring is placed
under tension when the trip is manually set, and
held in place by a latch. If the maximum speed
limit is exceeded, a spring-loaded centrifugal
weight moves out and trips the latch, allowing
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the power spring to operate the shutoff
mechanism.

INSPECTIONS

PREOPERATIONAL

To obtain the longest life and best
performance from a diesel engine, the operator

----must-adhere- to-the-publishat schudule-of spre_op:".
erational inspection and preventive maintenante.
These appear on Maintenance Requirement
Cards for the entOe or the equipment having
the engi,ne as a power source. They also appear

in the operator's instructions published by the
manufacturer. Whep first usirfg the diesel engine
after ovedi Avhen new, the operator should
carefu11read and follow the instructions of the
manufacturer. Attempting to run the engine
before complying with these instructions may
result in serious damage to the engine.

PERIODIC

maintenance performed on diesel engines should
be done in .aceärdance with the Maintenance
Requirement Cards for the engine or equipment
on which it is used.

"1.4 6
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CHAPTER 9

CHASSIS SYSTEMS
\.

.ri

Many of the vehicles Maintained by Aviation
SuPport -Equipment Technicians (M) are

e uipPed 'with steering mechanisms. The.
rpose of this chapter is to familiarize the ASM

with the components and maintenance of
typical steering systems and the related
suspension' systems.

STEERING 'COMPONENTS-

Though steering may be a simple operation,
the Steering mechanism is rather compx.
Figures 9-1 and 9-2 show a diagram of a steering

STEZRING KNUCKLE PIVOTS

STEERING KNUCKLE
ARMS

DRAG LINK TIE ROD
(CONNECTING ROD)

PITMAN ARM

STEERING GEAR BOX

STEERING COLUMN

STEERING WHEEL

81.254
Figure 9-1.Diagram of a steering mechanism.

A

meehanism and......aa_aL_istration of an actual
steering system.

All steering mechanisms have the same basic
parts. The steering linkage jes the front-wheels
together and connects them to the Steering gear
case at the lower end of the steering column,
which in turn connects the gear case to the
steering wheel

The...arms_and_rods. of the steering linkage
have ball or ball and socket ends to provide a
swivel connection between them. These. jointed
ends are provided with grease fittings, dust seals
or boots,- and many of them have end-play
adjustment devices. These joints and devices
must be adjusted and lubricated regularly.

The- arms, rods, and joints of steering
linkages in your e,quipment may be arranged
differently from those shown in figure.9-1, bid
you will find them in the same general location
in the front or rear and underneath the vehicle.

.The tie-rod, for example, is usually located
behind the axle and 1.c.:eps the front wheds in_

oper alignment. To provide for ea.liFf- steering
and maximum leverage, the tic-rod may be

STEERING
COLUMN

KNUCKLE
ARM

FRAME FREINT
CROSS MEMBER

INTERMEDIATE
KNUCKLE ARM

STEERING
GEAR BOX

PITMAN ARM

264 .

" 7 0'

DRAG LINK
(CONNECTING ROD)

Figure 9-2.Steering assembiy.
81.255
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separated into two lengths and connected to the
steering gear near the center of the vehicle. (See
fig. 9-2.)

The rod (drag link) conneLting the steering
arm and the pitman arm may be long or short-,
depending on the installation.

The pitman aril.), splined to the shaft
extending from the Isteering gear case, moves
forward and backVrvirddepending on which
way the wheels, are turned. It is approximately
vertical whc-,n the... ftont wheels are straight-
ahead. Therefore, the length of the connecting
rod is determined by the distance between Ihe
-steering arm and 'the vertical position of th_e:
pitman arm. Unlike the tie-rods, the length of
the connecting rod is not adjustable. .

The steering gear case contains the gears that )
control the movement 9f the pitman arni anti (
steering linkage. Figure 9-3 shows a typical
steering gear assembly, the location of
adjustment screw, and the filler plug for gear
lubricant.

JACKET

The principal parts of any steering gear unit
are the worm gear and sector. A sector is a
portion of a full gear. The sector gear and worm
provide a ratio between the number of turns of
the steering wheel to one turn of the pitman
'arm. Because the pjtman arm does not turn a
complete revolution, only a section of one gear
is used in the gear arrangement. The gear ratio of
the steering column and the cross shaft which
carries the pitman arm varies from 4 to 1 to 18

1 in automotive equipment. The high steering
atios are used in vehicles which are hard to

are slow moving. Th.; low steering gear
ratios are used 0 vehicles that are easy to turn. 43,

To ro v i de easier and more- efficient
steering, roller and ball bearings,have been added
to the steering gear units. The design of the
worm gedr and sector has been changed, and
even the nalbes of these 'parts are different. In
figure 9-3, the worm gear is called a cam and the'
se6tor ig called a sithd. These parts work on the
same principle as a worm gear and sector..

gea
steer o

STEERING'
GEAR SHAFT

. VENT

1.0c:eNUT

UPPER COVER

SHIMS

CAM

CI FILLER
'PLUG

STUDS 'TAPERED'

NUT AND
LOCK WASHER

ADJUSTING SCREW

LEVER SHAFT

PITMAN
ARM

Figure 9-3.Steering, gear un;t of ttle :am and lever type. 81.256
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J,
Another form of steering gear is the are the same except that a longer drag link is

recimulating ball and nut gear (fig. 9,4). In this hecessary to pet-nit the driver to face forward.
t

assembly the nut is .rnounted on a continucius Because the steering column must be pointqd
row of balls on the worm to reduce friction, forward to permit the operator to face forward,'

The ball nut is fitted with tubular ball guides- the distance from the gear box and pitman arm
to return the balls diagonally across the nut to, to the steering knuckle arm is greater than on a
recirculate them. As the nut moves up and 'front steering vehicle. Thus, a longer drag link is ,
down, the pitmanar-TV turns, antrthe vehictelsoireal-:-More and mac-sup-port-equipment is

/wheels turn with it. I, , being equipped wjth rear steering Mechanism,
- ,On equipment that is steered by the rear i especially that designed for aircraft carrier

wheels the steering components and operation opeuition.

>41

A. Lash adjuster screw locknut
B. Lash adjuster screw
C. Worm bearing adjusting

screw iocknut
D. WOrm bearing adjusting

screw

E. Recirculating balls
F. Pitman arm
G. Worm
H. Jacket
J. Steering gear shaft
K. Ball nut

81.257
*Figure 9-4.Recirculating ball-type steering gear.

166
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!

POWER STEERING / In the other type of power steering system
. he control valve is on the pitman arm at the

Automotive' 'power, stepring hydraulie base of the steering column. The power cylinder
systems consist of three Units.'..7 the pump/ is mounted *on the tie rod between the wl4els.
(including reservoir), the power cylindec,or In the one shown -in figure 9-6, the p wer
eylinders, and the control valve. The power cylinder is double acting. When the st
steering pump is driven by the engine or an wheel is turned, the pitman arm turns an .routes

_____engineAriven_aceessory. .belt, gears, or -a- fluid-under-pressure-to-one-side of the-o finder,
/shatt. Lines and hoses, connect the three units. which assists in turning the wheels. hen the .

All systems-are-eonstructed-so-that-the-vehiele---- steering --wheel -is neutraLequal p essure-iS
can be steered manually, should the power applied to both sides of the power cy nder.
steering system fail. Since pressure is built up in the power

steering system, the fittings, gaskets, and lines ..

One kind of power steering system has the used, in the . system should be inspected
power cylinder and control.valve built into the frequently for leaks. When a fitting is found
gear box 'or case, at the ba.e of the steering leaking, tighten or replace it. Gaskets and
column. As the steering wheel is turned to the packings should be replaced when it is
right or left, the control 'valve directs hydraulic determined that they are leaking or fau7',y. The'rn
fluid pressure to one side or the other of a level of the fluid in the 'power steering system
piseon in the pOwer cylinder that is connected to should be checked .:regularly and refilled as
the pitman shaft and arm. Whe'n the driver necessary. Tare should be exercised, when

-returns the steering wheel., to the neutral or ' adding fluid, that no foreign matter enters the
straight ahead position the pressure on both the system to block the control valve and cause the
right, and left turn sides of the piston is system to.malfunction.
equalized, and the vehicle travels straight ahead.
The pump is usually adjacent to a fluid reservoir WHEEL ALIGNMENT
where the excess hydraulic fluid is stored. Figure
9-5 is a diagram of this type of system.

PO*ER
STEERING UNIT

CONVENTIONAL
STEERING LINKAGE

HY DR AULIC HUMP
AND RESERVOIR

227.50'
Figure 9.5.Diagram of a power steering unit.
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Stet:ring control depends_ greatly upon the
position of the wheels in relation to the rest of
the vehicle and the surface over which it travels.
Any changes .from the:, specified setting of the
wheels affect steering and the riding control of
the vehicle. Therefore, the .propL:r wheel
alignment is nonortam for vehicle control.

FRONT ENV GEOMETRY

Feont 2nd geometry is the term
man.ufacturers use tO describe. steering and front
wheel alignment. Front end geometry includes
pivot inclinaion, wheel caster, wheel camber,
toe-in, and toe-out. These terms .refer to angles
in the.front wheel alignment'Which may change
l.veause of driving OVer .rough-lerrain, striking
stationary objects, accident damage, and wear.

Pivot inclination (sometimes called kingpin ,..
angle) (fig. 9-7) is the r'unber of degrees that
the kingpin is tilted toward the center of the
vehicle from a vertical position. Pivot inclination
keeps the wheel spindles pointed outward and in
line with the axly, and helps to make steering

.easier.
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CHECK VALVE
(IN CONTROL
VALVE HOUSING)

PUMP
RESERVOIR

..........

CONTROL
VALVE

POWER
CYLINOER

Figure 9-6.Power steering system.
227.51

\
Caster is the number of degrees thar the

steering knuckle is.tilted to the rear, or to the
front. Caster tends to keep, the front wheels I

pointed straight ahead and btings-'them baCk to
CAMBER. straight forward- position .afte,r a turn. The frOnt

wheel; of a bicycle 'is castered and permits the
rider it o steer without using his hands. the

PIVOT castered wheel of a bicycle is turned' from the
INCLINATION - straight ahead position by leaning..sideways, the

front end is slightlY raised. After th t9r*"
made, the. weight of the bicycle forces the..front.

PIVOT AXIS

WHEEL
en0 2.own and helps straighten the wheels.

AXIS / Caster in autoMotilie vehicles-with leaf-typeass KIN,GA::
. springs is Obtained by inserting 'wedges or shimsEt I114$1144.0 between the front axle and the spring so that the

steering kluckle pivot s are tilted slightly
WHUL backward from the vertical. Most modern

SPISDLE STEERING KNU6CLE"
automotive vehicles do not hav'e leaf-type
springs. Vehicles withot:t leaf-type springs use
shims between the upper suspension atni and the
frame to -obtain the desired caster'. If the

CENTE.. OF ! kntickle pivots-(kitigpins; are tilted forward, the
TIkE CONTACT VZ- TURNING RAOIUS caSter is said to be negatiiie-.1-:3eefig. 9-8.) The

caster, is 'said to be poSitive when-the knuckle
:pivots arg tilted backward. Most vehicles have

81.260 positive caster, but some modern vehicles'have
Figure 9-7.Piyot inclination and camber. hegative caster. Caster is rneaslired in degrees,

VERTICAL LINLS

268
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PIVOT LINE

VERTICAL

NEGATIVE
CASTER
ANGLE PIVOT

LINE

POSITIVE
CASTER
ANGLE

VERTICAL

FORWARD FORWARD

(Al ROAD CONTACT )
POINTS

Figure 9-8.--(A)Negative caster;
(B) positive caster.

81.261

-.and varies from approximately 1/2 degree to
-approximately 3 degrees on modern vehicles.

Camber (fig. 9-7) is the number of degrees
that the wheels are tilted in or out at the top.
Wheels having camber are closer together at the
.botten than they are at the top. Camber.
Joget he-rwith pivotinclination, reduces
sidethrust on the kingpin bearings in the.steering
knuckle and support, thus permitting easier

steering and less wear of parts. Camber angle, in
today's vehicles, very seldom exceeds. I degree
and is obtained by tilting the wheel spindles
slightly downward on the steering knuckles.
Camber brings the wheels perpendicular to th.e
surface of the road, permitting better rolling
contact.

In modern vehicle design greater pivot
inclination reduces the need for excessive
camber.

Wheels that have camber must also have
toe-in and toe-out. Toe-in (fig. 9-9) is the
number of inches that the front wheels point in
toward the center of the vehicle. When forced to
follow a straight.path by motion of the vehicle,
cambered wheels tend to slip away from each
other. But toe-in wheels tend to travel toward
ea,..h other and, therefore, balance the effect_of___

mber.
Toe-out is the difference in the turning-of

the inner wheel, with the outer wheel --turned at
is_alecosarv _becanSi.2_ _

of the diffe'rent turning radius of the front
wheels and the necessity of preventing slipping
of the front wheels when turning.

UNDO! UNE Of WHEELS

A

SPRING SEATS I AXLE 1111AM

FRONT

STEERING ARMS

TIE ROD

Tit NOD ENOS

TOE IN IS DISTANCE II-a
MEASURED IN FRACTIONS OF AN INCH

Figure 9-9.Toe-in.

STEERING AND ALIGNMENT
MAINTENANCE

81.262 ,

The driver can sense steering and alignment
troubles. He can detect hard steering or play in.
the steering system. But he will call on the ASM
to find the trouble and toremedy it.

Inspection and Testing

Some steering wheel play is normal and
provides (or easier steering of the vehicle. A
large amount of play, however, means a freer
movement of the steering wheel without a

corresponding movement of the front wheets.
Too much wheel play is caused by improper
adjustment or wear of the steering linkage,
steering knuckle plates, or loose wheel bearings,
Worn or improperly adjusted linkage
connections can be checked. by jacking up the
front end of the .vehicle, grasping 'each wheel
(front and rear of the wheel), and movi4 the
wheel in and out to check for exce:.sive
moyement. At the same time, checks for worn
steering knuckle parts and loose wheel bearings
can be made ,by grasping the top and bottom of

wheel_ and lhaking to determine It
amount of wobble.

Test the steering gear by watching the
pitman arm- while.--sornJdne turns the steering

269
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wheel one ,way and then the other. If other hand, if.the indicator moves away from
.

considerable inoverwnt of the steering wheel is the center, of the vehicle, the wheels have too
required to set the Pitman arm in motion, the flinch toe-in. The wee-gee board ispt
steering gear is either worn or out of adjustment. considered to be very accurate or reliable device'

Hard steering may be caused either by very for measuring wheel alignnient but may be used
tight adjustments or mechanical difficulties in witen none of the more accurate measuring
the steering gear or linkages, ncit enough air in del/ices is available.
the.tires, or improper wheetalignment Another device for measuring toe-in is the

Sometimes the driver may say that his measuring pole. .(fig:' 9-10). Eaeh pole has a
vehicle "wanders." It may be that he tends to ' pqinter and a 'gage on one end .and_canbc--
oversteer the vehicle. Nevertheless; the.vehiclelengtherre- aid-----61-feiTa.likea--C-1.-1-iTain rod.

should be checked for low tire pressures, With the vehicle resting on a level floor aid--
improper Iront wheel alignment, and tight: or the wheels in a straight ahead position, push the

/ loose wheel and brake adjustments. "Pulling" of vehicle forward a few feet. to remove all play in
the vehicle when braking it could be caused by the axle assembly. Put pencil marks on the
grabbing brakes. If it "pulls"' when driven, check inside walls of the tires at equal distances from
for proper toe-in and toe-out, in addition to the the floor, and at both the front .and rear of the
other causes already mentioned. tire.

Steering shocks, caused by sharp and rapid Place the pole between the two marks at the
-movements of the steering wheel, may be the front of the.. tire ,and Set the pointer ,at zero.
result of driVing over a-rough surface or hitting Then, use the' pole.,tcy.nieasure the distance

-.---objects on the surface. When the vehicle' does between the two rear' marks. The distance
not steer Troperly, it should be checked for between: the two rear marks should conform to

defe-ctiveshock._ absorbers, or themanufacturer's -specifications If not, it is

looseness in the steering gear or linkage: Uneven necessary to adjust the toe-in.
tire inflation also could be the cause.

If the power steering mechanism fails, the Servicing and Adjustments
steering system will go back to straight
mechanical operation. 'Consult the
manufacttirer's manual for instructions' on
repairing power steering units.

If- your shdp has floating turntables, use
them to check steering errors. Run the vehicle
up on the tables, then turn the front wheels with
steering wheel. Each floating table will turn with
the wheel on it and register the angle of the
turn. When one wheel turns 20 degrees, the
other should turn about 23 degrees.

Before checking;fropt wheel alignment' be
sure that the front tires arc properly inflated,
and that steering knuckles and linkages, shock
absorbers, and the wheel bearings are correctly
adjusted. A number of devices may be used for
testing wheel . alignment One or- tl,ese, the
wee-gee board, consists of a metal plate fastened
at one end and free to sideswing on the
supporting balls. The board measures the sideslip

Adjust, the length of- the tie-rod to increase
or decrease the toe-in. If the vehicle has two
tie-rods; it is necessary to adjust each tie-rod'
eq.rally. In figure 9-10 the right-hand tie-rod is
!d;ustcd for the proper'. setting. Figure 9-11
shows a cross section df one of the,ends.

Before making any adjustments, catint the
number of exposed threads at the ends of the
tie-rod. One end of the tie-rod has a right-hand
thread . and the other a left-hand Thread that
screws into the fitting. Turning the rod in one
direction so that more of these threads enter the
fitting will shorten the rod. When you turn the
rod in the opposite direction, more threzds will
be exnosed and the rod becomes longer. Very
little turning is required to change the length of
the rod.

To increase or decrease toe-in, loosen the
clamp bolts and turn the rod in the direction

When_the_sehick is run ove r the -w1iich4ives_vo u_t he...12E0.12q_adillsitrie n t. Use a

board, watch the indieatOras the board moves, pipe wrench and make one turn at a

If the indicator moves toward the center of the' Remember, a longer tie-rod will increase toe-in
vehicle, the wheels need more toe-in. On -the and a shorter tie-rod will decrease toe-in if the
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Figure 9-10.7-Measuring pole.
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Caster and camber may also be checked with
the wee-gee board. If thc two front wheels do
not register the same reading, the caster and
camber of one or both of the wheels are
incorrect. On some vehicles caster and camber
together are adjusted by turning the upper arm
pivot with an Allen wrench (an L-shaped
hexagonal bar of tool steel used for setscrews
with hexagonal, sockets) or a special offset
wrench. On other vehicles follow the
manufacturer's instructions for correcting caster
and camber.

Safety

While repairing or adjusting the steering
81.264 system and the. wheel alignment be sure the

Figure 9-11.Tie .1 end showing clamp bolt vehicle is and will remain stationary. At least
and at;',...4sting thre.ads. One wheel should lw-blocked.on both sides, even

if the equipment is on a level surface.

tie-rod is behind axle: If the tie-rod is in SUSPENSION SYSTEMS
t reaso------

toe-in, and a shorter tig-rod will increase toe-in.,. .The suSPension systems for support
Always tighten the clamp bolts after making an equipment differ from most inghway driven
adjustment. vehicles..This is becr.dse most or the support
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equipment is not designed to travel over 15 to
20 miles per hour and is only required e:,) move
short distances. Most tow tractors have no
springs as the axles are bolted to the frame
(some tow tractors have only front springs).
Most support equipment that have suspension
systems have the coil spring type. The
components of a suspension system are -the
Springs and shock absorbers.

SPRINGS

Springs support the frame and the body of
the vehicle, as well as the equipment mounted
on the Vehicle. They provide a flexible
connection between the wheels and the frame
and allow the vehicle ti:rwithstand the shocks of
uneven surfaces. The beSt spring would be one
that absorbs shock rapidly and yeturns to. its
normal position slowly. Since the spring cannot
perform this function alone it is assisted by a
shod( absorber. Very flexible springs allow- too
much movement of the frame while stiff springs
.do not allow enough movement.

The springs do not actually support weight
of the wheels and axles. These parts make up the
unsprung weight of the vehicle, which decreases
the action of the springs. Therefore, the
unsprung weight is kept to a minimum to permit
the springs to support the vehicle frame and
load.

Coil springs (fig. 51 2) are used on most:
independent suspension systems because of low
cost and maintenance. The maindisadvabtage of
coil springs is that their frictionless action results
in too much pitching of the vehicle. The
pitching is dampened by the action of the shock
absorber.

Figure 9-13 shows hov, a coil spring is
-mounted. The spring scat and hanger are shaped
to tit the coil ends:and hold the spring in place.
Spacers made of rubberized fabric are placed at'
each end ot' the coil to prevent squeaking. The

ubber bumper, mounted in . the .. spring
supporting member, prevents .metal to Metal
contact when the spring is compressed. Coil
spring systems require torque rods or a stabilizer
shaft to prevent the axle_ froui moving forward .
and back.

hard yide because it does not flex and rebound
when the vehi& passes over a bump. On the
ot_t_____Jier land, .a spring which is to flexible
rebounds too much, and the velude rides
roughly. To smooth the riding qualities of the
vehicle, shock absorbers are uscd. They prevent
excessive jolting of the vehicle by balancing
spring stiffness and flexibility. They alk,w the
springs- to -re tu rn-t o-rest-slowly-a f ter-havin g-bee n
co mpresse d . Single acting shock absorbers (fig.
9-14) check the spring rebound; double acting
shock absorbers (fig. 9-15) check spring
compression as well as rebound. Most shock
absorbers used at present are of the double
acting type because they permit the use of the
more flexible springs.

Most presently used Shock absorbers are
hy draulically operated. The, operation of
hydraulic shock.absorbers is easy to underStand.
Liquid hydraulic fluid within the shock absorber
is forced through a small openim, by a piston.
when the sprinis are flexed. Since liquids cannot
be compressed, the movzment of the piston is
cohtrolled by the rate of flow of the hydraulic
fluid through the ope:ung. The tube slui-ek
.absorber, a, shown in figure 9-15(8), is used on
automotive equirment that does not carry heavy
weight. Figures 9-14 end 9-1 5(A) jllustrate
shock absoe)ers for equipment Lhat is designed
to carry heavy weight. The tube shock.absorber.
is a self-contained unit that cannot be repairea;
-it can only be replaced when it becomes
inoperative. The heavy duty types can usually be
disassembled and repaired.

Shock absorbers are usually attached to the
vehicle as shown in figure 9-13. Some shock
absorbers are a part of the silspension system as
shown in figure 9-12. Rubber mountings are
used to fasten- shock absorbers to the frame and
axle to eliniinate wear and noise.

SHOCK ABSORBERS

MAINTENANCE'

Maintenance of steering .and...,susi ension
systems includes preoperation and periodic
inspections and periodic lubrication,

Inspections

Steering- components, springs, and shock
Springs alone are not always satisfactory 'absorbers --should be checked daily, prior to

vehicle suspension system. A Stiff spring gives a operation of the vehicle. This preoperation--
271
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inspection consists of .a visual inspection for
signs of lubricant leakage, corrosion of stk:ering
or suspension components, and lOose parts such
as steering or spring components. Performance
of the preopera don inspection is the
responsibility of the operator..

Periodic servicing and preventivc
maintenance includes a detailed visual
inspection, as described in the foregoing
paragraph. In addition, it includes lubrication.

STABILIZER ATTACHMENT TO(
SIDE RAIL (RUBBER.INSULATEDI)

GREASE FITTINGS

STABRIZER SHAFT

Lubrication

Lubrication involves the greasing am. oiling
that is performed at the time the entire vehicle is
greased. Figure 9-1 I showS the tie-rod end grease
fitting and figure 9-12 illustrates the same for a
coil spring system. Figure 9-3 shows the filler
plug for keeping-the oil in the.steering gear !mit
to the proper level. Consult the manufacturer's

e

SIDE RAIL

GREASE FITTINGS

STABILIZXR SHA(-
AT LOWER SPkh ;, T

GREASE FITTI!,-)S

STEEkING KNUCKLE
ARm

STEERING KNUCKLE
\

DUAL TIE RODS

UPPER CONTROL ARMS (UPPER WISHBONE)

SHOCK ABSORBER

FRONT CROSSMEmBER BRACE

COIL SPRING.

REBOuND BUMPER
LIPP'. mItING

21.1"

KING PIN

LOWER SPRING SEAT
COMPRESSION BUMPER__

LOWER CONTROL ARMS (LOWER WISHBONE)

227.52
Figure 9-12.Coil spring suspension.
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FRAME

COIL
SPRING

-7--
TORQUE

ROD

SHOCK
ABSOREER

SPRING
SEAT

Figure 9-13.Coil spring-Mounting..
81.242

service instructions for the proper l'ibricant to
us:.

Frames

which it is subjected. The side members or ra7
are the heaviest parts of the frame. T-e
crossmembers are attached to the side members
strongly enough to pre 4:rit twistin,g of the
fraine. Angular pieces of "nv.tal (gusset plates)

-are riveted or welded ai the points where
members are joined for added strength.

Frames require very_ little or no maintenance
or service. Frames that have heel] bent, twisted,
or broken may be repaiA!il if the damage is not
too severe. In order to determine if a frame has
been bent, frame <alignment cm be checked by
several methods. One Method of -hecking the
frame for forward alignment is by us'ng franii
gages. Frame gages, each h.virig a sight mount::
on its center crossbar, are hung fr451,t the
vehicle's frame_in three places. Frame aligninent
is checked by sighting from the front of the
vehicle toward the. rear. If the sight' on the
center.of 'the gages do not line up, the frame is
out of alignment.

The frame is generally constructed of steel If the frame is out ot line-it is us;.:ally.-
and is rigid and strong so that it can withstand permissible to straighten it, provided tl.:t the
the shock, twists, vibrations, and other strains to lack of alignment is not too grt_ _

;If LIEF
VA LVL

RELIEF
VALVE
PLUG

PACKING GLAND I PACK ING PILLER PLUG
WASHERS

SHOCK ABSORSER ARM

I .

PtSloN
SPRING CYLINDER

--COVER GASKET

COVER SCREW

Figure 9-14. Single action shock absorbers.
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RE BOUND END COMPRESSION END

FILLER AND
P1STON OIL LEVEL PLUG

CAP

COMPRESSION RELIEF VALVE

CAECK VALVE SEAr
CHECK VALVE

CYLINDER TUBE
PISTON NUT

REBOUND RELIEF VALVE

(A)

COMPRESSION RELIEF VALVE

DUST SHIELD PISTON ROD OIL SEAL
OIL SEAL

SPRING OIL SEAL CAP
PISTON ROD

111

_

M
-------

*: 70:3. f 17-1k:*5, :I ."1.. 4. .; 7.151.Ps M I..w-..- vAhtm 1
4,1-k 1

VL.,,,..........-,.....,,,,,,emr_..:::,......,.....:............."ri -
CHECK

VALVE
SPRING

PISTON

RESERVOIR TUBE

RING AND CUP tkSEMBLY

BAFFLE t
SEAL RETAINER

ROD GUIDE

OIL SEAL GASKET

227.54
Figure 9-15.Double action shock abscrbers. (A) Heavy duty type; (B) tube type.
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appropriate technical manual must be consulted
prior to. ,attempting to straighten the frame.
When frame members have been broken or so
badly distorted that .they require replacement,
new members can be installed with either rivets
or, nuts and bolts. The preferred method is the
hot-rivet method, in which the rivet is heated
before it is riveted into place. When the front,
suspension crossmember has been damaged, it is
the usual practice to replace it. This is because it
is manufactured to such close tolerances that it
is praetieally impossible to.restore it--to perfect
alignment by straightening, if damaged. If the
front .crossmember is not in line, the front
wheels cannot be aligned and poof steering and
rapid tire wear will result..

OxyacetyleneMelding

Oxygen unites chemically with acetylenc; gas
in oxyacetylene welding, and when these two
gases burn, the flame raises the temperature of
the metal so that it will melt and blend together.
A welding torch is used to mix the gases in the
desired proportions and to direct the flame
against the parts to be welded. The melted edges
then flow together and after cooling form one

g rods of_the_sunie_material as
the metal being welded are usually added to the
weld as it progresses.

The welding equipment is usually fastened
on a hand truck (fig. 9-16)-and pushed from job
to job.. It consists of one cylinder containing
oxygen and one containing acetylene; acetylene
and oxygen pressure regulators .complete with
pressure gages and connections; a wekhng torch
with mixiug, head, extra tips. and connections;
two, lengths 'of colored hose with adapter
connections for the torch and regulators; a
special wrench; a Pair of welding goggles; a flint
lighter; and a fire extinguisher.

I
.

OXYGEN.Oxygen proiluced for welding
purpoS'es is called technicaPoxygen Aviator's
breathing , oxygen which is produced for
breathMg purposes may alSo' be used for.
welding. Since technical oxygen must not -be
tsedfor ---bre-athingo-xygeorrly breathing

oxygen is carried uboard aircraft carriers aud is
used also for welding. Technical oxygen
cylinders are solid green and breathing oxygen

ACETYLENE PRESSURE
REGULATOR

OXYGEN PRESSURE
REGULATOR

OXYGEN CY LtHaER----

ACETYL E NE
CY LI N DER

TORCH

227.55
Figure 9-1 6. Oxyacetylene welding outfit.

cylinders are gfeen with a white band .around the
top.

Each oxygen cylinder has a high-pressure
valve located at the top of thc eylinder. This
valve is protected by a mctal safety cap which
should always be in place when the c:tinder is
not in use. Oil and grease become highly
combustible when brought i. contact N-..ith put-
oxygen. Oxygen hose -and valve fittings should
never be:oiled or greased or handled with greasy
hands. Even greasy spots on elothingnm::,ignite
when 4ruck by a .stream of -oxygen. beeswax
should be used to lubricate oxygen equipmOnt.

ACETYLENE.Acetylene is a flammable.
colorless gas. It has a eistinctive, disagreeable
odor that is easilY detected eVen when greatly
diluted wall air: Unlike oxygen, acetylene does

, not exist free in the air but must be
manufactured: acetylene is mixed with
oxygen in the properproportions.arid ignited it
burns in a blue-white name, with,a temperature
of between 5,7000 and .6,300°F. The cylinders
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containing acetylene are painted yellow, and the
name of the contents is painted once on each
side of the cylinder in black letters running
lengthwise. A fully charged acetylene cylinder
contains 225 cubic feet of gas at pressure up to

,250 psi. These cylinders should not bc permitted
to become entirely empty or a loss of filler
material may result.

The safety precautions for acetylene should
be rigidly enforced. Some of the more important
ones are as follows: ,.

I. Store acetylene cylihders upright in a-
protected; ventilated, dry place away from heat
and combustible material.

2: Use the gas only throygh
pressure-reducing regulators that ,:reduce the
pressure to below IS. psi.

3. Use the T-wrench to open the acetylene
valve owly and leave the wrench in place on

'the valve so the valve may be closed quickly..
4. Keep flame'' and heat aWay from the

cylinders and avoid damaging valves or fuse
plugs since this could cause leaking. Test for
leaks with soapy water, not open flame.

5. Have the outlet pointed away from the'
oxygen cylinder. Open the cylinder valve
momentarily before attaching the regulator to
) ow-way-dirt.

released by turning to the left. This closes the
'valve inside the regulator and protects the
mechanism against damage. A two-stage
regulator is usually used with portable,welding
units. In two-stage regulators the pressure
redi;i:tion is accomplished in two separat,; steps.
The two independent diaphragms and valve
assemblies make the. operation" extreme
efficient.

WELDING TORCH.The welding torch is
the unit that mixes the oxygen and acetylene in
the proper proportions and controls the volume
of the gases and the.direction of the flame. The
torch has two needle valves for adjusting the
flow of each of the gases. A handle, two tubes, a
mixing head, and a tip are also provided. Tips
are interchangeable and come in various styles
and sizes for welding different thicknesseS .of
metal. The 'most 'widely used torch, the
balanced-pressure type, has the oxygen amf.the
acetylene both fed to the torch 'at the same
pressure. The openings to ihe mixing chamber
for each gas are equal ;n size, and ,he elivery of
each gas is independently controlled.

The torch tip delivers and controls the final
flow of gases. ft is important that the correct tip
be used with the proper gas pressures to .ensure

b. Do not interchange equipment -in-
tendk.'d 1,m- acetylene with that intended for
oxygen, and keep the valves closed on empty
cylinderS..

Should an acetylene cylinder catch fire use a
wet blanket _to extinguish, it: if this fails,.spray
the cylinder with water to keep it cool.

PRESSURE REGULATORS. ---Acetyleno
and oxygen regulators .reduce pressures and
control the flow ,of gases from the cylinder to
the torch. The Outlet raft on, acetylene.,
regulators has left-hand threads to prevent the
interchange with, oxygen hose which has
right-hand threads. In a portable welding unit

,each regulator iS .equipped with two pressure
gages...One is a high-presure gage that indicates
the cylinder pressbre. and the other is a

low-pressure gage that indicates the pressure in
the hose leading to-the torch (working pressure).

. Before opening the valve on a cyhnder, the
adiuSting screw on the regulator 'ahould be fullji
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the job is satisfaytorily welded:The nature of the
weld, the material, the experience of the welder,
and the position in which the weld is made all
determine the cqrrect size of the tip opening.
T. size .of th'e ip opening determines the
amount of heat (not the temperature) applied to
the work. If the tip is too small, the heat

.

provided will be insufficient , to .product
penetratibn to the proper depth. If the tip is too
kirge. the heat will be too great and holes will be
burned in the metal. The hoses used in
connecting the cylinders to the torch must be
specially made for the 'purpose. Oxygen hoFc is
either green or black and acetylene is red or
maroon..

A Hint lighter is provided for ignition of the
torch. The lighter consists of a file-like piece of,
steel and a piece of flint that can be drawn
acro.s the steel. These are mounted in a wire
spring device that assumes an open position after
being sq ueeled to produce the spark.
CAUTION: Do not use matches' to light the
torch. They cause the _hand to be too close to
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the torch and could cause severe burns to the
hand

Welding goggles are fitted with colored filter
'lenses to prevent harinful ultraviolet rays from
entering the -eyes. They also keep out heat,
sparks, and molten metal. The filter lenses
should be protected by a clear glass cbver. The
desired lenses are those having the darkest
possible shade, consistent with the ability to
show a clear definition of the worls without
eyestrain. Goggles should fit closely and should
be worn at all times during.. welding and cutting
operations. SPecial goggles are available to be
:worn with spectacles.

The material in the welding or filler rod not
only adds reinforcement to the weld area .but
also acids-desired±properties to the finished weld.
By selecting the proper 'type of rod, either
tensile strength- or ductility can be secured in a
wdld, or both may be secured .to a, reasonably
high deffiee. Welding rods are manUfactured in
standard 36-inch lengths and in diameters from
1/16 inch to ,3/8 ineh;The diameter of the rod
used is governed by ,the thickness of the metals
being welded. If the rod is too small, it will not
conduct heat away frthn,the weld fast e,-iough
and a burned weld will result. A tod that is too

-Aarge . ,

The neutral flame used in welding does not
alter the composition of the metal being welded

..and therefore is best suited for most welding.
The neutral flame burns at approximately
5,850° F. A balanced mixture of one part
oxygen and one part acetylene i5 supplied from
tbe torch when the.flame is adjusted to neutral.
The neutral flame..is divided intO two distin *t
zones: The inner zone consists of the cone
white, clearly defined, round. smooth- .cone
1/16 to 3/4 inch in length.. The outer zon
made up, of completely burned oxygen and
acetylene, is blue with a purple tinge at tile
point and edges. A neutral flame melts the metal
Without changing its properties and leaves the
metal clear and clean. If the mixture ot' oxygen
and acetylene is coircct, the neutral flame 'allows
the molten Metal to flow smoothly and few'
sparks are produced when welding most metals.

To adjust the tlame, pr,epare to light the
torch by opening theotoreh 'acetylene valve 114.
to 1/2- turn. Light the torch. The flame will be
yellow in color and give off smoke and soot.
Next-open the -oxygen valve. srowly. The flame
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will gradually change in color from yellow to
blue and will show characteristics of. excegs
acetylene flame. The excess acetylene flame
includes a bluish-white inner cone, a while
interrnediate.cone, and a light blue outer flame..
It will also ha've a feather at the tip of the inner
cone. Now-close the.acetylene valve very slowly.
The intermediate cone will get smaller until it
finally disappears completely. The point of
complete disappearance of the intermediate
corz: is the point at whith-the:fie-Utrit-flain-e is
formed. : 'To utilize the complete welding
capability of the torch, the oxygen and
acetylene valves should be almost completely
open.

Hold the torch so that the tip is in line with
the joint 'to be welded and inclined-betweeii-30
and 60 degrees from the perpendiculr:: The
exact angle depends on the type of weld ! to be
made, the- arount of preheating necessary, and
the thickness and type of metal. The thicker the
metal, the more nearly vertical the torch must
be for proper penetration. The white cone of.the
flame Should be l'eld about 1/8 inch from the
surface of the weld. If the torch is held in the
correct pOsition, a smallTpuddle of molten metal
will form. The puddle will besomposed of equal
parts Of- flie two pieces being welded. After the
puddle appears, begin a movement of the tip in a
semicircular.ot:circular motion. This movement
assures an even .distribution of heat to both
pieces of. metal, A filler rod is used to add
strength and .reinforcement to the.weld. Welding
is always , done in thp flat position if possible.
The puddle is Mu* easier to control and the
welder can work ionger without tiring.

CUTTING.Cutting iron or Steel with an
oxyacetylene torch simply Speeds up the process
of oxidation o.f the metal' in a localized area
because iro oxidizes more readily when hot.
Pure oxygen, when directed on a hot piece of
iron, inerea:;es the rate of oxidation So much
that the metal is actually burned away. The.
metal is heated -to a bright 'red, which indicates
that the kindling or ignition temperature' has
been reached, and a jet of high-pressure oxygen
is directed ,against it. This oxygen blast combines
with the hot metal and, forms an Intensely hot
oxide.! The molten oxide is blown down the
sides of the cut, heating _the metal in its path to
a .kindling temperature. The metal thus heated
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also burns to an oxide which is blown 'away on
the underside of the piece,

A. cutting torch- (fig. 9-171° combines a
heating flame With a jet of pure/Oxygen under
pressure. The heating flame preheats the metal
to a bright red, and the oxygen jet is directed
upon ,:he hot metal to burn it away and thus
form a slit, known as a kerf, in the metal. The
heathig flame in a cutting tip is usually not fed
by a single hole as in a welding tip but comes
through several holes avhich are arranged in 'a
ring.around a larger center hole for oxygen. The
center tube tapers/ as it reaches the tip opening
to increase the velocity of thern oxygen. The

'high-pressure oxygen cutting jet is regulated by
- an auxiliarY oxygen control valve operated by a
'--lever -as shown in figure 9-17.-In cutting as in

welding, the pressure of-oxygen and acetylene
and tlj,g size of the tip are determined by the
thickness and quality of the metal to be cut.

The line to be cut should be marked on the
metal with soapstone or chalk. Then plape the
metal so that this line is beyond the end of the

_Aelding_bench. If an exceptionally straight cut is
deSired, clamp a bar of _steel across the material
to'gtide the torch. Hold the torch in the right
hand so that there is instant and positive control

: of the oxygen. control lever:---The left 'hand
shoyld be -used to steady and guide the cutting"'
torch. A fire-.brick dr-some other similar object
placed on top of the inaterial to be cut will

provide a good r st for the left hand and help_
steady the torch If the cutting tip wavers'from
side t- side, ide kerf will be made and will
result in slower s'peed and* greater oxygen -
consumptibn.

Begin cutting at the edge of the piece. Hold
the tip perpendicular to the surface of the metal,
keeping the inner cone about 1 /16 inch from the
line. Hold the flame at this point until a spot in
the metal turns bright red, then gradually
depress the oxygen control lever. As soon as the
cutting starta there Iill be a shower Of sparks
&mil the lower Side of the material, and the

"oxygen control lever should then be fully:-
depressed. When the cut has been started all the
way through the material, move the twat' slowly
but steadily along the line. The motion of the
cutting torch should be *List fast enough to
perietrate completely \vithout excessive
oxidation or melting.

Some of the most important safety
regulations fdr. using the oxyacetylene
welding/cutting equipment are as follows:

1 . Do not use oil, grease, or any lubricant
on welding or cutting equipment. Never permit
oil or grease to come in contact with -oxygen
anderTressure.

-2. Always use 'the proper tip or nozzle and
operate it at the proyier pressure for the work

CUTTING OXYGEN
LEVER

a
111111011

PREHEAT ORIFICES',
OXYGEN
NEEDLE
VALVE,,

ACETYLENE
NEEDLE

VALVE

CUTTING
OXYGEN
OR'---110E

Figme 9-117.Oitting torch.
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involved. This information shOuld be taken from
the tables furnished with the equipMent.

3. Do not experiment or change regulators
in any way. Always use regulators with the gas
for.which they were designed.

4. Use friction lighters, not matches, to,
light torches to prevent possibility of serious
hand injury. Do riot light torches from hot
metal. I

5. Do not permit a. mixture of unburned
oxygen and acetylene to al:cumulate in a
confined space. This accuMulation can become
ar explosive mixture and cause damage and
personal injury When .accidentally' ignited,
Welding should always .be done in a well
ventilated space.

V.

6.- Always wear gogglss designed for
welding use when working with a lighted torch.

7. W hen extinguishing the torch, close the
acetylene valve first arid then the oxygen valve.

Practice and experience will make you a
good welder. When learning to weld be sure an
experienced welder is your instruct& and
hand each time you are using the torch. Plan:
your work so you always know' what you will
attem0 to accomplish next.

Fbr . further
ASM should

,Equipmen:
chapter 7.

information on welding, the
cOnsult 'Aviation Supiort

3&2, NAVEDTRA 10316-A;

C) 0 (`
41 0 0
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CHAPTER 1 0

POWER TRAINS

The aviation support equipment that is
powered and mobile must have a method of
transferring the power from the engine to the
wheels. This is the power train and consists of
clutch; transmission, propeller shaft and
universal joints, differential, and axles. Figure
13-1 shows oiv type of power train.

This chapter contains a genefal discussion of
these parts of a power train. The operatidn and
repair manuals which accompany each piece of
equipment will give more detailed information.

CLUfCH ASSEMBLIES

The clutch is placed in the power trin of
motorized' pluipmentior two PurposeS:

1

AXLE SHAFT UNWERSAL JOINTS

First, it provides a means of disconnecting
the power of the engine from the driving wheels
and accessory equipment. Wnen the clutch .is
disengaged, the engine can run without driving
the vehicle or operating the accessories.

"SeLond, when the vehicle is. started, the
clutch allows the' engine to take Op the load of
driving the vehkle or operating accessories
gradually 4nd without shock.

Clutches are located n the power train
between the source of power and the operating
unit. Usually, they are placed between the
engine and the transmission assembly, aS shown
in figure 10-1..'

Clutches transmit pc_ .ver from the clutch
driving member to the driven member by
friction. In the PLATE CLUTCH (fig. 10-2), tile

TRANSMISSION CLUTCH

/DIFF.ER NTIAL dARRIER

.

PROPELLER SHAFT

AXLE HOUSING
PROI4LLER SHAFT

CENTER SUPPORT B.EARING

Figure 10-1.Power train.
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DRIVEN
PLA':e

PILOT
BEARING

FLYWHEEL

HOUSING.

FACING

CLUTCH SPRING

CLUTCH COVER

.RELEASE SLEEVE

RELEASE BEARING

PRESSURE
LEVER

PRESSURE
LEVER
PIVOT

CLUTCH
DRIVING
PLATE

RELEASE SHOE OR
BEARING HOUSING

RELEASE vOKG
.EVER BRACKET

RELEASE 'YOKE
LEVER-PIVOT" ENGINE CRANKSHAFT

RELEASE YOKE
LEVER -

PEDAL
ADJUSTING ROLT

FtYW HEEL

PILOT
BEARING

UTCH
DRIVING PLATE

CL UTCH
nRiVEN PLATE

. -
FILLEASE SHOE OR
dEARING HOUSING

RELEASE
SLEEVE

cLeTCH
SHAFT

0

F ACINGS

ci..urcs
COV.F.:R

CLUTCH
SPRING

Figure 10-2.Exploded and cross-sectional view of a plate clutch.

driving member or plate, which is secured to the
engine flywheel, is gradually brought in contact
With the, driven member (disc). The-.contact is
made, and held by strong spring pressure
eon/rolled by the driver with the cluteh pedal.
With only a light spring pressure, there is little
friction between the two Members, and the
clutch, is permitted to slip. As the spring pressure
increases, friction also increases, and less
slippage.occurs.

When the driver removes his foot from the
clutCh pedal and ttull spring pressure is 'applied,
the-speed of the driving plate and driven disc ;7

the saine,-and-all slipping stops. There is then a
direct ..onnection between the driving and
driven shafts. 1

/ inmost clutches, there is a direct mechanical

to the cl
the clut
cylinder.
hydrauli - pressure to the slave cylinder, which in.
turn actuates the clutch release yoke lever.

81.175

tch release iolce, lever. Movement of
h pedal actuates the clutch master
This movement is transferred/ by

CLUTCH FACINGS

Clutch facings' (fig. 0=3) Ae the linings
attached to clutchcdriven members. They will
wear if the clutch slips. When the driver rides the' ,

clutch to rest' his foot, he is causing the clutch
facings to slip a _little and thus requiring the
ASM to adjust clutch linkages for clutchlacing

,.;_wear and to replace the facings when they are
V worn exCessively.
` When badly worn, the driven member of.a

linkage i3etween the clutch pedal and the cluthh'', clutch (a steel disc and linings) is usually
release yoke lever. On many late model vehicles, .t replaced as a unit in passenger cars and small
and on some of the larger units which require trucks. Linings in some clutches are removed
'great pressure to 'release the spring,. a hydraulic from the disc by pin punching the rivets on the
clutch release system is used. A:master cylinder, , riveted side. It :is often easier to remove these
similar to the brake mastd cylinder, is attaclwd linings by ot drilling thc rivets with a drill and'

,clutch pedg lin sirnilir_to aj _then_ unc.11 ng __thern_aut_The._:_new_linings_are_
single.acting brake wheel c linder is connected ra'stened
to the master cylinder-by-
or metal tubing. The slave c

*b1e-presure-41o*se ; you Aims
linder -is connected side of
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the disc at the sante time; that is;
place the front and rear linings to each

le Steel clutch disc and place the rivets,

,
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a single disc, splined to the clutch shaft and
faced on both sides with friction material. When
the clutcVis fully engaged, the driven disc is
firmly clarrid between the flywheel and the'
driving plate by pressure of the clUtch springs,
forming a direct, nonslipping connection
between the driving and driven members of the
clutch. In this position, the driven disc rotates
the clutch shaft to which it is splined. The
clutch shaft is connected to the-driving wheels
through the transmission, propeller shaft, final
drive, differential, and axles.

The double disc* clutch (fig. 10-4) is
subitantially the sanie as the single disc clutch,
except.that another driven disc and intermediate
driving plate is added.

81.178
Figure 10-3.Clutch facings of asbestos fiber

interwoven with brass wire.

through both linings and disc simultaneously;
half of the rivets installed through the front
lining and the othei half through the rear lining.
Handle the unit carefully while replacing the
linings to prevent distortion, and to keep it
clean. A distorted driven .member will prevent
proper clutch adjustment, and oil or grease on
the facing will cause the clutch to slip.

T-YPS OF CLUTCHES

There are various types of clutches. The type
most used in light automotive aviation support
equipment is the previously mentioned plate
clutch. Tfie plate clutch is a simple clutch with
two plates; and one disc which is clamped
bet ween the two plates. Exploded and
cross-sectional views of a plate clutch are shown
in figure 10-2.

Single Disc Clutch
-

The driving members of the single disc
clutch .consist of the flywheel and the driving
(pressure) plate. The driven member consists of
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CLUTCH PEDAL
ADJUSTMENT

Clutch pedal adjustments are made to take
up wear of the clutch facings and wear in the
linkage between the clutch pedal and the clutch
throwok fever. Most clutches have adjusting
devices similar to those illustrated in figure 10-5.

The screw adjustment in the tie-rod between
the pedal and throwout lever, however, must be
adjusted periodically to coMpensate for normal
wear of clutch disc facing. After loosening the
locking nut and unfastening one end of the
tie-rod, the length of the rod can be increased or
decreased by turning the loose end. The length
of the rod must be adjusted to allow. 1/2-inch to
1 1/2-inch free movement of the clutch pedl,
depending upon manufacturers' specifications.
(See fig. 10-5.) You can feel the po-iiit where the
free movement ends and the clutch begins to
release by the increased foot pressure required
to depress the pedal. If you leave the clutch
pedal with too little free movement, it will cause
the throw-out bearing to ride 'on the pressure
plate fingers, which will result in clutch slippage
and damage to the pressure plate, the facings,
and throw-out bearing. Too much free move-
ment (free travel) may keep the 'clutch from
completely disengaging, thereby making it
impossible to shift the transmission with the
engine running. After you make the adjustment,
be sure to tighten the locknut, and lock the
clevis pin position with a new cotter pin.
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fi:Af!;,7±.-

DRIVEN DISC FLYWHEEL SIDE

DRIVEN DISC PRESSURE
PLATE SIDE

FLYWHEEL RING ASSY DRIVING PLATE

FLYWHEEL

HUB

HUB
FACING

LOCK WASHER
CAP SCREW

DRIVING PIN

FACING PILOT BEARING

Figure 10-4.Double disc clutch-exploded view.

You will find other linkage arrangements
and devices for clutch-pedal adjustment. They
are not difficult to understand, anckwith a little
practice, you will have no trouble making these
adjustments, always check with manufacturers'
specifications.

CLUTCH TROUBLESHOOTING

The information given in this section is
genera: and can be applied to nearly every type
of clutch that youare likely to encounter. You
will probably have special problems for which
the solution can be found only by refeiring to
the ir ,ufacturer's manual.

Se al types of clutch trouble may be
encountered. Usually the trouble is fairly
obvicus. When the malfunction is explained on a
discrepancy report, a iluick personal check of
the_ vehicle will generally enable you to correctly
diagnose the trouble. It is your responsibility to
see that the job is properly performed with a
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minimum of work..Clutch trouble generally falls
into one of six categories:

1. Slipping.
2. Chattering or grabbirig when engaging.
3. Spinning or dragging when disengaging.
4. Clutch noises.
5. Clutch pedal pulsations.
6. Rapid disc facing wear.

Slipping Clutches

A clutch that slips when it is _engaged is
extremely hard on the clutch -facings. The_
facings will wear and burn so badly that the
clutch may soon become completely
inoperative. Heat from a slipping clutch can
Soon become great enough to warp the pressure
plate and to cause heat checks (small surface
cracks) on both the flywheel and pressure plate.

Clutch slippage is particularly -noticeable
during acceleration,- especially from a standing
start or in 'Apyi gear. You can test for clutch

f.

A.`190
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SCREW ADJUSTMENT --

Figure 10-5.Clutch linkage.

'slippage by starting the vehicle engine, setting
the handbrake, and slowly releasing the elutli
pedal while accelerating the engine. If the c1,11.,.
is in good condition, the engine 0- )111.1 stan
immediately when the clutch engagent is
completed.
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There are several conditions that can cause
clutch slippage. For instance, the clutch linkage
may not be properly adjusted. With an incorrect
adjustment that reduces . the pedal lash too
much, the thsowout (release) bearing will press
against the release levers even with a fully

291
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released clutch pedal. This prevents full pressure
plate engagement. Therefore, it will not exert

-suffieientpressuretoholdthefrictiondise
tightly- enough against the flywheel.,As a result,
there is sliPpage between' the surfaces. The way
to correct this a to adjust the clutch linkage to
give specified clutch pedal lash (free travel).

If the clutch release linkage binds, it may
keep the cluLch from returning to the fully
engaged position. This will, of course, cause the
clutch to slip. This binding can generally be
eliminated by" proper lubrication of all points or
friction in the linkage. It may be necessary to
readjust and realign the clutch operating linkage.
If readjustment, lubricating, and freeing of the
clutch linkage does not correct the trouble, it
may be necessary to remove the clutch for
repair.' Any of the . following conditions within
the clutch itself could cause slippage:

1. Weak or broken prdsure springs:
2. Worn friction disc facings.
3. Grease or oil on the disc facings.

Replacing.the facings or the completed disc
is necessary to remedy condition 2 or 3 listed
above.

Clutches That Chatter
or Grab When Engaging

There are several things that will cause a
, clutch to chatter or grab when it is being

engaged. Loose spring shackles or U-belts, loose
transmission mOunting, and worn engine mounts

-are -among the items that must be checked. If
the_clutch linkage binds, it may release suddenly
to throw the clutch into quick engagement, with
a resulting heavy jerk. If all these items ,,are
checked and found to be in good condition,
then the trouble is inside the clutch itself and
the clutch will have to be removed from the

_ _ _

vehicle for repairs.
In the clutch, the trouble could be due to oil

or grease on the disc facings or to glazed or loose
facings. Binding of the Niction disc hub on the
clutch shaft could prevent smooth engagement;
this cOndition will require cleaning of the splines
in the disc hub and on ihe clutch §haft. Broken
parts in the clutch, such as broken disc facings,
broken, cushion springs in the disc, or a broken

pressure plate\could cause poor clutch action 0.-
grabbing.

Clutches That SPin or
Drag When Disengaged

The clutch friction disc may spin briefly
after the clutch is disengaged. In other words, it
takes a moment for the-friction disc to come to
rest. This normal spinning should' not be
confused with a dragging clutch. When the
clutch drags, the friction disc continues to rotate'
with and to rub against the flywheel or pressure
plate. f

When this condition exists the first thing to
check is the pedal-linkage adjustment. If there is
excessive .free travel of the clutch pedal, even
full movement of the pedal will fail to force the
release bearing in far endugh against the releaSe
levers to release the clutch fully. If adjustment
of the linkage does not correct the trouble, the
trouble is in-fhe clutch and the clutch must be
removed, disassembled, and'repaired.

When the trouble is in the clutch assembly,
you will generally find a warped disc or pressure
plate, or the facing on the disc may be loose. On
the type of pressure plate asseinbly with
adjustable release levers, improper adjustment of
the levers could prevent full disengagement so
that the clutch would drag. A friction disc hub
that is ebinding on the clutch shaft ban also cause
the clutch to drag.
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Ch. tch Noises

'When an operator repo that a clutch is
making noise, find out whether the noise is
heard when the clutch is engaged or when it is
disengaged. Clutch noises are usually, most --
noticeable when the engine is idling and the
clutch disengaged.

A disc hub that is loose on the clutch shaft_
will make a noise when the clutch is engaged.
This would require replacement of the disc or
clutch shaft or perhaps both-if both are worn
excessively. Friction disc dampener springs that
are weak or worn will also cause clutch noises. If
the engine and transmission are not properly
Aligned, the.disc hub will move back and forth
on the clutch shaft. This will cause ihe splines of
the disc hub and clutch stiaft to wear; thus, a
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noisy clutch will soon appear. Any time
--exeessive-wearis-found On-the-splines-of-the-di

hub and/ors the clutch shaft, alwaYs ,check the
transmission and engine alignment. '

If clutch noises are noticeable when the.
Autch is disengaged, the trouble will likely be in
the, clutch release bearing. The bearing is
probably worn, binding, or has lost its lubricant.
Most clutchrelease bearings are factory
lubricated. As a rule, When'the release bearing
Starts making a noise, it must be replaced. If the
release levers on the pressure plate assembly are,
not properly adjusted they could rub against 'the
disc hub when the clutch is disengaged. If the
pilot bearing in the crankshaft is worn or lacks
lubricant, it will sometimes produce a high-
pitched whine when the transmission is in gear,
the cluteh is disengaged, and the vehicle is
standing still. Under these conditions, the clutch
shaft, which is piloted in the bearing in the
crankshaft, is stationary, but the crankshaft and
bearing are turning.

Clutch Pedal
Pulsation

. A series of slight movements that can be felt
on the clutch pedal or operating lever when the
clutch is being disengaged is called elu+ch pedal
pulsation. These pu)sations are noticeable when
a slight pressure is applier' to the clutch pedal.
This is an indication of'', le that could result
in serious damage if n( xted immediately.
TIfere are several cond that could exist that
would cause these pulsa.w..s. One possible-cause
is misalignment of the engine and transthission.

If the engine and transmission are not in
line, detach the transmission and remove the
clutch assembly. Check the clutch housing
alignment with the engine and crankshaft. At
the same time, the flywheel can be checked for
wobble since a bent crankshaft flange, or a
flywheel that is not seated On the crankshaft
flange, will produce clutch pedal pulsations. If
the flywheel does not seat on the crankshaft
flange, remove the flywheel; after cleaning the
flange and the flywheel, replace the flywheel
making sure a positive seat is obtained between

the flywheel and crankshaft flange If the flange
is-brat-at-the cranksff-,-the crankshaft must be
replaced.

Other caups of., clutch pedal pulsations
include uneven release-lever adjustments, warped
pressure plate or warteed clutch disc. If the
pressure plate or clutch disc is warped, it should
be replaced.
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Rapid Clutch Disc
Wear <7

Rapid clutch disc wear will be caused by any
condition that permits slippage between the
clutch disc facings and the flywheel or pressure'
plate. An operator may have the habit of
"riding" the clutch; this practice can cause
slippage. Frequent use of the clutch or slow
releasing of the alzitch after disengaging will
increase clutch facing wear. The remedY here, is
for the operate: to use the clutch properly and
only when nece,,aary. Broken or cak pressure
springs within the plate a,4embly will cause
slippage. The springs must be feplaced to correct
this problem. Improper cluta linkage
adjustment or _binding of the linkage may
prevent full spring pressure from being applied
to the clutch disc. Any condition that keeps less
than full spring pressure from teing applied to
the clutch disc is apt to cause slipping.

CLUTCH LUBRICATION

Some clutches require lubrication, and
others do not. Check with the manufacturer's
instruction manual for instructions on the
lubrication of the clutch throwout bearing. The
clutch pedal control shaft and' linkages, however,
are usually equipped with high piessure fittingk
which should be greased with chassis lubricant at
periodic intervals.

TRANSMISSIONS

A speed and power changing device is
needed between the engine of an automobile
and the driving wheels in order to meet the
speed and power requirements of the vehicle. To
keep the engine as small as possible and still
permit it to set the vehicle inv. motion, which
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requires more power than keeping it in motion,,
aTtransmissionis---used -Be`sidesproviding tl te
power needed to start the vehicle moving, the
transmission permits intermediate applications
of power up to the top speed of the vehicle.
Gears , and a shifting mechanism in the
tranSmissior ate used to obtain the desired
power application.

STANDARD TRANSMISSION

The transmission (fig: 10-6) is part of the
power train: It is located on the rear of the
engine between the clutch ho,using and the
propeller shaft, as shown in figure 10-1. The
transmission transfers engine power from the
clufch shaft to the propeller shaft and allows the
driver or operator to control the power and
'Speed of the vehicle. The transmission shown in
figures 10-6 and 10-7 is a sliding gear
transmission. Many late model vehicles have
either constant mesh' or synchromesh

mAINSHAFT
. 3RD AND 4TH

SPEED SLIDING GEAR

ON

transmissions (explain' ed later). However, the
naples-of-operatimraw the mite.
Chapter 6 of the Rate Training Manual,

Basic Machines, NavPers 10624-A, discusses
gears and their mechanical ..advantages, and
explains how to compute the speed and
reduction ratio of gears in a typical automotive
transmission. If you need review on this point,
study chapter 6 of Basic Machines. This manual
will help you to understand the transmission and
power transfer mechanisms described in this
chapter.

FOUR-SPEED'
TRANSMISSION-

The gear shift lever positions shown in the
small inset in figure' 10-7 are typical of most
four-speed transmissions. The gear shift lever,
shown at A, B, C, D, and E in the illustration,

. moves the position of the .two shifting forks
which slide on :,eparate shafts seeured in the.
transmission case cover. Follow the separate

MAINSHAFT LOw, SECOND
SAND REvERSE SPEED SLID-

ING GEAR

_Ras
MAIN DRIVE GE AR I

Atk°21_717: 11=2=12--
CLUTCH SHAFT

COUNTERSHAFT
DRIVE GEAR

COUNTERSHAFT
LOW SPEED GEAR

I II. \
COUNTERSHAFT CmvNTERSHAFT COUNTERSHAFT

3RD SPEED GEAR D SPEED GEARREvERSE GEAR

Figure 10-6.Four-speed transmission.
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t.

FRONT
END _(

TRANSMISSION
MAIN DRIVE

GEAR

ST OR LOW

REAR
END

MA:N
SHAFT

COUNTER-
SHAFT
GEARS 2 ND SPEED 3 RD SPEEO

SHIFT

4 TH OR HIGH

Fibure 10-7.Power fl

REVERSE

IDLER GEAR
NO.

COUNTERSHAFT
GEAR

through a four-speed transmission.

diagrams to learn what takes place in shifting
from one speed to another. For example, as you

_move-the top of the gear-shift Iever-toward the
forwarki left position, the lower arm of the lever
moves in the opposite direction to shift the
gears. The fulcrum of this lever is in the
transmission cover.

In shifting-transmission gears it is necessary
to use the clutch pedal to disengage the clutch.
Improper use of the clutch will cause the gears
to clash, and may danike-them by breaking the
gear teeth. A broken tooth or piece of Metal can
wedge itself between two moving gears and ruin
the entire transmi§sion assembly.

.'When you shift 4om NEUTRAL to FIRST
or LOW speed (A of fig. 10-7), the smallest
countershaft gear engages with the largest sliding
gear. Low gear moves the vehicle at its lowest
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speed and maximum power. The arrow indicates
the flow of power from the clutch shaft to the
propeller shaft.

The SECOND speed position is obtained by
moving the gear shift lever straight back from
the LOW speed position. You will, of course, use
the clutch when shifting. In B of figure 10-7,
you will see that the- next to .the smallest
countershaft gear is in mesh with the second
largest sliding gear. The largest sliding gear (shift
gear) has been disengaged. The flow of plower
has been changed as shown by the arrow. The
power transmitted to the wheels . in SECOND
gear (speed) is less, but the vehicle will move at a
greater speed than it will in LOW gear if the
engine speed is kept the same.

In shifting from the SECOND speed to the
THIRD speed position, you move the gear shift

9 5
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lever thiough the neutral positionT1ii is done
in all selective gear transmissions. From the
'NEUTRAL position the driver can select the
speed position required to get the power he
needs. In C of figure 10-7 you will notice that
tife gear shift lever is in contact with the other
shifting fork, and that the forward slide gear has
been meshed with the second countershaft gear.
The power flow through the transmissbn has
again been changed, as indicated by the arrow,
and the vehicle will move at an intermediate
speed between SECOND and HIGH:

You shift into FOURTH or -HIGH speed
position by moving the top of the shift lever
back and to the right from the NEUTRAL
position. In the HIGH speed position, the
forward shift or sliding gear is engaged with the
constant speed gear as shown in D of figin'e
10-7. The clutch shaft and the transmission shaft
are nOw locked together and the power flow is
in a straight line. In HIGH, the vehicle propeller
shaft revolves at the same speed as the engine
crankshaft, or at a 1 to 1 ratio.

You shift to REVERSE by moving the top
of the gear shift lever to.the FAR right and then
to the rear. Most vehicles have a trigger
drrangement at the gear shift ball to unlock the
lever so that it can be moved from neutral to the
far right. The lock prevents unintentional shifts
into reverse. Never attempt tb shift into reverse
until the forward motion of the vehicle has been
completely stopped.

_

Here is where your study of Basic Machines
will come in handy. Basic Machines informs us
that an idler gear is used to reverse direction in a
gear train. In F of figure 10-7, you can see how
the idler gear fits into the transmission gear
train. In E of figure_10-7,_you can see what
happens when you shift into reverse. An
additional shifting fork is contacted by the shift
lever in the far right position. When, the shift to
reverse is completed, this fork moves the idling
gear into mesh with the small countershaft gear
and the large sliding gear at the same time. The
small arrows in the inset show how the engine
power,flows through the transmission to move
the propeller shaft and the wheels in a reverse
direction.

The different combination of gears in the
transmission case rnakes it possible to change the
vehicle speed while the engine speed remains the
same. It. is all a matter of gear ratios. That is,
having large gears driv& small gears, and small
gears drive large gears. If a gear with 100 teeth
drives a gear with 25 teeth, the small gear will
travel four times as fast as the large one. You
have stepped up the speed. Now, let the small
gear drive the large gear, and the large,gear will
make one revolution for every four or-the small
gear. You have reduced speed, and the ratio of
gear reduction is 4 to 1.

In the transmiision just described, the gear
reduction in LOW geakiS 7 to I from the engine
to the propeller shaft. In HIGH gear thrratio is
1 to 1, and the propeller shaft turns at the same
speed as the engine. This holds true for most all
transmissi6ns. The, SECOND aild THIRD speed
positions provide intermediate gear reductions
between LOW and HIGH. The gear ratio in
SECOND speed is 3.48 to 1, and in THIRD is
1.71 to 1. The gear reduction or gear ratio in
reverse is about the same as it is in LOW gear,
and the propeller shaft 'Makes one revolution for
every seven revolutions of the engine, but in the
opposite direction of rotation.

All transmissions do not have four speeds
forward, and the gear reductions at the various
speeds are not necessarily the same. Passenger
cars, for example, usually have 'only three
forward speeds and one reverse speed. Their gear
ratios are about 3 to l_in_both low-and-reverse
gear combinations. You must remember that the
gear reduction in the ransmission is only
between the engine and the propeller shaft.
Another reduction gear ratio is provided in the
rear axle assembly. If you have a common rear
axle ratio of about 4 to 1, the gear reduction

TI the_engine clf a passenger car tosthe rear
WIleels in low gear would be approximately- 12
to 1. In high gear the ratio would be 4 to I , as
there would be no reduction of speed in the
transmission.
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CONSTANT MESH
TRANSMISSION

To eliminate the usual transmission noise
deVeloped in the old type spur-tooth gears used
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in Vic, sliding gear transmission, the automotive
Ma ufacturers developed the constant mesh
tra smission which contains helical gears.t

---, In this type of transmission certain
Ountershaft gears are constant15, in mesh with

/the main shaft gears. The main shaft meshing
/ gears are arranged so that they cannot move

endwise. They are supported by roller bearings
so that they can rOtate independently of the
main shaft (fits. 10-8 and 10-9).

. ...,

THIRD-AND FOUOTHSPEED SHFTER FORK

SHIFTER SHAFT LOCK BALL

In operation, when- the shift lever is moved to
THIRD*, the THIRD and FOURTH shifiter fork'
moves the clutch gear .(A, fig. 1079).-tokard the
THIRD speed gear (D, fig. 10-9). This engages
the 'external teeth of the clutch gear with the
internal teeth of the THIRD speed gear. Since
the THIRD speed gear is rotating with the
rotating countershaft gear, the clutch gear. must
alfo rotate: The clutch gear is splined to-the .

main shaft, and therefore,The main shaft rotates-

'GEAR SHIFT LEVER

CLUTCH HOUSING

-

)THIRD-AND FOURTHSPEED
ISHIFTER FORK (LUG END/

-
SHiFTER SHAFT

- -
I

-

JFIRST AND REVERSE .
'SPEED SHIFTER FORK

COMPANION FLANGE

1:4IALN erARA

CLUTCHKELEASE
YOKE

MAIN SHAFT 'FRONT BEAR,NG.

COUNTERSHAFT FRONT STARING TRANSMISSION CASE

COUNTERSHAFT

COUNTERSHAFT MAIN SHAFT REAR BEARING

Figure 10-8.Constant-mesh transmission assembly; sectional view. 81.183
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A. TH1RDANDFOURTH SPEED CLUTCH .6FAR
B. THIRD SPEED'tEAR RETAINING.SNAP RING

810.1. C. THIRD SPEED GEAR RETAINING WASHER
D. THIRD SPEED GEAR

tO 6a E. THIRD SPEED GEAR BEARING ROLLERS
,

F. THIRD SPEED GEAR BEARING LOCKJIN
G. THIRD SPEED GEAR BEARING
H. THIkD SPEED GEAR SPACER
J. HAIN SHAFT
K. FIRSTANDSECOND SPEED GEAR

Figure 10-9:--Disassembled main shaft assembly.

with the clutch gear. This principle is carried out
when the shift lever moves from one speed to
the next.

Constant mesh gears are seldom used for all
speeds. Common practice is to usestich gears for
the higher gears, ,,with sliding ger. for FIRST
and REVERSE speeds, or for REVERSE only.

.

SYNCHROMESH
TRANSMISSION

The synchromesh transmission is a type of
constant mesh transmission that permits gears to
be selected without clashifig, by synchroLizing
the speeds of,mating parts before they engage, It
employs a comination metal-to-metal friction
cone clutch and a dog of gear positive clutch to
engage the main drive gear and second-speed
main shaft gear with tne transmission main

---_shaft._The friction cone clutch engages first,
bringing the-diiiimg-and-driven-members to the
same speed-,-}ifter-which the'dog clutch engagei
ea sily without clashing. This proceis is
accomplished M one continuous operatiOn when _

the driver declutches and movetlie control
lev,er in the usual manner. The, construction of
synchromesh transmissions varies somewhitt
with different manufacturers, but the principle
is the same in all.

81.184

The construction of a frequently used
synchromesh clutch is shown in figure 10-10.
The driving member consists of a sliding gear
splined to the transmission main 'shaft with
bronze internal cones on each side. It is
surrounded by a sliding sleeve having internal

-teeth that are meshed with the external teeth of
the slidinggear: The sliding sleeve is grooved
around the outside to receive dip shift fork. Six,
spring-loaded balls in radially drilled holei in the
'gear fit into an internal groove in the sliding
sleeve and prevent it from moving- endwise
relati,re to the gear until the latter has reached
the d_nd of its travel. The driven members are the
main &hie gear and second-speed main shaft
geaf, each of which ,has external cones and
external teeth machined on its sides to engage
the internal cones of the sliding .gear and the
internal teeth oE the sliding sleeve..

The synchromesh clutch operates as follows:
when the transmission control lever4is moved.by
the driver to the third-speed or direct-drive

;position, the_ shift fork moves the sliding gear
and sliding sleeveToird-as -a -unit until:the
internal cone on the sliding geg engages the
external cone on the main drive gear. This action
brings the two gears to the same speed and stops
endwise travel of the sliding gear. Tpte sliding
sleeve then slides over the balls and silently
engages the exteinal teeth on the main drive
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Figure 10-10.Synchromesh ciutchdisengaged.and engaged.

geaf, locking's. the main drive gear ancr
'transnitssion "initin shaft together as shcAvn in
fignre I 0-1 d.' When +'.the tra'nsinissitor.co:ttrof
lever is shifted to. the second-speed pos4ion, the'
sliding gear and sleeve move rirarward:and the

, same action takes place, locking the transmission
, main shaft to the second-speed main shaft gear.

Intb past yea'rs it has been the practice 'Of
rnanufdetwers not ta' use the synchroinesh.
clutchon the first or reverse speeds, although..it:-
is becomi%. common practice on 'many late
model vehicles to use' synchromesh clutches pn
first -speed. On trimsmissions-of the type that do
not use' Synchromesh clutches. on-151st 2.nd
revrase speeds, the first speed is engaged -by
ordinary dog clutch when constant riesh is

emplOyed, or by_ a Sliding gear:reverse
euaged by means of:sliding gear. Figure 1-041
shOWs a synchromesh,. trarismission in 4oss

s.
--7-,-section which uses constant mesh' helical!gears

for the-three forward speeds and a sliding spur
gear f'or-reverse.

'

MAIN SHAFT

.\

,SLIDING GEAR

INTERNAL TEETH

81.185

. 0 , ,

' Some transmissions ire controlled by a
steering column control lever (fig. 10-12). The
positions for -the various speeds are the same as -.
..hose for the vertical control lever except that
tne lever is horizontal. The shifter forks are
.pivoted on bellcranks 'which are turned by a
Ileerine 9olumn control lever thrbugh the
linkage shown: The poppei.s shown, iri"-figure
10-1 I engage notches at the inner end'ore'ach
be Ilcra nk. ther types of synchrorncsh
transrnissiohs controlled by steering column
levers have -shifter shafts and forks moved by a
linkage similar ,to those, used with a vertical
conn-ol lever.

TR MISSION
TROU LESHOOTING
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As a .first step in, transmission service,
diagnosis of the trouble should be made to
pinpoint the rnatfanction in the unit. It is not
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always possible to determine the exact location
of the troublev and the unit must be removed
from the yehicle so that it can be torn down and
eiami tied. in most cases your supervisor will
make th ,!.. final diagnosis if there is any doubt as'
to the nature of the trouble. Many dints an
operator *ill report transmission noise, when, in
fact, the noise may be coniing from sortie otlier
component of the vehicle's power train.

I16ises that appear .to come from the
transinissionebut actually originate at sor-ne other
poini are many and varied. For example,
unbalaked propeller shaft, defective wheel'
bearings, or 'damaged tires ori a vehicle may
cause noaes 'which -are transmitted to the
transmission. These noises have no particar.or.
characteristic Sounds that wouid indicate their
origin; they are therefore difficult to identify. .

Torsional vibration is one of .the most
81.187 frequent causeS of noises that appear to ,be in

Figure 10-1 .Steering column 'control lever, the transmission, but actually originate outside

.
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Chapter 10POWER TRAINS

of it. Included among these possible outside
torsional vibrations are:

1. Propeller shaft (drive shaft) out, of
balance.

2. Worn universal joints.
3. Drive shaft center bearings loose.
4. Worn and pitted teeth on axle pinion

and ring gear.
5. Wheels t of balance.
6. Wor i spring pivot bearings_
7. Loose frame or axle U-bolts.
8. Engine cooling fan out of balance.
9. Engine\ crankshaft, flywheel, and/or

clutch plate out of balance.
10. Tires or wheels wobbly or mismatched.

This list, along withother troubles that you
have encountered 'in your own experience, can
be used as a step-by-step guide' in transmission
noise troubleshooting. Make sure that_ all
possibility of outside noise has been eliminated
before you remove the transmission.

When analyzing a vehicle for transmission
notse, raise the vehicle so that the driving wheels
are clear of the deck. Start and operate the
vehicle in all the speed ranges, including
COASTING with the shift lever in neutral.

'listen carefully for noises and try to determine
the origin. There are other procedures for
checking transmission noises 'that may be used.
AnY 'procedure that is used relies principally on
the experience and good judgment of the
niechanic doing the troubleshooting.

When it is determined that the noise is
' within the transmission, generally it is necessary

to remove the transmission from the vehicle and
disassemble it.

TRANSMISSION OVERHAUL

Because of the variations in construction of
transmissions, different procedures in the
removal, disassembly, repair, assembly, and
installation must be followed. These operations
generally require from 5 to 7 hours, depending
on the procedure followed. If you are working
on a vehicle with which you are not familiar,
always check the manufacturer's manual,

Drain the lubricant from the transmission.
Some manufacturers recommend flushing the

transmission before removal. This is done by °
filling the transmission with a flushing oil and
operating the engine with the transmission in .
neutral for several minutes. After this, drain the
flushing oil from the transmissis.

After removing the transmil'sion assembly
from the vehicle, note, or mark by scratching
the case with a sharp pointed tool, any moist oil
spots or unusually heavy accumulation of
oil-soak'ed road.mud; these are good clues to the
location of small cracks or holes. Do not confuse
,these accumulations with those \that result from
leaking gaskets or oil seals. Oif "dampness at a
gasket or a seal is More or less on a
transmission that has been in se ce for any
length of time. After marking any spots
indicating abnormal oil leakage, thoioughly
clean the transmission case and make a close
visual inspection to determine if any cracks or
holes exist: _

_After-the-transmission is-diS-a-§Sefnbled, clean
all the parts thoroughly and individually.

Clean away:all the parts -of' hardened oil,
lacquer deposits, and dirt, paying particular
attention to the small oilholes in the gears and
to the lock ball bores in the shifter shaft
housing. Remove all gaskets or parts of gaskets,
using a putty knife or other suitable tool. Make
sure thai the metal gasket surfaces are not
gouged or scratched.

After all parts,of the transmission have been
thoroughly cleaned, inspect them to determine
whether they can be reused or have to be
scrapped. The wear or damage to some of the
parts will be evident t'o the eye, whereas, in
others, it may be necessary' to,use tools or gages
to determine their condition. Since the decision
as to whether a part should be scrapped or
reused is often a matter of opinion or judgment,
your supervisor may want to do this job himself.

When inspecting the transmission narts, bear
.in mind that the inspection procedure has two
objectives: first, to eliminate any part or parts
that are unsuitable for use, or doubtful parts
that may cau'se the premature failure of the
overhauled transmission; second, and equally

_important, to reduce the wasteful practice of
scrapping parts that still retain a high percentage
of useful life.

If a transmission part is to be repaired, make
sure only good repairs are made. Makeshift or
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temncoary repairs should not be permitted,
exct itpan emergency. The principal purpose
of repairS is 'to salvage parts that would
otherwise be scrapped. The decision as to
whether a part is to be repaired rests upon the
following three factors:

I . The practicality\ of the repair. (That is,
will the repair of the part return it t9 a near new
condition?)

2. The cost of the/repair job as compared.
to the cost of a replace ent.

3. The availabil' of the replacement part.
(If re olacement parfs are unavailable or in short

( supply, every eff rt should be made to salvage as
many parts as ssible.)

Small /holes or cracks in the transmission
--.case,-shifter shaft housing-or clutch housing-may

be repaired by welding or brazing, proyided they
do /not extend into the bearing bores or
mounting surfaces: These pieces are gray (cast)
irdn; and a special technique is required to weld
this material satisfactorily; ordinary weldirg

/Methods and materials are not suitable.
. To assemble a transmission, use a reverse

procedure from that of disassembly. Check the
manufacturer's manual for proper clearances and
the wear limits of the parts. All leather oil seals
should be soaked for at least 45 minutes in light
oil prior to installation.

All parts-, whether new or used, must be
lightly coated with medium grade preservative
lubricating oil. This is done immediately after
inspection or repair. Oiling the parts gives them
a necessary rust-preventive coating and
facilitates the assembly operations.

Have all the necessary parts and gaskets at
hand before the assembly operation begins. This
guarantees that the transmission can be
completely assembled without interruptions.

Test the transinission after it is assembled. If
all parts are correctly assembled, the
transmission gears will all rotate freelyithout
evidence of binding. Use a suitable vOrich _to
rotate the input shaft at least 10 full revolutions.
Shift the transmission into all the speed ranges.
If the transmission is noisy, extremely loose, or
binds, it mnst be disassembled and further
corrective measures taken.

TRANSFER CASES

-Transfer cases are placed in the power trains
of vehicles driven by all wheels. Their purpose is
to provide the necessary offsets for ..additional
propeller shaft connections to drive the wheels.

Some transfer cases, contain an overrunning
-sprag Unit (or units) on the front output shaft.
(A sprag unit is a form of overrunning clutch; :
power can be transmitted through it in one
direction but not in the other.)

On these units the transfer is designedlo
drive the front axle slightly slower than the rear
axle. During normal operation, when both front
and, rear wheels turn at the same speed, only the
rear wheels drive,-the vehicle._ However, if the
rear wheels should lose traction and lpgin to
slip, they tend to turn faster than the front

--wheels-.7-A-s-this-happens, tly-T-sprag o-
matically engages so that the front wheels also
drive the vehicle. The sprag unit simply provides
an automatic means of engaging the.front wheels
in drive, whenever additional tractive effort is

_ required. There_are _two types of_spring_unit_____
transfersc;a single and a double. Essentially,
both types work in the same manner.

The 'first- indicatin, of trouble within a
transfer case, as rwith, other.. components of the
power triln, is usually nolsy" operation. If an
operator -reports trouble, make a visual
inspection before-removing the unit from the
vehicle. -Check for 'such- things as bil leCiel, oil
leakaie, and Water in the CAL__

Make sure the shift lever linIsages are
insPected. Irthe shift lever linkages lire,bent or
improperly lubricated, it will be ha4I to shift the
transfer case or in some cases will make shifting,.
irnposible2 Make sure other possible troubles
such as clutch slippage, damaged propeller shaft,
and damaged:axles have been eliminated.

Worn or brOken -gears, worn bearings, and
excess* end play in the shafts will cause noisy
operation of the transfer case. When it is decided
that the trouble is within the transfer case,
remove.the'tinit from the vehicle far repairs.

M.* :sure the transfer case is thoroughly
cleaned ,before disassembly of the unit begins,
When the unit is disassembled, clean each part
with an approved cleaning solvent. Inspeetion of
the individual parts should 'follow the same

,procedure as outlined for transmissions. Avoid
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waste by reusing old parts that are in good
condition.

If you are not thoroughly familiar with a
partiCular make and model of transfer case, you
should check the manufacturer's repair manual
to insure that proper adjustments and assembly
procedures are followed.

AUTOMATIC
TRANSWSSIONS

The automatic transmission is commonplace
in practically all types of automotive and
support equipment. Various types of automatic
transmissions are being used by the Navy. In
most cases the transmission is used with a
hydraulic torque converter or a fluid coupling.

The Aviation Support Techntdian M should
become familiar with all phases of the mechanic
trade as well as the various automatic
transmissi6n systems in use. This is necessary
because certain engine defects can interfere with
the operation of a transmiSsion, and conversely,-
certain defects in the transmission will interfere
with engine operation. There are even tieups
between automatic trans issions and braking
systeim. Thus, whatever our specialty is as a
mechanicwhether you re a fuel injection
specialist, carburetor man or neup man, you
will be in the dark about much of your job if
you do not understand the basic principles of
automatic transmissions.

In this section the basic principles bywhich
automatic transmissions operate -will be
discussed. A good understanding of these basic
principles will better'enableyou to service and
repair automatic transmissions.

Most of the fundamentals of hydraulics are
put to work in one form or another in the
automatic transmission. The automatic
transmission uses such hydraulic devices as relief
v a I ves, shifter valves, pressure regula tors,
governors, servo pistons, and many other
hydraulic devices which will be discussed in this
section.

Advantages and Problems
of Hydraulic Systems

Properly construdted hydraulic_ systems
possess a number. of favorable characteristics. A
hydraulic system is generally simple in

construction. It -eliininate.",thei- need' for
complicated trains Of gearskeairisi.and -levers to
transmit motion. inya hydraulit system, .niotion
is transmitted with6ut the slack inherent in the
use of solid.: Machine parts..The liquids used are
not s,Oje.ct.tb breakage as are mechanical parts,
and the:hYdraulic mechanism itself is not subject
to-gre§t wear.

fibwever, there are some special problems
associated with hydraulic systems. One of them
which pertains to automatic transmissions is that
of keeping the hydraulic system dirt free. Dirt, if
allowed to accumulate, will clog small passages
or score precisely fitted parts. Pressure must be
controlled in the system. Excessive movement of
the fluid may impair efficiency because of
friction within the fluid and against containing
surfaces.

Physical PropertieS
of Liquids c-

While solids always have a definite shape,
liquids have no outer form of their own. Thii

_ quickly conform in shape to their containers. In
ease of transmission, liqUids are second only to
electricity; their shapelessness permits liquids to
be lead almost anywhere.,in a pipe or a hose by
means of gravity or by applying forces to,them.

Some liquids do not flow as rapidly as
others. The slower, flowing liquids are said to be
more VISCOUS than the faster flowing liquids
(glue is more visdouSrthan water). VISCOSITY
may be thought olas.being the internal friction
of a liquid. In the strict sense viscosity is defined
as the resistance which a liquid offers to flow.
Viscbsity increases with decreases in
temperature, since liquids always flow less easily
when cold than hot. Chapter 11 of this manual
discusses ,tIle viscosity of oil and how the
viscosity Of a fluid is measured. The Saybolt
Universal Viscometer is used to measure the
viscoSity of other liquids as well as the oil
discussed in chapter 11.

Another property of liquids is their
INCOMPRESSIBILITY, at least for all practical
purposes. A force of 15 pounds per square inch
on a cubic inch of water, for example, will
decrease its volume by only 1/200,000; and a
force of3 tons per square inch would reduce a
cubic inch of water by only 10 percent.
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Other, liquals behave similarly. When a force
is applied to a confined liquid, the liquid
exhibits substantially the same effect of rigidity
as a ,solid. If an appropritite exit is provided, this
effect can be combined with fluidity to transmit
a force. Thus when we strike the end of a bar,
the main force of the blow is,carried straight
through the bar to the other e,pA because the bar
is rigid. (See fig. 10-13.) e direction of the
blow almost entirely deter mes the direction of
the transmitted force. The more rigid the bar,
the less_ force is lost inside the bar or transmitted
outward at right angles to the direction of the
blow.

The foundations of modern hydraulics were
laid in 1653 when the, French scientist Blaise
Pascal discovered that pressure set up in a liquid
acts equally in all directions; This pressure acts
at right angles to containing surfaces. PASCAL'S

LAW is often stated as "Pressure applied to an
enclosed fluid is transmitted undiminished to
every portion of the fluid and the walls of the-

.
Containthg vesseL"

When we apply the force to the end of a
column of confined liquid the force is
transmitted not only straight through to the

.other end, but also equally and undiminished in
all directions throughout the columnforwards,
backwards, and sidewaysso that the containing
vessel is literally filled with pressure.

For this reason a flat llose takes on a circular
cross Section when it is filAl with water under
pressure. The outward push of the water is equal
in every directidn. (See fig: 10-14.) Water would
leave the hose at the same velocity through
leaks, no matter on what side of the hose they
might happen to be. The velocity right- at the
point of exit would 'not be appreciably leis in a
leak on, the _uppet,side of the hose, than a leak
on the 'bottom side.

Pressure and Force in
a Hydraulic System

We have just seen that, in accordance with
Pascal's Law, anrforce applied to a cpnfinect
liquid is transmitted equally in all directions
throughout the liquid regardless of the shape of
the container. Let us now consider the effect of
this physical property upon a modification of
thee system shown in figure 10-13. Suppose the
column of liquid is curved back upward to its
original level. (See Tig. 10-15.) Here we see two
pistons. If we push down on piston 1, a pressure
will be created throughouf the liquid. (Pressure
is 'defined as force divided by the area over
which the force is-distributed.) If the force 1 is
100 pounds and the area Of the piston is 10
square inches, then the Pressure in the liquid is
10 pounds per square inch (10 psi).

The pressure must act also on piston 2, so
that for 'every square inch of its area it will be
pushed upward with a force of 10 pounds. In
this case we are considering a liquid column of
uniform cross section so that the area of piston
2 is the same as piston 1, or 10 square inches.
Therefore, the upward force 2 on piston 2 will

be 100 pounds, the same as was applied 'tb
5.180 piston 1. All we have done in this case is to carry

. Figure 1013.Transmission of a force through a fluid. our 100-pound force around a bend, but the
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81.207
figure 10-".11.Pressure within a firehose.

principle illustr 41.ed underlies practically all,
mechankal appl,cati9ns of hydraulics.

At this point it should be noted that since
Pascal's Law is independent of the shape of the
container, it is not necessary that the tube,
connecting the two pistons should be the full
area of the pistons throughout. A connection Of
any size, shape, or lengp would do, so long as
an unobst-ucted passage is provided. Therefore
the system shown in figure 10-16, wherein a

FORCE 1 100 LB

PISTON 1
10 SO IN .

relatively small bent pipe conneets two
cylinders, would act exactly the same as that
shown in figure 10-15.

We have considered hydraulic sysiems having
pistons of equal area in figures 10-15 and 10-16.
Let us now consider tit,- situation where the
input piston .i3 mlich smaller than the output
piston. (See fig. 10-17.) Let us assume, that the
area of niston / is 2 square inches and the area
of piston 2 is 20 square inches. If a force of 20
pounds is impressed on Piston 1, there will be a
pressure of 10 'psi created in the The
force in pounds divided by the area in square
inches is equal to the pressure in pounds per
Square inch. This pressure of 10 psi will act
equally at right angles to surfaces in all parts of
the container. The upward force on piston 2 will
be 10 politic's for each of its 20 square inches of
area, or 200 pounds. The ratio 'between output
and input force will always be 10:1 in this
system aslong as the input force is apphed to
piston 1.

If the input force is applied to piston 2, the
output: input ratio would be 1:10. We can now
staie the general rule that, because of Pascal's
Law, if Awo pistons -arg used in a hydraulic
system, the force acting on each will be directly
proportiónal to its area, -and the magnitude of

FORCE 3 - 100 LB

PISTON 2
10 SQ IN.

'PRESSURE 10 LB PER SO INCH

Figure 10-15.Closed two-cylinder system with equal-sized pistons.
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c,

FORCE 1 -= 100 LB

PISTON 1

10 56, INCH

FORCE 2 = 100 LB--

PISTON 2

10 SO FRO

PRESSURE 10 LB PER SO INCH

2.

PISTON 1
2 SO IN.

1111

Figure 10-16.Connecting tube of variable width and shape.

FORCE 1.
20 LB

LEVEL OF PISTONS PRIOR
TO APPLICATION OF
FORCE

PISTOH 2
20 SO N.

,

FORCE 2 I
200 LB

.41- PRESSURE
IO.LB PER SO INCH

44 mi* a*)1.114114
_41

4.

81.208 .

4.7 ,

Figure 10-17.Closed two-cylinder system with pistons of different size.

each force will.be the product of the pressure
and its area.

Each of the pistons of the systems illustrated
in figures 10-15 and 10-16 is of the same size, 10
square inches. When, the input piston is
depressed by an inch, 10,cubic inches of liquid
are displaced. The other piston is the only other
movable object in the system, so the displaced
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liquid will move the piston enough to
accommodate the liquid. In the systems
illustrated by figures -10-15 and 10:16 the
output, piston will move 1 inch to accommodate
10 cubic inches of liquid. In the system of figure
10-17 the output piston will only need to moVe
one-tenth of an inch to accommodate the liquid
displaced as piston 1 is depressed by an inch
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because piston 2's area is 10 times as igeat as
piston l 's area. This leads to the second basic
rule for two pistons in the same hydraulic
system, which is that the distances moved are
inversely proportional to their areas.

FLUID COUPLINGS -

You may recall from chapter 4 of this
manual that work (measured in ft-lb) is the
distance moved multiplied by the force applied
and that torque is the turning effort applied
(measured in lb-ft).

The simPlest means of transmitting tor-clue
hydraulically is through a fluid coupling. Fluid
couplings 'can be used with automatic
transmissions or with a clutch and standard
transmission. In modern vehicles, however, when
the fluid coupling is used it is generally used
with an automatic -transmission.

The fluid coupling consists of two main
parts, .the driving member of the unit and the
driven member. The driving member is called the
PUMP and the driven member the TURBINE.
Not all manufacturers choose to use these names
when Writing about the fluid - coupling.
Sonietimes the punip is called the impeller, or
driver; the turbine may be called the runner.
Often the two members are called FRONT
TORUS and REAR l'ORUS. (A torus is any
doughnut-shaped object,) It is iniportant that
you become familiar with all these terms so that
you can understand the manufacturers'
instruction manuals. .

. The pump of the fluid coupling is connected
to the 'engine and is rotated in the same manner
that a crankshaft rotates a flywheel. Usually, the
pump is bolted directly to the flywheel. The
pump is a torus-shAped object tha't has fins
extending radially from its center. (See fig.
10-18.)

The turbine is made exactly like the pump
but is connected to the transmission input shaft.
The two members of the coupling face each

.other within a housing that is filled with the
driving fluid (gener411y,Oil).

When the pump -goes into motion, oil is
forced outward by centrifugal force around-the
entire circumference of the pump and hurled
against the blades of the turbine. A contintious
flow of oil against the turbine blades is necessary

.,. tots.4ir

re 44
r

rtr;",:e.,....gitgater

.411.t.

tri . .

t

1.1.
n:.;-

VIII igail
rhe: via

Figure 10-18.Fluid drive pump.

kinetic nto transfer sufficient to
vehicle in mAtion.

The cerifrifugal fon.' ni' as it leaves
the pump gives the oil needs. The
faster the pump operates, the more velocity the
oil leaving the pump will have. The design of the
coupling permits the oil to, return to the pump
as soon as it has delivered tts energy to fhe
turbine..

Where the vehicle has tkot started to move,
the turbine is stationary. For instance, the
engine may be..rotating the pump al 900 rpm.
The pump is consequently imparting energy to
the fluid which in turn imparts energy to the
fUrbine. By the time the oil returns to the pump,
the pump has moved some distance, making it
impossible or the oil to reenter. -the Pump
through the same set of vanes it left. Consider
cqie drop of oil; the drop would 'follow a path
that looks something like a string wound around
a -doughnut through the hole. (Seelig. 10-19.)
This path Of oil is called a vortex and is the path
of the stream of oil which drives, the turbine.

.e.

2.204
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Figure 10-19.-4Schematic of vortex flqw in a liquid.

There are as many vortex streams in a fluid
coupling as there are fins.

..As the turbine begins to turn, the difference
in speed between the pump and the turbine
decreases. As the speed difference decreases, the
coils of the vortex become closer together. A
LOW VORTEX exists when the pump and
turbine are traveling at nearly the same speed. A
HIGH VORTEX exists when the pump and
turbine speeds differ greatly.

The higher the vortex, the greater is the
driving power of the oil. When the' vortex is'
high, the oil tends to strike the fins on the
turbine at nearly a right angle.

The degree of vortex is continually changing
and is determined by the difference in speed

' between the members of the coupling.
A condition -known as "Zero Vortex" or

"Fluid Coupling Stage" would exist.only when '

the two members of the fluid coupling were
turning at 'exactly the same speed. When this
happens the fluid coupling actually has no
driving power. The pump, turbine, and the fluid
within the coupling are all turning as one unit in
a rotary motion.

The fluid coupling stage seldom exists,
however, since the turbine ,will alwaYS lag a little
behind the pump when there is a load on the
.vehicle. The fluid coupling stge will exist

.momentarily when the vehicle begins to coast or
reduce speed. As soon as the engine slows down,
the momentum of the vehicle will cause the
turbine to throw a vortA of oil at the pump,
thus permitting the engine to help reduce the
speed of the vehicle by creating a drag.

With fluid couplings, shocicloads can never
be transmitted into the engine. §udden

.gear-breaking jerks are impossible. Ica vehicle is
overloaded, the fluid coupling will slip and will
never allow the engine Po become overloaded.
Thus, harmful low-speed lugging of the engine is
impossible. Vibrations and irregularities of the
engine can be harmful to the rest of the vehicle's
power train. With fluid couplings,- it,. is
impossible for these engine irregularities to be
transmitted to the power train.
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TORQUE CONVERTER

The torque converter inay be thought of as a
special form of the fluid coupling.;The torque
converter has driving and driven members with
vanes. Oil is 43aSsed 'from the driving to the
'driven member when the coupling is in
operation, thereby transmitting driving force to
the driven member. '

Torque Converter Principles

One of the principal differences between the
torque converter-and the fluid coupling is that
the vanes of the members of the torque
converter are curved. Another difference in
construction is the addition of Other members
between the driving and driven 'members. These
additional members are called STATORS. The
functioir of the stators is to redirect the vortex
of oil as it returns to the drii,ring member. The
returning oil from the driven member would act ,
as a brake on the driving member if the oil and
the driving member did not have the same
direction. The vortek helps to drive Ihe pump
rather than opposing the pump.

The torque converter not only acts as a fluid
couplint but also provides a speed-producing,
torque-multiplying connection " between the
driving and the driven shafts. It can actually take
the place of.the conventional transmission since,
with a torque converter, there is no need for
manual gear sllifting. The vehicle can be
accelerated from a standing stop to high'speed
with the torque converter providing, in effect,
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the varying gear ratios. In actual practice,
however) the _torque _ converter is tused with a
gear system to provide an optimum
speed/torque combination. ,

Operation of the
Torque Converter

The primary operation of the torque
converter is the result of the oil's being passed
from the puinp to the turbine. The oil pushes
against the faces of the turbine vanes, causing
the turbine to rotate in thei-same direction as the
puwp. If the pump is rotating mud' more
rapio:y than . the 'turbine, the oil lenters the .
turbine and pushes against the turbine vanes
with great force. See figuie .10-20 for a partial
cutaway view of the torque converter.

UMP COVER

TURBINE

SECO DARY STATOR

PRIMARY STATOR

--SECONDARY PUMP

PRIMARY PUMP

REACTION
SHAFT

As the oil passes through \the turbine, it
imparts force all along the turbinOmnes. But.the
oil does not give up all of its fórce of motion to
the turbine vanes. The oil still has considerable
energy; even though while passing through the
-turbine, it has reversed its direction of motion as
shown in figure 10-21. If this' direction of
motion were not changed, the'oil would reenter
the .pump in a direction opPosing pump
rotation. The oil would then act as a brake on
the pump, slowing the pump down.
Considerable t gine powerwould be required to
overcome the braking forte of the oil pressure.
The additional members in .the torque converter
are placed so that they can overcome this action
by again chtanging the direction of the oil.before
it reenters the pump, thereby avokling loss of
power.

FREE WHEELING'
CLUTCHES

INPU HAFT. .

FLYWHEEL

227.58
Figure 10-20.Torque converter (arrows show direction'

of flow) - partial cutiway view.

As can be seen in figure 10-20 and in the
central bortion of figure 10721, the curved

801VIS

&Ind
ABVON033S

drirld

AIVONO3,3S

227.59
Figure 10-21 Cutaway view of a torque converter

showing curvature of vanes and direction of oil flow.
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FREE WHEELING
ROLLERS

= PRIMARY
STATOR TNRUST

WASHER

Figure 10-22.Primary and secondary stators showing freewheeling rollers.

blades of the added members (secondary stator
and primary stator, ,fig. 10-22) reverse- the
direction.of the, oil into a forward, or helping,
direction before the oil reenters the pump. The
oil is once inore passed into the turbine from the
pump, adding-inoreinAlsh" to the turbine vanes.
During this action the stators are-stationary and
act simply as oil direction reversers.

It is this continuous passing of fhe oil from
the pump .into the turbine, back to the pump
where the oil picks up more energy of motion,
and then back into the turbine again, that
produces the torque multiplication. Repeated
application of this push increases the total push
so that when the turbine is rotating at very slow
speed with the pump rotating at high speed, the
torque at the output shaft (attached to the
turbine) may be several times the torque at the
input shaft (attached to the engine).

227.80

In actual operation, the secondary stator and
prilnaty stator are stationary when there is a o

great difference between pump and turbine
speed. The secondary..-pump (fig. .10-20) is
overrunning, or running faster than, the primary
pump and does not enter into the converter
action at all at thittinie.

When the turbine 'is stopped or turning
slowly and the pufnp is turning rapidly, the
direction of -the oil flow is shown in figuit
10-21. As the oil moves ,to the secondary pump
(at the right of the central portion-of fig. 10-21),
the oil strikes the back sides of the secondary
pump vanes, pushing the secondary-pump alitad
so that the secondary pump overruns. Under this
condition the secondary pump vanes are simPly
moving out of the way of the oil. The secondary
pump enters the action when the pump and
turbine are turning at hout the.same speeds.
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The secondary pump is mounted on a
fre e wheeling or overrunning clutch. The
freewheeling clutch permits the secondary pump
to run- freely in one direction, but when the
secondary pump attempts to slow down below
shaft smd, the freewheeling clutch,locks on the
shaft as the rolieri (fig. 10-22)"jam between the
race and the hub.

When the turbine speed increases to the
point at which the turbine turns at nearly the
same speed as the pump, the oil leaves the
turbine vanes with less of the reverse threction.
As a consequence, the oil begins to strike the
bIcksides of the secondary stator vanes so that
the secondary stator begins to overrun on its

_overrunning clutch. The secondary stator is no
lOnger needed; therefore, in effect, the
secondary stator moves out of the way -by
Overrunning or freewheeling.

When turbine speed increases to beady'
pump speed, as when cruising at steady speed

'along the highway, the' Oil leaves the turbine
vanes with very little reyede direction of
motion. The primary state): also- begins ,to
overrun, since the oil begins tir\strike the li'ack
sides of its vanes. The oil begin. to strike the
front faces of the secondary pump vanes 'ai thesametime, 5he secondary p mp stops
overrunning and slows to primary pimp speed.
The secondary pump now helps the\primary

- pump, and the two work together as \a unit.
Under these conditions; the torque 'converter

- functions like a fluid coupling.
The Nnit we have described is a five-member

torque ,converter with a primary pump, turbine,
primary stator, secondary stafbr, and 'secondary
pump. Other..torque converters have...Only four '
members, while still others_ have only three. In
every case the added units Nip the job of
reversing the direction of oil movement as the
oil leaves the turbine when there is Considerable
difference . in turbine and pump speeds. In

, addition to these variaitions- some, torque
Conyerters have a lockup clutch that locks oat
the converter above a certain speed. The clutch
acts much like a conventional clutch, but the
clutch does not engages,untd a certain speed is
reached. As the clutch engages, the clutch locks'

7 out the torque converter.and thcreby -prevenfsi
any slippage between the driving antr-driven

.,.
shafts. ,.,

Since torque converters vary considerably in
design, the amount of torque multiplication
they ean.achieve also varies. Practical limits are
about 5:1. Many torque converters provide
satisfactory operation with a-Much lowertorque
multiplication (some passenger car units provide
less than 2.5:1).

PLANETAY GEARS

Automatic transmissions us 'system of.,._
planetary gears to enable the torque from the
torque converter or fluid coupling TO be used as
efficiently as pdsible.

The planetary units are the heart of the
modern automatic transmission. An
understanding of the power flow through the
planetary units is essential to the understanding
of the operation of the automatic transmission.
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Members of the Planetary
Gear Systein

Four basic parts make up the planetary gear
system. 'These basic parts are the sun gear, the
ring (or internal) gen, the planet pinions, and the
planet carrier. Their relationship is illustrated in
figure 10-23. The sun gear is so named because it
is the center of the system. The planet pinions,

PLANET ARY
SUN GEAR

PLANETARY
PINION

PLANETARY
CARRIER

PLANETARY
RING GEAR

Figure 10-23.Members of a simple planetary gaar
system.
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or planet gears, are called planets because they
rotate around the sun gear shown in figure
10-23. The ring gear, or internal gear, is so called
because of its shape and because it has internal
teeth:

There are several advantages inherent in the
planetary gear system. One of the advantages is
the compactncss _of the system. Another
advantage is that there is more tooth contact to
carry the load, since each gear of Ale planetary
system is usually in contact with at least two

_other gears of the system. (See fig. 10-23.) The
gears are _always in mesh. There can be no tooth
damage due to tooth clash or partial
engagement. The big advantage is the one which
makes it'so popular: namely, the ease of shifting
gears. Planetary gear sets in autoMatic
transmissions are shifted without any skill on
the part of the driver.

There are various ways in, which power may
be transmitted through the planetary gear set. A
shaft from the engine may be connected to drive
the sun gear, it may be connected to drive the
planet carrier, or it may be connected to drive
the ring gear. The propeller shaft that ultimately
drives -the wheels of the vehicle also may be
connected to any of these members. Power can
be transmitted in the planetary gear system
when:

1. The engine is delivering power to one of
the three members.

2. The propeller shaft is connected to one
of the other. members.

3. The remaining member is,held against
rotation.

All three conditions must be satisfied for power
to be transmitted in the system. Automatic
transmissions provide the means for holding a
member through hydraulic servos or spring
pressure.

Power Transmission Through
-9 a Planetary System

Power can be transmitted through a
planetary system under eight sets of conditions.

CASE ONEMAXIMUM REDUCTION.In
the first set of conditions the engine is driving
the sun gear; the propeller shaft is connected to

'the planet carrier; and the ring gear is held
against rotation. (See fig. 10-24.) The planet
gears are meshed with the sun gear. The planet
gears rotate on their shafts (the-planet gears are
always free to rotate on their own shafts). The
ring gear is held stationary, forcing . the
pleetaries to 'walk around" the inside of the
ring gear. When the planet pinions walk around
the ring gear, they rotaie the planet carrier on its
center. If the ring gear were-not held stationary,
the planets would spin on their shafts and rotate
the ring gear. 'Because the propeller shaft is
connected to the planet carrier, it rotates with
the planet .carrier. In this case, the propeller
shaft rotates in the same, direction as the
crankshaft, but the two shafts do not rotate at
the same speed.

To calculate: the speed ratio between the
ciankshaft and the proPeller shaft, add the total
numlYer of teeth on the ring gear to the total
number of teeth on the sun gear. Then divide
the number of teeth on the sun gear into that
number. The speed ratio (ENGINE.SPEED TO

,POPELLER SPE ED) may be expressed
algebraically as '.(R .r S):S where S is the number
of teeth in the-sun rar. and R g the number of
teeth in the ring par. For instance, if the sun
gear has 18 teeth and the ring gear 36, the total
is 54. Divide 18 into 54, and the answer is 3.
This means thi"§i.m. gear must rotate three times
in order to rotgte the planet carrier once.

STATIONARY

DRIVING MEMBER

312

LESS SPEED
MORE TORQUE

;RIVENICEMBER

2.210
Figure 10-24.Planetary gears in maximum'ieduction..
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C'ASE TWOMINIMUM"
REDUCTION.-2Minimum reduction, in the
planetary gear set takes place when the ring gear'
is driven by the engine and i'he propellerlshet is
connected to the planet carrier (fig. 10-25). The
sun gear is hekl against rotation. The rotatiohor
the ring gear forces the planets to walk around
the sun gear. The planetary carrier is rotated in .
the same directior. as the engine. The attached
prdpeller, or output, shaft is rotated in the -same
direction as the planetary. carrier. There is a
speed reduction from, the crank shaft to the
output shaft.

The speed reduction is not of the same
- "magnitude as the speed i'eduction in case one.

The speed reduction may be calculated by
adding the number of teeth in the sun gear to
the number of teeth in the ring gear and dividing
the total jnto the number of teeth in the ring
gear. The result of R ÷;.(R + S) is then compared
tounity (one): Note that when we speak of a
speed reduction or a speed increase (discussed
later), we are comparing the output from the

'transmission witrthe input to the transrhission.
The ratio we speak of is the ratio of the input to
the transmission to the output from the
'transmission (input:output). The ratio for case
-two is (S + R):R. It the gun gear has 18 teeth
and the ring gear 36, this would make a total of
54. Divide 36 into '54 and the answer is 1 1/2.
This Means the engine must rotate the ring gear

STATIONARY

DRIVING MEMBER

DRIVEN MEI. iER

LESS SPEED
MDRE TORQUE

. - ' 2.211

Figure 10-25.Planetary (jars in minimtirn reduction.

7 1 172 times in order to rotate'thes planet catrier
once. The ratio ig 1 1/2:1 and the reduction
through the tiansmiision is 1/3 (the output is
2/3 of the input). . .

CASE ,TI-IRE7E REVERSE
REDUCTION.when a reverse reduction is
desired, the engine is made' to drive the sun gear;
the- propeller shaft is connected to the ring gear;
and the planet carrier is held stationary: (See fig.
10-26.) The sun geari is driVen in the same .

direction of. rotation as,the _engine (clockwise),
thus causing the planet gears to rotate
counterclockwise:. Since the planet carrier is field
stationary; the'planet gears rotattbn their shafts,
and cause the ring gear to rotate an opposite
direction from the sun gear. The gear reduction, '
in this case, is a direct ratio of the number of
teeth on the ring gear fo the nuil.:!,er of,teeih On -s
the sun g.ar. For,example, if the ring gear ha.s 76
teeth and the sbn gear 18, the speed reduction
will be one-half. The planetary gears merdyjdle
and do not influence the speed ratio. Tile ratio
may ,be expressed algebraically as R:S.

CASE .F OURMIIMUM
OVERDRIVE.This case is opposite to case.
two. As shown in figure 10-121, the engine drives
the planet carrier, and the output is taken from
the internal" (ring) gear. The sup gear is heid
against rotation. ,The driving and driven
members have changed places:The result is an

DRIVING MEMBER

JALE4SPEED
ORE TORQUE

STATIONARY

DRIVEN MEMBER

2.214
\Figure 10-26.Planetary gears in reverse reduction.
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SIA ...:ARY DRIVEN MEMBER

DRIVING MEMBEA

MORE SPEED
LESS TORQUE

2.213
Figure 10-27.Planetary gears in min:mum overdrive.

increase' in speed from the jnput shaft to the
output shaft instead of a reduction in speed.

The algebraic exPiession for the speed,
increase, (S R, is the inverse of the one
for minimum speed reduction. Instead of having
a speed ratio of 1 1/2:1, we now have a ratio of
1:1 la. The engine Will rotate once for every
one and one-half times that the propeller shaft is
rotated. A minimum overdrive is the type
usually found in automotive equipment that has
an overdrive incorporated in the transmission.

CASE FIVEMAXIMUM
OVERDRIVE.Another means of obtaining an
overdrive effect is possible in the planetary gear
system. Case five uses the driven member of case
one as the driving member and the dfiving
member of case..one as the driven meniber. As
shown in figure 10-28, the engine is connected to
the -planet carrier and the sun gear 'is connected
to the propeller shaft. The ring gear 'is held .
against' rotation. Instead of maximum reduction
we maximum overdrive.

The algebraic formula for the speed increase
f.is' the reciprocal, or inverse, or 'the algebraic

expression for the speed reduction of case one.
The formula is (S,-F R) S. A*Illing the same
numbv.oreeeth.as in ease one fin' the members
of the gear system, the ratio would be 1:3. the
engine will rotate one time while the propeller
shaft is rotating three times.

CASE SIXREVERSE OVERDRIVE.The
tdverse . overdrive condition has little practical
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2212
Figure 10-28.Planetary gearein maximum overdilue.

'

value and is 'included only to cover all of the
possible combinations of a planetary gear set.
The engine is.connected to the ring geat, and the
propeller shaft is conneeted to thesun gear. The
planetary carriei ig held against rptation. The'
sun geir is" forced to rotate in a
counterclockwise direction. The speed increase
will be two to one if the ring gear has 36 teeth
arid the sun gear has 18 teeth.

Reverse overdrive iS opposite rrolN4se
reduction. -The speed increase Would be
expressed algebraically as R/S. The ratio would
be 1:2. The engine will rotate once while 1,he
propeller "'shaft is rotating (wice. There is -no
advantage for a vehicle to have a speed` increase ,
in reverse. .

CASE SEVENDIRECT DR1VE.If direct
d 've is desired, no member of the planetary.

'held to prevent rotation. A direct drive
obtained regardless of which member is .

driven or whicli member is the driving
nrember: As an example consider the situation
where the driving member is the sun -gear and
the driven member -is the planet -carrier as in
figure 10-24. Instead of locking the ring gear,
leave it free to rotate and lock theging tO the
sun gear. If this conditiorr existed; the entire
unit would rotate and as a result a one-to-one .
ratio from the engine to the propeller shaft
Would exist.' .

Any two of the members may ,be locked
together to obtain direct drive. There is no speed
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Icrease,:or decrease within the system (1:1
itio). the engine will rotate once as the output
haft:rotates one time.

CASE ,E1dfiTNEUTRAL.N1n the last
ossible Combination for a planetary gear set, no
amber is helg agai6st..rotation or locked tO
nother member. When no member is held to
ake torque reaction there can be no: power
ransmitted through the planetary. system. -The
danetary carrier may be driven, but if the sun
par. is ndt held there, will be no minimum
overdrive condition. The sun gear will rotate,
naking it impossible for the planets to wIlk
sound the sun gear. The planets have.to walk
sound the sun gear to drive, the ring gear .to
ktain mintrimm overdrive.

A. tabular sununary of the possible planetary.
;ombinations diScussed .in the eight cases is
?rovided in table 10-1. The algebraic expressiOns
7or the speed of the/propeller shaft -where-there

. .

is a spegl reduction or increse are listed in table
'1.10-2. ,.,

AUTOMATIC TRANSMISSION
CONTROL SYSTEM-

Rovision must be made within the
au t oina tic tr an smission system for the
transmission to shift automatically from one
gear range or ratio to inotlier as the speed' and'
power IreqUirements of the vehicle and the
demands OT t ...driver vary. The means of
mechanical cohtrol is to connect a control
device to the hand lever operated by the driver.
The. Speed of the vehicle can regulate the
sele-ction of 'the gear ratio to be used under
normal opefating conditions as follow's: slow
speed requires a low gear ratio; fast speed
requires a high gear' ratio. To do this, a governor
driven by the engine or the drive shaft selects
the gear .ratio in _relation to the speed of the
vehicle.

Table 10-1:Tabular summary of the possibt combinations rite planetary gear set

CASE
STATIONAAY

MEMBER
DRIVING
MEMBER

. DRIVEN
MEMBER RESULT I.

ONE RIIIG SUN CARRIER MAXIMUM '!

REDUCTION

TWO

°I.

. SUN .`

,
RING CARRIER MINIMUM RE-

DUCTION

THREE CARRIER SUN .. RING = REVERSERE-
DUCTION

FOUA SUN CARRIER RING MINIMUM
OVERDRIVE
,

_

.FIVE RING CARRIER SUN . M4kIMUM
OVERDRIyE

-
SDC CARRIER RING

0

SUN
.

_

REVERSE
OVERDRIVE

SEVEN NONE (TWO
HELD TO-
GETHER)

.

'ANY ANY
.

DIRECT DRIVE

-or

EIGHT NONE AICIY NONE
.

NEUTRAL
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Table 10-2.Algebraic expression for determinirk the relative speeds of the planetary gear members

PLANETARY GEAR SPEEDS

S = Number of Teeth in gun Gear = 18 (teXt'eXample)

R.= Number of Teeth in Ring Gear = 36 (text example)

C = Planet CarrIer

CASE
.

STATIONARY I
MEMBER,

DRIVING
MEMBER

DRIVEN
MEMBER

SPEED RATIO
ENGINE: PROPELLER

,

RELATIVE S EED OF
THE DRIVEN MEMBER

-
text text

example S/R + S .ex.

ONE R S C R.+ S:S 36 + 18:18 1/3 .

. 54:18 ,

, 3:1

TWO S R C S + R:13 18 + 36:36 --R/S + R
, 54:36 2/3

. 1 1/2:1

THREE ---- C S R R:S 36:18 S/R

....
2:1 . - 1/2

IFOUR - S C R R:R + S 36:36 + 18 R + S/R
36:54 3/2

.

,
1:1 1/2 .,

FWE R C S S:S + R 18:18 + 36 S + R S
18:54 , 3/1

1:3

SIX 'C R S S:R 18:36 V R/S -1
1:2 2/1

SEVEN NONE ANY ANY 1:1 . 1/1 ,

EIGHT NONE ANY NONE --- 0
t,

Another method of controlling the
transmission automatically is to do so by ihe
load on the engine. Because the vacuum in the
manifold decreases as the load on the engine is
increased, this can be done by connecting a valve

, -- to the engine intake manifold. Another method
is to have a valve or valves operated
hydraulically by means of oil pressure generated
in the engine or in .the transmission by oil

. pumps.

e.'
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Traffic and terrain -conditions are such that
the vehidle 'speed of engine load is not always
the desired method of choaing the gear ratio to
be used. The matter of gear ratio selection,and.,i.
shifting must be under the control of the driWer. -

The driver's demands are expressed by. the
athount he advances the accelerator. Soddenly
depressing the foot acceleratOr NA hen the vehicle
is moving will cause the transmission to shift to
'a lower gear ratio in order to permit more rapid

gie
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acceleration. Should the vehicle be accelerating
in a condition at less than full throttle the
control action of the autOmatiC transmission
normally would shift into a higher gear ratio at a
certain speed. If the accelerator is depressed just -

as this speed is -reached, it is linked to the
automatic transmission in such a 'way:that the
shift will be overcome" and permit rapids_
acceleration of the vehicle in the lower range
instead of shifting'into a higher geaer..

More than one of these control devices may
be- combined in a System in/ order to obtain
almoSt any kind of automatic control desired. It
is often .desirable to attach JrKiie than one
control to a valve in order to-balance the action.

--For- -example, 'A Valve might have dual
controlsone to the foot accelerator and one to
the intake manifold. In this case the valve can be
opened or closed by movement of the
accelerator, provided that the engine is under
light load. If the engine is under heavy load, the
shift that would normally take place by actiOn
of the accelerator wctuld be, delayed by the
interconnected vacuum control until the engine
load decreases. Adjustment to speed and load
and the demands of the driver are automatically

ade in the transmission ratios by appropriate
connection of different controls to the shifting
valves in the transmission. t

In modern automatic transmissions the.
'..automatic shifting is accompliihed through a

system of hydraulit Valves or servo units
operating clatehes and/op,fbands. A pump or
pumps develop hydraulle pressure that is
directed by the control valVes to;clurches and/or
bands that oontrol the gekrs in the au'tomatic
transmission and cause the shifting from one
ratio to another. The operatiori,of the various
control valves is a mechanical balance controlled
by _tne.9 position of the .hand lever, governor
pressure, throttle valve pressure, engine vacuum,
or return spring pressure. The control system
operates on a.balanced pressure plan. Springs are
balanced against varying pressures and speeds
'until a very sensitive and responsible control is
obtained over the transmission mechanism.

MAINTENANCE AND REPAIR

The 'procedures for the maintenance and
repair of automatic transmissions will vary
considerably among makes and models of

c,

transmissions. Fpr this reason no procedures for
maintenance and repay are preiented in this
manual. It is stressed that, when repair§ are to.be
performed, you follow the specific procedures as
outlined in the manufacturer's maintenance
manual for the transmission being repaired.
Adjustments to autornatic transmissions-must be

:,micle_aCeurately to obtain proper operation of
the unit.

PROPELLER SHAFT
ASSEMBLIES

The propeller shaft assembly consists of a
proPeller shaft, a slip joint, and one or more

' universal joints. The propeller shaft is a driving
shaft that transmits the pbwer from the
transmission to the differential. The slip joint
(fig. 10-29) is necessary because the movement
between the transmission ad the differential
requires that the propeller shaft be able tO
shorten or lengthen itself. On vehicles having
rear springs the differential moves up and down .
as the rear wheels move over uneyen surfaces.
This up and dow'n movement lengthens and
shortens the distance between the transmission
and the differential. On vehicles such as .tow
tractors that have no rear Springs, the slip joint is
necessary because the distance ,between the
transmission and the -differential still increases
and decreases when the vehicle moves over
uneven surfaces. Vibration of the- engine on its
shock mounts and expansion and contraction
also necessitate a slip joint.

Because the differential is situated below the
level of the transmission, universal joints are
necessary to permit the change of direction of

_drive. The usual type of slip joint consists of a
sPlined shaft that fits into A splined sleeve as
shown in figure 10-29. The splines permit the
continuing transinission of ower as the, *eve
moves back and forth on Ale shaft. A universal.
joint is essentially a double-hinged joint
consisting of a Y-shaped yoke on the driven
shaft, another Y-shaped yoke on the driving
shaft, and a cross-shaped member called the
spider. Figure 10-30 shows a common universal
jointa Two of the four arms (trunnions) of the
spider fit into bearings in the end of the driving
shaft yoke, and the other two arms (trurinions)
are assembledin the end of the _driven shaft
yoke. When the two shafts are at an angle
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Figure 10-29.Slip joint and universal joint.
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Figure 10-30.Common type of universal joint.:
i
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to' each other the bearings in the yokes permit
the yokes to swing on the trunnions with each
revolution. Universal joints may have. roller
bearings around the trunnions as shown in figure
10-29.

Slip, joints and universal joints require little
maintenance except lubrication where fitted
with grease fittings. They may1 be factory packed
with grease and not need lubrication. Propellef
shafts may be solid or tubular. Tubular shafts
are used when the transmission is some distance
from the differential. Solid shafts are usually
used on tow tractors because the shaft is very
short.

DIFFERENTIALS

Theclifferential is connecte&to the propeller
shaft by the final drive. The final driye consists
of a pinion gear, driven by the propeller shaft.
The pinion turns a ring gear tbat is,part of the.
differential. The function. of the ring gear and
pinion is to change the direction of the power
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SPIRAL BEVEL GEAR

81.105
Figure 1 0-31 . Ring gepr. and pinion.

transmitted through .1/4the propeller shaft by 90
degrees in- order to drive the axles. The ring gear
and pinion also provide fixed reduction between
the speed of the propeller shaft and the axles.
The gear ratio is determined byl dividing the
nurnber of teeth on the ring gear by the number
of teeth on the pinion.

Most aviation support equipments have bevel
gears (fig. 10-31) in the final drive. Spur bevel
gears are very noisy; therefore, spiral bevel gears
are used on most equipment. The ring gear and
pinion are housed in,the differential housing and
lubricated by the grease therein.

DRIVE PINION

DRIVE
RING GEAR

The purpose of the differential is to adjust
for the difference in distance the driven, wheels
travel when the.vehicle turns. For example, if a
90-degree turn was made on a .20-ft radius, the
inner wheel would travel about 31 ft and the
outer wheel would travel nearly 39 ft. The
differential permits each axle to turn at a
different rate and still be driven as a single unit.

CONVENTIONAL
DIFFERENTIAL-

_

The drive pinion, connected to the propeller
shaft, rotates the drive ring gear and the
differential case which is attached to it. (See fig.
10-32.) When both wheels are rotating at the
same speed, as they do on a smoOth straight
surface, the differential pinions do not rotate on-
their trunnions but serve to lock the drive ring
gear and differential case with the differential
side gears and axles, making them turn as one
unit. In this case there is no relative motion
between the drive ring gear and the axles, and
the teeth of the differential pinions do not move
over the teeth of the differential side gears.

When the vehicle turns, one wheel must turn
faster than the other._ The differential side gear
driving the outside wheel through the axle, will
,turn "faker than the side gear of the inside wheel.
For the -drive ring gear to remain meshed xith

Ar...--PROPELLER
SHAFT

DWFERENTIAL
PINION TRUNNION

DIFFERENTIAL PINION

DIFFERENTIAL SIDE GEARS

-11111n -
AXLE

WHEEL

AXLE

DIFFERENTIAL PINION

DIFFERENTIAL
PINION TRUNNION

DIFFERENTIAL
CASE

Figure 10-32.Rear axles and differential.
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the two differential side gears, each turning at
different speeds, the differential pinions must
turn on their trunnions. The amount by which
the differential pinions cauSe the inside side gear
to slow in the -rate of turn is the amount by
which they will cause the outside side gear to
increase the rate of turn. The average speed of
the two side gears is always eq:.,al to the speed of
the drive ring gear. For exainple, if the drive ring
"gear makes four revolution,:4 and the inner
side gear, axle, and wheel rryake one revolution,
the oufside wheel Will rotate seven times.

If one wheel spins free from traction on a
Vehicle using a conventional differential, the
other wheel lcses power because the differential
Pinions are.revolving around the side gear of the
stationary wheel and applying all the power to
the spinning wheel. This result would be entirely
unsatisfactory in toiving tractors; therefore, a
no-spin differential is employed.

NO-SPIN DIFFERENTIAL

To provide the means of improving tractive
effort of the driving wheels when one wheel slips
from loss of tradion, the . differential must
prevent actual slippage and apply torque power
to- the driving wheels only to the extent that the
wheels can utilize the torque without slipping.

SPRING MEMBER
DRIVEN CLUTCH

The no-slip differential (fig. 10-33) uses a pair of
toothed clutches to do this. It does not contain
side gears as..does. the 9onventional differential.
Instead it contains a spider attached to the drive
ring 'gear through four differential Pinions
turning on the spider trunnions, plus two driven
clutch Members with side teeth that are indexed
by sp.ng pressure With side teeth in the spider.
Two side members are splined td-the wheel axles
and in turn are sPlined inio the driven. clutch
members. , -

The center cam (fig. 10-34) in the SPider is
held . in place hy a snap-ring that permits the
center cam to rotate but does not permit it to
move laterally: When -making a right turn, the
right driven clutch member remains fully
engaged With the spider clutch- teeth (fig. 10-35).

The spider, clutch teeth -(the driving teeth)
drive the right (inside) wheel at driVe ring gear
speed. The left wheel (outside) cov4rs a greater
distance and must turn fasterAtian drive ring
geaf speed. The% differential Must .perMit this;
action. As the left wheel begins to turit'fastee;:i
the left, driven clutch membe,so turns faster t =-
than drive ring gear and spider*ed: As the left
driven clutch member begins to turn faster, the
cam lobes or ramps. on its edge ride up on the
cam lobes on the center cam. This action pushes
the left-driven clutCh member away from the

SPIDER. AND
CENTER CAM

ASSEMBLY. , .

DRIVEN CLUTCH
MEMBE.R-

SIDE
KEMPER

SPRING

RETAINER

SPRING

1 RETAINER

Figure 10-33:No spin differential disassembled.
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CENTER CAM

227.62
Figure 10-34.Construction of center cam.

spider so the clutch teeth disengage. (See fig.
.10-36.) As the crest of the ramp is passed, spring
pressure forces the teeth of the driven clutch
member back into full engagement with the
teeth on the spider. This action is repeated as
long as the left wheel turns more rapidly than
the right wheel. Full drive is applied to the right
wheel; no drive is applied to the left wheel. As
soon as the vehicle completes the turn and the

, left .wheel slows'.down to the right-wheel speed,
driving power is applied equally to both. For a
left turA the action is similar except that full
drive is aPplied to the left wheel; the right wheel
turns more rapidly than the left wheel. .

With the no-spin differential one wheel
cannot spin because of loss of traction and
thereby deprive the otheF wheel of driving
effOrt. For example, suppose that one wheel is
on ice and the_ other wheel is on dry pavement.
The wheel on ice is assumed to have no traction.
The wheel on ice cannot spkn becadse wheel
speed is governed by the speed of the wheel
applying tractive effort. Therefore, the wheel on

, . DRIVEN CI.UTCH
MEMBER AND

RIOHT s
HAND ^

RIDER REMAIN
LOCKED AND

" /RAVEL AT
.. "?.AME SPFED

'

BIDE
MEMBER,

sIDE
MEMBER

227.63
Figure 10-35.Operation of novin differential

during a dun.

dry pavement will pull to the - limit of its
tractional resistance at the pavement.

MAINTENANCE

The grease in the differential should
periodically- checked, and brought to the proper .
levei if needed. The area under the differential
should be checked after the vehicle has been
patked to deterthine- thatthegaskets in the
differential housing are not leaking. When found
leaking, drain the grease, support the housing,
remove the bolts .'ind old gasket, clean the
surfaces, and install a new gasket. Nyhen
operating the vehicle in cold weather, the
manufacturer's specifications should be
consulted to deterinine the differential grease to
be uied. It may be necessary to change grease
with the seasons.

The first clue to existing troUble, in a
differential is usually a-noise. DefeCtive universal
joints, rohgh rear Wheel bearirie, or tire noises

be
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DRIVEN CLUTCH
MEMBER BECOMES
DISENGAGED 'AND
TRAVELS FASTER

THAN SPIDER

SPIDER

SPIDER AND
DRIVEN CLUTCH
MEMBER TRAVEL
AT SAME SPEEb

DRIVEN
CLUTCH
MEMBER

CENTER
CAM MEMBER

DRIVEN CLUTCH
MEMBER TEETH-

DRIVEN BY SPIDER

(7 .

CENTER CAMS SERVE AS RAMPS TO ELEVATE
JHE DROEN CLUTCH MEMBERS THROUGH

CONTACT WITH THEIR.FIX,ED CAMS

227.64
Figure 10-36.Action of center cam during a turn.

may be improperly diagnosed as differential
trouble. To properly determine the trouble, the

,source of the nbise must ke determined aiid the
operating conditions Under which the noise is
Most pronouneed. A clue may be gained as to
the cause of the trouble by noting whether the
noise is a growl, a hum, or a knock; whether it is
heard when the vehicle is operating on a straight
road, or on turns only; and whether the noise is
most noticeatle when the engine is driving the
vehicle or when it is coasting.

A humming noise in the differential usually
n eans that the drive ring gear or drive pinion
1teeds adjusting. An improperly adjusted ring
gear or pinion prevents normal tooth contact
between the gears and produces gear noise and
wear. The humming noise will gradually take on
a. growling characteristic if the trouble is not
corrected, and the ring gear and pinion will
eventually need replacing. The manufacturer's

specifications and instructions thould be
consulted, 'studied, and followed for any
..:djustment: -

Tire noises mdy be mistaken for differential
noiszc. Tire noises va-4 according to the type of
pavement tii6 tires are on while differential noise
will not. -To determine whether theT-noise is
caused by tire or differential, drive the vehicle
over several types of pavement. If the noise
changes with the type of pavement, tires are the
cause:

A noise that is, present in the differential
only when the vehicle is rounding_ a corner is
usually caused by trouble in the differintial case
assembly. The differential pinion gears may he.
too tight On. their trunnions, or the differential
side gears may be tight. Damaged or worn gears
can produce a noise when the -vehicle turns. If
bearings or gears are damaged, a knocking noise
can result. .

DRIVE AXLE ASSEMBLIES

316

The drive axle conveys the torque power
from the differential to the wheel. It is made of -
steel and is solid in construction. Most aviation
support equipment has full-floating drive axles
(fig. 10-37). The wheel fits over theend of the
axle housing, and the weight is carried by two
roller bearings between the wheel and the axle
housing; The outer end of the axle has a flange
that bolts to the wheel. Thus the axle goes
through the axle housing and wheel and applies
turning powei to the outside of the wheel. The
wheel is held on the axle housing by adjustment
nuts (fig. 10-38). The wheel hub, roller bearings,
and axle shaft are lubricated by the same° grease
that lubricates the differential. The axle can be
removed by removing the flange bolts, breaking
the flange seal, a-xl pulling the axle from the
housing. This can be done without removing the
wheel. When replacing an axle, the proper size
and thickness of gasket should be used as
specif ied in the manufacturer's instructions.

Some aviation support equipments, sw.1
tow tractors, have reo axle planetary gear:.
the Wheel end of the axle. These get...is furt:iei
reduce the power between thefl axl.: and the
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Figure 10-37.Cross section of rear hub in full

floating axle.

wheel. The axle has a gear on the outer end
which turns three planetary pinion gears; ther
turn an internal. ring gear bolted to the wheel.
This system is all lubricated by the same grease
that lubricates the differential. For adjustment
a n d serVicing consult the manufactUrer's
iriStrUctions.
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227.66
Figure 10-38.Bearing mounting and adjustment nuts

of full-floating construction.

SAFETY

While clutches, transmissions, Propeller, shaft
assemblies, differentials, or, rear axle assemblies
are not usually dangerous to work on or service,
all ,safety precautions related to mechanical
work must be followed by every ASM,to prevent
injury. These assemblies are heavy when
removed as units, and the simple 'dropping of
One of them can cause a broken, foot.

In addition to the usual safety precautions,
it should be reemphasized that proper blocking
of the vehicle being worked on is always a safe
practice.

wrn addition, when one end of a vehicle is
raised from the ground, a minimum of two
safety stands.should be used in place of-the jack
or lifting device that was used to raise the
vehicle. It is never a safe practice to be under a
vehicle when it is held off the ground only by
lifting devices.
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HARDWARE, FUELS, LUBRICANTS, AND
HYDRAULIC FLUIDS

Hardware and petroleum products have
always been important to modern military
operations. These products are no less important
to the ASM. This chapter covers theie products
as related to aviation support,.equipment.

HARDWARE

Because of the small size of most hardware
items, such as seals, packings, bolts, safety wire,
and other hardware, their importance is Often
oyedooked. Hcwever, the safe and efficient
operation of any ground support equipment is
greatly dependent upon correct selection and

z use of this hardwarg. .

SEALS
1.

Seals are used throughout the systems of
ground support equipment to minimize leakage
of fluids and gases. Seals may be made up of
packings or gaskets. Packings are usually in the
shape of 0-rings or other shapes. for use on
sliding or moving assemblies, and gaskets are
seals between nonmoving fittings and bosses on
support equipment.

0-rings

Most 0-rings used in support equipment
installations are made of synthetic rubber. They
are used in units that contain moving parts, such
as actuating cylinders, selector valves, etc.

The 0-ring packing seals effectively2in both
directions. This sealing is accomplished by
distortion of its elastic compound. Figure 11-1
(A) shows an 0-ring of the proper size installed
in a grooved seat. Notice tmt the clearance foi

../

(A) (B)

194.71 .
Figure 11-1.-0-rings propedy installed.

the 0-ring is less than its free outer diameter.
The crriss section of the 0-ring is squeezed out
of round prior to the application of pressure. In
this Manner, contait is ensured with the inner
and outer walls of the passage under static (no
pressure) conditions.

.Figure 11-1(B) sho!.vs the action of the
b-ring-when pressure is applied. It should also be
noted, in figure 11-1, that backup rings...are not
installed: In hydraulic systems where
components are subjected to 1,500 psi and
below, AN6227, AN6230, and M528775
packings are: used, In such installations, backup

, rings are not required although desirable. In
systems with pressures up to 3,000 psi, backup
rings are used in conjunction with the packings.

'0-ringidentification

0-rings\ are manufactured according to
Military SpeCifications and can be best identified
from the technical information printed On the
0-ring package. (See fig. 11-21) The size cannot
be positively_ identified by visual examination
without the use of 4iecial equipment. For this
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KZ5330-833-74911
PACKING PREFORMED SYN. RUBBER

4 EACH (MS28778-5)
5 DIS.C-38329

A-5/706
SR 810-8-90

DATE 4-70 CURE DATE 2070
8 STILLMAN RUBBER CO. (MFGR/CONTR)
9 MIL-G-5510A

1:0!

1. Stock number.

2. Nomenclature.
3. Part number.
4. Contract number.
5. Preservation.

4

6. Rubber composition
number.

7. Date of manufacture
, and cure date.

8. Manufacturer.
9. Military specification

number.

194.72

Figure 11-2.=0-ring package identiiication.

reason, 0-rings are made available in individual
hermetically sealed envelopes labeled with all

____Alietedessiary data:It i&recommsnded that they_
,be procured and stored in tkese envelopes.

NOTE: Colored dots, dashes, and stripes or
combinations of dots and dashes ron the surface .
of the 0-ring are no longer used for
identification of this tyPe seal.

Figure '1 1-2 shows the information printed
on the 0-ring packages, essential to determine
the intended- use, qualifications, and age
limitations. The manufacturer's cure date is one -

of the moie important printed items listed on
the package. This cme_ date isdenoted in
quarters. For example, the :.cure date 2071 .,
indicates that the 0-ring was manufactured
during the second quarter of 1971. Synthetic
rubber parts manufactured &ding any. given

, quarter are not considered one quarter,old until
the end of the succeeding qiiarter. Most 0-ring,
ake limitatiori is determined by this cure date,
anticipated service, life, and replacement
schedule.

Age limitatiin of synthetic rubber OlingS is
.

based on the fact -that- the Material deteriorates
with age. 0-ring age is computed from the cure
date. The term cure date is used in conjunction
with replacement kitswhich contain 0-rings,

319

'parts, and hardware' for shop repair of various
components. 0-rinticure dates also provide the
bases for 0-ring replacement schedules, which'
are determined by 07ring service life': The service
life (estimated, time of trouble-free service). of
0-rings also depends upon such conditions as
use, exposure to certain elements, both natural
and imposed, and subjection to phySical stress.
Operational condition& imposed on 0-rings in
on e co m p one n t may necessitate 0-ring
replacement more frequently than replacement
of identical 0-rings in other components.
Therefore, it is necessary to adhere to the
recommended replacement schedule for eack
individual component. The age of 0-rings in a
spare yart is determined from the assembly date
recorded on the service or identification plate
and/or on The exthriOr' of the container. All
0-rings over 24 months old should be replaced
or, if nearing their age Iiinif(24.months), should
not be used for replacement.

0-riug Storage

Propel- storage practices must be observed to
prevent deformation and deterioration of rubber
0-rings. Most-synthetic rubbers are not damaged
by several years of storage under ideal
conditions. However, most synthetic rubbers
deteriorate when exposed' to heat, light, .oil,
grease,' fuels, solvents, thinners, moisture, strong
drafts, or ozone (form pf oxygen formed from
electrical discharge). Damage by exposure is
magnified when rubber is under tension,
compression, or stress. There are several
conditions to be avoided, including, the' fol-
lowing:

I. ',Deformation as a resift of impropex_,-
stackingk'of parts and storage containers.

2. .,Creasing*Caused by a force applied to
corners and edges, and by squeezing between
boxes and storage containers.

3. Compression and flattening, ai a result
of storage under heavy parts.

4. 3Punctures caused by staples used -to
iattach dentification.

5. Deformation and contamination- due _to
hanging the 0-rings from nails or pegs. 0-rings
should be kept in their original ehvelopes, which .

provide preservation, protection, identification,
and cure date.

:.
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6. Contamination by piercing the sealed
envelopes to store 0-rings on rods, nails, or wire
handling devices.

7. Contamination \:ly fluids leaking from
parts stored above and adjacent to 0-ring
surfaces.

8. Contamination caused by adhesive tapes
applied diredtly to 0-ring surfaces. A torn 0-ring
package should be secured with a
pressure-sensitive, moisture-proof tape, but the
tape must not contact the 0-ring surfaces.

9. Retention of overage parts as a result of
improper storage arrangement or illegible
identification. 0-rings should be arranged so the
older seals are used first.

0-ring Removal and
Installation

The successful operation of a hydraulic
system and the units within depends greatly

upon the methods and procedures used in
handling and installing hydraulic seals. These
seals are comparatively- soft and should not be
subjected to any nicks, Scratches, or dents:They
should be kept free of dirt and foreign matter
and should not be exposed to extreme weither
conditions. When hydraulic,seals are chosen for
installation, they should not be picked up with
sharp instruments, and the preservative should
not be removed until they are ready for
installation.

During the installation or removal of
hydraulic seals; as well as other tasks, an ASM's
best friend is the correct tool. A variety of these
tools" may be used on any given job. Suggestions
for fabricating tlpical tools for use in-replacing
and installing 0-rings and backup rings are
shown in figure 11-3. These tools should be
fabricated from soft metal such as brass and
aluminum; however, tools made from phenolic
rod, plastics, and wodd may also be used.

S.

PLAN VIII SIN VIII SIN VIM KAN VIII

WEDGE TYPE
(IITUNAL:11111111M)

KAN VII s

kill TYPE

ail rot

purr oun) :

SPOON TYPE
(UM ANO IIIINTHAND LITU114!

Figure 11-3.Typical 0-ring installation and removal 'tools.
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When remOving or installing 0-rinis, avOid-
using pointed or sharp-edged tools which might
cause scratching or.. matting of hydraulic
component surfaces or cause damage to the
0-rings. While using the seal removal and
installation tools, contact with cylinder walls,
piston heads, andjelated precision compOnents
is not desirable. With practice, the, ASM should
beCome proficient in using these toots.

Notice in figure 11-4(A) how the hook-type
removal tool.is positioned under the 0-ring and
then lifted to allow the extractor tools, as well
as the 'removal tools, to pull the 0-ring from its
Cavity. View (B) shows the use of another type
of extractor tool in -the removal of internally
installed 07rings.

view (C), notice the extractor tool
tioned under both 0-rings at the same time.

method of maniPulating the tool positions
-0-rings, allowing the hook-type -removal

1 to extract both' 0-rings with minimum
ort. View (D) showi practically the same

moval as View (C), except for the . use of a
fferent typebt extractOr tOol.

The reipoyal of external 0-rings is less
'fficult than the removal'of internally installed
rings. Views .(E) . and (F) illustrate two

ccotted removal methods. View (E). shows the
e lof a spoim-type extractor, which is

osi,tioned undef the seal. After the 0-ring iS
dislodged from its cavity, the Spoon is held
stationary while, simultaneously, rotating and
Withdrawing the piston, view (F) installation is
similar to view (E), except only one 0-ring is
installed, and a different type of extractor tool
is used. The wedge-type extractor tool is
inserted beneath the 0-ring; the hook-type
removal tool 'hooks the 0-ring..k slight pull .on
the latter tool -removes the .0-ring from its
cavity. -

_After the, removal of all 0-rings, cleaning bf
the effected parts which Will receive new 0-rings
is mandatory. Enstiie that the area uSed for such
installations is clean, and free 'from all
contathinatiOn. Each 0-ring to- be replaced
should be removed from its sealed package and.
insPected . for 'defects suCh as blemishes,
abrasions, tuts, or punctures.. Although an
0-ring may appear perfect at first' glance, slight

surface flaws may exist. These are often capable
of preVenting satisfactory .0-ring performance
under the variable operating pressures of
hydraulic systems. 0-rings should be rejected for
flaws that will affect their perforMance.

By rolling the ring on an inspection-cone or
dowel, the inner diaMetersurface can also be
checked for small cracks, particles of foreign
matter, and other irregularities that would cause
leakage or shorten the life of 0-rings. The slight,
stretching. of the. ring when it is rolled insideout-

i will help to reveal some defects not otherwise
visible.

A further check of each 0-fing should be
made by stretching it between the fingers, but
caie must be taken not to exceed the elastic
limits of the rubber. Following these inspection
procedures will prove to be a maintenance
economy. It is far more desirable to take care
when identifying and inspecting 0-rings than to
repeatedly repar components becattse of faulty
seals.

After inspection and' prior to installation,
immerse the 07ting in clean hydraulic fluid, of
the type' which is; compatible with the sear.
During the installation, avoid rolling and
twisting the 0-ring tb maneuver it into place. If .
possible, keep the position of-the 0-ring's mold
line constant. When the ,0-rine installation
requires spanning or inserting through sharp
threaded areas, ridges, .slots, and edgei, uF
protective measures, such aS .0-ring 'entering
sleeves as Shown- in figure 111-5(A). If the
recommended 0-ring entering sleeve.: (soft
thin-wall metallic sleeve) is not available, paper
sleeves and coyers may be fabricated by using
the Seal package ,(gloss gide out) or lint-free
bond paper. (Seefig. 11-3(B) and (C).)

Adhesive tapes should mit be used to cover
danger areas ori components. Glinriny substances
left by the adhesives are extremely detrimental
to hydraulic syktems.

After the 0-ring fs , placed in the cavity
protided, gently' roll.the -0-ring with the fingers
th remove any twist that might have occtirred
during installation.
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B) IACKUP KINGS

EXTRACTOR -TOOL

'

CYLINDER

0-RING

BACKUP RINa

4,

IMMORAL TOOL moo r,I

FEXTRACTOR TOOL out

, s 'INTERNAL 0-RING REMOVAL
(USING POLL. TYPE EXTRACTOR -AND HOOK

-TYPE REMOVAL TOOLS)

0-RING -

4_ c

INAIOVAL TOOL ;ioog 0000) EXTXA .TOR TOOL
mw

INTERNAL 0-RNG REMOVAL
(USING PUSH TYPE EXTRACTOrAND

'N.ITOOK TYPE_ REMOVAL TOO(S)

(C) BACKUP ENG 0-RING BACKUP RING

0-RING BACKUP RING/
ii.

1,ow" i REMOVAL Rm.

:1,

PUSH r

0-RING

BACKUP RING,

0-RING EXTRACTOR TOOL

EXTRACTOR TOOL
1010111 0 IMO)

. REMOVAL TOOL Jac ryn) cl EXTRACTOR TOOL vuu

DUAL INTERNAL 0-RING REMOVAL
(US)NG PUSItTYPE EXTRACTOR AND HOOK

TYPE REMOVAL TOOLS)

( E

0-RING REMOVAL TOOL

C.. REMOVAL TOOL (11001( 711) °.E)(TRACTOR TOOL wrIDGT Tyn).

INTERNAL 0-RING REMOVAL
IUSING WEDGE TYPE EXTRACTOR AND HOOK

TYPE REMOVAL TOO(S)

4

REMOVAL

SPOON

EXT AL.6-RIPIG REMOVAL .
(USING SPOON TYPE EXTRACTOR

REMOVAL TOO(S)

REMOVAL TOOL

PUSH

EXTRACTING TOOL

REMOVAL TOOE. IMOOK M()

aiRACTOR TOOL copra ITH1,

EXTERNAL 0-RING REAOVAL
(USING WEDGE TYPE EXTRACTOR Pio

100K TYPf REMOVAt TOOLS.)

Figure 11-4.-0-ring removal.
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(A)
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(C)

In
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0 RING RECEIVING GROOVE
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SHARP EDGES AND CORNERS

EXTERNAL 0-RING INSTALLATION
(USING RAP)R COVER 10 AVOID 0-RING DAMAGE

FROM SHARP EDGES ct, THREADSI

0RIN6 RECEIVING GROOVES

215.14

Figure 11-5.-0-ring installation.
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'GASKETS
. .

Gaskets are use*as static or stationary seals.
Their principal use in a fluid system is around
end caps o(i cy indezs, valves, and other units.
Gskets must .not be compressed against
irrekulai. or roligh surfaces that ,could cut or
damage them.-`.-To,do so'ean destroy the sdaling
quality of the, gasket. Since it is not possible to
have the matching Stirfaces of the cylinder block

..and cylinder head of an engine smooth enough
to make a gastight fit,, a gasket is used that is
able to withstand the pressure and heat
developed by the cylinders. The gaskets (fig.-
11-6) that serve as seals between engine paris'in
assembly require as much attention during
assembly as any other part. It is imOrattical to
machine all surfaces-so that they fit together to
form a perrect seal. The gaskets make a joint
that is air, water, or oil tight; therefore, when
properly installed, they prevent _loss of
compression, coolant, or lubricant.

The CYLINDER HEAD GASKET is placed
between the cylinder head and engine block to
maintain a gas- and coolant-tight seal. These
gaskets may be Metal sheets sat enough to
deform as required, but they are Vsually made in
the form of two thin plates of soft metal with
asbestos filling between them. Holes are
punched in the gasket to conform with the
openings in the head \and block, which?allows
the cooling water to circulate. If a poorly made
or improper gasket is used, the flow of cooling
water may be restricted, causing troublesome
hot spots.

On some engines, especially Vrtype, the
gaskets are so nearly. uniform that they can be
turned upside down or end for end and still fit
the retaining studs and Combustion chambers.Ar
they are improperly installed, however, they will
stop, water circulation at some parts of the
engints. It is important to make sure that the
correct gasket is used and that it is correctly
installed.

The INTAKE AND EXHAUST MANIFOLD
GASKETS are usually made from asbestos
formed to the desired shape. Some Of `them are
metal covered asbestos similar in construction to
a head. gasket. Because of the heat of the

;

81.52
7 !gu re 11-6.Engine overhaul' gasket ,kit,

exhaust and intake air, it is necessary that
manifold gaskets be made .from a Material that
will not burn.

The OIL PAN GASKET is generally made
froM pressed cork. It may be made in one piece
but more often it is made in two pieces: one
piece for eich side of the pan. Each end of the
pan is, sealed, with cork or neoprene gasket
material.

The other gaskets for an engine are usu 19
cut from pressed paper that is oil resistant. The
thickness of the paper varies in accordance with
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manufacturer's recommendations. Often, the
gaskets' used will create specified clearances
between, movirtg parts of an engine.

When,installing any gasket in an engine, it is
important' that the surfaces to be sealed be clean
and free from gAt and parts of the old gasket. A
putty knife is useful for cleaning gasket surfaces.
You Must be sure the gasket is in the propey
position and does not slip when the two-parts
are brought together. Heavy grease or a gasket
compound, will help you make sure the ga.,kets
stay in place and form a good seal.

The ASM should refer to FLUID POWER,
NAVPERS 16193 (Series) and the .latest
applicable maintenance manual f,or further

,references to seals and gaskets.
..-

BOLtS

Many types of bolts are used on support
-.; equipment, and -each -type is used --td fasten-,

something in place. However, before discussing
some of these types, it might be helpful at this
point to list and explain some commonly used
bolt terms. The ASM should know the names of
bolt parts. He should also be aware of the bolt
dimensions that must be considered in selecting
a bolt. Figure 11-7 illustrates both types of
information .

The three piincipal parts of a bolt are the
HEAD, THREAD, and GRIP. It is possible that
two of these parts are well known, but perhaps

217.65
Figure '11-7.Bolt terms and dimensions.

the "grip" is an unfamiliar term. If so, notice
that the grip is the unthreaded part of the bolt
shaftand that it extends from the threads to.the
bolthead. The head is the larger diameter of the
bolt and may be one of many shapes or designs.
The head retains the bolt in place in one
direction, and the nut -used on the threads
retains it in the other direction.

In order to choose the correct replacement
for an unserviceable bolt, several bolt
dimensions must be considered, one being the
length of the bolt. As shown in figure 11-7, the
bolt length is the distance from the-tip of the
threaded end to the head df the bolt. Correct
length selection is indicated when the chosen
bolt extendS through the nut at least 1/32 inch
in the case 'of flat-end bolts (fig. '11-7) or in the
case of chamfered (rounded) end bolts, at least
one full chamfer should extend through the nut.
If the bolt is too short, it may not extend out of

v. the bolthole far- enouel, for--the -to be---
securely fastened. If it is too long, it A.1.1y extend
so far that it interferes with the movement of
nearby parts. Unnecessarily long bolts, especially
in numbere can affect weight and balance and
...duce thi 1:ayload capacity.

In addition, if a bolt is too long or too short,
its grip will usually be the wrong length. As
shown in figure 11-8, grip length should be
approximately the same as the thickness of the
material to be fastened. if the grip is too short,
the threads of the bolt will extend into the
boltholc and may act like a reamer when the
material is vibrating. To prevent this, Make
certain" that no more than two threads extend
into the bolthole, Also make certain that any
threads that enter' the bolthole extend only into
the thicker member that is being fastened. If the,
grip is too long, the nut will run out of threads
before it can be tightened. In this event a bolt
with a shorter grip should be used, or if the bolt
grip extends only a short distance throurh the,
hole, a washer may be used.

A second bolt dimension that must be
considered is diameter. As shown in figure 11-7

.the diameter of the bolt is the thickness of its
shaft. If this thickness is 1/4 inch or more, the
bolt diameter is usually given in such fractions
of an inch as 1/4, 5/16, 7/16, 1/2, and the like.
However, if the bolt is less than 1/4 inch thick,

. the diameter is usuallY expressed as a whole
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BOLT GRIP LENGTH CORRECT

BOLT GRIP LENGTH TOO SHOW/

BOLT GRIP LENGTH TOO LONG

217.66
Figure 11-8.Correct and incorrect grip lengths.

C.)

number. For instance, a bott-that is 0.190 inch
in diameter is called a No. 10 bolt, while a bolt
that is 0.164 inch ih.diametefis called a No. 8.

The results of using a wrong-diameter bolt
should be obvious. If the bo/t is too- big, it
cannot of course enter the bolthole. If the
diameter is too small, the bolt has too much
play in the bolthole, and the chances are that it
is not,as strong as the correct size of bolt.

The third and forth bolt dimensions that
should be considered when choosing a bolt
replacement are head thickness and width:. If the
head is too thin or too narrow, itrnaY not 'be
strong enough to bear the load imposed on it. If
the head is too thick or too wide, it may extend
ico far that it interferes with.tip movement of
adjacent equipment cOmporietis.

Boltheads

The most common type of head is the hex
head, shown in figure 11-7. This type, of head
may be thick for greater strength or relatively
thin in order to fit in places having limited
clearances. In addition, the head may be
common or drilled. A hex.head bolt may have a
single hole drilled through it between two of the
sides of the hexagon and still be classed as a
common. The drilled head hex bolt has three
holes drilled in the head, connecting opposite
sides of the hex..

Four additional types of boltheads are
shown in figure 11-9. /lotice that panel A shoWs
an eyebolt, often used 'in mechanical control.,
systems. Panel B shoWs a countersunk head,
cloie _toleiance bolt. Panel C shows an internal
wrenching bolt. Both the Countersunk head bolt
and the internal wrenching'holtschaye hexagonal
recesses (six-sided holes) in their -heads. They are
fightened and loosened by Use of appropriate
size Allen wrenches. Panel D shows a clevis bolt
with its chliacteristic round head. This head
may be slotted, as,shown, to receive i common
screwdriver or recessed to receive a Reed and
Prince or a Phillips screwdriver.
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Bolt Threads

Another structural feature in which bolts
may differ is threads. These usually come in one
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(A).

(B)

(C)

(0)

EYE BOLT .

11111111\I

CLOSE TOLERANCE BOLT

INTERNAL WRENCHING BOLT

CLEVIS BOLT

Figure 11-9.Boltheads.
217.67

of the two typescoarse:cir fine, and the two !-,
not interchangeable. For any given size of b, .t
-there are a different number of coarse and tine
threads per inch. For instance, consider the
1/4-inch bolts. Some are called 1/4-28 bolts,
because they have 28 fine threads per inch.
Others have only 20 coarse threads per inch and
are called 1/4-20 bolts. To force one size of
threads into another size, even though both are
1/4. inch, will strip the finer threads or softer ,
getal. The same thing is true concerning the
other sizes.of bolts; therefore, make certain that
bolts selected have the correct type of threads.

Bolt Material

The type of metal used in a bolt helps to
-determine its strength and its resistance to
corrosion. Therefore, make Certain that material
is considered in the selection of replacement
bolts. Some bolts have distinctive head markings
that help to identify the material from which
they are manufactured. In certain' cases,
nAnufacturers are compelled to make bolts of
different dimensions or greater strength than the
standard types. Such bolts are made for a
particular application, "iand it is of eXtreme
importance,. that like bolts are used in
replacement. Such special bolts are usually
identified 'by the letter S stamped on the head.'
Figure 11-10 shows the tops of several hex-bolt
heads, each marked to indicate the type of bolt
material.

Unless current . directivesspe.cify_ otherwise,
every,unserviceable bolt should be replaced with
a bolt of the same type. Of course, substitute
and interchangeable items are sometimes
available, but the ideal fix is a bolt-for-bolt
replacement. The part number of a needed bolt
may be obtained by referring to the Illustrated
Parts Breakdown (1PB) for the equipment
concerned.
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Safety Wire

Safety wire is available in many different
types ahd Sizes: One must first select the correct
type and size wire for the particular job. Many
of the nUts, except the self-locking types, and
boltheads on support equipment Must bk.

safetied, the method used depending upon the
particular installation. Figure 1 141 illustrateg
the correct methods of installing safety wire.
The following general rules apply to safety
wiring:

1: All safety wire must be tight after
installation, but not under so much tension that
normal handling or vibration will break the wire.

2. The wire must be applied so that all pull
exerted..by the Wire tends to tighten the nut or
bolt.

3. Twists should be tight and even and the
wire between, nuts as taut as possible without
overtwisting:*Wire-twister pliers should be used
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HEAD MARKINGi

-

STEEL ALUMINUM CORROSION . STEEL STEEL
, CLOSE ALLOY RESISTANT (125,000 (160,000 TO

TOLERANCE (62,000 STEEL PS.I.) 180,000
(125,000 TO PSI.) (125,000 PS.I. )
145, 000.A.S.0 P.S.I.)

Figure 11-10.Bolthead markings.

SAFETY METHODS SHOWN ARE FOR
RIGHT HANDIHREADS. LEFT HAND OPPOSITE.

SAFETY WIRE OVER. HEAD

SAFETY WIRE AROUND HEAD

Figure 1111.Safety wire installation.

217.68

,

if available; ptherwise, wire between nuts-should
be t ted with-71.1W-handg-.--The. use Of regblat
plie I damage the wire. Regular pliers may
be us Only for final end twist prior to cutting"
off the excess wire..

MISCELLANEOUS HARDWARE

The ASM should become familiar with.other
miscellaneous . hardware for ground Mipport
equipment. He should be aware of their purpose
in performing the proper maintenance of ground
support equipment.

Cotter Pins

Cotter pins are used to secure bolts, sörews,
nuts, an& pins. Some cotter pins are made of
low-carbon steel, while others consist of stainless
steel and thus arc morejesistant to corrosion. In
addition,-stainless steel cotter pins may be used
in locations where nonmagnetibmaterial is
required. Regardless of shape or material; all
cotter pins are used 'for the same general
purposesafetying. Figure 11-12 shows three
types of cotter pins and how their -size is
determined.

NOTE: Wheneyer uneven prong cotter pins
217.81 are used, the length measurement is to the end

of the shortest prong.
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UNEVEN PRONGS OPTIONAL

Figure 11-12.Types of cotter pins.

Clamps

203.13

The clamps used on ground support
equipmeht are used to prevent lines, from-
chafing on other parts of the equipment. They
are also used to fasten or support other-
components mounted on the equipment:

Two. tyPes of clamps and -th.eir uses in
supporting, flexible and rigid lines can be seen in
figure 11-13. These clamps may differ in
purpose in that one clamp is designed with a

b be r or te flon cushion for low-range
temperatures, and the other has an asbestos
cuShion for high temperatures.

Support clamps should be inspected for
deterioration of the cushion material, to prevent
the metal part of the clamps from cutting or
chafing the supported lines- or hoses. The ASM
should choose a clamp of the correct size and
heat range and ensure that it is in good
Condition for. installation. Figure 11-14
ilfustrates six ways to secure lines and luises to
each other with support clamps to maintain line
clearances and prevent chafing.

FUELS
,

Petroleum products have always been
important to modem military operations. These

Figure 11-13.Clamp.s.
203.8

products are no less important to thi ASM. This
chapter covers petroleum produCts as,related to
aviation support equipment.

1( Crude oil is pumped from the earth in all
areas gf the wodd. The Middle East is the largest
froducer of crude oil in the free world. The
Western Hemisphere is the second largest
producer. North Africa has recently become a
large produCer of crude oil. .

Refining of crude oil furnishes many usable
products. Figure 11-15 illustrates the refining
process and lists the results. The ASM is
interested in automotivegasoline, diesel fuel,
lubricating oil and grease, and hydraulic fluids.

Chapters 7 and 8 of this training manual
cOvered the use of petroleum products in
gasoline and diesel engines. Functional
identification tape Markings of rigid metal
tubing appear in chapter 15 of this training'
manual. This chapter is concerned with the
characteristics of petroleum products and their
handling and treatment before their use in
aviation support equipment.

GASOLINE

Gasoline contains two important _elements
(carbon and hydrogen) in such proportion that
they bum freely in air and liberate heat energy..
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ADAPTER'

Figure 11-14.Securing linesjising support clamps.

Gasoline is suited to engine operation because ot
its uni form rate of burning and easy
vaporization :to give quick starting in cold
weather. The major properties of gasoline that
affect engine'operation are volatility, purity, and_

--antiknock quality.
As applied to gasoline, volatilifY is the

tendency to change from liquid to vapor at any
given temperature. The volatility of gasoline
affccts ease of starting, length of the warmup
period, and engine performance during normal
operation. As- the temperature rises and the
pressure against the surface of the gasoline
decreases, thc rate of vaporization increases.

To start readily, an engine must have a
burntible air-fuel mixture in the combustion
chamber at the momcnt of starting. The proper
mixture during normal operating.conditions. is
about 15 parts of air to 1 part of fuel by weight,
but during starting, when an engine is cold, some
of the vaporized fuel condenses and collects in
the intake Manifold. More fuel must be added to .

make enough fuel available for staIting and
operation until the, engine reaches operating

Jo
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213.4

temperatures., Under extremely cold starting.
conditions the air-fuel ratio may-be as low as 1
1 /4: 1 in order to obtain the necessary 15 parts
of air to 1 part of Combustible fuel. The change
in ratios for starting is acOmplished by, the
choke in the carburetor. Starting in cold Weather
can also be aided by using fuels of higher
volatility.

Vapor lock is a difficulty encountered in
using highly volatile fuels. This tendency
incmaks as the.temperature ts hotter. A fuel
that has a tendency to vaporize at normal
atmospheric temperatures may form so much
vapor in the fuel 'lines that the action of the
pwrip does not prolsith! a Slow of fuel to the
carburetor but Li fow varor Insidation
between the fuel fut.;; pump, and
carhumtor, and the heat producing parts of the
er4ne (exhaust manifold, and pipe) helps to
prevent .vapdr lock. The use -of. low volatilitY
fuels in hot weather is the-best preventive.

In case it is necessary to bleed the fuel line
to remove vapor lock of contamination,
disconnect the line from the tank at thc fuel
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Pump. Apply pressure .tO the tank and permit
the fuel ,to flow into a container until the vapor
hick is removed or the contamination has passed
into the container. Reconnect the _line to the
inlet side of the fuel pump. If thefirstattempt iS
hot successful; repeat the process,

Another undesiraplee condition result's when'
cold weather or overchoking leaves excessive
amounts of fuel ufivaporized in the intake and
combustion systems. The unvaporizerlfuel seeps
by the valves and piston rings into the crankcase
and lubricating oil daring starting and warmup.
This dilutes title oil in the crankcase and reduces
its lubricatingialities. If the engine operating
temperatures are high enough, the gasaline will
be vaporized in the crankcase and be withdrawn
through the crankcase ventilating system.\ When fuel is _riot distributed evenly to all
cylindert, the engine will run unevenly, and
Power output will decrease. The fuel mhst be

>eorripletely_vaporilie_d_m_d rnixe.cLwitliairiiitke
manifold before entering the cylinders to ensure
good 'distribution. Quick, smooth acceleration
also depends oh a Tully vaporized air-fhel
Mixture entering the-.combustion chamber.

The refining process removes -many
impurities from petroleum before gasoline
suitable forerigine use is produced. Considerable
corrosion at one time was caused by sulfur
inherent in crude oil, but modem refining
procedure has made corrosion almost negligible.
The tendency for the hydrocarbons in gasoline

- ta combine with the'oxygen,in the air to form
sticky gums which resultgd in clogged
carburetors, stuck valves, and other operational
difficulties .was another problem. Chemicals that
control the gumming tendency are now added to
the gasoline. Other impurities such as dirt,
water, grease, and unwanted chemicals must also
be removed to make gasoline an acceptable fuel.

Types and Designations

To better understand --what is meant by the
antiknock quality of gasoline, let us first study-

the- Process of combustion. When the mixture in
the:combustion chamber of an engine cylinder is
ignited, the gasoline vapor and the oxygen in the
air unite in a rapid .chemical reaction called

:burning. In buming, the molecules of the
gasoline and oxygen are -set into very rapid
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motion, and heat is produced. The molecole-s
bombard the walls of the combustiOn chamber
and the piston head. This bombardment is what
actually registers the heavy push on the piston
and forces it down on the power stroke. The
normal combustion process goes through three
stages that can be termed formation of a nucleus
of flame, hatching out, and propagation.

As soon as the spark jumps the gap of the
sparkplug electrodes, a small ball of blue flame
develops in the gap. _This ball is the first stage or
nucleuOrof flame. It enlarges with relative
slowness, and there is no measurable pressure
created by heat during its growth.

AS- the nucleus enlarges, it develops intothe
hatching-out stage. The nucleus is torn apart .so
that it sends fingers of flame into themixture in
tiro combustion chamber. This causes enough
heat to give ju'st a slight rise in the temperature
and pressure in the entire air-fuel mixture. A lag
tilLe.xists in_the_attempt to raise the pressure-in----

the entire cylinder. 0

It is during the propagation stage that
effective burning occurs. The flame now burns
in a front which sweeps across the combustion
chamber, burning rapidly and Causing great heat
and a rapid rise ih pressure. This pressure causes
the piston to move dowoward. The burning
during normal combustion is progressive. It
increases gradually during the first tv'vo stages,
but the flame is extremely strongas it sweeps
through the combustion chamber during the
third stage.'However, there is no violent or
explosive action such as when detonation takes
place.

If detonation does take place, it occurs
during the third stage of combustion. The first
two stages are normal, but in the propagation
stage the flame sweeps from the area around the
spark 'plug toward the walls of the combustion
chamber. As the* flame raceS through the
combustion chamber, the unburned gases ahead
of it are further compressed and are heated to
high temperatures. When the unburned mixture
is compressed an-d heated to the, point of serf
ignition, a rapid uncontrolled burning takes
place that is almost an explosion and is called.'
de tonation. Knocking or pinging results.
Detonation may cause malfunctions that mpg,
from loss in the performance to actual
destruction of the 'engine. Pistons have been
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shattered, cylinders burst, and heads cracked in
extreme cases. It is more likely -that the engine
Will overheat, fuel Consumption will be high, and
a loss.of power will result from detonation.

The ASM can help prevent detonation by
making sure the:gasoline used in the engine is
the manufacturer's recommended octane rating.
The ability of a fuel to,resisti detonation is a
measure of its octane rating.. Normal heptane has
an octane rating of zero, and iso-octane has an-
odtane nurriber of 100. When these two
hxdrocarbons Ire mixed in the proper
ptoportions to cause the same degree of
knocking in the test engine as the gasoline being
tested, the propertion gives the octane number
of the gasoline:Tor example, a gasoline rating
15 octane is equivalent in its knocking
characteristics to a mixture of 75-percent
isci-octane and 25-percent normal heptane.

The tendency of a fuel to detonate varies in
different engines and in the same engine under
different operating conditions. Engines are
designed to operate within a certain octane
range. Performance is improved with the use of
higher octane fuel within the rangerit the spark
setting is changed accordingly. The spark shoUld
be advanced when higher octane fuel is used; it
should be retarded When lOwer octane fuel is
used. If the engine operates 'satisfactorily at the
upper limit of the range of the octane rating for
its fuel, it will not improve the performance to
use fuel of a- higher octane number. Octane
rating of fuel has nothing to do with starting
qualities, potential energy, volatility, or other
major characteristics..

Tetraethyllead is the most commonly used
compound added to gasoline to suppress
detonation. It i effective because it reduces the
rate of burning of the fuel and thus prevents
t.xplosive burning or detonation. Most gasolines
used in aviation support equipment contain
amounts varying up to one part tetraethyllead to
1,600 parts gasoline. Improved refining-methods
also have produced fuels of greater antiknock
quality.

Low octane fuel is not, the only cause of
detonation. It can be caused by anything that
increases the heat or-pressure applied to the last
part of the air-fuel mixture, in the combustion
chamber. That' is why the compression ratio of

an engine has an upper limit. Due to the

excessive heat and pressure caused by additional
compression when the ratio is raised too high,
detonation will result. We can assume that the
gasoline delivered to..the Nayy is of thespeCifled
octane rating; thetefore, if an engine is,
detonating, we niust look for other causes. _

Under certain conditionupreipition, excessive
spark advance, lean fuel )nixture, and defective
cooling systems are some of the causes of
detonation. Preignition is the igniting of the
air-fuel mixture in the combustion chamber
during the compression stroke before'the spark .
hai occurred. This is ;caused by a hot Spot in the
co m bus ti on ch amber. For example, an
overheated exhaust valve head, a hot spark plug,
or a buildup of carbon cotdd be the cause of
preignition. When the engine becoAS
overheated,, a part of the combustion chamber
may become red hot and, as the.air-fuel mixture
is compressed, ignite the 'mixture. Preignition
may lead to detonation, but the two a eparate
and distinct events.

DIESEL

,ct Diesel fuels are heavier than gasoline because
-(hey are obiained after gasoline, and kerosene
have been refined from the crude oil. The high
speed diesel engines used in aviation support
equipment require a fuel almost as light as
kerosene.. This diesel fuel has specification
requirements as exacting as does gasoline..The
most important qualities of diesel fuel arc
cleanliness, viscosity, and ignition-quality.

Qeanliness is probably the most important
and necessary property, of a diesel fuel. The fuel
should not contain any foreign substances
because fuel pump and injector malfunction will
result. Diesel fuel will hold dirt in suspension for
longer periods of time than gasoline because it
has a higher viscosity. Because of this, every
precaution must be taken to keep dirt out of the
fuel system or eliminate it before it reaches the
pumps. Water is more objection.able iin diesel
fuel than in gasoline because it causes ragged
performance and will ,corrode the fuel system.
The least amount of corrosion on the highly
machined surfaces of the injection system
equipment will cause it to become inoperative.
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When it is suspected that contamination has
caused unsatisfactory performance of ,a diesel
engine; disconnect all supply lines and blo,
them out with air. Reconnect the lines, and
enSure that uncontarnigated fuel is supplied to
the system.

The viscosity of a fluid is an indication of its
reSistance to flbw. The higherthe viscosity, the
greater the resistance to flow. The viscosity of
diesel fuel must be low enough tb flow freely at
the lowest temperatures encountered but at the
same time be high enough to properilr lubricate
the closely fitted pump and injector plungers. It
must be viscous enough that .leakage at the
pump Plungers and dribbling at the injectors will
not octur. The viscosity, of the fuel determines
the size of the fuelspray droplets. This -size
govems the" atomization and penetration

_qualities of the spray. _
The ignition quality of o diëseF fiielisJtj

'ability to ignite spontaneously under the
conditions existing in the engine cylinder. The
ignition quality is the delay between the time
the fuel is injected into the cylinder and ignition
by- the hot air, and is expressed as a cetane
number. The spontaneous ignition point of-the
fuel is a function of temperature, pressure, and
time. The apparatus used for measuring the
cetane number of a fuel is an actual diesel
cylinder running under controlled operating
.conditions. The cetane number of a fuel is
obtained by comparing the operation of the
unknown fu'el with a known reference fuel in a
special test engine.. The reference fuel is a

mixture of alpha-methyl-naphthalene (which
will hardly ignite aione) and centane (which will
readily ignite at temperatures and pressures
obtained in a diesel. cylinder). The cetane
number indicates the percent of cetane in a
reference fuel which just- matches the ignition
properties of the fuel being tested.

Diesel engines knock, particularly when first
started or when idlins. This knock.is due to Ihe
rapid burning of thelharge of fuel accumulated
during the delay period between the time of
injection and ignition. When fuel is injected, the
first portion must vaporize, then heat and
presstnize until it reaches the spontaneous
ignition pOint. Time is required for.sufficient
fuel to go through this cycle to permit ignition.
During this same time, other portions of the fuel

are being injected and are going through the
same phases but behind the first portion.
Therefore,,as the flame spreads.from the point
of ignitionnany of the portions, of the charge
reach their spontaneous ignition temperatures at
practically the same time:, This rapid fnirning

_ causes a verY rapid increase, in pressure which
causes a distinct arid audiblo knock. Increasing
the comOression ratio in the cyiinder of the
diesel engine ,will decrease the° ignition lag and
thereby decrease tlie tendency to knock.
Speeding up, the engine increases the
compression ratio. The type Of combustion
chamber, airflow within the charnber, the type
of nozzle, the.injection pressure conditions,the
fuel temperature, the air temperature, and the
characteristics of 4,he fuel are all factois that
could affect knocking in a diesel engine. As was
seen in chapter 8 of this manual, more can be
doile in tEe- desigirof tifer-diesel -engine cylifi-der
to eliminate detonation than can be done in a
gasoline engine.

The cetane number of diesel fuels is usually
between 30 and 60,.Rapidly igniting fuels have
high cetane numbeis while slow igniting fuels
have low cetane ratings.

JP-5

JP-5 fuel predominantly consists of
hydrocarbOns with a little more carbon- and
somewhat less hydrogen. It may contain as
much as 4 pounds of sulfur per 1,000 lb of fuel.

Compounds containing only hydrogen and
carbon release, when burned, the greatest
amount of energy for a given weight of fuel:
Thus, a fuel consisting only of hydrogen and
carbon may produce '2-1/2 horse!power per hour
for each pound of ,Suel burned by a piston
engine.

Since JP-5'is a less volatile fuel than JP-4, it
.. is now .the Navy's primary jet fuel. It is safer to

store, more thermally stable, and has higher heat
coptent per gallon 'than JP-4.

JP-5' is a kerosene-type fuel. with a vapor
pressure close to 0 psi. Since it has a lower
tendency to vaporize than the More volatile
grades, the vapor-air mixture in tanks or
containeis 'above its liquid surfaces will generally
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be too lean to be ignited until the surface of the
liquid reaches' a tempefature of about 140° F.
1P-5 is used by all shipboard diesel-powered
support equipment and gai turbine engines.

Safe Handling of JP-5

JP-5 fuel .does not contain tet;aethyllead.
However, it may contain more toxic aromatics
than gasoline. It should, therefore, tie handled
With the same health precautions as apply to
gasoline. The hygienic or health aspects for
gasoline,--therefore, apply equally as well to JP-5.
This includes precautions covering inhalation of
'Vapors, skin yritations,-and container hazards. ,

Jet enguie fuels are petroleum products
manufactured froni crude oil by oil refineries.
They -Ire classified as flammabli- liquids. Mt
means that they will burn when ignited. Under
proper conditions they will explode with forces
similar to those oT TNT or dynamite. Death can
"fesult if the vapors of fuel are inhaled in
sufficient quantitieg;and serious skin irritations

' can result from contact with the fuel in the
liquid state.iIn Itquid form fuels are lighter thank
water, and 'in the vapor form they a& heavier
than air. Consequently, any wateroresent in the
fuels will usually settle to the Mttom of the
container. On the other hand, vaPors of these
fuels, when released in the air, tend to remain
doae to the ground, thus,increasing the danger
to perscylnel and property. From safety and
health standpoints jet engine fuels must be
handled with caution. On rags or waste they are
very flarnmable.

The Standard First Aid Training Course.
NAVEDTRA 10081-B, should be Studied by all
personnel working with fuels_ for information on
the treatment of those overcome or injured due
tc the handling of fuels?''

LUBRICANis

.The primary pdrpqse of any lubricant is to
-reduce friction and etiminate metal-to-Metal
contact during 'the operation of the engine.
Lubricants provide a film which permits surfaces
tO slide 'over each other with less friction.

-

,

, Therefore, lubrication is essential to prevent
, wear in any mechhnical device Where there are

surfaces-rubbing against each other.

OILS

In internal comhustion engines, lt6ricating
oils musf perform - foul' basic Unctions;
lubrication, cooling, cleaning, .and eating. In

orde,toproper v n.. engine parts the
ofl mUst be flew enough viscosity to flow
readily 'bet ell closely fitted parts that move,
rapidly but of higkenough viscosity to -prevent -

metal-to-1n tal contact between the parts. It
53,..plust hay; a low enough pour point (lowest

femperatw-e at which it can be poured) to
uring starting -.under very low .

temperatures. The flashpoint of oil is the
tenfiierature at which it first gives off sufficient
flammable vapor to ignite; this temperature
ranges from 275° to 70D° F. The fire point is
the temperatige at which the vapor will
continue to barn and is usually 500 to 70°
higher than the flashpoint. Lubrication oil must
have high enough flash and fire points so thatit
will not burn, vaporize, or be cOnsumed under .

high heat and be tough enough so that it will not
break down or fail under high temperatures or
preisures. The oxygen.absorption of the oil must
be low enough' so that varnish- and gum do not
form, and the oil must have small enotgli acid
content so as not to be detrimental to engine ;
parts.

Lubricating oil must coot moving .parts by
carrying off waste teat Tfis is eSpecially true in
diesel .engiraido Diesel engines generate enough
heat of com7Ustion tharati oil coolerls used to
transfer the heat from the oil to another
medium: In order to perform its cooling
function, lubricating oil 'must be ablo -to flow

-

Another major function of lubricating oils is
cleaning. 'This means carrying- from the engine'
parts (lift, duit, Small carbon and metal particles,
gum, and varnish. Because of 'the increased
compression ratios; higher speed engines, high
operating temperaturesi -and closer tolerances,
cleaning has become increasingljr important in
recent years: Filters have been developed to
remove part of the dirt and yentilation systems
have been designed to

1
carry off vapqrs and
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are. However, these devices perform only
of the job. Therefore, additives oi
pnts are blended with lubricating oils. The
ient is soluble in the oil and cleans the dirt,
and other impurities from the engine .and
them in suspension. These suspended

ities are removed by the filter as the oil is
ated. Gum and varnish are not removed by
!ter and therefore, the oil must be changed
:rvals. If the oil is not changed, the amount
m and varnish increases to the point where
il can no longer hold them in suspension
hese substances are deposited throughout
igine and cause poor performance.
nother function of lubricating oil is to seal
pace between the piston rings, cylinder

and pistons to prevent leakage of
)ustion gases from the combustion'
ber, past the rings, into the crankcase.

this space is -properiy sealed by the
:ating.oil, the full force of the combustion
'ended on the head of the piston and none

force is lost.

s and Designations

he military specification for lubricating oils
aviation ground support equipment

ribes that the oil be a petroleum or
tetically -prepared product or a combination
of. This oil is intended for the lubrication
ternal combustion automotive equipmalt
'or general purpose lubrication. This oil is of

viscosity -grades: SAE 1 0, SAE30, and
50. The SAE' stands for the Society
itomotive EngineerS who have established
rbitrary system for classifying motor oils
-ding to their viscosities.
` ther parts df the aviation support
mein ...se lubricating oils, in addition to the
te. These are the transmission, differential,
steerii.g gear unit. A standard transmission
SAE80 or SAE90 grade oil. This oil can also
>ed in the differential and steering Far unit.
manufacturer's recommended grade of oil
Id always be used in all three parts. The
able qualities of a Far lubricant are high
sity index, proper viscosity, chemical and
nal stability, and freedom from foaming.'
viscosity index of an oil is the effect of
ge of temperature. on the viscosity of the

oil. A low viscosity
of viscosity with c
example, an Oil tha

dex signifies a large change
anges in temperaturc. For
becomes very thin at high

temperatures and very thick at low temperatures
will have a low viscosity index. If
uncompounded mineral oils were used in
modem gear systems, they would fail in a sh
time because of the, gre,at friction generated a!
the high loads , carried.1-. Therefore, oiliness
additives and extreme pressure \ agents are added
to the mineral oil. Extreme \pressure agents
produce a nonscuffmg film on the,gears which
increases the amount of load the gears can carry.

The oil used in an automatic transmission
more closely resembles hydraulic fluid than
lubridating oil. However, only automatic
transmission oil should be used in automatic
transmissions. This oil has been . specially
prepared for use in modem day automatic
transmissions. 4,

Turbine Oil

MIL-L-23699B is a synthetic base lubricating
oil used in the lubricating system of support
equipment ,gas turbine engines. This oil has two
principal advantages dver petroleum oil. It has'
less tendency, to lay down lacquer and coke
deposits and less tendency to ,evaporateat high
temperatures. Its principal disadvantage-is that it
tends to blister or remove paint .wherever it is
spilled. Painted surfaces should be wiped clean
with-a petroleum solvent after spillage.

GREASES

Grease is used where oil cannot perform the
e sire d lubrication. On aviation support

equipment, grease is used in front wheel bearing
and-for chassis lubrication. The most important
requirements of greases are stability,
noncorrosiveness, water resistance, and
satisfactory performance in operation. A grease
must be stable both in storage and in use. It
must be free from bleeding (separation of oil);
oxidation, and r.es in consistency. The
grease must not chLnically attack the metals
and other materials with which it comes in
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contact. A grease which is insoluble in water is
required in some cases, while in others the grease
must only reiist weathering or the washing
action of water.

, Various soaps are used in the manufacture of
grease. These soaps regulate the water resistance
and tht heat stability of the ,grease. A grease
must perform satisfactorily in the equipment for
which it is intended, or inadequate lubrication
will Jesuit. Always use the grade of grease
recommended by the equipment manufacturer.

HYDRAULIC FLUIDS

Hydraulic fluid is used in brake systems, ,
power steering, work stands, ordnance trucks/
(bomb lifting systems, both self-propelled and
towed), aircraft spotting dollies, and forklifts.'
The-necessary properties cf a hydraulic fluid are
to have chemical stability, freedom from aciditY,
lubrjcating ability, proper viscosity; a mininuim
of toxicity, and a high flashpOintlt-should not
undergo chemical changes that will' form
unfavorable .deposits that clog openings or cause
sticking ,or leaking of moving parts during severe
operating conditions. HydraUlic fluids should be
free from acids that would Corrode or otherwise
adversely affect the metals and 'nonmetal lines
composing the system. Since moving parts, are
involved in the hydraulic system, the hydraulic
fluid should have the ability to lubricate these
moving parts.; The viscosity of the hydraulic
fluid must permit it to give a .00d iseal at
pumps, valves, and pistons and still perinit it to
flow easily under all operating conditions.
,Hydraulic fluid should be free
chemical that is poisonous or to
human being. Resistance to comb
minimum evaporation are desirable q
hydraulic fluids and are indicated
flashpoint.

Several different types of hydraulc
are used- in support equipme . The
manufacturer Of the equipment reComnie ds the
specification to be used in each syst4 The
-most conimonly used hydraulic IflOid is

Specification M1L-H-5606B. This is the same
type of fluid that is used in aircraft hydraulic
systems.\ The fluid is colored red and is ;normally

from any
ici to the,
stiOr and

y a hig,h

/
SAFETY

:7

Procured in ,1-qUart and 1-gallon 'containers, also
colored _ed. MIL-H-5606B hydraulic fluid ha.; a
petroleum base and must.not be mixed with
vegetable base hydraulic,fluid.

. ,

Vel,ctable base hydraulic fluid is used in the
brake systems ?J_-some self-propelled support
equipment. 3.hen petroleum or ildneral base
hydraul-fluid is, mixed with vegetable base

' hydraulic fluid hi a system, the two will jell and
1 -
I...mice the system ino rative. Using a petroleum

---,"- ' base hydraulic fluid.in a vegetable base hydraulic
;..ystem will cause natural rubber seais to
decompose and clog the system and also cause
the seals to leak. Vegetable base hydraulic fluid
has' no deteriorating effect on the petroleum
base hydraulic synthec rubber seals. Be 'sure
the hydraulic fluid youldd, or with which you
refill a system, is the type for which the system
is designed,

Cleanliness is the -most important factor in
the maintenance of a hyaraulic system. Small
orifices 'and close clearances in the hydraulic
system make all forms of dirt a positive hazard.
The usual cause of foreignmatter in the system
is carelessness of those who service the system.
When adding fluid to the system make certain

, that the manufacturer's recommendation is
followed as to the type. Also ensure that no dirt
gets in the reservoir when the cap is removed.
Since the ASH normally repairs and maintains,
the hydraulic systems -,,f the aviation. support
equipment, adding fluid is usually the most the
ASM will be required to do,

HANDLING PETROLEUM
PRODUCTS

, Hazards iii handling petroleum, products are
uS'ually confined to handling gasoline. Vapors
from all petroleum products are hazardous
because they COnstitute fire and explosive
hazards, and they are toxic to the human body.
When petroleum products, even gasoline, zre
stored in a closed cari or tank they are not
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hazardous .because. no vapor (or very little)
escapes from the container. To use the
petroleum product it must be handled, and this
permits vapors to form. Since the vapors from
petroleUm products create /the greatest hazard,
the vapor characteristics shlOuld,be understood.
Vapors from petroleum Oroducts, especially
gasoline, have been known to travel some

/ distance, reach a source of ignition, and flash
/ back to the point of origin causing a fire. Vapors

from petroleum products are heavier than air
/ and Settle in low places, such PI lubrication pits,

where they remain until ve.m ited out Spilled
gasoline or diesel fuel vapopzes ckickly because
so much of the liquid is exposed to the air;
therefore, when, spilled it should be cieaned up
as soon as pcfss;b1e.

Gasoline is volatile because it gives off
flammable vapors at comparatively low,
temperatures. Volatile products such as gasoline
are normally handled at temperatures where
they give off sufficient vapors to burn at all
times. Therefore, the ASM must be extremely
cautious when fueling aviation support
equipment with gasoline. _Caution is also
re q uired when handling other petroleum
products but not to the same \degree as in.
handling gasoline.

A hazard to persons handling petroleum
products is the toxic effect of the vapor.

\ Pe trole um vapors, when breathed in a
\concentration of ond:tenth of one percent by
voldine, may cause dizziness at the end of 6 .
minutes. Concentration of one-half of one
percent cart cause the inability to walk straight
in 4 minutes. Longer exposure or greater
concentration may cause unconsciousness or
death.

The first symptoms of breathing . toxic
vapors are headaches, nausea, and dizziness.
Recovery from the early symptoms is usually
prompt after Temoval to fresh air. If a man
becomes unconscious be ause of breathing
petroleum vapors, he should receive immediate
medical at ten tion .

The hazard' of heavy concentrations of
vapors from gasoline is increased if the gasoline

contains tetraethyllead which is 'added for
antiknock purposes. This' lead compound is
inhaled with the fumes or may enter the body
through the mouth or by absorption- through the
skin. No matter how fit enters the body,
tetraethyllead is poisonous. Although the
amount of tetraethyllead blended with
automotive gasoline is very small, lead poisoning
may occur from repeated exposure to gasoline
vapors in an enclosed or inadequately ventilated
area where leaded gasoline has been spilled in
considerable quantity. If winting.personnel are-
continually exposed to !Nicied gasoline, they
should be rotated, on the joL in order to limit
the period of individual exposure. A better
solution is to provide sufficient ventilation to
remove the hazard.

Volatile products such as gasoline may cau-se
skin irritations if allowed to remain in contact
with the skin, particularly under soaked clothing
and gloves. Clothing or shoes should be removed

'at once if any fuel has soaked through them.
After clothing removal, the skin should be
washed with soap and water. If the skin is '

subjected to repeated contact with gasoline, the
protective oils are removed from the skin and
drying, roughing, cracking, . and possibly
infedtions of the skin result. Oil-resistant rubber
gloves should be worn as protection by those
handling petroleum products.

If volatile fuel gets ihto the eyes, first aid
should be given.immediately. Thoroughly wash
the eyes with water, apply sterile olive oil, castor
oil, or mineral oil \to the eye and secure medical
attention as soon 'as possible. ,If a petrOleum ,

product is swallowd, immediately give the
victim aiarge quantity\ of warm, salty water to
drink in order to induce vomiting. Medical
attention should be secud as soon as possible.
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STORAGE

Petroleum products are stored\in cans,
drums, and tanks. Gasoline and diesel fu0 are
usually stored in drums or tanks. Lubricatrng
oils are usually stored in cans or drums. Greaie,
and hydraulic fluid are usually stored in cans. N-

Because gasoline is very flammable it should
be stored outside. The safest method of storage
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is in an underground Ventilated tank. The
aviation support equipment is then serviced by a
pump similar to thpse vised in civilian service
stations everywhere. The storage tank may be
mounted on a truck. The truck engine will then
supply the power to run the pump to move the
fuel to the equipment serviced. If stored in
drums, the gasoline is removed by a hand
operated pump or by gravity draining,
depending on facilities available. Regardless of
the method of storage, spillage while servicing
equipment becomes a problem. Vapors of
gasoline may be ignited by the vehicle serviced
when it is started. If much spillage results from'
servicing the vehicle it should be flushed away
'with water before the vehicle is started. The
fueling area should be posted with signs

. ..
prohibiting smoking or any open flame.
Adequate firefighting equipment should be
available in the fueling area. Dry chemical and
CO2 fire extinguishers are the best for
petroleum product fires. To . eliminate static
electric sparks that; can ignite gasoline vapors.
while being fueled,' the equipment shOuld be
gyounded. If fueling from a tank truck, the truck
should also be grounded. A wire or chain
securely fastened to the tank truck or vehicle
and extending to the deck is considered
sufficient grounding. Aboard ship, gasoline is
usually stored in drums. The gasoline is

transported in cans to the equipment being
fueled.

Safety cans are designed for the safe
hanSling of gasoline in quantities up to 10
gallons. These cans are made for 'use inside
where no provision has been made for a special
storage room of proper construction. They can
also be used to transportgasoline outside. Each
can is cylindrical in form and has a self-closing
valve which is opened through a valve actuating
linkage by manual pressure applied to either the
carrying handle or an independent control lever.
nterna1 pressure in excess of 5 pounds per
square inch is relieved either through an
independent pressure relief 'valve or by
Overcoming the spring,pressure on the pouring
closure or the filling closure. Both the filling and
pouring openings are provided with double
screeens of such design that they serve as
flashback arresters in the event that the
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flammable" vapor should ignite outside the can.
These screens can be readily removed and
replaced without forcing, thus facilitating /
frequent inspection and cleaning. The valves are
leakproof, so the can, when filled with liquid,
can ,be inverted without danger of leakage. The
stability of the can is such that it 'will not tip
over of its own accord when it contains liquid
and is tilted 3,0 degrees from the horizontal.

Preventive measures are 'always more safe
than corrective measures. Therefore, if no
,spillage occurs and no unsafe handling practices
are permitted, danger is held to the minimum.

Diesel 'fuel ashore is usually stored in
skid-mounted tanks outside. Aviation support
equipment can be fueled from the tank ,by
gyavity feed. Though diesel fuel is not as
flammable as L'astdine , the same precautions
should be followed as have been listed for
handling gasoline. Diesel fuel aboard ship is
stored in drums, and the fueling of equipment is,
performed in the same way as with gasoline.

Lubricating oils are stored in drums or cans.
When stored in drums, the drum is Usually fitteJ
with a faucet to permit the oil to be. drained into,
containers, for transportation to the equipment
Ikhere it is needed. When oil comes in cans, a
pouring spout can be inserted for pouring into
the equipment. Lubricating oils can be stored
insider

Grease and hydraulic fluid are usually
supplied in 'cans. The cover or cap of the can
should always be replaced to prevent any foreign
matter getting in the unused portion. Grease and
hydraulic fluid can be stored inside.

CONTAMINATION

It has already been stated ' that
containination -in petroleum products should be
avoided. Where unused petroleum products are
stored in drums or cans they should be tightly

closed to prevent dirt from entering .the
container. Every precaution should be taken to
prohibit foreign matter from getting in gasoline,
diesel fuel, lubricating oil, or hydraulic fluid.
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Where it is suspected that the fluid is
contaminated it should be filtered before using.

Empty ekums and reusable cans not
immediately scheduled for refilling With the
same fluid should be cleaned before storage.
Empty containers should be protected from
careless handling and from contamination of the

,

t) Li 7
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interior. They should be tightly closed, as this
will also retard interior corrosibn to a great
degree. If the container shows evidence of
corrosion, it should be scheduled for possible
reclamation. Empty containers having contained
flammable or explosive products should be
treated as a hazard and handled as such until
reconditioned or cleaned.
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CHAPTER 12

GAS TURBINE COMPRESSORS.'

The ASM is required to maintain and repair.
gas turbine engines used in ground support
equipment. The prolonged life and operational
readiness of the gas turbine engines invariably
depend upon the familiarity maintenance
personnel have with the equipment.

It is essential that the ASM know the engine
as thoroughly as possible. He should know wflat
it is designed to do and hoW it fulfills that
function. The ASM should be familiar with
normal operating details of the engine, such as
oil pressures, temperatures, and consumptipn;
fuelp pressures, flows, and consumption; and
exhaust gas temperatures. All of these should be
known for the operating conditions from
starting to idle, from idle' to load, and from load
to shut down of the engine.

DESCRIPTION AND PURPOSE
OF GAS TURBINE ENGMES

Basically, there are two types of gas turbine
'engines, the centrifugal-flow type and the
axial-flow type. (See figures 12-1 and 12-2.) By
observing the illustrations of the two types, it
can be seen that the greatest single difference is
in the compressor section. The construction
features of the COMPRESSOR (axial-flow or
centrifugal-flow) determine the designation of
the engine.

The centrifugal-flow compressor type eogine
is the most common engine used in suppor.t
equipment. The advantages of the
centrifugal-type as compared to the axial-flow
type are as follow's:

I. Simplicity of design and manufacture',
thus lower cost.

SPARK PLUG
IGNITOR

AIR IN
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COMPRESSOR-tENTRIFUGAL-FLOw
(DOUBLE-ENTRY TYPE)

224.98
Figure 12-1.Centrifugal-flow type engine.
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TURBINE NOZZLE

FUEL

COMBUSTION CHAMBER

0

qbmilmmEs

D/A1

0
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:04 -ofit
Aft&.-411.;t_Ats;id,

0 _It 7.41'4
0

0

Ii

k.

COMPRESSOR-AXIAL- r c.w.si

224.99
Figure 12-2.2-Axial-flow type engine.

2. Lighter weight.
3. Low starting power requirements.

Because the centrifugal-flow engine is the
most commonly used in support equipment, the
axial-flow is not discussed in this chapter. By
understanding the centrifugal-flow type, the
axial-flow type can also be understood, since all
other sections and components except the
compressor are very similar in design and
operation, if not identical.
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The gas turbuK engine consists of the
f011owing major sections and systems:

1. Accessory section.
2. Compressor section.
3. Turbine section.
4. Fuel system.
5. Lubrication system.
6. Electrical system.

A, discussion of each section and-each system
is presented later in this chapter.
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; OF GAS TURBINE
[PRESSOR UNITS

compressors provide pneumatic
rm of compressed bleed air for
ge-class pneumatic equipment.
includes Aircraft main engine

her types of compressed air
e units can also be used safely
of ice and snow from,aircraft
heating and preheating. Usually
kontained and require only an
of, fuel, and oil to .maintain a

There are many types of configurations of
gas turbine compressors; however, because of
their similarity in construction and operation,
the gas turbine compressor and its systems and
configurations are discussed generally in this
chapter.

CONFIGURATION OF GAS
TURBINE COMPRESSORS

The major differen-ces in the enclosures may
be deterMined by where the gas turbine is
'generally. used. Some_ are enclosed:in pods as
shown:in figur6 12-3. This allows for the pod to
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Figure 12-3.GTC 85 compressor in a pod.
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be suspended from the wing of an aircraft for
flyaway. These pods are normally usc:! on air
station's and in rare occasions may be aboard
aircraft carriers. Another 'type will be found
aboard aircraft" carriers as shown in figure 124.
This unit is mounted on the MD-3 tractor so
that less space. will be taken up on the carrier. It
can be used to start all aircraft except the
reciprocating engine aircraft.

The model NCPP-I05 compressor power
unit, shown- in figure 12-5 is a complete,
self-contained unit consisting of a flyaway
assembly enclosed in a skid-mounted,
weather-resistant enclosure. Some models of the
NCp13-105 are mounted on trailers for ease of
movement from aircraft to aircraft or place to
place. The N.CPP-105 ppplies compressed air, at
two pressure ratios (5:1 and 3.6:1), for aircraft
engine starting, and ac and dc_ electrical power
for operation of aircraft ,ac and dc electrical .
components. The NCPP-105 is equipped with a
remote cable assembly, an ac output cable, a dc
output cable, and a bleed air duct-assembly.

The unit enclosure consists of a forward,and
aft enclosure (hinged together), a cable stowage

:enclosure, muffler assembly, fuel tank, structure
assembly, and a hIse assembly.

The flyaway assembly, shown in figure 12-6
is normally operated while in the NCPP-105 unit
enclosure, with the 'dc power supply mounted in
the forward., enclosure. However, when it is
required to transport the flyaway assembly by
aircraft to a temporary location, the dc power
supply is removed and relocated on the flyaway
assembly structure. The fuel line and ac and dc
electrical output ables are disconnected, the
forward and aft ehclosures are lifted off the
structure assembly, and the flyaway assembly is

199.10
Figure 12-4.--Mb-3A tow tractor.

then removed from the base ^,ssembly. The
flyaway assembly, with its remote cable, ac and
dc electriCal output cables, and bleed air duct
assernbly, upon arrival at its temporary location,
can be operated by attaching it to a fuel supply.

,

OPERATIONAL
FUNDAMENTALS

The ',gas turbine compressor takes air, .
compresses it, adds fuel, ignites the mixture, and
directs the expanded gas against a .turbine. A
large mass of: air is required by the gas turbine
engine. The inlet must supply as'inucli,as ten
times the amount of air rev:fill:fee by a
reciprocating engihe. The air :must reach the
compressor in a smooth, flow free from
turbulence.

The compressor has as its function to
increase the energy of the .air received from the,
entrance duct and then discharge it to the;
Combustion chamber in the quantity and at the
pressure desired. The power to 'drive the
comPressor is provided by the turbine. The

, :turbine and conipressor units and their
connecting shafts comprise the rotor assembly.
The, rotor assembly is the only major moving
part in the gas turbine. Because its motion Is
entirely rotary, operation is inherently smooth.
The compressed air now goes to the combustion
chamber.

The combustion chamber serves tO contain
the combustion process whith raises the
temperature of the air ttassitlg through the
engine. The combustion procesi.injects fuel into
the compressed air and ignites the mixture.,This
process releaseS the kinetic energy contained in
the fuel-air mixture. The amount of fuel which
may be burned is limited by the maxiimum
temperature that can be tolerated by the
turbine. This limitation may cause the ratio of
air to fuel by weight to be less than 50 to I.
Fuel and air in this ratio will not burn if
uniformly mixed; therefore, the combustion
chamber is built so that only a small portion of
the incoming air can contact the fuel spray. At
the ignition point this portion of the mixture is
within the combustible range. From this point
the remaining air joins the burning mixture. The
joining air receives some of the heat from the
burning mixture and in so doing lowers the
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MUFFLER ASSEMBLY

BLEED AIR
OUTLET

CABLE
STOWAGE

ENCLOSURE\

STRUCTURE ASSEMBLY

BASE ASSEMBLY

FORWARD AND AFT.
ENCLOSURE (HINGED)

FUEL TANK

CWTROL
PANEL

ASSEMBLY

BLEED AIR DUCT STOWAGE

Figure 12-5.Model NCPP-105 compressor power unh.
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DC POWER SUPPLY
.(RELOCATION)

k

t

Figure 12-6.NCPP-105 flyawaY assembly:

temperature of the gases exiting from, the
combustion chamber to a value safe for turbine
operation.

The turbine receives the heated gases and
transforms the energy of the burned gases to
shaft power that drives the compressor and
accessories. The heat causes the compressed air
to expand. The only outlet from the combustion
chamber is to the turbine. In its rush to escape,
the gases build up enough velocity to turn the
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turbine when coming in contact with the turbine
blades. The turbine and compressor are
connected by a common shaft. The accessory_
section operates by a gear reduction drive
connected to the front of the compressor shaft.

The compressed air is drawn off from the
compressor section for use as pneumatic air, If
all the air was routed to the turbine from the
compressor, the turbine would produce more
power than is netded to operate the compressor
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,and accessories. Therefore; the amount taken for
pneumatic ectro., ront operation:does not reduce
the desifed output o" the 4girle. In a jet engine
used in aircraft, %tel.: pneumatic air ii nofbled
off, this excess erergy is used for propulsion. .

,
0 - . ..,

11- 1 ..

\ MAJOR rnMPONENTS
4

The' gas turbin, e engine, which. is normally.
' referred to as a unit, consists of a..two-stage

centrifugal compressor directli coupled to a
radial inward-flow turbine wheel,. Compressed

, airr is obtained as bleed-air from the second stage
of the compressor, Which alSo supplies air tO

, support fuel corribustion in tile turbine section.
The" unit is composed of three main
sectionsaccessory, compressor, and power
turbine. (See fig. 12-7)

ro.

PLUMBING
- SYSTEM

ACCESSORY SECTION

The iacessóry sectton is designed as a
separate ,assembly ancU consists of a gear
re duction drive coupled directly to the
compressor shaft through a special type of drive

TURBINi SECTION

ACCESSORY
SECTION

COMPRESOR
SECTION

Figure 12-7.Gas turbine compressor, major sections.
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shaft. The accessorY ,housing 'mounts and
provides drives for the fallowing accessories:

Starter. \i
2. Centrifugal switch.
3. Oil pump assembly.
4. Generator.
5. Fuel -accessory assembly. (Fuel pump

and control unit.)

COMPRESSOR SECTION

This section provides a source of compressed
air for combustion and pneumatic power in the
form of bleed air.

The ambient .air is moved by lhe first and
second stage impellers and is airected through
diffusers which are mounted directly after the
impellers. Compression ts accomplished by the
diffusers due to Iheir divergent shape:

The impellers are mounted on a common
shaft, the ends of which are splined internally to
receive the drive shafts which connect the
compressor to the accessory drive shaft and
connect the turbine to the compressor.

POWER TURBINE SECTIOT4

;The_ turbine section is the power section
which provides driving power for the entire unit.
The major parts of tl-ds section are the turbine
wheel', combustion chamber assembly, and
nozzle assembly. Ai4 which has been Olen into
the compressor, is routed to the combustion
chamber section where it is.mixed with fuel and
ignited. As the fuel-ad mixture is burned, the
gases expand rapidly, increasing the velocity of
the gas .asjt is exhausted to the rear Shrough the
nozzle assembly. From the nozzle assembly
these hot gases, are directed onto the blades of
the turbine wheel, turning the turbine at a very
high speed. In turn, the turbine drives the
cCimpressor Lnd the accessory drive assembly__

OPERATIONAL SAFETY
PRECAUTIONS

In the operation of any gas turbine
compress& unit, the ASM must first become
completely familiar with the proper operating

procedures. No one hould attempt to ope:t/re-
-these equipments until he has had an operational
checkout by a qualified and authorized
operatar. The actual operation of gas turbine
compressors is simple; however, they are
powerful pieces of equipment and must be
treated accordingly. The following safety
precautions must bc strictly enforced to prevent
po is i ble pe rsonnel injury or equipment
destruction:

1. All personnel must remain clear of
the compressor inlet; Although the turbine
engine of the unit is small, as 'compared to the

_engine in an aircraft, it is very dangerous and
consumes great1quantities of air.

4

All personnel are aware cif the destruction
caused to an aircraft jet engine "when a foreign
object is ingested. Remember, the gas turbine
compressor likewise will he destroyed, or
seriously damaged, if the inlet area is not kept
clear of foreign objects. Never carry loose
articles such as pencils or oil wiping cloths in the
pockets when working near operating units.
Always inspect the entire area around the
equipment (before starting the unit) to make
sac no loose gear or debris will be pulled into
the compressor.

2. The exhaust gas (rom this equipment is
exactly like that of the engine in an
aircraftHOTand exits 'from the unit at a
terrific velocity. Therefore, personnel must
avoid this area and make sure that the exhaust is
not directed onto anything which dig' heat or
the velocity af these gases would damage. A
tragic fire in the carrier Enterprise was started
by the exhaUst from o4 of these units.
ALWAYS BE CERTAIN that the exhaust is no
closer than the prescribed I istance from. ANY
object

3. Another `danger which lurks hid.ren in
equipment of this type may not be quite
as evident as the two previously discussed. This
danger is in the area of tqe plane-of-rotation of
th e high-s peed compressor and turbine
assemblies. There have been times when a
turbine blade has been sheared off and throim
out of the turbine. Ati the speeds which the
turbine turns, the blddes become like rifle
bullets.. Usually these areas are marked clearly
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with red Painted stripe§.; Never stand init the
plane of rotation whether 'marked or nOt.

4. Always wear, sound. attenuators 'when
working 'on or fiear, this equipment while
it is operating, since the noise level is very high
and will cause loss'.of hearing. The use of the

'sound attenuators cannot be' oversfressed.
ReMember, a lois, bf hearing due to the
.high-frequency, component 'of the noise
generated-bY this, equipment ,can and 'often does,.
cause permanent daniage to the auditory system.

fYJNaTONAL SY§TEMS

Before the ASM attempts 'to :operate a gas
turbine unit, he should 'have- Cirnowledge of the
different systems; and the function performed
by nth. In the gas turbineuriit there are four
main functional systems which are listed as
follows:

_ 1. 46Lir system.
'. 2. _Tuel system.

3. Lubrication system.
4. Electrical system:

In the following p_aragraphs each of these
systems is described briefly-.

, ,

AIR SYStEM
I -

See figure 12-8. Rotation of the compressor
creates a. low-presiure ,area at the inle't side of
the unit. This draws air through the oil cooler
into the first stage -compiessof plenum chamber
(air supply chamber). Note that the first stage of
the compressor ii constructed with a dual:entry;
this is necessary to pro%de Vie large,volunie of
*, that is Tequired for engine combustion and
I6001ing and for sup ying pneumatic power. As
air is drawn in the first stage of the
compressor, trem dous velocity is imparted to
it by the first stage impeller. The air is then
directed into the first stage diffuser where it is
slowed down and its pressure increased (first
stage compression) to approximately 18 psi. !t is
then directed through_ intersiage ducts into-the
second stage of the compressor, and tremendous
velocity is again imparted to it by the second
stage impeller. It is then directed into the second

. ,
stage diffuser where it is slowed down, and its
pressure further increased (second. stage
compression) to approximately 37 psi, From the
second stage compressor, the air is directed
through a set of desikirl vanes where, as the terin?'
deswirt implies', the air is straightened optinto a
smooth flOw. 'as, it enters the turbine pienum
chamber. Approximately 75-percent of the* air
entering the turbihe plenum chamber is used to
support cdmbustion .and for' combustion
chamber cooling, while the remaining 25 pereent
is available as,: bleed-air for operation
.pneumatid equiPment. °When:ho air is being bled
,from the:, engine, .this 25 percent ; providei
additional engine cooling, enabling the engine to
operate at- reduced temperature under nO-load .

conditions.
. Air enteri the combustion chamber-via small .

holes or perforations in the flame tube .or liner,
where it is coMbined 'with_ fuel and burned. The
result of the burning of the fuel 'the rapid
expansion of The-burning gases and creation of a
high-velocity, high-energy, eihaust gh flow.
This gaS flow is collected in -fii! atsembly,
referred tOis the,torus, and directed through a
nozzle ring surrounding the turbine .wheel and
Onto the blades of the thrbine wheel at . the
proPer angle to drive it. The high-velocity,
high-energy exhaust gas flow drives .the rturbinc
(hence the term gas turbine) at a ;very high rate
providing the power to drive the compressor and
accessories and to support pneumatic loads.
After passing through the turbine, blades the .
exhaust gases (stillhot) 'pass out the tailpipe to
the,itmosphere.

349

Fuel and Bleed-Mr
Control

(See fig. t2-9). This system 'functions
automatically , to maintain a near-constanl
turbine operating speed under varyir g
cbnditions of load and id control the amount of
bleed-Air sUpplied by the engine. The system
conSists of. electromechanical and pneumatic,
con.cionents. with cônnecting plunibing and
wiriTg, The principal components of the system
are a fuel. pun) and control'unit, an acceleration'
stabilizer aud adjusta,ble orifice assembly, a fuel
atomizer assembly, an acceleiation control ,
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Figure 12-9.Fuel and bleed-air control system.

thermostat, 'an unloading air shutoff (load)
valve, and a bleed-load control thermostat.

FUEL PUMP AND CONTROL UNIT.The
fuel pump and control unit incorporates the fuel
pump, acceleration limiter (bypass) valve, a
flyweight-type (mechanical) governor and a fuel
solenoid valve.

The acceleration limiter valve consists of a
check waive ac, dated by two diaphrat,insone
controlled by fuel pressure and the other by a
combination of spring pressure and compressor
discharge (control) air pressure. It is called a
bypass valve because it is designed to control
fuel flow to the atomizer assembly by bypassing
a portion of the fuel delivered by the fuel purpp
back to the fuel tank in relation to compressor
discharge air pressure. As engine rpm increases

and compressor discharge air pressure increases,
less fuel is bypassed and more is delivered to the
atomizer assembly. The acceleration limitei
valve controls fuel flow during starting and
acceleration up to approximately 95 percent of
governed engine rpm.

The mechanical governor begins to function
as engine rpm reaches approximately 95 percent.
Enough centrifugal force is -"applied to the
flyweights at this point to allow the governor to
begin bypassing fuel, in conjunction with the
acceleration limiter valve. The combined bypass
action of the acceleration limiter valve and the
governor allow just enough fuel to reach the
atomizer assembly to makTin governed engine
rpm.

The fuel solenoid valve is of the normally
closed type. It admits or shuts off fuel flow to
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the atomizer assembly in response to electrical
control system operation.

ACCELERATION STABILIZER AND
ADJUSTABLE ORIFICE ASSEMBLY.The
acceleration stabilizer and adjustable orifice
assembly consists of .a normally open solenoid
valve and an adjustable air bleed installed in the
control air line between the acceleration limiter
valve and the acceleration control thermostat.
Its purpose is to control and stabilize the rate of
acceleration by bleeding control air pressure off
the acceleration limiter valve. Bleeding off a
portion of the air pressure from the acceleration
limiter valve causes the valve to bypass more
fuel, decreasing the jrate of acceleration. The
solenoid is energized during starting (up to 35
percent of governed engine rpm) and when the
load switch is actuated, causing the acceleration
limiter valve to close and bypass no fuel. This
proyides the increased fuel flow required at
these times to support engine operation.

FUEL ATOMIZER ASSEMBLY.The fuel
atomizer assembly i& a dual orifice type and is
mounted on the combustion chamber cap
assembly. A flow-divider valve directs all fuel at
low pressure to f',e small orifice which provides
proper atomizativa of the fuel during starting.
As engine rpm increases and fuel pressure
increases, the flow divider valve actuhtes to
permit combined flow to both orifices.

ACCELERATION CONTROL
THERMOSTAT.The acceleration control
thermostat is mounted in the engine tailpipe. It
consists of a spring-loaded-closed, ball check

yalve, actuated by exhaust gas temperature
(EGT). It is connected to the acceleration
limiter valve by a control air line. The
thermostat accs to override control of fuel flow
by dumping all the control air pressure from the
acceleration limiter valve if the EGT exceeds a
.specified limit during acceleration.

UNLOADING AIR SHUTOFF
VALVE.--The unloading air shutoff (load) valve

,assmbly consists of a normall)i closed solenoid
vuk e, a normally closed butterfly valve, and two
diaphragms. It functions to control the amount
of ak that is bled from the engine in relation to

EGT. If too much air is being bled off
(over-loading), action of the bleed-load :.-,ontrol
thermostat allows the butterfly valve to able
sufficiently to regulate bleed-air flow without
causing engine shutdown or loss of engine speed.

BLEED-LOAD CONTROL
THERMOSTAT.The bleed-load control
thermostat is mounted in the engine tailpipe. It
has the--"Sme cotistruction as the acceleration
control thermostatand is connected to the load
valve by a control air line. It functions to
control the bleed-load in_ -ielation to EGT. At a
specified temperature, the thermostat valve
opens and bleeds control air pressure from the
actuator diaphragm of? the load valve. This
reduction in control air, pressure allows the
butterfly valve to modtilate, thereby maintaining
the maximum permiisible bleed-load on the
engine and preventing overloading.

LUBRICATION SYSTEM

The lubrication system is very simple; but,
because of the temperatures and, rpm at which
the unit operates, positive feed oil pressure for
lubrication and cooling must be provided. The
system includes a pressure and scavenge pump,
an oil filter, an oil teinperature regulator, an oil
cooler, and an oil tank. (See fig. 12-10.) Oil
under pressure is supplied to all gears, shafts,
and bearings. After the oil has been used, it
collects in the common sump between the
compressor and turbine assemblies and in the
sump of the accessory section and is then
returned, by the scavenge pump, to the oil tank.

If the temperature of the oil is such that it
requires coolihg; it is'-routed through the oil
cooler. Cooling is accomplished by compressor
inlet air flowing around the tubes of the oil
cooler. If the temperature of the oil is not great
enough to require cooling, a bypass valve in the
temperature regulator routes the oil directly to
the oil tank, where it is again pumped through
the engine. The unit is provided with an oil
'pressure actuated switch which prevents starting
of the engine until oil pressure builds up
sufficiently to close the switch. Also, if oil
pressure is lost during operation, this switch will
'function to shut down the engine. Sometimq,
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Figure 1210.Lubrication system.

oil pump will require priming to provide oil
pressure at time of starting.

ELECTRICAL SYST

The electrical system provides the means fo\-
starting, operating, and stopping the engine. It is

-a 26±-2:volt dc system which may be operated
from a battery or an external power source, such
as a mobile electric powerplant.

The electrical system has two groups of
componentsengine mounted and enclosure
mounted. The engine group is the same for all
installations, 'Iut the enclosure group will vary as
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to type of components and circuitry. A typical
electrical system schematic is shown in figure
12-11.

The components of the engine group are the
elec trical control box, ignition system,
generator, starter, centrifugal switch assembly,
oil drain solenoid valve, fUel .solenoid valve,
acceleration st-bilizer solenOid valve; and the
load control solenoi&-vilItT,

ELECTRICAL CONTROL BOX.ElectriCal
eontrol of the t c.gine is Maintained through the
electrical box. (See fig. 12-12.) It houses the
starter and ignition holding relay, fuel holding

1
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Figure 12-12.Electrical control box.

re ignition unit, and the start counter. The
str and ignition holding relay and the fuei
holding relay, when energized, provide power to
the circuits they control and also to their own
coils for a holding action. The ignition unit
irovides the high-tension current to the igniter
plug.

IGNITION.The gas turbine engine ignition
system is very simple in construction and
op,:t.tion. The .entire system consists of the

(spark unit) located in the combustion
chamber, a section of high-tension ignition lead,
'and the ignition unit located ip the electrical
control box. The ignition unit provides the
highenergy voltage source. This is accomplished
by a step-up transformer which charges internal
storage capacitors. The storage capacitors are
then discharged across a booster coil
arrangement, and the high voltage is aPplied,to
the igniter. After tht!.'engine has started and a
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flame is established in the combustion chamber,
the ignition system is deenergized, since burning
is constant once a successfp! start has been
accomplished.

ATE: The voltage to the igniter is
dangerously high (near 40,000 volts); therefore,
caution must be observed when maintenance is
performed on the ignition system. Always make
certain that the capacitors are fully discharged
before removing or checking components of the
ignition system.

G EN E R ATOR AND STARTER
ASSEMBLIES.The generator, driven by the
accessory, drive gear section, is a-
continuous-duty uri:t rated at 12 amperes and
28 volts. Cooling Or the generator is provided by
air drawn through cooling inlet holes in the
generator housing/through the generator, into a
codling outlet tub( and into the turbine
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exhaust. Co1ntrol of the generator and the
circuits asso iated with it is the fanction of the
voltage regi1ator and reverse current relay.
These units1 and a noise filter are located in the
generator ontrol panel. The starter unit
operates o a 24- to 28-volt power supply;
power for operation of the starter may be
provided by a battery or may be supplied from
air-alfiriiafr external 28-volt source. The starter
is provided with a friction and inertia type of
clutch mdchanism which allows automatic initial
engagemeint, and disengagement is accomplished
when the speed of the accessory drive is
exceeded. Starter motor current is cut off at 35
percent f engine speed.

C NTRIFUGAL SWITCH
ASSE BLY.The centrifugal switch assembly
(fig. 12-13), through the operation of a set of
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1. Housing.
2. Centrifugal switch

shaft.
3. Spring sliding

retainer.
4. Compression
5. Push rod.
6. Receptacle.
7. Access plate.
8. Adjusting screw.
9. Adjusting screw.

10. Adjusting screw.
11. Switch cover.

12. Leaf spring.
13. Switch actuatigg

lever.
14. Lever actuator.
15. Governor

spring. flyweight.
16. Ball bearing.
17. Fulcrum

flyweights.
18. Overspeed

switch bearing
carrier.

19. Mounting flange.

227.177
Figure 12-13.Centfifugal switch assembly.

flyweights, controls the sequence of operation
of the electrical system. As .the flyweights are
caused to move outward by centrifugal force,
three- switches are actuated by an actuating
lever. The first to operate is the 35-bercent
switch:Thich deenergizes the starter and ignition
holding relay. The second to operate is the
95-percent switch' which energizes the
ready-to-load light, load switch circuit, and the
start counter. The, last switch to operate, the
110 percent switch, operates at from .105 to 110
percent and is a safety device to protect the
engine from overspeed. When this switch
operates, the fuel holding relay is deenergized
and the engine stops.

The principal comp:Silents of the enclosure
group are a starter relay, generator control
panel, and an engine control panel. The engine
control panel provides the operating controls
and i ns tru me n ts for monitoring engine
operation.

Preoperational Inspection

The preoperational Maintenance
Requirements Cards require a thorough visual
inspection of the unit, and it shotild be
remembered that these are the minimum
requirements prior to starting. All accessories,
wiring, tubing; ducts, and fittings are inspected
for security and mounting. Check the entire unit
for evidence of fuel or oil leakage; if leakage is
detected, do not attempt a start, as a serious fire
may result.

_ The compressor intakes and the turbine
exhaust ducts must be inspected for foreign
material or other obstructions. Check for the
proper oil leyel in the oil tank, replenish as
required. Check for adequate fuel supply and for
security of fillercaps and connections.

All instruments must be checked for zero or
normal indication as appropriate, and for fogged
or broken glAss. On indicators which have
range-marks, check for the marks being in the
correct location. The bleed air connection is
checked for obstructions, and fhe bleed airhose
is inspected for torn shitlding and for holes; the
hose clamps are also checked for security at this
time.

The battery must be inspected for security
of the clamp assembly and terminals. Connect
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the battery and check for a minim.= reading of
24 volts. (Inspection of the battery electroly:e
and sRecific gravity is a special inspection
perforlined a t 7-day intervals.) A fire
extinguisher must always be ayailable if the unit
is to' be started. In the case of the
trailer-mounted enclosure, the, fire extinguisher
is mounted in a special mounting and must be
included in the preoperational inspection. The
fire extinguisher is checked for proper mounting
and for security of the seal.

Starting

After the preliminary checks and inspections
have been comp1eted, the following steps are
perfe,-med: (1) manual fuel valveOPEN; (2)
stop-run switchRUN; and (3) bleed-load
switchOFF. Then momentarily press the start
switch to the START position.

CAUTION: If difficulty is encountered in
starting; do noi ex;:eed the duty cycle of the
starter-1 minute ON, 4 minutes OFF.

When a new or overhaulea unit is started, or
if the oil lines have been disconnected, the oil
primer button must be pressed as the unit is
started; release the button when the unit lights
off. Normal governed speed should be reaChed
within 15 to 20 seconds. When 95 percent
governed speed is reached, the load light should
glow ind the load may then be applie'd if desired
by placing the bleed-load switch in the ON
position:

Shutdown

EME RG ENCY. St op the' engine
immediately by depressing the stop-run switch
to the STOP position if any of the following
conditions are observed:.

I. No oil pressure within 10 seconds after
the start circuit is energized.

2. If the turbine discharge tempthture
exceeds 677° C (1,250° F) for a period greater

.
than 5 seconds; or if the temperature exceeds
649° C (1,200° F) continuously under any
operating condition.

3. If' ignition failure .occurs (Ilame-out), to
prevent f .:el accumulation in the turbine section.

NORMAL.The unit requires a 1 minute
Operating period under no-load prior to stopping
in order to allow for a gradual cooling off. Aeter
the 1-minute cooling-off period, place the
stop-run switch in the STOP position. When the
turbine stops turning turn the manual fuel
shutoff valve OFF. The unit should be checked
visually for any discrepancies and fuel and oil
levels.

If any discrepancies exist, take the necessary
steps to have them corrected so the unit will be
ready for use when it is needed again.
Disconnect and stow the air :hose, etc.,
disconnect the battery, and secure the access
panels.
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NOTE: The equipment manual for the
particular gas turbine being operated should. be
consulted for proper startirig--rind shutdown .
procedures.

SYSTEM OPERATION

(Refer to fig. 12-11.) With the master
(stop-run) switch in the run position, .power is
available to the start switch, through the load
switch in its OFF position, the test circuit of the
load light, the contacts of the fuel holding relay,
and the contacts of the starter and ignition
holding relay. Depressing the momentary
contact start switch energizes the coils of the
fuel holdirig and the starter and ignition holding
relays: The fuel holding relay energizes the oil
solenoid drain aive, the fuel side of the oil
pressure switch, the normally open 95-percent
switch, and its own coil. Ground for the_ fuel..
holding relay coil is through the normally closed
110-percent switch. The starter and ignition
holding relay energizes the starter relay,
acCeleration stabilizer solenoid, load valve
solenoid, ignition side of the oil pressure switch',
and its own coil. Ground or the starter and
ignition holding relay is thrdugh the normally
closed 35 percent swtich. The starter relay
energizes the starter motor which begins rotating
the engine. At about 5.000 rpm, rising oil
pressure closes the oil pressure switch, energizing
the fuel solenoid vaive and the ignition unit.
Combustion is initiated, and the engine begins to
acceleraie under the combined drives of the
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stakter and combustion until apefoximately
15,000 rpm (35 percent) is reached. At this time
the 35-percent switch opens the pound-circuit
to the coil of the starter and ignition-tholding
relay, causing it to open. This' action deenergizes
the starter relay, ignition unit, acceleration
stabilizer solenoid and the load valve solenoid.
The engine continues to acceleate and as
approximately 42,000 rpm (95. percent) is
reached, the 95-percent switch closes, energizing-
the load light (indicating that a lual may now_be
applied) start counter, and the clic-int to the
load switch. The engine is loaded bY placing the
load switch in. the ON position. This energizes
thP load valve solenoid and the acceleration
stabilizer solenoid. If at any, time the engine
speed reaches 105 to 11 0 percent, the
-110-percent switch opens, opening the ground
circuit to the coil or the- fuel holding relay,
causing it to open. The action deenergizes the
fuel solenoid valve, and the bleedioad valve
circuit. Fuel flow to the engine is stopped, the
load valve colses, and the engine is shut doWn.

SYSTEM FUEL CONTROL

Fuel flow to the engine determines engine
rpm, and turbine temperature, and must be
accurately controlled, During starting- and
acceleration, fuel is controlled by the fuel pump
and control unit, !, cceleration control
thermostat, and fuel atomizer assembly. The
pneumatic portion of the fuel pump and control
unit functions during the starting cycle to
increase fuel pressure in relation to the increase
of compressor pressure by the amount of fuel
allowed to .bypass, thus increasing the _pressure
applied to 'the fuel atornizer_ assembly. If the
turbine temperature exceeds the spuified value
during the start cycle, the acceleration control
thermostat opens- and allows mere fuel to
bypass, thereby reducing the pressure of the fuel
applied to the fuel atomizer assembly.

The fuel atomizer assembly is constructed
with a dual discharge orifice; this arrangement
includes P.valve called a flow-divider valve which
remains closed at low presstire (starting
pressums), and opens as acceleration increase .,
allowng an increase of. fuel to flow at higher

rpm. The correct amount of fud is supplied to
tkie ,engine and is peoperly atomized at all
speeds.

GOVERNED OPERATION

After the engine has reached a steady state,
this steady state condition-is maintained from
no-load to full-load (except when the engine is
overloaded) by the fuel pump and control unit.
The governor of the fuel pump and control unit
automatically regulates the fuel flow fo match
the power demands placed upon the: turbine
wheel maintaining a substantially constant
turbine wheel speed. This is done by sensing the
speed of the turbine through the flyweightS of
the control unit. During underspeed condition,
the governor restricts fuel bypass which
increases the pressure applied to' the fuel
atomizer assembly which in Aunt increases
turbine speed. To compensate for an overspeed
condition, fuel flow is decreased by bypassing
more fuel and reducing the pressure of 'the fuel
applied to the atomizer assembly. A serious
overspeed could damage the engine; thus, it is
the function of the 110-percent switch to dlose
the fuel solenoid shutoff valve an'd cut the
supply of fuel off, stopping the engine when
overspeed occurs.
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MAINTENANCE

Maintenance as set forth in the Calendar
Maintenance Requirements Cards is to be
performed at 'an intermediate level maintenance
activity. The re\asson is that this equipment is a
precision unit .that requires special tools and
testing devices which are not available 'at the
lower levels of maintenance. The areas where the
work is performed have special requirements as
to cleanliness and -power-. availability, The
determining factor which governs the intervals
tetween maintenance performed is the number's'
of engine starts.

At time of engine replacement, the crew will
be required to operate a hoist or some .type of
chain fall when hoisting the unit out of its
enclosure, placing it in a shipping container, and
installing a new unit in the enclosure. There is
no specific 'hoisting device included in the
instructions given in the maintenance
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'requirements cards; therefore, the crew leader
Will normally assqme the responsibility for
Selecting a type of hoisting device that will allow

_this operation to be performed with maximum
safety. Removal and installation of these units
delnand an alert crew; each step of the removal
or mstallation procedure must be performed in
strict accordance with the instructions provided_

hiin t e appropriate manual or as outlined in the
main enance requirements-cards for the type of

\ - ----unit being niaintained. .

The special lifting adapter, which is supplied
with the unit, may not be replaced with a
substittite. These adapters are made for use with
the speaific unit, and substitution can caus'e-

-- imbalance during hoisting, or maY be the cause
for the unit to be dropped, with possible injury
to a crewmember, or damage to the unit.

CLEARANCES

Axial cl'earances in compressors and turbines
as pubListted in appropriate te-chnical
publications 'are a result df placement of shims
and spacers When . the unit is reassembled after
overhaul or repair. The thickness of the. shims
and spacers is stated in the Maintenance
Instructions Manual for the p:.rticular gas
turbine compeessor. Shims, can be added or
.removed to indease or reduee the clearances to
that desired. The radial clearances are also listed
in the Maintenanee Instructions Manual.

Another important check when assembling
the rotating parts of the gas turbine compressor
is the balance of the assembled parts. This is
done on a standard balancing machine. The
procedure is- contained in the Maintenance
Instructions Manual and is usually performed by
a depot maintenance activity.

TROUBLESHOOTING
\

i

At the intermediate maintenance level, the

A
M niay expect to be a part -of a

t oobleshooting/niaintenance creW. This crew
4i11 probably consist et- a senior AS and at least
bile each of the.three service ratings (ASE, ASI-1,

44SM). When a :malfunctioning unit is received, a
,froubleshooting crew is assigned to locate the
rirouble. make the necessary repairs; and return
-Ithe equipment to an operational status.

)1"

.

A guide to common engine malfunctionS,
their probable causes, and an appropriate
reinedy is provided in the maintenance' section
of the Maintenance Instructions Manual. Table
12-1 presents a section of the type of
troubleshooting information that is found in the
manuai. The' tables in the manual do...not cover
all of the possible malftinctions, but should be .
used as a guide when performing correctiVe
maintenance., .-

In table T2-1, the appropriate portionof the
maintenance Section is referenced when specific

' step-by-step instructions are to be followed.
A ' useful tool in troubleshooting the gas

turbine is the UPUA4-1. gas turbine engine
analyzer. See figure 12-14. This analyzer is a
portable unit with" instruments which can
m e as u re speed, exhaust temperature, oil
temperature, turbine driven ac generator
frequency ,(GTCP 100 only), electrical
componentresistance and current; and dc and ac
voltage of a gas turbine cornpressor. The-
analyzer's' hydraulic .and- pneumatic sysfem
provides for measurement of turbine unit oil and
fuel pressure, control air pressure, and for
regulation of turbine unit control air.

Th e, a n al y z er provides a lightweight
(approxirnately 50 pounds)4testing unit. This
unit has an electrical system with assoaiated
meters 'and indicators add also a hydraulic and
pneumatic system with associated gages and
controls. The purpose of the testing unit is for
checking and controlling the performance of gas
turbine cOmpresscir units, gas turbine power
units, combined compressor and power units,
and their components.

The tachometer indicator has two dials for
speed ranges of 0"to 2,500 and 2,500 to 5,000
rpm. A conversion chart attached "to the
analyzer cover door provides conversion factors
for turbirx unit gear ratios for determining
turbine un:t actual speed. Fop example, the GTC
85 has a ratio o tachometer rpm to gas turbine
wheel rpm of 1 to 9.524. This means that an
indication on the tachometer of 4,000 rpm
represents 38,096 rpm of the gas turbine wheel.

A temperature indicator with a range of 0°
to 1,800° indicates te turbine unit exhaust
temperature. The oil telaperature can be read on
an indicator with a range of 0° to 150°C. The
frequency reading for the turbine-driven. ac
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Table 12-1.itoubleshooting information;
.

.

Trouble Probab cause ,
c. .

Remedy

Rate ef acceleration too -
fast.

,

-

Fuel-bump acceler ion
. contrl

bypass valve defective.
-Replace fuel pump and control

unit.

Fnef pump governor defective. Replace fuel pump and control
unit.

,Acceleration and overteinpera-.
ture-control thermostat
defective.

, -

Block off thermostat. Restat
unit, Controlling temperature
with speed control valve on :

amlyzer. If operation normal,
replace thermoatat...

Acceleration stabilizer arid., ad-
. justmekt orifice defective.

Check for proper actuating.
Replace if necessary.

Failure of unit to start,
with,start attempt not
terminated by pressing
stop switeh at end of
cyt.

- 0 ,
*.

Starter motor assembly failure.. Replace starter motor assembly. .

Pheck for malfunction tiiat
caused-cutoff failure. Observe .
starter iinty cycle limit.

Centrifugal switch 35-percent
switch defeUive, failing to
cut off starter,.

.
_

If starter and ignition lights
do not go out above 35 per7
cent; replace centrifugal
switch. .

Excessive turbine tempera-
ture on start..

Acceleration and overtempera-
ture control thermostat
defective. -

I,

Replace acceleration and over-
temperature control thermostat.

Fuel purrip acceleration control
bypass valve stuck.

Replace fuel pump and control
unit. .

Smoke emitted for shore
time after start. ,

r

Excessive oil in system or oil
tank.

Drain oil .to proper level.,

,

Oil pump check valve leaking. Check and clean check ir.alve.

Scavenge oil pump defective. Replace oil pump assembly.

Excessive oil smoke from °

. unit or tank vent during
.

operation.

.

,
.

, -

z

Accessory case vent plug
loose, \

Visually check.
-

.

Oil Cooler leak. Nt :, Visually Check.

0-ring packing failure on oil
jet and vent tubes; oil drain
and vent tube; Wrbine end
drain connection.

Remove parts and check 0-ririg
packing. ,

Oil drain solenoid valve de-
L:Ctive.

Check valve coil for normal
resistance on ohmmeter.
Replace if abnormal.

. .
.Turi.I..ie plenum drain check

valve sticking closed.
,Clean or replace check valve.

bC0 0
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Figuie 12-14.Gas turbine engine analyzer assembly.

generator is indicated on a frequency meter with
a range of 380 to 420 Hz. An ohmmeter
provides resistance readings L'or turbine, unit
components. A. dc ammeter and voltlueter
provides current readings for_ turbine unit
electrical components. An a jltmeter provides
voltage readings fcr the turb,. edriven alternator.

'Each indicator is provided with two jacks to
permit connection to the appropriate circuit in
the turbine unit. Since the analyzer is a sensitive
monitoring ,device, care must be taken .to
Operate it properly. Be sure to study the turbine
.unit maintenance manual befOre using the testPr.
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Malee certain you are thoroughly trained in the
correct use of the analyzer before using it on
your own. This tester requires periodic
calibration to ensure that it is operating
properly. Be sure to check the calibration sticker
for currency before testing the unit. This step is

.

frequently overlooked.

GENERAL CLEANING
PROCEDURES

Electrical parts may be cleaned with a soft
cloth dampened in solvent of the type specified
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only. When using a solvent, the technician must
be sure to keep the area well v-ntilated and
avoid breathing the fumes. He must also keep
away from flames. A clean, dry, soft-bristle
brush may also be used. Metal parts and tube
assemblies may be cleaned by dipping the part in
solvent when required, then drying thoroughly
with clean compressed air. Air, fuel, or oil
passages in removed components may be blown
clean with compressed air, but care must be
exercised to direct the airblast away from
personnd and equipment.

Romoval of hard carbon deposits from gas
turbine unit components may be accomplished
by using one of the- approved decarbonizing
agents. Consult the appropriate maintenance
Instructions for removal of carbon deposits. Use
of sandpaper, wire bristle brush, or scrapping
tools is) strictly prohibited. When considerable
time will elapse before use of the parts cleaned,
they should be placed in clear plastic bags to
prevent corrosion and contamination by dirt or
dust.

MINOR REPAIR AND
ADJUSTMENT

Most repairs to the. gas turbine compressor
in.vo..lve..1lW,..te.momtl.r.)f_major.components of
unit . this consists principally of the
disconnection of the electrical and tubing
connectors, removal of attached hardware,' and
withdrawing the component .from the unit. Al
removals should be accomplished in .keeping
with good shop practice.

Some parts require only minor repair which
consists of inspection, repair, and cleaning of
faulty components. The next paragraphs give
instructions for minor repairs and adjustments
to the GTC 85 gas turbine compressor.

The replacement of the accessory assembly
main drive gear bearing carrier seal (2, fig.
12-15) requires removal of the generator and the
screws and washers attaching ,the carrier
assembly. To hold the gears in place, press your
thumb against the end of the main, drive gear
shaft and remove the carrier assembly and seal.
When removing shims and packing; record the
thickness and number of shims:for r6ssembly:
Press the ,old seal off the carrier,assernbly;

the new seal on the carrier assembly.
Reassemble, making sure the same thickness of
shims are used. .

The fuel filter element (23, fig. 12-15) may
..be- removed by unthreading the filter cap frOm
the body of the fuel pump and control unit and
removing the packing, filter spring, filter
element, aid filter guide. Clean the filter cap
and guide in solvent and dry thoroughly.
Insp clement carefully for any indication
of nay,- -., or impenection and replace if
necesai

To ..:kan the fuel atomizer assembly (fig.
12-9 soak1 it in solvent and dry i thoroughly
with compressed air.. Do not use sandpaper or
other abrasive to clean the atomizer head
because alteration of the fuel spray pattern may
result.

The seal for the fuel pump and control unit
govccrior Sfig. 12-16 can be replaced by,
removing the screws and Washers attaching the
cover assembly, cover assembly packing, and
spring. A puller rit-st be used to remove the
governor cage with governor sleeve and shaft
assembled and the carbor. seal. The packing can
now be removed and replaced. Press a new
carbon seal in place avoiding contact .with the
carbon ring face when pressing in place.
Reinstall the governor cage with assembled

--sleeveandshaft --inhoiirg affirThta1Ef1ieT
spring, new packing, and the governor cover
assembly. To adjust the fuel pump and control
unit governor, first .loosen the nut on the
aujusting screw located on the governor cover
assembly. Next turn the adjusting Screw
clockwise to increase governor speed or
counterclockwise to reduce governor speed and
tighten the nut.

To replace the acceleration limiter valve
diaphragms, remove scretvs and nuts attaching
the cover assembly and remove the cover-
assembly.. Next remove the packing, spacer, nut;
spring, spring .?.at, diaphragm assembly,.and pin
and ;separate the retainer from the._diaphragm.,
Reassemble the acceleration limiter valve in
reverse order of ,disassernbly using new,

, diaphragms and 'packing): To adjust the
acceleration limitei -. valve, begin by
disconnecting the ftiel line at the atomizer
assembly and attath the fuel line to A suitable
fuel pressure gage of 0 o 100 psi range with 1.00'
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16

Generator.
Seal!.
Carrier assembly-main

drive gear bearing.
Packing-generator adapter.
Shinigenecator adapter.
Shim-generator adapter.
Housing-accessory.
Motor-starter.
Switch-centrifugal.
Cover-tachometer--

generator pad.

11. Gasket.
12. Retainer.
13. Seal-oil purnp shaft.
14. Packing.
15. Case-oil filter. .

16. Element-oil filter.
17. Packing-0-ring.
1p. Packing-0-ring.
19. Pump assembly-oil.
20. Valve-on drain solenoid.
21'; Cap-fuel filter.
22. Spring-fuel pump filter.

Figure 12-15.-Accessory section.
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23. Element-fuel pump filter.11
24. Packing-0-ring.
25. Packing-0-ring.
26. Pump and tontrol

unit-fuel.
27. Seal-accessory assembly

oil pumP shaft.
28. Retainer.
29. Gasket.
30. Insulazur.
31. Gasket.
32. Bracket-mounting.

227.74
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1. Cover assemblygov-ernor. 12. Diaphragmfuel pump

2. Packing.
and control unit.

3, Spring. 13. Seatspring,
4, Cagegovernor. 14, Spring.

5. Seat. 15. Retainerspring,
6, Packing, 16. Spacercover.
7. Pump and control unitfuel. 11. Packing.

8. Valveacceleration limiter. 18. Screwadjusti
9. Diaphragmacceleration limiter valve. 19, Packing-0-z

10. Retaineracceleration limiter value dia- 20, Cover.

gram. 21. Washer.

11. Pin. 22, Nut.

227.75

Figure 12-16.-Fuel pump and control unit.
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psi increments. Now disconnect the pneumatic
control line from the acceleration control port
on the fuel pump and control unit. Press the
start switch and wait until the motor unit spczd
levels off and note the fuel pressure indication on
the spressure gage. The fuel pressure must be
between 46.0 and 48.0 psig. After loosening the
nut on the adjusting screw, turn- the screw
clockwise to increase fuel pressure and
counterclockwise io decrease fuel pressure as
necessary to meet 41rescribed limits. To complete
the adjustment, tighten , the adjusting nut,
'remove the fuel pressure gage, connect the
pneumatic control line to the fuel pump and
control unit, and connect the fuel line to the
atomizer assembly.

To replace the oil filter element (16, fig.
12-15) remove the filter case from the oil pump
assembly and after removing the filter element,
wash the case with solvent and blow dry with
filtered compressed air. Before a new cylindrical
filter elcment is installed inspect the case
carefully for any damage or imperfections. AlSo
inspect the packings and replace if necessary.

The replacement of the accessory assembly
oil pump shaft seal (27, fig. 12-15) can be

OflFidTh iVrifoViiirlhe fuel pump and
fuel control unit. This is necessary in order to
gain access to the oil pump. Now remove the oil
pump assembly and take out the seal and
retainer. The mechanical scal puller should be
used to preclude damage to the shaft. Install the
new seal with the installing tool and reinstall the'

Pump assembly and the fuel pump and
control unit.

The procedure for adjustment of the
acceleration stabilizer and adjustable orifice
assembly requires'that the cap be removed from
the tee located adjacent to the acceleration
stabilizer and adjustable orifice assembly
solenoid valve and install a flex-line with a
calibrated 0 to 30 psi pressure gage. Next, start
the unit normally and run at no-load governed
speed for at least 1 minute to allow
temperatures and pressures to subilize. To
determine the correct no-load control pressure
for the current ambient temperature, use the
chart in figure 12-17. If the indicated gage

pressure is not within the maximum-minimum
band on the chart, adjust the screw n the
adjustable _ orifice assembly adjacent to the
accereration limiter solenoid valve in a clockwise
direction to increase the control air pressure or
in a counterclockwise direction to decrease the
pressure. 'Next, shut down the unit, remove the
flex-line with gage, and reinstall the cap on the
tee.

After the adjustment of the acceleration
stabilizer and adjustable orifice assembly, the
unit needs checking. If the unit fails to
accelerate to 30-percent rated speed after start,
shut it 'down immediately. Disconnect the
electrical connector at the oil pressure switch
assembly, start the unit, and check all control air
tubing assemblies and fittings for leaks. While
the unit is running, place your finger over the
two bleed holes in the adjustable orifice
assembly. Leakage through these holes indicates
a defective acceleration limitkrisolenoid which
should be 'replaced and rechecked. The duty
cycle of the starter is 1 minute on and 4 minutes
off. When the unit makes a satisfactory start and
will accelerate to 30 percent rated speed, but
will not exceed that speed, ekeck all control air
tubing_assemblies and _fittings for _leakage And.
foreign' material. Repair leaks or replace tubing
and clean awaY any unnecessary material. When
adjustment requirements and checks are
complied with and the unit still fails to start, the
starting difficulty must be attributed to other
causes. Consult the Maintenance Instructions
Manual for further information.
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To adjuA the starter motor clutch, remove
starter motor assembly (8, fig. 12-15). To
prevent any rotation of the starter armature,
install the starter motor assembly in a suitable
holder (fig. 12-18). Using an adapter for the
torque, wrench, check the slip torque. Slip
torque must be between 100 and 110
inch-pounds. If the slip torque is not within
these limits, remove the retainer and all parts
but the washers. Add or remove washers U.,
obtain the desired torque. Last, reassemble the
starter motor and reinstall on the accessory
housing.

For testing the gas turbine compressor to
make sure that the unit adheres to a given set of
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Figure 12-17.Temperature curve for setting acceleration stabilizer and adjustable orifice assembly.

227.77
Figure 12-18.Checking clutch slip torque.

operational and functional requirements when
subjected to- a specified set of operating
conditions, a test stand is used. The test stand
incorporates test setups such as shown in figure
12-19. The test stand should be designed so that
all sides, top, and bottom of the unit are readily
accessible and so arranged that exhaust gases do
not enter the compfessor air inlet. Vibration
isolation mounting should be provided between
the unit and points of attachment. Complete,
accurate records should be kept of all test
information, and a separate set of records should
be used for each unit 'and kept as a permanent
record of the unit. The required values for each
test, if not specified, must be individually
determined as outlined in the instructions and
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FUEL TO T:..-aT SETUP

.

21

2:1

23

fiN 0

,k 35

(e) 0
31 32 36 31 38

r`l
39 40 41 52 43

34 A COMPRESSED
111 AIR Di

44 45 46

rndicates connaction installed only
for portion of test.

Figure 12-19.Fuel, oil, and pneumatic scctiw -ot setup.

entered on the record sheets. The test st.:.:d is
also used for run-in i_fter overhaul.

NOT;2.. The following re-erences will assii
the ASM in perfc-i,:iag rnainten..lice on
turbine engines.

I. NAVAIR 19-105B-12, Pneumatic P:,wer
Gas Tu-ibine. Engine, Model No.
GTC

227.78

2. NAVAI1: 191 05B-30, Pneumatic and
Shaft PG.. 1. Gas Turbine Engine,
GTCP100-54.

3. NAVAIR- 19-105B-36, Compressor
Power Units NCPP-: 05.

4. NAVWEPS 19-105BC-1, Gas Turbine
Engine Aaalyzer.

5. NAVAIR 07-1-503, Cleaning Materials
for Naval ..eapons Systems Maintenance
and Overhaul Operatidns..



CHAPTER 13

AIR CONDITIONERS

Mo'oile air conditioners are, primarily
ciesigned to remove the heat produced by
onerating elecisonic eqUiPment and to reduce
the timidity within electronic equipment spaces
while aircraft is undergoing maintenance,
thereby limiting the 'ambient (surrounding)
temperature and humidity within the aircraft to
the level ;,pecified for the equimnent.

Ail' conditioning encompasses more than the
transfer of heat from one place to another.
Althoug .o. it is usually thought of as a lowering
of teirperatc.e, lir can be :onditioned by
cooling, heating, illtering, or dehumidifying.
Modern mobile'air conditioners are designed to
accornplish all of these to condition ah for
electroni equip. spaces . within nnval

aircraft.

Mobile air -conditioners are referred to as
mechanical ref-r::;eration systems ause
mechanical meL.:.: are used to cir,,cate a

refrigerant throt, a closed system to
accomplish ..eat transfer.

Basically, the purpos- of. all refrigeratio!!
systems is 1-eal -r.am.f.'r. To understand the basic
principles. -crrigrration,
understanding f ie rela! onship of l:Pat,
temperature, and pressure is mandatory.

The 'NR-5C and NR-lO air cunditioners are
used in this liarer a!: the typical equipment
used ashore and afloat.

1ER!,;,iNOLOGY.

In the study ot' refrigerati N and air
conditioning, it is essential that the meani..g of

ceeain terms, as they are applied to refripration
and air conditioning, be understood. The terms
listed and defined here 'apply to any
refrigeriation air-conditioning .ystem of the

. mechanical type.

I. BRITISH THERMAL UNIT (BtU). The
amonnt of heat regnired to produce a
temperature chringe of 10 F in l pound of water
atsea level pressure.

2. CHANGE OF STATE. The change Of
any matter from one se (sOlid, liquid; or
vapor), to, another.

3: COMPRESSION. The act Of increasing
the 'pressuit 'and temperature of a substance by
'decreasing its volume.

1. CONDLiSATION. The process by
which' a vapor changes statg to a liquid when
heat is !crnow:d from the vapor, or when
pre:surc.: is increased on the vapor.

5. CONDUCTION. Heat transfer from .
molecule to molecule within a substance or
nem= two substa:,ces that are in physical
contact with eachother.

6. CONVECTION. Heat transfer through
some easily circulated medium (usually liquid or
vanor) As the medium moves, it carries with.it

contained heat energy; Which is then
sanferred to the surroundings.

7. CYCL7. -The complete cOurs6- of
operation of a, refrigerant, from starting point
back to starting point, in a closed refrigeration
system.

F.,. DEHUMIDIFY. To reduce the quantity
of water vapor in a given space.

.9. EVAPORATION. The process by which
it liquid changes state to a vapor, when heat is
added to the liquid, or when pressure is

decreased on the liquid.
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10. HEAT. A basic form of energy which is
transferred by virtue of a temperature
difference. Heat always flows from a hot object
to a cold object, and the greater the temperature
difference,_the faster the flow. Heat cannot be
nianufactured br destroyedonly transferred. so

11. HEAT OF CONDENSATION. The latent
heat given, up by a substance as it changes state
from a vapor to a liquid.

12. HEAT OF FUSION., The latent heat
absorbed as a substance changes state from a
solid to a liquid.

13. HEAT OF VAPORIZATION. The latent
heat absorbed by a substance as it changes state
from a liquid to a vapor.

14. LATENT HEAT. Heat applied to, or
removed from, a substance which causes a
chz:3,ge in the physical state of the substance,
but not in ts temperature.

15. LOAD. The amount of heat finposed
upon a refrigeration system in a specified
amount of time or the required rate of heat
transfer, expressed in -Btu. per hour.

16. PRESSURE. . Force per unit area,
measured in pounds per square inch; pressure is
directly proportional to temperature.

17. REFRIGERATION TON. The transfer
of heat at a rate of 288,000 Btu in '24 hours
(12,000 Btu in 1 hour).

18. -SENSIBLE HEAT. Heat applied to, or
removed from, a substance which causes a
change in the temperature of the substance, but
not in its state.

19. SUPERHEAT. Heat added to a vapor
above the boiling point of the liquid which
produced the vapor. The vapor and the liquid
must be separated before the vapor can be
superheated.

20. TEMPERATURE. A measure of the heat
intensity or concentration of heat (thermal
energy) in a body or substance, measured in
degrees.

21. VACUUM. Any pressure less than
atmospheric pressUre.

22. VAPOR. Gaseous form of any substance.
Vapor condenses very "readily to a liquid state
under small changes of temperature or pressure,
or both. It may be said to be very close to the
liquid state, although it is a vapor.

REFRIGERANTS\\
A refrigerant is a substance that can easily be

changed from a liquid state to a vapor state.
Ideally, it is a substance having a low boiling
-point and the capability to absorb and carry

4 heat at a low temperature and to transfer this
heat to a cooling medium, either air or water, as
it condenses.

Most refrigerants in use today require
comparatively low pressures in .the system; thus,
equipment does not require heavy construction,
and leaking tendencies are reduced to a
minimum.

In order to prevent confusion and to provide
for standardization among users; all refrigerants
are assigned numbers rather _than trade names,
and are referred to as refrigerant 12, refrigerant
22, etc.

The two most commonly used by the Navy,
refrigerant 12 and refrigerant 22, are discussed
in this manual.

REFRIGERANT 12

° Research for. the perfect refrigerant resulted
in R-12; it approaches that ideal more ,,an any
other so far discovered. Its chemical name and
symbol, dichlorodifluromethane (CCI2F2),
indicate that li-12 contains one part carbon, two
parts chlorine, and two parts fluorine.

At atmospheric pressure, R-12 boils at
+21.7°F. and its latent heat of vaporization at
atniospheric pressure is about 72 Btu per Pound;
that is, as R-12 changes state to a vapor at
atmospheric prJssure, it absorbs 72 Btu per
potind.

Some of the advantages of R-12 are:

'. 1. It is nonflammable, nonexplosive, and
noncorrosive.

2. Its vary.- is nontoxic.
3. .At the low-pressure point uf its cycle, it

operates at pressures slightly above atmospheric
pressure, chug minimizing the possiblity of air
entering the system.

4. At the high-pressure-point of its cycle,
pressure is comparatively low, allowing the uSe
of lightweight'equipment.

16o
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REFRIGE.ANT 22

R-21_, like P.' 2, is a member of the
fluorinated hydrocarbon family. Its chemical
name and symbol, Monochlorodifluoromethane
(CHCIF2), indicate that R-22 contains one part
carbon, one part hydrogen, one part chlorine,
and two parts fluorine.

At atmospheric pressure R-22 boils at -41°
F, and its latent heat of vaporization is about 92
Btu per pound. This capability to absorb great
amounts of heat, combined with its low boiling
point, mades R-22 a very good refrigerant for
use in syste-msofhighcapacity and very low
temperatures, such as refrigerators, freezers, and
modern compact air conditioners.

R-22 requires higher pressures in its cycle
than R-12 and, consequently, slightly heavier
construction/ of system components, With this
exception,,all of the advantages associated-with
R-12 also apply to R-22.

One inherent disadvantage which is shared
by both of these "refligeranis is the capacity to
absorb water, making the use of chemical driers
mandatory to prevent freezeups of the
expansion valves.

REFRIGERATION CYCLE .

refrigeration cycle is divided into two
pressure sections, the high-pressure- side and the
low-pressure side. The dividing lines between
these two.t.ssure areas arc the compressor and
the thermai-exparis.on as shown in figure
13-1.

As the rC-rigerant flows through the system,
it assumes fo.ir different and distinct states.

-1 . Low-:ressure vapor.
2. High-pressure vapor.
3. High-pressure liquid.
4. Low-pressure liquid.

As shown -in figure 13-1, the high side starts
as the pistons in the conipressor compress the
vapor and force it out through the compressor
clikharge..valves: As the pressure of the vapor is .

increased, its temperature is also increased,
thereby becoming superheated vapor..

When the hot, high-pressure vapor leaves the
compressor, it flows directly to the condenser

.coil. -
The_liot vapors from the compressor enter

the condenser at the top. Cooling air is
circulated over, the condenser coil , by the
condenser fan. As the refrigerant cools, giving up
the latent heat of condensation to the condpnser
tubes %here it is transferred to the cooling aif by
conduction, it changes state into a liquid and
drains through an outlet fitting in the bottvm of
the condenser. As the liquid passes through the
bottom set of tubes, its temperature is lowered
below', the condensing temperature. This is
known as subdooling. Subcooling of the
refrigerant intreases" the capacity of the unit by
allowing the refrigerant to absorb a greater
amount of heat b_fore reaching the point of
vaporization.

From the condenser coil, the high-pressure
liquid refrigerant flows to the liquid receiver,
which acts as a reservoir for the.liquid refriger-
ant, and forms a liquid seal on the liquid line to
prevent backflow when the unit is shut down.

After leaving the receiver, the high-pressure
liquid refrigerant flows to the thermal expansion
valve. As ,the refrigerant is metered and passes
through the thermal expansion valve, it
undergoes a change in pressure, becoming a
low-pressure liquid. This is the beginning of the
low-pressure side of the system. As pressure on
the refrigerant is decreased, its boiling point is
correspondingly decreased.

The low-pressure liquid then enters the
evaporator coil. At the evaporator coin-heat is
transferred by conduction from the air to he
conditioned to the coils of the evaporator and
then to the liquid refrigerant within the
evaporator, thus beginning a change of state of
the liquid refrigerant into a vapor. The heat
absorbed by the refrigerant within the
evaporator is knawn as the latent heat of
vapoription. The refrigerant is now a mixture of
liquid and vapor and continues through the
evaporator, absorbing ,m6re heat and changing
all the liquid to vapor. The change of state is
pow complete and the vapor will be superheated
as it passes on through the evaporator.

Aftei letiving the evapdrator, the
low-temperature, low-pressure yap& is retifrneci

370
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AVIATION SUPPORT EQUIPMENT TECHNICIAN M 3 & 2_
to the suction side of the compressor,
completing the cycle.

This cycle is repeated as long as the
compressor is operating. As can be seen from the
description just given, the basic refrigeration or
air-conditioning cycle is compression,
condensation, expansion, and evaporation. The
flow in a basic system is frpm the c,)mpressor,
through the condenser cOil, to the receiver,
through the expansion valve, through the
evaporator coil, and back to the compressor.

MAJORCOMPONENTS

Compressor S.

Compressors used in refrigeration and
air-conditioning units have but one purposeto
withdraw the heat-laden refrigerant vapor frcim
the EvaporatOr and compress the vapor to such
an extent that it will, by coolincOnly a few
degrees, liquify in the condenserThe.:,design of
thb compressor depends upon the apPlication
and type of refrigerant used in the sYstem. There
are three types of cotnpressors, classified
according to their prindiple of
operationreciprocating, rotary, and centrifugal.
(see fig. 13-2.) ,

The function of the compresSor is the same
for all three types, but the mechanical means
used to accomplish this function differ
considerably. The only type discussed in this
manual is the reciprocating, since.this is the type
aased on the rThobile air conditioners the ASM.i3
required to troubleshoot and. maintain.

Reciprocating cornpressors used in air
conditioning and refrigeration/are designated as

-either open, semihermetic, or hermetic.

The open type of compressor (fig. 1 '3) is
driven. from an external power source i.uglj. .
N" belts, gears, or a flexible coupling:land-is
used on mobile air conditioners which are
powered by a gasoline or diesel engine.

The semihermefic type of compressor (fig.
'13-4) iS a motor-compressor combination
enclosed within a common housing. It is
provided with access plates and can be serviced
in the field if necessary. It is 'capable of

'1' 372
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CENTRIFUGAL

RECIPROCATING

ROTARY

;

Figure 13-2.Compressor typeg:
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225.180
Figure 13-3.Reciprotating open compressor.

SUCTION
VALVE

DISCHARGE
VALVE

r 225.181
Figure 13-4.ReciProcating semihermc t;c compressor.

maintaining a.larger volu IITC of re`frigerant flow
.:than an open type of the same siz& beCause it
and its 'electric idriving motor op.erate on a
Common shaft ahd at the same *speed. This type
cf compressor,. in yrnilticylinder versions -(4,:or-

, 3

6), is used on mobile air conditioners that are
electrically powered.

The hermetic type Of compressor (fig. 13-1)
is a motor-compressor combination encased
within a gastight, welded casing that cannot be
opened for servicing except in refrigeration
component overhaul shops. This type is used on
refrigerators, freezers, window air conditioners,
or any small unit.

The operation of all reciprocating
, compressoirs is basically the same. The piston is

actuated .6y co ctin .rod attabhed to a
- crankshaft Which isiUrn by the driving force.

As theviston moves_ 'dovin- toward its lowest
position, a low-presitire area is formed within
the cylindir. As indicated in figure 13-6 (A), the
suction (intake) valve opens when the pressure
within the cylindcr becomes less than the
pressure, in the suction line: leading to the
cylinder. When, the intake valve opens, the
cylinder is filled :With low-pressure refrigerant
vapor.

itt the piston moves upward; (fig. 13.-6 (B)),
the intake yalve closes when-the pressure within
the cylinder becomes greater than the:pressure
in the sudion line. As the piston continues its
upward travel, the discharge valve opens when
pressure within the cylinder, becomes' greater
than the pressure in the discharge line, and the
compressed refrigerant vapor is discharged to the
high-pressure side of the-System.

Recip-rocating compressors are lubricate,c1
eiTher by pressure from an oil pump or by splash
as the crankshaft turni in the oil in the
crankcaseof the Compressor.

C9ndeniser

The' purpose of the condenser in a
refrigefalion system (fig. 13-1) is to convert thG
hot refrigerantyapor from ths compressor into a

,stat,..., making it ready for use again in-the'.
evaporator. The condenser accomplishes this by
removing kat from the hot vapo:(Causing it to
condense .the pressure existing in the-
high-pressure side of the system.

There are-two general types of condensers,
. the-air:Cooled -and the-water-cooled.
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Figure 13-5.Fieciprocating hermetic compressor..,

A-.

led condemmekg: 73-7) utilizes consisting of keepi
tent (surrourAling)iir through.the dust and dirt. This
:ondenser tO prqvide a cooling as not to bend or dl
an condenst surface is obtained *
ei:1' fins on t e coils. The coil and Receiver

nt is similar to that of an
iator. k 4,- The receiver (fi

I 7:e of air-cooled condenser% used the liquid refrigera
conditioner§ is, relatively minor, It serves as a rese

,
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DOWNSTROK4 OF PISTON PRESSURE IN DISCilARGE
CREATES VACU-UM IN CYLINDER. LINE HOLT'S DISCHARGE
PRESSURE IN SUCTION LINE VALVE CLOSED
FORCES SUCTION VALVE OPEN

\
.

(A)

PISTON ON,
DNA:. T.ROKE

PRESSURE IN CYLINDER
HOLDS SUCTION VALVE
CLOSED

PRESSURE IN CYLINDER
RAISES DISCHARGE VALVE.
VAPOR 1:.OWS INTO rISCHARCE
PIPE

PISTON ON
.UPSTROKE

Fidure 13-6.Operating cycle of a reciprocating compressor.

AIR
!NTAKE

REFRIGERANT .
FLOWS THROUGH

THE TUBE ! FiN SURFACE

Figure 13-7.COnstruCticin detail of air-cooled conderiser.
I °

maintains a; liquid seal on the liquid line to the
exparisiOn Valve.

Receiv-rs (fig. 13-8) are desi-g-tred t6 be large
enOugh to hold ,the camplete, charge or
reffigerant rcquir2d for the unit _o opeiate,"

/

375

AIR -
DISCHARGE

e

225.183

225.*;84

They are equipped. with shutoff valves on the
inlet and outlet lines to inrmit maintenance
personnel to puinp t:...; unit down (entrap all . .

refrigerant in the reeeiver)rhen work is being
donedil another coMponen of the sYstem. With'.
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LIOUID
IN FROM

CONDENSER

...SHU TOFF
VALVE

LIOUID
OUT TO

EXPANSION
VALVE -

FUSIBLE
PLUG

Figure 13-8.Refrigerant receiver.

FLOW OF LIQUID REFRIGERANT
FROM THE RECEIVER

HIGH-PRESSURE LIQUID

ORIFICE REPRESENTS
THE EXPANSION VALVE

LOW-PRESSURE MIXTURE
OF VAPOR AND LIQUID TO
THE EVAPORATOR

225.186

225.185 Figure 13-9.Expansion valve principle.'

the shutoff valves closed, no loss of refrigerant
occurs.

Some receivers are equipped with liquid
sight glasses to show the liquid level during

et operation. The receiver is normally about 1/3
full during operation.

-
Expansion Valve

The function of the expansion Valve (fig.
13-1):, also referred to as a metering device, is to
change the high-pressure liquid into a
-low-pressuresaturated vapor as it enters the
evaporator, and to regulate the flow of liquid
refrigerant into the evaporator to ,ensure the
correct quantity of refrigerant flow to keep the
evaPorator operating at maximum efficiency
without overloading the compressor.. The action
of the valve is similar to a spray nozzle in that
the liquid refrigerant enters the evaporator as a
mist or spray.

Many different types of metering devices are
in use in air-conditioning systems today. The
basics types are automatic expansion valves,
thermostatic expansion valves, and capillary
tubes. Regardless of the complexity of design of
any particular device, the principle involved is
the same as that shown in figure 13-9. When a
gas or liquid is for.:ed through a small opening,
the pressure decreases and the gas or liquid
expands.

The thermostatic valve is the type of
expansion valve used 3n mobile air conditioners,
so it is the one discussed in this manual.

376

The thermostatic expansion valve (fig. 13-10)
consists essentially of a diaphragm connected by
a small -tube to a temperature-sensitive bulb
attached to the refrigerant tubing at ,the
discharge side of the evaporator. The bulb is
filled with the same refrigerant #s that used in
the system. Connected to the diaphragm, inside
the valve housing, are the valve and spring.

The thermostatic expansion valve ensures
that the amoUnt of refrigerant which enters the
evaporator is jn -proportioh to the rate of
evaporation of the refrigerant. Thus, - the
expansion valve regulates refrigerant_flow_in
proportion to refrigerant evaporation. The rate
of evaporation of the spray or mist is dependent
upon the rate of heat absorption from the air
passing through the evaporator. The liquid
refrigerant enters the evaporator in the form of a
low-pressure mist or spriy. Because heat is
absorbed by the mist as it travels thiough the
evaporator, the mist changes to vapor and,
when all the liquid is changed to a vapor, any
additional- heat that is absorbed by the vapor is--
called superheat. By the time the refrigeraut
leaves the evaporator, all of it should be in the
superheated vapor form.

In figure 13-11 a thermostatic expansion
valve is shown with the evaporator for a typical
cooling unit operating at 37-psi suction
(low-side) pressure. The refrigerant moving
through *e coil absorbs heat from, the air
outside the coil until, 2t point B, it has absorbed
su ffic ien t 1 a t e n t heat for a complete
vaporization. At this point, all the liquid has
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THERMO-BULB

DIAPHRAGM

SPRING
CHAMBER

ris.

4115Ci MT 2.0.1.4.46

P1:46.7 PSIG

INLET

Figure 13-10.Thermostatic expansion valve.

P2 37 PSIG

P3., 9.7 PSIG

37 PSIG, 40° F

PRESSURE
PORT

INLET 37 PSIG, 40°F
FROM

RECEIVER

CEB -146.7 PSIG, 50°F
C 37 PSIG, 50° F

OUTLET.TO
COMPRE5SOR

225.188
Figure 13-11.Superheat action in an evaporator.
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PRESSURE AND
F LOW PATHS-

225.187

vaporized. Any additional heat now absorbed
from the air raises the temperature of the vapor,
but the pressure remains 07 psi because this is
the suction pressure of fEe compressor. By the
time the vapor reaches the thermal bulb, point
C, it has been -superheated according to the
thermal expansion valve setting; in the figure, an
additional 10° F has been absorbed.

S UPE RHE AT REGULATION..7-The
temperature of the refrigerant within the
thermal bulb is 50° F, the same as the
temperature of the suction vapor at this point.
The pressure within the thermal bUlly, and
consequently on the diaphragm within the
thermal expansion valve, is 46.7 psi (PI). This
pressure tends tO push the diaphragm down,
openine.the valve from the receiver. Opposing
this force is the 37 psi (P2) exerted against the
bottom of- the diaphragm by the vapor at the
inlet of the evaporator coil. A spring pressure of
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9.7 psi (P3) added to 37 psi (P2) holds the valve
in equilibrium at 10° F superheat.

If an increase in load occurs, the superheat
in the suction vapor increases, causing the
thermal bulb temperature and pressure to
increase, exerting a greater pressure on the top
of fly diaphragm. This causes the valve to open
further, zllowing an increase in the flow '-'of
refrigerant to the evaporator restore the
superheat to the I 0'-setting-of thzvalve._

If a decrease in load occurs, the superheat
decreases and the rressure in the thermal bulb
decreases. Evaporator inlet pressure plus spying
pressure tend to close the valve, reducing the
flow of refrigerant sufficiently to maintain the
superheat at 100 .

Evaporator

The evaporator (fig. 13-12) is a bank or coil
of thin-walled tubing mounted in a block of thin
metallic fins. It is here that the refrigerant
absorbs heat. The evaporator coil is cooled by
the refrigerant absorbing heat from the tubing;
then .the air to be cooled is directed over the
cold coil, and cooling of the air is accomplished.

HEAT REMOVAL.As the warm air is
passed over the outside of the evaporator coils,
heat is transferred from the air to the refrigerant
through the fins and metal walls of the coil.

225.189
Figure 13-12.Construction detail of an evaporator.

Heat is transmitted from the warm air to the fin
surfaces, to the circular pipe, and then to the
refrigeriftt. The heat applied to the outside of
th e tub s)causes the refrigerant to boil. As a
result of boiling, the liquid changes into a vapor,
but remains at the same low pressure. This vapor
is then drawn back to the suction side of the
compressor. Also, as the warm humid air comes
into contact with the cold coil, moisture in the
air is condensed and drips down off the
evaporator.

ACCESSORY Cd111PONENTS

There are various accessories that can be
added to the major cOmponents to pro'vide
either simplified maintenance or increased
efficiency without changing the function of the
refrigeration system..

Service Valves

Service valves, referred to as head and
suction valves, are provided for charging the
system and for use during some maintenance
operations. The head valve is mounted on the
high-pressure port of the compressor, and the
suction valve is mounted on the low-pressure
side. Construction of the valves and 'their
method of operation are identical. (See fig.
13-13.) However, they differ in size, use, and
placement.

The valve cap for the compressor service
valve is designed to be used as a dust cover and
to protect the service valve. The valve cap and
gasket must be removed to position the valve
plunger. The valve plunger can be positioned in
the forward seated, back seated, or cracked
position. Alwa)>s use the wrenches provided with
-the air conditioner for aujusting- the service
valves.

To forward seat a service valve (fig. 13-13),
turn -the valve stem clockwise as far as it will go.
This puts the plunger to the left and tight
against the forward seat and stops gas flow at
this point.

To back seat a service valve, turn the valve
stem counterclo'c.kwise as far as it will go. The
valve plunger k now to the right and tight
against the back seat. The gas line is now
completely open..
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GAGE PORT PLUG

VALVE PI:UNGER

at.

FORWARD SEAT

4ALVESTEM

\--VALVE PACKING

Figure 13-13.Serv ice valve,

To crack a service valve, first back seat and
then turn the valve stem one-forth turn
clockwise. This moves the valve plunger slightly
to the left, and allows gas to flow into the gage
port.

To install a pressure gage in a service valve,
back seat and remove the gage port-plug; then
insert the gage and crack the service valve so the
gage will read.

Never operate the compressor with the head
service valve forward seated. This condition
blocks thc output of the compressor and causes
the pressure of the coMpressor to build up
sufficiently to become dangerous to personnel.
Also, the compressor will almost certainly suffer
damage.,

Vibration Eliminators

Vibration eliminators absorb and remove
inherent vibration in copper tubing caused by
floating components. They are constructed of an
accordion-like, phosphorous bronze tube with
copper fittings at each end to facilitate joining .

with the system tubing. The accordion-like fOlds,
in the material are called convolutions.
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On someair-conditioning systems, a simple
loop is made in the refrigerant tubing itself. The
loop permits vibrations to be, absorbed in the
extended length of tubing.

Liquid Line Sight Glass

The sight glass is a visual indicator used to
visually determine the condition of the
refrigerant entering the thermal expansion valve.
The sight glass is located on the inlet side and as
close to the thermal expansion valve as possible.
The appearance of the refrigerant passing
through the sight glass should be dear. If the
sighting indicates a cloudy or milky appearance,
the level of refrigerant is low. The milky
appearance is caused by tiny refrigerant vapor
bubbles mixed with the liquid refrigerant.

Receiver Valve

The receiver valve, referred to as the king
valve, is located on the output side of the
receiver tank. This valve is usec' when it is

necessary to trap the refrigerant in the receiver
and condenser lines.

3 8 8
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Heat Exchanger

The heat exchanger (fig. 13-1) provides for
an increase in system efficiency by transferring
,heat from the hot liquid (flowing from the

7: `receiver to the evaporator) to the cooler suction
' vapor (flowing from the evaporator to the

, compressor). Because of this heat transfer, the
refrigerant enters the evaporator at a

:lower temperature, allowing it to absorb more
heat-per-pound of refrigerant. This heat transfer
also ensures that the vapor flowing to the
com*essor from the evaporator contains no
liquid,(which would damage the compressor).

Heat exchangers can be constructed in
several waysa small liquid line enclosed within

COVER PLATE

GASKET

SPRING

SCREEN DISKS

FELT PAU

GRIP LUG

CARTRIDGE

a larger suction line; a small liquid line wrapped
around a larger suction line; or the liquid and
suction lines being, placed side by side and
physically connected together by_ clamps or
solder.

Drier-Strainer
(Dehydrator)

The drier-strainer (fig. 13-14), also called a
dehydrator, is employed to remove foreign
matter and water from the system. Foreign
material which would clog small openings, and
water--whichwould_freeze in the expansion
valves, are trapped and held here. The
drier-strainer is located in the liquid line

,FITTING SEAL PLUG

SHELL

DEH Y DRANT

DISPERSION TUBE

END CAP

225.191

Figure 13-14.Drier-strainer (Dehydrator).
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-between the receiver a.G1 the evaporator and
consists of a replaceable cartridge of activated
alumina or silica , gel enclosed in a metal
container.

Upon insPection, if Ihe drier strainer feels
cooler than the liquid line entering the drier, the
indication is that the drier is clogged and the
liqui'd refrigerant is vaporizing in Abe drier. In
this situation, the drier cartridge must be
removed and replaced.

CONTROLS

er>

4.

Controls of an air-conditioning unit may be'
classified into two distinct typesoperating and
safety. Operating controls maintain the desired
conditions, while the safety controls prevent
damage to the equipment.

Operating Cdntrols

The oPerating controls bf an air-conditioning
system may be simple or complex, depending
upon the design and use of the system. Some of
the operating controls are manually controlled

ELECTRICAL
CON N ECTIONS

MAGNET

BELLOWS

TO
THERMO-

BULB

by the, operator, while others are automatic and
-operate in lesponse to changes in temperature or
pressure.

THERMOSTAT.A thermostat is a device
which automatically regulates temperature.
Thermostats used on mobile air conditioners,
similar to the one shown in figure 13-15, consist
of a capillary tube filled with a volatile liquid, a
bellows, and a set of electrical contacts.

The thermostat contacts are connected to a
solenoid valve circuit, and. the capillary tube

ebulb is placed in ihe discharge airflow
immediately downstream of the evaporator. As
the temperature of the discharge air rises, the
liquid in the capillary tube expands and exerts a
pressure on the bellows. This causes the contacts
to close, energizing the solenoid -coil which
opens the valve so liquid refrigerant can flow to
the expansion valve.

When the desired temperature of the
discharge air is reached, a reverse of the above
aclion occurs. The liquid in the capillary tube
contracts, the contacts open, tbe solenoid valve
closes, and the flow ot refrigerant to the
expansion valve is stopped.

:CONTACT-POINTS

ARM. A e

CONNECTOR
ROD

SPRING CAP

TEMPERATURE
..-ADJUSTMENT

Figure 13:15.Thermostat.
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SOLENOID VALVES.Solenoid valves,
similar to the one, shown in figure 13-16, are
used in mobile air conditioners-ta control the
flo w of refrigerant at various points in the
system.

These valves tre of two types. -.Jruially open
or normally closed, but regardless of type or use,
construction and , function of the valves arb
essentially the same.

In the normally closed type, ..when the
circuit to the solenoid coil is completed, the coil
energizes and pulls the valve off its seat, opening
the valve passage. 'When the circuit to the
solenoid coil is opened, the coil Cenergizes and
spring pressige pushes the valve :nto its seat,
closing the valve passage.

In the normally open type, operation is the
reyerse of the operation of the normally closed

type. When the solenoid coil is,energized, the
valve is closed; when the solenoid coil is deener-
gized, the valve is open.

MAGNETIC COIL

VALVE STEM

VALVE SEAT

IN L ET

CIRCUIT CONTROLS.Controls for the
various circuits of an air-conditioning unit may
vary _frOm simple_ toggle switches to remote
controlled contactor relays. These devices may
be used for actuating fans, lights, motors, or for
checking various circuits while troubleshooting a
defective system. Switchesused for maintenance
work are called service switches.

Safety Controls

Sufficient safety devices are installed in
air-conditioning systems to prevent bodily injury
to operking personnel and damage to system
equipment or equipment and spaces receiving
the conditioned air.

FUSIBLE PLUO.Then fusible plug is
provided to prevent an excessive_ buildup of
refrigerant pressure within the confined area of
the equipment. The. refrigerants commonly used
today will 'act in accordance with the normal
liquid/gas laws, whereby increasing temperature

BREAKAWAY PIN

PLUNGER

PISTON

'OUTLET

Figura 13-16.Solenoid valve.
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ca u se s in cr easing presstire. Should the
air-conditioning eqilipment be close
Proximity to a fire, a positive method of
releasing vapor and liquid must be provided to
prevent the buildup of excessive pressure within
the system. Thq fusible plug is usually located at
the inlet conneation of the receiver'tank. When
excessive elternal heat is present, due to fire or
other similar causes, the plug melts, allowing the
refrigerant gas to excape from the system. This
reduction of gas pressure prevents possible
rupture or explosion of the equipment.

HIGH- AND LOW-PRESSURE
CUTOUTS.High- and low-pressure cutout
switches are incorporated in refrigeration units
to control the operation of the compressor. The
pressure control, prevents the discharge pressure
of the compressor from building up beyOnd 'a ".
reasonable limit and suction pressure of_ the
compressor from falling below the safe limit.

The control unit illustrated in figure 13-17
contains controls for both the high- and
low-pressure gages. In some installations the

225.194
Figure 13-17.High- and low-pressure cutouts.

high- and low-pressure controls are mounted in
separate Units; however, their operation is
essentially the same.

DUCT AIR _PRESSURE SWITCH.The-duct
air pressure switch is designed to shut down the
entire unit if an overpressure condition, occurs in
the conditioned-air discharge duct. The pickup
tube for the duct pressure switch is located in
the discharge air plenum-chamber.

MOBILE AIR CONDITIONER
(NR-SC)

The NR;5C mobile air. conditioner (fig.
13-18) is a mobile, trailer-mounted, electrically
powered, self-contained air conditioner. It

.requires a 440:volt, 3-phase, 60-Hz power supply
for operatiQn of the compressor motor, fan
motor, and control circuits.

The NR-5C has a cooling capacity of 22 tons
with a discharge air temperature_of 45° F in the
cooling mode of operation, and of 90° F in the
dehumidification mode of operation. It will
operate in a temperature range of 00 to 110° F
at altitudes up to 5,000 feet.

The NR-5C is designed to provide cooling,
ventilation, deluimidification, and filtration of
air for ek ctronic equipment. The unit is

littehded for, , Mit not limited to, use for
'cOhditiOhing aircraft cabins and equipment

compartments.

383

The NR-5C utilizes a sernihermetic,
six-cylinder compressor, with refrigerant R-22
used as the Nig transfer medium. An electrically
actuated unloader device is provided to enable
the compressor to operate on as few as two
cylinders. This device is controlled by
temperature controls that will operate the
unloader solenoids to unload the compressor
whenever the cooling air temperature drops
below a set temperature.

The NR-5C utilizes a condenser fah (fig.
13-19) that sends an air flow across two
condenser coils. This provides the means
condensing the hot refrigerant gas flowing from
the compressor. (See fig. 13-20.) If the head .

392
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..

CONTROL BOX
ACCESS COVER

POWER CABLE

DUCT STORED ON
TOP-OF UNIT

DUCT DISNARGE
AIR CONNECTION

Figure 13-18.NR-5C air conditioning unit, 3/4 'right rear ylew.

' PRECOOL
EVAPORATOR

COIL

1

AIR
INTAKE

JAIR.FILTER

-

=Vi

FLEXIBLE
DUCT

COgDITIONED
AIR

Figure 13-19.-,Condenser and conditioned air flow schematic diagram.
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15

8

11

12

-

/10

HOT GAS

SUCTION GAS

14.

a

1. Aftercool evaporator
coil

2. Precool evaporator'
coil

3. Aftercool hot gas
bypass valve

4. Aftercool hot gas
;solenoid valve

5. Condenser (2)

6. Liquid receiver
7. Precool refrigerant

solenoid valve
8. Aftercool refrigerzmt

solenoid valve
9. Fiiter-drier

10. Receiver shutoft valve
-11. Compressor discharge

valve

12. Compressor
13. Compressor suction

valve

14. Precool expansion
valve

15. Sight glass (2)
16.- Aftetcool expansion

valve

Figure 13-20.Refrigerant flow schematic diagram.
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pressure drops to 140 Psi; the condenser fan-will
cut out to reduce the amount of condensing.
\ Two tube and fm evaporator coils shown in
figure 13-19 are incorporated in the air
conditioner. One precools the air a's it enters the
unit; the other cools the air to the required
temperature as it leaves the blower. A manuaL air
volume control valve regulates the flow Of
conditioned air% frOm the aftercool evaporator
from one to three psi.

.
,

SYSTEM'OPERATION

\ The NR-5C is- crmp-.-)sed ' of 3 major
systemselectrical, refrigerant, and airflow. (See
figures1.3-19, .13-20, and 13-21.)

Since the electrical and refrigerant systems
are interconnected and depend upon :.-ach other
for operation, they are discussed together.

Electrical/Refrigerant
Systems

Operation and cortrol functions require
440-volt, 3-phase, 60-Hz power connedted to the
unit by a power cable. This- power cable is
connected at the rear of the unit. From the
rtceptacle, the power is carried through the
100-amp circuit breaker. The full 440 volts is
sent to the motor starters. A 200-VA
transformer is used in the circuit to lower the
voltage from 440 volts ac to 110 volts ac for
control and instrument operation.

Placing the circuit breaker (figure 13-22) in
the ON position connects power to the circuits
land illuminates the power ON light. The
electrical/refrigerant 'functions are started by
placing the selector switch (figure 13-22) in:the
COOL or DEHUM (dehumidify) position.

COOLING MODE.The cooling mode is
initiated when the selector switch is set to the
cool Position (fig, 13-22). The compressor starts
operating by closing cooling relay RI , and the
compressor motor starter holding coils MI and
M2 are energized (see fig. 13-21) when the

. circuit through high-pressure 'and low-pressure
switches (HP and LP), compressor safety relay
R3, motor relay R4, and pump down.relay R5
are actuated, ,then the cool circuit is in
operation. The blower motor starter contacts are

closed, starthlg the motor, and 'the condenser
fan motor is energiied.

With the compressor operating .(fig. 13-20),
the superheated refrigerant vapor leaves the
co mpressur (1 2) through the compressor
discharge valve (11) to the condensers (5). The
condensing airflow, is provided by the condenser
fan (fig. 13-19). This fan is controlled by switch
HPA (fig. 13-21). _If the head Pressure falls,
below(140 psi, the-fan will cut put lo-decrease
the amount of condensing. As the ambient or
entering air temperatare rises4 forcing, the head
oressule ta increase the condensing, the fan will
return to operation at 220-psi head pressure.

NOTE: .ComPressor discharge and gliction
pressures are Monitored On gages maunted on
the instrument panel (fig. 13-22).

The supe,theated refrigerant vapor:is changed
to a liquid in the condenser. This li5did is stored
in the receiver (6, fig. 13-20);/and from the
receiver the liquid passes through the filter-drier
(9). From the filter-drier the liquid
through the precool and aftercool sole oid
valves (7 and 8) and sight 'glasses (15). The two
expansion Valves (1 4 and 16) meter .the liquid
into the two evaporator coils (1-and 2). _From

,the evaporator coils the-suction gas returns to
the compressor through the suction valve (13).

As the 'air tO be conditioned flows through
the fms of the precool evaporator,,it is lOwered
in temperature as required by the setting of the
precool thermostat (TC1, fig. 13-21). If the
entering air temperature is sufficiently low and
no precooling is required, the thermostat (TC1)
will open its, contacts, deenergize' the precool
refrigerant solenoid valve (7'fig. 13-21), and stop
the flow of refrigerant to the precool
evaporator.

Temperature of the conditioned air leaving
the aftercool evaporator is controlled by a
two-stage- switch (TC2 and TC3, fig. 13-21).
When the temperature of the, conditioned air
drops below the control setting, TC2 opens and
deenergizes one unloader solenoid (SUlylig.
0-21). This stops compression on one bank of
pistons in the_ _compressor and cuts down
compressor -capacity. As the temperature drops
further, TC3 opens and deenergizes the second
Unloader solenoid (SU2-r1ig. 13221} to further
decrease compressor capacity.
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Figure 13-21.7NR-5C air conditioning unit electrical system.
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4

1. Circuit Breaker)
2. Power on light,
3. Vent circuit light
4. Cool circuit light
5. Dehumidify circuit

light
6. Discharge pressure

gage

A

7. Air temperature
gage .

8. Air pressure gage
9. Compressor fuses

(1 amp)
10. Control fuse

(5 amp)
11. Hourmeter

Figure 13-22.lnstrument panel.

DEHUMIDIFICATION MODE.See figure
13-21. When the selector switch is placed in the
dehumidfy position, the dehumidify circuit light
illuminates. Operation of the refrigerant system
is the 'same as explained above ixcept that the
cool relay (RI deenergizes; closinlthe aftercool
refrigerant solenoid valves, and stops refrigerant
flow through the aftercool'evaporator. '

The air to be conditioned enters and flows
through the fins of the precool evaporator where
the temperature is lowered to the' setting of the
thermostat (TC1), and the moisture content is
lowered by condensation of moisture on the
cool evaporator' tubes. The air is then

388
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12. Suction Pressure
gage

13. Panel light
switch

14. Selector Switch
15. Air volume control
16. Panel light
17. Service switch

227.90

compressed in the blower. Compression causes
the air to be heated to the dehumidification
temperature, after which it is delivered to the
conditioned space at approximately 90° F.

VENTILATION MODE.When the selector
switch is placed in vent position, the vent light
illuminates. Due to the holding action of the
pumpdown relay (R5, fig. 13-21), the refrigerant
system continues to operate for a period of time
when switched ffom the cool or
dehumidification modes to the vent mode. With
the refrigerant solenoid valves dosed (7 and 8,
fig. 13-20) the compressor attempts to evacuate
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the low-pressure side of the system. When
low-side pressure drops below 20 psi
(pumpdown completed) the low-pressure cutout
switch (I-PM, fig. 13-21) opens the circuit to the
co m pressor m o t or s t a rter, halting. the
compreSSOT.

Airflow

See figure 13-19. Ambient air enters the unit
through a 50-micron absolute filter and passes
through the precool coil. If the dewpoint.
temperature of the-ambient air should exceed
th& temperature of the leaving air, the excess
moisture will condense on the coil. Because of
this, the moisture content of the delivered air
will never exceed that of saturated air at the
precool coil. The "leaving" temperature at the
precool coil is 45° F. This air is drawn through
flexible duct in-Filit-O--the-- posit ive-displacement--
blower which is driven by a 30-horsepower
motor through a belt drive.

This blower compresses 100 pounds of ajr
per minute to 3 psig. This compression adds
sensible heat to the ,air, raising its temperature
but leaving the moisture content unchanged. As
this heated air passes through the after-cool
evaporator coil, it is cooled to its final
temperature. Air leaves the unit at a temperature
of 45° F and relative humidity of 80%. A duct
air pressure switch will stop operation of the
unit when the conditioned air pressure exceeds
5.0 psig.

See figure 13-19. ,Air is moved across the
condenser coils by an axial-flow, propeller-type
fan for condensink the air flow. The fan is
directly connected to its drive motor and is
controlled by compressor head pressure. As the
compressor head pressure drops, it will actuate a
pressure switch which cycles the fan . and
provides more or less condepsation of the
refrigerant.

TROUBLESHOOTING

Not all of the possible troubles that might be
encountered in conjunction with the NR-5C can
be covered here; however, table 13-1 lists the
troubles most likely to be encountered, probable
causes for each trouble, and the remedy.
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MAINTENANCE

Maintenance data for the air conditioner
includes information for servicing, testing,
adjusting, and lubricating. Applicable safety
precautions and first aid information are also
included. For more maintenance information,
refer to the Operation and Service Instructions
for the NR-5C mobile air conditioner.
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MOBILE AIR CONDITIONER
(NR-10)

The NR-10 air conditioner (fig. 13-23).is a
mobile, trailer-mounted, self-contained unit. It is
powered by a 82-horsepower diesel engine and
utilizes a 6-cylinder, open-type refrigerant
Compressor.

The NR-10 has a cooliTiCagiaEiTYW.T9-tcws-------i
with a discharge air temperature of 45° (±50) F
in the cooling mode of operation, ana 90° F
minimum in the dehumidification mode of
operation. It will operate in a temperature range
of 0° to 110° F at altitudes up to 5,000 feet.

The NR-1 0 is designed to provide cooling,
ventilation, dehumidification, and filtration of
air fof eleCtronic equipment. The unit is
intended for, but not limited to, use for air
conditioning aircraft cabins and equipment
compartmen ts.

The NR-10 utilizes an open-type,
six-cylinder compressor, with refrigerant R-22
used as the heat exchange medium. An unloader
device is provided to enable the compressor to
operate on as few as two cylinders. The
unloader, a pressure-sensing device, sense§ any
variation in refrigerant suction pressure and
unloads or loads, as required, the individual
cylinders to maintain a constant pressure.

The refrigerant compressor is driven by the
diesel engine through a flexible coupling and a
magnetic clutch. The clutch is -.lectrically
actuated, and may be engaged or disengaged at
any speed between 1,200 and ,1,800 rpm.

Condensing air flow is provided by a
belt-driven, axial-type, condenser fan. The fan is
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Table 131.Troubleshooting

Trouble Possible cause Remedy

Panel light fails to illuminate.

Circuit light(s) fail to
illuminate.

Defective lamp.

Defective PANEL LIGHT
switch.

Defective panel light.

Defective wiring.

Defective lamp(s).

Defective SELECTOR
SWITCH.

Defective light(s).

Unit cuts out on high pressure.

Compressor fails to start.

Defective wire.

High pressure cutout
switch tripped.

High pressure cutout
switch improperly set.

High pressure switch
defective.

High or low pressure
cutout tripped.

Defective higi or-low
pressure cutout.

Compressor motor
starter tripped.

Defective motor
starter.

Defective relay.

Defective wiririg.

Defective compressor.

390
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Replace lamp.

Replace switch

Replace panel light.

Check and repair wiring.

Replace lamp(s).

Replace switch.

Replace light(s)..

Check and repair wiring.

Reset switch.

Adjust switch setting.

Replace switch.

Reset switch.

Replace switch.

Reset motor starter.

Replace motor starter.

Replace relay.

Check and repair wiring.

Repair or replace
compressor.
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Talbe 13-1.Troubleshooting-Continued

Trouble Possible cause Remedy

DISCHARGE PRESSURE
gage indicates less
than 200 psi.

DISCHARGE PRESSURE
gage indicates higher
than 365 psi.

'SUCTION PRESSURE
gage indicates zero
psi.

SUCTION PRESS U RE
gage indicates le:,s
than 40 psi.

Refrigerant charge low as indi-
cated by bubbles in sight glass.

Defective hot gas bypass
solenoid valve.

Defective gage.

Defective_ compressor or
unloader.

Condenser coil clogged or
obstructed.

Overcharge of refrigerant.

Defective gage.

Defective compressor.

Receiver shutoff valve closed.

Receiver shutoff valve closed.

Defective gage.

Defective compressor.

Air filter dirty.

Evaporator coil frosted,
blocking airflow.
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Test system for leaks,
then add refrigerant
as required.

Replaw solenoid
valve.

Replace gage.

Repair or replace
compressor.

Clean coil.

Bleed small amounts of
reffiriant from suction
va:ve through a charging
line until.pressure is -
normal.

Replace gage.

Repair or replace com-
pressor.

Open valve.

Open valve.

Replace gage.

Repair or replace
compressor.

Clean air filter.

Turn off unit and
allow ice to melt.
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Tabk 13-I.Troubleshooting-Continued

Trouble Possible cause Remedy

Suction pressure higher
than normal.

Blower not operating.

Low refrigerant charge.

Filter-drier clogged.

Expansion valve defective.

Hot gas bypass valve not func-
tioning properly.

Blower not operating properly.

Hot gas bypass valve set too
high.

Discharge-pressure-too higb.

Expansion valvd not operating
properly.

Defective compressor.

Air pressure switch tripped.

Defective air pressure switch.

Defective blower motor.

Defective wiring.

Defective blower.

4- 01
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ftdd refrigerant.

R:,p!ace'filter drier
cui

Repair or replace
expansion valve:

Adjust valve. Replace
valve if necessary.

p2ir or replace

Adjust bypass valve.

Referto-(6-above).

Adjust expansion
valve.

Repair or replace
compressor.

Reset switch.

Replace switch.

Reprice blower motor.

Check wiring in unit
and repair as nec-
eisary.

Repair or replace
blower.

t`
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Table 13-1.Troubleshoating-Continued

Trouble Possible cause Remedy

Unit will not start.

Compressor will not
start.

Condenser fan motors will
not start.

.

Air pressure switch tripped.

High- or iow-pressure switch
tripped.

3-amp fuse blown.

Defective relay.

Pressure switch tripped.

Defective relay.

Compressor motor starter
tripped.

Defective motor starter.

Compressor internal ther-
mostat switch tripped,.

, 1-amp fuse blown.

Defective compressor.'

Pressure switches open.

7`,

Pressure switches not oper-
ating properly.

Faii.motor starter(s).tripped.

Defective motor starter(s).

4 02

393

Reset switch.

Reset switches as
necessary.

Replace fuse.

Replace relay.

Reset switch.

Replace relay.

Reset motor starter.

Repair or replace
otor starter.

Allow compressor to
cool. Switch will
reset.

Replace fuse.

Repair or replace
compressor.

Allow dischargepres-
sure.to reach switch
settings.

Adjust switches. Re-
place switches if
necessary.

Reset motor starter(s).

. Repair or replace
motor starter(s).
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Trouble

Table 13-1.Troubleshooting-Continued

Possible casue Remedy

System will not pump down.

Compressor will not
unload.

Defective receiver shutoff
valve.

Defective pumpdown relay.

Defective pressure switch.

'Solenoid valves will not
close,

-aditioned air two-stage
switch not set properly.

Defective switch.

Defective unloader solenoids.

Defective wiring.

.Replace shutoff valve.

Replace relay.

Replace pressure
switch.

Repair or replace
solenoid valves.

Adjust switch.

Replace switch

Replace solenoids.

Repair or replace
wiring.

driven by the diesel ,ough a set of
pu1les and two drive 1;:s. condensing air
flow is moved across cwo . ienser coils that
provide a nieans, to condense the hot gaseous
refrigerant flowing from the refrigerant
compressor.

Evaporator air flow- is provided by a
belt-driven, centrifugal, evaporator fan. The fan
is driven by the diesel engine through -a set of
pulleys and four drive belts. The fan provides all
the air necessary for ventilating, cooling, and
dehumidifying by creating air flow across a tube
and fin evaporator coil to provide conditioned
air.

A liquid-to-air transfer reheat coil is utilized
by the NR-10 to reheat dehumidified air and is
installed in series with the evaporator coil. This
reheat coil utilizes the engine. cdolant.

394

SYSTEM OPERATION

The NR-I 0 is composed of 5 major
systemselectrical and control, fuel and lube oil,
water,'air flow, and refrigerant. In order for the
ASM to become familiar with the operation of
the NR-10_ air conditioner, each system is
discussed in the following sections.

Electrical and Control

Power for operation of the electrical and
control system (fig. 13-24) is provided by two
24-dc batteries or external power source to
start the unit. Once in operation, the power is
provided by the engine generator and regulated
by a voltage regulator.

403
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CONDENSER COIL
ACCESS PANEL

ENGINE
ACCESS
DOOR RADIATOR

ACCESS
PANEL

RADIATOR
GUARD

CONDE NSER
FAN GUARD

DRIVE SECTION
ACCESS DOOR

.ptao PER GUARD

DAMPER OPERATOR
ACCESS PANEL

RADIATOR FILL
ACCESS OPENING

CONDENSER COIL
ACCESS PANEL

ENGINE
ACCESS
DOOR

CONDENSER FAN
ACCESS PANEL

CONTROL PANEL
ACCESS

DOOR

CONTROLS
ACCESS
PANEL

----BATTERY
ACCESS

DOOR

FILTER
GUARD

RECEIVER
ACCESSPANEL

EVAPORATOR FAN
ACCESS PANEL

EVAPORATOR
COI L ACCESS PANEL

Figure 13-23.Model NR-10 mobile air conditioning unit.
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i301

NOTE
ALL GROUNDS (CHASSIS, ENGINE,
AND EXTERNAL POWER) ARE SHOWN
AS COMMON.

BTI BATTERY
BT2 BATTERY
B1 STARTER MOTOR
CRI DIODE
.DSI LOW FUEL WARNING L'GHT
DS2 COMPRESSOR LIGHT
DS3 PANeL LIGHT
D$4 PANEL LIGHT
Fl FUSE
GI GENERATOR
J4 EXT PWR RECEPTACLE
K1 CDNTROL CIRCUIT RELAY.
K2 PUMPDDWN RELAY
K3 COOLING RELAY
LI FUEL SOLENDID VALVE '
L2 HEAT COIL SOLENOID VALVE
L3 PUMPDOWN SOLENOID VALVE
L4 COOLING SOLENOID VALVE
L5 HOT GAS BYPASS SOLENOID VALVE,
L6 QUENCH LINE SOLENOID VALVE
L7 SOLENOID DUMP VALVE
LB STARTER SOLENOID
L9 MAGNETIC CLUTCH
LIO SOLENOID DUMP VALVE
MTI WATER TEMPERATURE TRANSMITTER
MT2 LUSE OIL PRESSURE TRANSMITTER
MT3 FUEL OIL PRESSURE TRANSM!TTER'
M7 WATER TEMPERATURE GAGE
MB FUEL OIL PRESSURE GAGE
M9 BATTERY/GENERATOR INDICATOR .

M10 LUBE OIL PRESSURE GAGE
SI PRESSURE DIFFERENTIAL SWITCH
S2 PRESSURE SWITCH

HIGH/LOW PRESSURE CUTOUT SWITCH
S4(L) COMPRESSOR OIL CUTOUT (LOW PRESSURE)
S4(T) COMpRESSOR OIL CUTOUT ,

12-MINUTE TIME DELAY)
S5 START SWITCH
S6 STOP SWITCH
S7 -. PANEL LIGHT SWITCH
$a SELECTOR SWITCH
S9 LOW LUBE OIL PRESSURE SWITCH
M(A) LOW LEVEL CUTOUT SWITCH
S113(B) LOW FUEL WARNING SWITCH
SII (A) DIESEL OVERSPEED SWITCH
SI 1(13) DIESEL INTERLOCK SWITCH
S12 DIESEL HIGH TEMPERATURE

. CUTOUT SWITCH
S13 COOLING THERMOSTAT
S14 PRESSURE SWITCH
TOl TIME DELAY RELAY,

_VOLTAGE_REGULAT.OR

J41+1
BTI

B 2

24 VDC

24 VDC

S3

S7. 0----
DS4

F 1

Bi,0 Ck

S5 Lit LI
TDI(T)

\AAP
TD1(A)*.r

KVA/ $6 S11(AI S10(A) SI2 S9

DSI

S11iBI

SB

M7

V
OD

IF-
** S10(8)

51

K3

K3(A)

K2(A)

hal

MB MT3

9

Figure 1124.Electrical schematic.
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NZ

MT3

DIESEL ENGINt
TO

DIESEL ENGINE
LUBE OIL SYSTEM

MT2 S9

510(A) SIO(B)

FUEL TANK

FL5
11
MOM,
MINIMON

;Mil;
VAI3

OIL COOLER

DIESEL
ENGINE

Figure 13-25.Fuel and lube oil flow diagram.

RADIATOR
(COOLANT)

224.151

ICI WI IP 101

REHEAT COIL

MT I

S I 2

OIL COOLER},

VA2

STR

VA I

411Z)

12 HEAT COIL SOLENOID VALVE ., TS' THERMOSTAT
Ain WATER TEMPERATURE TRANSMITTER VA1 WATER REGULATOR VALVE
STR STRAINER . VA2 BYPASS VALVE
S12 HIGH TEMPERATURE CUTOUT SWITCH

Figure 13-26.Water function flow diagram.
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Fuel and Lube Oil

With the fuel solenoid "valve (fig.. 13-25)
open and the engine operating, fuel is drawn
through the hand primer, primary and secondary
fuel filters, and the fuel solenoid villve.

The fuel pressure transmitter senses fuel
pressure and transmits a signal to the fuel
pressure gage. This gage, installed on the fuel
tank, incorporates two float switches. A
low-level warning- switch actuates the low fuel
light on the instrument panel; and a low-level
cutout switch will cause the eni;
in the event of low fuel.sUpply.

The lube oil system (fig. 13-25) will prevent
the unit from starting until sufficient oil
pressure is attained and will also °shut doWn the
air conditioner in the event of low oil pressure.

Water System

Three separate requitements are fulfilled by
the air-conditioner water system (fig.
13-26)engine coolingi lube oil cooling, and
reheating of air during the dehumidification.
mode.

In the ventilation and cooling modes of
operation, the water function operates as
follows. Coolant leaves the engine and passes
through the radiator. From the radiator, the
coolant passes through the lube oil cooler and
back to the engine. A small amount of coolant
passes through the reheat coil and bypass valve.
The coolant that passes through the by pass valve
maintains the required reheat during the cooling
mode of operation. When the air conditioner is
in the dehumidification mode, the water
solenoid valve opens to "allow maximum flow
through the reheat coil.

Airflow

Airflow is provided by the axial-type
condenser fan and the centrifugal evaporator fan
(fig. 13:27):-T-fte-c 1 ser fan provides air for
both condensing and engine coo 1 sing
air is drawn through pressure controlled dampers .
that operate in response to refrigerant pressure.
The air passes across the tube and condenser
coils, where it condenses the hot gaseous
refrigerant leaving the refrigerant compressor.

Conditioned air is provided by the
evaporator fan, drawing in fresh air through the
air filter on the rear' of the unit. This air then
passes across the evaporator coil and reheat coil.
A solenoid-operated dump valve and pressure
switch are provided to prevent surging when
conditioned air" deliveied from the air condi-
ticiner is between 30 and 70 pounds per minute.

Refrigerant System

The air-conditioner refrigerant operation
(fig:13;28)ia1nitiated- When-the-seutorswitch
(fig. 13-29) is positioned to-COOL or DEHUM.
Continued operation is maintained with the
selector switch also set to VENT until the system
pumps down. Operation a the refrigerant modes
is explained in the following paragraphs.

COOLING MODE.The cooling mode is
initiated when the selector switch (figure 13-29)
is set to COOL: Hot refrigerant gas leaves the
Compressor at the discharge valve and passes
-through the condenser" coils and to the
refrigerant receiver. Condensation of the gaseous
refrigerant is controlled by damper operators
that Sense reiterant discharge pressure at the
receiver output. From fhe receiver the
refrigerant, now a high-pressure liquid, passes
throtIgh fhe filter-arier and the liquid-:suction
heat exchanger, where it is cooled by
lovi-pressure refrigerant gas from the evaporator
coil. Upon laving 'the liquid-suction heat
exchanger, the refrigerant passes through the
pumpdown and cooling solenoi'd valves and
moisture indicators to the pumpdown and
cooling expansion valves where it is metered into
the evaporator coil." Then leaVing the evaporator
coil and passing through the suction tube of the
heat exchanger, the refrigerant returns to the
compressor as a low-pressure gas through the
pressure regulator valye.

When discharge air is reduced to just above
frosting temperature, the cooling thermostat will
open and deenergize the cooling solenoid valve
which cause cooling to be decreased by. 75

the refrigerant will be flowing'
through only t 'eptrniptIovn expansion valve.
As a result, the discharge air tempezaire will
increase. A . pressure switch is provi e
maintain compressor operation in the event the
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-GD3-

GD 2 M2 MI M3

FLEXIBLE
DUCT

CF

DIESELtEN WINE

MMIMIIIMIM1=111=1111

Nil Ilk

GDI

CC I

PC I

SI3

S2

=01111M=V=,== MM.= ==, RC

FLI

GD4

4--

LEGEND

CONDENSING AIR FLOW

ENG INE COOLING

MAKEUP AIR rLOW ,

4111
CONDITIONED AIRFLOW

SENSING ELEMENT OR
CAPILLARY TUBE

Figure 13-27.Airflow diagram.

heat rOad is &diked considerably. This swiich
senses suction pressure and closes when suction
falls below 30(±1) psig. The switch will open
when the suction pressure increases to 40 (-1-1)
psig, due to an increasing heat load.

DEHUMIDIFICATION MODE.-The
dehumidification mode is initiated when the
selector switch is placed in the DEHUM
position.. Operation of the refrigerant system is
identical to that of the COOLING niode. The
only change is that the water solenoid valve is
energized, allowing hot engine coolant to pass
through tfie reheat coil.

399
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VENTILATION MODE-The ventilation
mode will be initiated after a period of time
when selecting the ENT position on the
control panel (fig. 13-29). This deenergizes the
refiigerant system controls, with exception of
the pumpdown relay and compressor clutch.
With these yalves closed, the refrigerant
compressor. will attempt to evacuate the suction
side of tlie compressor. When the suction
pressure is- reduced-to-the-set-point -of-the
low-pressure cutout switch, the
high/low-pressure cutout switch opens and
breaks the circuit to the pumpdown relay and
the compressor clutiih.
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XVA3 L6

ALE

VA7

REFRIGERANT

SUC OIL DIS
COMPRESSOR-

VAS

11

S3IA. 53(9)

D1

CC1

CC2

62 (404

1

VA3-

VAR

VA4

FP ,
RECEIVER

VA12

1.10611.1.

ECIA) 4

VAS

FL2

HE1

HE2

VAIO

DI
'132

DAMPER OPERATOR
DAMPER OPERATOR

L5 HOT GAS BYPASS SOLENOID VA4
VALVE VA5

SAFETY VALVE
CHARGING VALVE

EC EVAPORATOR COIL L6 QUENCH LINE SOLENOID VALVE VA6 EyAPORATOR PRESSURE

F L2 FILTER - DRIER M4 . DISCHARGE PRESSURE GAGE REGULATOR

FP FUSIBLE PLUG M5 EVAPORATOR PRESSURE GAGE VA7 HOT GAS PRESSURE REGULATOR

CCI CONDENSER COIL EXCHANGER M6 SUCTION PRESSURE GAGE VAR SHUTOFF VALVE

C.C2 CONDENSER COIL MI I HUMIDITY INDICATOR VA9 SHUTOFF VALVE

HE 1 HEAT EXCHANGER - GAS MI2 H UMIDITY INDICATOR'. VAR) SHUTOFF VALVE

HE2 HEAT EXCHANGER - mum SI PRESSURE SWITCH VA11 SUCTION CHARGING VALVE

PUMPDOWN SOLENOID VALVE 53(A) HIGH PRESSURE CUTOUT VA12 SHUTOFF VALVE

L4 COOLING SOLENOID VALVE S3(6) LDW PRESSURE CUTOUT XVAI. PUMPDOWN EXPANSION VALVE

SW) OIL PRESSURE CUTOUT XVA2 COOLING EXPANSION VALVE

VA3 CHARGING VALVE XVA3 QUENCH LINE EXPANSION VALVE

224.58
Figure 13-28.Refrigerant flaw diagram.
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.0FR;0 ON
PANEL LIGHT

LUSE OIL. FUEL OIL.

DISCHARGE PRESSURE

VAPORATOR PRESSURE

SUCTION PRESSURE

15 14 1 , 12 ,

1. Panel lightswiich S7... . Suction pressure_ gige_M6..

. 2 Panel light DS3 12. Air temperattire gage M2
3. Compressor light D62. 13. Air pressure gage ki3
4. Start switch S5 14. Engine speed indicator M13
5: Selector switch S8 15. Throttle control
fi. Stop switch S6 16. Fuel oil pressure gage M8
7. Ptinel light DS4 17. Lube oil pressure gage M10
8. Airflow rate gageM1-.. 18. 'Battery/generator Indicator M9
9. Discharge pressure gage M4 19. Water temperature gage M7

10. Evaporator Pressure gage M5 20., Low fuel warning light DS1

Figure 13-29.Control and gage subpanels.

TROUBLESHOOTING

Not all of the possilile troubles that might be
encountered in conjunction with the NR-10 can
be covered here; however, table 13-2 lists the
troubles most likely to be encountered, probable
causes for each trouble, and the remedy.

MAINTENANCE

Maintenance data for the air conditioner
includes information for servicing, testing,

401

410

224.124

adjusting, and lubricating. Applicable safety
precautions and first aid information are also
included. For more _maintenance information,
refer to the Operation and Service Instructions
for the NR-10 air conditioner.

Servicing

Some of th(..: more common servicing tasks
are mentioned here for background inforniation.
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Table 13-2.Troubleshooting

Trouble Possible cause Remedy

Panel lights fail to
illuminate.

COMPRESSOR light .

fails to illuminate.

COMPRESSOR light
illuminated; compressor
not operating.

Refrigerant compressor
starts with'selector switch
set to vent. .

\)

Refrigerant compressor
fails to start.

Defective lamp.

Defective panel light
switch;

Battery cables disconnected
or batteries defective. -

befective

Defective lamp.

Compressor not operating.

Defective light. -

Defective wiring.

Defective light.

Defective selector
switch. -

Defective cooling relay.

Defective pumpdown
rel ay .

Defective wiring.

High/I w pressUre cutout
iwit, not res&..

Oil pressure cutout
switch not reset.

Suction pressure less
than (±)ll psig.

411
402

Replace lamp.

Replace switch.

Reconnect cables or
replace batteries.

Check and repair
wiring.

Replace lamp.

Refer to; RefEigerant
compressor fails to ,

start.

_Replace light.

Check and repair wiring.

Replace light. /

Replace switch.

Replace relay.

Replace relay.

Check and repair wiring.

Pres§-high-pressure
cuiot switch button.

Press oil pressure
cutout reset button.

Connect jumper wire
across switch terminals.
When compressor starts

semove
-19
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Table 13-2.Troubleshooting-Continued

Trouble Possible cause Remedy

Refrigerant compressor
fails to start. Continued..

Discharge pressure
gage indicates
less than 168 psi.

Dieserengine iunnin g
too slow.

Defective high/low
pressure switch.

Defective oil pressure
cutout switch.

Defective diesel
interlock switch.

Defective cooling
relay.

Defective pumpdown
relay.

Defective magnetic
clutch.

Defective refrigerant
compressor.

Defective wiring.

Shutoff valve closed.

Low refrigerant
charge, as indicated
by presence of
twbbles in sight
glass.

Damper operators
defective or out of
adjustment.

Defective hot gas
bypass solenoid valve..

Defective quench
line solenoid valve.

Defective gage.

412
403

Set-diesel-engine to
proper rpm.

Replace switch.

Replace switch-.

Replace switch.

Replace relay.

Replace relay.

Replace clutch.

Replace.compressor.

Check and repair wiring.

Open valve.

Leak test refrigerant
system. If nc4leaks are
detected, add tefrigerant.

'4

Adjust or rePlaae
damper operatcis.

Replace soleno41 valve.

Replace solenoia valve.

Replace gage.
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Table 13-2.Troubleshooting-Continued

Trouble Possible cause Remedy

Discharge pressure
gage indicates less
than 168 psi.
Con tinued

Discharge pressure
gage indicates
greater than 317 psi.

Evaporator pressure
gage indicates
zero psi.

Evaporator pressure
gage indicates less
than 55 psi.

Defective refrigerant
compressor.

Defective wiring.

Condenser coil clogged
or obstructed.

Overcharge of
refrigerant.

Damper operators
defective or out of
adjustment.

Defective gage.

Shutoff Nialve closed.

Defective gage.

Extremely low ambient
temperature (Below
zero° F.)

Dirty filter or
obstruction at filter
guard.

rarigerant
charge.

404

413

Replace compressor.

Cheek and repair.wiring.

Remove obstruction and
clean condenser coil.

WARNING!!!
Avoid bodily contact
with liquid refrigerant.
Avoid inhaling refrigerant
gas. Be especially careful
that refrigerant does not
contact the eyes.

Connect charging hose to
suction charging valve,
partially frontseat valve;
allow small amounts of
refrigerant to bleed to
atmosphere until discharge
pressure falls within
normal operating pressure.

Adjust or replace damper
operators.

Replace gage.

Open valve. \

Replace gage.

Shut down air conditioner.

Remove obstruction or
service filter.

Refer to Discharge
pressure problem.
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Table 13-2.Troubleshootiag-Continued

-Trouble Possible cause Remedy

Evaporator pressure
gage indicates less than
55 psi. Continued

Evaporator pressdre
gage indicates
greater than 60 psi.

Suction pressure
gage indicates
zero psi.

Suction \pressure.
gage indicates
less tharr 40 psi.

Suction pressure
regulator defective
or out of adjustment.

Cloggedfilter-drier.

Expansion valves
defective or out of
adjustment.

-De fe c t ive-g a g e .

Replace or repair
regulator.

Suction pressure
regulator defective
or out of adjustment.

Expansion valves
defective or out of
adjustment.

Defective gage.

Shutoff valve closed.

Defective gage.

Hot gas pressure
regulator defective
or out of adjustment.

Defective pressure
switch.

Refrigerant compressor
unloader mechanism
out of adjustment.

Expansion valves
defective or out of.
adjustment.

Defective gage.

Defective wiring.

4.05

414

Replace filter-drier core.

Adjust or replace
expansion valves.

Replace-gage

Adjust or replace
regulator.

Adjust or replace
expansion valves.

Replace gage.

Open valve.

Replace gage

Adjust or replace
regulator.

Replace switch.

Adjust unloaders.

Adjust or replace
expansion valves.

'Replace gage.

Check and repair wiring.
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Table Ili-Troubleshooting-Continued

Trouble Possible cause ; Rethedy
NNN

Suction pressure
gage indicates
greater than 60
Psi.

Air temperature
gage indicates
less than 90° F
with-selector-switch,
set to DEHUM.

Air temperature
gage indicates
less than 40° F
with selector set to
COOL.

Refer to the above
steps for the gage
reading less than
40 psi.

Defectiite refrigerant
compressor.

Extremely low ambient
iemperature (below
0° F).

Replace compressor.

Shut down air conditioner.

aogged watei.strainer.
a'

Water regulator valve
defective or out of
adjustment.

Defective heat coil
solenoid valve.

Defective cooling
solenoid valve..

Defective selector
.switchr

Defective gage.

Defective wiring.

Extremely low ambient
temperature (below 0° F).

Thermostat defective
or out of adjustment.

Suction pressure
regulator defective
or out of adjustment.

Defective.cooling
solenoid valve.

Defective hot gas
bypass solenoid valve.

406
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Service strainer.

Adjust or replace
water regulator valve.

Replace solenoid valve.

Replace solenoid valve.

Replace switch.

Replace gage.

Check ind repair wiring.

-
Shut dowii air conditioner.

Adjust or replace
thermostat.

-Adjust or replace regulator.

Replace solenoid valve.

Replade solenoid valve.
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cTable IliTroubleshooting-Continued

Trouble Possible cause Remedy

Air temperature
gage indicates less
than 400 F with
selector set to
COOL Continued

Refrigerant com-
pressor shuts down
in DEHUM or COOL
modes.

Refrigerant
compressor fails to
shut dOWn.

Defective quench line
solenoid valve.

Deiective gage.

DefeCtive wiring.

High discharge
pressure.

'DAV suction pressure.

Low compressor oil
pressure.

Defective selector
switch.

Defective refrigerant
C9111pressor.

Defective wiring.

Defective high/low
pressure cutout
switch- 1.

Refer to trouble,
refrigerant 'compressor
starts with selector
switch set to VENT.

Replace solenoid valve.

Replace gage.

Check and repair wiring.

Refer to trouble for
discharge pressure gage
indicating greater than
317

Refer to trouble for
suction pressure gage
reading less than 40 psi.

Check oil level. If low,
add oil.

Replace. switch.

Replace refrigerant
compressor.

Check and repair wiring.

Replace switch. 1

AIR FILTER SERVICING.:The intake air
filteris of the permanent, washable type and can
be cleaned as follows:

1. Remove the air filter from its mounting.
2. Inspect the filter for damage or

deterioration and replace if necessary.
3. Wash the filter with dry-cleaning solvent

(Federal Spec. P-D-680) and fluslr., with hot
water.

407
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4. Allow the filter to dry thoroughly and
then oil lightly wi t h ge n era 1 p ur po se
lubricating oil (Federal Spec. W-L-820B or
equivalent).

5. Reinstall the filter in the unit.

LEA K TESTING.Oily film deposits
around piping connections and valve bonnets are
an indication of refrigerant loss. Leaks may be
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detected by use of a Halide torch or an
electronic leak detector, as outlined below.

I. Open the access doors, remove the access
panels, and remove 'the top of the unit to gain
access to the refrigerant lines and tubes.

2. Operate the air conditioner.
3. Pass the exploring tube of a Halide torch

or the probe of an electronic leak detector over
all refrigerant fittings, couplings;and valves.

4. Mark all spots where leaks are found.
5. Before attempting to repair any leaks,

pumpdown the refrigerant system. (Refer to the
Operation and Service Instructions for
puMp-down procedure.)

6. Repair all leaks detected.
7. Refer to the Operation and Service

Instructions for procedures for pressure testing
and dehydrating the system.

DRIER-STRAINER (DEHYDRATOR)
SERVICING.Replace the drier-strainer
cartridge as follOWs:

1. Refer to the Operation and Service
Instructions and pumpdown the system.

2. Remove the six bolts securing the cap on
the drier case, and remove the cap.

3. Remove the cartridge from the case and
install a new cartridge.

4. Replace the case cap.
5. Refer to the Operation and Service

Instructions arid evacuate and dehydrate the
system.

6. Leak-test the drier-strainer at the cap as
previously described. _

First Aid Treatment

If liquid refrigerant comes into contact with
the skin, a serioug injury will result. Such injury
must be treated as if the skin were severely
frostbitten or frozen. Flush the area with ckan
water and seek medical attention immediately.
If liquid refrigerant comes into contact with the
eyes, .flusli with clean water and, again, seek
medical attention immediately.

Safety Precautions

The precautions presented here must be
observed in order to prevent injury to personnel
working on or in the immediate vicinity of any
air-conditioning 'unit while maintenance is being
performed on the unit.

1. Suitable eye protection must be used
when handling refrigerants.

2. Never heat a refrigerant drum with a
'torch or any other open flame.

1 When repairing a refrigerant system,
always blow out any residual refrigerant before
attempting to heat the pipe or tubing.

4. Never put liquid refrigerant into a
compressor suction-line.

5. Inspect all charging, lines' for brittleness
and condition of the couplings prior to use.

6. Do not allOw refrigerant to come into
contact with the skin.

7. If a large refrigerant spill occurs,
ventilate the sPace immediately.
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CHAPTER 1 4

PRESERVATION

Suitable protection against corrOsive attack
is achieved essentially by placing a barrier.
between the cleaned surface that is to be
protected and any possible source of moisture.
During manufacture or overhaul, protective
barriers ''such as electroplate, .paint, or chemical
surface treatment are provided. Surfaces that
cannot be so treated, and in-some instances the.
treated surfaces themselveS, must be covered
With-special corrosion-preventive compounds.

-:;',..:,.;:%---

PRESERVA171014 METHODS .

The protection given by corrosion-preventive
compounds is effective only if no mtiisture,
dirt, or-active corrosion is present on the treated
surface. It is essential, therefore, that the
equipment be thoroughly clean and dry before a
preservative coniPound is applied. It is also
necessary that an unbroken film of preservatives
be applied in an atmosphere as mbisture free as
practicable.

Compounds alone do not provide complete
----protection. Tapes, barrier paper, and sealing

devices must also be used to seal off openings
which, if allowed to remain open during,
long-time stowage, would permit the entry of
moisture and dirt. To provide additidnal
prot ection against ;orrosion, a cbmplete
moisture barrier is sometimes provided. Internal
areas that have been sealed off .are dehydrated
by installing desiccants (moisture absorbents) to
remove entrapped moisture unless the cavity is'
protected with a vapor corrosion inhibitor.
When any areas cannot tie sealed adequately,
provision mint be made for ventilation and
moisture drainage.

When certain good support equipment is
not being used regulftly, its 'components are
required to bepreserved. The type of oil or
other protective treatment which is to be
applied subsequently depends upon the
anticipated period of idleness.

The folloWing paragraphs contain a summary
of the different classifications of preservation
which have been adopted as standard and the-
applications for which each is intended. The
ASM should be familiar with these classifications
Or 'types. These _types are for uninstalled gas
turbine engines and the 'engines that are
scheduled for early removal from equipment.
Refer to:NAVAIR 15-02-500 or to the Proper
equipment manual for correct procedures.'

Type I preservation of gas turbine enenes
includes internal protection of the various fluid
systems under type II or type IV requirements,
followed by installation Of the engines in
dehydrated containers.

Type II preservation of gas turbine engines
accomplishes the protection of all fluid systems,
followed by Sealing of ekternal openings to
'prevent the entrance of . foreign materials and
moiStiire. Gas turbine engines in type II
nondehydrated status require rotation with the
startefOr an external turning device at least once'
every 30 days.

Type III preservation differs from type II in
that the 'entire engine fuel system, including all
lines, pumps, and metering devices, is kept filled
with the specified service fuel. Also Tor 'type III*
preservation, \the sealing of external openings
.1v e Casual; openings may be closed by

. _ Airs or plugs.
i v preservation for inoperable gas

engines differs from tyPes II and III in
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that a powered (hot) engine run is not required.
Instead, exercising the engine, rotating
components, and redistribution of the
lubricating oil to the bearings may be
aCcomplished by rotating the engine with the
starter or an external turning 'device. TYpe IV
preservation is designed for the protection of
engines inoperable due to Missing parts or
accessories, lack of test ttand facilitiet, or
internal failure.

Type V preservation includes the emergency
treatment of4as turbine engines in which the
engine . has been exposed to salt water, foamite;
or other firefighting chemicals.

In maintenance of Metal -.surfaces,
preservation means supplementing the
,protection already present, or providing
temporary protection to damaged areas, by the
use of various protective coatings and \barrier
materials. A brief description of some of the
more common materials used in ineservation is,
included in the following paragraphs.

SOLVENT CUTBACK
COMPOUND

This material is familiarly known as
``paralketon." It it supplied hi four grades for
speeificapplication: All grades of this compound
mg,' _be :applied by brush, dip, or spray. They
may be easily removed with Stoddard Solvent or
mineral spirits. These materials are designed for
cold applicatiOn. Some preservative compounds
must be applied hot; therefore, when intending
to pse one of the grades of this solvent cutback
material, the specification number.
(MIL-C-16173) should always be verified.

Grade 1 formt a 'dark, hard-film, opaque
cover. Its general use is limited because Of the
difficulty in removing aged coatings and also
because of the hiding power of .the material
when it is applied 'over corroded areas. This
material is used only where maxinium
protection against salt tpray is required.

Grade 2 is a soft7fihn, grease-type material
that can be ited.. on-most operating parts. Its
chief disadvantage is the fact .that it may be
washed off under direct exposure to salt water
or may be 'removed by inadvertent wiping. It

protects °under relatively severe conditions and,
given,dequate maintenance and touchup- as
necessary, can be used for most maximum
protection requirements.

Grade, 3 is, a very light, water-displacing
preservative, 'with the ability of penetrating
under surface water and forming a protective
film on the metal: This Material is most effective
in treatment of equipment or comiionents after---2
direct exposure of critical surfaces to, water of
firefighting-chemicals, or for intemakprotection
of water-carrying syltems., -This grade, 'itself
offers only limited protection for short periods
of time and must be supplemented by frequent
maintenance or heavier materials as soon 'as,
practicable.

Grade 4 preservative forms thin,
semitransparent films through which.
identification data can usually be read. It also
sets up relatively dry to the touch so that
preterved parts may be easilY handled. This
grade has proved particularly effective in
protecting ' wheel well areas and other exposed
surfaces where film transp..rency is required and-
moderate protective characteristics can be
tolerated. The main disadvantages of this
material are that it is easily removed by water'
spray and requires replacement at 1-month
intervals under severe exposure conditions.

CORROSION-PREVENTIVE
PETROLEUM

These preservatives are designed for hot
and -are available in two

classesClass 1- (hard film) and-Class 3 (soft
film). Both consist of corrosion inhibitors in
petroleum. They are removed with Stoddard
Solvent or mineral spirits. Where a hird film is
not necessary, Class,. 3 should always be used as
it is easier to apply and remove yet renders the
same degree of protection. Class 1 is generally
used for longtime indoor protection of highly
fmished metal surfaces. Class 3. is used to
provide, protection Of, metal surfaces such as
antifriction bearings, pistons, and other bright

- metal surfaces.
Class 1 must be heated to 1700 to 200° F

before applying by brush or dip. For brushing
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Class 3 material, it must be between 600 and
120° F, and for dipping, between 1500 and
180°F. .

..-
PACKAGING AND BARRIER
MATERIALS

Packaging and barrier materials are used to
seal off critical areas of support equipment
during shipment, storage, maintenance, and
repair. These materials are also used to protect
removed components when they are sent to
overhaul.

Water-Vaporproof
Barrier Material -

This material is a laminated metal foil barrier
that has good water-vapor resistance and can be
used for protection of acrylics during cleaning,
and fOr necessary packaging of removed
components and accessories being returned to
overhaul. It is heat-sealable with a soldering or .
clothes iron.

Polyethylene Plastic
Film

This barrier material is used for the same
purposes as the metal foil barrier material and is
much less expensive. It is, however, not
puncture resistant. The plastic e film is heat
sealable only with special equipment.

Polyethylene Coated
Cloth

Cloth of this type is used to" a greater extent
in- ground support equipment covers. Its- use -is
preferred over the plastic material fOr general
shrouding because of its greater tear and
puncture resistance.

Tape, Federal Specification
PPP-T-60, TYPE I, CLASS 1

This. pressure-sensitive tape is used _for
closure of small openings and for direct contact
use on moncritiCal metallic,shrfaces. The tape has
moderate water-vapor resistance; Which -is
generally adequate for maintenance use. The

main disadvantage of this tape is that some
cloth-backed materials have not been prethrunk,
and tape closures tend to pull loose when -
exposed to high humidity conditions.

Covers and Shrouds

Many, types of support equipment, when
delivered by the manufacturer, are, equipped
with a complete set of tailored, dust and
protective covers. These covers and shrouds
should be installed in such a manner that free
drainage is assured. Do not create a bathtub
which will trap and hold water. Shrouds or
covers may also act as a greenhouse in warm
weather and cause collection and condensation
of moisture underneath. The shroud should be
loosened 'or removed and the equipment
ventilated on warm sunny days; Where
protection from salt spray is required .aboard

carriers, the cover§ should be left in place and
the equipment ventilated-only in good weather.
Fresh water Condensation will do far less damage
than the entrapped salt spray.

In emergencies where regular waterproof
canvas covers are not available,suitable covering
and shrouding may- be .accomplished by using
polyethylene sheet, poiYethylene-coated cloth,
or metal foil barrier Material, all of which are
available in the Navy supply system. These
covers should be held in place with adhesive
tapes designed specifically for severe outdoor
application. The, tapes are also available in
supply.

GENERAL HANDLING .

There are many commonsense practices
which should be observed to minimize paint
damage. and: the loss of built-in protective
systems diving operation and maintenance of
support eqinpment.

Painted surfaces will withstand, a normal
amount of abrasion by air lines, fuel hoses, etc.
However, these itenis. pick up bits of f sand,
gravel, arid metal chips and become a coarse
abrasive which scratches and scruffs the
protective finisly, to the point where it is
ret'Ideted completelY inaffective under shipboard

4 1.1
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operating conditions. Dropping tools, toolboxes,
etc., on the surface also chips_ and cracks the
paint.

When access plates are removed during
inspections, the removed hardware should not
be placed on the deck to blow around and
become scratched. It is not practical to provide
pads or cushioning for these components, but
they should at least be secured to prevent their
mbvement. When power tools or handtools are
used to relriove screws and quick-disconnect
fasteners, particular care should be taken to
avokl scratching the paint. Five minutes of extra
time spent in careful use of tools will save 5
hours of paint puchup and corrosion removal
work later.

PAINTING

The ASM. will be required to involve himself
in extensive painting projects, although the ASH
has the basic responsibility for painting.
However, he may be called upon to aid in the
preparation of the surfaces to be painted and
may-even perform small painting jobs where a
paint touchup is all that is necessary as part of a
c orr osio n-p re ve n tion program. Therefore,
painting is discussed very briefly and is pointed
toward paint touchup.

Surface Preparation

Effectiveness of any paint finish and its
adherence to the surface depends on the careful

. preparation of the surface prior to painting.
'First, all loose paint must be-brushed off, and
curled or flaky edges must be rembved if good

---adhesion -is -to _be..attainedThe_touchup_paiut
should overlap the existing good Raint surface.
The touchup materials will not adhere to glossy
finishes, and the rough edge of the area being
painted may chip away unless it is smoothed. To
break the glossy finish and to 'feather (smooth
out) the edges for overlap, Scuff-sand with
abrasive paper of the appropriate type,
depending upon the type of surface being
repaired.. This paper should be a fine abrasive
material, or a pumice slurry in water may be
used in its place. The sanded pattern should
provide about a one-half-inch overlap for the
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new paint. After, the abrasive operation is
completed, 'wash the -area with fresh water to
remove all abrasive residues.

Next, all sanded areas and exposed
bare-metal surfaces are wiped down with light
mineral spirits solvent or alcohol, followed by a
washing with detergent. Remove any lobsened
seam sealants in the area to be touched up and
replace as necessary; this includes securing any
loose rubber seals. The area to be painted is then
outlined with masking tape and masked with a
majsking paper_to protect adjoining surface areas
from .overspray and excessive paint buildup.

bEPRESERVATION

The support equipment under the care of
the OM may be depreserved to be put into
service or rework, or for ; inspection and
represervation for another storage period. This
will determine the extent of the depreservation.
Regardless of status _of_ equipthent,
depreservation must always include the removal
of deteriorated lubricants, preservative coatings,
barrier materials, Strippable plastic coatings, and,
tapes. If equipment is Axing depreserved for
reprbservation for another storage period, a
decision must be made to either remove and
replace the plastic coating or leaVe the coating in
place and touch it up or topcoat it with
topcoating material until complete coverage is
obtained. Coatings . must be removed
necessary to expose engine and other systems
for inspection and represervation. If ,the
equipment is to be Old into service, all
preservative must be renioVed.

Depreservation of g4 turbines will camply
with _NAVAIR_ 15-02100, Preservation' or
Aircraft Engines. The depreservation of at-gas
turbine consists of the fallowing: removal of all
protective coverings and seals; drainage of excess
preservative compounds from the fuel and Oil
systems; and servicing of the fuel and oil
reservoirs to normal operating levels with the
specified operating materials. -

After servicing the fuel and oil systems, the
eengine shoUld be run for-about 10 minutes with
no -load. After this short run time, the lube oil
must be changed and the fuel and oil filters
inipected and cleaned or replaced if necessary.
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Equipment properly preserved and
maintained should require a minimum of
cleaning after the storage period. Most of the
cleaning should be accomplished during the
removal Or ,preservatives, tapes,. and barrier
materials. Cleaning should be accomplished on
the basis of inspection, evaluation, and

.equipment status. The use of steam and
high-pressure water cleanink should be avoided
when the equipment is to be returned to storage.
Hand-cleaning methods should be used,
;.reluding vacuum cleaners to remove dust and
dirt and -hand wipedown methods to remove
oils, greases, and preservatives. Cleaning should
be complete enough to remOve the preservative
and..- yet utilize the mildest procedures and
materials that will do the job. Plastic coatings
and tapes can be removed by stripping from the
equipment. Adhesive residues from pressure tape
may be removed by rubbing with a cloth
saturated with aliphatic naphtha.

' Equipment being depreserved after ocean
shipment- -must be given special attention to
ensure removal of entrapped sea water and salt
deposits as soon as possible.-- Equipment
protected by strippable plastic coatings should-
be checked soon after arrival for water pockets
by punching holes at low points in any bulges or

, sags in the coating. Equipment not
plastic-coated should be examined for
accumulations of sea water. Sea water deposits

,

must be removed immediately by flushing with
fresh water even though the equipment is to be
depreserved in the near future.

Lubrication is an essential part of
depreservation since application of lubricants to
cleah metal surfaces provides protection against
the harmful effects of dirt, water, and other,
agents. Following cleaning o. stripping of
equipment, lubricate all exposed points and any
points that have been exposed to cleaning and
stripping compounds. All grease fitting's giould
be greased to force, dirt, water, and Qther
harmful agents from moving parts. The
equipment maintenance _manual should be
consulted for lubrication procedures. Following
depreservation and before placing the equipment
in service, thoroughly inspect-the equipment for
corrosion damage and correct any found.

Some of the preservants used on equipment
and the method of removal are listed in table
14-1.

, CORROSION CONTROL
-

Modern ground support equipment is
dependent.upon the structural soundpeis of the
metals which make up _the largest percentage of
their thousands of parts. The-greatest threat to
the structural integrity of the equipinent is
metals corrosion. With higher strength demands

Table 14-1.Equipment preservants

Preservant Method of Remova

'Plastic protective coating

Soft film compound.

Manually strippable.
a

Corrosion preventive fingerprint
remover.

General purpose lubricating oil.

.Packaging materials.

By drycleaning solvent P-D-680
or mineral spirits TT-T-291.

Rinse with drycleaning solvent
P-D-680 or mineral spirits
TT-T-291

By drycleaning solvent_R=D-$80
or mineral spirits TT-T-291.

Remove overwrap or liner. -.
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being made of metals and the closer tolerances
of safety demanded, these 'equipments would
rapidly become inoperative without regular
anticorrosion attention.

Corrosion endangers support equipment by
reducing the . strength and changing the
mechanical characteristics of the materials used
in its construction. Materials are designed to
carry certain loads and withstand given stresses
as well as to provide an extra margin of strength
for safety. Corrosion can weaken the structure,
thereby reducing, or eliminating the safety
factor. Replacement or reinforcement
operations are costly and time consuming, and
reduce usage. Corrosion in electroniá, electrical,
and automotive systems often causes- serious
malfunctions which reduce the effectiveness of

"the equipment, and often aestroys, it
comple

Material presented in this chapter has been
coMpiled from a variety of sources and has
necessarily been greatly_ condensed. As. with
other training courses, no maintenance
procedures should be initiated which are based
solely on infor,:iation contained herein.

A thorough comprehension of the dangers of
corrosion, the ability to recognize the various
types of corrosion, and the development of the
skills necessary to cope with them should be
included in the objectives as every daintenince
training program. The A5M will find that

-corrosion control frequently turns out to be an
all-hands evolution. 'In his day-to-day work he
can improve the quality -of corrosion control by
observing precautions outlined herein when
working on ground support equipment. Careless
handling of tools and equipment,. scuffing of
feet, etc., can Nsult in damage to protective
finishes leaVing an area unprotected from
-corrosion; EVerFa-fingerprint On an uup, otecte
surface will*cause corrosion and etching of the
metal.

Metal corrosion-is the deterioration of metal
when combined with oxygen to form metallic
oxides. This combining is a chemical process
which is essentially the reverse-Of the process of
smelting the metals frbm their ores. VerY few
metals occur in nature in the pure state. For the
most part, they occur naturally as metallic
oxides. The rerming processes generally involve
the extraction' of relatively pure metal from its

ore and the addition of other elements (either
metallic or nonmetallic) to form alloys.

After refining, regardless of whether or not
alloyed, base metals possess a potential or
tendency to return to their natural state.
However, the potential is not sufficient in itself
to initiate and promote this reversion. There
must also odst a corrosive environment, in
which the significant element is oxygen. It is the
process of oxidationcombining with
oxygenthat causes wood to rot or burn and
metals to corrode.

Control o. corrosion is dePendent u-pon
maintaining a separation between susce-ptible
alloys and the corroSive environment. This ,
separation is accomplished in various ways. An
intact coat of paint provides corrosion-
protection. Sealants are used at seams and joints
'to prevent entry of moisture into vital areas,
preservatives are used on unpainted areas of
working parts, and shrouds, covers, caps, and
other protective material provide varying degrees
of protection, from corrosive actiOn. None of
these,- however, provide 100-percent
protectionpaint is subject to oxidation and
decay through weathering:- sealants may work
out by vibration or else be eroded by rain and
windblast. Preservatives at best offer only
temporary protection when used on opccating
support equipment, and the protective coverings
are subject to improper installation and neglect.
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CAUSES OF '
CORROSION

' COntrol of corrosion.properly begins with an
understanding of the causes and nature of this
phenomenon. --corrosion is caused by
electrochemical or dire.t Chemical reaction of a
rnetalwith other eteTnnts. In --thedirec.
chemical attack, the rea ion is siinilar to that
which occurs when acid is 4plied to bare metal.
Corrosion in its most famiiiar forniis-a-retction
between metal and water and is electrochemIC-1----
in nature.

In the electrochemical attack, metals of
different electrical potential are involved and
they need not be in direct contact. When one
metal contains positively charged ions and the
other negatively charged ions and an electrical
conduct,r is bridged between them, current will
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flow as in the discharge of a dry cell battery. In
electrochemical corrosion, the conductor bridge
may be any fordgn material such as water, dirt,
wease, or any-debris that is capable of acting as
an electrolyte. The presence of salt in any. of the
foregoing media tends to accelerate the current
flow and hence speed the rate of corrosive attack.

Once the electrolYte has completed the
circuit, the- electron flow is established within
the metal in the direction of the negativelY
charged area (cathode), and the positively
charged area (anode) is eventually destroyed. All
preventive measures taken with respect to
corrosion control are designed primarii;;;:g. avoid
the establishment of the electrical cireuit, or
secondly, to remove it as soon as pcsAble
establishment before serious damage can reply'.
Figure 14-1 illustrates the electron flow 'n a

el corrosion envirOnment .(electrolyte), resulting in
estructioii of the anodic area. Note that 4.:ie sur-
ace of a metal, especiallY alloys Of metal,

may contain anodic .and cathodic arzas due to
impurities or alloying constituents which have
different pc zentials from the base metal.
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ELECTROLYTE
(FRESH OR SALT WATER.,

GREASE ,DIRT ,ETC

.

Electrochemical attack is evidenced in
several forms,0 depending Upon the metal
involved, its 'size and shape, its specific function,
atmospheric conditior* and the type of
corrosion-producing agent (electrolyte) prisent.
There are' many forms.:of metals deterioration
relulting from electrochemical ,attack abouit
Avhich a great deal is known. But despi(e

; extensive research and experimentation, there is
-still' Much to be learned about other more
complex and subtle forms. Descriptions are
provided later in this chapter for the rndre
'cortimon forms of corrosion.

Since , there are -so many factors which
coktribute td the process of t.:Orrosion, selection
of materials by the manufacturer must be pude
with , weight versus strength as a kimary
consideration and corrosion properties as a
second ary c On sid eratiori. However, close
attention during design and productiqn is given
to heat-treating and anhealing Procedures,
protective coatings, Choice and application of
moisture barrier miterials, dissimila; metals
contact, and access doors, and plates. Every

f .

ANODIC CATHODIC
AREA aAREA

METAL-

Figure 14-1.Simplified corrosion cell.
.213A9.
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logical precaution is taken by the manufacturers
to inhibit the onset and spread of corrosive
attack.

There are many factors that affect tirt type,
speed, cause, and the seriousness of metal corro-
sion. Some of these corrosion factors r m be con-
trolled; others cannot. Preventive Ma.:3tenance
factors such as inspection, cleaning, and painting
and preservation are within the control of tmain-
tenance personnel. Preventive maintenance Offers
'the ust positive means of corrosion deterrence.

The electrochemical reaction which causes
metal to-corrode is a much more serious factor
under wet, humid conditions. The salt in:\ sea
water and in the air is the greatest single cat& of
corrosion. Hot climates speed the corrosion
process becatise the electrochemical reacilon
develops fastest in a warm Solution, and warm
moisture in the air is usually sufficient to start
corrosion if the metals are uncoated. As would
be expected, hot dry climates usually provide,
relief from constant corrosion problems.
Ektremely colt climates produce corrosion
problems if a salt atmosphere is present. Melting
snow or ice provides the necessary water to
begin the electrochemical reaction.. ...

. Another corrosion factor is in the
relationship between dissimilar ,mptals. When
two dissimilar Metals are- used Vhere possible
contact may develop (if the more actiie metal is
small, compared to the less active one), corrosive
attack will be severe and extensive if the
iAsu ation should fail. If the area of the less

1 ,actiy \metal is small compared to the other,
anodi attack is relatively slight. Figure 14-2
illustrates this factor.

C RROSION TYPES
D RECOGNITION

ne of the problems involved in corrosion
cont ol is recognizing corrosion products when
they \occur. The following paragraphs include
brief descriptions of typical corrosion product
charaàteristics of the most common metals.

Iron and Steel

Possibly the best known and easiest
recognized of all forms of metal corrosion is the
familiar reddish colored iron rust. When iron and
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MON L RIVET
( SMA)L CATHODE )

RELATIVELY LITTLE
CORROSIVE ATTACK

ALUMINUM SHEE
( LARGE ANODE

HEAVY
CORROSIVE
ATTACK

.4001
Ye

ALU INUM RIVET
( SM L 1ANOOE ).

\

MONEL SHEET
( LARGE CATHODE )

213.50
Figure 14-2.Effects of area relationships dissimilar

- metal contacts.

its alloys corrode, _dark iron oxide oatings
usually form- first. These coatings, such s heat
scale on steel sheet stock, may prote t iron
surfaces rather e iciently. However, if su icient
oxygen and moi ture are present, the iron/oxide
is soon . co vert0 to hydrated ferric 'oxide,
which is the sohventionl red rust.

Aluminum A

Aluminiim and its alloys exhibit a wide
range of corrosive attack, varying from general
etching of aluminum surfaces to penetrating
attacks ilong the internal grain boundaries of
the metal. The corrosion products of aluminum
are seen as white to gray powdery deposits.
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,

IMagnesium corrosion products are white and
q "ID large Compared to the size of the base
me being corroded. The deposits have a
ten ency to raise slightly, arid the corrosion
spre ds rapidly. When white puffy areas are
discs vered on magnesium, it inquires prompt
atte ticin as the corrosion may penetrate
entir ly through the structure in a very short
time. I

ys

. \ d Its

Cop \ and Copper
Alloys ;

Co 1P:er and its allOyi are generally
corrosi n-resistant, although the products of_
corrosiv attack on coppe, r are commonly
known. Sometimes copper and copper alloy
surfaces 1 :tarnish to a dull gray-green color,
and the Iirface may still be relatively smooth.
This discs !oration is the result of the 'formation
of a fin ji ained, airtight, copper oxide crust,
called a p tina. This-patina in itself offers good
protection for the underlying metal in ordinary
situations. However, exposure of copper and
copper allo s to moisture or salt spray will cause
the formati n of blue or green salts indicating
active corro on. These salts will form over the
patina since this emit is not impervious to water
(not moistu proof). Copper alloys generally
have a cadmi

ZTI
.. -plated finish to prevent surface

staining and deferioration.
f

Cadinium andlinc

Cadmium, particularly, is used as a coating
to protect the part to which it is applied and to
provide a compatible surface when the part is in
contact with other materials. The cadmium plate
supplies sacrificial protection to the underlying
metal because of its greater activity; that is,
during the tinie it is protecting the base metal,
the cadmium is intentionally being consumed.

,The cadmium becdmes anodic and is attacked
first, leaving the base metal free of corrosion.
Zinc coatings are used for the same purpose, but
to a lesser extent. Attack is evident by white to
brown to black mottling of the cadmium
surfaces. These phenomena DO NOT indicate
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deterioration Of the base metal. Until the
characteristic colors rieculiar to corrosion Of the
base metal appear; the cadmium is still
performing its protective function. Wire
brushing or removal of the mottled areas of
cadmium merely reduces the amount of
cadmium remaining to protect the underlying
structure.

Nickel and Chromium
Alloys

These metals are alsO used as .protectiye
agents, both in the form of electroplated
coatings and as alloying constituents with iron
in stainless steels. Nickel and chromium plate
protect by forming an actual physical
noncorrosive barrier over the steel. Electroplated
coatings, particularly ch omium on steel, are
somewhat. porous, and \corrosion . eventually
starts at these pores or pinholes unless 'a
supplementary coating is applied and
maintained.

CORROSION PREVENTIO

Among the many meth ds of Corrosion
prevention, cleaning and luo 'cation are two
very important measures to \consider in the
prevention of corrosion in .0ound support
equipment. Methods of cleaning\ and lubrication
of specific equipment are included in the
chapters discussing the particulr. equipments.
This section discusses the various' Naval Air
Systems Command authorized _cle.aning and
lubricating materials available to te ASM.

aeaning and
Depreservation

Cleaning is one of' the most iiiiportant steps
in the preparation of unpainted surfaces for
stowage or for the application Cif protective
coatings. Cleaning is also important in,
reconditioning contaminated and deteriorated
surfaces prior to lubrication. If contaminants,'
remain on the surfaces of equipment; the best
lubricants or preservatives and the bestmethods
of protectiOn and preservation for standby
stowage may be rendered ineffective. Corrosion
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a4c1 contamination may cause faulty operation
of the equipment or deterioration beyond
reklamationi

The reinoval of preservative coatings is
soMetimes necessary before items in storage can
be 'used. Therefore, an additiorkal task in Whfch
cle;aning methods are important is
depleservation.

Only cleaning materials which meet Naval
Air 'Systems Command specifications may be
used, on ground support equipment.
Naq-approved cleaning materials are
compOunded to accomplish definite results and
are mitde available only after .complete testing
and actual field acceptance. All .cleaning
materials- are inspected and tested before
acceptance and delivery to the supply activities.
Cleaning agents commonly used for maintenance
cleaning are included in the following categories.

SOLVENTS.Solvents are liquids which
dissolve other substances. There are a great
number of different solvents; 1t i-rn cleaning
purposes, organic solvents are rna's't often used.
Some solvents are chlorinated. When solvents
contain more than 24 percent by volume of
chlorinated materials, they must be kept in
specia: marked containers. Care must be taken
to ensure that solvents do not escape into the
work spaces.

All personnel working fith or near
chlorinated solvents should be particularly
careful to avoid breathing the vapors. While the
vapors from some solvents are more toxic than
others, prolonged bieathing of the fumes can be
injurious to health.

In addition to the breathing hazard
associated with solvents, they also present
varying degrees of fire and explosion hazards.
Solvent cleaners having a flashpoint greater than
105' are relatively safe. Solvents having
flashpoints below 105,° F require exploSion
proofing of equipment and other special
precautions. (The flashpoint is the temperature
at which the first flash from the material is seen,
as an open flame is passed hack and forth over a
sample of flammable liquid being heated in a
cup.)

Another hazard assaciated with solvents, and
to a certain extent with all cleaning materials, is
the effect on the surface or material being
cleaned. Some solvents will deteriorate rubber,
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synthetic rubber, asphaltic coverings, etc. This is
such an important consideration that it must
always be taken into account when cleaning
materials are selected. It may do a good job in
remoiting dirt, grease, oil, exhaust gas deposits,
etc., but may also damage the object being
cleaned or soften and ruin otherwise good paint
coatings.

Several solvents in common use are included
in the following list:

1. Stocidard Solvent. Stoddard Solvent is a
petroleum distillate commonly used as a
dry-cleaning fluid. It is furnished in two typesI
and II. Type II has the higher (safer) flashpoint
and is intended for shipboard use. Stoddard
Solvent is used as a general all-purpOse cleaner
for metals; painted surfaces, and fabrics. It may
be applied by spraying, brushing, dipping, and
wiping. It is also used as a depreservative.

2. Mineral spirits. This, is another liquid
petroleum distillate which is _used ',as an
all-pnrpose ,cleaner for metal and painted
surfaces, but is not recommended for fabrics.
Like Stoddard Solvent, it may be applied by
spraying, brushing, dipping, and wiping.

3. Aliphatic naphtha. This is -an aliphatic
hydrocarbon product used as an alternate
compiound for cleaning acrylics and for general
purposes that require fast evaporation and no
remaining film residue. It may be applied by
dipping and wiping. Saturated surfaces niust not
be rubbed vigorously du; to the highly
flammable nature of the naphtha.

4. Acromatic naphtha. Thisis a petroleum
aromatic distillate used as a barelnetal cleaner
and for cleaning primer coats befole applying
lacquer. It will remove oil, grease, andlight soils.

5. Safety Solvent. Methyl chloroform is
intended for use where a high flashpoint and the
least toxic solvent is required. It is used for
general cleaning and grease removal of assembled
and disassembled components in addition to
spot cleaning, but should not be used on painted
surfaces. It may also be applied by wiping,
scrubbing, or booth -spraying. The term Safety
Solvent is derived from the high flashpoint of the
solvent and is easier to say and remember than
methyl chloroform.

6. Cor-rosion preventive, fingerprint
remover, MIL-C-15074B. This compound is
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intended for use in removal Of fresh fingerprints
and perspiration deposits. It is designed to
suppress corrosion that has developed as a result
of fingerprint residue, and proyides an easil
removable ternporary corrosion-preventivel
material.

7. Thinner, cellulose nitrate \dope atid
laquer. In addition to its intend d
purpose of thinning dope ..and la uer> \t
material is used for the spot removal o acq'ir
and primer deposits rdmaining after ai
stripping, operations, especially along seams
edges, which will interfere with refinish paint
operations. Also, it may be used for removal o
oil, gease;and light soils from bare metal. This
solvent, is applied with wiping rags or soft bristle
brushes over small areas at a time.

8. Methyl ethyl ketone (MEK). This
material )is used as a cleaner for bare-metal
surfaces. It does not mix to any geat extent
with water but is a thinner for lacquers. It is
applied with wiping cloths or soft bristle brushes
over small areas at a time.

Both types (I and II).of this compound must
be mixed with Stoddard Solvent or mineral
spirits prior to use. A ratio-of 1 part compound
to 3 to 9 parts of solvent is recommended.
Heavy soilt require the heavier concentration.
The heavy concentrations clean besr when the
ambient temperature is high.

For best results this compound should be
sprayed on the dry surface then brushed
thoroughly. Moist _ or water-wetted surfaces
reduce the emulsion action. It can be used for
hand wipedown or hand scrubbing on small
areas. Regardless of the method of application,
the emulsion compound and loosened soil
hould be thoroughly flushed away with

-pressure water.
. Cleaning compound, solvent, grease

emulsifying-, type II. This is a liquid emulsifying
compound containing phenolic materials.
(Phenolic materialsare obtained: from the
distillation of many organic substances such as

ood, coal, etc., and from coal tar. The popular
name for the phenols is carbolic acid.) Due to
t e acid content and type of cleaning for which
de igned, its use is very limited. Type II cleaning
co pound is designed for the heaviest, toughest
clea ing jobs, but its acidity renders it harmful
to m .ny materials.

3. Cleaning compound, water emulsion.
ThiS is a liquid emulsifying agent containing
soap and water 4nd is used in solution with four
parts water for the heavy-duty removal of oil,
epoxy, grease, industrial films;' mud, sand, and
soils of all types. This material is applied with a
brush or soft cloth. Allow it to remain on the
surface, then scrub with a soft brush. Rinse the
surface thoroughly with fresh water. and dry.
Repeat for areas with heavy concentrations by
using a scouringpad.

s,

SOAPS AND DETERGENT
CLEANERS.There is a variety of materials
available in this category for mild cleaning..use.
In this section, only spme of the more conimon
materials are discussed.\

EMULSION CLEANERS.Emulsion
cleaners differ from- solvent cleaners in their
action on contaminants to be removed.. With
solvents, the contaminants go into solution with
the cleaning material. Emulsion cleaners tend to
disperse contaminants except sand, etc., into
tiny droplets which are held, in suspension in the
cleaner.

Emulsion cleaners must be used with
precaution since some are flammable and toxic
and, like some solvents, may damage paint or
other finishes.

The following list includes several cleaners in
common use:

I. Cleaning compound, solvent, grease
emulsifying, type 1. This is a liquid emulsifying

'agent containing soap and solvent. It is
nonphenolic. (See type Il which follows.) This
compound is used for exterior cleaning, all
painted surfaces (metal and wood), and bare
metal. It is a heavy-duty cleaner for removal of
oil, grease, atmospheric films, industrial films,
mud, sand, and soils. of all types. It is also used
for ,removal of paralketones and similar
corrosion-preventive compounds (preservatives).
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1. Cleaning compound, type I (powder)
and type II (liquid). These soaps are used in
general cleaning of painted and unpainted
surfaces for the removal of light-to-medium
soils, operational films, oils, and grease. They
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are safe to use on all surfaces, including fabrics,
leather, and transparent plastics. They also call
be used to remove light preservation materials.

2. Cleaning compound, waterless. This
cleaning compound is intended for use on
painted and unpainted surfaces in heavy-duty
,cleaning operations under, conditions where
water for rinsing is not readily available or where
freezing temperatures do not permit the use of
water. It is a relativel nontoxic, noncofrósive,
stable, .nonflowing gel;- and its detergent
propetties enable' it to serve as an agent for the
removal of &vase, tar, wax, carbon deposits, and
ezhaust stains. This cleaner is applied with a
dampened cloth or sponge except in freezing
weather when a dry applicator should be used:

MECHANICAL CLEANING
MATERIALS.Mechanical cleaning materials
such as_ abrasive papers, polishing compounds,
polishing cloths,, wools, wadding, etc., are
available in the supply system for use as needed.
However, their use must be in accordance with
directions supplied with the material if damagt.--
to finishes and surfaces is to be avoided..,

1. Aluminum oxide paper. Aluminum
oxide paper (300 grit or finer) is available in
several forms and is safe to use on most surfaces
since it does not contain sharp or needlelike
abrasives which can embed themselves in the
base metal being cleaned or in the protective
coating being maintained. The use of
carborundum (silicon carbine) papers as a
substitute for aluminum oxide paper should be
avoided. The grain structure of carborundum is
sharp, and the material is so hard that individual
grains can penetrate and bury themselves evep in
steel surfaces.

2.. Powdered pumice. This material is
similar to Bon Arni which may also be used. The
.purnice is used as a slurry with water and is
applied to the surface with clean rags and bristle.
brushes.

3. Impregnated cotton wadding. Cotton
which has been impregnated' with a cleaning
material is used for the removal of exhaust gas
stains and for polishing corroded aluminum
surfaces. It is also used un other metal surfaces
tu produce a high reflectance.

4. Aluminum metal -polish. Aluminum
metal polish is used to produce a high-luster,
long-lasting -polish on unpainted aluminum-clad
surfaces. It is not used on anodized surfaces, as
it will remove the oxide coat.

5. Aluminum wool. Three grades of
aluminum woolcoarse, medium, and fineare
stocked for general abrasive cleaning of
aluminum surfaces.

6. Lacquer rubbing compound; type III.
For the removal of ,engine exhaust and minor,
oxidation, lacquer rubbing compo.und, tjfpe
may be used,.. Heavy rubbing Over rivet heads or
edges where protective coatings mayc be thin
should be avoided as the coverings may be
damaged-most easily at these points.

CHEM4CAL CLEANERS.Ghemical
cleaners must be used- with great care in
cleaning. The danger of entrapping 'corrosive
materials- in between layers of metal and at
seams counteracts any advantages in their speed
and effectiveness. All materials used must be
relatively neutral and easy to remove. It is
important that all residues from this type of
cleaning be removed. Soluble salts from
chemical surface treatments such as chromate
acid or dichromate treatment will liquefy nd
promote blistering in the paint coatings.

I. Phosphoric-citric acid mixture. This;-".
chemical surface cleaner is available in types I
and II. Type I is a ready-tcf-use prepackaged
mixture. Type II is a concentrate which must be
diluted with mineral spirits or water as required.
The mixture, is applied to the surface to be
cleaned with a soft brush, rag, or sponge, using a
circular brushing motion in order to loosen the
surface film. After a 15-minute dwell time, this
acid mixture should be thoroughly flushed from
the cleaned surface with a stream of water.

2. Bicarbonate of soda. This material,
commonly known as baking soda, should always

- be available to neutralize acid deposits qi well as
to treat acid burns from chemical cleaners and
inhibitors. All battery holders, battery
compartments of automotive vehicles, and
electric powerplants are generally cleaned with
this agent. It can also be used to clean tarnished
silver contacts by placing the silver-coated part
in c ontact with magnesium metal and
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submerging the two in a water solution of
(.2baking soda and salt.

3. Ammonium hydroxide. In addition to
baking soda, ammonium hydroxide alio may be
used as a neutralizing agent. for acid in battery
compartments and - elsewhere. Treated areas
should be rinsed- thoroughly .with water after
use.

CLEANING EQUIPMENT.Cleaning not
only. 'requires the use of correct cleaning
materials, but also the use of proper equipment

N,to produce efficient and satisfactory iesults. A
specific cleaning area should be prepared and
equipped for performing cleaning operations.

The choice of equipment depends upon
several factors, such as the amount of cleaning..
that . is regularly performed, the type of:
equipment that is being cleaned, the location of
the activity, and the availability of facilities such
as air, steam, and electricity.

Some of the equipment available for
de:ming are preisure tank sprayers, high-pressure
cleaning machines, immersion tan and
industrial vacuum cleaners.

In addition to the equipment me ned
above, other items such as hOies, spray guns,
brushesi- sponges, and wiping cloths are required
for cleaning. These items are procured through
regular iupply channels.

Items of -personal protection such as rubber
, gloves, rubber boots, goggles, and aprons should

be worn .when necessary to protect the clothing
and. eyes from fumes- and splashing Of caustic
materiali.

'CLEANING M-ETHODS AND
PROCEDURES.The first step in cleaning an
item of support equipment is to select the
proper cleaning agent for the method of cleaning
to be used. For some items of equipment, the
recoMmended type of cleaning agent for each
method and instructions and precautions to be
observed in their use may be found in the
applicable Instructions Manual. If this
information is not included in the applicable
manual, the instructions on,the container of the
cleaning agent must be followed.

The next step is the, pieparation of the item
of equipment for cleaning. This step, of course,
will vary with the type, size, and model of
equipment. The equipment should be placed in a

cool shady place if possible. Most items of
equipment should be grounded, to the deck
during cleaning. Cleaning okrations cause the
buildup of static electricity, which is dissipated
through the ground wire. After sechring all the
obvious openings such as access panels, further,
secure the equipment -.against entry of water and
cleanhig compounds. .In addition, mask or
otherwise cover '-all equipment or components
that can be damaged by moisture or the cleaning
agent being used.

Approved cleaning methods are listed as
follows:

1. Water wash cleaning. The water wash
method- is recommended as the most efficient
and satisfactory method of cleaning most items
of support equipment when they are only lightly
contaminated with dirt- and grease. The
equipment is prepared as previously outlined,
and all cleaning materials and equipment that
will be required during, the cleaning operation
should be on hand and' ready for use. Prior to
beginning the actual wash, Ihe entire item of
equipment should be wet down. The equipment
is k then Washed using the prescribed cleaning
solution and sponges or soft cloths.

After each step in the water wash prOCedure,
'the cleaning solution should be rinsed off
clean water., All cleaning sohition--must be
removed from joints, recesses, and other possible
places where it can collect. Surfaces are dried
with clean si3onges or soft cloths if necessary.

2. Emulsion c 1 eaning. The emulsion
cleaning method is used to cl9n areas
contaminated with oil, grease, or other foreign
matter which cannot be easily.removed by other
methods. The item of equipment is prepared the
same as for the water wash method. Mix the
emulsion in accordance with the Instructions
Manual for the type of equipment concerned or
the instructions on the emulsion container. The
emulsion solution is applied to either wet or dry
surfaces depending upon the type of emulsion.
If it is the type that must be applied to wet
surfaces, the surface should first be dampened
with warm water. After applicati-On of the
emulsion solution, a dwell time of 5 minutes is
usually sufficient to loosen all contaminants.
Rinse the area with high-pressure hot or cold
water. If any areas are still not clean, repeat the
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operation as necessary on these areas only.
Finally, the surface is dried with a clean sponge
or cloth. This is important after emulsion
cleaning, as air-drying may leave the paint
coatings streaked; especially if the surfaces were
not adequately rinsed.

3. Steam cleaning. High-pressure, live steam
and a suitable steam cleaning compound will
remove the majority of soils with a minimum of
manhours and time. With this method, one of
several types of steam generatingmachines must
be used. The types, operation, and maintenance
of steam cleaners' are covered in chapter 10 of
Aviation Support Equipment Technician (H),
NAVEDTRA 10316-A.

Steam cleaning .is a harsh cleaning method
that is very effective when expertly
accomplished, but can severely damage
components and painted surfaces if improperly
done. Extreme care should be exercised when
steam or hot water is used. The nozzle should be
held at an, angle of 45 degrees to the surface
being cleaned. The distance the nOzzle is held
from the surface depends upon the finish. In
addition, the nozzle should never be held in one
place too long or local overheating may result,
causing damage to the components or surfaces
of the equipment. It is necessary to provide
cover, protection for plastics, seals, and other
materials which can be damaged by this cleaning
method. Some manufacturers do not
recommend the use of steam on painted
surfaces.

CLEANING PRECAUTIONS.Observe
following precautions to prevent damage to
.equipment which has been or is to be cleaned:

1. When - equipment with unpainted metal
surfaces has been cleaned and dried prior to.,
applying preservatives, do not handle except by
mechanical means or by wearing clean canvas or
rubber gloves. Avoid touching cleaned and'clried
surfaces with bare hands, as perspiration is
extremely corro'sive. lf, under emergency
conditions, it becomes necessary to handle
equipment with bare hands, remove the

'resultant fingerprints by the method outlined in
the cleaning section of this chapter. ,

2.. Handle equipment coated wlth
preservatives by mechanical means only. If the

1
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preservative coating is abraded, restore the
affected area after handling. ,

3. Clean metal surfaces tend to corrode in a
short time. Apply preservatives as soon as
poSsible after cleaning. If application of
preservatives is delayed, coat the, metal surfaces
with a preservative lubricating oil until the
specified preservative can be applied.

, 4: Slight changes in 'the temperature and
humiditY of the surrounding air may cause,
condensation .of water on metal surfaces. When
applying preservatives or lubricants ,,to metal
surfaces, maintain the temperature ; of the
surface above the dewpoint of the ambient
atmosphere,, to prevent 'condensation and
retention of water, which causes corrosion under
the protective film.

5. Remove water condensed on 'the
equipnient or treat the equipment with a
water-displacing compound before application
of preservatives. If cleaning is performed Out of
doors under adverse weather conditions, shelter
the operation with canvaior tarpaulini.

6. Process disassembled equipment indoors.
7. Avoid trapiling cleaning materials within

the equipment. Take special care to avoid
contact of cleaning materials with optical
surfaces, dials, elect:zeal contacts, and .painted
surfaces.

8. Do .not use i.nmersion cleaning on any
equipment containing nonmetallic materials,
unless they will not be affected b the,cleaners,
or are masked for protection.

9. Do not use . 1,.a!ine solutions such as
those of soda ash, :..isodium phosphate, or
me tasilicate for_ cleaning equipment with
extremely close tolerances or highly finished
surfacei,

10. I 3 not cle:, the following metals in
so!uti- 4s the solution is specified

for such carp Aiuminum, aluminum alloys
zinc, th, terne, and lead.

11. Do not use acid or alkaline solutions to
clean equipment having bolted or riveted
assemblies, when there is a possibility of
trapping cleaning solution between joined

,members. The solutions or their residues may
cause corrosion and &triage paint coatings. Do
not allow organic materials to remain in contact
with oxidizers.

a
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. 12. Prepare acid cle-aning solutions
accurately, as excess acid may attack copper,
brass, bronze, Steel, and other metals.

13c Do not allow organic solvents to remain
in contact with rubber, electrical in illation, or
organic coatings.

Lubrication Materials

Lubrication is generally considered to be for
reduction of friction and tO aid in dissipation of
heat; however, many lubricants are specifically
Compounded for the purpose of corrosion
prevention.

The corrosion-inhibiting properties of a
'lubricant are almost equal in importance to its
laricating properties. "In some applications it
may be necesssry. 'to reduce lubrication quality
to obtain better protection against corrosion.
Many Metal parts are subject to corrosion when
exposed to moist a0.,The application of oil or.

-grease to a metal surface tends to protect it from
air and moisture, thus retarding corrosionAt is
essential that a lubricant selected' for this

; -:purpose be one that will remain on the surfaces
to be protected under adverse conditions of
pressure and temperature, and be formulatedso
as to_ retard or prevent the formation of
corrosive substances. Many of tbe hibricants
iscussed in this chapter contain corrosive

ibitors and othef additives to improve
sta ility and other properties.'

onosiOn, particularly. that resulting from
conttlious eiposure to a marine ebvirolunent, is
a prOblern of major importance. Equipment
whic10's in tempordry stowage or standby
condition Must also be protected. In many
instances, \it is essential that equipment be
protected iksuch a way that its re:urn to active
service will require only a minimum ot Lhanp,
such as reinoyal of prztservatives: Greases
containing corio§ion inhibitors are ofteli -osed as
presertratiles because fifty possess lubfit:ating
qualities and need\ noi 1 e removed from the
equipment when it is' reactivatcci.

Lubricants for ground sdor r. c.quipment
are selected on the basis of the following desired
characteristics:

" 1. Maximum reduction of friction between
the surfaces involved.

2. Corrosion-inhibiting quality.
3. Stability over a wide range\ of

temperatures.
4. Ability to withstand high pressures. \
5. Nonvolatility at _operating temperatures.
6: High resistance to oxidation alid

consequent f6rmation of acids, gums, sludges,
and carbon.

7. Resistance to emulsification.
8. MaxiMum resistance to contamination

under the environmental conditions of the
particular application.

Although various lubricants are described
herein and certain proPerties 'listed, the
applicable specification should be consulted and
all properties and characteristics of the material
reviewed prior to its selection for a specific
application:

It is not feasible to coVer all the lubric.ants
available to the fleet in this chapter. However,
lubricants that are most commonly used for
corrosion prevention are discussed.

OIL, P RES E it V ATIVE, HYDRAULIC
EQUIPMEN T.-ItThis oil is used in the
preseryation of hydraulic systems and
components, and is similar in appearance to, but
is not interchangeable with, operating hydraulic
fluid. Therefore, before using operating
hydraulic fluid (MIL-H-5606C) or this
preservative oil (MIL-H-6083) for any purpose,
the specification number should be checked tO
ascertain that the correct oil is being used. The
preservative oil . contains oxidation and rust
inhibitors, viscosity iinprover, and antiwear
agents. Hydraulic parts and components being
turned in for screening and repair are flushed
and drip drained with- MIL-H-6083 ofl prior to
being forwarded. .
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Designed primarily for hydrauliC
components, this oil may be Used on any bare
critical surface pat needs protection. Operating
hydraulie fluid will protect a steel panel
immersed in water for only about 48 haws. The
same metal 'panel coated with MIL-H-6083
inhibited hydraulic oil will show 100 percent
protection for a period of 30 dayS or more.

LUBRICATING OIL, GENERAL
PURPOSE, PRESERVATIVE VV-L-800.--There
are several different .types of lubricating oil,
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some of which contain preservatives. In order to
be absolutely sure that the proper oil is used in a
given situation, each must be identified with its
specification number. The specification number
for the oil discussed in this section is VV-L-800.

V V-L-800 chi was compounded for
lubrication and protection of systems whenever
a water-displacing, low-temperature, lubricating
oil is requited. Many manufacturers recomMend
this oil for use in eXternal piano-type; ges, as
it will force.out and take:the place .of..an ;Water
entrapped between the hinge,pin and th ;tangs.

,

LUBRICATING OIL, d ENERAL
PURPOSE, LOW TEMPERATURCLThis
general -purpose oil (specification nuMber
MIL-L-7870) is interchangeable with VV-L-800
oil And is recommended over VV-L-800. It is
suitable for use anywhere that a general purpose
lubricating oil with low-temperatuie,
low-viscosity, and corrosion-preventive'
Properties is required.

Application 'hay be by brush, spray, dip, or
general squirt can. It is not necessary to remove
before reoiling or for inspection.

LUBRICATING OIL, PRESERVATIVE,
MEDIUM, MIL-L-3150.This is a mineral base,
medium grade lubricating oil with inhibitors fOr
the protection of ferrous and non-ferrous1
metals.

MIL-L-3150 is intended for use in preserving
some equipments Tor periods of 30 days or
more. Equipments preserved with this material
must be cleaned and relubricated before use.
The lubricant can be readily removed .with
Stoddard Solvent P-S-661.

It may be applied by the brush, dip, or spray
method in temperatures above 20°F.

Lubrication Instructions

For proper lubrication of the various
components of ground support equipment, such
as bearings, sliding parts, linkages, and gearing,
follow tbe lubrication charts and instructions
furnished for the particular equipment or for the
general type of equipment. The charts and
instructions are revised frequently, and it is
important that the latest revision be used, as the

applicable manuals accompanying the
equipment do not necessarily agree with the
current lubrication instructions and charts.

LUBRICANT 'CONTAMINATION.
Prevention of either, accidental -or deliberate
contamination of lubricants and fluids used in
ground support equipment . is of great
importance. Foreign materials such as dirt, metal
particles, and water may render equipment.,
inoperable or cause severe wear or damage. Even
minute foreign particles.can affect adjustment or
cause faulty operation of delicate instrwhents.
The following precautionS should be strictly
observed:

1. All surfaces.; fittings, oil and grease cups,
and applicators. such as grease guns, oil cans,'
pressure lubricators, spray guns; spatulas,- and
brushes should be thorOughly cleaned before

'using.
2. Containers of lubricants and. 'fluids

should be kept tightly, dosed when not in use
and should ibe carefully protected against
entrance of fareign materials when opened.

3. MaOtial which is suspected of being
coontaminated, because of its unusual
appearance, should not be used unless close
ekaminaiion reveals that it is free of solid
patticles, Jr tests show it to be in conformance
with the requirements of the applicable
specification.

Workshop or shipboard locations where
lubrication or preservation is carried on should
be kept clean and orderly. '
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CORROSION REMOVAL

Corrosion removal operations and methods
vary considerably, and are dependent mainly
upon the type of material of which the
equipment is construCted. Approved methods of
corrosion removal for several typeSr of me.tai are
described briefly in the following paragraphs.

Corrosion Removal
froth Aluminum

There are three types of aluminum surfaces
insofar as corrosion removal is concerned. They
are clad, anodized, and exfoliated.

4.33
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:CLAD ALUMINUM SURFACES.Ptire
aluminum has considerable corrosion resistance
compared to aluminum alloys,' but has little ,or
no structural strength. It has been learned that
an extremely thin sheet of pure aluminum
laminated onto each side 'of an aluminum alloy
sheet improves the corrosion resistance with
little impairment of strength. The trade name of

,this aluminum laminate, as originated by the
Aluminum Company of America, is "Alc lad".
From this trade .name has derived the adjective
"clad". and the verb "cladding". Not all sheet
aluminum is clad, especially those alloy sheets
from which small brackets, gussets, fittings, etc.,
are made. Pure aluminum is very soft; and the
fabrication processes would severely damage or
destroy the clad surfaces.

To remove corrosion from clad surfaces the
corroded areas should be hand polished with
household abrasives such is Bon Ami or Ajax, or
with a specified nietal polish, MIL-P-6888. The
specified polish effeCtively. removes stains and
produces a high-gloss, lasting polish' on
unpainted clad surfaces. If a surface is
particularly , difficult to clean, Compound,
Cleaner and Brightener, Aircraft Surfaces, type
II (specification MIL-C-5410), may be used.
Mixed 50-50 percent with solvent or mineral
spirits, this compound used before polishing will
shorten the tline and lessen the effort necessary
to get 'a clean surface. During both the foregoing
polishing and brightening operations, care must
be taken to avoid unnecessary mechanical
removal of the protective clad layer nd the
exposure of more susceptible, but stronger,

, aluminum alloy base.

If there is any superficial corrosion present,
it should be treated by wiping down with an
inhibitive material such as the Chemical Surface
Films for Aluminum Alloys, available . under
specification MIL-C-5541. Allow the solution to
remain on the corroded area for 5 to 20
minutes, and then remove the excess by wiping
the surface dry with clean cloths. If the Alclad
material is to be used in the unpainted
condition, it may now be overcoated with an
approved wax which is of the waterproof,
solvent type. If the treated Alclad surface is to
be painted, no wax is used, and the paint
pretreatment is applied instead:
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ANO DAZED A.LU-MINUIA
SURFACES.Anodizing is the most common
surface treatment of, fionclad alunfinum alloy
sUrfaces. The aluminum' alloy sheet or casting is
the positive pole in an electrolytic bath in which
chromie acid or.other oxidizing agent produces
an alumindm oxide film on the metal surface.
Aluminum oxide is naturally 'protective, and,
anodizing merely increases. the , thickness and
density of the natural oxide film.. When this
coating is damaged in service, it can be only
partially restored ly chemical,. surface
treatments: Therefore,' any ;processing of
ancidized surfaces, inoluding corrosion removal,
should avoid unnecessary destruction of the
oxide film.

Aluminum wool, aluminum wire brushes;or
fiber bristle brdshes are the approved tools for
cleaning .anggliied surfaces. The use of steel
wool, steel- -Wire ,,.,brushes, or harsh abrasive
materials on any aluminum' surfaces is
prohibited. Producing a buffed or wire brush
finish by any means is also prohibited.
Otherwise, anodized surfaces are treated in
much the same manner as other aluminum
finishes.

EXFOLIATED SURFACES.Exfoliation is
a separation along the grain boundaries of metal
and is caused by intergranular corrosion. More
severe procedures must be observed when
intergranular,, corrosion _is present: The
mechanical removal of all corrosion products
and visible delaminated metal layers must be
accompliihed in order to determine the extent
of destruction and to evaluate the remaining
structural strength of the component. Metal
scrapers, ,rotary files, and other necessary tools
are used to assurc that all corrosionproducts are
removed and that only structurally. sound
aluminum remains. Inspection with a 5- to
10-power magnifying glass, or the use of dye
penetrant, will aid in determining if all unsound
metal and corrosion, products have been
removed. When complete -removal has been
attained, any rough edges should be blended or
smoothed out even though this involves the
temoval of ulore metal. Grinding, where
required, can best be accomplished by using
rubber base wheels into which tiny particles of
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aluminum oxide abrasives have been
impregnated.

Chemical treatment of exposed surfaces is
applied in the same ',manner aS any other
aluminum surface.,

Corrosion Removal
From Irancand, Steel .

most practical Means of .controlling the
corrosion of steel is the complete removal of the
corrosion products (rust) by mechanical means.
Except on highly stressed steel surfar;es, the use
of abrasive papp, small power buffers and
buffing compoundi, hand wire brushing, and
steel wool are all acceptable cleanup procedures.
It is a recognized fact, however, that in any, such
uses 'or-abrasives, residual iron rust usually
remains in the bottom of small pits and other..

surfaces. As a result, a part once rusty usually
corrodes again, and more easily than it did the
first time.

There are apprdved inethiids for converting
active iron rust to phosphates and other
protective coatings; however, 'most of these

\ procedures. require shop installed equipment and
'are therefore impractical in the field. Another
-disadvantage of chemically inhibiting iron rust is
.the. danger of entrapping these chemicals in
installed asseniblies where thorough flushing is
difficult, thereby causing far more corrosion
than was originally present.

CAI) M I.UM-P.LATED
SURFACES.Cadmiurn platings are still offering
sacrificial protection even when they show
mottling ranging from white to brown to black
on their surfaces. This discoloration should
never be removed for the sake of appearance
alone. Not until the characteristic color peculiar
to corrosion of the base metal appears -should
steps be taken.

Corro:sion present °should be removed 'by
rubbing lightly 'with stainless steel 'wool. Under
no circumstances should a, wire brush,.stainless
or otheiivise, be used on cadmium-plated
surfaces as these will remov more plating than
corrosion. After the corrosion has been
removed, the affected area should be swabbed
with a chromic acid solution and, after 30 to 60
seconds, rinsed with clean water and dried with

clean cloths or low-pressure compressed air. The
part is then ready for a protective paint
coating.

STAI'IsTLESS STE.EL ALLOY
SURFACES.When processing corroded
stainless steel surfaces in the field, the following
precautions must be considered:

'-

1. Stainless steel surfaces are never wire
brushed under any condition.

2. If feirioval of heat scale is necessary, the
part should be removed and sent to the nearest
depot maintenance activity for the., proper ,

chemical treatment.
3. In some cases, stainless steel componenti

may be cleaned by light blasting with 100-mesh
---,garnet di the equivalent at a pressure not to

exceed 40 psi; however, this requires special
equipment that is not generally available in the
field.
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Corrosion Removal
From Magnesium

Magnesium corrosion reprotection inVolves
the maxinium removal of corrosion products,
the partial restbration of surface coatings by
chemical treatment, and a reapplication of
protective coatings.

After cleaning the surface and stripping the
paint, if any, as much of the corrosion products
as possible should be broken loose and removed
using a stiff ibristle brush. Steel wire brushes',
carborundum abrasives, or steel cutting tools
should not be used.

The corroded area is treated liberally with a
solution of chromic acid and battery electrolyte.
The solution is worked into pits and crevices by
brushing the area while still wet, .again using a_
bristle rather than a 'metal brush. After 'the
chromic add solution has remained in Place
from 5 to 26 minutes, the excess should be
wiped off with a damp cloth. If an excess of the
solution is allowed to dry on any painted
surfaces, the paint film will be ruined. As soon
as the surfaces are. dry after the damp cloth
wiping, the original protective paint scheme
should be restored.
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Corrosion Damage Limits

The term "corrosion damage limits" refers
to the amount of metal which may be removed
from a corrodea part and still Maintain the
required safe margin of strength and function.
When removing corrosion, maintenance
personnel must be v ry careful ,not to remove
More of the metart n 'is absolutely, necessary
to ensure complete rerItoval of corrosion.

Damage whichexceeds those limits specified
.in the- applicable Structural Repair Manual or
the Corrosion Control section of the applicable
Instructions Manual necesSitates replacement of
the affected part if actual structural repair of the
damage is not possible or feasible.

One of the,- biggest problems in corrosion
control is in knowing what .materials to use,
where to find them, and the limitations

applicable to their use. Materials used should be
those covered and controlled by_ military

. specifications. Corrosion control inforMation
pertaining to materials, methods, and.techniques
is scattered° throughout many directives- and
instructions. The following is a list of sources 'of
information- that should be -ayailable for
reference in every unit's technical library or in
the ground support equipment shop:

1. Corrosion Control for AircMft, NAVAIR
01-1A-509.. .0

2. Preservation of Naval Aircraft, NAVAIR
15-01-500.

3. Preservation of Aircraft Engines,
NAVAIR 15-02-500.

4. ChartChemical Materials for Naval
Weapons SystemsMaintenance and Overhaul
Operations, NAVAIR 07-1-503.
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CHAPTER .15

ENVIRONMENTAL FOLLUTION CONTROL

When it first began to dawn on people that
the environment was worsening, that blight was
creeping across our land, that the air was
polluted and the waters running with waste, the
Navy took steps to lessen its contribution to all
the varieties of pollution. In the face of this
challenge, Navy 'training and education of the
ASM must be broadened so that he can have the
knowledge to combat this effect on our
environment; thus, the inclusion of this chapter
in this man011.

AIR POLLUTION

Tlie contamination of the air with unwanted
gases, smoke particles, and other substances is
generally considered a recent phenomenon..
However, pollution of the air, particularly with
sinoke, has plagued communities since the dawn
of the Industrial Revolution. By the latter part
of the 19th century complaints against air
pollution were registered in Europe as well as in
the United States. Records show that pollution
control/ laws were adopted by Chicago and
Cincinnati as early as t881, and that by 1912,
most American cities with populations over
200.000, has smoke abatement ordinances.

Although historical records do not offer any
assurance that a Signiticant amount of pollution
was ever contr011ed under these laws, it was a
beginning. these local control efforts were
focused primarily on reducing smoke from fossil
fuels, particularly coal, by regulating the typ_es/
of coal that could be burned, by irnproVing
combustion practices, and, in sorne_cases, by the
application of special devices to control
emissions of particles into the air.

4

'

During the 1940s, a :new type of%, air
pollution problem was emerging. When the
citizens of Los Angeles began, to complain of
smog, tew people suspected that the problem of
smoke pollution and the general problem of air
pollution are not the same. Los Angeles used
virtually none of the fuels 'primarily responsible
foi the smoke problems of other cities; yet, the
smog became worse. It was later disdovefed that
the Los Angeles smog was not 'due primarily to
smoke in the air but to the action of sunlight on
certain of the gases emitted by car exhausts.

CLASSES OF
POLLUTION

'Five main classes of pollutants are pumped
into the air over the United States, totaling more
than 200 million tons per year. The five
pollutants are carbon monoxide, particulate
matter, sulfur oxides, hydrocarbons, and
nitrogen oxides.

Carbon Monoxide

Carbon monOxide is Icolorless, odorless,
poisonous gas, slightly lighter_than-air, that is
produced by the incomplete burning of the
carbon in fuels. Carbon monoxide emissions can
be minimized by supplying enough air to ensure
more complete combustion. When this happens,-
carbon dioxide1t02), a.natural constituent of
thejmoipheçe, is produced instead of carbon

_monoxide.
Almost two-thirds of the carbon monoxide

in the air we breathe comes from internal
combustion engines, and the overwhelming bulk
of that comes from gasoline-powered motor
vehicles. This is one of the most common
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pollutants, and when inhaled, it displaces the
..oxygen in the blood and reduces 04 amount of
OxYgen carried to the- body's tissneL.At levels
cOmmonly4ound in- the air, it can affeet
reactions of even jhe healthiest persons, Making
them morerone to accidents. _.

Studies shbw that exposure to 1.0 ,parts
carbon monoxide per million parts of air '(ppm)
for approximately 8 hours Can'affect a person's
mental performance. Suchl levels Qf carbon

-.monoxide are commonly found in cities
thi6u0out the world. In 'heavy traffic, levels of
70, 80, or 100 pprn ire not uncommon. .

The elimination of carbon mondxide is \
- generally treated along with nitrogen oxides and

hydrocarbons, as these pollutants cannot be
treated...separately in the 'case of automotive
eithaust einissions.

This may be done by :controlling . the
- polldtaitts withproper tune-ups and- correct
emission equipment that Will eause the vapors
from fuel to be bugled in the engine. Intensive
research is under way to improve auto emission
controls and to modify fuels to reduce the
emissions of nitrogen oxides, hydrocarbons, and
earbon monoxide. S.

,

Particulate Matter

I Particulate matter includes particles 'of solid
or liquid substances in a very wide range of sizes,
from those that are visible as soot and,sinoke to
particles too small to detect except under an
electronnmicroscope. Particulates may be so
small that they remain in the air for long periods
and can be transported great distances by the
winds. They area produced /primarily by
stationary fuel combustion 04 percent) and
indTtrial processes (27 perCent). Forest fires
and 'other miscellaneous souices account-for 42
poplent.

The lowest particulate levels at which health
effects haie been noted in the United States
have..been reported in, studies at Buffalo, N.Y.
The Buffalo findings suggest that tlt,e overall
death rate increases, in areas with an annual
average concefltration ranging from 80 to 100
micrograms per cubic meter. This study also
reveals an association between these levels of

.particulate matter and gastric .cancer in men 50
to 69 years old, and a similar association was

fit

found in a Nashville, Tenn., study. Particulate
levels in this- range are found in most major
urban areas and are common ev,ea in smaller
industrial cities.

A number of particulates pitsent special
health hazards. terylliuni, for example, which
may be emitted from industrial sources and in
smaller amounts from its use in rocket fuel, can
.cause lesions in the lung, leading -to serious
respiratOry idarriage and even death.

Asbestos, long recognized as 'presenting an
occupational hazard, is increasingly Present in
the air .from its use in construttion matecials,
'brake 'linings, and :oilier. products. Long
exposure produces the lung scarring disease
asbestosis'. On the other hand, heavy or
continued exposure does not necessarilY
produce mesOthelioma, a type of lung 'cancer
associated alMost ,exclusiVely with asbestos
exposure. - .

A host ot other particulates are of growing
concern even' though they may not ebnstitute
such an ithinediate and . direct threal, For
example,- current studies suggest that lead levels
now;- being found in the blood and ,urine of -

urban residents, although below those associated
vOth claSsio lead poisoning, may .affecr the
agility of the bod9; to produce .blood cells and'
may have unsuspe cted adverse effects;
particularly in children. -As air pollution
becomes more widespread, increasing ntimbers
of people are being exposed to airborne lead,
chiefly from car', exhausts,' at levels formerly
ound only in congested areas.

There 'a re established techniques for
controlling particulates from a boiler stack ,Or
from a waste air stream, among them are

, filtering, washing, centrifugal separation, and
. electrostatic precipitation. These work well for

most of the particles, but complete removal,
especially of the very finest particles, is,
technically and economically difficult.

%

Sulfur Oxides
.

.

Sulfur oxides are acrid, corrosive, poisonous
gases produced when fuel containing sulfur -is-
burned. Electric utilities and industriatplants are
itstprincipal producers since their mo'st-Iglant y,
fuels are coal and oil, which contain sulfur as anr,
impurity. The burning of coal produces abou
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60 percent of all ulfur oxide emissions, oil
about 14 percent, and industrial processes that
use sulfur, 22 percent. Most of the.coal and oil is
burned in electric power generation plants.

. About two-thirds of the nation's sulfur oxides
are emitted in urban areas, where industry and
population are concentrated.

These sulfur oxides Cad cause bo tls

temporary and permanent injury to .
respiratory system. When sulfur oxides
inhaled along with particulate matter, the healti
damage mcreases significantly. Sulfur, dioxide
gas alone can irritate the upper respiratory tract.
Health may be affected adversely when the
annual mean concentration irf sulfur dioxide in
the air rises above 115 micrograms (.115
milligrams) per cubic meter (35.3 cubic feet).
American cities often substantially exceed this
annual mean.

GovernMent agencies and industry have
sought to reduce sulfur oxide emissions in three
ways: switching to low sulfur fuels (those with
less than 1 percent sulfur), removing sulfur from
fuels entirely, and removing sulfur dxides/from
the combustion gases.

Hydrocarbons

Hy dr o carbons, ,like carbon monoxide,
repreS'ent unburned and wasted fuel.. Unlike
carbon monoxide', gaseous hydrocarbons at
_concentrations normally found in the
atmosphere are not toxic,. but 'they are major
"pollutants because of their role in forming
photocheinical smog. Nitrogen oxides, when in
the presence of sunlight, combine with gaseous
'hydrocarbons to form a complex variety of
secondary pollutants called photochemifal
oxidants. More than half the estimated 32,
minim\ tons of hydrocarbons produced each
year -comes from transportation sources, mainly
gasoline-fueled vehicles. Another 27 percent
comes- frOm- miwellaieous burning and 14
percent from industriaFprocesses. About 60
Percent is produced .in urban areas, largely-
because there are more automobiles. ----

Nitrogen Oxides

Nitrogen oxides are produced when fuel is
burned at very : temperatures. Stationary

combustion plants produce 49 percent of the
nit r osen oxide e m i ss ions transportation
vehicles, 39 percent; and 'all other/ sources, 12
percent. .

Infernal combustion engines o,perate at very
high temperatures, and so do Oficient, large
electric power and industrial boilers. Nitrogen
that is ordinarily inertl.combines with oxygen in
'.igh temperature flames and tends to stay
oinhined if the exhaust gaSes are cooled too
I uickly. titre control of nitrogen oxides from

stationary sources requires careful adjustment of
flames and stack \gas temperattires. Control of
nitrogen oxides from automobiles is more
difficult because redueing other pollutants can
increase the output of/nitrpgen oxides.

/
Under 1 inflt4nce of Sunlight, nitrogen,

oxides coMbine with gaseous hOrocar6ons to
form a complex variety of secondary pollutants.
called photochemical oxidants. These oxidants,
together with solid and liquid particles in the air,
make up what is commonly known as smog. The ,
photochemical oxidant family of pollutants can
caus&i' eye. and -lung irritation, damage to
vegetation, offensive odor, and thick haze.

Reducing sulfur dischargei from ships has
proved to be a difficult jOb. Starting in 1967,
the. Navy developed a new t.e of fuel oil called
Navy distillate fuel. This fuel redrices smoke and
sulfur dioxide emissions very sigclificantly. It is a,/
clean-burning fuel and an intensive program iS
underway to convert all conventionally powered
ships to this new type of fuel.

CONTROLLING POLLUTION

4n the United States there are a variety of
Federal, . state, and local programs 'aimed at
combating air pollution. The first Federal-
program dealing with air pollution was created
in 1955, when Corigress enacted legislation

i-authorizing Federal research into the problem
while 'alsb givin'g technical assistance to state and
local governments. This legislation established

- the- Federal!' policy that state and local
governments have a fundamental responsibility
for dealing with community air pollution
problems and that the Federal government has
an obligation to provide leadership and support.
This policy is still in effect, and all Federal air
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pollution ?programs are carried out by the
Nationat Air Pollution Control Administration .
(NAP.CA).

In 1963 the U.S. Congress enacted the clean
air act, which authorized two new major Federal
activities to support air control - efforts
throughout the country and the awarding of
gants directly to state and loev! agencies to
assjst them in developing, or improving control
p ro gr a ms. It also assigned the Federal
government new responsibilities tor the research
on two important aspects of the Federal

ipollution problem, motor vehicle pollution, and
;sulfur dioxide pollution. In addition, it gave the
1 Federal governinent. the responsibility of

developing criteria to evaluate the-effects of air
pollution on health -and property. In 1965 the
clean air act was amended to enable the NAPCA
to establish standards of motor vehicle
pollution. Briefly, here is what the Navy has
done to reduce pollution from crankcase and
exhauSt emissions.

1511firig the Combustion process in a gasoline
engine, gases seep past the-piston rings into the
crankcase, These gases are the result of burned
and unburned fuel. and oil in the Combustion
chamber: The seepage, called blowbY, moving

'past the rings is the result of:
, -

High comliustion chamber pressures.
Neces'sary working clearance of piston
rings in their grooves.

I.

3. Normal ring sNftitig that sometimes lines
up clearance .gaps. Of two or more rings.'

If blow6y is not, remo'ved -.from the
crankcase, it -condenses in the crankcase to form
sludge and to caUse oil dilution.

In -1963, The.:PosOve.Crankcase Ventilation
(PCV) . system Was i\ntroduced on all newly
manufactured cars. ,,Elowever,. this 'system had
been used on military vehicleSiong before this
to combat sludge problems. The first systems
used the' OfEN PCV system:This system uses
manifold vacuum for itS vacuum sourceT-Fiesh
air enters an open PCV system through a vented

. 'Oil filler cap, mixes with the crankcase vapors in
the crankcase, and is metered through a. PCV
valve into the intake manifold. Here it blends
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with the fuel air mixture being delivered by the
carburtor to be burned in the combustion
chamber.

Stariing .in 1968, all new cars and trucks
have been equipped with the CLOSED PCV
system. The closed PCV system is similar in
operating principle to the open system except
tha t fresh air enters the closed system from the
clean air side of the air cleaner or a separate PCV
breathe: filter on the inside periphery of the air
cleaner. .

Most open and closed systems normally use
a- PCV valve. However, some installations use a
fixed orifice instlad of.. a valve. In some
instances, the metering orifice.is in the oil filler
cap. In these systems, the air flow in the. PCV
system is :lot regulated, but only restricted. This
is referred to as the tube-type ventilation
system. .Re,ulatioil of the air fuel ratio .is
accomplished through carburetion alone, since
the orifice size-- is fixed and cannot be varied
during operation.

Excessive (visible) exhaust emissions are due
primarily to incomplete combustion in' the
cOmbustion chamber. 'The automobile
manufacturers use different means to control
these emissions and likewite use different
general terms to identify their systems.-

During deceleration the fuel air ratio is very
rich in the area of the exhaust valve. If the air
pump system were allowed to operate under this
condition, back-firing conditions would result as
soon as the fresh air from the pump mixed with
overly riCh vapor to produce a combustible
mixture. A vacuum-operated diverter valve
(bypass valve) prevents this by dumping c.ir
pump output into the atmosphere during the
deceleration p yiod. (Somc . installations divert
the air pump output directly back to the air
pump itself.)

In addition to or sul-qituting for the air
pump, mosf cars manufactured beginning in
1968 use modifial carburetion (resulting in
cleaner fuel air ratios), revised ignit: on timing,
and hotter thermostats.

Motor vehicle pollution is the product of a
complex combuStion system of engines, fuels,
afid fuel additiVes. Effective control, then,'
means dealing not ofily.with. engines and control
devices but with the fuel itself and with fuel
additives.
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Air injection was the first step toward the
control of exhaust emissions. This is commonly
referred to as an AIR PUMP system. It was first
used in 1966 and 1967 on some cars and,
beginning in 1968, was rather widely used on
Many cars. The following is a trade description
of the air, pump as offered by some
manufacturetp.

The _system _consists_ofan 'air pump, air
rmanifold, check valve, and diveter valve. Most

pumps use a relief valve in the side of the pump
housing which relieves the pressure built up in
the pump if it exceeds a predetermined value.

In operation, compressed air frorri the pump
is distributedOthrOugh manifold to the 'pipe
extension or jet behind ea& cxhaust valve. The
injection of air at this point, causes those

-unburned fuel and ..oil particles and other
by-products of combustion to burn in the
exhaust manifold as they leave the cylinder head
rather thakpass out to the atmosphere through
the exhaust pipe.

The check valve prevents exhaustgases from
entering the pump should pump or drive belt
failure occur.
' The key undesirable additive from an air
pollution control view point is tetraethyl lead in
gasoline. It accounts for a significant portion of
the particulate pollution from automobiles.
Some gasoline manufacturer's are producing
gasoline that is almost lead-free. However, some
premium gasolines cOntaining lead will still be
needed for a number of years to meet the
requirements of high compression engines in
older cars.

Jet -engines also contribute their share of
pollutants to the air. Present Navy efforts
toward reduction of air pollution by jet engines
are being directed along two channels: (1)
imprmement of engines and (2) removal of
particulate matter from engine test cell exhausts.

To date, the Navy has spent money on
development of smokeless combustors and the
retrofitting of new combustor cans in certain
engines. Replacement of combustor cans in the

.7F-30-P-8 and J52-P-8 engines has been
completed. More money and effort will be spent
to develop acceptable designs and prototypes to
eliminate smoke from the TF 41, IF 30-P-6,
T56, J79 a:id J57 models.

New naval aircraft engines will- be equipped
with smokeless combustors. These are the F14,
S3 and engines for new.heavy-lift helicopters.

It is expected that, by 1976 or 1977, all
naval combat aircraft will be equipped with
smokeless Combustors and will comply with
regulations on visible emissions.

Studies have been made of several systems
for controlling emissions from jet engine test
cells. A system called a "nucleation scrubber" or
wet scrubber facility seems.- promising. It is.

expected 0 remove 9.9 percent of the noxious
gases from engine test cell emissions.

The Navy, with the cooperation of Pratt and
Whitney, has carefully evaluated the use of fuel
additives, including Ethyl "CI-2", both in engine
test cells and in flight Tests have indicated

_degradation-of engine performance and in some
cases compressor stalls, a very unacceptable
condition.- Use of this additive has also resulted
in deposits of haid residues on surfaces of
internal .engine parts"; significantly increasing
maintenance.

WATER POLLUTION

There are several Federal laws governing air
and water quality standards, when they must be
achieved, and punishments for violations. In
conjunction with these laws there are several
Navy instructions concerning,procedures to be
followed by ships and shore installations to
abate pollution of the environment in general,
and of waters in particular. Several basic,
biological, chemical, and physical processes
affect the quality of water. Since this text can
only \eneralize, water pollution will be divided
into two categories: Organic waste, and oil.

oRGANC WASTE

Organic w stes (natural products such -as
food, paper, .uman -waste) decompose by
bacterial action.. Bkteria attack wastes dumped
into rivers and lakessing up oxygen in the
process. Fish and other aquatic life need oxygen.
If the waste loads are so gr6t that large amounts
of oxygen are spent in .thh-lecomPosition,
certain tyPes of fish can no l6e live in that

body of water. A pollution-resistant ower order
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of fish, such as carp, replace the original fish
population. The amount of oxygen ina water
body is therefore one of the best measures of its
ecological health.

If all the oxygen is used, an anaerobic
(without air) decomposition process is set 'in
motion with a different mixture of bacteria.
Rather= than releasing carbon dioxide in the
decomposition process, anaerobic
deconiposition releases methane or hydrogen
sulfide. In these highly polluted situations, the
river turns dark, and odorslike rotten

.
eggspenetrate the environment.

Heated water discharged into lakes and rivers
often hamis aquatic life. Heat accelerates
biological and chemical processes, which reduce
the ability of a body of lit-ger to retain dissolved

'oxygen and other dissolved gases. Increases in
temperatire often diSrupt the reproductibn
cycles of fish. By hastening biological processes,
heat accelerates the growth *of aquatic
plantsdften egae. Finally, the temperature*
'level determine§ ihe types of fish and other
aqnatic life that can live in any particular body
of water. Taken -together, these effects of exess
heat operate to change the ecology of an
arcasometimes drastically and rapidly.
e

One of the most serious water pollution
problems is eutrophicationthe 'dying of
lakes": All lakes go through' a natural cycle of
euthrophication, 'but . normally it' takes
thousands of years. In the first stage lakes are
deep and have , little biological life. Lake
Superior is a good example. Over tinie, nutrients
and sediments are added; the lake becomes inOre
biologically productive and shallower. This stage
has been reached by Lake Ontario. As nutrients
continue to be added, large algal blooms grow,
fish Populations change, and the lake begins to
take on undesirable characteristics. Lake Erie is
now in this stage. Over time, the lake becoinesa
swamp and finally a land area.

Man greatly accelerates this process of
eutrophication when he adds nutrients to the
waterdetergents, waste food products,
fertilizers, and human wastes. He has donc this
in Lake Erie and" countless other hikes. Man's
action can, in decades, cause change that would.
take nature thousands of years.

We've mentioned above the harmfnl effects
of polluted waters on the natural environment,
but what about water pollution's effect on
human health?

Epidemics of typhoid, dysentery, and
salmonellosis borne by polluted Water are no
longer serious public health threats in the United
States. , However, to ' maintain adequate
protection of the public from these and other
pollution dangers, watei must often be treated_
to high levels before it is drinkable. Beaches
often must be closed and shellfish left
unharvested and unmarketed. Inadequately
disinfected munidipal wastes, overflows from
combined sewer systems, and runoff from
animal feedlots often agate high bacteria
densities in local water supplies. Ships that are
anchored far up-stream can contribute to a high
bacteria count in a community's water supply.
The Navy is exploring the use of many deyices
and schemes to lessen the effect of waste
discharges on water. Some of,them are discussed
in the folloWing paragraphs. .
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Befeause therehave been no constraints on
the .quality of effluent (nutrients, etc) in the
past, optimum damage resistance and minimum
cost -design for Navy ships dictated a minimum
penetration of water tight bulkheads and decks.
This led to direct overboard discharge of all
waste drains and soil drains into rivers, bays,
eituaries, and the high seas at the nearest point
of approach of the hull plating from the head or
washrooms. Carriers, for example, have as many
as 150 discharge hull peneilations.

The Water Quality Improvement Act of
1970, PL 91-224, dated 3 April 1970, stipulates
that the environmental protection agency would
set the sewage system effluent standards. This
law alsO stipulates that existing ships including
those under construction would have to be
backfitted within five years after the sewage
system effluent standards were promulgated.
Ships constructed after this date must meet the
standards within 2 years.

The Navy has funded research and
development on Maiine sanitation devices. These
are: (1) Aerobic Systems, (2) the
Macerator-Chlorinator, (3) the Recirculation
Flush-sludge. Storage System, (4) 175-Man
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Fairbanks-Morse System, and (5) the 500-Man
Fairbanks-Morse SYstem.

. Aerobic systems for shipboard use have not
been successful, and the Navy terminated this
effort several years ago. Both the Coast Guard
and the EPA also terminated further
development of these basically small extended
aeration biological systems for shipboard use.

The Macerator-Chlorinator system Merely
grinds the solidSAnto small particles and Mixes
the raw sewage with hypochlorite.. Some -
chemical reaction occurs to reduce biochemical
oxygen demand (a measure ofi the amount, of
oxygen needed'to decompose wastes) and Most
of the organisms are destroyed. This unit is
simple to install and operate and is lowest In
cost, weight and space problem. However,
operational experience with these systems found
them unreliable, and the discharged chlorine
presented another pollution problem.

The Recirculation system .uses water to
circulate the solid sludge o .a' holding tank
where the water is removed and the
concentrated sludge is. stored. This system is
similar to that used on commercial aircraft. The
water is treated by 'chemicals and is recirculated
in the system. The; Concentrated sludge is

-cleaned out wh'en the ship is .at sea or is
connected to a shore sevoge line. It, is simple,
low cost and requires loNf space .and weight for
installation. However, holding capacity is limited
and this places a constraint on ship operations.
One manufacturer of a system of glis type is

,developing an incinerator to burn the sludge.
With all this effort and time, the Navy has

yet to develop what can be considered a system
that has proven reliable, maintainable and safe.
Obviously, ship sewage disposal is the Most
difficult Navy problem to solve. Currently, we
have 24 different proposals under evaluation and
are encountering problems of performance' and
equipment reliability. The Navy must be

absolutely certain that a 'completely reliable
system is available before we start installing
equipment on 700 naval ships at a cost now
estimated to exceed S300 million.

OIL POLLUTANTS

Oil is probably the most obvious physical
pollutant. Oil spills, as a result of ollisions, and
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bilge or ballast discharges; put a coating on
everything they. touch. Oil makes beaches
unusable and requires costly cleanup operations;
it -fouls boat hulls, pier pilings, and shore
structures; and it degrades the esthetic nature of
the environment.

The Navy's problems are not those generally
caused by massive oil spillsbut by the small
spills in harbors, which are caused by leaks in
systems, overflows through vent pipes on ships,
fuel ',line parting 'tluring oil transfers and
recovering operations, and human errors.
Cleaning up those oil spills is time consuming,
difficult, costly and often results in claims
against the Government. Also, such spills create
a 'serious fire hazard, are harmful to fish;
shellfish _and wild life; cause' damage tq
watercraft; deny unrestricted ,US.e.j,of bathing

-beaches and other privai,VroPerty; can
contaminate water supply systems; and bel
displeasing.

This oil spill problem became acute with the
signing of "The Water Quality Improvement Act
of 1970" where the Congress declared "That it \

is the Policy Of the United States that there '

should be no discharge of oil into or upon the
navigable waters of the United States, adjoining'
shorelines, 'or intd or upon the waters of the
contiguous zone, i.e., except those quantities as
dec. Alined by the President."

'The President through his enforcement
agency, the Environmental Protection Agency
(EPA); has established regulations which
prohibit oil spills which "cause a film or sheen
upon or discoloration of the surface of the water
of adjoining shorelines or cause a sludge or
emulsion 'to be deposited beneath the sUrface of
the wateror upon adjoining shorelines."

PREVENTIVE MEASURES

The Navy's oil pollution abatement problem
and solutions are being approached from several
directions. Fleet commander's, Sea Frontier
commanders and commandants have an active
program to reevaluate existing operational
procedUres.

Education, increasing training measures with
relation tO oil problems, and better preventive
maintenance techniques, both ashore and afloat,
are contributing a marked reduction in oil spills.
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Containment of Oil
at Source

To Allis end the Navy is programming the
procurement of thousands of feet of oil booms
for containing oils close to the source of-a spill.
The Naval Research Laboratory in Washington,
D. C. is studying how to control and confine oil
spills using' surface films. There are a series of
orginic chemicals which form very 'thin surface

films (monorholecular layeis) capable of driving
'Oil 'across a water surface-,lincreasing the oiI-laxer
thickness, and reducing its area of coverage. A
thicker oil layer occupying a smaller water.
surface area simplifies any recovery operattion.
More importantly the surface films can be used
to prevent spreading of an oil spill; chemical
boom effect. The oil-control:I-films are largely
'insoluble in both oil and water and spread into
extremely thin layers, usually only one molecule
thick. Consequently, small quantities cab cover
large water surface areas and provide oil control

, -and confinement.
Current research is directea 'toward the

selection ,of ideal materials for this application
which are nontoxic and acceptable to the
Environmental PrOtection Agency for use in
rivers, harbors, alid eituaries.

Removal or Recovery of Oil from
Within the Containment Area

The Navy policy is to-physically remove oil
from waters and to restrict the use Of chemical
emulsifiers, dispepanti, and sinking agents
primarily to incidents which Tedute hazard to
human life or where there is substantial hazard
of fire to property.. Realizing that oil spillg will
inevitably occur in spite of, our beSt efforts, the
Navy is establishing at each of its major naval

- ports an "ih house" rapid response capability to
clean up moderate oil spills emanating from
naval vessels or shore facilities. At most naval
facilities this capability will team up with
contractors and other Federal agencies, or join
into municipal or industrial oil removal coops.
In an effort to provide adequate equipinent to
do the job, the Navy has embarked on a Joint
Funded Demonstration project for an oil
skimming device with the Environmental
Protection Division. The skimmer emli;loys the

inverted weir principle which takes advantage of
the buoyant properties of oil. The oil is tarried
un&r the skimmer device and is captured in a
chamber, essentially water 'free, for removal to
storage areas.

Another promising device sconsists of a
rotating multidisc drum that looks somewhat

-like a harrow as it turns in the water: As the
drum passes over the Oil and water, the oil
adheres to the rotating discs. A wiping device
cleans the disc and sends the 'oil through a
collection pipe to a storage area.

Oil Spill on the
High Seas

We are all familiar with the massive oil spill
problem ',associated with the Torroy Canyon
tanker casualty off the coast of Englandland the
Olean Eagle off Sah Juan, Puerto Rico. These
accidents have generated national and (

international, concern over the technic,a1 and /
managerial aspects of the problem. /

The prirn$ry responsibility for mobilizing
personnel ,ancl' material resources against -suchi
major-hazards rests with the U.S. Coast Guard;
Department of Transportation, and the Federal
Water Quality. Administration, Department df
the Interior. However, the recognized capability
of the NaVy to ogerate widely and diversely/in
the sea environment makes it natUral for naVal
forces to be called upon to assist in these major
Oil pollution catastrophies.

The deliberate pollution of the high seas t?y
petroleum and petroleum products is causing
concern to all- nations of the world. To this
end the NATO Committee on the Challenges
to Modern Society met in Brussels to
develop action resolutions to combat pollution

'of the sea by oil spill's. The committee developed
Navy resolutions which will have a major impact
on the operation of vessels on the high seas in
the near future.

The President stated in his message to the
COngress of 20 May 1970 that the threat of oil'
pollution frOm ships at sea and in harbors
represented a growing danger to our marine .!
environment and any remedy must deal with .

this problem oh a global basis. T9. initiate
impettis- for effective international cooperation
in alleviating the threat of oil spills on open
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waters, and to demonstrate the highest level of
interest; the President appointed the Secretary
of Transportation as Chairman of the U.S.
Delegation represented at the November 1970
NATO Committee on Challenges of Modern
Society ,(CCMS) Oil Spill Conference in Brussels.
The Secretary of Transportation in his address
to the COnfererice stated ,that "The United
States...is fully committed to a priority
national policy of improving and safeguarding
environmental quality. Few problems in this
field are so pressing or so readily evident as
those posed by ocean oil pollution .. My
government proposes that NATO nations resolve
to achieve by mid-decade a complete halt to all
intentional discharges of oil and oily Wastes into
the oceans by tankers and other vessels. This is a
fundamental and major goal; it may involve
steps such. as 'improved ship design aimed at
clean ballast operations and the development of
adequate port facilities to receive waste, oily
bilge and ballast waters." The hations of NATO
adopted this position in a slightly modified tone
as one of their major goals. In Order for the

Navy to respond effectiVely to this lormidable
task requested by the Administration and to
deinonstrate continued Navy, leadership in the
field of pollution abatement, the NaVy initiated
a survey of :existing Naval ShOre, Facilities and
ships to determine the following: ,

1. The current capability and capacity for
handling, processing, reclaiMing and/or disposing
of bilge and ballast oily wastes froM U.S. Naval
vessels which will be required by mid-decade.-

2. Needed repairs and alterations in shore
facilities and operating practices for the receipt,
storage, issue, and -handling of petroletim
products, to prevent leakigeand accidental
discharge to the environment.

3. Required repairs and alterations naval
ship systems, equipment, and procedures,, for
storing and/or handling oily mixtures w ile
underway to prevent discharge- to the oce n
environment.

For further references to pollution consult
Basic Military Requiiements NAVEDTRA
10054-C (Series).
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APPENDIX I

THE METRIC SYSTEM

.\ The metric system was developed by French
scientists in 1790 and was specifically designed
to be an easily used system' of weights and
measures to benefit scienCe, industry, and
commerce. The metric System is Calculated
entirely in powers of 10; so one need not work
With the various mathematical bases used with
the English system, such as 12 inches to a foot,
3 feet to a yard, and 5280 feet to a Mile.

The system is based on the "meter" which is
one ten-millionth of the distance from the
Equator to the'North Pole. It is possible to
develop Worldwide standards from this base of.
measurement. The metric system of weights is '

based on the gram, which is the weight of. a
speCific quantity of water.',

*Scion after the system was developed
scientists over the world adopted it and: were
able to deal with the mathematics of their
x perinients more easily: The data and

particulars of their work could be understood by
Other scieritiiffsanywhere in the world. During
the early 19th century many European nations
adopted the new sYsteni- for engine,ering and
commerce. It was possible for these countries to
trade manufactured goods with one another
'without worrying whether it would be possible
to repair machinery from another country
Without also buying special wrenches and
measuring tools. Countries could buy and sell;
machine tools and other sophisticated and
precision machinery without troublesome
Modifications ,or alterations. It was much easier
to ?_eaeh the metric system, since meters can be
changed 'to kilometers or centimeters -with the
movement of a deciinal point, which is roughly
like being able to convert yards to miles or
inches by adding zeros and a decimal insteactof
multiplying by 1760 or dividing by 36.
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With the exeeption of the _United States, all
the industrialized nations of the world have:
adopted the metrio,system. Even &110and and
Canada are changing from their traditional
'systems of meaSure, and the metriessystern will
be almost universal bY 19./ N

Although the metric sy4em has ntk been
officially legislated by \ the Congress, the. m'atriC
system is becoming inbre prOrninent in t
country. Most autOniohile mechanics own some
metric *tenches to work on foreigrt cips- or
foreign cOMponents in American cars. Almost all
photographic equipment is built to metri.,,
standards. Chemicals and drugs are usually sold
in metric quantities, and "calorie counters" are
Usinga metric unit of thermal ener

Because we are allied with countries who use
the 'metric system, much of our military
information is in metric terms, IVElitary -matls use
meters and kilometers instead of miles, and
many weaponS are in metti6 sizes, such as 7.62
mm, 20 mm, 40 mm, mm, and 155 mm.
Interchange of military equipment has caused a
mixture of metrio and 'English measure
equipment since World War I When the army
adopted the French 75 mm field gun, and World
War H when the Navy procUred the Swedish 40
mm Bofors and tht Swiss 20 mm Oerlikon heavy
machine guns.

It is' inevitable that the .United States will
/officially adopt the metric system. Exactly .when
this happens and how rapidly the changeover
will depend on economics, since the expense of
retooling our industry and commerce to new
measurements will be very great. The cost of
conversion will be offs'et by increased earnings
from selling .machinery and products overseas.
Another benefit is that scientistsuse the metric
system, but their calculations nOw have to be
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translated into English measure to be used by
industry. With adoption of the metric system
ideas can go directly from the dr .wing board to
the assembly line. ,

The, Navy will be \using the Metric system
more during the next few years.,..Although you

: will find it easier to solve problems using this
system, at first you . will find it difficult to
visualize or to estimate quantities in unfamiliar
units of-measure.

Fdrtunately, many metric units can be
related to equivalent units in the English system.

The meter which is the basic unit is
approximately one-tenth longer than a yard.

The basic unit of volume,, the liter, is
approximately one quart. The gram is the weight
of a cubic centimeter, or,milliliter, of pure water
and is the basic unit of weight: As a common
weight though, the kilogram, or kilo, which
equals the weight of a liter of water, weighs 2.2
pounds. The cubic centimeter (cc) is used where
we would use the square inch, and where we
measure by the fluid ounee, the metric System
employs the milliliter (m1). For power measure
the metric system uses the.kildwatt (kW), which
is approximately .1.3 horsepower. -

In . terms of....distance, a land mile ig-'-

eight-fifths of a kilorrieter and a nautical mile is!';'
1.852 kilometers, eii'iiearly 2 kilometers.

A basic metric expression of pressure is the
kilogram per- s-quare centimeter, which is 14.2
psi, nearly.:1 atmosphefeof preisure.

When working' On'}foreign machinery, you'
may notice that your half-inch, three-quarter
inch, and one-inch wrenches will fit many of the
bolts. These sizes correspond to 13 mm, 19 mm,

\11.pand 26 mm respectively in the metric sYstem,
and are very popular because , they are
interchangeable. The 13116-inch spark plug

.rencli,' -Vihieh is -standard in this country, is
in ded to fit a 20 mm nut.

The basic quantities of the metric systLin aye
multiplied or divided by powers of 10 to give
other workable values. We cannot easily measure
machine parts in terms of a meter, so the
millimeter, or one-thousandth of a meter is used.
For very Eine measure the micron, alsO called the
micrometer, can be used. It is one-millionth part
of a meter, or one-thougandth of a millimeter.
For smali weights the.milligram, one-thousandth
of a gram is used.' All of these multiples are

4 expressed with standard prefixes taken from
Latin:
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micro = 1/1,000,000
milli 1/1,000
centi = 1/100

*deci = 1/10
*deca = 10,
*hecto = 100

.. kilo . = 1,000
*myria = 10,000

mega = 1,000,000

* Rare13111,0

Over the next few years the metric system
will become more used by the Navy as well as by
the civilian world. You will find it easy9to york
with once yeti have mastered the basic terms. It
will be difficult to translate values from our
present -system to the metric system, but this
operation will become unnecessary once the new
measurements are totally adopted.

Tables of equivalent English measure and
metric equivalents are esiential when you work
simultaneously with both systems. The table
which follows shows the equivalent measures of
the two systems. The columns on the left have
the equivalent values which are accurate enough
for most work, and on the right are the
multiples used to convert the values with a high
degree of accuracy:
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U.S. CUFt*flARY AND METRIC SYSTEM

LOOS OF MEASUREMENTS

THESE PREEXES MAY BE APPLIED
TO ALL SI UNITS-

0

ault!pla: sad Sobaultipios

1 000 000 000 000

1 000 000 000

1 000 000

1 000

100

10

.Puilles

= 1012 tera (ter'a)

= 109 giga (Wga)

= 106 mega (Meg'a) M

=. 109 kilo (01'5) k

= 102 hecto (hek'tO)

= 10 deka (dek:a) da.

*0.1:= 10-' deci (desq)

0.01 = 10-2 centi (sen'tI ) c

Symbols

9.001 = 10-9 millt (mil'i)

0.000 001 F 104 micro (mT'kr5)

0.000 000 001

0.000 060 000 001

0.000 000 000 000 001

000 000 000 000 000 001

= 104 nano

= 10-12 pico (pil(0)

= 10-'5 femto (fem't5)

= 10-18 atto (at'to)

MOST COMMONLY USED
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- ENGLISH AND METRIC SYSTEM UNITS OR MEASUREMENT

COMMON EQUIVALENTS AND CONVERSIONS

Approximate Common Equivalents
_

1 inch
1 foot
1 yard
1 mile*
1 square inch
1 square foot
1 square yard
1 acre
1 cubic inch

r 1 cubic foot
1 cubic Yard
1 quart (14.)
1 gallon
1 ounce (avdp)
1 pound (avdp)
1 iho rsepowe r
1 pOund per iquareainch

1m 25 millimeters
= 0.3 meter
= 0.9 meter
7

1,millimeter
1 meter
1 meter -

1 kflometer
1 square 'centimeter
1 square meter
1 squsre, meter
1,hectare
.1 cubic centimeter
1 cubic meter

. 1 cubic meter
1 liter
1 cubic meter
1 gram
1 kilogre-in
1 kilowatt
1 kilograni per -square

centimeter

tnautical mile 1.852 kilome

'Conversions Accurate to Parte Per Million
(units stated in abbreviated form)

Number X Factor
--

in X 25.4*
ft X 0.3048*.

, yd X 0.9144*
1.6 kilometers mi X 1.60934
6.5 square centimeters ins X 6.4516*

re X0.0929030
ycr X 0.83c,,,27
acres X 0.404686
ins X 16.3871
ft3 X 0.0283168
yds X 0.764565
qt'(1q.) X 0.90'353
gal X 0.00378541
oz (avdp) X 28.3495
lb (avdp) X 0.453592
hp X 0.745700

0.09 square meter
0.8 square meter
0.4 hectare,
16 cubic centlmeters
0.03 cubic meter
0.8 cubic meter,
1 liter
0.004 cubic meter
28 grams
0.45 kilogram
0.75 kilowatt-
0.07 kilogram per square psi X 0.0703224

centimeter

0.04 inch
3.3.,feet
1.1 yards
0.6 mile
0.16 square-inch
11 square feet
1.2 square yards
2.5 acres
0.06 cubic inch
35 cubic feet
1.3 cubic yards
1 quirt (1q.)
250 gallons
0.035 ounces (airdp)
2.2 pounds (avdp))
1.3 horsepower
14.2 pounds per square
inch

Si

ters
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mrfi X 0.0393701
m X 3.28084
m X 1.09361
km X 0.621371
cm3 X 0.155000
in3 X 10.7699
m3 X 1.19599
ha X 2.47105
crri3X 0,0610237
in3 X-35.3147
m3 X i.30795

X 1.06669 '
m3 X 264.172
g X 0.0352740
kg X 2.20462
kW X 1.94102
kg/cm2 X 14.223226

* exact"..

RIM
m
m
km-

= bras
. ma.

ha
= curs
-ma

m3
g

. kg
kW

= kg/erne

in
ft
yd
mi

re
Ycr
acres
ins
ft3
YcP
qt (lg.)

oz (avdp)
lb (avdp)
hp
Psi
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GLOSSARY

ABATEMENT. The act of reducing in degree
or intensity.

ACCELERATOR. A-pedal for regulating the
speed of an engine.

, ACCELERATOR PUMP. A small pump in
the carburetor, operated by accelerator linkage,
which supplies additional fuel when needed for .-
acceleration of the vehicle.

- ACRID. Sharp and harsh, or unpleasintly
pungent in taste or odor.

ACRYLIC. A surface finish, made from
synthetic polymers, which dries by solvent
evaporation.

ADVANCEMENT. The action of being
promoted to the next highest position in the
chain of command. , _

ALIPHATIC, NAPHTHA., A mixture of
organic Compounds and ,petroleum hydrocarbon
mixtures.

AMPERE. Unit off measurement df the flow
of electric current.

ANNULUS. An internal ring gear in the
plane tary gear system that operates in
conjunction with a sun gear, pinion gears, and:

pinion carrier.

ANODIZE. To subject metal to electrolytic
aCtion, as the anode of a cell, in order to coatit
with a protective film.
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A.NTIFRICTION BEARING. A bearing
constructed with balls or rollers between the
journal and bearing surfaces to provide .a rolling
action instead of sliding friction.

ANTIXNOCK. That property which Opposes
knocking in engine fuels.

ARBOR. A shaft for holding, or mounting
material for machine operations.

ATOMIZE. To reduce a liquid to minute
1,articles or to a fine spray.

ATMOSPHERIC PRESSURE. The pressure
of the atmosphpre, _or air, due tp its weight
pressing downward. kirerage is 14.7 psi at sea
level.

AXLE. A crossbar sUpporting z, vehicle on
which one or more wheels turn.

AXLE RATIO. The ratio between the,,
propeller shaft and rear-wIrel rpm; gear
reduction in the differential. \

BACKFIRING. Tlie pre-explosion of an
ainfuel mixture so theetahe explosion passes the
still-open intake valve and flashes back through
the intake manifok14-.

B ACK LA'SH . The clearance between
. meshing teeth a two gears, which will petntit
backward rotatidn Of the driven gear in the ,

Opposite direction to'the driving rotation.

BACK PRESSURE. A resistance to free
flow, such 'ás a ristriction in the exhaust system.
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BAFFLE. An obstruction for checking or
deflecting, the floW of gases.or sound in- a
confined area.

BDC. Bottom dead 'Center. The piston
position when the piston has moved to' the
bottom of the cylinder and the center line of the`
connecting rod is parallel to the cylinder walls.

BRAKE HO R SE OWER. The power
delivered by:the engine which is available for
driving the vehicle.

BRITISH THFRMAL UNIT. Quantity .of
heat required to raise the- temperature of one
pound of water one degree F.

BURR. A featlreredge of metal left on a part
being cui with a.cutting tool.

CALIPER. A measuring tool . that can
measure the .thickness of a :block, the diameter
of a shaft, or the bore of a hold (inside caliper).

CAMSHAFT. The shaft in an engine that has
a series of cams fof operating the valve
mechanisms. !Os driven by gears or sprockets
and .::hains from the Crankshaft.

CARBON.'A substance deposited on engine
parts by the cornbustion of fuel. Carbon forms
on pistons, rings, yalves, etc.. inhibiting, their
action.

'
CARBON DIOXIDE. A gas resulting frpin

the burning of fuel. Compikssed into solid form,
-this: material is "dry ice and remains at a
temperature of -109 degrees 'F. It can change
from a solid to a vapor and can be used as a
refrigerant.

CARBON MONOXIDE. A pOisonous gas
produced by an operating gasoline:engine. It is
colorless, odorless,,and can bc.. fatal.

CARBURETOR. A device in 'a fuel systeM
that mixes air and gasoline in proper proportioni
to produce a combustible gas.

CELSIUS.. . A scale of temperature
meas urement on which, under standard
atmospheric pressure) water freezes at 0 degrees
and-boils at 100 degrees.

CHASSIS. The assembly of mechanisms that
make up the major operating part of the vehicle:

CHOKE. In the carburetor, a device that
, choes off flovi through' the air horn,

thus prodUcing a p;irtitiLv_cuum ir the air horn
for greater fuel delivery arida -richer fuel-air
mixture.

CLUTCH. The mechanism in the power train
of a vehicle that connects the engine crankshaft
to, or disconnects it from, the transmiSsion and
thus the remainder of the power train.

COHESION. A uniOn between similar parts,
or the process of sticking together tightly.

COMBUSTION. The, rapid, burning of the
air-fuel mixture in the cylinder.

COMPRESSION: DenoteS an increase of
pressure :on. a fluid or. . spring by the use of
mechanical energy.

COMPRESSOR. Energy-dfiven urii' that-
circulates a'nd pressurizes 'the refrigei-ant in an -

aineonditioner unit, or compresses air fôr:an
4.-air7brake system.

:CONDENSER.' The'i device fin' an air
conditioner to which vaporized,refrigerant at
hiih pressure is delivered..As it passes through
the condenser,/ it- remoyes heat from the
surrounding air! Also. an electrical device that
stores electrical/energy.

CONDUCIIOR. A material along or through
which electricity 'will flow with slight resistance
to transport Ole electricalfloW from'one place
to another.

COULOMB; The quantity, of electricity
transferred 1.iy an electric current of one ampere
in one secon1d.
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COUNTERSHAFT. In the transmission, a
shaft with gears that ..turns counter to the clutch
'shaft and is used to produce reverse motion.'

CRANKSHAFT. The .nain shaft, of the
engine with piston rods attached that changes
reciprocating motion into-rota0 action.

CROSS FIRING. The jumping of a
high-voltage sucge in the ignition secondary to
the wrong high-tension lead So that the wrong
spark plug fireS. Usually caused by faulty
insulation or a defective 'diStributor cap or rotor.

CURRENT. The flow ol electricity.

, CYLINDER. A tubula.r structure in the
. engine in which the piston moves up and down.

DEHUMIDIFICATION. To remove moisture
from the air-in air-conditioned spaces.

DESICCANTS. A substance used to c011ect
and hold moisture in a refrigerating system. A
dry agent used- in other systems to resnove
moisfure.

DETONATION. The engine sound' that
indicates a too rapid .burning of the fuel-air

anixture in the cylinders.

-c DIESEL CYCLE. An .engine cycle of events
.',iri which air alone is compressed and`the fuel' is

injected near the end of the compression stroke.

D ICHLORODIFLUROMETHANE. A
refrigerant cornmvinlY known as R-12. Chemical
formula is CCL2F7 : 'Boiling _point at
atmospheric pressure is -21,.,62 F.

DIRECTIVES. An authoritative instrument
issued by ahigh-levt_i official body or competent
official that serves to direct, guide, anti usually
impel toward an *a;.-tion, attaininent, or goal.

DYNAMOMEIT R. A device for measurifig.
the power prod.z.led by an internal combustion
engine.

ELECTRODE. Rtfers to the Insulated center
rod and rod attached to the shell of the spark
plug. Also a Welding rod.

EMULSION. A milk-like viscuous mixture of
-two liquids.

END- PLAY. The amount of end play -
movement ot the Crankshaft.

.ENERGY. The ability or capacity to do

EVAPORATOR .COIL. A 'device made of a
coil of tubing which functions as a refrigerant ,

evaporator.

EXPANSION VALVE. A valve betWeen the_
condenser and the evaporator and located at the
evaporator. It Provides a pressure differential;
the high pressure on the condenser side is
reduced to low pressure on the evaporator side.:

-

FOUR-STROKE 'CYCLE. '1 he four
operations of 'ilitake's, compression, power, and,
exhaust piston strokes that m4e...up the .

, complete cycle of events, in the four-Strae cycle
engine.

,

FREEZE PLUG. A disc or cup-shaped metal
--device inserted in a hole in a casting. Used in the

engine block to prevent the coolant From
freezing and cracking the block. Also knoWn as'
an expansion plug..

, ,

FUSIBLE PLUG. 'A plug or fitting made
wigi'a metal of a known low melting
temperature; used as a safety device to !release
pressures in case of fire. .

GAS. Vapor phase or state of a substance..
c.

- GASKET. A cutout or perforated sheet of
mttal, cork, or other material designed to
provide a tight seal between two assembled parts

'of an erikine, transmission, or differential.

. GEAR RATIO. The relative sPeeds at whicl .
two gears or shafts turn; the proportional rate of
natation.
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GEARS. Mechanical devices to transmit
power or turning effort from one ;thaft to
another; gears contain teeth that interlace or
mesh as the gears turn.

GOVERNOR. A device to control and
regulate .peed. May be mechanical, hydraulic, or.
electrical.

HARMONIC BALANCER. .A device
designed to reduce torsional or twisting
vibration which occurs along the length of the
crankshaft and is used in multiple cylinder
engines.

..HORSEPOWER. A measure of a definite
amount of power; 33,000 ft-lb of work per
minute:.

HYDRAULIC VALVE LIFTER. A valve
lifter that, by means of hydraulic oil pressure,
maintains zero valve clearance so that valve noise
is reduced.

HYDRO METE R. An i pstrument for
determining the state of charge in a battery by
measuring the specific gravity of the electrolyte.

IGNITION. A means to ignite .fuel to
develop pOwer in the cylinder of an engine.

INHIBITOR. A material to restrain or hinder
some unwanted action.

'INJECTOR. A,pump-type action that injects
or inserts fuel against pressure into a cylinder or
chamber, usually of a diesel imgifie.-

,

KNOcK. A rapping or hammering noise in
an engine resulting, from an excesively rapid
burning of the compressed fuel. ,

LAPPING. The procesS or fitting.one surface
o anotner by rubbing them together with an

abrasive between the two surfaces. Used in
fitting valves to valve seatS:
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LIQUID RECEIVER. A cylinder connected
to a condenser outlet for the storage of a liquid
in a system.

LOUVEk Openings cr vents in the hood or
body; used for ventilation.

LOW- SIDE PRESSURE. Pressure in the
cooling side of an air-conditionercycle.

MAINTENANCE. The.art of keeping ground
support equillment in a ready condition or of
correcting malfunctiOns in equipment.

MICROMETER. A measuring device that
accurately measures such dimensions as shaft -oT
bore diameter or thickness of an object.

MONOCHLORODIFLUOROMETHANE. A
refrigerant better known as R-22; chemical
formula is CHCIF2.

NEEDLE BEARING: An antifriction bearing
which uses a great numbel of rollers of small
diameter in relation to their length.

NEUTRON. That portion of an atom which
\carries no electrical charge.

OCTANE. A meastire of the anti-knock
property of gasoline. The higher the octane
rating, the more resistant the gasoline is to
knocking.

PISTON. The cylindrical part that moves up
and down in the cylinder.of an engine.

PISTON SKIRT. The lower part of the
piston.

PISTON SLAP. The hollow, bell-like sound
made by an excessively loose piston slapping
against the cylinder walls.

PITMAN ARM. The part of the steering gear
that is linked to the steering ' nuckle arms of the
wheels and sv ings back and forth for steering.



Appendix IIGLOSSARY

POWER STEERING:. A hydraulic cylinder
on the steering system of a vehicle that
multiplies the driver's effort as he turns tl,te
'steering , wheel so that the physical effort is
reduced.

POWER STROKE. The piston stroke from
TDC to BDC, during which the air-fuel mixture
burns and forces the piston down so that the
engine produces power

PSI. Pounds per square inch; a measure of
pressure.

RATIO. The relation or proportion that one
number bears to another.

RECIPROCATING. A back and forth
movement.

REFRIGERANT. A substance used in n
air-conditioning systern which absorbs _rid
up heat as it changes from a liquid to a gas a

liquid.

RING GAP. The gap between the ends of
the piston ring with the ring in place on the
piston.

RPM. RevolUtions iper minuteusually refers
to the speed of the driveshaft.

SAFETY. The act of being safe from
undergoing or causing hurt, injury, or loss.

i SHIM. A strip of copper or similar material
used under a bearing cap; for. example, to',
increase bearing clearance.

/ SHOCK AB SORBER. A device that
hydraulically, or by springs checks the rapid or
excessive movement between two parts.

;

SOLENOID: An eleciroinagnet with a
mowble core, that acts as a valve or relay.

STROBOSCOPE. An 'electrical testing device
used in checking ignition ystem components.

TDC. Opposfte of BDC; a piston at the top
of its travel.

TETRAETHYLLAD. A chemical Put into
engine fuel which increases octane rating or
reduces knock tendency.

THE RM A L E XPANSION VALVE. A
control valve operated by temperature and
pressure wita the 'evaporator coil which
controls the flow of refrigerant.

THERMOCOUPLE. A , device which
generates its own electricity/ by using two
dissimilar metals that are welded together and
when the junction is huated a voltage is
generated.

THERMOSTAT. A device that is operated°
by temperature changes to control the flow of
coolant through an engine.

THROW OUT BEARING. The bearing in the
clutch that can be moved into the release levers
by the clutch-pedal action so as to cause a
disconnection between the engine crankshaft
and power train.

TIE RODS. The rods in the steering system
that link the pitman arm to the steering knuckle
arms.

TO RQUE. Turning or twisting effort
measured in pound-feet or foot-pounds.

TRANSMISSION. I he device in the power
train that provides different gear ratios between
the engine and rear wheels, in drive as well as in
reverse.

TURBINE. A 'series of blades on a wheel
'situated at an angle to the shaft against which
fluids or gases ire impelled to impart rotary

\motion to the shaft.

TURBULENCE. The state of being violently
disturbed. In an engine, the rapid swirling
Motion imparted to the air-fuel mixture entering
the cylinders.

1
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0-STROKE CYCLE The series of events
takin place in an engine where intake,
compres on, power, z. exhaust take place in
two pisto strokes.

VACUUM. The absence
substance.

VALVE. A device that can be opened or
closed to allow or stop the flow of a liquid, gas,
or vapor from one place to another, or change
its direction.

of air or 'other

VENTURI. A tube having a constriction in
the section forming the throat. As the velocity
of flow of a fluid increases in the throat, the
pressure decreases. It is used to meter the flow

of gasoline in a carburetor. The amount of air
flowing through the venturi determines the
correct amount of fuel in the fuel-air mixture
entering the cylinders.

VISCOSITY. The term used to describe a
liquid's resistance to flow. A thick oil has greater
viscosity than a thin oil. -

VOLATILITY. A measurement of the ease
with which a liquid vaporizes.

144VORTEX. A whirling movement of a mass
of liquid or air.

WOODRUFF KEY. A device used to align
and hold a flywheel, pulley, or. other rotating
mechanism on a shaft; often half moon in shape.

4 5 5
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A

Acoustics, 106-108
Advancement, 5-14

examination procedures, 12
preparing for advancement, 5-11
profile analysis form, 12-14
qualifying for advancement, 11
subject-matter section identification sheet,

12
.who will be advanced, 11

Aeronautic publications index, naval, 121-140
Air conditioners, 368-408

terminology, 368
Air conditioners and preheaters, 72-74
Air cooled engines, 171
Air induction and exhaust systeins, 24n-212
Air pollution,428-432

classes of pollution, 428-430
controlling pollution, 430-432

Alicraft spotting dolly, 84
Alignment and steering maintenance, 269-271
Appeadix I, The Metric System, 437-440
Appendix II, Glossary, 441-446
Automatic transmissions, 297-301
Antomotive electrical system, 220

lighting system, 220
safety, 221'

' Aviation support equipment, 61438
Aviation Support Equipment Technician (AS)

rating, 2-5
Aviation Support Equipment Technician M

rating, 1-15

Basic engine.strokes, 152-155
compression stroke, 155
exhaust stroke, 155

Basic engine strokes, Continued
intake stroke, 155

, power stroke, 155
Battery. ignition-system, 205-209
Block and tackle, 59
Blocks, 157
Bolts, 325-328

Carts, trailers, and dollies, 83-86
Chain hoist, f.
Channel-lock pliers, 34
Chassis systems, 264-280
Chocks, 68
Clutch assemblies, 281-287

clutch facings, 282
clutch lubrication, 287
clutch pedal adjustment, 283
clutch troubleshooting, 284-287
types of clutches, 283

Combustion chamber design, 249
Combustion engines, reciprocating, 150-201

Xomposition of matter,. 90-95
compounds and mixtures, 91
element, 91
states of matter, 91-95

Compressors, gas turbine, 341-367
Connecting rods, 159
Constant mesh transmission, 290-292
Conventional differential, 313
Cooling system, diesel, 260
Cooling system, gasoline, 1 70-1 81

air cooled engines, 171
liquid cooling system, 171-181

Corrosion control, 413-427
causes of corrosion, 414-416
corrosion types and recognition, 416
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Corrosion controi, Continued
prevention, 417-424
removal, 424-427

Corrosion-preventive petroleum, 410
Crankcase -ventilation, 1 83-1 85
Crankshafts, 160-162
Cycles, engine, 155-157
Cylinders, 158

Depreservation, 412
Diesel engines, 247-263

advantages and disadvantages of the diesel,
247-249

combustion chamber deign, 249
principles of operation, 247

Diesel fuels, 343-335
Differentials, 312-316

conventiOnal differential, 313
maintennnce, 315
no-spin`olifferential, 314

Dollies, carts, and trailers, 83-86
Drawings, 14 -149

charts an ables, 147-149
drawings an diagrams, 142-147

Drive axle assemb es, 316
Duckbill pliers, 34

Educational services officer, 15
Electrical system, automotive, 220
Electricity, 116-119

electric current and conductors, 118
electrical measuring instruments, 119
voltage produced by magnetism, 117

Engine cycles, 155-157
four-cycle vs two-cycle engines, 156
two-cycle engine, 155

Engine strokes, basic, 152-155
'Engine testing equipment, 37 2
Engines, multiple-cylinder, 1
Engines, reciprocating combustion, 150-201
Engines, re-:procating gasoline, 202-246
Enlisted rating structure, 1
Environmental pollution control, 428-436
Exhaust systems and air induction, 240-242
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Flashlight, 36
Fluid couplings, 301
Fluids, hydraulic, 337.
Flywheels and timing gears, 162-166
Force, mass, and motion, 95
Forklift truck, 72
Four-speed transmission, 288-290
Front end geometry, 267-269
Fuel system, diesel, 250-257

nir intake system 256
fuel filters, 255
fuel injection and combustion, 251-255

juel supply'pump, 250
Fuel system, gasoline, 222-240

carburetor, 228-240
filter, 225
pump, 226-228
storage, 223-225

Fuels, 329-335.
diesel, 333-335
gasoline, 329-333

Gas turbine compressors, 341-367
configuration of, 343 ---
description and purpose, 341-343
electrical system, 353-357
functional systems, 349-352
lubrication system, 352
major components, 347
operational fundamentals, 344-347
operational safety precautions, 348
system Operation, 357-367
types of, 343

Gas turbine power servicing equipment, 74-78
weapons loader, 77

Gaskets, 324
Gasoline engines, reciprocating, 202-246
Gasoline fuels, 329-333
General safety around.support equipment, 87
Glossary, Appendix II, 441-446
Governors, 189-193

causes of excessive speed, 192
control of engine speed and power, 189
danger of excessive speed, 192
governors as safety devices, 193
overspeed safety devices, 193
relation of governor to fuel system, 190
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Governors, Continued
speed-regulating governors for diesel

engine, 190
spring-loaded centrifugal governors, 191
stopping fuel supply, 193

Ground supporfequipment, types of, 61-72
chocks, 68
gasoline, electric, and diesel powered

servicing equipment, 62-67
mobile cranes, 68-70
mobile electrical power plants, 70
motor generator assemblies, 71
tiedowns, 68
tow bars, 67

Hammers, 33
Handling petroleum products, 337-340

contamination, 339
safety, 337
storage, 338

Handtools, 17-23
cutting tools, 17
toolbox, 17
turning tools, 18-23

Hardware, 318-329
-bolts, 325-328 ,
gaskets, 324
miscellaneous hardware, 328
seals, 318-324

Heat, 108-116
change of state, 115
measurement of heat, 110
nature of heat, 108
temperature, 111-115
transfer, 108-110

Hoists nnd slings, 86
Holdinglools, 34

care of tools, 36
channel-lock pliers, 34
duckbill pliers, 34
flashlight, 36
inspection mirror, 36
mechanical fingers, 35

Miscellaneous tools, 35-37
needle-nose pliers, 34
steel scale, 35
vise grip pliers, 34

Honing machine, 81-83
Hydraulic fluids, 337

Hydraulic test stands, 80
Hydraulic valve lifter service, 168-170
Hydraulics and pneumatics, 119

Ignition systems, 204-220
battery ignition system, 205-209
ignition system maintenance, 210-219
magneto ignition system, 209
transistor ignition system, 209
waterproofignition systems, 219

Information sources, 14
educational services officer, 15
training films, 14
training petty officer, 15

Injector nozzle tester, 46
Inspectionimirror, 36
Inspections, 193-199

inspection of metals, 194-199
Inspections, gasoline engine, 246
Inspections, diesel engine, 263

Jacks, 57

Lifting devices, 57-59
block and tackle, 59
chain hoist, 58
jacks, 57

Lighfing system, 220
Li4uid cooling system, 171-1 81
Lubticants, 335-337

greases, 336
oils, 335

Lubricating equipment, 47-50
Lubricating system, 181-189

crankcase ventilation, 183-185
oil circulatio.. i 65.187
oil filters and strainers, 182
oil gage, 182
oil pump, 181
oil temperature regulator, 155
service and irulintenancv of lubrication

systen..z, 187-189
Lubi ation m, 259
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Naval aeronautic publications index, Continued
procurement of publications, 128

MB-5 aircraft fire-fighting and rescue truck, 79 publications numbering system, 126-128
Magneto ignition system, 209 security of classified publications, 128
Maintenance, ignition system, 210-219 Needle-nose pliers, 34
Malfunctions, 193 No-spin differential, 314
Malfunctions, diesel engine, 260-263

danger of excessive speed,*261
governors as safety devices; 262 .

0
overspeed safety devices, 262 Oil circulation, 185-187
stoiSping fuel supply, 262 Oil filters and strainers, 182

Malfunctions of gasoline engines, 244 Oil gage, 182
Matter composition, 90-95 Oil pans and covers, 170
Mechanical fingers, 35 Oil pollutants, 434
Mechanical support equipment, 86 Oil pump, 181

hoists and slings, 86 Oil temperature regulator,,185
workstands, 86 Organic waste, 432-434

Mechanics, 95-100
force, mass, and motion, 95

.

Masses in motion, 96
reyolving bodies, 98-100 P-36 airfield maintenance truck, 78-80
work, powerand -energy, 96-98 Performance of gasoline engines; 242-244

Metric system, Appendix I, 437-440 Petroleum products handling, 337-340
Miars, 140-142 Physics, 89-119
Micrometer, 27-33 basic coneepti,

care of micrometer., 3? measurement, 89
measuring a flat 3urfat.i., Pistns, 158
measuring hole dianio els with an inside Planetary gears, 305-309

micrometer caliper, 31 Pneuma0.::s and hydraulics, 119
measuring round stock, 31 Pollution control, environmental, 428-436
readinga midroTaft caliper, 28-30 Pollution, water, 432-436
reading a verriier*Ppmeter caliper, 30 Portable air compressors, 83
se1.ctliethe proper micrometer, 27
types, 27

Power tools, 57
Power trains, 281-317

Mobile air conditioner (NR1-5C), 383-389 Power stee-ring, 267
Mobile air conditioner (NR-i 0), 389-408 Preheaters and air conditioners, 72-74
Mobile cranes, 68-70 air condit toners, 73
Mobile electrical power plants, 70 preheaters, 73
Motor generator assemblies, 71 Preservation, 409-427
Multiple-cylinder engines, 157 corrosion-preventive petroleum, 4

&Preservation, 412
general handling, 411
n :thods, 409

NR-5C mobile air conditioner, 383-389 ckaging and barrier materials, 411
'NR-10 mobile air conditioner, 389-408 puinting, 412
Naval aeronautic publications index-, 121-140 solventicutback comPound, 410

letter-type directives, 136-138 Preseriationklepreservation trailer. s
manual-type publications, 129-136 Presses, 50 ;

mech, 140 Frocuremenf of tools, 16
miscellancous aviation publications, custo0, 16

138-140 inventoiry, 16
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Profile analy0s form, 12-14
° Propeller shaft assemblies, 311

Publications, 120
Publications, miarS, and drawings, 120-149
pullers, 51-57

Rating structure, enlisted, 1
Reciprocating combuStion engines, 150-201
Reciprocating gasoline engines, 202-246
Reflection, 101-103
Refraction, 103

'Refrigerants, 369
Refrigeration cycle, 370-383

accessory components, 378-381
controls, 381-383
major components, 372-378

Rods, connecting, 159

Safety, 200
Safety around support equipment, general, 87
Seals, 318-324
Shaft assemblies, propeller, 311
Shock absorbers, 272
Shop practice and safety, 59

safety, 59
Working with tools, 59

Slings and hoists, 86
Solve-fit ciqback compound, 410
Sound, 103-108

acoustics, 106-108
basic considerations, 103-106

Special tools, 37-57
engine testing equipment, 37-42
injector noZzle tester, 46
lubricating equipment, 47-50
power tools, 57
presses, 50
pullers, 51-57
shop air compressor, 47
spark plug cleaner and tester, 46
specifications, 57
valve repair equipment, 42-46

Springs, 272
tandard transmission, 288

Starting syktems, diesel 257-259
Starting system, gasolire, 202-204
Steam cleaners, 81

Steel scale, 35
Steering and alignment maintenance, 269-271
Steering components, 264-267

power steering, 267
Storage battery, 202
Striking tools, 33

hammers, 3.3. :
Strokes, bisic engine, I52-155
Support equipment, aviation, 61-SP
Support equipment, mechanical, 86
Support equipment technician M rating,

aviation, 1-1 5
Suspension systems, 271
Synchromesh transmission, 292

Tiedowns, 68
Timing gears and flywheels, 162-166

reconditioning valves and valve seats, 163
valve guide service, 164-166

Tools, 17-57
hand, 17-23
holding, 34
miscellaneous, 35-37
special, 37-57
striking, 33
torque, 23-27

Tools and lifting devices, 16-60
Torque converter, 302-305
Torque tools, 23-27
Tow bars, 67
Trailers, dollies, and carts, 83-86

aircraft spotting dolly, 84
carts, 84
preservation/depreservation trailer, 85
unpowered dollies, 84

Training films, 14
Trains, power, 281-317
Transistor ignition system, 209
Transmissions, 287-311

automatic transmission control system,
309-311

automatic transmissions, 297-301
constant mesh transmissions, 290-292
fluid couplings, 301
four-speed transmission, 288-290
maintenance and repair, 311
planetary gears, 305-309
standard transmission, 288
synchromesh transmission, 292
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Transmissions, Coritinued
torque.converte.02-305
transfer cases, 296 \
transmission overhau1/4295
transmission troubleshc;oting, 293-295

Troubleshooting techniques, 19,9
Truck, forklift, 72
Tuneup, gasoline engine, 245
TuAbine compressors, gas, 341-367

Unpowered dollies, 84

V

Valve guide service, 164-166
Valve operating mechanism, 166-170

adjusting oVerhaul valves, 167
adjusting valves in block, 167
hydraulic valve lifter service, 168-170 1

hydraulically operated valve adjustment,,
168

valve adjusting, 167

Valve repair equipment, 42-46
Valves, 162-166
Vise grip pliers, 34

Water pollution, 432-436
oil pollutants, 434
organic waste, 432-434
preventive measures, 434-436

Waterproof ignition systems. 219
Wave motion, 100-103

reflection, 10 -103
refraction, 103

Weapons loader, 77
Wheel alignmint, 267-28b (

front end geometry, 267-269
maintenance, 272-280

,
shock alorbers,. 272
springs, 272
steering and alignment maintenance, 269-271

269-271
suspension systems, 271

Workstands, 86
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QUALIFICATIONS FOR ADVANCEMENT

g

This appendix provides you with A list of the minimuM qualificationsjor advancement
to Aviation Support Equipment Technician M Third and Second Class. The official source of

this list is the Manual'of Qualifications For Advancemet, NAVPERS 18068-C, 1971. The
assignment numbers given opposite the qualifications refer to the assignments in the NRCC,
Aviation Support Equipment Technician M 3 & 2, NAVEDTRA 10315-8. Each course aisignment
contains information related fo a practical or knowledge factor, as shown.

AVIATION SUPPORT EQUI.PMENT TECHNICIAN M (Mechanical) - ASM

.Aviation Support Equipment Technicians (M) service, test, and perform organizational and

intermediate level maintenance and repair of gasoline and.diesel engines in mobile and
self-propelled aviation support equipment and associated automotive'systems, including
fuel systems,,automatic and power, transmissions, differentials, and steering systems;
maintain gas turbine compressor unitsiand air-conditioning systems used'ln servicing
aircraft; maintain and operate gas turbine compressor unit test stands; and perform .

periodic maintenance inspections of aviation support eqoipment.

QUALIFICATIONS FOR ADVANCEMENT

A. SAFETY

1.00 Practical Factors

.01 .0bserve safety precautions, in the handling, servicing,
and maintenance of aviation support equipment and in
the use of related tools, equipment, and material . . .

.02 Observe safety precautions applicable to:
a. Electrical-work, particularly thbse related to

energized electrical circuits, handling electrolyte,
batteries, short circuits, and grounding

b. Mechanical work, particularly those related to

. internal combustion engines, power tools, and
fuels and oils

Required.for
Advancement.to

ASM ASSIGNMENT

E-4 1, 2, 6, 9, 10,

11, 12, 13, 14

E-4

E-4 6, 11

B. MAINTENANCE

1:00 Practical Factors

.01 Prepare Maintenance Data Collection forms:
CCF's, UR's, MAF's, SAF's, TDC's, and MHA cards . . . . E-4 100% OPNAVINST

4790.2A '

.02 Make entries on support equipment forms E-4 100% OPNAVINST
4790.2A
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QUALIFICATIONS FOR ADVANCEMENT.(Continued) Required'for
Advandement to

B. MAINTENANCE (Continued)

1.-00 .Practical Factors. (Continued)

.03 Service and operate aviation support equipment

.04, Perform daily maintenance inspections and service
equipment

\

. .05 Perform periodic maihtenance insrectiOns . ..... .. .

A6 ReOlace.seals and packings :z

.07 Perform periddic maintenance ob aviation wdnance
, handling equ4ment

.40 Perform systems operational test; verify discrepancies
,

,

1

'2.00 Knowledge Faciot's

.,01 Elementary physics qf heat, light, Soundfluids, gases,
and electricity ':.

..02 Types and purposes 6f.Maintenance and Material
Management

03 Types, uses, and care..of common aircraft handling'
- equipment

.04 Types and designations of fuel, hydraulic fluids,
Coolants, and lubritants

.40 Procedures for incbivorating equipment modifications
and.changes

C. ENGINES AND MECHANICAL SYSTEMS

1.00 Practical Factors

.01 Service and adjust steering systems

.02 Adjust, repair and replace carburetors

.03 ,Make min6r engine tune-ups

.04 Adjust and make minor repairs_to_gasoline and diesel
engines

.05 Remove and replace cooling system components,
including pumps, radiators, hoses, thermostats,
and.shutters

.06 Service, maintain, and make minor repairs and
adjustments to gasoline and diesel fuel systems

.07 Service and adjust transmissions, clutches, and
connecting linkages

.08 Remove, repair_and replace fuel system components,
including pumps, filters, injectors, and valves. . .

.40 Inspect, adjust, and test run gas, Lurbine compressor
units

.42 Remove, install, and make adjustments to fuel
controls of gas turbine compressor units

.43 Test, adjust, repair, and replace governors

.44 Remove and replace clutches

Z,...
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ASM ASSTGNMENT

E74. 3

E-4 3, 8, 9, 11,
12, 13 -

E-4 7, 8,.9, 10,
12, 13

E-4 7, 11

E-4 2

E-5 6, 7,-8, 9,
10, 12, 13

E-4 3, 4

E-4 100% OPNAVINST
4790-.2A

E-4 2, 3

E-4 6, 11 .

E-5-, 7.

E-4 9

E-4 8

E-4 8, 9

E-4 8, 9

'

E-4 6

E-4 8, 9

E-4 10, 11

E-4 8, 9

E-5 12

E-5 12

E-5 7

E-5 10



QUALIFICATIONS FOR ADVANCEMENT (Continued)

C. ENGINES AND MECHANICAL SYSTEMS (Continued) .

1.00 Practical Factors (C6ntinued)

.45 Remove-and replace rings-, bearings, wrist pins
.and pistons I

. 46 Grind and adjust valfes

.48 Make repairs to transmissiont and differentials
-.49 Make major engine tune-ups . . . . .

.50 Identify malfunctioning components of internal
caewstion 'engines

.51 Inspect compressors and turbines for axial and radial
clearances

--MOKnowledge Factors

. 01 Effects of'emperatbre, pressure, and other variables

\
on engine Rerformance

,

. 02 Procedures'for bleed:ing-fuel systems :

1

\. .03 Procedunes.'forAnternal .ihd external cleaning of gas
turbine compressor units

.04 Principles of p6wer transmission sytteMs

.05 Functions of coMponents of power train, suspension,
, and steering systems
,

.06 Principles of gasoline and "diesel engines
\ .07 PrincipleS of internal combustion fuel:systems

. 09 Effects of electrical load conditions on engine
governor settings

'
dtd f lineitfd0 P.4roceures or seerng anron en-ament

1

\.41 Principles of hydraulic clutches, fluid couplings,
and power steering

. 42 functions and interrelationships of components of
gasoline, diesel,' and gas turbine engines

D. SpUCTURES

110 Practical Factors

\

. 02 Use oxyacetylene torches to weld and cut metal

.05 Service, maintain, and make minor repairs to chassis
and frames

46 Perform and interpret results of dye penetrant'
. inspections

2.00 \Knowledge Factors

. 01 Types and applications of corrosion prevention,
preservatinn And moisture protecting materials

.02 P,ro:adures for preserving and depreserving aviation
suppoTt equipment alpd accessories
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Required for,

Advancement to

ASM. ASSIGNMENT

6

E-5 . 6

E-5 10

. E-5 8, 9, 12

E-5 2, 6, 9

E-5 12

E-4 6, 8, 9, 11, 12

E-4 8, 11

E-4 12

E-4 10

E-4 9

E-4 5, 6, 7; 8, 9

E-4 7, 8, 9

E-4 7

E-5 9-

E-5 .'9, 10

E-5 6, 7, 8, 12

ET4 9

E-4 9, 11

E-5 6

E-4 13, 14

i E-4 13, 14



AUALIFICATIONS FOR.ADILANCEMENT (Continued)

E. HYDRAULICS AND,PNEUMATICS

1.00 Practical Factors

. 04 Fabricate and.fit,rigid tubing and low pressure-
fleiiblehose assemblies

. 7.6 .

2.( Knowledge Factors

. vi Units of measure and terms assoefated with hydraulics
, and pneumatics E-4

F. POWER GENERATING SYSTEMS

2.00 Knowledge Factors

.02 Theory Of a.c. and d.c. electricity and principles
of magnetisni

- E-4
.03 Principles of electro-magnetic induction E-4

G. AUTOMOTIVE ELECTRICAL SYSTEMS

Required for
AdvAncemept.to

ASM ASSIGNMENT

... E-4

1.00 Practical Factors

. 01 Repair, remove and install'components. of ignition
and starting systems E74

2.00 Knowledge Factors

13

3,, 10

. 01 E)ectrical terms and units of measure 'E-4 4'
.

. 04 Principles of ignition systems and automotive electrical
systems E-4 6, 7, 8

.40 Functions and interrqationships of components of
automotive electrical systems. . . . . . . . E-5 6, 7, 8

H. REFRIGERATION AND AIR-CONDITIONING SYSIEMS

1.00, Practical Factors'
. 0

.02 Perform routine tests for locating leaks-of refrigerant
in refrigeration and air-conditioning eqdipment. . '-. ; 13

.03 Repair and replace mechanical components et
air-conditioning system§ - a 13

. 40 Adjust thermal expansion valve, high-pressure and
low-pressure switches, thermostats, cooling water
regulator, and reducing valve, E-3 13

.41 Check for non-condensable gaseS\and pump down
refrigerant systems 0 E-5 13

. 42 Adjust temperature and pressure control units., E-5 '' 13

.43 Identify malfunctioning mechanicar components of
, air-conditioning systems - ,

E-5 . 13
.45 Dehydrate, test, and recharge refrigeration and air-

conditioning systems E-5' 13
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,

QUALiFICATIONS FOR ADVANCEMENT (Continued).

REF,RIGERATION AND AIR-CONDITIONING SYSTEMS

../
. -

.,.

2.00 .1,nowledge factors .. .

,
.

. .

.
.

.......)

.01 PrinCiples of.air-conditioning systeMs

.02 Function of electrical compogents and controls of
air-conditioning .

5 .
.03- Function'of mechanical components 4f air7conditidning

systemS / i .. '

,04 t4nstruCtion end operat4on 9f flight line.and fieid
service type of.refrigerating unitsland characteristics
of refrigerants .-

_

/ ,40 Vurpose offrefrigeration expansion valves
.42. Principles of.Mechanical components and.controls of

air-conditioning systems .
,

43. FunttiOns and fnterrelationships of electrical ,

Components of air-conditioning.sys s ,.

.44 Functions'and interrelationships o .mechanical ;

components of air-conditiopirig'systeMs". .,.;. ......
.45 Lubricant,requirements and, preCautions when handling

dehydrated oils for refrigerant systemS - ,

. .I; TOOLS.AND TEST.EQUIPMENT -

1.00 Practical Factort.

Required for
Advancement to

ASM ASSIGNMENT

E-4 12

E-4 12, 13.

E-4 12, 13

E-4 13

E-5 12, 13

E-8 13

E-5 13

E-5 13

E-5 :13

.01 Use chai-n hoists and jacft to servi,ce and repair ,

equipment E-4 2-

.05 -Select, use, and care for common handtools . ".-:: E-4 1, 2 1
,,,:40 Maintain and operate gas turbine compressor unit
,/ test stands

.
E-5 12

2.00 knowledge Factors '

.01 Uses and applications,of micrpmeters,\inTide-outside
calipers, feeler gages, and dial indicators. .... . E-4 1

./.02 Chiracteristics of-basic electrical measuring .

instruments
0

E-4 1, 4
..05.functions and Applications of automotive engine. .

analyzert - E:4 1,- 8

J. PUBLICATIONS AND DRAWINGS
.1

1:09-. ?rattical Factors
.:, Y .

,

..01 Use pictorial diagrams,:tchematics, and Charts in
maiptaining and servicing equipment E-4 5

!.02 Use mAintenance instructions to locate and. identify
.

components: of-equipment E:4 5

....(\.40 Use publiCation indexes to,identify 'and locite technical
ixiliplications, directives, and manuals ,.. . . . E-5
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QUALIFICATIOMS FOR ADVANCEM'ENT (Continued)

J. PUBLICATIONS AND DRAWINGS (Contirued) ASM

2.00 Knowledge Factors

.01 Standard symbols utilized in diagrams, drawings, s

chemati&;,-charts, and prints I. . . E-4

.02 Military specifications for identification, marking;
and color coding of electrical conductors and lines;
carrying fluids or gases

,

I

E-4

.03 Types of information contained in manuals relating
to operation, servicing, inspection, and maintenance . . E-4

. ADMIMISTRATION

:1. J: 'Tactical Factors

40 ntain current shop files of technical publications
.nd directives E-5

.41 use publica'cions relating to inSpection, servicing, and
maintenance of avcatiob ordnance handling equipment. . . E-5

2.00 Knowledge Factors

Required for
Advancement to

ASSIGNMENT

5

4

.39 Principles of the Maintenance Material Management (3M) ,

§ystem: ,
1- .

a. PlaRned Maintenance Subsystem .(PMS) ...... . . E-4 100% OPNAVINST
, 4790.2A

b. 'Maintenance Data Collettion Subsystem.(MDCS), . . . E-4 100% OPNAVINST
4790.2A

c. Manay.:mient. by Exception E-5 100%'OPNAVINST
4790.2A -

.391 Elements of the Planned Maintenance Subsystem:

a. TyPes of mbintenance inspections E-4 100% OPNAVINST
I 4790.2A

. ,

.

. Types and uses of Maintenance Requirement
Cards (MRC) E-4 /100% OPNAVINST

'..' 4790.2A

.392 Principles of Manhour Accounting: _

a. Methods of Manhour Accounting .(MHA) E.-4 100% OPNAVINST
,4790.2A

b, PUrpose oY Manhour- Accounting E-4
,

100% OPNAVINST

4790.2A
4

1 .393 Functions/cf Maintenance Departments:
' a. LeVels of maintenance .

E4 -700% OPNAVINST

\ 1790.2A --

b. Purpose of Visual Information Display System
(VIDS) .- E-4 190%-OPNAVINST

4198.2A.

c. Material Control responsibilities E-5_ po% OPNAVINST

4790.2A
d. Types of maintenance instructions E-5 10% OPNAVINST

4790.2A

e. Responsibilities of the Quality Assurance Division . E-5 100% OPNAVINST
____ 4790.2A
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QUALIFICATIONS FOR ADVANCEMENT',(Continued) . Required for

Advancement to
Z. 'ADMINISTRATION (Continued). ASM ASSIGNMENT

2.00 Knowledge Factors (Continued)

.393 Functions of Maintenance Departments (Continued)

f. Unsatiractory Material/Condition Reporting,
Program and information flow for Unsatisfactory
Reports\(uR) ' E-5 100% OPNAVINST

4790.2A
.59 FunctiOns of the Maintenance Data Collectton Subsystem: \

a. Source documents used for data reporti g . . . E-5 100% OPNAVINST

4790.2A
.591.Elements of Material Control:

a. Purpose of the Supply Support Center ' E-5 100% OPNAVINST

_BB. ENVIRONMENTAL POLLUTION CONTROL

1.00 Practical Factors

None

-----2.00 Knowledge Factors

, .01 Effect-of incomPlete combustion of'fuels on air
1 pollution

.02, Fuel components and combustion products which
adversely.affect air

.03 Means oficontrolling air pollution caused by: fuel
combustion- 1 .,

.04 Possible p011ution,threats duelto oil and other fuel.
product'spillage on the water or ground

.05 Procedures for limiting or mintmizing the adverse
effects of oil and fuel spillage
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E-4 14
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AVIATION SUPPORT EQUIPMENT
TECHNICIAN M 3'8t.2

NAVEDTRA 10315-B

Prepared by the Naval Education and Training Program Development
Center, Pensacola, Elorida

Your NRCC contains a set of assign-
ments and self-scoring answer sheets
(packaged separately). The Rate Train-
ing Manual, Aviation.Support Equipment.
Technician M 3&2, NAVEDTRA 10315-B, is
your textbook for the NRCC.' If an
errata sheet comes with the NRCC, make
all indicated changes or corrections.
Do not change or correct the textbook or._
assignments in any other way.

--

HOWTOCOMPLETETHISCOURSESUCCESSFULLY;'

. Study the textbook pages given at
the beginning of each assignment before
!trying to answer the-items. Pay atten-
tion,to tables and illustrations aa they
contain a lot of information. Making
your own drawings can helplyou understand
the subjeCt matter. Also, read the
learning objectivea that precede the
sets of items: The learning.objectives
and items are based on the subject matter
or study material in the textbook. The
objectives tell you what you.should be
able to do by studying assigned textual
material and answering the-items.

-

At this point you should be ready
to.anSwer the items in the assignment.
.Read each item carefully. Select the
BEST 'ANSWER for each item, consulting
your-textbook when necessary. Be sure
to select tne BEST ANSWER from the sub-
ject matter in the textbook, 'You may
.discuss difficult points in the course
with Others. however, the answer you
select must be your own. Use only the
self7scoring answer sheet designated for
your assignment. Follow the scaring
directions given on the answer sheet
itself and elsewhereln. thia-onuise.

Your NRCC will be adminis:ered by-
your command' or, in.theacase small
CoMmands, by the Naval EdUcaeLn and
Training Program Development 7*-nter.
No matter who administers yotr course
you .can-complete it successfully by
earning grades.that average 3.2 or

Aligher. If you are on active duty, the :

aVerage.of-yoUr grades in all assign-,*
1.nents must be at least 3:2. If you are
NOT c-r active duty,'.thsaverage of yOur
grE)des in all assignments of each
credi.table unit must be at least 3.2.
The Unit-breakdown of the course, if ,
.any,l.s shown later ynder Naval Reserve
Retirement Credit.

WHEN`klURCOURSEISADMINISTERED
BY LOCALCOMMAND,

As oon as you have finished an
assignment, submit the completed self-
scoring answer sheet to the.officer
designate4iato.administer it. He will
check the ccuracy of your score and
discuss wi 41. you the items that you do
not undera4nd. You maY wish to record'
your scare On the assignment itself'
since the self-scoring answer sheet is
not returned.\

If you sr* completing this NXCC to
become eligiblto take'the fleet wide
advancement exaAination, follow a sched-
ule that will eriable you to complete all
assignments in time. Your schedule
shoUld call for the completion of at
least.one assignmelt per Month,

Although-you cOmplete the course
successfully, the Na al Education and
Training Program Dev opment Center will
not issue you a lette of satisfactory.
completion. Your co nd will make a
note in your service r cord, giving you
credit for your work.

WHENYOURCOURSEISADM STERED
BYTHENAVALEDUCATION' TRAINING
PROWLAMDEVELOPMUNTCE R

After finishing an
on to the next. Retain e
self-scoring answer sheet
finish all the.assignment
in the course'lif it is :no
units). Using the envelo
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mail your self-scored answer. sheetsto the
Naval Education and Training Program
Development Center where the -scores will

be verified and'recorded.,Make sure all
blanks At the top of each answer sheet

are filled.in. Unless yOu furnish ail the
information required, it\will be .,

iMpossible to give you credit for your

work. You may Wish\torecord your scores
on.the assignments \since the self-scoring
ansWer sheets areAfot returned.

\

\The Naval Education andTraining
,

.

Program DevelopMent Center wi'll iSsue a

letter of satisfactory completion to

certify successful completion\;of the

course (or a creditable unit Of. the

.course) To receiVe acourse-cOmpletion
letter, follow the directions given on

, the coUrse-completion form in the back.

of thiis NRCC.
!

You may keep the textbook an\
assignments for this cOurse. Return-them
.only in the event you disenroll from the

.course or otherwise fail to complet the

NAVAL RESERVE RETIREMENT CREDIT

This course isevaluated at, 21 Naval
Reserve retirement points, which will be
credited in'units as follows: Unit 1:
12 poihtS:upon satisfactory completion of
Assignments 1-through 8; and, Unit 2: 9

poirr15 upon satisfactory cor21etion of
.Assignments 9 through 14. These points
are,creditable to personnel eligible to
receive them under current directives
governing retiruMent of Naval Reserve
personnel. Naval Reserve retirement
credit will not be given tor this course
if the student has previously receiyed
retirement credit for an Aviation SupPort
%EquipMent Technician M 3 & 2, NRCC or .

OCC.

COURSE OBJECTIVE

course. Di,-ections for\returning the

textbook and assignments are given on, the
book-return form in tha back of this \

NRCC,

l' PREPARING FOR YOUR ADVANCEMENT \

I EXAMINATION \

I

,

,

1

. .

Your examination for. advancement ia\
. \

based on the Manual of Qualifications

for Adyancement (NAVPEPS 18068). The H .

.sources of .questions in this examination
.

.are given in the Bibliography for-
Advancement Study (NAVEDTRA 10052). Since

your:NRCC and textbOok are amongthe

,sources listed in this bibliography, be
'sure to study both iil preparing to take -

-your advancement examination. The
'qualifications for yOur rating may have
changed since your course and textbook

-.Avere printed, so refer to the latest
editions of NAVPERS 18068 and NAVEDTRA

-. 10052.

While coMpleting this course you will
demonstrate yOur understanding of course
material by Correctly answering items on,.
the following; the. ASM rating structure,,
requirements, procedurec, and sources of
,information to assist you in preparing for
'adVancement; operution and-maintenance of
.Aviation ground support eqhipment; operat-
ing principles and maintenance of gaso.Line
\arld diesel engines and associated, systems;
\operating principles ane: maintenance Of.
1as tUrbine compressors; Operating prin-

Ciples and maintenance of ground air Con-
ditioners; use 'of publications relating
to the ASM,rating; corrosion..cOntrol;* and
enviromental pollution control.

1

While :working on this nonresident
cazeer course, you mayirefer freely to the
text. You may seek-adVice and instruction
fromothers on problem arising in the
courSe, but the Solutions submitted must be
the result of your own work and decisiohs.
You are prohibited from referring to or
copying the solutions of others,or giving
completed soiutions to anyone else taking
the same course,.
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Naval nonresident career courses may include a variety of items .:.',multiple-choice, true-false,..
.

matching, etc.° The items7ire not grouped by type; regardless of type,'Ihey are presented in the 'same

.general sequence as the textbook Material upon which they are based. This presentation is designed

:to preserve continuity of thought, permitting step-by-step lievelopment of ideas. Some courses use

many types of, iteMs, others---on)y a.few. The student cinreadily identify the type of each item (and

the.action required-of hfm) through inspection of the samples given below.

MULTIPLE-CHOICE ITEMS

.

Each item Contains several alternatives, one of which provfdes the best answer to the item.

Stlect the best alterhative and erase the appropriate-box on'the answer;sheet.

SAMPLE,

s-1. The first person to be appointed SecretarTZTElefense. The erasure of a correct answer is in-

under.the National Security Actof 1947 was dicated in this way on.the answer sheet:

1. George Marshall
2. James Forrestal
3. Chester Nimftz
4. William Halsey

TRUE-FALSE ITEMS

Determine if the statement is true or false. If any part of the statement is false the state-

ment is to be considered. falte. Erase the appropriate box on the answer sheet as indicated below.

, SAMPLE

s-2...Any naval officer is authorized to CorreiFFE--
officially with a bureau of.theNavy Department
without his commanding officer'sendortement.

.

,-

,.. MATCHING ITEMS .1:1,-.

,.'.,

Each set of -Items consiits of twO columns', each listing wora;.phrases or sentences. The task

to select the item in column 13 whiCh is the best natal for the item in column A that is being

considered. .Specific inhructions are:given with each set of items. Select the.nUmbers identifying

the answers and erase the appropriate,boxes on the 'answer sheet.
:

.

jhe erasure of a correct ansWer is also
indicated in this way on,the answer
sheet:

HIM lulu

,
SAMPLE,

In items s-3 through 5-6,i match the name Erthishipboare officer in column A by selecting from

column El the name of,the department ikwhich'.the officer functions.

A. Officers

, -.

L'Departments

s-3. Damage Control ASsistant 1. Operations Department

5-4. CIC Officer 2. Engineering Department-

s-5. Assistant for, Disbursing .3; Supply DepartMent

t-6.:Communicationi Officer

The erasure of a corr,ct antwer is in-
dicated in this way on the rnswer sheet:

12

How To Score Your Immediate Knowledge of Results (IKOR) Antwe Sheets

3
I
4 Total the number of in- Sample o,--1,

coilect erasures (those
that show page numbers)
for each item and place
in the blank space at

'1 the end of each item.

Number of boxes:
erased incorrectly

_w__,__

0-2 3-7

Your score 4.0617)

Now TOTAL the column(s) of incorrect erasures and find your.score in the Table at the
bottom of EACH answer sheet.

NOTICE: If, on erasing, a page number appears, review text (starting on that page) and.erase again
- until "C",."CC", or "CCC" appears. For courses administered IV the Center, the'maximum ,

Kumber-of points,(or,incorrect erasures).will be deducted from eaCh item which-does-NOT have
a "C", "CC", or "CCCi uncovered (i.'e. 3 ptt. for7-617-5-oice items, 2.pts.-for three:Rhoice
items, and 1 pt. for T/F iteMs).

iii
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Assignrent. 1

Aviation Support Equipment Technician M Rating, Tools, and Lifting Devices

Text: Pages 1 - 42

In.this course you will demonstrate that learning has-taken'-place by correctly answering

training items. Tbe mere physical a'ct of indicating a choice on-an answer sheet is not in itself
important; it is-the mental achievement, in whatever form it may take, prior to the physical act

that is important and toward which :ler:resident career cours&Jearning objectives are directe4.

.The selection of the correct choice for a course training item indicates that you have fulfilled,

at lyast in part, the stated eojective(s).

The accomplishment of tertain objectives, for example, a physical act such is drafting a
mcv7, cannot.readily be..determined ht means of objective type conrse items; however, you can
de=astrate by means of'answers to training items that yod have acquired the requisite knowle4ge

to perform the physical act. The acComplichment of certain other learning objectives, for
m:Imple, the mental.acts of compaeni,-reCogniting, evaluating, chooising, selecting, etc., may
b reAlly demonstrate in a course by indicating the COrrect answers to training items.

:

Me comprehensive objective fo l. this course has already been given. It states the purpose

of the course in terms of what jrcr; will be able to do as you complete the course

.The detailed objectives in each assignment state what you should accomplish as you progreas

through the course. They may appear Singly or in clusters of closely related objectives, As
appropriatei they are followea by itema which will enable you to indicate-your accomplishment.

'.All objectives in this course are learning objectives anCitems are teaching iteiOs. They .

point out important things, they assist in learning, And they should'enable you td do aletter

job for thellavy

This selfstu4y course is only one part of the total. Navy_training program; by it Very

nature it can tgke you only pari of the way.to a training goal. Practical experience, sctrols,

nelectcd reading, and the desire to accomplish are also necessary to round out a fully meaning-

ful training progra.' ,

_Learning Objecave: Identify-the
general contents rr .:hepter 1 of
the text, and dist-mguish between
general,and service ratings, and
between the terms rate .and ratings.

.r.n what minual are the minimum.professional
qualifications for advancement in all rat-
Ings Asted?
1 NAVPERS 10056-D.

2. NAVPERS 18068 (Series)
3. NAVEDTA f0052-W
4. NAVEDTRA 10315-B

1 '

1-2. A general rating is one which reflects
qualifitetions in ,

skIllaidentified
peacetime Navy
civilian skills identified with
wartime Navy

3. broad occupational fields of rel,ted
duties and functions

4. subdivisions or specialties within
broad occuPational fields

;

1-3. The feting structure for naval enlisted
personnel in the AS rating provides fOr
-1. service ratings only
.2. general ratings only.
3. both general and service ratings
4. general, service, and emergency- rttings
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1-4. Which term identifies personnel o..cupa-
tionally by pay grades.%

1. Rate,
2. Rating
3. Assignment,
4. Billet

1-5. Which of.the following rates is a service

rate?
1. ASM2
2. AS1
3. ASCS.
4. ASCM,

1-6. Refer to figure 1-1 in your textbook. At

what rate level does the AS have his first
opportunity to apply for advancemene to
Warrant Officer (W-1)?
1. Second class
2. First Class
3. Chief petty officer
4. Master chief petty officer

1-77. The ASM s NOT'required to'perfc.rm mainte-
nance or service on which of the, folloWing
types of aviation support equipment?
1. Gasoline and diesel engines in self-

propelled.equipment and associated
adt:omotive systems

2. Gas turbine compressor units and air-.
conditioning systems used in servicing

aircraft
3. Gas turbine compresc.0: unit test'stands

4. ART-63. hydraqlic test stands

1-8. The specific dutise'which you will perform
at your apsigod activity,will depend
-largely upon the
i. Navy schooling you haiTexperienced
2, number of ASMs assigne0 to your

activity :4,
3. type -bf Activity to'Which'you are

,aigrie4 -

4. l'j-Ppe and number nt-cOrrespondence
cyursesyou have cbuiPleted

1-9. Personnel antid.patingirahafersto a new
activity and de3iring infopfiaticti\on duty
preferences should consult which of the
-.'llowing publications?

The Enlisted Transfer'MAnuali NAVPERS
15909.(Series)

2. NAVEDTRA 1.n052 (Series)

3. Thti Manuai of Qualifications for
Advancement, NAVPERS 18068 (Series).

4. The Recora of Practical Factors,
WAVEDTRA 1414/1

Learning Objective: Indicate prin-
ciples of-good leadership and the
relationship of-leadership to
advancement.

1-10. As an AS'advances, his success is judged
increasingly in terms of the
1. amount of work he does
2. amount of efficient work his men do
3. number of different billets he has;

filled-

4. neatness and orderliness of the work
areaa'for which he is responsible

1-11, Whitt: of the following publications should
the ASH atriker study in order to learn the
laaaliahip qualities expected of hii when
he advances to a petty officer rate?
1. Aviation Support EquiPment Technician

M 3 & 2, NAVEDTRA.10315-8
2. BibliograPhy for Advancement Study,

NAVEDTRA 10052 (Series)
Military Requirements for Petty Officer.

3 & 2, NAVEDTRA 10056 (Series)
List of Training Manuals and Cortes-
pondence Cour6ds, NAVEDTRA 10061
(Series)

laarning Objective: Recognize
advantages of, procedures for,
and materials to'be studied in
preparing for advancement.

1-12. In addition to receiving an increased
amounepf pay,the Personal benefits
realized from an-advancetent should`
include
1. a'feeling of accomplishment only
2. greater interest in the jobs to be done

only
3. increased respeet from both supervisors

and subordinates only
4. a feeling of accomplishment, greater

interest in the jobs to be done, and
increased respect from both supervisors
and subordinates

1-13.
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The professional requirements for the ASM3
and ASM2 rates are given in the Manual of
Qualifications.for Advancement ("Quals"
Manuel), NAVPERS 18068 (Series), as

1. knowledge factors and eXamination
subjects f

2. examination subjects,and- military fac-

tors

3, occupational standards
4. practical factors ani military factors



The 'Record of Practical Factors, NAVPERS
1414/1, forms a pert of eackASM's service'
record and provides a recor&of his
1. 'general performance on the job
2: grades of examinations required for

advancement ),

3. demonstrationnf skills required for
advancement

4. .military,qualifications in relation to
other men' in his rating

1-15. Which of-the following actions.should an
ASM take when he is transferred from one
activity to another?
1. Request a statement concerning his

qualifications from the activitThe is
leaving

. 5ecure his NAVPERS 1414/1 and take it
tnhis new commanding officer

3. Inform his new division chief that he'
has completed his practical factors

4. Ensure that his.NAVPERS 1414/1 is in
hin service record

1-16. The knowledge and skills required of a
particular rating concerning a SPECIFIC
weapons system are analyzed in the
1. applicable Rate-Training Manual
2. Personnel Qualifications. Standards

(PQS)

MAnual-of Qualifications for Advance-
ment
Record of Practical Factors

1-17. Guidelines for self-study of fundamentals
normally. taughtAn Preparatory, Fundamen-
tal, and Class-A schools are Outlined in
thePQS-seCtion entitled
1. *heory4100 Series
2. ..gy,stem0=200 Series
3. Watch etations-300 Series
.4. Qualification carde-400 Series

Which section of the Personnel Qualilica-.
4On Standards contains items designed to
determine if an individual has the abili-
ties necessary to perform maintenance on
-a system?
1.. 100 Series-Theory
2. 200 Seriee-Systeas
3. 300 Series-Watch stations
4. 400 Seriee7-Qualification cards

.1-19. What does a letter following the' NAVEDTRA
number aesigned-to the Bibliography for
Advancement Study, NAVEDTRA 10052 (Series),
indicate?
1. The BUTTR.:. Notice that supercedes the

publication -

. .

2. .A revision to the publicatim '-

3. A spplement to the publication
4. The effective date of.the publication

1-20. Before being eligible to take the Newp,wide
advancement examination:for a rate,'the--AS
must complete those training manuals marked
with an asterisk (i).in which publication?
1. The "Quals" Manual-
2. List of Training Manuals and Correspond-

ence Courses, NAVEDTRA 10061 (Series)
3. Training Publications for Advancement,

NAVEDTRA 10052 (5eries)
4. Manual of Enlisted Classifications,

NAVPERS1.5106 (Series)

1-21. Your textbook states that you should study.
the references which are recommended as well;
as thnse that are mandatory in the study
bihliography;in NA1EDTRA 10052 becauqe
L: completion of those courses is neces-

.sary-for being recOmMended for the next
rate

2. those references 'may furnish source
material for some questions'in the
written examination for advancement

3. you cannot be advanced wiehOnt being
examined on those references ,

4. those references are.for your knowledge
only and are not to be used for advance-. ,

-ment items

1-22. The general quSlifications whinh all
enlisted personnel are expected to demonJ-.
strata as a minimum for advancement at all
rate levels are
1. knowledge factors
2. ptactical factors
3. military ptandards/requirements
4. professional.qualifications

Learning Objective:
of training manuals
numbered.

Identify types
and how they ire

1-23. What kind of training Manual is Aviation
Snpport Equipment Technician M 3 &
NAVEDTRA 10315-B2.
1. Basic;
2. Rating
3 eneral
-4. Subject matter

1-24. The word basic, as ised in Rate Training
Manual.titles, has which of thelollowing.
meanings relatiWe to the material in the
basic manuall
1. The material is common to severol Nawy

ratings
2. The material should be studied-1,y all

Navy personnel

4 71'

3. .The material is.simple and:lundamental
enough.to be understood by.heginners

4. The material is basic.or fundamental to
the rating from which the manual'stitle,
is.derived



1-25. NAVEDTRA 10061 (Series) mayhelp you in
planning your study program for advance-
ment because it lists the
1. recodmenaed,and required rate raining

,manuals

applicable correspondence courses and
training manUals

3. minimum requirements for advancement
4; recomMended correspondence courses

The.fundamental purpose of a Rate Training
Manual is to
1. aid personnel to advance '

2. offer advanced study to graduates of
Navy schools s

3: teach.specific equiPments to personnel
iu specific ratings

4. cover the professional and military
aspects of specific rates

Learning Objective: Indicate
recommended waYs to study a

7-----traintag manual.

1-22. What is the first step to take in starting
) your study of%a Rate Training Manual?
/ 1. Read the chaPter headings

./
2. Outline the entire manual
3. Familiarize yourselrwith the'entire

manual
4. Prepare a list of Auestions to be

answered as study progresses

1-28: ' The reasons why suggestions 4 and"T.arg
: inclUded in the list ofatudy suigestiOns
given 'in.your textbook is that in follow-

ing_them you
1. write an outline of the manual whiCh

will be a valuable reference for
future study

2. areable tb peg'each subject to-sn
individual qualification as given in
the "Quals" Manual

3. are able to separate the military
qualifications from the Professional
qualifications in the textbook

4. familiarize yourself with the aims and
contents of the man

yo

a

subject areas to
thereby creating
situation

1 and relate the
r past experiences
excellent learning

4 7 5

1-29. You ask a shipmate to tell you what the'
textbook he is studying says about a
'given subject andlag,,Mswers "I know what
it,says but"plAan't.Pt it into words."
What canyou infer from.his 'statement?
1. The textbook is poorly written
2. HeAlas- "not reallylearned the informs-

tiOn pr sented .

3. The tex book information cannot be .

stated 4n words other than those used
in the book . .

.
.

4. He does 'not desire to let you.know what
. .

ihe has learned
. .

1-30: When must you succeSafully complete the
'.' E-4 or E-5 bilitaryagadership examine-

,
tion?

,
.

:
1. At the same time the professional

examination is administered
2. Prior to participating in he profes-

sional examination
3. Akter successfully comple trtA:Ae pro-

fessional examination . t %

4. At any time, as approrx9te :

Learning Objective: Recognize
properprOcedurei for the issue
and turm,in of tools, and the
iMportance:of tool inVentory:._

1-31. Thejssuing of tools to an ASM is the,
responsibility of
1. the shop chief
2. the.division chief

.3. repair shop personnel
4. toolroom personnel

1-32. Upon completion of a job, what main purpoie,
if§ served by the reinventory of tools
taken to r.1..e job?

1. It air.a in keeping trackof,tools
issued

2. It is a'checi for tools against the
toolroom allowance

3. It is a check for tools left within or
around the-equipment.

4. It.provides. i Check of tools that are
on tamporary,cUStody

When,a repair job which requires the use
of a special:pbol for seVeral days is in
progress; wheeshould theAool be returned.
to the tooirobm?
1. 'As, directed by thetdivision chief
2. Immediately after the CDI'has completed

his inspection,
3. After QA has inspected and approved the:

repairs
4. When the job is completed or at:the

end of-theLday

1-33.
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Learning Objective: Identify

various types of handtools, their
operating 'and design character-
ist-es, and their proper uses
and care.

1-34. For which of the following operations are
diagonal pliera best suited?
1. Grasping cylindrical objects

2. Cutting objects flush.with the'surface
3. Bending heavy gage material.

4. Straightening bent cotter .pins

1-35. What advantage does a 6-point socket have

over a 12-point socket?
1. It.has a 6-point diive
2 Each of its flats allows a 30-degree

.:urning movement

3. It is not subject to as much wear when
used on stainless,steel.nuts

4. It needs to swung only half as much
before it is lifted and fitted for a
new grip

.-

1-36. The size of 6-point,and 12-point socket
oPenings_are graduated in increments of

-1-40. When a nut is turned with an adjustable
wrench, which of the following procedures
should NOT be used?
1. 'Setting the jaw to grip the nut firmly

2. Gripping the nut in the throat r the

jaw
3. Drawing the handle toward the adjust-

able jaw .

4. Using a pipe extension for more lever-
age

1-41. A damaged common screwdriver may be
repaired-by the use of a/an
1. file
2. emery wheel
3. whetstune
4. oilstope

1-42. Using.a Read and Prince or Phillips Screw-
driVer:on ehe wrcing type.of screw-will .

damage the
1. work
2. screwhead
3. screwdriver
4. worker

1-43. For a bolt to hold tight enough and NOT
bteak when pressure is exerted against it,
it mutt ha properly tightened by a

1. 1/16 in. 1. socket wrench

2. 1/8. in. 2. box-end wrench

.3., 1/.4 in. 3. torque wrench.

4. 3/8 ',in.. 4, open-end wrench

Items 1-37 and 1738 refer to.the eollowing

410 -socket.wrench handles.

A. Speed handle

Refe.r tO'table -2-1 in your textbOok.. Six"

Inace-inches of torque equgl how many
graincentimetera of torque?

jtatChet handle - .1. 12

C. Sfiding T-bar handle 2. .24

D. Hinged handle 3. 216
4.'

Tr ..-handle has a built-in reversible

:re?

1-38. , in orderto remove a nut ih.a
izing A, the.nut.should first
by using
1. B only. ,
2. i or C only
3. D only
4. B, C, or. D

hurry util-
be loosened

".

1-39. Which of the socket wrench accessories
illustrated in figure 2-2 of your textbook

should you nse toAurn a 1/4-inch square,
drive socket' with a 318-inch square drive

handle? ,

1., Adapter
2. Extension bar
3. Universal joint
4. Universal socket 476

5

1-,-45. Which type of turque wrench can be preset
to.thp desired torque?
1. Deflecting beam

Micrometer aetting
3. Rigid-frame
4. Dial indicating

C

1-46, To determine the proper torque to appiy
to a fastener, to what publication should
you refer?
1. The maintenance manual for the equip-

ment cc

2. The torque value"conversion table
3. The torque wrenc...1 caiibratioh instruc-

tion
4. The torque wrench accuracy range table

1-47. How often should a torqueyrench be testedl
1. Every 15 days .

2. Every 25 days
3. Every 30 days
4. Every 60 days



1748: ilhat.type of hammer or mallet should
..normally te used to straighten thin eheet
metal ducting?
1. Ball peen hammer
2. Plastic mallet
3. Rawhide mallet

. 4. Metal hammer

149. If a hardened steil surface must be struck
and a soft hammer is NOT available, the
surface should be protected by a piece of
1. copper only:
2. copper or brass only
3. brass or lead only
4. copper, brass, or lead

In items:1-50.through 1-53 concerning holding
feble, eeleCefrom column B the pliers associeted
with each statement listed in columnA.

1-50.

A. Statements B. Pliers'

Can be claniPed and locked 1. Duckbill'

in position.by pulling the
lever toward the handle 2: Needle-

nose

3.. lciannel-
ock

1-51. Suited for use in confined
areas where fingers cannot
be.msed

1-52. Contains coarse jaw teeth
graeping cylindrical

ri,jects

-1-53. Contains a side cutter
.near the throat and
serraticns near the nose

1-54. What tool in designed to retrieve small
. objects from places.that are inaccessible

by hand?
1. Mechanical fingers'
2. Needle-nose pliers
S. Slip-joint pliers
.4. Duckbill pliers

Learning Objective: Relative to
special tools ana equipment util-'
ized by the ASM, identify uses and
operating cheracteristics/techniquee.

6

1-5. If a four-cycle engine's speed (rpm) is
obtaineSby holding the'tip of:a manual
tachometer against the camehaft, the speed
is read as
1. four timee the pointer, indication on

the dial
2. twice the pointer indication on the

dial
3. the poir:'er indication on the dial
4. half the pointer indication'on the

dial

1-56. When used on a gasoline engine,:where is
the electric tachometer connected?
1. To the p51ma4r circuit
2. TO the secondary circuit;
3. To the/battery cirCuit
4. To the nuMher one spark plug

1-57. When,the compression tester is used, how
man/yengine revolutions are necessary to
check the proper functioning of the rings,
'valves, and'askete?
1: One
2. Two
3. .Threa
4. Four

1-58. Trouble which-must be,Ncorrected before ,

satisfactory enene-performance can be
expected is indicated if,Nafter connecting
a cylindet leakage tester to e cylinder,
you can heatair eilcaping Olrough.the
1, carburetor only

. .

2. ,exhaust,pipe or the Carburetor only
3. crankcase filter pipe only
4. exhaust pipe, carhuretor, or crankcase

filter pipe

1759. When a vacuum gage is useA, which Oi.the
following rules must'be adhered to in
order to obtain an accurate reading?
1. The gage must beIgaced or held in a

-.vertical position
The ..:onnection between'the intake
manifold and the gage'must be loose

3. All restrictions or dirt must be
removed from the intake manifold.and,
gage openings,"

4. The engine must be.turned over one,
revolution



In'items 1-60 through 1-63 concerning the use of
the vacuum gagato diagnoseangine trouble,

c, select/the malfunction frOm'column B that causes,
each gage indication listed in column A..

/A. Indications B.

1-60. Reading changes,
slowly between 14
and 16 inchea

1-61. Reading af 15 inches
when-cruising at
40 tph

1-62.. Steady reading of,
10 inches'

1.

1-63. Bouncing reading
from normal to,belaw
normal and back

).

Malfunctions

Compression leak-
past the piston
rings

2. Valve timing
incorrect

3. Improper carbu-
retion at idle

4. Sticking valve

Although smoke from an oil burning engine
does.NOT materially affect the re'ading of
the exhaust gas analyzer, continued use of
the analyzer on oil burning engines will
1. dull ittsensitivity
2. cause irreparable corrosion probleffis

.3. short out the analyzer
4. require replacement ofHtfie 'analyzer

7

1-65. Which of the following resistance creating
devices may be used as a dynamometer to
absorb energy?
1. .A hydraulic cylinder
2. An electric armature revolving in a

-magnetic field

.3. A fan revolving in compressed air.
4. A mechanical sprin

1-66. Which-of the following statements.concern-
ing the chassis dynamometer is INCORRECT?
1. Its use eliminates the interference of

body noise
2. It can be used to test and adjust auto

matic transmissions
3. It can be used to.test an engine with-

out remo7ing the engine from the
vehicle

4. It can be used to balance the.front
end,

Where ils:the ignition ligbt hooked up for
checking tbe timing-on pn engine?
1. To the number,one cylinder
2. To the limber two cylinder
3. 'To the number three.cylinder
40 To the-number four cylinder

1-67.

'478,

-
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Assignment 2
, .

Tools and Lifting Services and Aviatibn Support EquipMent,

-

Text: Pages 43 - 81

=itilt,

.

Learning Objcrtive -(Continued): Rela-

tive t speciA tools and equipment
utilized-by the AS11, identify operating
and7design,characteristioa, operating
techniques, and uses. .

_

27.X. In addition to-removing small pits Or 1:1rns
,fiom the faces of yalves, the valive refacer

can also be usecf,to

1. squate tappets
2. square valve stems
3. grind push rods
4. grind valve4seats

1'

In items 2-2 through'2-5, select from column R
the. components of vaIVe seat grinders that are,--.
associate&with each statement listed in column
A. , '

A. Statements

2-2. They are available in \
three grades-1for cast
iron, hard steel, and

B. Components

1. Drivers

2. Valve
linishing 'guide -

)

pilots

° 2-3. They are threaded .on .

one end for attaching 3. Vallis eeat

the stone ;

;

'e:k grindinA
stone

2-4. They_provide alrigid sleeves

44- axis-for the grinding - .

stone sleeves ! ' 4., Valve seat
,- _

2-5. They incorporate a
poeitive yibr4ing

'action.4tc2 minialize
;

stone loeding,,:speedup
grinding, and 'educe
seone wear

grinding
stones

4

. ,

2-6, The final process of fitting a newly ground
valve and seat-Consiste of.rubbing the valve
seating face against the valve seat. Thie
-is accomplished by using a

.1. valve guide
2.: valve .1apper

refacer
4. self7centering valve guide pilot

2-7,- If a valve spring is used.that does NOT meet.
the tension requirements listed in the
engine manufacturer'S'manhal, which ofsthe.
following would:NOT resUlt?
1. Undue wear bn ;he valve operating

mechanism
Z. The valve mayrnot seat properly
3. The valve, maV burn

4. An,elongated valve. ,

2-8. What tool.is used when theyalve.spring
retaining locks are removed from the valve
stem?
1. Valve spring tester

Self-centering valve guide
3. Valve spring compreasor
4. Valve retaining.punch

.

- 2-9. When the spark plug cleaner is used, sanii
iS air blasted against the electrode end
of a spark plug.to

..11-. 'eliminate high-presstge plug firing

failure.
2. remove the cleaning oolvent

.3: elimNfft% tofu:small A gap between

electrodes
4. remove carbon deposits

4.,

-

2-10,. Which of the following:statements concern-
ing air compressors is correct? .

1.
\
'A gasoline driven sompressor is usually

' placed inside the shop
2. Algovernor controls Ehe unloader,Valve

a gasoline driVen compressor .'
3.. A pressure!of 80 psi is normally the ,

maximum Pressure setting okthe auto.-
...

matit tontrol
4. A hay ,Illtottle controls the automatic

-nderloader valve on the compressor

iir
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2-11. Which oftheloIlowing statements conCeih---17.
ing permanently installed lubrica;teon
equipment is'INCORRECT?
1. High-pressure lings*carry the-lubri-

cants from the containers,to Cie guns
2. Switching a slot pitt in the.handle of

. the gun will deterMine whether high-
or low-pressure will-be delivered

3. Permanent installations'can be,used
for chassis lubricant's, gear lubr17
cants, automatic ,,:ansmisSion flUids, 2-18.
And air . .

4. Air-operated pumps arejoaated'on the
-lubricant containers

2-12. Refer to figure 2-45 in your taxtbook.
This installation is NOT equipped to
handle which of.the following kinds of

:lubricants?

,

1. Gear lubricants
2. Chassis lubricants .

.

3. Automatic transmission lubtittants

.4._..Powdered graphite

i

s

.In items.27413 through.2-16 refer to figures 2-49
through 2-$1 and 2-53'in your.teitbook. ,Sele4tr' !bc

, the compilants listed in coluMn B that ma'.e..0
! each pullteV listed in column A.

A. Pullera-

2-13,.--U7iversal
ligaringand es

1.".

2-14. (Pudh and

:pule Ppiler
seNt

B. Components.'

2715. Universal
wheel
puller set

2716. Slide hammer
puller set--.

. .

2.

3.

4.

A pressure Screw with
slide\bar,,a C-shaped
body,.a jaw holder,
two 2Arge jaws, two

'1
small jaws, and_two
jaw pins

A two- and three-way'
.yoke, three mediuM-
jaws, two small jaws,
and 'a locking feature

A body and drive
assembly, three long'
jaws,'i special
grooved hub set, and
t:ipered right-,and
left-hand threaded-
stud nuts

13 1/2-inch steel
slotted bar to- receive
_i41ra of legs, of .

various lengths, a 1-
inah threaded pressure
sCrew 13 inches long,
and numerous attach-
ments and adapters.

1'lt4fer to figure 2-56: Wh n the uniVersal /

push and-puIler set is 9d to remove a /

camshaft gear,from ari éig1rte without
removini the camshaft, the tightening -/

force ipa7plied to.the
1. case

/
2. engine -

camshaft
aam§hadar

Refer to figure 2-57. When the universal
push and puller set ia'used to remove a
bevel pinion shaftjroma transmission,
the,tightening forde-ia applr,ed to the
1. bevel geaf
2. pinion shaft
3. transmission case
4. cam gear

,

2719. -4Refer'to figures 2752 and 2760 in-your
textook. WW87t component of the dylinder
sLegve pulierAs adjustable to the posi-
tion'of-the cylinder head studs and is:
used todenter the tool inthe cylinder?,

' 1. Adakor plate
2. Forcing-aargw. '

3. Three-way head .

4. Extension and.sWivel asse-biy

4,

.,LeahlinkObjectime: Recogni the

different tYpga uf lifting d vices
and-thR4 chatarteristits an uses. ".

163*

In iteMs:2-20 thrqugh 2.-22, select from-c11:7 B
the typa-of-Aack 'that_is best suited.for
situation listed in .cciiumn A.

.6.
-7

2-20. The req:sired capacity is
small

2:21: The requIred capacity is
great and the extended
heights vary

A. Situations

2-22. Parts are-to be pulled .

together or pushed apart

.--11(

B. Lacks

1. Rack bar
or screw _

2. Out,,gev-

Vertical
hydraulic =

2-23. Which of the following typek of
be used to perform the greatest
different types of operations?
. Vertical hydraulic

Pus7-pull hydraulic
Vertical screw.,

4. Outrigger.screk
/ .

4 80

0

s

jacks can
number of



2-24. Of the hoists listed, what is the correct
descending order of efficiency?
1. Screw gear hoist, spur gear hoist,

and differential hoist
2. Spur gear hoist, screw gear hoist,

and differential hoist
3. Spur gear hoist, di ferential hoist,

and screw gear hoi
4. Differential hoist, screw gear hoist,

and spur gear hoist

2-25. As a safety measure, which part of a hoist
is intentionally built the weakest and
requires close observafton for signs of
overlodding?
1. The chain
2. The shell of the upper block
3. The lower hoOk
4. The upper hook

Learning Objective: Indicate
precautions to be followed in
forming tasks with tot:as, and
if these precautions are NOT
lowed.

safety
per-
results
fol-

2-26. Should gasoline or other flammable liquid
be spilled on the shop floor, which of
the following procedures is NOT recom-
mended?
1. Turn on the exhaust fah or open all

doors and windows to dispel vapors
2. Wipe up the liquid and dispose of the

rags in a covered container
3. Cover the spot with sweeping compound

before sweeping it up
4. Flush with water

2-27\t. Compressed air, when used for power tools,
is classified as a possible hazard because
1. the compressed air may be contaminated
2. at close range compressed air can

bruise or otherwize injure.the body
3. compres'sed air can expand tolerances

within the tool and make.it a hazard
; 4. it may be used inside buildings

2-28. Smoking should be permitted in a shop only
lif

1. the weather does not permit smoking
outside

12. smoking areas are marked off
13. the windows and doors are open
4. there are no flammable 'materials in

the shop

Learning Objective: Identify types,

uses, capabilities, and characteris-
tics of aviation handling equipment.

2-29. Which of the following types of handling
equipment used in the support of naval
aviation is NOT the rebponsibility of the
ASM?
1. NS-60 cranes
2. Tow bars and tow tractors
3. Chocks and tiedowns
4. B & H cranes

In items 2-30 through 2-33, select from column B
the tow tractor that has each characteristic
listed in column A.

A. Characteristics B. Tow
Tractors

2-30. It has a drawbar pull of 1. TA-18
8,500 rounds

2. MD-3A

2-31. It has a gross weight of
25,800 pounds 3. TA-75

4. MC-22-32. It has a pushbutton!
controlled automatic
transmission

2-33. It has a rear-mounted
gas turbine compressor

2-34. Which of the following tow tractors exerts
the greatest drawbar pull?
1. MD-3
2. MD-3A
3. TA-18
4. TA-75A

2-35. Where can you find information concerning
the correct tow bar to be used with a
particular aircraft?
1. The Aircraft Flight for that

type of aircraft
2. The handbook for the type of aircraft

tow vehicle to be used
3. The manufacturer's 1n6tructions for

that lype of aircraft
4. The aircraft's "Yellow Sheet"

4 8 I
10



2-36. The universal chock used aboard aircraft
carriers is adjustable to fit any landing
gear wheel up to a maximum of how many
inches in diamter?
1. 45 in.
2. 47 in.
3. 50 in.

4. 55 in.

2-37. What is the most common type of tiedown
used aboard aircraft carriers?
1. Hurricane tiedown
2. TD-1A
3. TD-4
4, Wire rope

"In items 2-38 through 2-43, select from column B
the mobile crash crane that has each character-
istic listed in column A.

A. Characteristics

2-38. Designed for lifting, maneu-
vering, and removing crashed
aircraft from air station
runways and surrounding
areas

2-39. Designed to lift and carry,
crashed aircraft on the
flight deck of aircraft
carriers

2740. Operated by ac power and
moved by dc power

2-41. Operated by ac power and
moved by a prime mover
powered by a diesel engine

2-42. Equipped with electrically-
controlled multiple disc
brakes

2-43. Equipped with pneumatically
air-controlled disc brakes

B. ransh

2. MB-1A

Learning jcctive: Recognize capa-
bilitie operating characteris-
tics of 6. nu support equipMent,
including applicable,maintenance
procedures and safety precautions.

482

2-44. Which of the following electrical power
units is/are self-Propelled?
1. .NC-2A only
2. NC-10 and NC-12 only
3. NC-2A And NC-12 only
4. NC-2A, NC10, and NC-12

2-45. Wich electrical power unit is designed
for §torting aircraft aboard a carrier in
case the deckedge power is disrupted?t
1. NC-2A
2. NC-5
3. NC-10
4. NC-12

2-46. 'The NC-2A is powered by a/an
1. 'gasoline engine
2. electric motor
3. diesel engine
4..\ hydraulic pump

2-47. The front axle, 28 vdc motor is capable
of driving the NC-2A up to a maximum
speecLof
1.

2. 10 mph
3. 14 mph
4. 24 mph

2-48. How many cylinders
engine have?
1. Six
2. Two
3. Three
4. Four

does the NC-8A diesel

2-49: What does che NC-10B furnish to an aircraft
for power?
1. 90 kva, 120/208 vac, 3 phase, 400 Hz
2. 60 kvid0.20/208 vac, .3 phase, 400 Hz'

3. 30 kver110/200 vdc, 3 phase, 2d0 Hz
4., 30 kva, 110/200 vac, 2 phase, 400 Hz

2-50. Motor generator assemblies supply ac and
dc power for aircraft servicing and
component testing. This power must
possess what characteristics?
1. High voltage and high current
2. High voltage and low current
3. Low voltage and high current
4. Low voltage and law current

2-51. The various types of forklift trucks which
the ASM may be required to maintain will
be powered by
1. gasoline engines only
2. diesel engines only
3. electrical engines
4. either gasoline or diesel engines

11



2-52. What restrictions, if any, are there with
reference to personnel Operating fork-
lifts?
1. The operator must have 20/20 vision

(corrected)
2. The operator must be a rated man
3. The operator must be licensed
4. None; anyone may operate a forklift

27.53. The two-cylinder, air-cooled engine of the
NPH-3 portable preheater drivgs the
1. vehicle
2. generator only
3. ventilating air blower only
4. genera'or and air blower

2-54. Air-conditioning units are identified by
which letter designation?
1. NC
2. AC
3. NR
4. NB °

2-55. An NR-5C air conditioner is used
an aircraft's
1. engines
2. exhaust gases
3. cabin
4. generator(s)

2-36. The NR-5C is powered by a/an
1. diesel engine
2. eloctric motor
3. gasoline engine
4. set of batteries

,..,. J.
. ,

2-61. Should mechanical or hydraillic failure of
the 47A weapons loader-occur, the load
will
1. slowly lower to .the "at-rest" position

2. rise to the highest position
3. automatically set ..the parking brake

4. remain stationary

2-62. Which the !,:ollowing statements about

the r-36 airfield maintenance truCk is
INCOUher
1. it has a coil and distribut,t type of

ignition systel
2. Its air-cooled, 34-horsepower engine

has four cylind,rs
3. Both its transnission and steering are

manually opera.led

4. It has pneumatically-operated shoes .

located in the front wheel brake drums

2-63. The P-36 airfield maintenance,truck.is
better suited for use on paved surfaCes
than on nonpaved surfaces.because of itsj

to cool 1. air-cooled engine
2. open operator's compartment
3. five-inch clearance
4. 34-horsepower engine

2-64. What is the purpose of oil b'eing sprayed
on the underside of the pistons in the
engima
1. 7o increase oil flow
2. To assist in piston cooling
3: To innrease piston heating
4. To increase engine speed

2-57. Gas turbine power units are exivtn by-
1. diesel engines
2. gas engines
3. electric motors
4. gas turbine engines

2-5$. What do the gas turbine units used in
ground support equipment supply?
1. Air for aircraft starters
2., Refrigeration for aircraft cabins
3. Power drive for tow tractors
4. Refrigeration for pilot comfort

2-59. What are the two pressures of compressed
air supplied by thp NCPP-105?
1. 5:2 and 3:0
2. 5:1 and 3.6:1
3. 5:1 and 3.6:3
4. 5:1 and 5.6:3

2-60. How are the lifting.and handling functions
of the 47A weapons loader powered?
1. Electrically only
2. MechaniOally only
3. Hydraulically
4. Electrically and mechanically

Zr

2-65 What will NOT decrease the warmup time and
maintain the proper operating temperature
of the engine?
1. The regulator valve in the water jacket
2. The thermostatically controlled radia-

tor shutters
3. The NPH-3 portable prehear
4. The heat riser

2-66. The MB-5 has a semiautomatic transmission
that provides (a) how many speeds forward
and (b) how many speeds in reverse?
1. (a) 4 (b) 2
2. (a) 3 (b) 1

3. (a)

4. (a)

4 (b)1
4 (b) 4

2-67. When the transmission is in low gear, at
what speed should the engine be running
before shifting to the next higher gear?
1. 2,200 rpm
2. 2,300 rpm
3. 2,400 rpm
4. 2,500 rpm

12
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2-68. How many ways can the auxiliary gergrator
be started?
1. One
2.- Two
3. Three
4. Four

What is the "using" division onboard
carriers? %.

--- _

2. V-2 division
3. GSE division
4. V-4 division

2-69.

2-70. The
the
1.

-2.

3.

4.

,2-72. he AHT-63 test stand_is. capable of circu-
lating_13-gallons7of-hydr4U11.-f1did per
idnute through the system at a pressure of
1, 1,000 .psi

2. 3,000 psi
3. 3,500 psi
4, 5,000 psi

The gasoline engine that powers the steam
ts power to the pumps,

magneto, and fan via a
1. V-belt
2. direct coupling
3. geared coupling
4. fluid drive assemblyhydraulic test stand is connected to

aircraft's hydraulic systems by
quick disconnects
b-4 nuts
bayonet fittings
plug ins

2-71.. What type of pump does the AHT-63
hydraulic unit have?
1. Rotary.piston
2. Axial piston
3. Gear rotary
4.. Axial gear

2-74. -What fuel is used in steam cleaners
heat the cleaning compound?
1. Kerosene.
2. Diesel fuel
3. Aircraft gasoline

' 4. Automotive gasoline

to

2-75. The portable dry honing machine is pri-
marily used with
1. ground suppw.t equipment
2. aircrafZ and aircraft components
3. hoisting slings
4. ordnance support equipment

13
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Assignment
Aviation SupPort Equipment, Physlcs

Text: Pages 82 - 106

L.

Learnins Objective (Continued):
Recognize capabilities and
operating characteristics'of
ground support equipment, includ-
ing applicable.maintenance
procedures and safety precautions.

3-1.. What type of abrasive should be used in
the dry honer.on metal that will corro-

-:,sively react with aluminum?
Soft grit

'2. Glass beads
3. Aluminum oxide
4. Sand

3-4. Inasmuch as the P5R uir compressor can be
used to charge both low-and high-pressure
aircraft pneumatic systeM's, what is the
charging range of the air compressor?
1. 0 to 1,000 Psi
2. 0 to 2,500 psi
3. 0 to 3,000 psi
4. 0 to 5,000 psi mc

3-5. The P5R air compressor's engine speed is
controlled by what type of governor?
1. Vacuum
2. Mechanical
3. Cent0fugal flyball '

4. Hydrauli-

376. The unpowered urvek dollies commOnly
referred to as
1. tractor dollies

, 2. crash dollies
3. vehicle dollies.
.4.. aircraft dollies

3-2. The dry honing machine operates satis-
factorily on air pressures and flow ranging
_from
1. 80 to 90 psi and.70 to 80 cubic feet

per minute
2.. 80 to 100 psi and 80 to 90 cubic feet

per minute

3. 90 to 100 psi and 60 to 70, cuhlc feet
per minute

4. 100 to 110 psi and 90 to 100 cubic feet
per minute

3-3. What must be done whe-- ing wit4 the
dry honer to prevent L ss of a8rasivies?
1. The blast contro ye must bd

released before . L.n is raised from
the surface

2. The blast control valve must be
released before the gun is pressed
to the surface\

3. The blast contra yalve must be
released at all times

4. The blast control valve must be closed
at all times

Relative to the,maintenence of unpowered
trailers, dollies, and carts. ASMs are
responsible.for which of the following
tasks?
1. Repair
2. Lubrication
3. Component replacement
4. Painting

3-8. Movement and spotting of an aircraft where
very little maneuvering room is available

9 can best be accomplished by the use of the
1. MD-1A

.2. l'.10Di3

3. SD-1D
- -A. TD-1A

3-9. What must you do to the handle at the
end of the control arm of the SD-1D air-
craft spotting dolly to control the forward
and backward movements of the dolly?
1. \Push it to the right or to the left
2. Push it forward or pull it backward
3. Depress or raise.it
4. Twist it

C.:4 7.

ta
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3-10. What is the maximum lifting weight of the 3-16. What is the smallest unit into which a

' SD-ID spotting dolly?. 4-.'

.

--dioof water can be divided'and still

1. 16.000 lb _ _ retain the charActeristim of voter?

2. 26,060 fb 1. Atom

3. '36,000 lb 2. Proton

4. -46,000 lb 3....Molelu1e

4: Elecfton
. . .

174. What equipment ahould be used when an
'entire aircraft is to be jacked?

.. 1. Tripod jacks ,

2. Single-base_Sacks_
3, Iripod jacks in conjunction-with a

sling hoist
4. Single-base jacks in conjunbtion

a slirip hoist

3-12. You discover heavy gasoline,leakage from a
vehicle. In addition to reporting the
condition you shotrid

1. place a warning lantern near the vehicle
2. start the engine and move the vehicle

to another spot
3. warn others of the danger of vapors

4. close the windows of the vehicle
immediately

.

3-17. Oxygen will retain its characteristic--------

1 after itAlus been subdivided----ivtir-'-

Learning Objective: Recognize the

ASM's need for understanding the ---;

basic laws of physics, and identify
the basic concepts-of measurement.

3-13. The three broad categories of measurement
are
1. magnitude, volume, and time
2. height, length, and width

3: direction, location, and time

4. direction, magnitude, and time

3-14. Which measurement is based on a Combination

of magnitudes?
1. Size
2!. 'Temperature
3. Pressure
4. Frequency

3-15. Which measurement is based
of measurement categories?
1. Speed
2. Voltage
3. Distance
4. Pressure

on a combination

Learning Objective: Identify basic
terms and principles relating to
matter, and solvq problems eoncerned.
-with gases:

1. atoms -

2. protons,
3. neutrons
4. -electrons

3-1E. The weight of an atom is
entirely in theatpm's
1. nucleus
2.

3.

4.

3-19.

protons
neutrons
electrons

contained almost

When is the atom considered electrically
neutral?
1. When there are two electrons for one

proton in.the entire atom
2. When there is one electron for each

proton in the entireatom
3. When there is one electron for every

two proeons in the entire atom
4. When;there are four electrons for

eaah'two protons in the entire atom

3-20. What prevents electrons fxom being drawn
toward the nucleus?
1. Atomic weight
2. Centrifugal force
3. Centripetal force
4. Electrical repulsion

3-21. 'What does the chemical combination of two

or more elements form?
1. An isotope
2. A mixture
3. A compound
4. A new element

3-22. What is the atomic number of an element?

1. The weight of its nucleus
2. The number of its orbiting electrons
3. The sum of its protons and electrons

4. The number of protons in its nucleus

3-23. Ordinary drinking water if formed frrim

what two gases?
1. Hydrogen'and.carbon fluids
2. Hydrogen and carbon dioxide
3. Hydrogen and oxygen
4. Oxygen and carbon dioxide

4816
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=---1.-27.14_b-jbethrei-hatural states in which matter

may"exist are
'1. fluid, porous, and.vapgr.
2. solid, liquid, and gas
3. electron,'oproton, and neutron

4, physical, chemical, and nuclear

3-25. What characteristic of molecules determines
the state of the matter they form?

1. Their weight
2. Their magnitude
3. _The extent of their motion

4. The amount of heat they Contain
0

In items 3726 through 3-28,.select from column 3
the physical deicription that applies to each
state of matter listed in column A.

B. Physical

A. States of Natter Descriptions

3-26. Solid

3-27. Liquid

3-28. Gas

Has a definite
volume but no
definite shape

2. Has neither a
definite volume'
nor a definite
shape

3. Has a definite
volume and a ,

definite-shape

_

3-31. Which of the following statemente concern-
ing.liquids is.INCORRECT?

1. The utilization of hydraulic maChinery.
permitS liquids to be used to alter
input forces and to gain advantage in
distance and pressure

2. Energy.is tranimitted through liquids
practical:: instantaneously :....1 equally
in all directions with lictle or no

loss in power
3. Being completely flexible, liquids

can 'Easily transmit energy around
bends, thereby making remote,locations
of-servos possible

4. Liquids provide an excellent mechani-
cal advantage because'of their fluid-7

ity and their compressible nature

3-32. What is the advantage of the hi:aulic 4

servomechanism system over.!the lectrical

seriomechanism system?'
1. .The electrical servo requires less

t'uild up time

2. The hydraulic servo requires
workers to build up

.3. The two'systems will require
build_up time

4. The hydraulic servo will build up
faster than the e/ectrical servo

3-33.

4. Has an indefinite
volume and
definite shape //3 -34:

3-29. Oil from a crankcase clings to a metal
dipstick because of the oil's

2. '\aohesion

3.. dhesion
4. lasticity _

3-30. Stee tan NOT be pulled apart easily

beca se
1. is ,molecules exert a slight cohesi,,e

force between themselves

2. cohesion and adhesion between its
crystals serve to bond them together

3.. its molecules exert a great molecular

force that resists separation

4. a tremendous adhesive foree betimen its

molecules causes them-to cling:.

.together

16
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two

the same

Since there are 25.4 millimeters iu each

inch, standard pressure it.z represented-by

how many inches of mercury?
1. 25.40 in.
2.
3. 29.92 in.
4. 30.02 in.

A gage reading of the pressure in an
autamobile tire repreients the

1. local atmospheric pressUre plus the

absolute pressure
2. absolute pressure minus the local

atmospheric pressure

3. local atmOspheric preesure minus, the

atmoepheric pressure
4. aboslute.pressure.

3-35. An absolute pressure of 37.6 psi at see

level may be obtained by
1. adding 76 psi to a gage pressure of

-38.4 psi .

2. changing gage pressure to atmospheric
pressure

3. subtracting'17.7 psi from a gage
pressure-of. 52.3 pei

4. adding 14.7 psi to a gage pressure of

22.9 psi



40:.

3736'. According to the Wetic theory, which of
the following.statements concerning
absolute zero is corrects:r
1: It is the temperature at which no heat

remains in a gas, but not the lowest
temperature obtainable

2. jt has been attained only once at
which time the absolute zero point

t of -273.16° C was determined
3. It is the temperature at which it is

belived that all molecular activity
in a substance.ceases

4.- It is the: temperatureto which liquids,
'solids, and gases can be reduced and
at which most molecular activity
'teases

3-40,

3-41.

Use Boyle's law to solve the following
problem. 'A gas is confined in'30 cubic
feet of apace at an abEisolute pressure of

50 psi. If the volume of the space is
changed so thatthe pressure is increased
to an absolute value of 100,psi, what
.is the new volume in cubic feet?
1. 13.4 ft3

2. 15 ft3

3. .19.4 ft3

4. 60 ft3

In solving.problems involving absolute
40 temperature it becomes necessary to

eonvert Celsius (centigrade) to absolute by add-
ing 273 degrees to the Celsius reading. Thus,

15° C equals 288° absolute. .

3-38. Use Charles',1aw to solve the folioWing
problem. If the volume of a gas is 400
cubic feet at a temperiture)of 10° C, what
will be its volume in ruble-feet ig,tng%..
temperature is.raised to 60° C7

1. 470.67 ft3

2. 476.70 ft3
3. 9,300 ft3

4. 4,200 ft3

3-39. If it is observed that the pressure of gas
in a sealed container has increased, it
can be assumed that

heat has been absorhed byithe gas
2.. Lest has been.removed from the gas

3. the kinet c energy of the gas has
decreased

4. molecules of the gas have gained
energy krom each other while col-
liding

-

.17

_

,
The general gas equatinn used in the
of gases ta a combination of the gas
of
1.. Charles and Boyle only
2. Charles and KelVin only
3. toyle and Fahrenheit
4. Boyle, Charles, and Kelvin

stu y
laws

If a tank containing 700 cubic inches of
air at a gage preesure of 30 psi and
temperature of 10° C is heated to 35° C,
the gage pfessure in psi will be
1. 30.3 si
2. 32.7 psi.

3. 33.9 psi
4. 39.3 psi

Learning Objective: Identify terms
involving mechanics, recognize terns
and pr1ncip3es concerning force, mass.,
and motipn, and.solve problemrdealing..
with/these principles.

3-42'. What is the approximate location of the
-center of gravity.of_the earth?
1. Along the EqUator
2. Near the center of the earth
3. At the Point where the 0° meridian .

intersects the Equator
4. At the junction of the Equator and the

International Date Line

3-43. Refer to figure.4-4 in your. cextbook. Which
of the following statements most accurately
describes the two aspects of circular
motion?
1. Rotation-and revolution both describe

the motion of a body around a fixed
point, however rotatiowis involved
with smaller bodies

2. Rotation-and revolution both describe
the motion of a body around an axis,
howevolk revolution is involved with
larger bodies

3. Revolution describes the motion of a
body around its axis, while rotation
describes the motion of a body around
an exterior point-

4. Rotation describes the motion of a
body around its axis, while.revolution
describes the motion of a body around
an exterior point

3-44. In the study of masses in motion, the term
acceleration describes A

48.8

1. body that is moving
2. body at rest or moving
3. condition commonly called velocity
4. change in a bodj's.speed or direction

mf travel
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3-45; If an identical'Pushing.force is applied
to a one-cubic foot blOck of lead and also
to a one-cubic-foot block of wood both
resting on a smooth, horizontal surface,
their reactions Will be such that

I. the two blocks will move Ofe same
distance

2. because of its greater mass the lead
block will move-farther than the
wood block °

. because of its lesser mass the 400d
block will move farther than the lead
block

4. thetWo blocks will move the same
distance but.the iead block will move
move more slowly

In mathematics, any,quantitY multiRlied
by zerods zero; that is 3 x 0 a 0.

.3,49. A pump lifts 1,000 gallons'of a liquid
which weighs 8.pounds per gallon 0

through a vertical distance of 125 feet,

In foot-poune.s,'What is the amount of, \

work done?
1.. 1,000 ft-lb.

2. 1,250 ft-lb.

3. 1,000,000 ft-lb.

.4. 1,250,000 ft-lb.

An elevator lifts an aircraft we.ighing 30

tons a distance of 25 feet in 6.seconds.
What ii the approximate horsepower

3.-50.

4
3-46. The acceleration of. a .body ia determined

by the ratio of applied force to its mass.
In the formula F a ma, if a is zero, as
.in the case 02 a vehicle treviling at a
constant speed in a given direction; force

is

1. zero
chauging

5. infinite .

4. impossible to determine unless the
-speed is known'

NO. .....

3-47.\Newton's second law of motion is expressed

1\)\the formUla a . , which can be.

converted to- F a ma,
m
and indicates that

1. force is inVersely propottional to.the
pioduct of the mass if a body and its

acceleration
2. the MiiirOf a body is deterMined by

the sum of its acceleration and the
external force acting on it

3. aCceleration-is inverliely proportional
to the force acting on a body and
directly proportional to its Mass

4. accoleratioo is directly proportional
tO thoforce acting on's-body and
inversely proportional to its mass

3-48. If an automobile weighs 2,000 pounds
attains a speed of 60 miles,per hours, its
momentum is

de eloped?

1. 330 hp
2. 450 hp
3. 550 hp

4. 740 hp

In answering items 3-51 through 3-53,
. IP ,

. aisume that the water system of a naval
installatiOn requires tpe expenditure of
2,009,000,000 foot-pounds of energy during a 24-

hour period.
'

3-51. What is'the average horsepower produced,
by the pumps?
1. 42.09 hp

84,18 hp

3. 210.45.hp
4. 420.90 hp.

3-52. Assuming.100 percent 'efficiency, how many
watts-of electrical power are used to
produce the,mechanical power expended
the pumpe
1. 15,699.93 W
2. 31,399.14 W
3. 94,197.42 W
4. 165,599.70 W

3-53. If the pumps_are only 50 percent efficient,

how many watts of electrical energy are
required?
1. 31,399.14 W

2. 62,798.28 W'
3. 188,394.84 W
4. 331,199.40 W

by

3-54. Ten horsepower are required'to operate a
generator °which has an output-of 1,000

watts. What is its.efficiency?

1. 100,000 ft-lb/hr 1. 13.4 percent

2. 110,000 ft-lb/hr 2. 15.3 percent

3. 120,000 ft-lb/hr 3. 25.7 percent

4. 150,000 ft-lb/hr 4. 30.1 percent
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1-55. which ofthe following is'NOT an illus-
tration of friction? A

1. The action of skates against ice
2. The use of brakes by a.landing air-

crdft
3. The contact of an airborne airctaft

with the air
\,

4. A rotating wheel

\
1-56. Refer to figure 4-5 in your textbook.. A

1. plank 'is used as a lever to raise e 100- \\

3-60._ Refer to figure 4-7 in your textbOok.
How alany complete- cycles of sound'are
shown'emitting 6om the tuning-fork?
1, Six
2.. Five
3. Three
4. Four

.% pound weight. Assume that Di is 10 feet
and D2 is 2 feet. How much force, in
pounds, is.needed?

\\\ .20 lb.

2.\ 40 lb
`, 3. 90 lb
\ ,160.1b

.RSfer to 'figure 4-6. -When thf: knot slipped,...

the Psth the ball traveled in reaching
the 10loot radius was
11 curVed, and is not shmm'in the figure
2. curved and is represented by ths line

labeled LINEAR PATH
3. straight',\and is the unlabeled 10-

foot radius
4. straight, and is labeled LINEAR PATE

Learning Objective: dentify
principles of wave motion and.solve
associated problems.

3-58. The reason water waves are termed trans-
verse waves is because the particles of
water move in what manner?
1. In the same direction the wavejs

.traveling
2. Ih the d4ection opposite to thahin

.0
which.the7Waye is traveling

a right angle to the direction the 3-65,

.waVe is traveling
. At a horizontal right angle to the

AirectiOn the wave is traveling.

\\

3-59. Why are sound waves longitudinal and
water waves transverse?
1. Sown,wave petticles vibrate from

side to,side, while water particles
move up.end down .

2. Sound wave,.particles vibrate from side
to side, while water particles move
in the direction of wave travel

3. Sound Causes particle vibration 90
degrees 6o the direction of wave

' travel, while watet,particles move
up and down:.

4. Sound causes particle vibration in
the direction of wave travel, while
water particles move up and, down

What is the period of one cycle of sound
whose- frequency.is 20 hertz?
1:\ 5.0 sec
2. 0.5 sec
3. 0.05 sec .

',4. 0.005 sec

4

TbeVavelength,of a wave can be determined
by megsuring the
1. diStance across the positiVe peak along

the zero line.
2. vertiCal-distance from the poliitive

peek th\the zero line
3. verticaldistance from the positive

peak to the\negative peak:
41. horizontal distance between,maximum

points on suceessive waves

3-63. Refer to figure 4-8 in your textbook.
If a ray of light strikes a flat mirror,
the angle of ineidence angle
between the incident ray and
1. a perpendicular to the Surface at the
- point of impact
2. th-Ourface of-the_14.9!
3. the reflected ray
4. a perpendicular to the incident,ray'

\

3-64. Sunlight glancing from the ripples on a,
lake is an example of
1. regular reflection
2. specular reflection
3. diffused reflection

.4. incident reflection

490
19

Refer to figure 4-11 in your textbook.
If a ray passes from a more dense to a
less dense medium, as shown Wthe'Llowar.

. . ,

edge of the rectangle, how. is It'
deflected?lIn a direction determined by the Wave-

length and frequency of the ray.
2. Away from the normal and the angle \

of refraction is less.thamthe angle\
of incidence (r1 leskthsn 11) \

3, Away from the normal and the angle of'
refraction is greater than the angle
of incidence ( i less than r1) .

4, Toward the normal\and the angles of
incidence_and refi-action,are deter-
ntined by the relative-densities of

\

the media



Learning Objective: Recognize
terms and basic principles
concerning sound.

3-66. The audible range is arbitrarily said to
be from 15 hertz (Hz) to 20,000 Hz. Those
sounds ,,ccurrinq.et 15 Hz and 20,000 Hz

. are sai0 to be,.

1. 'iubsonic and ultrasonic, respectively
2. ultrasonic and subsonic,.respectively
3. the loygr and upper.extremes of the

audible range, respectively
4. the upper and lower extremes of ultra-

sonic and sulsonic, respectiVely

.3-67. Of the several factors affecting sound
velobity in any medium, those having the
greatest effect are
1. dPasity.and pressure --
2. .density and elasticity
3. 'pressure and.elasticity
4. temperature-and density

SOund-tAvels faster'through water than
"\ th,-ough air because of water's greater

, 2. wetness
2. fluidity

\,3. elasticity.
4. cOmpactdess

3-69. Whatjs the velocity of sound in air at a
temperatuf of 32° C?
1. 1,-087-fts/s

2. 1,127,fthi
3. 1,133\ft/4\
4. 1,151 ft/s

. , .

3-70. 'The pitch of a sou d can be described as
- .

being.
L. high if it contains many overtones,

low if it contains few overtones
2. low if the wave is transverse, high -

if the wave is longitudinal
3. low'if the frequency is low, anditigh

if the frequency is high
4. high if the wavelength is long, low

it the wavelength is short

3-71. The intensities.of sounds having different
frequencies can be compared by measuring
pressurevariationa because \
1. great pressure variations reduce sound

at all frequencies to a measurable
level 4

, 2. pressure variations occur at all pol,pts
.. in thc'transmitting m ium and tend to

cancel each other's ef
3. . a.sound's intensity is-pro ortional to
.'the square of the pressure variations,

and frequency need n9t be considered
4. -,the intensity of a sound is proportio-

Hnal 'to the square of tbe pressure
variations after frequency differenees

.

have beqn correlated

Notl C from a piano sounds differentlroM .

the C of equal intensity from a
_

3-72.

because
1. of a difference in the number,

frequency, and-intensity of the
harMonics in the totes

2. the fundamental tone from ea:'h
instrument originates at a diffetent
frequeacy,

3. of a difference in ,pitch
4. the fundamental tone from each instru-

ment is altered in frequency.by.an "
amount proportional to the number of
harmonicd present

,

3-7. Ah.auditorium that has good acoustics is
,designed to supress which of th following?
1. Echoes only
2. Echoes and reverberations
3. ReverberatiOn only '

4. Absorbtion and refraction

3-74. On a television receiver A ghost is
produced by the transmitted signal being
rgflected'from a distant object and:.
arriving at the antenna at a later.time
open the direct signal. In sound-this
Pcondition is called
1.- an echo
2. reverberation,
3. focus concentration
4. high level intensity

3-75. A disturbing echo,from a loudsPeaker in
an auditorium can NOT be minimizedity
1. locating the reflecting area and.

covering it with an absorbing material.
2. altering the shape of the reflecting -

4]area
3. moving.thel.oudspeaker
4. changing the_volume

20
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Assignment 4
Phys,s, Publications, MIARS,'and Drawings

Text: Pages 108 - 128

Learning Objective: Recognize terms
and basic principles concerning heat
and associated 'problems.

4-1. The_theory of radiation of energy.treats
radio; li/ght,, and hest waves as parts of
the same general form of energy differing
primarily in their
1. phase.
2. polarity.
3. frequency
4. inagnitude

is the/

/

Whtch of .the following substances
poorest conductor of heat?
1. ,, Wood

20 Cast iron
3. Copper

. 4. Aluminum

In items 4-3 through'4-5, select from column B
the term which is most closely related/to each
definition listed in column A.

2. Convection

A. Definitions

Motion of. the cooling
mediUm that_occurs
without mechanical
motion being applied

4-4. Heat transference by
molecular collision

4-5. _Heat transferen e
closely respm ing
radio wave pzbpagation

-
Terms

anduction

3. Radiation

4. Absorption

4-6.

4-8.

4.-9:

21

Gases are pOorer conductors of heat than
moat solids because
1. gas mdlecules expend their energy itIt

striking each other
2. the molecules in gases travel slower

than those in solids
3. gas molecules do not absorb as Much

hhat as.those in solids
4. (the molecules in gasea are more loosely'.

packed than those'in solids

What does the transfer of heat by convection
involve? %.

1. Electromagnetic wave motion of_moleenles
2. SMooth,.light-colored surfaces absorbing

heat
-

3. Heating. A substance', such as air or

water, that moves when heated
4. Ajacent moleCules transferring heat by'

Collision

An Object that is cooled by.uttlizing fins
employswhat heat transftr processea?
1. !Absorption and convection
2. /Absorption and conduction
3. i Conduction and radiation

Corduction and convection

*fat term identlfies the transference of' 1
heat energy in the form Of ele:tromagnetic
thves?

Radiation
. Absorption

/3. Conduction
/4. Convection

4-10. Consideration of the heat transfer princi-
/ ple.of radiation,reveals that radiant heat

does NOT est in Which of the following ways?.
1. It moves with the speed of light
2. It travels in a Straight line
3. It-can pass through a Medium without '

heating it
4. It passes throngh any screen between

"it and another object
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4-11. What color surface Is most effective in
radiating heat?
l'. Dull black
2. Polished bla
3. Dull silve
4. Polished ilver

4-12. How many British 'therm.11 units (Btus) are
required to raise the tempc.rature of 2
pouads of water from its freezing point
of 32° F to its boiling point of 212° F?
1. 180 Btu .

2. 212 Btu
3. 244 Btu'
4. 360 Btd

4-13. An action producing 1,764 calories of
heat energy requires how many foot-pounds
of mechanical energy?
1. 3,112 ft-lb
2. 3,890 ft-lb
3. 4,668 ft-lb
4. 5,446 ft-lb

4-17. The boiling point an a Celsius thermometer
indicates the tem?erature of
1. water just as it begins to boil
2. water immediately afterait boils

3. steam under a pressure ofilic6 cm of

mercury-
4. steam under a pressure of.100 cm of

mercury

4-1F. Normal body temperature of 98.6° F con-

. verted to Celsius is
1. 37.0° C
2. 40.0° C
3. 58.6° C
4. 66.6° C

4-19. On,a day when the temperature increases
from 20° F to 45° F, how many degress of
iacrease will a Celsius thermometer indi-
cate?\
1. 13:88° C
2. 25.00° C
3.. 27.76° C
4. 29.00"C

Water has a specific heat of 1 and all
4/ other substances have specific heats which 4-20

relate to that of water. When two bodies of dif-
ferent temperatures are mixed, heat will be
transferred from the warmer body to the cooler
one until both reach the same temperature. The
heat gained by the cooler body will equal the
heat lost by the warmer body if there is no loss
of heat to the environment. The formula to be
used is: Heat gained = heat lost, or mass x
change in-temperature x specific heat of one body
mass x change in temperature x specific heat of .

the other body.

4-14. A piece of lead having a mass of 500 grams '

and heated to 292° C is dropped into 400
grams of water having a temperature of 15° 4-22

C. If the temperatures become equal at
26° C, what is the specific heat of the
lead?'

1. 0.033
2. 0.066
3. 0.099
4. 1.333

4-21

4-15. Water is NOT suitable f)r use in most
modern thermometers because
1. it does not expand and contract
2: it expands and contracts
3. its freezing point is too high
4. its reaction to pressure change s

negative

4-16. The zero point on a Celsius thermometer
coincides with the temperature of
1. frost
2. dry snow
3. solid ice
4. .melting ice

. If a thermameter registers 30° C, what is
the Fahrenheit equivalent?
1. 54° F
2. 62° C
3. 75° F
4. 86° F

Using the "40 rule," the Fahrenheit temp-
erature that corresponds 'to a Celsius
temperature of 160° is
1. 32° F

2. 80° F
3, 160° F
4. 320° F

. If a thermometer indicates a temperature
of -22° F, what is the correeponding
Celsius temperature?
1. -30° C
2. -10° C
3. l0°C
4. 18° C

4-23. The resistance element used in the con-
struction of resistance thermometers is
normally fabricated.of
1. copper
2. silver
3. mercury
4. platinum . ,

4-24. The component.of a temperature measuring
device which produces an electric current
is the
1. calorimeter
2. galvanometer
3. thdtmocouple
4. resistor

49.3
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4-25. Copper can NOT be employed in conjunction
with the stem or base of a vacuum tube
because Lopper
1. 8%1 glass have the same rate of

exionsion
2. . Ilass do not have the same rate

ot expansion
3. has a positive coefficient of expan-

sion while glass has a negative
coefficient of expansion

4. has a negative coefficient of expan-
sion and glass has a positive
coefficieni of expansion

4-26. A steel tape is exactly 100 feet long when
its temperature is 20° C. If its tempera-
ture is increased to 38° C, what will be
its length?
1. 10C.018 ft
2. 10(1.180 ft

3. l0.008 ft
4. 101.018 ft

4-27. The temperature measuring device which
utilizes the differencfts in the coeffi-
cients of expansion of dissimilar metals
is the
1. thermostat
2. thermometer
3. thermograph
4. thermocouple

4-28. A hole was bored through the center of a
steel plate which is 1 foot square. If

the plate is heated, the hole will
1. become larger
.2. become smaller
3. remain the same size
4. become larger or smaller, depending

on the thickness of the plate

4-29. The number of Btus required to change a
unit mass of a substance from a solid
state to a liquid state with no change in
temperature is known as the-latent heat
of

1. fusion
2. combustion
3. condensation
4. vaporization

4-30. The amount of heat required to change a
liquid into a vapor with NO change in
temperature is called the latent heat
1. fusion

-2. combustion
3. condensation
4. vaporization

At.s

4-31. If water is being heated and the number of
molecules of steam returning to the liquid
state is.the same as the number changing
from the liquid state to the gaseous state,
this condition is known as
1. dry steam
2. condensation
3. vaporization
4. saturated vapor

Learning Objective: Relative to

electricity, identify basic terms
and principles, and recognize-
functions of various electrical
components and electrical measur-
ing instruments.

4-32. When a conductor cuts the lines of force
of a magnet, the current produced in the
conductor is known as magnetic
1. :reluctance
2. 'induction
3. resistance
4. reaction

4-31. Refer to figure 4-18'in your textbook.
Magnetic lines of force which.exist around
a barmagnet flow from the
1. axis to thCsOuth_pole
2. north pole to the axis

3. north pole to the south pole

4. south pole to the north pole

4-34. In an automobile generator, the principle
of magnetic induCtion is used to produce
the electricity required to perform all
but which of the following functions?
1. Operate the electrical system

2. Fire the spark plugs
3. Charge the battery
4. Dry the distributor

4-35. Which component of a generator produces
the current?
1. The brushes
2. The armature
3. The commutator
4. The electromagnet

4-36. A generator having a split ring commutator

of delivers what type of current?
1. Steady direct current

2, Steady alternating current
3. Pulsating direct current
4. One-third alternating current

4 9
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4-37. A lead-acid battery produces an electrical
current by means of
1. magnetic induction
2. chemical action
3. mechanical action-
4. static action

4-38. Dieplacement of what parts of the copper
atoms in a copper wire causes an electric
current to flow through the wlre?
1. Prdtons
2. Neutrons
3.. Electrons
4. Nucleus

The protons of the atoms of copp.tr do NOT
move to other atoms as do-the electron
atolls of copper because the protons are
how many times heavier than the electrons?
1. 1,850 times
2. 1,860 times
3. 2,000 times
4. 2,850 times

4-40. The direction of flow of electrons from a
voltage source, through a conductor, and
back to the'voltage source is from
1. positive to positive
2. positive to negative
3. negative to positive
4. negative to negative

4-41. An insulator is characterized by its
scarcity of
1. protons
2. neutrons
3. free electrons
-4. governor electrona

4-42. Whaeis another designation for voltage?
1. Amperage
2. Quantity of electrons
3. Conductivity of matter
4. Electromotive force

In items 4-43 through 4-45, select from column B
the function of each.basic electrical measuring
instrument listed in column

A. Measuring B. Functions
Instruments

4-43. Voltmeter

4-44. Ammeter

4-45. Ohmmeter

1. To measure the
resistance of a
conductor to the
flow of electricity
through it

2. To measure the elec-
tromotive force pro-
duced by a battery
or generator

3. To measure the
amount of work being
done by a circuit

4. To .measureiate num-
ber of electrons of
the conductor flow-
ing past a given
point each_second

Learning Objective: Relative to
publications and the Naval Aero-
nautic Publications Index, indi-
cate the issuing authority,
method of updating, contents,
numbering system, and procurement.

4-46. Aeronautic publicafions that deal with
operations and maintenance of support
equipment are issued by authority of the
1. Chief of Naval Operations
2. Secretary of the Navy
3. Deputy Chief of Naval Operations
4. Naval Air Systems Command

4-47. When they are available for issue, manuals
and letter materials are assigned code
numbers and are listed in the publications
entitled
1. Navy-Air Force Publications Index
2. Naval Aeronautic Publications Index
3. Navy-Air Force Publications Instruction
4. Naval Aeronautic Publications Instruc-

tion

24

4-48. In.determining if a manual-type publication
is the latest issued, the ASH may refer to
1. NAVAIR 00-500A
2. NAVAIR 00-500B
3. NAVAIR 00-500C
4. NAVSUP 2002
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4-49. Which of the following are contained in
Section III of the NAVSUP,2002?

1. Instructions and Notices
2. ,Manual-type publications
3. Technical directives
.4.A11-forts used by the Navy

Refer to table 571 and figure 5-1 in
answering items 50 through 52. .

What is the subject classification of the
publication NA-01-45HHC-2-l?
1. General
2. Aircraft.
3. Powerplants
4. Accessories-

4-56. The NAVAIR 00-50014 is divided into how

many parts? :

1. One
2. Two
3. Three
4.. Four-

.

4-57. tiOw iS.NAYAIR 00-500B kept curreni?

1. By annual reissue:with...no-supplements-
2. By_semiannual-reissue with monthly

supplements
By letter-type directives, as,occurring
By bimonthly addendums

3.

4.-

4-51. What is the general subject classification
number for Ground Servicing and Automotive
Equipment?
1. 11
2. 12

3. 16

4.. 19

4-52.- The-subject classification of publications
in group 17 is
1. general
2., powerplants
3. . accessories
4.- machinery, tools; and test equipment

4-53. The, lisiingsof manuals that are available
on specific items of aeronautic equipment
is found in which of the following?
1.1 Aircraft Application List, NAVAIR

0G-500B
2.' Directives Application List, NAVAIR

00-500C:
31 \Equipment Applicability List, NAVAIR

O0-500A
4. Navy Stock List of Forms and Publics-

tdons, NAVSUP 2002

f

4-54.
.

ing.to model-type part numher is
.A listing of manuals
accor
found tin the

1. Navy Stock List of Forms and Publics-
dohs, NAVSUP 2002

2. Equipment Applicability List, NAVAIR
00

3. Ai craft Application List, NAVAIR

4. Dir ctives Application List, NAVAIR
00- 00C

4-55. A listing of NAVAIRSYSCOM letter-tYpe
directives is found in
1. NAVATR 00-500A
2. NAVAIR 00-5008
3. NAVA*00-500C
4. NAVAIR,00-500D
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4-58. How is
1. By

rev

2. By
3. By

4. By

the NAVAIR op-Soom kept current?
annual reissue with bimonthly
ision
annual reissue with no revisions
semiannual addendums
semiannual reiasue With no revisions

Learning Objective: Identify methods
.for numbering both manual and letter-
type publications and recognize what
is indicated by various parts of the
manual classification code.

4-59. What prefix is assigned to publications
originated by the Naval Air Systems
Command?
1. Air Force Navy
2. NAVAEB (NA)
3. NAVAIR (NA)
4. NAVWEPS (NW)

(AN)

4-60. Refer to figure 5-2. The -110A of the
publication number NA=19-110A-4 indicates
the
1., type of manual
2. type of aircraft
3. section number of the manual
4. particular group of equipment

4-61. Refer to table 5-2. Which code number in

the manual-type publications identifies
the subject breakdown pertaining to air-
craft hydraulic jacks?
1. 19-10
2. 19-20
3. 19-70
4. 19-80

4-62. Refer to table 5-1. Part III of the
manual-type publications code number
designates which of the following?
1. A particular group
2. A specific manufacturer
3. A specific manual
4. A general manual
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4-63. How are letter-type publications changes
numbered that relate to all support equip-
Ment?

R.

4-64. What method of numbering letter-type
directives covers all Instructions and
Notices?

Consecutively from the beginning of
the fiscal year
Consecutively accordits to subject
matter
Consecutively from the beginning of-
the calendar year
Alpnanumerically in accordance with
aircraft application

1. By Julian date 1.

2. By calendar date
3. In number sequence 2.

4. In alphanumeric sequence
3.

4.
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Assignment 5
Publications, MIARS, and Drawings; Reciprocating Combustion Engines

Text: Pages 128 - 155

Learning Objective: Identify the
regulation governing security of
classified publications, how
classified publications are iden-
tified in the Numerical Index,
and procedures relating to the
reissue and the one-time issue of
aeronautical publications.

5-1. The Department of the Navy Information
Security Program Regulation, OPNAV Instruc-

., tion 5510.] (.Series), is issued-by
1. SECNAV . . .

CNO
3. DQD
4. NAVAIRSYSCOM

5-2. The.provisions of OPNAV 55104 (Series)
apply to
1. civilian personnel only
2. enlisted personnel only

officer personnel. only
4. every person and every activity in the

Naval Establishment

5-3. Which numeral in the SC (security classi-
fication) column_of-the-Numerical-Index'
indicat-a-that a NAVSUP 2002 publication
is classified?
1. One
2. Two
3. .Three
4. Four

5-5. If the commanding officer of an aviation
support activity uses a DD Form 1348 to
order' publications direccly from the Naval
Air Technical Service Facility (NATSF),
what is.he requisitioning?
1. Initial outfitting publx.2ations
2. Specific publications to be added"for

. automatic distribution
3. Ali automatic distribution publications
4.: One-time requirement pUblIcations

Learning Objective: With respect to
manual-type publications important

the ASM, recognize their series,
mntents.,preparation and issuing
alithority, numbering system,-and pro
cedures for incorporating changes.

5-6. Which of the manual-type publications series
shown in table 5-1 are orspecial importance
to the ASK?
1. 00, 17, and 19
2. 00, 02, and 17,

3. 01, 02, and 19

4. 02, 03, and 17

5=7. AlloWance Lists are included in what series

5-4. After a Mailing List Request fo-Aeronautic 5-8..

Publications, NAVAIR Form 5606/3, has been
properly completed for the reissue of an
eXisting publication"the form should be
submitted to the

0
1.

2.

3.

4.

Naval Air Systems Command
Naval Air Technical Service Facility
Forms and Publications Supply Office
nearest Aeronautic Publications Smily
Point listed in the Naval Aeronautic
Publications Index

5-

-27

of publications in the Naval Aeronautic
Publications Index?
1. 00
2. 03
3. 17

4. 19

Which section of the Allowance Lists and
Outfitting Lists (00-35 Series) includes
the allowance of general support equipment?

' 1. B

3. H
4. K

. In Allowance nal number 00-350Z-40, the Z
identifies the
1. section of an Allowance List series
2. series in'en Allowance List section
3. AllowaaceList sectinn
4. issuing authority
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5-10. After the support equipment,manuals are
prepared by the manufacturer, who has the
authority to issw. them?
1. The Naval Ship Systems Command
2. The Naval Air Systems Command
3. The Naval Supply Systems Comnand
4. The Naval Weapons Command

In items 5-16 through 5-18, select from column B
.the manual in which each item of maintenance
information listed in column A is found.

A. Information

5-16. The intervals between
complete disassembly
for component inspec-
tion

5-11. Which section of the Operation and Service
Instructions Manuals will most likely con--
tain information on the specifications of
support equipment cooling systeme--- -5=17.
1. Introduction
2. Description of the Equipment
3. Preparation for Use
4. Operation Instructions

5-12. Which of the following_is NOT included in
the Operation Instructions of the Opera-
tion and Service Instructions Manual for
an item of support equipment?
1. The principles of operation
2. The preparation of the unit for use
3. The purpose and use of the operating

controls
4. The purpose and use of the indicating

-instruments

5-13. Manuals that are labeled Repair or Over-
haul Instructions are usually issued for
which of the support equipment maintenance
levels?
1. Organizational only,,,
2. Intermediate only
3. Depot
4. Organizatioual or Intermediate

5-14. The publication that is designed to aid
maintenance personnel in identifying and
ordering replacement parts is the
1. Overhaul Instruction Man41
2. Serviee Instruction Manual
3% Illustrated Parts Breakdoliu (IPB)
4. Maintenanee Instructions Manual

is

-In-the-Illustrated.Parts Breakdoian, infor-
mation designed to aid the ASM ia, quickly
and easily locating illustrations
descriptions, and numbers of the p rts he
needs is found in the
1. Introduction
2. Group Assembly Parts List sectidn
3. Numerical Index :ection
4. Table of Contents

A cross-reterence f6i
determining a part
number if the part is
known, or the part
description if the
part number is not
known

B. Manuals.

1. Operation,and
Service
Instruction

5-18. Necessary inspections
and adjustments during
operational period '

2. Repair or
Overhaul
InstrUb,tion

3. IllustratedX
Parts
Breakdown

4. NATOPSk

5-19. What deiermines the degree of urgeacy for
updating technical publications?
1. The number of technical data changes

that accumulate pertaining to the
affected publication

2. The type of information.involved and
the.frequency pf reference to the
affected publication

3. The number of maintenance 1.rsonnel
using the affected publicatim

4. The date of the last change recorded
in the affected publication

5-20. Changes to publication.- ,'. eld by
production divisions at, inr-,?erAti:Jd into
the publications by perr,ona,',. r.r

1. administration division
2. technical library stiff
3. quality assurance division
4. respective work centers

5-21. If an ASM in a work center files a pegs.- of
technical information next to an affected
page in the publication, what type of
change is he incorporating?
1: Write-in
2. Replacement
3. Supplement data
4. Duplicate change



5-22. Which of the following.statements is cor-
rect of supplementary page 5-65A and_the
information thereon?
1. It is_placed-biiWeen pages 5-65 and

5-66, and may apply to either of .

those pages, but not to both
2. It is placed between pages 5-65 and

5-66, and may apply to either or
both of those pages

3. It is placed after page 5-64, and
applies only topage 5-65

4. 'It is placed between pages 5-65 and
5-66, and applies Only to page 5-65

5-28. An Interim Directive pertaining to a sys-
------tem that is NOT in Use on'an equipment has

the type of action printed at the top of
the cover page and a'border of Rs around
the cover page. The time limit foi'
compliance is.
1. within 120 days of the date of issue
2. prior to the next Use of the system
3. no later than the next scheduled ,ovar-

haul
4. no later'than the ng t periodie inspec7

tion I

5-23. Where is the issue date of a replacement
page in a manual noted?
1. On the back of the manual's cover page -
2. On the bottom of the replacement page

, 3. On the back of the replacement page
4. Onthe front_of-themanual's cover

page

.4earning Objective: Identify types,
Ontents, purposes, and procedures
associated with letter-type and
miscellaneous aviation publications.

5-S4. When it is NOT. feasible to issue a revi-
sion to a manual, the technical instruc-
tions therein are updated by means of a
1. Change pr Bulletin
2. Notice or Technical Order
3...; Technical Note or Change
4. Bulletin or Notice

5-25. What type!of technical direCtive is
disseminated by means of a message?
1. Notice .

. . _
2. Interim Change or Bulletin
3. Technical Note
4. Technical Order

5-26. Of the following_directives..theone that
would be classified as a Bulletin is the
one which contains instructions and
directions to
1. install a specified workstand compo-

nent
2. correct a safety or operational

condition
3. perform testa on a specified fuel

system component
.4. modify-the parts of a specified

ignition system

5-27. Which type of directive is identified as a
completely new edition of an existing
directive?
1. Athendment.

2. Reissue
-3. Revision
4. Change

e-

29

5-29. Refer to table 5-3 in your textbook.. If
an interim directive labeled URGENT ACTION
pertains to support equipment which .

involves the use of affected components in
an ignition uystem, whatiis the time limit
for cdmpliance?
1. 60,days of.the date of issue
2. No later than the next averhaul
3. No later than the next periodic

inspection
4. Prior to the next use of the ignition

system

5-30. Directives containing information concern-
ing policy, administration, and air opera-
tions that are applicable for only a brief.--
period of time are called
1. Specifications
2. Instructions
3. Bulletins
4. Notices

5731. If an ASM wants to obtain the most Accu-
rate current information on the subject
of accident prevention, what should he
read?
1. Approach
2. Naval Aviation News
3. The applicable Crossfeeds
4. MECH

'7

___ ____ _______ ._ .

Learning Objective: Identify how.
the,Maintenance Information Auto-
mated Retrieval System functions.

5-32. The delay between the time a technical
manual change is iasued'and the time that
change Is translated into a repair action
is knOwn to the ASM as
1., warning time
2. .dama,e'time
3. lagging time
4. safety time
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5113.. The MARS is a program implemented by
1. SECNAV
2. CNO
3. NAVAIRSYSCOM
4. NAVSUPSYSCOM

5-34. Refer to table 5-4. A/film cartridge with
a.number of SE2.399 is applicable to what
level of maintenafice?
1. Organizational
2. Depot only
3. Depot and Intermediate
4. Intermediate only

Learning Objective: Ldicate funC-

tions of drawings developedte7
facilitate eqUipment maintenance,
.and recognize the use,-and applica-
tion of related symbols, codes, and
publications.

In items 5 35 through 5-38, select from column B.
the type o illustration a.plicable to each use

listed in plumn A.

A. Uses

5-35. To present construc-
tion detail that is
not clearly shown by
other illustrations

B, Illustrations

1. Pictorial .

2. Dimension

3. Cutaway

5-36. To show act-1ml size
or distance measurements 4. Assembly

5-37. To show what a unit
actually looks like

5-38. To show how parts of a
unit are put together
to form the unit

5-39. A block diagram serves to show the

1. overall .functional operation of'a
system

2. physical shape of a component
3. physical size of a component

4. physical location of a component

Reim to figure 5-7 in answering'ftems
5-Wand 5-41.

NN 9

5-40. .Which geometric symbol is used,to denote
true position in locating an object on a

drawing?

l. C)

2.

3.

4

5-4,,1: Which electronics symbol represents a

battery?

30
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1. -MAI.--

2. ---"VV--

3. ---)F---

4.

5-42. Which type of tiring diagram would yot use
to obtain the greatest'detail to aid you
in the.testingTand maintenance of the wir-
ing on a piecetf 'support equipment?
1. System
2. Section
3. Circuit
4. Component

5-43. On an isometrit drawing, a shielded 6-wire
interconnecting cable is represented by
how many lines.?
1.

2.

3.

4.

One
Two
Six
Seven

5-44. To facilitate maintenance, which source of
information should be collAulted whea__
deciphering the tdde on a wire or cable

given in a.chassis Cliagram?.

1. The construction diagram
2. The chassis diagram
3. The maintenance manual for

piece of equipment
t 4. The latest revision of MIL-W-5088C

5-45. In figure 5-8 the unit number ansl circuit
functiod designators show thati.the wire is

used for
1. general-purpose installation And Es

the second of only two identical
inatallations

2. eithei ac or dc power and another
identically installed unit useethe
alternate power

3. dc power and there is at least one
more identically installed unit in.
the same equipment
ac power and there is'at least one
more. identically installed unit in
-the same equipment
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5-46. Usually, the stated size of tubing indi-
cates the
1. outside diameter
2. length of the unit run.
3. pressure-carrying capability
4. inside diameter

5-47. Why are symbols.used in line identifica-
tion?
1. So that secondary functions may be

indicated in.minimum space
2.. So that lengthy words or phrases will

not have to be imprinted
-1. So that line construction characteris-

tics marhe indicated in addition to
functional descriptions

4. So that non-English-speaking people'
and colorblind people can identify
the line functions

5-51. An internal combustion engine is a machine
that converts energy from one form to
anofher, and the conversion that takes
placels a change of
1. mechanical energy to heat energy
2. chemical energy_to heat energy
3. heat energy to chemical energy
4. heap energy to mechanical energy

.

5-52. Internal'combustinn engines need three
essentials in order to operate. Which of
the following is NOT one of theoe
essentials?
1. Air
2. Water
3. Fuel
4. Ignition

5-48. Refer to figure 5-9 in your textbook. In items 5-53 through 5-56,
What is carried in a line identified by .the definition of each term
green tape upon which horizontal rectangles
are printed?,
1. Rocket oxidizer
2. Rocket cataAyst
3. Inerting gas .

4. Breathing oxygen

5-49. What letters are printed on the tape
around á gasoline line?

2

1. PHDAN
2. TOXIC
3. FLAM
4. AAHM

5-60.. Refer to table 5-5 in ydur textbook.
Which of the following fluids would all
have "PHDAN"-marked on the lines carrying

select from column B-
in column A.

A. Terms B. Definitions

.6753. Work

5-54. Energy

5-55. Power

5-56. Friction

1. The ability to do work

2. The rate at which work is
accomplished

3. ,The movement of an object
against an opposing.force

The resistance to motion
between tWo objects that
are in contact with each
other

-them?

1. Carbon Alioxide, gaseous oxygen, liquid 5-57.
oxygen (LOX), and JP-4 .

2. Freon, liquid nitrogen,.and Trichlor-.
ethylene

3. Carbon dioxide, liquid nitrogen, Freon,
and liquid oxygen (LOX)

4. Carbon dioxide, nitrogen gas, alcohol,
and Freon

Learning. Objective: Recognize oper-=
ating principles, terms, and physi-
cal prOperties associated with
internal combustion engines, and
identify and utilize formulas.for
calculating horsepower, piston
displacement; and compression ratio.
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If it takes-a person using a hoist 30
seconds to raise a 264-pound engine block
10 feet, approximately how much hOrsepower
is developed?
1. 0.16hp
2. 0.32 hp
3. 1.60 hp
4. 3.20 hp

5-58: What property of matter causes an object
to remain at rest or in uniform motion in
the same straight line unless acted upon
by some external force?
1. Resistance
2. Gravity .

3. Inertia
4. Kinetics
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5-59. Which of the following is the correct
mathematical manipulation for determining
the efficiency of an internal combustion
engine?
1. Divide the brake horsepower into the

indicated horsepower
2. Divide ihe indicated hOi'lepower into

the brake horsepower
3. Subtract the brake horsepower from

the indicated horsepower
4. Subtract the indicated horsepower from

the brake horsepower

5-60. Using 3.14 to represent 7, what is the
approximate displacement of a piston with
a 2.0-inch bore and a 4.25-inch stroke?
1. 6.72 in3
2. 13.35 in3
3. 26.70 in3
4. 53.40 in3

5-61. What is the approximate compression rafio
of the piston in the proceding item if the
volume of the combustion chamber is
1.335 in37
1. 4 to 1
2. 6 to 1
3. 8 to 1,

4. in to 1

Learning Objective: Identify the
basie operating principles of the
two-stroke cycle and four-stroke
tycle internal combustion engines.

'Refer tO figure 6-4 in your textbook in answering

items 5-62.through 5-65. Select from column B
the valve action associated with each stroke of
a four-stroke cycle engine listed in column A.

5-62.

5-63.

5-64.

5-65.

A. Strokes B.

Intake 1.

Compression '2.

Power_ 3.

Exhaust

4.

Valve Actions

'ioth valves open

Both valves closed

Exhaust valve open
and intake valve
closed

Intake valv. en
and exhaust . ve

closed

5-66. In a two-stroke cycle-enginei every down
stroke is a
1. power stroke
2. intake stroke
3: exhaust stroke
4. coMpression.stroke

5 0 3
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Reciprocating .Combustion Engines

Text: Pages 157 - 189

\\

\\

Assii ment 6

Learning Objective:. Identify the
\

major components\and associated
parts of the internal combustiOn
engine, thelm,)urposes, operating
and design characteristics, and
applicable preventive and corrective
maintenance procedures.

-

' 6-1. Tbat component of the internal combustion
engine that is considered the babic

- engine frame upon which all accessories--
are atsiached is ihe
1. h-ead\

2. block-, 0

' 3. manifold
4. crankcase

6-2. Wet liners' and dry liners, which are
either slip fit or press fit, refer to
1. the inner surfaces of all cylinders -
2. all gasoline cylinder_walls
3. wear-resistant, metal alloy,-replace-__

able cylinder walls
4. the inner surfaces of the liquid cool-

ing system next to the cylinder walls

6-3.' If it is 'determined that corrective
maintenance action to an engine is .

necessary due to excessive wear on the
side-s of-a Oylinder-wall, which-of the__
following would indicate the most probable--
solution?
1. Rebore the cylinder.
2. Replace the engine block
3. Install oversized rings on the old

piston to take up the slack created

by wear
4. Install oversize pistons with old rings

. The piston in an internal combustion
engine is used to
1. dissipate the heat of combustion

2. prevent combustion energy from affect-
ing the crankshaft motion

3. transfer the force of combustion to
the connecting rod

4. transfer the force of combustion to
the cylinder wall

6-5. What ishe correct order, 'from top to
bOttom, in\vhiCh compression and oil
regulating rings should be Placednn a. ----.

piston with fbUr ring groovei?
.

1. Compression, oil regulating, compress-
ion, oil regulating

2. Oil regulating, compression, cOmprese-
-ion, oil regulating

3. CompressiOn, oilreguleting, oil
regulating, compresion d

4. Compression, oil regulat;-

ing, oil' regulating

---6-6. Refer to figure 6-7 in your\textbook.. The
.cylindrital-surface'on the bottom portion
of the piston is referred tO\as the
1. land
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2. boss
3. skirt
4. head

.6-7. Approximately what percent of the heat of
combustion that is absorbed by the piston
is transmitted to the cylinder walls by
the piston rings?.

T.. 33 percent-
3. 50 percent
4. 67 percent

.6-8: The main purpose of the piston and piston
rings combination is to
-1. -trairsfer-the-heat-e-f-E6MbUition to the

cylinder walls
2. provide a seai below.the cylinder

combustion chamber
3. guide the upper end of the connecting

rod

4. scrape oil from the cylinder walls and
return it to the crankcase

When.a new piston assembly is installed in

_an internal_combustion_engine, which,of
' the followicg is necessary before the

piston assembly can be inserted into the

cylinder?
1. The unit must be balanced
t. The rings must be spread' apart

3. The.rings must be compressed
4. The unit must be attached to the

crankshaft
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.MOst of the-maintenance accomplished on
conneaing rods involves'ieplacement oi
the
1. twistei_rods

broken reds7--_,\
arings, or bearing inserts

4. wrist pins

6-11. The crankshaft changes
pistops and connecting
of motion?
1. Rotary
2. Relative:

Up and down
Back and forth

theinotion of the
rods to what type'

6-12. The art of the crankshaft wherethe-
conne ting rod is fastened is offset
to give\thrust .to the shaft and is
called the
l. throw\
2. speed handle

1. brace \.

4. crank

6-13. Hew many'revolutions does a crankshaft
° make for each power stroke of the piston

in a four-stroke cycle engine?
1. One
2. Two
3. Three
4. vcur

76-14. How is the torsional vibrition-of a crank-
shaft controlled?
1. By regulating the shaft's rotational'

speed

2. By installing shorter 'connecting rods
3. By installing a damper on the.front

of the crankshaft .

4. By installing a damper on the rear of
the crankshaft

-6=15. The camshaft timing gear, operated
crankshaft gear, directly operates
which one of the following?
1. Fuel pump

-2. Water pump
3. Valve mechanism
4. Ignition distributor

6-16. Which of the following statements concern-
ing a flywheel on an internal combustion
engine is correct?
1. Its ring gear is meshed with the cam=

shaft gear
2. It stores energy and helps torsional

vibration
3. It is connected to the starter drive

gear by a chain
4. A relatively large one is required for

an 8-cylinder engine while a small
one will suifice for a 2-cylinder
engine

by the
all but
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6-17. How many valves does a stamiard 8-cylinder
engine have?
1. 24
2. 16

3.

4 4

6-18. Refer to figure 6-14 in your texttiook.
Why are valve seats made angular rather
than flat?
1. To provide greater tOntact surface

- .2. To reduce carbon buildup on the seat-
,

ing surface
3. To lower the *ifkre into the head or

block ,

4. To prevent accumulation-of carbon in
the valve guide

6-19.. What is the first Operation you should
perform in reconditioning valves after

-their remOval?
.1. Grind them and their seats .

-2. Clean the carbon off with a wire brush .

" or buffing wheel
3. Service the guides and replc-...e thnm if

neceesary
..4.N2,'Install new Seat inserts :

6-20. Valve guide wear can be checked by using
a/an
I. .inside Micrometer
2. a hole gage and micrometer to determ!e

the relative sizes of. the 'guide and the

.valve stem
3. a tensiometer to measure the force-

necessary to lift the valve
4. feeler gage '

6-21.. After the valves have been removed,
inspection teveals that.the replaceable-
type valve guides are badly.worn. Proper
servicing'requires that
1. valves with standard oversize stems

be installed
2. the guides be resoled and the original

valves reinstalled
3. the guides be reamed to a larger size

and new valves with oversized stems be
installed

4. the guides be replaced with new ones

6722\ Which tge of stone should you use to
\ recondition a valve"seat contact that is
\too wide and low'aa shown in figure 6-15
in your textbook?
-1. A soft seat atone

\
2. \ A finishing stone
3. A hard seat stone
4. ik 20° narrowing stone

t
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6-43. What 11 be the result if valves are .

adj ted with too little clearance between
th and,tile rocker arms or mechanical-
fters?

. The valves willopen late
2. The valves will not open far enough
3. The -valve's-will overheat and warp
4. valVes will cause the engine.to

,Arrate-too 'cold

6,29. What part of.the engine must be remaved
-inspect the crankshaft, cazishaft, and
connecting rods?
1. Oil cover

/6-24. Valves in the block are adjusted when the--
position of the piston is
1. top dead.center (TDC) on the 'compress-

ion stroke
1. top dead penterjP9 on the exhanat

storke '

3. bottom dead center (13DC) on the power

stroke
4. bottom dead center.(BDC) on the intake 6-30

stroke
(-

.6-25. Hydraulic valve lifters 'provide ideal
valve timing because they
1. operate with zero clearance only
2. compensate for. changet in engine

temperature only
3. compensate for minor wear at-variOus

points within the lifter Only
4. operate with zero clearance and campen-

sate far changes in engine temperature
and for minor.wdar within the lifter,

6-26._ If a clicking noiselieheard in an engine,
this Would be caused by a faulty
1. lifter .

2.

3. wrisi,pin.
4. timing chain

6-27. If the plunger,cf a hydraulic valve lifter
is found to befaulty, proper servicing
requires replacement of the
1. plunger
2. plgager and the inertia valve
3. pldEger, inertia valve, and the check

hall
gntire valve lifter unit.

6-28. Which of the following are not contained
within the cylinder heads of V8, overhead
valve, internal combustion engines?

gs
1. Combu tion chamber indentations .
2. Three d openings for spark plugs
3. Parts f the valve opeilfting mechanisms
4. Parts of the exaust and intake mani-

folds

6-31

6-32.
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2. Oil pan
3. Exhaust manifold
4. Cylinder head

to

Learning Objective: Relative to
internal combustion engine cooling
systems-, identify the purpose,
operating principles, components,
and troubleshooting and maintenance
probfems and techniques.

The cooling system,' whether of the air or
liquid typee.is specifiCally designed to
keep the internal combustion engine cperat-/
ing at,what temperature?
1. Approximatelf 400° F /

2. Approximately 500° F
3. At its most efficient oFerating teMpftra-.

ture ,/ .\

4. At the temperature at which ttie lubri-
Cating oils ari most efficient.

In an air cooled engine, what systems are
designed to help keep theengine cool?
.1. Fuel and lubrication-systems
2. Fuel and water coolant systems
3. Lubrican andiliter coolant systems
4: Water coolant and air-flow systems

Proper maintenance of an air cooled.engine's
cooling system does NOT encompass which of,
the following maintenance procedures?
1. Keeping baffles, fins, ehrouds, and fans

free of dirt, grease, and foreign matter
2: Periodic inspection and tightening of

shrouds, baffles, and defelectors
3. Replacing or straightening broken or

bent parts
Replacing or straightening broken or-
bent parts

4.

Items 6-33-ihrough 6-53 refer to liquid

cooling systems.
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6-33. Which of the following represents the
sequence of the fits./ of coolant through
an internal/combustion engine?-
1. -Pump 4,cylinder head 4 radiator 4

cylinder block + Pump
:P1.3np/4 cylinder block 4 cylinder head
4 radiator 4 pump

3. Pump 4 cylinder head 4 cylinder block
+/radiator 4 pump '

4. pump 4-radiator 4 cylinder head
//cylinder block 4 pump

6-34. 'That section of the system which permits
the heat generated within an operating
internal combustion engine to be conducted
into the coolant and to be dissipated
later in the ciredlation process is called
the
.1. radiator
2. water jacket
3. coolant jacket: ---

-747-6y1inder block passages

6-35. What is the action of the water pump in
the liquid cooling system?
1. With force it circulates,water from

the top of the radiator to the bottom
of_the_radiator--

2. With force it circulates water from
the.bottom of the radiator to the top
pf the radiator

3. With force it applies power to the
fan forcing it to tperease air flow
across the engine

4. It regulates the flow of coolant in
the cooling system

6-36. Why is a water pump's moving shaft a
likely place for a cooling system leak?
1: Because the impeller.is submerged

within the_coolant
2. Because the power source is external

to the coollra syitem
3. Betause the impeller shaft is mounted

on one or more ball bearings which
require outside lubrication

4. Because theipump housing is a unit
within itself and is removable from
the block .

6-37. .The purpose of a fan shroud is to
1. provide a safety guard ardnnd the

moving fan blades
2. assure that, all of the sir pulled back

by the fan is directed over the
engine assembly

3.' -improve the,efficiency of the engine
4. steblize the mounting of the radiator

6-38. What is the purpose of the radiator in .
the system?
1.. To pr9vide a reservoir for the coolant

-2. To divide the coolant into many small
streami

.3. lb transfer heat from the coolant to
the Air moving through it

4. To break up the air pulled by the fan
intomany small streams

6739. Why is a radiator pressure cap used?
For faster circulation, hence more
efficient cooling

2. For slower circulation, hence more
efficient tooling

3. For high engine operating temperatures
without coolant loss

4. For low engine operating temperatures
without coolant loss

HOw many valves are normally in the,
pressure radiator cap?
1. One
2. Two
3. Three.-

4. Four

6-41. The system's thermostat is activated by
1. pressure
2. expansion
3. contraction
4. temperature-

6-42. What is the normal position of a ,roperly-
functioning thermostat when the engine
is at operating temperature?
1. Completely open
2. Completely closed

Half open
4% Three-fourths open

6-43. The engine units of the temperature gages
of both the Bourdon tube anU the electric
types are installed so that they detect
the temperature of the
1. lubricating oil
2. coolant
3. metal of the block
4. exhaust manifold

6-44. How, if at all, can a damaged temperature
ge with a Bourdon tube be repaired?

1. With a solderingkiron
2. It-cannot be repaired
3. By pinching the tube
4. By sending the unit to overhaul

.4*

36.
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6-45. When antifreeze is used, frequent check-
ing for leaks is necessary becaupe
antifreeze 4-;)

1. . makes the water lese,viscous
2. evaporates easily
3. corrodes or rusts the cooling system
4. penetrates openings and connections

more readily than-water

6-46 Tn testing antifreenolotiona, L.:hydro-
meter measures the solution's
1. density
2. specific gravity
3. "freezing temperature
4. content of antifreeze

that of water

6..,;,47. A foaming action causing some loss of
coolant sulutionf.roman-operatthg-efig-rne

compared to

cooling system may°result if
1. there is air in the system
2. differenttypea of.antifreeze are

Mixed together
3. the percentage of antifreeze.in the _

solution is too great
4. there is rust in the radiator

In the absence of pertinent instructions,
cooling systems should be flushed and
cleaned at least
1. every quarter
2. twice a Year
3. at every maintenance inspection.
4. once A year

'6-49. What ip the first step taken in flushing

the cooling system?
1. Add more water.

2. Drain all the water
3. Add Alit cleaning Compound
4.. Run the engine,for thirty minutes

6-50. Which Of the following-maY cause an
operatfhg engine to run either too cool
or too hot?.

1. A malfunctioning thermostat
2. A defective pressure cap
3. A collapsed water hose
4. A slipping fan belt"

-!
,It, items 6-51 through 6-53, select from column
B the appropriate test procedure for each cooling
system problem listed in column A.

A. Problems

6-51. "Air leak

.6-52. Water pump
inefficiency

6-53. Exhaust gas
leakage into
the system

B. Test Procedures

1. Disconnect the upper
%one, remove the fAn

belt and ehermostat,
start the engine and
observe the
reaction

coolant's
.. _

.

2. With the engine warm
and running, squeeze
the upper radiator
hose to determine if
.preesure 'is present

3. Push-in on the belt
midway between ehm.:
pulleys to check its
tension

4. Attach a hose to the
overflow pipe and
place the other end
in a bucket of.water
and check for bubbles

Learning Objective: Relative to
an internal combustion engine's
lubrication system and system
components, identify functions,
ventilation and circulation
principles, and maintenance
problems and techniques.

6-54. Which of the following is the primary
function of an engine's lubrication
system?
1. To prevent metal-to-metal contact
2. To aid.in_Cooling the engine
3. To help 'keep the engine parts clean
4. To act as a shock absorbing agent

6-55. What two types of oil pumps are normally
used in the lubricating system?

_ 1. Gear and piston
2. Gear and rotary
3. Rotary and piston
4. Roeary and vane
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6-56. What is the function of the oil pressure
gage.in the lubrication system of an
internal combustion engine?
1. To show the oil'level in the oil pan
2.. To maintain propet oil pressure in

the system
. To ensure that 30 to 50 psi are

produced by the oil pump
4. To indicate the efficiency of the

oil system

In items 6-60 through 6-62i select from column
B the method by which each type of oil lubri-
cation system listed in column A,circulates

A. Systems B. Circulation Methods

6-60.. Splash 1. Oil is circulated through
lines-and channels in

6-57. -A spring-loaded valve which opens to
allow oil to pass around a clogged filter
is incorporated in which of the following
types of oil filters?
1. Bypass
.2. Full flow
1- Strainer
4. Enclosed

6-61. Force-feed

6-62. Full force-
feed

6-58. In which of the 'engine crankcase vrtnti-
lation methods are the gasoline vapors
recirculated back through the intake
manifold?
1. Positive only
2. Nohpositive only
3. Positive and nopositive
4. Either positive. or nonpositive depend-

ing on the presence of a breather
tube

6-59. As the oil leaves the regulator it is
cooled or heated depending upon the
temperature of the
1. water in the cooling system
2. 'outside temperature of the air
3. electrical heating coil
4. glow plugs

the crankshaft and
connecting rodaby a
pump, and the cYlinders
are lubricated by oil
thrown from the connect-
ing rods

2: 00-is circulated unaer
pressure from the pump
to all moving engine
parts

3. Oil is circulated only
by dippers on the connect-

.

ing rods

4. Oil is circulated by a
pump to the main bearings
and valves, while dippers
on the connecting rods
lubricate the cylinders
by splashing 'oil

6-63. Low oil pressure may be caused by
1. use of an improper grade of oil only
2. low oil level in the crankcase only
3. excessiVe heating of theangine only
4. use of the improper grade of oil,

low oil level, or overheating engine

6-64. If you are installing an oil line and it
becomes necessary to make a-very sharp
bend in the copper tubing, what should
you use to make the bend?
1. Your hands
2. Two pipe wrenches
3. A tube bender
4. A strap wrench

6-65. To isolate the problem of persistently
high oil pressure after the possibility
of a clogged oil line has been eliminated,
the ASM should next check the operation 6.

of the
I. oil filter element
2. oil temperature regulatpr
3. oil pressure gage assembly
4. oil pressure regulating valve.
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Astignment 7
:Reciprocating Combustion Engines and Reciprocating Gasoline Engines

Text: Pages 189 - 219

Learning Objective: Recognize the
speed and power regulating force of
a gasoline engine and, relative to
governors, indiCste functions, types,
and related selection requirements,
and operating principles.,

In items 7-5 through 7-7, select fiom column B
the governor action that is Performed by each
type'of governor listed_im_tolumn_A

A. Governors B. Actions

7-5. Load-limiting. 1. 'Maintains any speed-
between idle and

7-6. Variable-speed maximum speed

7-1. In a gasoline engine, speed and power outOut 7-7. Speed-limiting
are controlled by regulating the

. 1. hotness of the spark in the cylinders
2. amount and velocity of the air flowing

into the:cylinders
3. amount of fuel injected into- the

cylinders
4. combustion chaMber size

7-2. Which component prevents engine overspeed-
ing by making allowances for varying power
output demands?
1. The governor'
\2. The' carburetor .

3. The accelerator
. The hand throttle

7-3. he kind of governor to be used on a diesel
ngine is determined by the -'

type of load on the engine and the
degree of control desired

. horsepower of the engine
grade-of fuel used in the engine
maximum engine operating speed

7-4. n addition to being cla.fied by speed
tgulation, governors on diesel engines may

a so beClassified according to
11. functions performed only
2l, the means by which they operate the,

fuelcontrol mechanism only
the forces used in operation only
functions performed, how the fuel con-,
trol Mechaniam operates, and the forces
used in operations

39

2. Maintains 'the same
speed regardless,of
the load

,

3. Keeps the engine from-:
exceeding a specified
maximum speed and
from dropping below a
specified minimum
speed

4. Limits the load the
engines will handle
it various speeds-

7-8. If a diesel engine is contrplled by a
:spring-loaded centrifugal governor, what
will be the effect on the speed.of the'
engine if the-centrifugal force becomes
greater than the spring tension of the
governor?
1. The engine will speed up
2. The engine will slow down
3. The engine will alternately speed up

and slow down
4. The engine speed will remain the same

7-9. What wil7 happen to an enginethat has-oil
blow-by in the cylinders after the ignition
is turned off?
1. -Normal operation
2. Engine will disintegrate
3. Engine will shut down automatic
4. Engine will decrease its speed,
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The device that reduces excessive speed of
an engine but still allows the engine to
continue to run at a safe speed is called
an overspeed
1. rip

7-16. Of the following, which is considered the,.
grdatest asset to ensure accurate inter-
pretation of the results of penetrant-type .4

inspections?
1. Experience

Formal training
The ability to.follow prescribed
procedures
The ability to interpret technical
data correctly

2. cutout 2.

3. governor .3.

4. ewitch
4.

Learning Objective: Identify inspec-
tion requirements, techniques, and
materials applicable to aviation sup-
port equipment.

7-11. Other than an equipment-1g egriodic Mainte-
nance Requirements Manual, what instruc-.
tions list the requirements for periodic,
daily, end special inspections?
1. Maintenance Requirement Cards
2. Maintenance.Daily 'Cards
3. . 4790.2A/50
4. 4790.2A/51

7-12. What method is generally employed to
inspect certainmetallic parts of equip-
ment for nearlyInvisible cracks or
defects?
1. Paint
2. Bright light
3. Penetrant
4. Sanding

7-13. As an alternative to the penetrant inspec-
tion, what type Of inspection should be
conducted on material which is 'Magnetic? .

1. Fluorescent dye
2. Vidible dye

Magnetic particle
4. .Nonporous material

7-14. What materials are contained in a fluores-
cent inspectiOn kit?.
1. Penetrant, dye remover, emulsifier,

and developer
2. Penetrant, dye remover, emulsifier,

develOper,and bright.light
3. Penetrant, penetrant,cleaner, devel-

oper, and black light
4. Penetrant, Stoddard Solvent, developer,

and black light .

7-15. Which of the following is necessarily com-
mon to the Type I and Type II penetrant
inspection processes but NOT to the Type
III process?
1:- Developer
2. Black light
3. Solvent base
4. Emulsifier

Learning Objective: Define trouble-
shooting, recognize Aqm equipment
safety precautions, and identify the
authority for changes to equipment
and operating-procedures,

7-17. The definition of troubleshooting may be
stated as
1. the performance of preventive mainte-

nance inspections
2. an orderly process to segregate

problem causes
3. the performance of daily inspections
4. the Process of deduction and elimina-

tion

7-18. The ASM's work is potentially dangerous in
that, unless he practices proper safety
precautions, he could possibly be .injured
from
1. toxic fumes only
2. electric shock only
3. hot fluids and hot metals onlf

toxic fumes, electric shock, and hot
fluideend metals

7-19. Modifications of existing equipment.and
revisions to established operating pro-
cedures are directed by orders and bulle-

,

tins issued by the
1. work area supervisor
2. Naval Air Systems Command
3. intermedate Maintenance activity
4. organizational maintenance activity
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Learning Objective: Relative to
gasoline engine starting systeMs
and their components, recognize
operating characteristics and a
propable cause of malfunCtions.

7-20. Which unit is considered as the central
unit of the starting, ignition, and gen-
erator/alternator systems?
1. Regulator
2. BatterY
3. Starter
4. Distributor



7-21. What is the approximate speed ratio of the
starter rotor to the crankshaft?
1. 1 to 1
2. 5 to 1
3. 10 to 1
4. 20 to 1

7-22. Why
the
1.

2.

3.

4.

,

7-27. Ignition of the fuel-air mixture in an
engine cylinder may be accomplished by
how many methods?
1. -01w

2. Two-
3. Three
4. Four

is the starter piniOn demeshed from
flywheel after the engine is started? 7-28.

To keep wear on the flywheel-and -

pinion to a minimum
To prevent overspeeding the starter
To reduce the noiselevel of the-engine
To reduce drag on the engine

.

In items 7-23 through 7-25,select from column B
the meshing mechanism described by each opera-
tional characteristic listed-in column A.

A. Characteristics B. Meshing
Mechanisms

7-23. As he starter rotates, 1. Dyer drive
the pinion is moved for-
ward or backward by 2. Bendix
inertia to engage the drive

flywheel
.

7-24. It provides complete and
positive meshing of the 4. Overrunning
pinion and flywheel clutch
before the.starter
rotates

The voltage required to force a spark
acroils the spark plug gap is approximately
1. 10,000 v
2. 20000 v

30^90 v
4. 40,000 v

The electricity to the spark plugs is con-
trolled by the,

1. coil
2. distributor
3. camshaft
4. -crankshaft

7-30.- The battery ignition system consists of how
many circuits?
1. One
2. Two
3. Three
4. Four

3: Centrifugal 7-31:

7=25. As the starter rotates,
spring-loaded steel rol-
lers move back and forth
between the shell and
rotor to engage and
disengage the pinion and
flywheel

7-26. When starting troubles are traced to the
starting system, the cause of,the malfunc-
tion will most often be the
1. flywheel teeth
2. starter armature windings
3. starter pinion and spring.
4. battery

Learning Objective: Relative to
battery ignitfon systems, redog-
nize coiponents and their ft:Tic"-

tions, operating design charac-
-,-

teristics, and associated terms.

Current will flow through the primary cir-
cuit whenever the
1. ignition is turned on
2. distributor points are closed
3.: distributor points are open

condensor is charged

7-32. One.of the functions of the capacitor in
a battery-ignition system is to-
1. stop the flow of magnetic lines of

flux when the points open
2. act as a safety gap for the secondary

coil
3. allow a rapid collapse of the magnetic

-field in the priMary
4. stop the flow of current through the

secondary winding

7-33. The magnetic fluxjinking the primary and
secondarTwindingi of an induction coil
is chained by the '

1. cam
2. capacitor
3. distributor points
4. electrodes in the distributor cap

7=34. The term saturation period, when used in
regardto an induction coil, is defined
as the period of time,
1. it takes for the magnetic fieid in the

secondary windings to reach full
strength

2. it takes for the magnetic field.in the
primary windings to reach full strength

3. current,is flowing through the second-
ary windingA .

4. thatsthepoints are open
41
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7-35. The purpose of.the contact points and cam
: in the distributer is to

1. open theprimary circuit, causing a
spark to jump across the gat of a
particular spark plug whirl: is con-
nected into the.primary c..rcuit by
means of the'distributor

2. open the seCondary circuit, causing
the magnetic field to collapse at max-
imum strength

3. open the primary circuit, causing the
magnetic f/eld to collapse at maximum

-

%strPngth
4.. indoce.a high voltage in the primary

winding, causing a brief, strong flow
,Of current in the primary circuit

7-36. The purpose of'a capacitor (Condensor) in
the primary Circuit is to prevent arcing
between the contact points at the time of
1. initial opening
2. closing
3. .starting the engine
4. stopping the engine

,7-37. What is the approximate voltage of the
current across a spark plug gap?
1. 7,500V
2. 10,000 v
3. 15,000 v
4. 25,000 v

7-38. the rotor functions to close the circuit
and permit current to reach a spark plug
each time the crankshaft rotates by how
much?
1. One-fourth of a turn
2. One-half of a turn
3. One full turn
4. Two full turns

7-39. In a six-cylinder engine the cylinders
and spark plugs are numbered consecutively
from the front. The leads from the dis-
tributor are arranged to send high voltage
to the spark plugs in which firing order?
1. 2-4-6-1-3-5
2. 1-3-5-2-4-6
3. 2-6-4-1-5-3
4. 1-5-3-6-2-4

7-40. For each revolution of the distributor
shaft on a six cylinder engine, the points
will open and close how many times?
1. Eight times
2. Six times
3. Four times

7741. The vac um-type spark advancemechanism is
directly connected between.the
1. carbu etor and spark plugs
2. spark plugs and distributor
3. distri utOr and carburetor
4. distr,utor, spark plugs, and carbure-

tor

7-42. As the engin speed increases, the spark
is advanced av the
1. camshaft
2. Coil
3. distributo
4. 'crankshaft timing gear.

7-43. The only purpos for the magneto in the
magneto ignitiori system ip_to provide
elecificity.for
1. battery char ing only
2.. ignition onl
3. battery charg ng and ignition
4. lighting ,

7744. What limits the ou,put of the conventional
ignition system? ,

1. The length of ime the contact points
remain closed o ly

2. The amount of c rrent in the primary
circuit only 1

3. The size and raiing of the battery-
4. The lengths of-time-the contadt points

remain closed and.the amount of cur-
rent in the primary circuit

7-45. In addition to extending the periods
between.engioe'tuneups, which of the
following advantages does the transis-
torized ignition system have over
.conventional ignition system?
1. Extended breaker point.life only
2. Higher available voltage at the spark

plugs only
.1 3. Extended spark plug like only.

Extended breaker point and spark plug
life aed higher available voltage at
the spark Plugs

4. Two times '

7-46.

b

Learning Objeetive: Recognize common
causes of ignition system troubles
and procedures for identifying, cor-
recting, or preventing-these:troubles,
including assoicated terms and data.

What ignition troubles-are-most-often
causedrby.wearyhen_tbe engine is
operating?

r 1.. Faulty capacitor
2. Faulty coil.
3. Faultygenerator
4. Faulty connections or broken wireb
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7-47. In troubleshooting the ignition sysigm,
how manrcheck points,can-be visual
inspected before making any test?
1. Seven.

2. Six
3. Three
4. Five

.7-48. If the coil is connected so that polarity
is reversed, what increase in voltage is
required to fire the plugs?
14 10 percent
2.1 20 percent
3.1 30 percent
Al 40 percent

7-49. In the diiitribubor cap, high voltage jump-
ing from_the_rotor_ta_the terminal post
will cause -

1. heavy carbon deposits
2. mild scaling
3. mildew
4. hard starting

7-50. What is the correct color for normal
ignition points?
1.. Bright silver
2. Bright gray
3. Dull, slate gray
4. Bright, slate gray

7-51. What is the best method for repairing
points that are burned or pitted?
1. Replace
2. File
3, Regap
4. 'Resetthe regulator

-

7-52. With the secondary coil lead held approx-
imately 3/16-inch from ground and the '

engine being cranked, a,bright blue spark
is obserVed. This indicates that trouble-
shooting can be limited to-the
1. breaker points, coil, rotor, spark

plug-leads, and coil lead,
distributor cap, rotor,.spork plug
leads, and spark plugs

3, distributor cap, coil, ignition resis-
tor, and spark plugs

4. -ignition resistor, breaker points, .

rotor, and coil

7-53. Refer to figure 7-10(A). With a voltmeter
connected as shown, a battery-to-coil test
is performed and a drop of 2.5 volts is
obtained. What does this indicate?
1. A,shorted coil primary winding
2. A shorted ignition resistor
3. An open ignition resistor
4. Proper oPeration

7-54. What test equipment is used to test spark
pluuleads for cracks or opens?
1. A multimeter
2. A voltmeter
3. An ammeter
4. A megger

7-55. What does a condenser of INCORRECT capacity
cause?
1. HeavTarcing across the breaker points.'

and metal transfer from one contact-of
the breaker points to the other

2. Heavy arcing across the breaker points7
and secondary coil failure

3. Metal transfer from one contact to,the
other of the breaker points and second-
ar5r coil failure

4. Primary_poil failure

I.

7-56. When maintenance on an ignition aystem is
pieferred, when does the procedure call

,for replacing the capacitor?
1. When the capacitor appears burned
2. When the points are replaced
3. When the points are burned
4. When so-indicated on the preventive

maintenance schedule
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7-57. Improper alignment of contact points will
result in
1. point bounce
2. rapid burning of the goints
3. point chatter.
4. low voltage at the spark plugs

7-58. What'effect does excessive breaker point
gap have on the ignition system? .

Extended saturation time for the coil, ..
and low speed missing

2, Reduced saturation time for the coil,
and high speed missing

3. Extended saturation time for thecoil,
and'high ipeed mitsing

4. Reduced saturation time for the coili,
and low.speed minding

7-59. Which-of the following-statements defines
dwell? .

.1. The distance, in degrees of,Crankshaft
rotation, that the breaker turns from----
the time the points close.until they
open st-

2. The distance, :In degrees of breaker
cam rotatiOni that the-breaker cam
turns from time the points open until
they close
The distance, in degrees of engine
can. rotation, that the engine cam
turns from the time the points open
until they close.

4. The distaeco, in degrees of &taker
cam rotation, that.the breaker ct.m
turrs from the time the points Close.
until they open



7760. Refer to figure 7-14. Which of the
following statments is correct regarding
the relationship iietween dwell and point
gap?
1. They are the same
2. They'are indirectly proportional
3. They are directly proportional
4. They are not related

7-61; Why must engine oil or low temperature
grease NOT be-used t? lubricate the
breaker cam?
1. Only ipecial Olijsspecified
2. It will be thrown off-and onto the

points
3. It causes rapid deterioration of the

point rubbing block
4. The felt wick will not hold it

7-62. A distributor is being installed and it
.14111 NOT bottom., What must be done?

12. Remove the distributof and turn the
shaft one tooth

2. Install the holddown bolt and pull
the distributor down

3. Hold firm pressure On the distributor
and crank the engine to align the oil
pump

In items 7-63 through 7-65, select from.column B
the condition in the combustion.chamber that
causes each kind of carbon deposit listed in
column A.

A. Carbon Deposits

7-63. Soft, dry, blatk
carbon

7-64. Hard, baked-on, black
'carbon

7-65. Wet, black carbon

B. Conditions

1. Worn piston
rings

2. Lean fuel-air
mixture

3. Rich fuel-air
mixiure

4. Cold-type
spark plugs

7-66. The best tool to Use in adjusting epark
plug gap is a
1. round gage
.2. _flat feeler gage.
3. standard gage
4. wire gage

7-67. A tinge Of bluish light, called a corona
discharge, that appears just above the
shell of a spark plug indicates the
presence of
1. oil around the plug
2.- excessive heat around the plug
3. a low-tension 'field atoung the plug

; 4. a high-tensiodfield around the plug

7-68. When'apark'plugs are replaced, under nor-
mal conditiona, you should-determine the
proper heat range by checking the,
1. MRC for the unit
2.' length of the spark plug
3. the manufacturer's manual
4. the information on the old,spark plug
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Aisignmen
Reciprocating Gasoline Engines and Diesel Engines

Text: Pages 220 - 254

8

Learning Ohjective: 'Recognize,design
,characteristics of vehicle headlights
and taillights, and identify com-
ponents, maintenance procedures, and

, safety factors/measures associated
with electrical circuits and batteries.

. 8-1. The permanent bonding of the lens and
reflector in sealed beam headlight units
makes them superior to older type head-
lights. Which of the'follOwing does.NOT
support this statement?
1. -Entrarwe of.dirt, dust, and moisture

between the lens and reflector is
,prevented

2. Illumination is bu.tter and more
powerfull

3. Initial brilliance remains nearly con-
stant throughout headlight life

. Adjustment is easier

Which of the'following statements about
stoplights 'and taillights is INCORRECT?
1. Stoplights.and taillights are normally

contained in the same housing
2. Stoplights and tailiights,may be con-

tained in the same bulb
3. Stoplight. candlepower is greater than

taillight.candle power
4. Stoplights and taillights are control

led from the same switch'

uit of an indiVidfial
electrical system will have an ampere
rating equal to the
1., minimum current required to crrate

all units in the,EYstem
.

2. maxiMum current required to operate
all units plus a 10roverload

3. maximum current required to operate'.
.all units in theaystem

4. minimum current required io operate
all units plus a 10% overload

45

8-4. If'a current of 60-Hz ac were passed
through a human body, whet coulct be the
effects of 0.1 ampere for 1 second pass7
ing through the body?
1. No effect
2. Fatal
3. Slight illness
4. Light headedness

sip
8-5 Acid burns from electrolyte are hazards

associated with
1. batteries
2. hydrogen gas -
3. fuses
4. citric acid

8-6. Batebries should be charged outside or in
a well ventilated room becauge of the
danger of
1. noxious fumes siven bff by the

electrolyte
2. explosion from,the electrolyte
3. explosion from hydrogen gas
4. noxious fumes given off by the

hydrogen gas

Learning Objective: Identify when
the fuel..air mixture is leanest and
how the fuel injector system operates.

8-7. When is the mixture ratio of air to gas-
oline in the cylinder the leanest?
1. When accelerating
2. During full load operation
3. During the starting of a cold engind
4. Under normal running conditions with

a warm engine '

,
8-8. In a.fuel-injection fuel system,,the

injector injects the ppper amount of
fuel into the
1. cylinder during the intake stroke'
2. cylinder during the compression stroke
3. intake-manifold during the intake

stroke-
4. intake manifold during the compression

stroke
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I.earning Objective: Relative-to a

gasoline engine fuel system, identify
tanks-i-filters, And:gages as to types,
operating characteristics, and main-
tenance procedures.

8-9. In the instrument panel unit of the
balancing coil type of fuel gage, which
components operate the needle when the

tank is' empty?

1. Tbe pperating magpetic coil and the

pesrmanent'Magpet, 4

2. Tbe,liMIting magnetic coil and the

permanent magnet-
3. The,limiting magnetic coil and the

operating magneeic coil

4. The rheodtat and the operating Magnetic
coil

8-10. rn the thermodtatic-type fuel gage, the
pointer in the gage unit is actuated by

1. bimetallic coritacts-

2. hime ilic blades

3. limiting coils
4. 'permanent magnets

_

8-11. What type of fuel filter is moat comMonly
used in Navy vehicles?
1: Ceramic'element
2. Paper.element
3. Metal disk

" 44 Metal mesh screen

Learning Objective: Recognize auto-

motive fuel pump types, components,
functions, and associated installa-

tion practices.

T

8-12. In addition to delivering fuel to the ,

enane, the fuel pump must.also maintain
a proper pressure in the line between the

- 1. pump and the tank
2. pump'and the carburetor

3. tank. ard the carburetor

4. carburetor and the cylinders

8-13.*What effeCt, if any, does excessive fuel-
pump 15reasure'have on the fuel consumption

of an engine?
1. Fuel consumptionis increaseti
2-. Fuel consumption is decrease&
3. There Is no effect on the amount of

fuel consumed
4. Fuel consumption is either increased'

or decreased depending on Whether the

pump ia,positive or nonpositive

8-14. The normalpressure delivered by a fuel

pump in opera4od is
1. 1 to 3 psi
2. 3 to 5 psi
3. 5 ty 7 psi

4.

8-15. The caiburetor receives fuel from a
mechanical fuel pump only when the

1. pressuke maintained.by the diaphragm
spring bf7the pump is less than/he-:
fuel pressure in'the outlet

2. pressure maintained by'the diaphragm
spring of the pimp is greater-than
tbe fuel pressure in the outlet

3. fuel passage from the pump is.opened
into the float chamber and the float
needle valve is seated'

4. -fuel passage from the pump is closed
and.the float needle,valve of the
carburetor is unseated

.8-16. Which type of fuel pan is installed in
a housing in the fuel,tank?
1: Mechanical single action
2- Mechanical nonpositive
3. Electrid-autOptilse
4. Electric motor driyen

8-17. Why are fuel lines placed away from
exhaust.pipes, mufflers, and manifolds?

1. To reduce the danger of fire if a
leak should develop in the line

2. To prevent vaporlocks caused by
excdsdive heat

3. For ease of-maintenance .

4. To reduce the SAngerof damage to'
the fuel lines from excessive-heat

8-18. To which.of the following are fuel lines
'on vehicles normally attached for support?

MUffler
.2. Frame

3. Radiator
4. Tailpipe'''.

Learqing Objective: Reccsnize

theories, and terms associated with
the-structure-of-matter, and identify
the purpbse of a carburetor's ven-

turi passage.

8-19. Which substanCes,are composed of con-
stantly-moving particles called

moleculesr
1. Solids..and liquids

2. Liquids and gases

3. Gases and solids

4. Solids,liquids, And gases
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'8-20. In which substance are the molecules held
closest together?,
l. Ice
2. Water
3. Gasoline
4. Gasoline vapor

The weiiht of the molecules in the air .

determines the air's
1. specific gravity
2. atmospheric pressure

humidity
dew poinC .

Un er which condiaon does liquid avapo-
rat\ the fastest? \;

1. 'ow temperatttre And low atmospheric
41g.p essure

2. Lok temperature and\high atmospheric

and, 17 atmospheric

and high atmospheric

pre sure
3. High temperature

pressure
4. High temrierature

presetre

--In-items-8-23-through:8-25, select from column B
thechemical term applicable to each"fundamental
concerning liquids listed in column A.

A. Fundamentals B. Terms

8-23. Molecules of a liquid_
move from the liquid
to the air

8-24. The ease with which
molecules of a liquid
move from the liquid'
to the sir

8-25. A liquid is broken
into very tiny
particles

Carbuketion

2. Atomization

3. Evapd?ation

4. Volatility

-7
8-26. The purpose of the venfuri passage in a

carburetor is to
1. lower the atMospheric pressure in the

flqat bowl to force the gasoline
through4he fuel ouclet nozzle

2. spray the fuel in the air by increas-
ing the speed of the air entering 8-33.

the carburetor
3. reduce the rate of vaporization by

lowering the.pressure of the air
entering the carburetor

4: create a partial vacuum to permit
atmospheric pressure to force the.,
fuel froi the float-bowl

In items 8-27 through 8-30, select from column
B the carburetor system which controls each
carburetor action listed in column A.

A. Carburetor
Actions

_

8-27. Enriches fuel-air mix-
ture for high-speed
operation

8-28. Supplies enriched fuel-
air mixture for low-
speed, no-load operation

"

8-29. Momentarily supplies
enriched fuel-air mix-
ture when the throttle is
initially opened

8-30. Maintains constant level
of fuel ln the carburetor
bowl

B. Carburetor
Systems

Accelera-ing-L-
system

2. Naximum
power cir--
cuit

3. Float sys-
tem

4. Idling cir-
.cuit

,Learning ObjectiveT-Recognize
functions and/or operating charac-,
teristics of carburetor controls
and identify circuits that vary
fuel-air ratios.

8-31. Which of the following components regu-
lates the volume of fuel-air mixture
which can pass into the intake maniCld?
1. . Throttle valve
2. Float circuit

' 3. Venturi
4. 'Maximum power circuit.

7

Ref r to figure 7-30 in answering items
8-32 through 8-35.

t s

- *

8-32. The idle and low-speed circuit is iden-
tified by what letter?
1. A
2. C

3. E

4. G

5 1 8
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Atmospheric pressure which forces fuel
down through the idle circuit is admitted
to the carburetor at which point?
1. F

2. H

3. I

4. J

. a



8-34. At what place in the carburetor does the
gasoline start to atomize?
1. A ,

2. B
311. C

4. D

8-35. When more .fuel is needed to support low.--
speed operation, the position of the
low-speed port will be such that it is
just below the edgelt
1. A .

2. C
3.

4.

.

873g. In its high-speed circuit, a carburetor
maintaina a fairly cOnstant ratio' of fuel
to air, and oyerrichness is prevented by
1. decreasing the volume of.air through

the'venturi -
2. matntaining-arconstant pressure in

the venpri
3. letting more air,enter, the main

nozzle
4. letting less fuel enter-the.main

nozzle

Whichof the following air-to-fuel car-
buretor ratioi by weight will normally
produce the most power in the high-speei
ciicuit7
1. 12:1
2. 13:1
3. 14:1
4. 15:f

,

8-38. To ensure deiivery of the Proper fuel-air
mixture for all operdting'donditions;
each position of the throttle valve must
be synchropized with`the position of the

1. power ift sttting
2. metering rod
3. vacuum step-up mechanism
4. venturi opening I

8-39. What component of the acceierating pump
circuit meters the amount/of fuel used?

1. The lever on the throttle shaft
2. The discharge check valve
3. The intake check valve ..

4. The accelerating jet/
'

8-40. At steady part-throttl positions, what
prevents fuel from flpwing back intothe,.
carburetor from the accelerator pump .

cylindefI /

1. The throttle valVe
2. The air-vent ch,/ck valve
3% The azceleratin

g

jet

O4. The metering d.

Learning Objective: Identify func-
tions and operating characteristics
of carburetor choke circuits, empha-
sizing the automatic choke mechanism.

8-41. During starting, a choke alters the fuel-.
air mixturerthat enters the manifold of
a cold gasoline engine by admitting
1. less air
2. more air
3. less-fuel and more air
4. more fuel and less air

8-42. In the dutomatic choke mechanism, when
the engine is cold the choke valve is '
held closed as a result of
1. high intake manifold-vacumn
2. thermostatic sprimg tension

3. hot air from the exhaust manifold
4. air passing throUgh the carburetor

air horn

8-43. kn pitomatic choke closes fully when the
temperature of the thermostatic spring
decreases to approximately
.1.- 60° F ,

2. 70° F
3. 80° F
4. 90° F

Learning Objective: :Recognize causes
and effects of ceIburetor malfunc-
tions and the roll of ao air cleaner
in preventive maintenance.

. .

Items 8-44 through 8-50, select from column B
the-carbbretor system malfunction most likel&
to cause the engine troubles listed in column A.

8-44:

8-45.

A. Engine troubles

Excessive fuel con-
sumption

Poor idling

8-46. Hard starring of
,

48:

.

warm engine

Slow engine warmup

Smoky, black exhaust.
emiSsiOn

8-49. Stalling during warrant)

-8-50. Backfiring engine
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B.' Malfunctions

1. Fuel-air
mixture too
rich

0

2. Choke defec-
tive

Fuel-air
miture too
lean

4. Throttle
linkage
adjustment
improper



Learning Objective: Relative to
automotive air intake and exhaust:
systems, indicate component func-
tions and structural character-
istics, and an assosiated safety
-hazard

8-51., Wbat function does the intake Manifold.
perform?
1. It admits air from the outside to

the air filter
2. It routes-air from the filter to the

carburetor
3. ft routes mixture of air and'fuel

from the Carburetor to the engine
4. It conducts air froM. the :engine to

the muffler

8752. The intake manifold is located so that
it can be as short and as straight as
possible in order to
1. provide for center feeding from the

fuel source
. 2. provide for advantageous carburetor

location
,3. reduce heat absorption
4. reduce condensation

:

8-53. To withstand the interiseneat, the gasket
.between the exhaust manifold and the
cylinder block is made of meta% covered
with
1.1 asbestos
2. cork
3. leather
4. oil idOregnated paper

8-54. What is the purpose of the manifold heat
valve?
1...To create a "hot spot" around the

: 'eXhaust manifold
2. .-To run the windshield wipers in case

, the manifold vatuum is insufficient
3. To.provide for heating the fuel-air

mixture until the engine warms up
4. To provide additional heat inside

the vehicle in cold weather

8-55. In addition to quieting exhaust noise by
allowing the exhaust gases to expand
.before leaving the.exhaust system, the
muffler also functions_to
1. aid in heating the vehicle during

Cold Weather operation
2: put.preSsure on the exhaust side-of

.the valves to increase engine power
Uutput

3. 'prevent fiame and.sparks from leaving
the exhaust system -

i4. increase the flow of exhaust gases
leaving the engine

8-56. Any defective part of the exhaustaystem,
such as the axhaust pipe, tail pipe, or
,muffler, must.be replaced immediately to
prevent harm to the equipment oPerator
by the poisonous fumes of,

''.-.1. carbon mOnoxidesunly
2. carbon dioxicke
3. carbon tetrachloride
4. carbon monoxide and carbon dioxide

Learning Objective: RecogniZe the .
instrument.best suited for .eValuating.
'engine performance, and indicate'
typical cauSes and effects-of engine
malfunctions, including'identifica-
tion 'and Maintenance,procedures.

8-57- When zritical adjustment,; are wade ce% an
engine or tests dre'tAde to aetermine
malfunctions, which of the following
Should be utilized?
1. .An engine analy,;er
2. A dwell meter
3. A timing light
4. A. voltmetler . .

8-582 A malfunction that prevents a Starting
system from rotating the engine fast
'enough to start usually can NOT be
traced to
1. a weak battery
2. a poor tonnection

and starter .

3. a defective starter motor

4. 'improper tiling

4

between the battery

.8-59. A malfunction in which of thefollowing
areas requires corrective maintenance

L by an ASE?
T. Fuel
2. 'Compression
3. Ignition
4: Timing'

In a repeat test of cylinder compression,
an increase-In...cylinder pressure after
heavy oil has been inserted in the"
cylinder above the piston is a good
indication of a faufty
1. set of Piston rings
2. exhaust valve
3. 'intake valve
4. spark.plug

8-60.
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8-61. Blue-gray exhaust smoke from an operating
engine indicates that the engine is
1. receiving a too-rich fuel-air mixture
2. reteiving a too-lean fuel-air mixture
3. burning oil
4. .operating normally

8.162.- An inspection of a support,equipment
engine conducted after 210 hours of
running time is called a/an
1. preventive maintenance inspection
2. periodic inspection
3. operational inspection
4. preoperational inspection

Learning Objective: Recognize the
differences in the construction
features and operating principles
of gasoline engines and diesel
engines, and the advantages and
disadvantages of the diesel engine.

8-63 What makes it possible to ignite the
fnel-air mixture of a diesel engine with-
out the use of a spark as in a gasoline
engine? ,

1. The ignition temperature of diesel
fuel is low

2. The compression ratio of the diesel
engine is loW

3. The compression temperature of the
diSael engine is high

4. The speed of the diesel engine's
moving parts is high

o-64. The major differences in the operation
of gasoline engines and diesel engines
are in their
1. valve and piston systems
2. fuel intake systems and ignition

methods'
3. air intake systems and fuel mixture

thethods

4. cooling and exhaust systems

8-65. Which components that are necessary for
operation of a gasoline engine are NOT
used on a diesel engine?
1. Spark plugs and carburetor
2. Carburetor and intake valve
3. Spark plugs and intake manifold
4. Intake valve and intake manifold

_

8-66. One advantage of the diesel engine over
the gasoline engine is the diesel
engine's
J.; suitability for vehicle's which trans

port small loads
2., low production costs
3. smoothness of operation
4. high ratio of power output to fue:

consumption

1

Learning objective: Relative to
design and operation, identify.types
of diesel combustion chambers.

8-67. The advantages of a diesel engine as
compared to a gasoline engine-include
1. slower acceleration and deceleration

and rougher idling at low rpm
2. harder starting and rougher operation

at idld and 'with light _loads
3. heavier construction and higher tost.

to manufacture
4. 'lower fuel cdnsumption for:same

power output

8-68, As compared with the other types of com-
hustion chamber design, what'ands the
open-type-require with respeteto injec-
tion pressure and atiomizitioh? )

1. Higher fuel in-jectioh-pressure but
lower degree-df. atothization

2. Higher fuel injection pressure and
greater degree uf atomization

3. Lower fuel injection pressure but
higher degree of atomization

4. Lower fuel injection pressure and
lower degree of atomization

8-69. What is one difference between the tur-
bulence and precombustion types of
chambers? 1

1. More air enters the turbulence type
2. Faster moving .air enters the pre-

/

0 tombustion type
3. jturbulence is governed by the design

/of the piston and cylinder head in
' the precombustion type

4./ Combustion takes place completely in
.1 the cylinder in the turbulence type
f'

8-70. in the Lanova combustion chamber, com-
/bustion takes place first in the

e 1. turbulence chamber
: 2. main chamber

3. irecombustion chamber
A. energy cell

J i
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Learning Objective: Compare com-
ponents of gasoline engine-and
diesel engine fuel systems, and.
recOgnize operating principles
and component functions of
diesel fuel supply 'pumps.

8-71. How do..the gears of the gear-type fuel
supply pump.delirer fuel oil from the
suctiop side of the pump to the discharge

1. ,By moving the fuel oil-by-suction
iction
By moving the fuel oil trapped
between the tooth pockets of the pumps
-pars and the casing

3. By trapPing the fuel oil in the pump
body

4. By trapping the fuel 'oil in the
driving;gear

Learning Objective: Recognize
functions.of the diesel fuel injec-
tion system and how in improperly
functioning system affects engine
operation.

\ 8-72. Which of. the following functions of the
fuel injection system ensures that the
engine will operate at a uniform speed
with a uniform power output?
1. Metering .

2. Timing . .

3. Atomization of fuel
4. Injection rate control

8-73. What is one kind.of trouble that can be
-expected if the timing of a fdel..injec-
'tion system is,NOT properly adjusted
and the fuel is injected too late
in the cycle?
1. Delayed ignition
2. Losiexhauat gas tempdrature

0
3. Smoky exhaust_
4. Excessive wear--

8-74. What will be the result if the rate of
fnel injection:is toolligh?
I. High exhaust gas temperature
2. Poor fuel economy ,
3.i Delayed ignition
4.; Excessive engine speed

8-75. Where does the atomization'of fuel
occur?
1. Within the turbulelice chamber
2. Within the precombustion:chamber
3. Between the fuel pump and the injec-

tion system
4. Within the injection system
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Diesel Engines and Chassis Systems

Text: Pages 254 - 279

Assignment 9

c:

9-4. What fluid is commonly used to cleae.i.Oec-
tors?

Water
Gasoline
Wood alcohol
Diesel fuel.

a'

Learning Objective: Relative to 1.
diesel fuel injectors, indicate 2.
cOnstruction features and testing 3.
,Eind maintenance practices. 4.

_What Im_the_primary-difference between-the-:
. -distribution-pressurized and unit injeCtion

types of feel injectors?
1. The distribution-pressurized tyPe deli-

vers enough pressure to overcame cylin-
der pressure, whereas the unit injec-
tion type does not

2. The unit injector type contains the
-injection nozzle and pressurization
pump in one unit

3. The-unit injection type requires a
spring-lnaded bypass valve on the
header to assist in maintaining
constant fuel pressure

4. The distribution-pressurized type con-
tains the injection nozzle and pressur-
ization pump in one unit

9-2. In testing the injectors of an engine that
fails to operate properly, you cut out one
cylinder at a timq,aekobserve engine opev,,
ation. Which.of the following conditions
indicates a defective_injector for the cut-
out cylinder?
1. The defect is more pronounced
2. The irregular operation of the engine

remains unchanged
3. The irregular operation of the engine

is eliminated -

4. The engine Speed-increases

9-3. If you do not have special serviCing equip-
ment available, it is advisable to do which
of the following to a defective injector?
1. Replace it
2. Repair it
3. Clean it
4. -Blow it out with air
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Learning Objective: Indicate the
locations, operating principles,
uses, and construction features
of diesel fuel filtdra.

9-5. On an engine with two fuel filterst'the
secondary filter is usually located
between te
1. tan.- iod the supply pump
2. primary.filter and the supply pump
3. supply-pump and the injector pump or

injector
4. primary filter and the tank

9-6. Refer to figure 8-9 in your textbook. How
does the metal-dise filter function to
remove water from fuel oil?
1. The discs absorb the water particles
2. Dirt trapped between the discs absorbs

the water \
3. The discs vaporize\he water globules
4. The discs are stacked so closely

together that the water globules cannot
pass between them

9-7. The element of the main fuel filter on an
engine is usually made from
1. fine wire mesh
2. lintless, acid-reSistant fabric
3. metal wool
4. specially treated paper
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Learning Objectiye: Indicate con-
struction features, operating prin-
ciples, and functions of the air
intake system and its cleaners,



9-8. Although thgfnur strokes of a diesel
engine occur in ihe same order and for
the same purpose as the four strokes of

% a gasoline engine, operation of which
stroke is slightly different?

Intake- '1-

:72: Compression
13.

4. -Exhaust

9-9. Air can be forced into the-nidinders of a
four-stroke engine during the intake stroke
by
1. atmosPheric pressure only
2. a turbocharger only
3. a supercharger only
4. atmospheric pressure, a turbocharger,

cor a suPercharger

9-10. The turbocharger used on all two-cycle and
many four-cycle engines is usually the type
that_is powered_by _

1. the camshaft
2. the crankshaft
3. the engine exhaust
4. an electric motor

9-11. Improved combustion results if the air
entering the cylinders of an engine during
the compressipn.stroke can be given a
turbhlent motion. What design feature
giVas the ,air this turbulence?
1. Vanea4n4the cylinder intake ports
2. Angliget19wer output ports
3. AnOed-cylinder intake ports
4. Tuthuiatnis.outside the cylinder intake

ports

9-12. The dry-type air cleaner used on engines
serves the two purposes - removing dust and
dirt particles and
.1. cooling the air
2. heating the air
3. improving combustion,.

4. silencing the air intake

9-13. What material is used as the cleaning ele-
ment of an oil-bath or wet-type air cleaner?
1. Metal wool
2. Cotton fabric
3. Wire screens
4. Paper filter

Learning Objective:. Identify diesel
engine starting systia characteris-
tics and starting procedures.

9-14.,. To start a diesel engine, enough heat and'
pressure must be generated to cause the
fuel-air mixture in the cylinders to
ignite. Whether enoughheat and pressure
will be generated depends upon the
1. temperature of thgfuel prior to

injection
2. temPefiturgof the air at the time

nf mixing
3. cranking speed of the engine
4. fuel-air ratio

9-15. Which of the following statements is cor-
rect in comparing diesel engine electric
starters and gasoline engine electric
starters?
1. The systems are basically the same,

but the diesel starter rotates the
engine faster

2. The systems are basidally the same,
but the diesel starta rotates the

---,engine slower--
3. The sfstems are basically the same,

and both engines are rotated at the
same speed

4. The diesel engine mail be rotated
either faster or slower depending on
whether a 6-volt or 12-volt electri-
cal system is installed on the.vehicle

.9-16. The accumulator for a hydraulic starting
motor can store fluid under sufficient
pressure to restart the engine at least
1. one full day
2. one week
3. overnight
4. two full days

9-17. .The smaller orifice on .the starting valve
of a hydraulic starter is opened for the
purpose of
1. testing the pressure of the fluid
2. engaging the starter pinion with the

flywheel
3. cranking the engine
4. demeshing the starter pinion from the

flywheel
\

9-18.\ In the primer-type starting aid, the
volatile fluid isoreleased into the
intake system at the
1: cylinder chamber
2.l intake manifold
3. \injector nozzle
4. injector pump
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Learning Objecti.;e: Recognize common
diesel engine malfunctions and their
causes, and indicate publications
used when making preoperational and
periodic inspections on diesel
engines.



.4-19. Hard starting, uneven running, and lack-of
power may be caused by
-1. faulty-injection only
2. low cylinder compression.only.
3. lack of sufficieni air only
4. laulty injection, low cylinder cam-

pressiod4 and lack.of sufficient air
c.

9-20. Lowcylinder pressure of an engine can NOT
be the result of
1. broken piston ringi
2. compression leaking past the valve

seats
3. compression leaking past the injectors.
4. oil leaking past the piston rings

9-21. The time for.and type of inspections to,be
'conducted and the proper inspection pro-
cedures to follow in maintaining diesel
engines can be found in the .

1. Maintenance Requirement Cards (aCs)
far-the engite only
stampings on the engine

3. manufacturer's instructions only
4. MRCs and the manufacturer's instruc-

tions for the engine'

,,

Learning Objective: Relative to
automotive steering systems, iden-
tify components and their func-
tional relationships and recognize
installation differences and
requirements associated with pawer
steering.

9-22. Refer to figure 9-2. Easy steering and
maximum leverage in a steering system are
achieved by the tie-rod being
1. a one-piece tie-rod located in front-

of the axle and connected to the
-steering gear near the center of the
vehicle

2. separated into two approximately equal
lengths and connected to the steering
gear at the separation point

3. a one-piece tie-rod located in back of
the axle and connected to the steering
gear through a wishbone-shaped knuckle
arm .

4. a two-piece tie-rod connected to the
steering gear through a wishbone-
shaped knsekle arm
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9-23. Refer io Tigures.9-1 and 9-3'in your,textr..
book. The length of the drag link con-
necting the pitmans= and the steering
arm is determined.by the distance between
the . .

1. 'Steering arand the vertical position
of the pitman arm

2. iteerinvarm and the steering gear
3. vertical position of the pitman arm_

and the tie-rod
4. horizontal position of the pitman

arm and the steering arm

9-24; The ratio between the number of turns of
the steering wheel to.the degree of move-
ment of the pitman arm is a function of the

, 1.

2.

3.

4.

worm gear only.
sector gear only
worm gear and sector gear
caw

9-25. Low steering gear ratios ate used in
vehicles possessing.which characteristic?
L. Hard to turn
2. Slow moving
3. Fast mowing
4. Easy to turn

9-26. What is the basic difference between the
steering components of equipment steered
by the front wheels?
I. A, longer drag link is required
2. The tie-rods axe longer
3. The distance from the gear box and

pitman arm to the 'steering.knuckle
is less ".

4. A shorter drag link is required

9-27. Which of the follawing describes a differ-
.ence between the-two kinds of pawer steer-
ing systems?
1. One utilizes a single action power

cylinder, whereas the,other utilizes
a double action power cylinder

2. The manner in which the power cylinder
and control valve are installed

3. One employs a high-pressure system,
whereas,the tther employs a low-
'pressure system

4. The manner in which the power steering
pump is connected to the engine '

-/

Learning Objective: Identify tech-,
niques involved in front end align-
ment, including definition and
application of associated terms such
as pivot inclination, caster, camber,
toe-in; and toe-out.



9-28 Kingpin angle is a term referring to the
number of degrees that the kingpin'is
tilted from a vertical position towafd the. .

,l. rear part of.the.vehicle
,2. center of-the vehicle
3. fore part of the vehicle .

4. near side of the vehicle

Learning Objettive: Identify cauSes
and effects' of steering 'problems,
and select methods and devices Used
in locating and correcting them. .

9-29 Steering knuckle iilt, forward or rearward, 9-35.

is called
1: camber
2. .caster

3. pivot inclination
4. toe-in or toe-out

9-30. Caster is a property of front end align-
ment that tends to which of the following?
1.' It maintalms the wheels perpendicular -

to the road, permitting better rolling
contact

2. It brings the front wheels back to a .

straight forward position after a turn
3. It returns the front wheels to a ver-

tical position after a turn -9-36.

4. It keeps the wheel spindles pointed
outward and in line with the'axle

9-31. Positive caster is achieved when the
knuckle pivots are ti ed inwhich direc-
tion?
1. Backward
2. Foreward
3. To ihe right
4. To the left

49-32. The tilt, of the wheels, either in or out
at th,.: toppis called

1. pivot inclination
2. toe-in or toe-out
3. camber
4. caster

.-

9-31. Camber is obtained by
1. inserting wedges and shims between the

front axle nd the spring
2. tilting the wheel spindles slightly.

downward.on the steering knuckles
3. inserting shims between the upper

suspension arm and the frame
4. tilting the wheel spindles slightly

up on the steering knuckles

9-34 To balance the effects of camber, the
wheels should be
1. balanced
2. castered
3. toed-ou,t

4. -toed-in

9-37.

To check for improperly adjusted or worn
linkage connections in the steering sys-
tem,'you shonld jack up the front end of
the vehicle and .

.

1. push out, on bOth front Wheels at the
same time to check for excessive move
ment

in.on one front. wheel at a time
to check for excessive movement

3. grasp ihe front and rear of each-
wheel and move the wheel in and out

4. grasp the top And bottom of each
wheel and ahAke to determine the'
amount of wobble

When floating turntables are used to
check sieering'errors, the.stedring.
mechanism-is-properly adjusted if, when
one wheel is turned 20 degrees, the Other
wheel turns about
.1. 23 degrees
2. 22 degrees
3. 21 degrees
4. 20 degrees

What piece of equipment is used.for
measuring wheel alignment, only when a
more accUrate device is NOT available?
1. Wee-gee board
2.. Floating turntable
3. Alignment compass
4. Straight edge

9-38. Whed a measuring pole is used forchecking
toe-in, you mist properly mark the tires
and 0.ace the measuring pole between the
.two marks at the front in order to sei
the pointer at zero. The distance between
the two rear marks should be

-1. the same as that between the front
marks .

2. as specified by the manufacturer
3. greater than that between the fn.:nit

marks
4. less than that between the front marks

9739 Before you begin toladjust tie-rodS., what
shoufd you do?
1. Count thenumber of exposed threads at

the ends of the tie-rods
2. Even-up the number of exposed threadi

-at the ends of the tie-rodb
3. Tighten the tie-rods
A. Loosen the tie-rods

5 2Ei
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9-40, In adjUsting a tie-rod that is in front of
the axle, it is important to keep in mind
that a .

1: lonier tie-rod'increases toe-in
2. longer tie-rod decreases toe-in
3. shorter tie-rod demreases toe-in'
4.- shorter tie-rocincreases toe-out

941. During repair of the steering system or
-adjustment of the Wheel aligrimentof.s
vehicle, it is NOT important to ensure
that ,

1. the vehicle is on a leve1surface
2. the vehicle remains stationary
3. at least one wheel is blocked'on both

sides
the tiressre balanced

Learning Objective: Identify suspen-
sion system characteristics,'compo-
nents, and associated maintenance
practiCes, iniluding the functions of
Springs and shock absorbers.

9-42. Supportequipments have suspension systems
'differing from those of most highway-

.

driven vehicles because
I. coofort of the support equipment opera-'

ior is not as important.
2 other types oUsuspension systems

might interfere with support equipment
operation

3. Support equipments operate at lower
speeds over shorter distances

4. support equipments need a more-Stable
type of suspension system

9-43. Pitching of a vehicle equipped.with coil
springs can be corrected by .

1. reducing the friction in the springs
2. using rubber bumpers to help absorb

shock,
3. using shock absorbers to dampen the

action of the springs
4. removing the spacers.between the

spring coils

In<items 9-44 through 9-46, select froe calumn B
.the component which performs'each function listed
in Column.A.
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A. Functions B. Components

9-44. Prevents the axle from 1: Rubber
moving forward or back-:. bumper
Ward

.

2. Torque. rod
9-45. Prevents metal-to-metal

contact when the spring 3. Coil ----
.is compressed spring

Balances spring stiff 4. Shock
.ness and flexibility absorber,.

9-47. Which of the following.functions are per-
formed by double-acting shock abiorbers?
1. Checking spring compressions and spring

.rebound
2. Preventingseial-to-metal contact when

the springs are compressed, and check-
ing spring rebound

3. Preventing metal-to-metal contact when
the springs are Compressed; and absorb-,'

-ing torsion load from the springs ,

4. Increasing spring flexibility and .

rebound

9-48. Why are rubber mountings'used in fastening
shock absorberd to the frame and axle of a
vehicle?-
1. To prevent overcompression of the

springs-
2. To prevent noise and wear of.parts
3. To provide a controlled rebound of.

"the springs
4. To provide a controlled flexing of

the.springs

Learning.Objective: Relative fo-
vehicle frames, identify alignment
'procedures., methods Of installing
and reinforcing frame members, and
frame members which are normally
replaced rather than repaired.

,9-49.. Which of the fon-Owing are initalled on a
vehicle frame to provide additional
strength at the points where frame members
are joined together?
1. Frame plates__
2. Croasmembers
3. Gusget plates
4. Side members



'1-50. When frame gages are usedrOAcheck a vehi-
clefs forward frame alignment; how many
gages must be used,, end how must they be
sighted?

.

1. Two. gages, sighted.from the\rear to
the-front of the vehicle \

2. Three-gage!, sighted from the\frpnt
to the rear of the vehicle

3. .Three gages, sightea,from side\o/dede
\

of the vehicle
4. Four gages, sighted from the'fron!t to

the rear and the rear to the froti of

the imhicle
,

1-51. What is thcpreferred method of installing
new members in a vOicle frame when
replacement is required?
1. Nuts and bolts
2. OxYacetylene welding
3. Hot-rivet
4. Arc welding.,

9-52. Which of the following vehicle frame mem-
bers, if damaged, is usually yeplaced-
rather than repaired?
1. Side rail member
2. Front suspension crossmember
3: Center connecting crossmember
4. Rear suspension crossmember

--

Learning,Objective: Relative to
oxacetylene welding and cutting
operations, recognize'torch Idea-
lions and characteristics, weld-

, .

ing techniques and procedures,
acetylene cylinder identification,
-torch tip and welding rod selec-

\ tion, add safetyptactices.

9-53. The function of a gaa welding torch is to
i. grip the rod and-direct it against the

metal as the gas mixture is applied to
the metal from the hose-

2. protect the welder's hand from the
intense heat generated by the pnadled
metal

3. provide a clamping device for the gas
tubes ana the rods so that they can be
held ae close together as possible
when they join the'flame at the point "
of contact with the metal
mix the gases in proper proportions
and to direct the flame against the
metal

9-54. To distinguish it from.technical oxygen, a
cylinder of aviator's breathing oxygen is
identified by its.green color and
1. a white band.around the top
2. white triangles on the side
3. a yellow band around the top and bottom
4. black letters on the side
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//9-55. If oxygen equipment should requiriAT r

cation, which of -the,fni-l-Oding #hould'
ALWAYS be used? -==---- 4

1. Oii, because it flows easily and can'
be diYected into close areas

2. Grease, because it is thick and
reduces spillage

3. 'Graphite, because it is in Powdered
form and is easily handled

4. Beeswax, because it is nonflammable
. ,

9-56. When equal parts of oxygen and acetylene
are mixedl the mixture will burn at an
approximate temperature of
1. 4,000° F
2. 4,500° F
3: 6,000 F
4.. 10,000° F

9-57. Acetylene gas cylinders are identified by
the color yellow and
1. black numbers on each side running'

lengthwise
2. black letters on each side running

lengths/lye

3. a black stripe running the length.of
the bottle on each side

'4.. two circular black stripes at the
base of the bottle

9=58. Acetylene.gas should be used only through
regnlators that reduce its pressure to
less\than
1. 15 psi
2. 20 psi
3. 25 psi
4. 30 psi ,

9-59. You can NOT install an oxygen hose on an
acetylene regulator because the acetylene
fitting
1. is larger,
2. is smaller,
3. has left-hand threads
4. has right-hand,threads

9-60. The lowrpressure gage on the oxyGen pres-
sure regulator of the portable wuldiug
outfit indicates the
1 working pressur Qf tha y.cygeD

2. anount of oxygen in ths cy11ni,Jr
3. cylinder pressre ox the oxnen
4. amount of oxygen. Lelng wixed.Ath

acetylene

9-61. Which of the following fictors will NOT
determine the selection of the welding
torch tip to be used for a specific job?
1. The experience of the melder
2. The position in which the weld,is to

'be made
3. The material to be welded
4. The length of the job



9-62. The selection of the diameter of a welding 9-65.

rod to be used for a particular weld is
based upen the
1. thicknese of the Metal to be welded
2. kind of metal to bp-welded
3. sizecof the torchtipto be used
4. Theiit range of the metal to be welded

9763. A neutral-flame' is best suited for most
welding because it
1. is easier to. contrOl.
2. 1 does not alter theecomposition of' the

metal being welded
J. allowsthe weld'to be made with the

proper tensile strength and dUCtility
4. alters the.compodition of the meeal
/ being welded

9-64. Which of the following describes the tor-
rect procedurato be used in lighting and
adjusting.an oxyacetylene torch?
1. Open the torch oxygen valve'1/4 to 1/2

turn; light the torch; adjust the
-flame by slowly opening the 'acetylene
valve; slowly close the oxygerrvalve
until the neutral flame is formed

2. Open both the torch oxygen and acety-
lene valves 1/2 turnOight the torch;
adjust to neutral flame by slowly
closing the oxygen valve

3. Open the torch acetylene valve 1/4 to
1/2 turn; light the torch; adjust the
flame by slowly opening the oxygen
valve; slowly close the acetylene

' vilvauntil-the neutral flame is
formed

4: Open both the torch oxygen and acety-
lene'Valves 1/4 to 1/2 tmrn; light the
torch; adjust to neutral flame by
slowly closing:both valves
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Which of the following is the prescribed
manner in which to hold'an.oxyacetylene
torch in order to make a proper weld?

-1. The white cone of flame should'be held
vertically in line with the weld joint
and approXimately 1/2 inch from the
surface ofthe weld.

2. The white cone of.flame should be held
approximately 1/8 inch from the surface
of the weld at an angle of 30 to 60
degrees from the perpendicular

3. The white cone of flame should be held
approximately 3/4 inch from the surface
of the weld at an angle of 30 to 60,
degrees from the perpendicular

4.. The tip-of the torch shoyld be held
vertically in line:with the weld joint
and the distance of the White cone of
flame.from.the surface of.the weld is
determined by the thickness'of the
metal to be welded ,

,

9-66. An ox7acetylene cutLing torah tip differs
from a conventional welding torch tip in
that 1

1. it perm ts the passage of a larger
volume f oxygen and acetylene gas,'
thus crojeating more heat

. the heating flame is fed from a
central outlet surrounded by several .

, high-pressure oxygen outlets
the heating flame is fed from several
hoies in the tip arranged in a ring
around a central high-pressure oxygen
outlet ..--

4. the heating flame is fed ftom one
large hole inthe tip for an increase
in outlet of oxygen



Power Trains .

Text: Pages,281 - 307

Assignment10

Learnipg Objective: Relative to
power train clutthes, recognize
their purposes, types, construc-
tion features and method of
power transmisition including
functions and adjustments -I
related components.

V/

10-:1. Which statement describes one of the main
functions of the c1uc0 in the power
train of a motor vehicle?
1. It dampens yibration in the transmis-

sion system
2. It allows the brakes to "clutch" or

hold while the.vehicle is in motion
3. It transmits braking power from the

wheels to the engine
4. It allows the engine to take up the

vehicle-drive load gradually

10-2. In most motor vehicles, the clutch is
located between the
1. transmission assembly and differential

,carrier
2. engine and transmission assembly
3. differential carr!cr and axle housing

4. release yoke and -Vwheel housing

10-3. fhe plate clutch oi a u- .ur vehicle
transmits power from tal driving member
to tle driven member by employing
1. friction between the driving member

and the driven me,,ber

2. spring torsion or the 1.1atca

3. hydraulic torsio-. Jtk

4. slippage between r:le
and the driyen m Iber

10-4. In most installaticns tr
and the clutch release -c,.o-cted

in what manntr?
1. Mechanically
2. Hydraulically
3. Electric:ally

4. Pneuvrti_ally

10-5. The clutch of a motor vehicle May be
damaged by slippage or by the driver
riding the clutch. In what part of the

.
tautch would.you.expect to find the
dkmage caused by.either action?
1. Clutch release yoke
2. Driven member disc
3. Clutch facings
4. Clutch linkage

10-6. Whep new linings are installed on the_
driVen member.of a clutch, whiCh of the
following statements is.CORRECT in
reference to riveting the linings to the
disc? .

1. The front lining is riveted first
2. The rear lining is riveted first
3. The front and rear linings are

riveted simultaneously
4. It makes no difference which lining

is riveted first

10-7. Which of the following typei; of clutches
is most often used in light automotive
ground support egirtpment?

1. Plate
2. Multiple disc
3. -Hydraulic
4. Cone.

10-8. A clutch pedal with too much free move-
ment, will NOT cause damage to which of
the following?
1. Pressure plate
2. Clutch facings
3. Throw-out bearing

Transmission

Ei 3 0
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Learning Objective: Identify clutch
malfunctions and determi7 probabl
cause and effect of sliOping, chat=
tering or grabbing, dragging, unusual
noise, pedal pulsations, and rapid
disc facing wear.



479.. Heat generated by slipping clutches may
cause small cracks on the
1., pressure plate and clutch facings

only
2: pressure plate and flyWheel only
3.. pressure plate, flywheel, and clutch

facings
4. clutch facings only

1_010--Prisr-to conducting the'test for clutch
. slippage, the.vehicle engine must be

started and the handbrake.set. Then, to
conduct-the test, le clutch should be
releatsed in,what manner?
1. Rapidly while acceleratinuthe

engine
2. Rapidly while maintaining engine

speed constant
3. Slowly while accelerating.the engine
4. Slowly while maintaining engine speed

constant

10-il. Excessive or insufficient clutch pedal
lash requ:res that you first check the
1. linkage adjustment
2. friction disc facings for surface

condition
3. release lever adjustment
4. release/bearing for wear or dryness

10-12. Which of the following conditions with-
in the clutch will cause slippage?
1. Too much pedal lash 1

2. Loose spring shackles
3. Weak or broken pressure springs
4. Broken clutch plate

10-13. Which of the following conditions may

*through 10-18; select from.
column B the condition tht may be caused by
each defective clutch comPOnent listed in

A. CompOnente B. Conditions

10-15. Warped pressure plate 1. Cluta
drags when

10-16. Glazed disc facings disengaged

10-17. Broken cushion springe 2. Clutch
in the. disc chatters

when
10-18. Worn disc facings- . engaging

3. Clutch
slips

10-19. If excessive wear is found on the clutch
shaft, you should check for
1. ungine and transmission alignment
2. weak disc dampener springs
3. a worn release bearing
4. a Ary.pilot bearing

10-20. If a disengaged clutch makes a noise,
the probable cause is a defective ,

1, disc hub
2. disc damper,spring
3. clutch shaft
4. clutch release bearing

pressure,is applied.to the
clutch pedal and .noticeable Pulsations
are felt, which of the following con-
ditions may NOT exist?

be the cause of chattering or grabbing
by the clutch when it is engaged?

1:;, Improper alignment of the engine
and transmission

1. Cracked or checked disc facings 2. A bent Crankshaft flange
2. Loose disc facings 3. An improperly seated flywheel
3. Weak pressure springs 4. Free pedal play
4. Too much free play

10-14. When a disengaged clutch drags, attention
should first be given to the
1. pressure plate linings
2. pressure'release bearing
3. disc facings.
4. pedal-linkage adjustment

10-22. Which of the following conditions will
cause rapid clutch disc wear?
1._ Slippage

Chatter
3. Drag
4. Pilot bearing wear

Learning Objective: Recognize pur-,
poses, typesv and functionWof
transmissions and indicate power
flow for various gear positions
including the-effects of various,.

7
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10-23. irg: does an automotive triffsiission
functictn to meet the various speed and
power requirements.of the engine?
1.. By

By
3.

4.

By
By

slowing down
the:shifting of gears
speeding up
a transfer of power

10-24. The purpose of the motot vehicle's
transmission is to transfer poWer from
the clutch shaft directly to the
1. rear wheels
2. idler shaft
3. propeller shaft
4. differential

Refer to figure 10-7 in your textbook
in answering items 10-25 through 10-29.

M-25. In A, maximum power,is produced because
the smallest countershaft gear meshes
with the
1. smallest-sliding gear
2.-,1argest sliding gear
3. second largest sliding gear
4. constant SPeee gear

In gear arrangement C, the forwara slide
gear has meshed with the
1. smallest countershaft gear
2. largest counterahaft gear
3. second countershaft gear
4. constant speed gear

10-27. In gear arrangement D, the forward
sliding gear is meshed with the
1. smallest countershaft gear
2. largest countershaft gear
3. second countershaft gear
4. constant speed gear

10-28. Gear arrangement D Allows the engine
crankshaft and the propellet shaft to
xevolve at a ratio of

2. 2:1

3. 3:1
4. 4:1

10-29. In gear arrangement E, the idling gear
is moved by the second shifting fork
until it meshes with the
1. large countershaft
2. small sliding gear
3. large sliding gear
4. small countershaft

If the engine speed remains constant,
which of the following gear combinations
will give the most speed to the vehicle?
_1. A driving geA with 50 teeth and

a driven gear with 10 teeth.
2. A driving gear with 100 teeth and

a driven gear with 50 teeth
3. A driving gear with 25 teeth and

a 'driven gear with 25 teeth
4. A driving gear with 20 teeth and a

driven gear with 6 teeth

10-31. What is the approximate gear-ratio of'
most passenger.car, ttansmissions in
.both,lnw and reverse gear combinations?
1.. 12:1-
2. 2:1

3: 3:1
4. 4:1

i'
Learning Objective: Recognize
operating and design character-
istics'of transmissions.

10-32. The constant mesh transmission reduces
noise by utilizing
1. spur-tooth gears rather than'helical

gears
helical gears rather than spur-
tooth gears

3. mainshaft meshing gears that can
move endwise

4. soundproof padding around.the trans-
mission unit

10-33. In actual practice, the constant mesh
gear is seldom used in which gears?
1. -Firseand second
2. _First and reverse
3. Second and third.:
4.- Third and fourth

10-34. Tha driving and driven members of a
synchromesh transmission are brought
to the same speed by the engagement of
the

1. dog clutch only
2. dog clutch and the friction cone

clutch at the same time
3. friction cone clutch only
4. clutch plate facing and the dog

clutch at the same time
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10-35. .The synchromesh transmi4i9n shown in
, 4 lIgure 12-11 engages theriétchei et;the

inner efiEsof the'beilciaps by me4h6

of
1. shikitr forks
2. poppets
3. a dog clutch

, 4. a.first speed clutc

.

1040: If small cracks in the transmpsion
case of a vehicie'extend intO. the
bearing bores, the bores may..be 'repaired
by the application of
1. -special cast iron welding techniques
2. _ordinary welding techniques

3. Ordinary brazing 'techniques

, 4. ordinary soldering techniques

Learning,ObjeCtiveaNtAclative to
automotive transmise*on trouble,
identify tronbleshooting ted-
niques including a0ociated mal-
functions, and select transmission
repair, asSembly,iand testing
ixocedures.

10-36. Before concludiOg that a noise origi-
nates'in the gransmission, which ofthe
following shOUld the troubleshooter'NOT
'eliminate a5:possible sources?
1. Worn universal joints
2. Unbalanced tires
.3. TefeciiVe wheel bearings
4. Rear,..end drive

t:P

10-37.. Which of the following may cause tor-
sionaVvibration but NOT result in a
noiWwhich appears to originate in the
tranaMission?
1. jDrive shaft out of balance
2? Wheels out of baltince

Worn universal joints
. Front end alignment

-

10L4d. Before you 'remove the transmission
assembly from a vehicle, what should
you ensure'is done?
1. The.transmission is filled with

lubricant
2. The lubricant is drained 'from the

transmission
3. .The transmission is filled with

'flushing oil
4. Obvious oil leaks are marked on the

assembly case

10-39. The'transmission of a motor vehicle is
removed and inspected.- Which'of the
following may indicate the presence of
small hOles or cricks in the transmis-
sion case?
1. TightnesS of the gears.
2. Oil dampness around the gaskets and

oil seals . .

3- Moist oii spots on the-transmission
case

4..Low level of transmission grease

.10-41. How should you prepare leather oil seals
before you install them ,in a transmis-..

'sion?
1. ,Coat them with light oil
2. Coat them with mediuM oil
.3.. Soak them in light oil for 45

minutes
4. Soak them in mediumroil for 45

minutes

,11/410-42.- Transmission parts that are ready for
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assembly sh_omld be coated with

, 1. light<ubricating oil
2. rust preventive compound
3. medium grade preservative lubri-

cating oil
4. fiber grease

10-43. After a transmission.is assembled; you
should test it by
1. installing it in a vehicle and

driving the vehicle
2. mounting it on a test stand, con-

necting the stand to an auxiliary°
engine, and running the engine

3. rotating its'input shaft'at least
10 times with a suitable wench "

4. rotating its input shaft at least
one complete revolution

Learning "Objective: tRacognize the
function of a transfer'case in an
automotive power train, the reasons .
why an ASM must-have a knowledge of
the-basic principles of an automa-
tic transmission, and identify the .

fundementals.of hydraulics as they
apply to utomatic transmissions.

10-44. .When a four-wheel drive automotive
vehicle requiret additional traction,
what transfer device automatically
provides front wheel drive?
1. The power takeoff
2. The sprag unit
3. The auxiliary transmiesion
4. The two-way clutch

tt.



10-45.'. The speed with Which Liquid flows frc;11;
one place to another through a confined
space is determined by the liquid's
1. visdosity .

2.-..,... specific gravitY
..3.. density

---. ,.

.--..4. 'compressibility
. .

10-46. Which of the following statements is
corrIct concerning pressure applied
liquid that-eomplctely fills a.conl-
tainer?
1-. Equal amounts'of pressure are trans-

mitted to the liquid and the walls
of the container, but at right
angles to the diFection\frorn which
the pressurais applied .

2. Pressure is transmitted equally and
without'loss to all portions of the
liqu and the walls of the con-
taine

3. Half he pressure is transmitted toi$
the walls of the containec, in the
direction of application, and the
other half compresses the liquid'

4. Half the pressure is transMitted to
the liquid and the walls of the con-
tainer in the direction ot applica-
tion, and the other half at right .
angles to that direction'

e

?..

Refer to figure 10-17 in your textbook
40

in answering items 10-48 and 10-49.

10-47. If force 1 is 25
1. 12.5 lb
2. 25.0 lb
3. 125.0 lb
4. 250.0 lb

10-48. If a:piston 1 moves a distance of
inches, what distance will piston
be moved'
1. 0.2 in.
2. 1.6 in. f/

. / -

3. 2.4 in:
4. 3.0 in.

--
pounds, force 2 will be'

Leitnirig 'Objective:, Identify con-
stuction features and principles
oflOperation of automatic trans-
mission fluid couplings and
torque converters, and describe
the manner in which theyfunction
under various transmission load
conditions.

lt

2

2
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10-49. The,rear torus of the fluid coupling
is attached directly to. the_
1. flywheel
2. crankshaff
3. transmission input shaftc
4. clutch housing

In the flufli coupling, centrifugal force
of the oil transfers kinetic energy to
the

10-50.

1. front torus
2. turbine blades
3. clutth plate
4: pump.

10-51. As the speed difference between the
; pump and therbine-in a fluid coupling

approaches the low vortex ittage, «lot
is the action of "the vortex coils?,
1. They-become closer together
2. They become further apart
3. They become stationary.
4. They rotate fasser

10-52. When does zero vortex occur in the
fluid cOupling?
1. When the pump and turbine are-com-

pletely stoOped
2. When the pump and turbine are,

rotating at the same speed ,
3. When the pump is rotating.much

fasierthan the turbine
4. Mben the pump is rotating much

slower than the turbine
a

10-53. Which of the following is NOT an
adVantage of a fluid coupling?
1. 'Sudden jerks by.the engine are not

transmitted to the gears
2. Engl.-rile vibrations-are not trans-

mitted tothe.rest of the power
train.

3. It prevents engine'overload
4. ,There is no slippage between the

engine and drive

10-54. In a torque converter, the vortex of
oil Ps redirected as it returns to,the
drive member by the
1. pump-
2.--Stators
3. fluid coupling
4. transmission

10-55. The secondary pump of 'a torque con-
,verter begins to assist the pump when
.the
-.1.7 pump begins operating

begins.operating
3: pump and-turbine are,operating at

about the samespeed
4. pump is turning faster than the

534
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:10-56. A torque converter functions like a
fluid coupling when the
1. secondary pump stops overrunning
2.. secondary-pump is overrunning
3. secondary stators are in operation
4. primary'stators are in operation

10-57. .In every case, the function of the added
members of a five-member torque con--
verter is to
1. ,reverse the direction of the oil

leaving the turbine when the turbine
and.pump are operating at any speed

2. reverse the direction of the oil
leaving the turbine when considerable
difference exists between turbine
and pump speed&

3. iock out the toiqua converter
thereby preventing slippage between
the-driving-and. driven shafts

4. enable the torque converter to' act
as a conventional clutch

1.earning Objective: Identify char-
acteristics and functions of plan-
etary gear sYstems and related
components, and recognize,condi-
tions of power transmission
through a'planetary system includ-4
ing the sol ng of related gear
ratio probleñ.

In items 10-58 through 10-60, select from column
- B.an operational characteristic of each plane-

tary gear component listed in colunm A.

A. Components B. Characteristics

; 10-58. Planet pinion
_

10-59. king gear

10-6. Sun gear

1. Has internal teeth

2. Occupies the'cen-
tral position in
the unit

3. Rotates around
the central com-
ponents of.the
unit

4. Has tWo smooth
surfaces around

_

which gears
revolve

i0-61. Which of the following is considered
to be an advantage of the planetary
gear system of a vehicular ttransmission?
1. There is little gear tooth contact'

and therefore little friction in
the system.

2. There is little tooth damage to the
gears because-they-are seldom meshed

3. There is no need for special skill
on the part of the.driver for opera-
tiOn of the gear system .

4,- There is rarely any contact between
more than two gears in the system

Items 10-62 through 10-66 relate to
4I/ figure 10-24 in your textbook.

10-62. The condition under which the gears are
operating is,a-case of
1. reverse 'reduction

, 2. minimum Rverdrive
3. minimum reduction
4. maximum reduction

10-63. The propeller shaft is connected.to the
1. -planet gears
2. planet carrier
3. %sun gear
4. ring gear

10-64. In relation to the direction and speed
ofcrankshaft rotation, the propeller
shaft rotateslin the
1. same direction and at the same speed
2. opposite direction and at the same

speed 0

3. same direction but at a different
speed

4. opposite direction but at a dif-
-- ferent speed

10-65. To determine the speed ratio betWeen
the crankshaft and the propeller shaft,
you must know the number of teeth in
1. the sun gear and the ring gear
2. the sun gear and all of the plane-

tary gears
3. all of the planetary_gears and the,

ring gear
4. all of the gears in the assembly

1Q-66. In minimum reductiod, the engine'drives
the
1. sun gear
2. ring gear
3. planetary gears
4. planetary carrier

64
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10-67. The speed reduction in the case shown
OP :In figure 10-25 of your textbook may

be calculated by which of the following
-procedures?
1. Add the number of teeth in the sun

gear to the number of teeth in the
ring gear, and divide the sum by
the number of teeth in the sun gear

2. Add the'number of teeth in the sun
gear to the number of teeth in the
.planet gears, and divide the S4M
into the number of teeth in the
planet gears

3. Add the number of teeth in the sun
gear to the number of teeth in the
ring gear, and divide the sum into
the number of teeth in the planet
gears

4. Add the number of teeth in the sun
gear to the numbei of.teeth i. the
.ring gear, and divide the sum into
the number of teeth in the ring
gear
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Assignment.11

POwer Trains and Hardwaret Fuels, Lubricants and Hydraulic Fluids

, Text: rages 307 - 339

Learning Objective: Identify
sonstruction features and pr'-A-
prles of operation of autonv,:!
transmissions, fluid .coupliugs,
torque.convertels, and describe
the manner itr which they function !
under various transmission load--'
conditions (c.tinued).

11-1. In reverse reduction, the propeller shaft
is connected to which of the following
components?
1. Sun gear
2. Ring gear
3. Planet gears
4. Planet carrier

11-2. Refer to figure 10-26. If the ring gear
. has 48 teeth and the sun gear has 24

teeth, the speed reduction iS
1. one,fourth
2. one-half
3. three-fourths
4. zero

11-3. Minimum overdrive is accomplished by the
ehgine driving the

11-4. A spegd increase in minimum overdrive may
be calCulated by adding the number of
teeth in the
1. sun gear to the number .f teeth in

the ring gear, then alviding the sum
by the number.of teeth 1..n the sun .

gear
2. sun gear-to the number of teeth in

the ring gear, then dividing the
sum by.the number of teeth in the
ring gear

3. sun gear to the number of teeth in
the plant gears, then dividing the
sum by the number ofteeth in the
sun gear

4: planet gears to the number of teeth
in the ring gear, then dividing the
sum by the number of teeth in the
ring gear

11-5. When the engine drives the planet carrier
and the sun gear drives the, propeller
shaft with the ring gear held against
rotation, the system is operatiug in
1. reverse reduction
2. reverse overdrive
3. maximum overdrive
4. minimum reduction

11-6. Refer to figure 10-28 of your textbook.
1.

2.

planet carrier and the sun gear driv-
ing the propeller shaft
planet.gears and the'ring gear driving
the Propeller shaft \

If the sun gear has 12 teeth and the ring
gear hasP 48 teeth, the ratio between
engine rotation and propeller shaft

- rotation will be
3. planet carrier and the ring gear dr1v- 1. 1:1

ing the propeller shaft \ 2. 1:2

4. sun gear and the ring gear driving \3. 1:3

the propeller shaft 4:- 1:5

11-7. If-any,member of a planetary gear system
is held\kocked to any.one of the other

'members, ihe system will operate in
1. direct diiye
2. minimum-overdrive
3. maximum bverdriye
4. reverse overdriVe.
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.11-8: The only condition under which a plane-
tary gear system may be operated to
obtain a 1:1 ratio between engine speed
and propeller shaft speed is in
1. maximum overdrive
2. minimum overdrive
3. direct drive
4. neutral'

11-9. If the sun gear is driven by the engine
and none of the'other coMponents are
locked together or held against rotation,
the system will operate in
1. maximum overdrive
2. minimum overdrive
3. direct drive
4. neutral

In answering items 11-10 through 11-12,
refer to table 10-2 in your textbook

and to the following information:

The planetary unit of an automatic trans-
mission lias a ring gear containing 40

teeth, a sun gear containing 20 teeth, and is
turned by a crankshaft at.,900 rpm.

11-10. If the engine is connected to the sun
gear and the propeller
to the planet carrier,
speed nf the propeller
1. 300 rpm
2. 600 rpm
3. 900 rpm
4. 2,700 rpm

shaft is 'connected
what is the
shaft?

How must the engine and propeller shaft be
connected to this planetary unit in order
to obtain a'propeller shaft rotation
speed of 600 rpm?
1. Engine to ring gear', propeller shaft

to planet carrier.
2. Engine to sun gear, propeller shaft

to planet carrier
3. Engine to planet carrier, propeller

shaft to sun gear
4. Engine to planet carrier, propeller

shaft to ring gear

11-12. In reverse reduction, in what direction
and at what speed will the propeller
shaft rotate?
1. Same direction as the crankshaft at

450 rpm
2. Opposite to that of the crankshaft

at 450 rpm
3. Same direction as the crankshaft at

600 rpm
4. Opposite to that of the crankshaft at

600 rpm

11-13. Automatic transmission giarratio sel-
ection may be affected by
1. vehicle speed only
2. terrain conditions only
3. the driver's demands only
4. vehicle speed, terrain conditions,

or driver's demands

11-14. Maintaining the balanced pressure plan
in antomatic transmissions is the func-
tion'of various control valves which can
be operated by the action of
1. ,throttle valve pressure only
.2. '.engihe vacuum only..

3. xeturn spring pressure only
4. Orottle valve pressure, engine

Vacuum, or return-spring pressure

Learning Objective: Identify shaft
drive asaemblies and dpdponents as
to types, purposes,.and maintenance
procechlres.

11-15. A slip-joint in a propeller shaft
assembly in the power train of a vehicle
is necessary bedause
1. the distance between the engine and

'the transmission varies .

2. the distance between the transmit:it:lion

and the differential varies
. the differential moves up and down
. a torsion shock absorber is necessary

in the power train

11-16. The purpose of the differential in the
rear axle assembly is to
1. connect the rearaxles together to

act as a single axle
2. permit both drive axles to be drill-en

as a single unit even when they are'
driven at different speeds

3. prevent the rear axles from turning
at different speeds

4. boost engine power transmitted to
the wheels

.11-17. In a left turn the no-spin differential
applies full drive to the
1. left rear wheel
2. right rear wheel
3. left front wheel
4. right front wheel
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11-18.. If a vehicle produces a humming noise
in the differential when being driven
straight an a smooth surface, this
usually means that the _

1. drive.ring gear or drive pinion
gear needs adjusting-

'2. drive ring gear or differential side
gears are too tight.

3. differential pinion gears or
.differential side gears are too tight

4. differential must be replaced

11-19. What type of rear axle is used in most
ground support equipment?
1. Plain
2. Semifloating

3. Full floating
4. Three-quarters floating

11-20. Which of the.following procedures should
be followed when one end of a vehicle is
raised from the ground to allow service
.or work to be performedon the drive
train assemblies?
1. The jack.or.lifting device used to

raise the vehicle should'be blocked
and Supplemented with wo safety
stands

2. A minimum of two jacks should be
used to support the vehicle

3. A jack with a 5-ton lifting capacity
should be used and supplemented with
two,safety stands
minimum of two safety stands sfiould

be used toapupport the vehicle in
place of Me lifting device that
raised it

Learning Objective: With respect
to hardware and consumable
materials, indicate procedures of-
selecting hardware and materials.

11-21. What is the purpose of seals used
throughout the systems of ground support
equipment?
1. To increase friction
2. To minimize leakage'
3. To facilitate alignment

4. To facilitate connections

11-22. Hardware used on sliding or moving
assemblies in the shape of 0-rings
or other shapes are called
1. washers

-3. packings
4. bushings .

11-23: Hardware used on nonmoving fittings
and bosses are called
1. washers
2. gaskets
3. -packings
4. -bushings

11-24. Backup rings are NOT required in hydraulic
systems with less than what maximum
pressure?
1. 1,000 psi
2. 1,500 psi
3. 3,000 psi
4. 3,g00 psi

11-25. How are 0-rings identified?
. 1. By the stamp on the 0-ring

2. By color coding
By technical information printed on
the 0-ring

4. By technical information prilted on
the 0-ring package

11-26. An 0-ring manufactured in the third
quarter of 1975 would have a cure
date on the package of
1. 1Q75
2. 2Q75

3. 30.75

4. 4Q75

11-27. When sfiould the preservation of the\O-
ridg Se removed?
1. 1 When ready for installation

2. / After installation
3.! Three hours prior to installation
4.: Twelve hours prior to installation

11-28. Gaskets should NOT'be compressed against
1. end caps
2. smooth faces
3. torqued smoothed faces
4. irregular or rough surfaces

11-29. The purpose of the cylinder head gasket
is to maintain a
1. gas and coolant-tight seal ,

2. gas and lubricant-tight seal
3. lubricant and coolant-tight seal
4. lubricant and air-tight seal

11-30. What are the three principle parts of
the bolt?
1. Head, thread, extender

2. Head, thread, shaft

3. Head, thread, grip
4. Head, 'thread, length



Learning Objective: Recognize
components,,propertits,
characteristics, and stages
of combustion of gasoline,
and indicate causes, results,
and remedies for detonation.

11-31. Excessive choking- an engine in cold
weather should.* avoided because it ,

leaves excessiv4 amounts of unvaporized
fuel in the intake and combustion-
system which, in turm
1. prevents proper fuel-air mixture

from entering the system
.2. seeps into the crankcase and dilutes

the lubricating oil
3. causes the engine tojoverspeed when

it warms up
4. reduces the operational economy of

the engine

r.
In items 11-32 through 11-35, select from column
B the stage of combustion' in which each event'
listed in aolumn,A occurs.

A. .Events

11-32. Effective burning
Occurs

11-33., A small ball of
blue flatie

develops imthe
gap of the spark
plug electrodes* 4. Dissipation of

energy

. Stages

1. Formation of
nucleus

2. Hatching out

7,

3. Propagation

a

11734. Fingers of flame '

are sent into the'
mixture in the
°coriustion chamber

11-35. If it should take
place, detonation
Occurs

11-36: Detonation can result in destruction of
an engine. :However, the most likely
result of:detonation will be
1. high fuel consumption only
2. power loss'only
3. overheating only
4. power loss, overheating, and high

fuel tonsumption

4-37. The best way to minimize knocking or
detonation is to
1. use hot spark plugs
2. put heavy oil in the crankcase to

increase ring sealing capabilities
thereby increasing compression in the
cylinders

3. use a gasoline of the octane retnm-
mended for the engine

_4. preheat the fuel prior to injection
into the cylinders

11-38. Hew should the spark be adjusted with
respect to the octane rating of a fuel?
1. Advance the spark when higher octane-__

fuel is used
2- Retard the-spark when higher octane

fuel is used
3. Advance the spark when lower octane

fuel is used
4. Either retard or advance the spark

when higher octane fuel is used,
depending on,the heat rating of the
spark plugs

11-39. Tetraethyllead is added to gasoline for
the purpose of
1. dedreasing the volatility of the

gasoline
2. improving the starting qualities

I of the gasoline
3. reducing the rate at which gasoline

burns
4. increasing the octane rating of the

gasoline

11-40. Since the Navy,uses fuels of specified
octane ratings; "detonation/in a support'
vehicle engine may be caused by
1. preignition only
2. a lean fuel mixture only./
3. a defective cooling_tyitem only
4. a defective cooling system, a

lean fuel mixture,or preignition

11-41. Which elemenis:contained in gasoline
make it burn freely in air?
1. Oxygen and hydrogen
2. Carbon and hydrogen
3. arbon and oxygen
4. Carbon- and nitrogen

11-42. Which property of gasoline dettrmines
' its tendency'to change from a liquid to

a vapor ai varying. temperatures?
Purity

2: Antiknock quality
3. Volatility
4. Uni6Omity.
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11-43. The best way to prevent vapor_lock
during hot weather is to
1. insulate all parts of the fuelt,'

system from the hpt engine paria,,
2. remove the engine ilermostat-,so.

that the engina*ill run coolir'
3. use a fuel of high volatility'.
4. use a:fuel of low volatility

Learning Objective: Recognize
requirements and characteristics
of diesel fuels and/engines.

\

WhiCh quality of diesel fuel is
considerge,the most important and
necessab??''

Viscosity

7' 3. Cleanliness -
.7

4. Ignition quality-

/
11-45. Why is water more objectionable in diesel

fuel than in gasoline?
1. Diesel fuel must ignite without a

spark and water reduces this
capability

2. Diesel fuel is lighter than gasoline
and mixes readily with water, and
the filter system cannot prevent
water from passing through the fuel
system

3. Water causes rough 'running and will
also corrode the injectors very
quickly

4. The cooling effect of water retards
diesel ignition

z.

11-46. Which of the following statemgpts
concerning the viscosity of diesel fuel
is correct?
1. The higher its viscosity, the less

will be its resistance to flow
2. The higher its viscosity, the greater

°will be its resistance to flow
3. The lower its viscosity, the-

greater will be its resistance to
flow

4. The viscosity of the fuel has no
effect on its resistance to flow

11-47. Why do diesel engines knock when first
started or'when idling?
1. Diesel engines have a very high

compression ratio and the fuel
ignites too early

2. Diesel fuel does not burn fast
enough at a low temperature or with
low compression

3. There is a delay between the time of
injection and ignition

4. Diesel engines have low compression
and the fuel ignities too late
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Learning Objective: Rezogni..ze

requirements and/characteristics
of JP-5 fuel.

11-48. JP ahile burning for two hours in_a
piston engine will produce
how many horsepower?
1. One horsepower
2. Five horsepower
3. Three horsepower
4. One-half horsepower

11-49. JP-5 with a vapor pressure of approxi-
.mately 0 psi is what. type of fuel?

1.- Gasoline
2. Kerosene
3. Diesel
4. AvGas

apprOilMately

11-50. What type of additive is found in
gasOline that is NOT found in JP-5?
1. ..TolPene

2. 4.ylene
3. Tetraethyllead
4. Cumenelead

Learning Objective: Indicate
functions, characteristics,
purposes of additives, and uses
of lubricating oils and greases.

11-51. Although the primary functiOn of, lubri-
cating oil in an internal combustion,
engine is to prevent me:41-to-mztal
contact of moving'part.,... 4t must also

function as a
1. coolant only.
2. cleanser only
3. sealing agent only
4. coolant, cleanser, and sealing_agent

11-52. Which characteristic of lubricating oil
is most important when you are deter-
ming the oil to use.in a diesel engine
equipped with an oil cooler?
1. Viscosity
2. Cleaning capability
3. Sealing quality

,4. Oxygen absorption capability

)



11-53. Detergents are added to lubricating
oils to aid in cleaning dirt, gum, and
other impurities from the engine and
then neutralizing them by
1. forming heavy globtiles Pith the

,impurities which then settle to
'the bottom of the pan

2. holding the impurities in suspension ,
in the oil

3. forming large globules with the
impuritites which are then trapped
in the filtering system .

4. vaporizing the impurities so they
can be vented from the crankcase

11-54. Why should lubricating oil be changed
nt regular intervals?
1. Because of its change in viscosity
2. -Because ofits increase fn acid

content
3. Because of its buildup of gum and

varnish
4. Because dirt, gum, and other

impurities are held in suspension
in it

1155. Under the system established by the
Society of Automotive Engineers (SAE)
for classifying lubricating oils, oil
is characterized by its
1j-specific gra ity
2.-tf1ash and fire points
3. viscosity
4. detergent capability

11-56. In addit o its being used in the
engine, lubricating oil is also used
ia the
1. gear unit transmission only
2. differential only
3. steering gear unit only
4. transmission, differential, and

.steeri-g gear unit'

i3!757. Which of the following statements
describes the viscosity characteristics
of an oil with a low viscosity. index?
1. 'It becomes.thin at.low temperatures

and thick at high temperatures
1. It becomes thick at low temperacures

and thin at high temperatures
3. It remains thin at all temperatures
4. It remains thick at all temperatures

11-58. What is ehe MILSPEC of the type of lube
oil that is used.in a gas turbine engine?
1. MIL-L-7808
2. MIL-L-9502
3. MIL-L-23699B
4. MIL-L-1010
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11-59. In addition to satisfactory performance
in'operation, the most important
requirements for grease include
1. stability only
2. noncorrosiveness only
3. water resistance only
4. stability, noncorrosiveness, and

water resistance

11-60. In the manufacture of grease, soaps
are added to regulate water resistance
and

1. heat stability
2. corrosive action
3. oxidation
4. consistency .

Learning Objective: Indicate
properties and types. of hydraulic
fluid, the results of mixing
different types, and your role
in hydraulic.system maintenance.

11-61. What property of hydraulic fluid
indicates its desirable characteristics
lf resiztance to combustion and
evaporation?
1. A low-viscosity index
2. A high flashpoint
3. Chemical stability
4. Freedom from acidity

11-62. The hydiaulic fluid most commonly .
used in aviation support equipment has
what type of base?
1. PetrOleum
2. Vegetable
3. Synthetic
4. Mineral'

11-63. . As an ASM,; your maintenance on a
hydraulic systsm will normally be limited
to

1. measuring system pressure:
2. checking and adding fluid
3. routinetightenIng of connections
4.. replacing filters
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Learning Objective: Recognize
hazards and safety precautions
associated with petroleum products.



11-64e Although the.handling of all petroleum
producul can create hazards, what is
the most hazardous to' handle because of
its toxic and highly combustible vapors?
1. Lubricating. oil
2. -Hydraulic fluid
3: Diesel fuel
4. Gasoline

11-65. Compared to the weight of air,' vapors
from petroleum products are
1. lighter
2. heavier
3. the same weight
4.- either lighter or heavier, depending

on which product is producing the
vapors

, - -

1166. What is the maximum time that a person
,may be exposed to perroleum vapors
without serious effects?
1. 6 min
2. 10 min

3. 15 -min

4. 20 min

11-67. What type of fire extinguisher is
recommended for use on petroleum fires?
1. Dry chemical,only
2: Water-acid
3. CO2 only '

4. Dry chemical or CO2
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Assignment 12
Gas Turbine Compressors and Air Conditioners

al

Text: Pages 341 - 371

Learning Objective: Relative to
gas turbine compressor units (GTC),
recognize capabilities, similar-
ities, and differences as related
to purpose, general operating
characteristics, functions of
major components, and associated
hazards.

12-1. The prolonged life of the gas turbine
1 engine depends upon

1. knowledge of the pilot
2. proper weight of'oil
3. knowledge of maintenance personnel
4. use of no-lead gasoline'

12-2. What are the two basic types of gas tur-
bine engines?.
1. Centrifugal-flow and axial-flow
2. Centrifugal-flow and radial-flow
3. Centrifugal-flow and in-line
4. (:antritugaI-flow only

12-3. Which gas turbine engine is most commonly
used in ground support equipment?
1. Reverse-flow
2. Centiifugal-flow
3. Axial-flow
4. Turbo-jet

I

The gas turbine engine has how many major
sections?
1. One
2. Two
3. Three
4. Four

12-5. The gas turbine compressor mounted on the
MD-3 ii mainly used at
1. shore stations only,
2. aboard ship only
3. shore stations and aboard ship
4. depot-type maintenance ativities

12-6. Thd NCPP-105 compressor supplies how
many pressure ratios of comprenred
1, Five
2. Two
3. 'Three
4. our

12-7. In.reference to the air reaching the
compressor unit, which of the following
statements is corteca
1. The air must be.n4ailable in the'

same quantity required to operate
reciprocating engines

2. The air must teach the compressor
free from turbulence

3. The air must be heated to a high
temperature

4. The air must be underextremely high
presSure

128. Limitation of the amount of fuel burned
in the combustion chamber is based upon
the

1. maximum pressure that can be toler-
ated by the turbine

2. maximum amount of kinetic energy
'needed to perform the operations of
the turbine'

3. minimum.temperature needed to oper-
ate ihe turbine

4. maxiulam temperature that can be
toler.ltec.: by the turbine

12-9. Uniformly,mixei air and fuei in an air
to fuel ratio of less.than 50 to 1 will
not burn. this difficulty is overcome
in ;he combustion chamber by
1. admitting onlya small portion of

the incoming air.until ignition ,

occurs
2. igniting the-fuel first and then .

.admitting the air
3. heating the fuel first so that it

expands--and ignites ;more easily
4. heating the air first so that igni-

tion occurs more rapidly
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12-10: The kinetic energy of the burned gases
from the combustion chamber la con-
Verted to shaft power by which of the
following section's of the unit?
1. Compressor:only
2. Turbine only
3. Accessory Only
4. Turbine, compressor, and'accessory.

12-11. Air used in operating pneumatic equipment
is taken from what part of the unit?
1. Turbine,section
2. Combustion chamber
3.,,Compreasor section
4. Accessory section

In iteMsi12-12 through 12714,'select from column
B the Section of the unit that performs each
function listed in column A.

A. Functions B. Sections

12-12. Provides direct drive 1- Compressor
to the oil pomp -
assembly 2. Combustion

chamber

12-13. Provides drive for .3. Power
the entire unit turbine

4. Accessory.
, 12-14. Develops compressed

air

12-15. As an ASM working on or around a unit,
Which of the following hazards is NOT
important?
I. Tools, rags, end other foreign

materials can be ingested into the
air inlet of the GTC unit

2. The extremely hot and high velocity
exbaust gases may strike personnel
working in the area of a GTC'unit

3. The high intensity sound produced
by the GTC unit may impair the
hearing capability of personnel in
the area
Hot oil-can-be thrown from the GTC
unit

Learning Objective: Indicale the
.function or purpose of components
of GTC air, fuel, lubrication,
and electrical systems.
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12-16. Refer to figure 12-8 ln your textbook.
The compressed air that is'developed
for external use is obEapedssbleed
air from the
1. ...turbine exhaust

. turbine plenum chamber
3. compressbr first stage impeller

flame tube

12-17. Refer to figure 12-8. The-compressed
air used to support pneumatic loads is
obtained as bleed air from the
1., flame tube
2. turbine exhaust
3. turbine plenum chamber .

4. compressor first stage impeller

12-18. Constant turbine rpm is automatically
maintained after the fuel.systera,is
properly adjusted. Which component of
the unit is responsible for this auto-t:
matic.control?.
1. The fuel spray nozzle
2. he turbine plenum chamber
3. The fuel and bleed air control unit
4, the flame tube inlet valve

In items 12-19 through. 12.:22.,-soiect-from
column'B the fuel and bleed-air control system

that performs each function listed in

A. Funetions B.

12719. Controls fuel flow 1.

during starting and
acceleration

component
column A.

Components

12-20. Controls the rate 2.

of acceleration

12-21. Controls the amount
of air that is bled
from the engine

12-22. Is closed to Pro-
..

vide additional fuel
during load oper-
ations *

Acdeleration
limiter
'valve

Governor

3. AcCeleration
stabilizer

. Load valve

12-23. ,lefer

After
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t6 figure 12-10 in your textboo.
oil has lubricated the gears

bearings, it is routed
directly to the \

\

the

shafts, and
through the
1.
2.

3.

4..

common
scavenge pump
oil tank
oil cooler
pressure pump

sump

ci



12-24. The purpose of the io,ypass line around

the oil cooler, as :(11ustrated in figure
12-10 of your textbook, is to
1. prevent loss of pressure in the

event dor tne cooler becomes clogged
2. supplemer' the oil flow through the

cooler
3. prevent cooli.n$ of-the oil until thd

oil teMperaturt_ exceeds toperating
temperature

4., act as a fe7!dback line to further
cool any oil that may still be too
hot after lei the cooler .

12-25. .The pry-pose of the electrical syltems.
.of the gas turbine engine is to provide

'.the operator_with the means to perform
which-function?
1. Operate the engine only
2. Stop the engKne only
3. Start the engine only
4. Operate, start, and stop the.engine

12-26:c1he1 35 percent Switch in the unit's
4r/electrical system functions to

deenergize the starter
2. act as a safety device
3. -permit the use of bleed air
4. start the unit

12-27. The purpose of"-the 110 percent switch
in the unit's electrical System is to
1. actuate a governor which reduces

engine rpm to a safe level
2. deenergize the ignition unit if the

engine rpm exceeds 110 percent
3. complete the circuit to the load

light to indicate that a load may
be applied'
shut off the fuel to the engine if
the engine accelerates past 110
percent

Learning Objectd7e: Indicate pro-
cedures for performing a Treoper-
ationaliinspection; and recognize
operating characteristics,
including starting and shutdown
procedures of the GTC.

12-28. 'The specific gravity of the battery's
electrolyte should be checked every
1. day
2. three' days

3. seven days
4. thirty days

12-29. The duty ..:ycle .of the starter on the GTC
:engine is

1.- 1 minute on, 1 minute off
2. 2 minutes.on, 4 minutes off
3. 1 minute onT-W-Mtnntes-04----,1)
4. 4 minutes on, 1 minute ctf

12-20. When starting a newly overhauled gas
turbine coMpressor unit, you cress the ,

oil primer bntton and-hold it until
1. 95 percent of goVerned speed is/

reached
2. the unit lights off
3. the load light glows
4. the load is applied

1-31. You observe that the turbine discharge
temperature has beep/687°C for the last
7 seconds. What should. You do immedi-
ately?

1. 'Depress the stop switch
2. Retard the throttle setting '.

3. Adjust the Acceleration stabilizing
valve

4. Disconnect the bleed-air.load

12-32. The normal shutdown procedure for a gas
turbine engine is to
1. disconnect and.stow the air hose

wior to depressing the stop switch
f and tritning the fuel valve off

2. provide a 5 minute cooling off
period before disconnecting the
battery

3. turn the manual. fuel shutoff valve
off, and let the turbine coast down
for 1 minute bef"ore depressing the
stop switch

4. operate the unit at .no load for 1,
minute'prior to depressin6
stop switch-

12-33. At approximately what rpm is combustion
initiated?

.1. 5,000 rpm
2. 15,000 rpm
3.. 35,000 rpm
4. 42,000 rpm

12-34. Which of, the following ,atements con-
cerning.Ehe operation the ignition
system is correct?'
1. A continuous spark ignition is

required during running time
2. Once the engine is running normally,

the ignitiOn system is deenergized
3. The high-energy current source is

obtaincd by discharging a booster
coil into the storage capacitors

4. The high voltage required.to fire
the ignition plug is obtained by
discharging the capacitors through
a stepdown transformer".
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12-35.. If during the strrt'cycle,the turbine
temperature exceeds the specified
value, What action takes place to pro-
tect the.unit?
1. The acceleration control thermostat

bypasses fuel; thereby reducing
pressure at the fuel. nozzle

2. The fuel shutoff solenoid valve is
actuated, cutting off fuel to the
engine

3. The ignition system is deenergized,
cutting off the spark at the
ignition plug

4. The starter motor relay is deener-
gized, preventing the engine from
'reaching the 35 percent point

12-36. The governor corrects an underspeed
condition of the turbine by
1. increasing fuel bypass thereby

decreasing the pressure applied to
the fuel,nozzld

2. increasing fuel'bypass thereby
increasing the pressure applied to
the fuel no;z1e

3. restricting fuel bypass thereby in-
creasing the pressure applied to
the fuel nozzle

4. restricting fuel bypass thereby
decreasing the pressure applied to
.the-fuel nozzle

Learning Objective: Relative to
sas turbine compressors, indicate
.the activity responsible for
maintenance performance, and
recognize methods of cleaning,
adjunting, And testing components
of the compressor.

12-37. Which activity is responsible for per-
forming the calendar maintenance
requirements on GTC units?
1. The using activity
2. The intermediate maintenance

activity
3. The nearest overhaul activity
4. The local public works department

12-38. If a GTC unit develops a mafiunction,
the best place to obtain information
concerning repairs is in the
1. Periodic'Maintenance Requirement

Cards
2. Maintenance Instructions Manual

for the unit
3. Aviation Support Equipmentman

M 3 6 2, NANTEDTRA 10315-.13

4. Handbook of Operational Instructions
for the unit

Refer to table 12-1,in your :textbook in an-
swering.items 12-39 through1,2-41. Select from
column B the most probable,caUse of each troUble
listed in column A.

A. Troubles

12-39. Excessive turbine
temperature on starting

12-40. Emission of smoke for
a short time after
starting

1241. Excessive nil smoke
from the unit or tank
vent during operation

B. Causes

1. Defective,
fuel pump
soVernor

2. Fuel pump .

, acceleration
control
valve stuck.

3. Oil cooler
leak

.4. Leakinioil -

pUmp CheCk -f

valve

12-42: The gas turbine engine analyzer may be
used-for which,of the following main-
tenance functi-ab?
1. Measuring exhaust temperature
2. Measuririg dc and ac voltage
3. Measuring turbine unit oil and fuel

, pressure.
4. Measuring exhaust temperature, dc

and ac voltage, and turbine unit
oil and fuel prInure

12-43. A rerAing of 2,500 rpm on the tachometer
of the GTC 85 gas turbine engine
nnalyzer represents how many rpms of the
gas turbine wheel on the unit being
tested?
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1. 4,000
2. 9,524
3. 23,810
4. 38,096

12-44. You should always adcomplish which of
he following before attemirtilicio use
gas,turbine engine-analyzer?

1. Calibrate the-two dials on the .

trichdineter indicator.

2. DeterminS.the currency of.the re-
quired periodic calibration of 'the

r - analyzing unit- .

3. Conduct resistance checks on the
:frequency meter and dc/ac voltmeters

4. Conduct a voltage check on the

N

12-4 In removing hard carbon deposits you
should use
1. fine sandpaper

2. soft wire brushes
3. light scraping tools
4. approved decarbonizing agentn

_

irequency meter

a
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12-46. In replading the accessory assembly/ 2-52.

.main drive gear beaing carrier seal,
/you must first remove the
1. governor.cage and governor.sleeve
2. generator and the strews and

Washers
1. fuel pump and fuel control unit
4. oil reservoitr Arid pump

/

,12-47. The fuel atomizer assembly of a gas/
turbine compressor unit should-be /

\.

12748. When a suitablefuel pressure gage is '
Used to adjust the ac:eleration limit-
er valve, after the engine unit speed
levels off the' fuel pressure should

range between
1.- 46.0 and'48.6 psi
2. 44.0.and 45.0.psi
3. .39.0 and 42.0 psi
4. 35.0,and 38.0 psi

cleaned by
1. soaking it in hOt, soapy water and

drying it in free air /

2. soaking it in°1ight oil and dryigg
.it with compressed air .
soaking it in solvent dod drying it
with 'compressed air

4. blowing fine, oil-soaked abrasive . 9

material thrmgh the assembly.

The act'of increasing:the pressure and
temperature of a substance by degreasing
its volume is called
1. convection
2: cpmpression
3. ,change of state
4. condensation

12-53 A three-ton.air conditioner has the
capacity of transferring heat at,a rate
of

12-49. What is the minimum operating time at
no-load governed spee'd that must be
permitted prior to4adjusting the accel-
eration stabilizer and adjbstable
orifice asseMbly?
1. 1 second
2. 30 secohds
3. 1 minute
4. 15 minutes

12-50. The starter motor Clutch-should haye a
slip-torq0 between
1. 90 and 100 inch-pounds
2. 100 and 110 inch-pounds'
3. 116 and 120 inch-pOunds
4.- 120 and 130 inch-pounds

.Learning Objective: Identify
methods of accomplishing air con-
ditioning and recognize termi=
nology relating to air
conditioning.

12=51. The priAary purpose of air cond4.tionini",

in aircraft is to'
1. provide.comfort for the crew
2. provide a margin of safety in case

pressure suits loge their presgure
3. maintain electronic equ'ipment to

specified operating temperature
4. preVent condensation in the aircraft

1. 4,000 Btu per hour

2. 6,000 Btu per hour
3. 36,000 Btu per hour
4. ,864,000 Btu per hour

Learning Objective: Recognize the
characteristicsof a refrigerant; .

compare advantages and disadvantages
of R-12 and R-22 refrigerant; and .

indicate a use for R-22.

12=54. A refrigerant has Which of the follawing
properties?
1. High boiling point, absorbs and

carries.heat at a high temperature,
and transfers heat to a cooling
medium as it condenses

2. High boiling point, absorbs :,.nd

A carries heat at c low temperature,
and transfers heat to a cooliag
medium as it condenses,

3. Low boiling point, absorbs'and
carries heat at a low temperature-,
and trarisfers heat to a cooling
medium as it condenses
Low boiling point, absorbs and
carries heat at,a low temperature,
and retains heatafter it condenses
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12-55. I iquid R-12 is eXposed to free air at.
room temperature,and pressure, it will.
1. detompO'ie, fOrming corrosive and

/

poisonous prOducts
2. iMmediately bail
3. liberate Oxygen
4.' explode

12-56. Wba is NOT a characteristic of R712?
1. At theofor pressure point of its

cycle, its pressure is slightly
above atuospheric

2. It is aonexplogOve, nonflammable
and of itself, nontoxic

3. It is chemically stable-And essen-
tiolly.hohcOrronive

4. `It is an azeotropic iefrigerant"
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'12-57. A disadvantage common to both R-12 and

R-22, which necessitates,the use of a
chemical drier, is their tendency to

1. chemically react with oxygen.at high
temperatures and pressures to form

chlorine and'flourine gases and

water
2. boil at temperatures'below freezing
3. absorb water
4. lose water through the expansion

valve

12-58. What does a comparison of R-22 and R-12

show?
-ft=22-s-b-sorhs-m ore-wa han-R-12--

2. R-22 has a'lower boiling temperature
than R-12

3.. R-22 has a lower latent heat than

R-12
4. R-22 has a higher boiling temperature

. than 1-12

Learning Objectfve: Recognize the

processes that occur during the

refrigeration cycie and indicate
the sequence in which they occur.

12-59. At what point in a refrigeation system
is the refrigerant present as a high-

pressure gas?
1. Input side oi the compressor

2. Outpu.t side of the compressor

3. Output side of the condenser coil

4. Output side of the expafision valve

12-60. *Refer to figure 13-1 in your textbook.

The pressure in the refrigeration cycle

may be referred to as suction pressure

after the refrigerant passes through the

1. condenser

2. compressor
3. liquid receiver
4. evaporator

. 12-61. In what component of a refrigeration
system does the refrigerant.start
changing from a high-pressure gas into

a high-pressure liquid?

1. Condenser coils
2. Heat exchanger

3. Evaporator coils
4. Compresser

12-62. In a refrigeration system, the liquid

refrigerant is stored in the

1. condenser coils
2. compressor
3. evaporator coils

4. receiver

12-63. ,High-pressure liquid refrigerant is
changed into a low,pressure_liquid as it
flows through the

1. heat exchanger

2. liquid receiver

3. thermostatic expansion valve

4. compressor.

12-64. The cooling of an air-conditioned space
is accomplished by a stream of air which

has passed over the'
1. condenser coil
2. evaporator coil

3. heat exchang,Ir

A 11-quid-receiver

12-65. Refer to figure 13-1 in your textbook.
Which of the following is the correct
flow of the refrigerant in the refrig-'
eration cycle?
1. Evaporator coil -4- conddnser coil 4-

° receiver 4- heat exchanger*+ expansion
valve -4- evaporator coil 4- heat ex-

changer
-

2. Compressor 4 evaporator coil'-4- heat

exchanger -4- receiver 4- heat ek-
changer -4- expansion coil -4- condenser

coil

3. Compressor -4- condenser coil -4- re-

ceiver -4- heat exchanger -4- expansion.
valve -4- evaporator coil 4- heat

exchanger
4. Receiver -4- heat exchanger. -4- expansion

valve -4- condenser coil -4- compressor

-4- heat exchanger s+ evaporator coil
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Assignment13

Air Conditioners and Preservation

Text: Pages 371 - 411

Learning Objective: Recognize the
processes that occur during the
refrigeracion cycle and indicate
the sequence in which they occur.

Refer to figure 4-1 of your textbook in
answering items 13-1 through 13-5.

13-1. Heat.is dissipatea at the condenser coils
by
1. a Water vat that surrounds the coils
2. air thdt flows freely around the coil

fins
3. air that is forced through the coil

fins
4. a water jet that is directed onto the

coils

13-2. The refrigerant becomes low-pressure-.
liquid after passing through,the
1. compressor
2. expansion valve
3. liquid receiver
4. evaporator coils

13-5. The basic refrigeration cycle is considered
_

to occur in which of the following'
sequences?

13-3. Cooling of the area around the evaporator
coil occurs as a result of \

1. liquid refrigerant changing to vapor
2. gaseous refrigerant changing to liquid
3. high-pressure liquid passing,through

the heat exchanger
4. low-pressure gas being compressed into

. high-pressure gas
\

13-4. The suction line of the system is the line
by which
1. cold liquid enters the compressor
2. hot, low-pressure vapor enters 'the

compressor
3. hot, high-pressure vapor enters the

compressor
4. hot, high-pressure vapor leaves the

compressor

1. Condensation, liquid receiving, evapo-
ration, and compression

2. Compressibn, expansion; evaporation,
and condensation

3. Compression, condensation, expansion,
and evaporation

4. Condensation, expansion. evaporation,
and compression

Learning Objective:: ClascJify the

types of compressors, distinguish
design features of the reciprocat-

. ing compressor, and indicate the
function of the compressor and
condenser.

13-6. Compressors are classified according to
types. Examples of this classification
include which type(s)?
1. Reciprocating only
2. Rptary bnly
3. Centrifugal only
4. Reciprocating, rotary, and centrifugal

13-7. The reciprocating semihermetic compressor
differs from the open-type compressor in
that the hermetic compressor
1. maintains a larger volume of refriger-

ant flow
2. is driven by either a V-belt, a flexi-

ble coupling, or gears
3. is gasoline powered
4. maintains a smaller volume of refrig-

erant flow

13-8. Hermetit=brpc, compressors, as used on
refrigerators and freezers, can be
ser,..iced by

1. field shops only
2. the overhaul shops only
3. the manufacturer only
4. the operator
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1 -9. Refer to figure 13-1. What causes the
high-pressure gas on the discharge side
of the compreflsor to become liquid before
eaching the liquid receiver?

Pressure.increase by the compressor
2. Heat dissipation by the condenser

3. Heat absorption by the refrigerant

4. Pressure decrease in the evaporator

13-15. Refer to figure 13-10 in your
What type of energy initiates
which cauSes the needle valve

1. Hydraulic
2. Heat
3. Mechanical
4. Pneumatic

textbook.
the action
to open?

13-10. Which of the following is an air-cooled
condenser? Learning Objective: Recognize

1. Coil-and-fin accessory components and indicate

2. Shell:-and-coil their purposes, opeLating-princi

3.

-4.

Shell-and-tube ples, and/or locations in an air-

uouble-tube -conditioning syste"--

Learning Objective: Relative to an
air-conditioning system, indicate
maintenance and operating principles.

13-11. When an air conditioner is,pumped down
for maintenance purposes, the,r,efrigerant
receiver can entrap a volume of refriger-

ant equal to
1. one-third the normal charge

2. one-half the norMal charge
3. two-thirds the normal charge

4. the normal charge

13-12. The type of metering device used on mobile
air conditioners is a/an
1. manual expansion valve
2. automatic expansion valve
3. capillary rabe
4. thermostatic expansion valve

--

13-13. What is the function of an expansion valve
in a refrigeration system?
1. It changes high-pressure liquid

refrigerant to low-pressure vapor
2. It changes low-pressure liquid

refrigerant to high-pressure liquid
refrigerant

3. It changes high-pressure refrigerant
vapor to low-pressure refrigerant
vapor

4. It changes high-pressure liquid
refrigerant to low-pressure saturated
vapor

13-14. In addition .o its function as a cca-
stricting device, the pressure expansion
valve functions to
1. prevent the high-prcssure liquid

refrigerant from reversing direction
2. convert the hot liquid refrigerant to

a cold gas
3. convert the refrijerant gas to a

liquid state
4. prevent flooding the low-pre-sure

side of the system

13-16. Refer to figure 13-15. Why is the plunger :

back-seated prior to removal of the gage
port plug from the service valve?
1. To block the compressor output line

2. To prevent loss of refrigerant

3. To reduce pressure in the gas lines

to zero

4. To prevent passage of refrigerant
from one gas line to the other

13-17. What does a cloudy or milky appearance of
the refrigerant in the sight glass indi-

cate?
1. Insufficient refrigerant

2. Hot refrigerant
3. Too-high pressure
4. 'Moisture in the system .

13-18. In a refrigeration system,
king valve located?
1. On the intake side of
2. On the output side of
3. On the intake side of

4. On the discharge side
tor

where is the

the receiver
the receiver
the evaporator
of the evapora-

13-19. The function of the heat exchanger in a
refrigeration system is to
1. increase high-side pressure to prevent

backup of refrigerant in the compres-

sor
2. transfer heat from the vaporized

refrigerant that is leaving the
evaporator

3. transfer heat from the liquid refrig-
erant that is leaving the receiver

4. boil the liquid refrigerant in the

condenser
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13-20. Where is the drier strainer located in an
air-conditioning system?
1.. Between the heat exchanger and com-

pressor
2. Between the compressor and condenser
3. Between the condenser and liquid

receiver
4. Between the liqui0 receiver and eva-

porator



\
13-21. 'Where should the caliillary tube bulb of

\LI thermostat used on a mobile air condi-

tioner be located?
1. In the cool-air outlet duct

Well away from any air-flow area
Immediately downstream of the evapo-
rator coil'

4. Where-it is subjected to average con-
ditions of the cooled space

2.
3.

\

13722. The fusible plug provides system protec-
tion against rupture or explosion due to
ALessive-hemt-by

1. atopping the c8mpressor
2. 'releasing the system pressure
3. blocking refrigerant flow
4. causing continuous compressor opera-

tion

13-23. What does the control shown in figure
13-17protect the system against?
1. improper-Temperature
2. Ektremes of external pressures
3. Teo-high or too-low humidity condi7

tions
4. Too-high or too-low internal pres-'

sures

Learning Objective: Wi.th respect to

the NR-5C mobile air conditioner,
indicate its purpose, operating prin-
ciples ef its components, probable
malfunctions, and precautions you
should observe wb.,1 servicing the
air conditioner.

\

13-24. What is the power requirement for_The
NR-5C air conditioner to operate'the
compressor motor, fan motor, and con-
trol circuits?
1. 440 vdc, 3-phase, and 60 Hz

2. 440 vac, 3-phase, and 60 Hz

3. 480 vdc, 4-phase, and 400 Hz
4. 480 vac, 4-phase, and 400 Hz

13-25. In the cooltag mode of operation, the
NR-5C air conditioner has a cooling
capacity of
I. 22 tons
2. 24 tons
3. 30 tons
4. 40 tons

13-26. The condenser fan will cutout when the
head pressure drops below
1. 140 psi
2. 145 psi;
3. 150 psi
4. 155 psi

13-27. Refer to figure 13-22. The correct
sequence far electrical operation in
the cooling Mode is
1. selector switch on, R1 closed, Mi

and 112 energized, pressure &witches
HP and LP, R3, R4, and R5.actuated

2. selector switch On, R1 closed, pres-
sure switches HP and:LP, R3, R4, and
R5 actuated, M1 and 112 coils energized

3. selector switch on, R1 open, pressure
switches HP and LP closed, R3, R4, and
115 deenergized, M1 and 42 Coils
emergized

4. selector'switch
switches HP and'
deenergized, R5
coils energized

on, R1 open, pressure
LP closed, R3 and R4
energized, M1 and M2

13-28. The moisture content of.the air being
conditioned is lowered as the air flaws
through the
1. condenser coils
2. chemical driers
3. aftercool evaporator
4. precool evaporator

13-29. The air delivered to the conditioned
space in the dehumidification mode is
approximately
1. 30° F
2. 60° F
3: 90° F
4. 120° F

In items 13-30 through 13733, select from column B
the possible cause of each abnormal condition
listed in column A.

A. Abnormal Conditions B. Cause

13-30. Compressor fails to 1. Air filter

start dirty

13-31.- Suction pressure less
than 40 psi

13-32. -Suction pressure higher
than normal

13-33. Condenser fan will not
run
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2. Hot gas
bypass
valve set
too high

3. High- or
low-
pressure
cutout
tripped

4. Pressure
switch
open



13734.

Learning Objet%tic:. With respect
to the NR-10 a'.1. conditioner,
indicate its 11,.ti Operating'
principles of its cotponents, and
probable malfunctions.

Which type of compressor is used
NR-10 refrigeration system?
1. Closed-type, six cylinder
2. Open-type, six cylinder

in the

In items 1.1441 through 13-44, select from column B
the component that performs each function listed -
in column A,

A. Functions B. Components.

13-41. Meters refrigerant to the
evaporator coil

13-42. Control...the condensation
of gaseous refrigerant

3. Closed-type, four cylinder
4. Open-type, two cylinder

13-35. What is the heat exchange medium used in
the NR-10 air conditioner?
1. R-11
2. R-12
3. R-22
4. R-500

13-36. The condensing air-flow across the con-
denser is provided by a
1. belt-driven, centrifugal fan
2. gear-driven, centrifugal fan
3. gear-driven, axial fan
4. belt-driven, axial fan

13-37. What type of reheat coil is utilized by
the NR-10?
1. Gas-to-air

--2. Liquid-to-air
3. Air-to-air
4. Electrical-to-air

13-38. The NR-10 air conditioner is composed
how many major systems?
1. Two
2. Three
3. Four
4. Five

13-39. The water solenoid valve will open
allow maximum flow during the
1. cooling mode
2; dehumidification mode
3. vent mode
4. engine starting

13-43. Returns to thecompressor
as a low-pressure gas
through this component

n Evaporator
coil

2. Damper
operators

3. Expansion
valves

4. Pressure
13-44. Cooled by low-pressure regulator

refrigerant gas from this valve
component

Items 13-45 through 13-51 refer\to table
13-2.

13-45. The compressor starting with the selector
switch in the VENT position is the resUlt
of a faulty
1. oil pressure cutout switch
2. pumpdown relay
3. hot gas bypass solenoid valve
4. compressor

13-46. If the compressor fails to start; the
failure could be in the
1. damper operators
2. quench line solenoid valve

of 3. high/low pressure switch
4. filters

13-47. The discharge pressure gage indicates less
than 168 psi. Which of the following
should be done to correct this malfunction?
1. Leak test refrigerant system and add

to refrigerant
2. Set diesel engine to correct rpm
3. Replace 'the high/low pressure switch
4. Leak test refrigerant system and

bleed-off refrigerant__

13-48. What could be the cause of the evaporator
pressure gage indicating less than 55 psi?
1. Shutoff valve closed
2. Overcharge of refrigerant
3. Defective cooling solenoid valve
4. Dirty filter or obstruction at filter

guard

13-40. The solenoid dump valve and pressure
switch will energize to prevent surging
when conditioned ail! being delivered
from the air condioner is between
1. 10 to 50 pounds per minute
2. 20 to 60.poutis per.minute
I. 30.to 70 pounds per minute
:. 40 to 80 pounds per minute

\.

,

13-49. When the suction pressure gage indicates
less than 40 psi, the fwilt could be in
the
1. shutoff valve being closed
2. hot gas prtssure regulator defective

or out of adjustment
3. low oil pressure
4. pumpdown relay
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13-50.. If the compressor shuts down when in the
COOL or DEHUM modes, the possible cause
.ould be the result of
1. low refrigerant charge
2. low suction pressure
3. high oil pressure
4. high suction'pressure.

13-51. A defective high/low pressure cutout
switch could cause the compressor to
1. keep on running
2. "start in the VENT selection
3. -increase discharge pressure to 168

psi
---4---4ecrease4ischarge pressure_over 168

psi

13-52. The "burn" caused by liquid refrigerant
contacting the skin should be treated as
1. frostbite or froen skin
2. a first degree burn
3. a second degree burn
4. a third degree burn

Learning Objective: Recognize how
corrosion of ground support equip-
ment can be prevented, and different
classifications of preservation for
the preservation of gas turbine
engines.

13-53. Effective corrosion prevention is
achieved only if.the treated surface
is free of
1. dirt only
2. moisture only
3. active corrosion only
4. dirt, moisture, and active corrosion

13-54. The type of preservative material used on
ground support equipment that is not
being used regularly depends upon the
1. composition of the equipment
2. availability of the preservative
3. anticipated period of idleness
4. purpose for which the'equipment is

used

o_a

In items 13-55 through 13-57, select from column B
the classification of preservation used for each
purpose listed in column A.

P. Purposes B. Types

13755. To protect engines inoperable
due to missing parts or acces-
sories, lack of test stand
facilities, dr internal
failure

13-56. Openings may be closed by dust
excluders or plugs

13-57. Gas turbines in non-dehydrated
status require rotation with
the starter or an external
device at least once every 30
days

1. Type 1

2. Type 2

3.. Type 3

4. Type 4

Learning Objective: Recognize the

factor that determines the preser-
vative material used and the pur-
poses and disadvantages of the
different grades of paralketone.

In items 13-58 through 13-60, select from column B
the grade of paralketone that possesses each
disadvantage listed in column A.

A. Disadvantages B. Grades

13-58, It is easily removed by- 1. Grade 1

water spray
2. Grade 2

13-59. It is difficult to remove
when old 3. Grade 3

.13-60. It may be removed by 4. Grade 4

inadvertent wiping
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Learning Objective: Indicate the
characterisitics of corrosion-
prevention petroleum and packaging
and barrier materials, and the
correct uses of covers and shrouds.



13-61. Which Of the following statements is
correct'regarding the temperatures for
application of class 3 corrosion-
preventive petroleum?
1. It may'be between 1500 and 200° F

for either brushing dr dipping
2. It must be between 60° and 120° F

for brushing and between 170° and
200° F for dipping

3. It may.be applied at any ambient
temperature so long asthe treated
surface is also at. that ambient
temperature

4. It must be between 50° and :!2(.. F
--for brushing-and-be-WA-y-11_15W and

180° F for dipping

In-items 13-62 through 13-65, select from column
B the packaging and barrier matt!rial'that
possesses each characteristic listed in column A.

A. Characteristics B. Materials

13-62. Requires special equip- 1.

ment for sealing

13-63. Has moderate water-
vapor resistance

13-64. Preferred as shrouding
because it resir--,
tears and punc,

13-65. Pulls loose wh-,
exposed to hic,, ovul !NT

ratal foil

Polyethylene
plastic film

3. Polyethylene
coated cloth

Tape, Fed.
Sp . PPP-T-
6, Type 1,
Class 1

13-66: In the use of tailored dust and protec-
tive covers on ground support equipment,
it would be untrue to say that the covers
1. may form a "bathtub" and trap water

if improperly installed
2. may create'a greenhouse effect in

warm weather causing water vapor tO
condense on the equionent underneath

3. should be loosened or removed and
the equipment ventilated in fair

weather
4. should always remain on when equip-

ment is not in use
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Assi.gnment 14

Treservation and Envir,,n11.::atal Pollution Control

Text: Pages 412 -

Learning Obective:- Identify the
ASM's resoolisibilitieS relative
to paintlr:g'g-,,und support equip
ment, and the materials he must

. use in 1,Tap;.:-..,g a -surface- for

14-1. With referimce reSponsibil-
ities, an ,':1 ro-ma'.14 be expected to
1. carry out 7L'ojects

2. perform paint 'jobs only
3.. prepare surfaci fm painting only
4. perform. pai:,t :,-.1:1coup jobs and prepare

surfaces for ;::.:.uting

Items 14-2,t.:7.roup i4-4 1.e;:er to preparing ac,sur-
face for 117'orir:;. Select from column B the mate-
rial to use41 or each function listed in column
A. ,

A. F,nctions B. Materials

14-2. To prevent excessive paint 1. Pumice
buildup in areas adjacent slurry in
to the treated area water

14-:. 1:(; remove the glossy finish 2. Fresh water
the area to be treated

3. Masking
14-4. To remove abrasive resi- paper

dues rom the area to be
trea.-.- 4. Mineral

Soirir.3
_

Learning Objective: Recognize
reasons for depreserving ground
support equipment and procedures
and materials useO.

14-5. The amount of cleaning required after
depreservation of an item of ground support
equipment should be determined on the basis
of
1. inspection only
2. evaluation only
3. equipment status only
4. inspection, evaluation, and equipment

status
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14-6. Refer to table 14-1 in your textbook.
Removal of all but which of the following
preservants can be accomplished with dry-
cleaning solvent P-D-680 or mineral spirits
TT-T-291?
1. Soft film compound
2. Plastic protective coating
3. General purpose lubricating oil
4. CorrOsion preventive fingerprint

remover

Learning Objective: Identify the
greatest threat to the structural
integrity of ground support equip-
ment, objectives of every mpinte-
nance training program, and ,:,.uses
of corrosion and_the most practical
means of deterring it.

14-7. Sttuctural integrity Of existing ground
support equipment is.threstened
by
1. high strength demands upon the metL1
2. the close tolerances of safety demanded

1.11 the.portc
3. the composition of the metal parts
4. metal corrosion

14-8. Which of the following should NOT be
included among the.objectives of every
maintenance training program?
1.- Developing_thLskilis required to cope

vith-the probleMs-of-corrosion
2. Being able to recognize the virious

-----types of corros4 -.1
3. Understanding tip.. dangers of corro6ion
4. Use of CO2 to prevent corrosion



.14-9. Salt water causes electrochemical corro-
sioh because it furnishes both a .corrosive

agent and a/an
1. chemical catalyst
2. electrical conductive path

,3. ,chemical neutralizer
4. path of decay

14-13. Corrosion on a structure fabricated from
which of the metals listed requires prompt
attention because it can penetrate the

metal in a very short time?
1. G
2. F

3. D
4. B

14-10. Refer to figure 14-1.1n your textbook.
Which of the following statements is cOr- 14-14.

.rect concerning the flow of electrons
within a metal during an electrochemical

attack!?

1. Electrons flow from the anodic area to
the cathodic area,'resulting in dete-
rioration of the latter

2. Electrons-flow from the cathodic area
to the anodic area, resultin&,in dete-
rioration.of the latter

3. Electrons flow from the anodic area
to the cathodic area, resulting in
Leterioration of the former

Z. Electrona flow from the cathodic area
to the anodic area, resulting in dete--------
rioration of the former

14-15.

14-16.

14-11. The most practical positive means of
deterring corrosion is by

Which of the metals listed is generally
corrosion resistant?
1. H

2. F
3. B

4. A

Which of the metali listed protects by
being intentionally consumed when used as
a coating to protect the part to which it

is applied?
1. F

2. D

3. C

4.

Which of the metals listed aCtually forms
a physical noncorrosive barrier over the

part to which it is applied?

1. preventive maintenance
1. H

2. keeping equipmen't subject to corrosion 2. G

away from a corrosive edvironment 3. D

3. educating all hands to be able to
recognize the different forms of
corrosion

4. C'

4. ensuring that no dissimilar metals are
used in the cmstruction of any equip-

Learning Objective: Identify the

ment subject to a corrosive environ-
basis for effective prevention of

ment
corrosion of ground support equip-

Learning Objective: Indicate typi-

cal corrosion characteristics of
various coilmon metals.

a, Items 14-12 through 14-16 refer to the

ly following metals used in aircraft support

equipment construction:

A. Copper
B. Chromium
C7 A.Lomi-mom

D. Nickel
E. Iron and !teel
F. Cadmium
G. Magnesium

H. Zinc

14-12. The most easily recognized
corrosion occurs on
1. A
2. C

-3:- E
4. G

type of metal
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ment, and recognize the types,
characteristics, uses, methods of
application,',end precautions appli-
cable to the various materials and
methods used to prevent and remove

corrosion.

Hazards associated with 'the use of sol-

vents for cleaning ground support equip-

ment do NOT inclUde the
1. ever-present danger that they might

ignite or explode
2. damaging effect they may have on the

material being cleaned

3. toxic effect they may have on the

user if he breathes their vapors
for a prolonged period of time
damage to the wash pit

14-18. Which of the following solvents is used
in naval aviation as E general all-purpose
cleaner for' metalspainted-surfacesi-and--
fabrice---
1. Safety Solvent
2. Mineral spirits
3. Stoddard Solvent

4; -Methyl ethyl ketone



In items 14-19 through
B the solvent used for
column A.

14-21, select from column
each purpose listed in

A. Purposes B. Solvents

14-19. To clean acrylics

14-20. To clean primer coats
before applying lac- 2. Aromatic naph-
quer tha

14-21. To remove grease 3. Methyl ethyl

1, Methyl chloro-,
form

14-28. If an aircraft must undergo heavy 46ty
cleaning when the ambient temperature is
15° F, what cleaning agent should be used?
1. Stoddard Solvent
2. Pumice
3. Cleaning compound,- waterless
4. Cleaning compound, water .emulsion

14-29. General abrasive cleaning of aluminum
surfaces should be accomplished with
1. aluminum wool
2. aluninam oxide paper\s,
3. carborundum paper

from and to clewn
engine components

ketone

4. Aliphatic
tha

naph-

14-22. MIL-C-15074B designates a solvent that is
tfeTö
1. remove spots oi lacquer or primer

deposits
2. :emove fresh fingerprints from a sur-

. face

3. clean bare metal surfaces
4. clean oil and grease from heavily

soiled painted surfaces

14-23. For best retults, how should cleaning
compound, solvent, gr42.ase emulsifying,
type I be-applied to a surface?
1. By wiping
2. By brushing
3. By dipping, followed by wiping
4. By spraying, followed by brushing

14-24. Cleaning compound, solvent, grease emul-
sifying type II differs from the other
emulsion cleaners in that it contains
1. carbolic acid
2. Stoddard Solvent
3. soap and water
4. nitric acid

Items 14-25 thromgh 14-27 refer to emulsifying
-Cleaners. Select from column B the cleaner that
is used for each funCtioa_listed in column A.

A. Functions B. Cleaners

14-25. To remove. chalk- 1.

ing epoxy sur-
faces'

14-26. To remove paral-
ketones from
surfaces

14-27. To remove mitmos-
pheric fi.m from
surfaces

Cleaning compound,
solvent, grease
emulsifying, type I.

2. Cleaning compound,
solvent, grease
emulsifying, type II

3. Cleaning compound,
water emulsion

4. Cleaning coumpound,
solvent, grease
emulsifying, type
IIT
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4. lacquer rubbing compound, type III

14-30. What should be used to clean
tion from a surface?
1. Silicon carbide paper
2. Lacquer rubbing compound, type III
3. Powdered pumice
4. Aluminum oxide paper

minor
,

oxida-

14-31. Bicarbonate of soda is a very valuable
compound because it can be used to
1. clean tarnished silver contacts only
2: neutralize acid deposits only
3. clean battery holders only
4. clean tarnished silver contacts, neu-

tralize acid,deposita, and clean
battery holders

In items 14-32 through 14-34, select from column
B the cleaning method that is used for each oper-
ation listed in column°A.

A. Operations

14732. To remove a majority
of soils with a mini-
mum of manhours expended

14-33. To remove oil and grease
that cannot be easily
removed by other methods

14-34. To clean areas lightly
contaminated with dirt
and grease

B. Methods

1. Water wash
-dleaning

2. Emulsion
cleaning

3. Steam clean-
ing

4. Powered buf-
fing

.

14-35. Inasmuch as cleaning operations can cause
a buildup of static electricity, the
equipment being cleaned should
1. be grounded
2. be rinsed with'clean water
3. not be cleaned with'steel wool
4. not be cleaned with flammable fluid
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1436. The temperature of a metal sUrface shou:c:
be uboye the ciewpoint of the ambient
atmosphere when preservatives are
applied, otherwise condensation of mois-
ture on the surface may octair and
1. prevent the formation of a uniformly

thick coating of preservative
caUse corroaion under the preserva-
tive

3. prevent even drying of.the surface
of the preservative

4. retard bonding of the preservative to
tha:lurface

14-37., For whiA of the following.purpses are
lubricalaused?
1. To d ssipate heat only
2. To.reduce friction only
3. To prevent corrosion only
4. To dissipate heat, reduce friction,

and prevent corrosion

14-38. Which'of the following should be con-
sidered when selecting a lubricant to be
used as a preservative on an item that is
to be stored temporarily?
1.. The time required to reactivate the

item
2. The ability of the preservative to

withstand high pressures
3. The reduction of friction between

moving parts
4. The viscosity of the lubricant

In items 14-39 through 14-42, select from column
B the lubricant to be used for each purpose
listed in column A.

A. Purposes --B.-Lubricants

14-39. For preserving equipment 1. MIL-H-5606A
for 30 days or more

14-40. For displacing water in
external piano-type 3. MIL-L-3150

hinges

2. MIL-L-7870

4. MIL-H-6083

14-41. For general purpose lub-
rication where low vis-
cosity is required

14-42. For flushing hydraulic
parts and components
prior to their being
forwarded for repair

Learrilng.Objective: Identify
methods of protecting various
metals from corrosion and of
removing corrosion from selected
metals, including.the definition
of corrosion damage limits. .

14743. Aluminum alloy coated with a thin sheet
of pure aluminum iasaid to be
1. anod1ged-

2. clad
3. exfoliated
4. extruded

14-44. Aluminum alloys.that have a chemically
produced film of aluminum oxide sera pro-
tective measure on their surfaces are
said to'be..
1. anodized
2. clad
3. exfoliated
4. extruded

14-45. Which of the following statements appli-
cable to the removal of corrosion from
arranodized aluminum surface is correct?
I. Steel wool or steel brushes may be

used to remove the corrosion
2. Chromic acid should be used to remove

the protecti.ve coating adjatent to .-

the'corroded area
3.: Buffing is the first step in removing

the'corrosion
4. Fiber bristle brushes may.be uSed to

remove the corrosion

14-46. What operation may be performed in the
field when removing corrosion from stain--
less steel?

, 1. Removing of heat scales
2. Blasting at 60 psi with :00-mesh

garnet
3. Wire brushing
4. Light blasting at 40 psi with 100L

mesh garnet

14-47. The term referring to the amount of metal
which may be removed from a corroded part'
without reducing its sirength-below a
safe level ia
I. normal stress limits
2: corrosion damage limits
3. tensile strength
A. iimit of ,elasticity

88
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Learning Objective: Identify the
sources, effects, and prevention
of pollution.



14.748. The contamination of the air is dOn,/
usually with
1. unwanted-ggah-ST-AU-Age, anT-Other

substances
2. unwanted gases, smoke, and other sub-

stances
3. unwanted gases, sound,' and smoke
4; sludge, sound, and smoke

14-49. When were the first complaints registered
against air pollution?
1. Latter.part of the 19th century
2. Early part ol the 19th century
3. Early part of the 20th century

, 4. Latter part of the 20th century

14-50. Pollution control laws were adopted by
'Chicago and Cincinnati-as early as
1. 18Q1
2. 1918
3. 1781
4. 1881

14-51. Los Angeles smog is mainly due to .

1. sunlight on gases emitted by car
exhaust systems

2. sunlight off water
3. sunlight from the smoke of its fac-

tories
4. strong winds

14-52. How many classes of air pollution are
pumped into the air?
1. Five
2. Six
3. Three
4. Four

14-53. Pollution caused by the incomplete burn-
ing of the
1. carbon
2. carbon
3. carbon
4. sulfur

carbon in fuels is palled
trioxide
dimxide
monoxide
oxides

.14-54. Two-thirds:of the carbon monoxide in the
air comes from
1. steam engines
2. internal gasoline combustion engines
3. internal diesel combustion engines
4. carbon dioxide

14-55. Forty-two percent of particulate matter
pollution is caused by
1. forest fires
2. stationary fuel combustion
3. industrial process
4. automobile engines

14-56. The particulate emitted from indusrial
sources that can cause lesions in the
lung is-called
1. asbestosis
2. lead
3. asbestos
4. beryllium

14-57. What fuel produces 60 percent of all
sulfur oxides when burning?
1. Oil
2. Coal
3. Gasoline
4. Diesel

14-58. Why, if ever, are nitrogen oxides that
automobile engines emitt so hard to con-

1. Reducing other pollutants tends to
inc-ease the output of nitrogen oxides

2. Reducing other pollutants tends to
decrease the output of nitrogen oxides

3. Reducllg other pollutants has no'
effect on the output of nitrogen
oxides

4. Nitrogen oxides do not require control

14-59. When was the first Federal prOgram dealing
with air pollution created?
1.. 1945
2. 1952
.3. 1955
4. 1965

14-60: When were the'standards established for'
motor vehicle pollution amended to the
1963 clean air act?
1. 1963
2. 1965
3. 1970
4. 1975

14-61. What is the purpose of the PCV valve?
1. To allow fuel vapors to flow from the _

intake manifold so the engine will
not pollute the air

2. To allow crankcase vapors to blend
with the fuel-air mixture in the com-
bustion chamber

3. To-prevent crAnkcase vapors from seep-
ing into the exhaust manifold

4. To prevent crankcase vapors from,seep-
ing into the intake manifold

14-62. The air injection system installed on some
automotive gas engines consists of-a/an
1. air pump, air mhnifold, relief valve,

and diverter valve
2. air pump, air mariffold, check valve,

and diverter valve
!1, air 7,-..urip, check valve, relief valve,

and hydraulic motor
4. check valve, relief valve, hydraulic

motor, and reverse-flow manifold

89.
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14-63. Which two categories of water pollution 14-64. A pollution-resistant tye fish-is calild,

is the Navy mainly concerned with? i 1. caip

1. Eutrophication and anaerobic
_

2. catfish
,

2. Oil and anaerobic 3. bass

, 3. Organic waste and anaerobic 4. trout

4. ,Organic waste and oil ,

/
/

..

5 6
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A FINAL QUESTION: What did you think of "this course? Of the text material used
tfie course? Comments and recommeneations received from enrollees have been

a major source of Cour:36 improvement. You and.your command are urged to submit your
Constructive criticismi and your recommendati6ns. This tear-out form letter ds
provided for your. convenience. Typewrite if possible, but legible handwriting is
acceptable.

II Date

From:,

ZIP CODE

Naval Education and Training Program Development Center
Building 922
Pensacola, Florida 32509

PDD -7

Subj: NRCC/RTMAviation Suppdrt Equipment Technician M 3 & 9, NAVEDTRA 1032.5-B

1. The following comments are hereby submitted:

r
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COURSE DISENROLLMENT

All study materials must be returned. On,disenrolling,
fill out only the upper part of this page and attach
it to the inside front cover of the textbook for this
course. Mail your study materials to the Naval
Education and Training Program Development Center,

PRINT CLEARLY

NAVEDTRA Number COURSE TITLE

10315-B AVIATION SUPPORT FOU:PMENT TECHNI,CIAN M 3_6( 2

Name,- Last First 1 dif.j-

Rank/Rate Designator Social Security Number

COURSE COMPLETION

Letters of satisfactory completion are,issued only to
personnel whose courses are administered by the -aval
EducafTon and Training Program Dev6I-Opment Center. Off
completing the course, fil,1 out the lower part of this
page and enclose it with your last set of self-scored
answer sheets. Be sure Mailing addresses are complete.
Mail to the Naval Education and Training Program
Development Center.

NAME

ZIP CODE

MY SERVICE RECORD IS HELD BY:

Activity

Address_ ZIP CODE

Signature of enrollee

PDD Form 111
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(Fold along dotted line and staple+ 'or tare)

(Fold along dotted line and stapla.or tape)

DEPARTMENT OF THE NAVY
NAVAL EDUCATION AND TRAINING PROGRAM

DEVELOPMENT CENTER (PDD7 )
PENSACOLA, FLORIDA 32509

OFFICIAL BUSINESS
PENALTY FOR PRIVATE USE, MO

POSTAGE AND FEES PAID
DEPARTMENT OF THE NAVY

D00-316

NAVAL_EDOCATIORAND TRAINING P_ROGRAM 0EVELO2AERICEHTER_LEDD7 )
BUILDING 922

,

PENSACOLA, FLORIDA 32509
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